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P-1

PREFACE

Following distribution of the Draft Alternatives Analysis/Environ
mental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report (AA/EIS/EIR)
dated May 18, 1979, formal public hearings on its findings were
held on July 7, 8 and 9, 1979.

Based on the public hearing testimony and the technical findings
the SCRTD Board has selected Alternative II (with some modifications)
as its "Locally Preferred Alternative". The rationale for the
selection of this Alternative is discussed in Chapter II, Section D.

The SCRTDBoard has asked UMTA to financially support a Preliminary
Engineering investigation of its Preferred Alternative, and UMTA
proposes to do so, subject to the provisions of Federal law governing
these matters. No decision on project implementation will be made
by UMTA until Preliminary Engineering has been completed.

All substantive written and oral comments based upon the distri
bution of the document and the hearings, as well as the replies
thereto, have been incorporated into this Final AA/EIS/EIR. The
written comments consist of formal letters and are included verbatim
in this Final Report; while the voluminous transcripts resulting
from the oral testimony are on file with the SCRTD Secretary, and
are available for public inspection.

This document is intended to assist in the evaluation of alterna
tive transit systems in the Regional Core. The level of detail
required to select among alternatives is not as precise as re
quired for final design and cost estimation. Detailed analysis
will be required to determine the final cost and impact of differ
ent construction techniques, operating characteristics, and exact
station and alignment locations, etc. Continuing environmental
studies and documentation in conjunction with engineering to

address these and other issues, will be conducted as necessary.
UMTA will be directly involved in developing appropriate con
struction techniques, operating conditions for station and



alignment locations; and in defining the most effective means of
achieving required results with the least cost and with acceptable
environmental impacts.

A supplemental or tiered environmental impact statement will be
prepared as a part of the decision making process on determination
of the construction method to be employed, station locations, and
any other design elements likely to have significant environmental
impacts. The concept of sequencing environmental assessments so
that assessments are tailored to the decisions being made is fully
consistent with the Council on Environmental Quality Environmental
Regulations, which refer to this concept as "tiering".

The construction cost numbers provided are for the analysis purposes
only, and represent an effort to compare the cost effectiveness and
impacts of alternative modes, not to provide final construction cost
for a rapid rail system in Los Angeles.

During Preliminary Engineering, should project costs be found to
be significantly higher than estimated in the Alternatives Analysis,
or should significant new and unavoidable adverse environmental
impacts be identified, it may be necessary to reassess project
feasibility.
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THE LOCALLY PREFI:RRI:D ALTERnATIVE

The Board of Directors ("Board") of the Southern California Rapid

Transit District (SCRTD) has reviewed the AA/EIS/EIR, examined the

public hearing transcripts, studied the issues, considered the staff

responses and has designated its preferred alternative from the eleven

evaluated, as being (with some minor modifications) Alternative II.

The rationale for this selection is included in Chapter II, Section D.

Generally, this alternative, shown in Figure PA.l, commences at Union

Station in the Central Business District (CBD); continues west along

Wilshire Boulevard; turns north on Fairfax; passes through Hollywood,

t~e Cahuenga Pass, and Universal City; and finally terminates at

Lankershim and Chandler in the San Fernando Valley. Such an alignment

covers 18.6 linear miles, and will be constructed as a "bored" tunnel

subway to operate at a depth ranging from 40 to 200 feet underground.

This particular alternative is projected to cost approximately 1.12

billion dollars in 1977 dollars.

The modifications to this Alternative II, made by the SCRTD Board,

consist of: (1) eliminating the Wilshire and Hauser Station; (2) add

ing a station at Wilshire and Crenshaw; and (3) relocating the Holly

wood and Las Palmas Station to Hollywood and Cahuenga.

The first two changes would have negligible impact over the alterna

~ive selected. The fin~l change will result in an increased, although

negligible capital cost and no impact on operatine costs or environ

mental factors.

The official SCRTD Board Resolution stating the Board's preference and

modifications to Alternative II follows:
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FIGURE PA.l

SCRTD BOARD PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

'MODIFIED ALTERNATIVE II
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RESOLUTION NO. R-79-410

WHEREAS, in 1977 the Southern California Rapid Transit
District, in cooperation with the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration, began a combined Alternatives Analysis and
Environmental Impact Study (AA/EIS/EIR), for Rapid Transit
Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional Core, as part of the
Four Element Regional Transportation Program; and

WHEREAS, the results of this work, presented in the
Draft AA/EIS/EIR, dated May 18, 1979, have been carefully re
viewed by the Board of Directors of the SCRTD; and

WHEREAS, in addition to the District's extensive
continuous public participation program, the Board held six
sessions of well advertised official public hearings on the
afternoons and evenings of July 9, 10 and 11, 1979 in various
locations in the Regional Core nor the purpose of soliciting
comments from individuals, community groups and agencies and
further provided an additional period of 30 days thereafter for
the receipt of written comments; and

WHEREAS, the SCRTD Board has reviewed the transcripts
of the public testimony, and has considered all the major issues
and substantive comments made during this process by individuals
and agencies and community groups, and has considered the
responses to these issues and comments; and

WHEREAS, even though a station at the Hollywood Bowl
would be comparatively lightly used, the Board concluded that
a "special purpose" station should be provided at this location
during the times of the events held at this facility, which is
so important to the cultural life of the entire Los Angeles
area, subject to the environmental, construction and system
operation requirements, and further subject to the evaluation
of alternate funding means for the operat~on and maintenance
costs; and

WHEREAS, the Board concludes that a station at
Wilshire and Hauser would be too close to the La Brea Station
and further would likely have too much of an adverse environ
mental impact from the archeological standpoint; and



WHEREAS, the Board has determined that in response
to requests, the transportation needs of the community bordering
Crenshaw Boulevard southerly of Wilshire warrant a station at
Wilshire and Crenshaw; and

WHEREAS, a station at Wilshire and Witmer is not
feasible due to track layout and train speed considerations;
and

WHEREAS, the results of the Draft AA/EIS/EIR show
that Alternative II serves the largest number of people and
designated "centers" in the Los Angeles Adopted City Plan,
results in the largest reductions in net operating deficits,
provides the most environmental advantages, and is the most
cost-effective; and

WHEREAS, the results of the public hearing process
indicate that Alternative II has the support of the greatest
number of persons and agencies;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors
of the Southern California Rapid Transit District hereby select
as its Preferred Alternative, Alternative II, as described in
the Draft AA!EIS!EIR, with the "following modifications:

1. Locate the Hollywood Station on Cahuenga
Boulevard at Hollywood Boulevard instead
of Las Palmas.

2. Eliminate the station on Wilshire Boulevard
at Hauser.

3. Add a station at Wilshire Boulevard and
Crenshaw.

CERTIFICATION

The undersigned duly qualified and acting as
District Secretary of the Southern California Rapid Transit
District certifies that the foregoing is a true and correct
copy of Resolution No. R-79-4l0 adopted at a legally con
vened meeting of the Board of Directors of the Southern
California Rapid Transit District held on September 20, 1979.

The SCRTD Board has asked UMTA to financially support a Preliminary
Engineering investigation of its Preferred Alternative and UMTA
proposes to do so, subject to the provisions of Federai law governing
these matters. No decision on project implementation will be made
by UMTA until Preliminary Engineering has bee~ completed.

Dated: September 27, 1979

-
(SEAL)
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SUMMARY

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter briefly describes the transit alternatives considered;

and presents the key technical, environmental, social, and public

hearing findings. In the process of anlyzing such findings, strict
conformance to required Federal and State procedures and guidelines

were maintained. In conformance with these guidelines, the Southern

California Rapid Transit District Board of Directors selected
Alternative II (with minor modifications) as its "Locally Preferred
Alternative" for project implementation. A synopsis of the rationale

for this selection is also contained herein, and all data applicable
to Alternative II, the Locally Preferred Alternative, is highlighted

(by a "box") on all tables throughout this entire report.

The next step is Preliminary Engineering (PE). SCRTD has asked UMTA
to financially support PE, and UMTA proposes to do so. No decision

on project implementation will be made by UMTA until the PE effort

has been completed.

B. BACKGROUND

In September, 1976 representatives of the City of Los Angeles,
CalTrans, Southern California Association of Governments; the County

of Los Angeles and the Southern California Rapid Transit District,

decided that the District should submit an application to the Urban

Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) for financing to proceed
with a four-point Regional Transportation Development Program to

address the increasing transportation problems in the Los Angeles
Metropolitan area. Element IV of the program, which involves evalua

tion of alternative transit solutions for the Regional Core Area, is
the subject of this report.

The Regional Core Area is an approximately fifty-five square mile

triangular portion of the metropolitan center of Los Angeles. The
local bus system is operating at maximum capacity in congested

traffic and experiences increasingly acute overcrowding conditions.



Figure I

REGIONAL CORE OF LOS ANGELES
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The other elements of the program, which are the subject of separate

report by others are: The SCRTD's Transportation Systems Management

Program (TSM: low cost regional bus service improvements), CalTrans'

proposed Freeway Transit Project (new Bus/High Occupancy Vehicle-ways

along, or built over, selected freeways coupled with improvements to

provide "free flow" conditions on all other freeways) and the City of

Los Angeles' proposed Downtown People Mover Project.

C. EVALUATION PROCESS

This analysis closely follows the latest Federal and State guidelines

for conducting an Alternatives Analysis/Environmental Impact Assess

ment. The guidelines incorporate the social and environmental consid

erations, and the public hearings required by the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) and follow the California Environmental Quality Act

(CEQA) requirements. Since the requirements and suggested formats of

the Federal and State agencies differ, a special effort has been made

to meet the requirements of both.

Several sensitivity analyses were made during the preparation of this

report. None of these analyses indicate there is any justification for

any change in the comparative ranking of the alternatives with respect

to the factors tested. The results of the most significant of these

sensitivity analyses appear in the appropriate chapters of this report.

D. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

The alternatives described herein are conceptual in nature and the

location of lines and stations for whichever alternative is ultimately

selected for implementation will be subject to refinement during pre

liminary engineering and final design. The public will have the oppor

tunity to review these refinement efforts and comment, since a supple

mental or "tiered" environmental impact statement will be prepared

during the course of the engineering effort.

The selection of the alternative public transit systems evaluated

was guided by two main considerations: First, in view of the results

of earlier studies which evaluated all potential modes, and corridors,

this evaluation was limited to rail rapid transit and bus modes in



the Regional Core area as stipulated in the December 22, 1976 letter
from the Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation.
And secondly, in accordance with the UMTA guidelines for Alternatives
Analyses, the Alternatives had to represent a wide range of investment
and service levels in the corridor.

Eleven alternatives have been evaluated.· Five of these, called "Rail
Rapid Transit/Bus" alternatives are made up of a line-haul rail rapid
transit facility supplemented by a network of feeder buses. Five
others called "All-Bus" alternatives, are made up of line haul and
feeder buses operating under conditions ranging from an exclusive,
grade-separated aerial busway to the reservation of existing surface
lanes for express buses to simply incremental improvements to the
service level of the present bus system operating in mixed traffic
on public streets and freeways. The eleventh or "Null" or "No Build"
alternative represents no improvement to the present transit system,
and is used herein as a base for comparative evaluations. As mentioned
previously in this report, Alternative II (with minor modifications)
.las selected by the SCRTD Board as the Locally Preferred Alternative.
Planning and cost estimating for all of the Alternatives took into con
si[eration the existing system of bus routes in the Regional Core, herein
after called the "background bus system". Each of these alternatives,
including the Locally Preferred Alternative, is briefly described below.

1. Rail Rapid Transit/Bus Alternatives

All Rail/Bus Alternatives have the same alignment and stations in the
Los Angeles Central Business District (LACBD), see Figure 2.

8·3

Figure 2

Los Angeles Central Business District

LEGEND

Rail Line and Stations
(common to all Rail Alternatives)

DPM Line and Stations

Quarter Mile ( Walking Distance ) Radius
from Rail Stations



ALTERNATIVE I. LACBD-WILSHIRE-LA BREA-HOLLYWOOD-NORTH HOLLYWOOD
ALTERNATIVE III. LACBD-WILSHIRE-VERMONT-HOLLYWOOD-NORTH HOLLYWOOD.

This alternative would provide
a high level of service between the
major centers of the Regional Core,
and would improve travel between
those centers and the large dis
tricts of West Los Angeles and the
San Fernando Valley .•

16-Mi1e CBD-Wi1shire-La Brea
Hollywood to North Hollywood
Rail Rapid Transit/Bus System.

This alternative provides
more direct service to the eastern
part of the Regional Core and Holly
wood. It would not provide direct
service to the western portion of
the Wilshire District.

15 mile CBD-Wi1shire-Vermont
Hollywood to North Hollywood
Rail Rapid Transit/Bus System

THE LOCALLY PREFERRED ALTEr!~ATIVE

ALTERNATIVE II. LACBD-WILSHIRE-FAIRFAX-HOLLYWOOD-NORTH HOLLYWOOD

This ·A1ternative has been selected by the
SCRTD Board as its Preferred Alternative

This is a variation of Alterna
tive I, with the north-south segment
farther west along Fairfax Avenue,
and minor modification by the SCRTD
Board consisting of:

1. Eliminating the Hauser Station.
2. Adding a Station at Wi1shire/

Crenshaw.
3. Moving the Las Pa1mas/Se1ma

Station to Ho11ywood/Cahuenga.

18.6 mile CBD-Wi1shire-Fairfax
Hollywood to NQrth Hollywood
Rail Rapid Transit/Bus System

8-4

ALTERNATIVE IV. LACBD-WILSHIRE-LA BREA (OR FAIRFAX)-HOLLYWOOD.

This alternative is a trun
cated version of alternatives I
and II, with service terminating
in Hollywood. The map and the
data presented below are for the
La Brea routing. The Fairfax
routing would also be possible.

11 mile CBD-Wi1shire-La Brea
(or Fairfax) to Hollywood
Bowl Rail Rapid Transit/Bus
System

...



ALTERNATIVE V. LACBD-WILSHIRE-FAIRFAX.

This alternative would serve
the Wilshire Corridor only.

8 mile CBD-Wilshire to
Fairfax Rail Rapid Transit/
Bus System

2. All-Bus Alternatives

ALTERNATIVE VI. AERIAL BUSWAY, LACBD-WILSHIRE-HOLLYWOOD-NORTH HOLLYWOOD.

Alternative VI most closely

approximates rail rapid transit
in terms of investment and service
level. Buses wQuld run on an exclu
sive facility with the route and
stations of Alternative T. Platoon
bus operation and off-vehicle fare
collection similar to a rail system
would be required to maintain high
capacities and speeds.

16 mile CBD-Wilshire-La Brea
Hollywood to North Hollywood
Aerial Busway/Bus System
(same route as Alternative I)

ALTERNATIVE VII. EXCLUSIVE MEDIAN BUS LANES ON WILSHIRE AND LA BREA.

-

Five All-Bus Alternatives were designed to meet the transit needs of

the Regional Core at high, medium and low service and investment levels.
Within each level, buses would be operated to the maximum practicable
capacity. Other than the use of articulated buses (recently placed in
service in Los Angeles), all technology proposed for bus alternatives
is conventional.

8-5

This alternative is a medium
level transit system, representing
the highest service level possible
in the Regional Core Corridor with
out high investment in facilities.
Th~ two median lanes on Wilshire and
La Brea would have to be given over
to exclusive bus use. Portions of
these streets would be used for
passenger boarding islands, and some
cross streets would have to be
closed. Buses would operate in mixed
traffic in the CBD. Express bus ser
vice would be provided in the median
lanes. Local buses and auto traffic
would use the remaining lanes.

11 mile CBD-Wilshire-La Brea
to Hollywood Bowl Exclusive
Median Bus Lanes/Bus System



ALTERNATIVE VIII. REVERSIBLE MEDIAN, PEAK PERIOD EXPRESS BUS LANES ON

8TH AND OLYMPIC.
ALTERNATIVE X. TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT (TSM) BUS IMPROVEMENT.

ALTERNATIVE IX. EXCLUSIVE CURB BUS LANES ON WILSHIRE AND LA BREA.

1. Transportation

ALTERNATIVE XI. "NULL" OR NO CHANGE FROM EXISTING SERVICE LEVELS.

the All-Bus Alter
The Rail/Bus

daily riders. The

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF IMPACTS OF THE ALTERNATIVESE.

The total Regional Core patronage indicates that
natives would attract over 500,000 daily riders.
Alternatives would carry fron 574,000 to 642,000
existing daily ridership is 403,000.

A technical and environmental analysis has been conducted to examine
all possible impacts resulting from each of the eleven alternatives.
These impacts, which are discussed in much greater detail in the var
ious chapters of this report, have, in this chapter, been grouped into
four broad categories; transportation, environmental, social and
economic. Significant findings are presented in this section. Where
feasible, the results are shown in a comparative format to facilitate

evaluation. It should be noted that all figures in this and other
chapters of the report highlight (by a "box") the Board Preferred
Alternative II.

A continuation of the existing Regional Core bus service which consists
of approximately 850 buses operating on 40 bus routes within and
through this area.

Patronage results for the eleven alternatives are shown in Figure 3.
This shows the boardings on the express systens and the total passenger
trips on all local and express service in the Re3ional Core.

Improvements in this alternative would consist of adding high capacity
buses and providing service increases on existing bus routes in the
Regional Core.

II-mile CBD-Wilshire-La Brea
to Hollywood Bowl Exclusive
Curb Lane Bus System.

8 mile CBD-Eighth-Olympic to
Fairfax Reversible Exclusive
Median Bus Lane/Bus System

This low level alternative

would improve transit service
levels on Wilshire Boulevard and
La Brea Avenue with exclusive curb
lanes for both local and express
transit service.

In this low level alternative,
express buses would operate between
specific sections of the Wilshire
Corridor and the Los Angeles CBD,
using the reversible median lanes
in 8th Street and Olympic Boulevard.
Hollywood and North Hollywood ser
vice would use the Hollywood Freeway.

5-6



FIGURE 3

DAILY PATRONAGE IN THE REGIONAL CORE

(THOUSANDS OF PASSENGERS)
(on average weekday in 1990)

The average speeds in the Regional Core today range between 15 and 25

mph for automobiles and 10-15 mph for buses. The special treatments

proposed on select streets for the express buses in the All-Bus Alter

natives might improve the bus speed to as much as 18-20 mph. The rail
service, operating on a separated right of way would operate at an
average speed of between 35 and 40 mph. The operating characteristics

of the rail mode are:

VII VIII IX

REGIONAL CORE TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES
Rail Rapid Transit/Bus All Bus

Operating characteristics are provided for analysis purposes only, and

represent an effort to compare the cost effectiveness and impacts of
alternative modes only.

2 - 3 mins.
1.5 mins.

24 hours

35 - 40 mph

40 X 8.5 ft.
60 X 8.5 ft.
55 mph

24 hours

3.5 - 4.5 minutes
75' X 10.5'

70 mph

station stops) 30 mph
18-20 mph
12-15 mph

Hours of Operation

Headways - Peak
Vehicle Size (R.T.cars)

Maximum Speed

Average Speed
(higher for longer
alternatives and lower
for shorter alternatives)

characteristics of the bus mode are:

Hours of Operation
Headways (Peak)

For standard buses
For High Capacity buses

Vehicle Size

Standard Bus
Articulated

Maximum Speed

Average Speed

Aerial Busway(with
Exclusive Lanes
Mixed Traffic

3.

4.

5.

l.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The operating

l.

2.

10

XI
(Null)

403

X

13

505

37

511

19

507

56

515

-II III IV V VI

Rail Rapid Transit 260 275 230 220 180
Boardings

Express Bus 12 260
Boardings

Total Person 625 642 618 585 574 625
Trips, Including
Background Bus
System

~f-
'----

-
Travel times for six typical trips within the Regional Core were

estimated for each alternative and are detailed in Chapter III.B.2.

In most cases the Rail/Bus Alternatives permit significant reductions

in transit travel times. Some examples which include access and transfer

times, are:
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a. For the trip from North Hollywood to Downtown Los Angeles,

the Rail/Bus Alternatives I, II and III would reduce the

current bus travel time of 60 minutes to about 35 minutes.



b. For the trip between North Hollywood and the Miracle Mile,
Alternatives I and II would reduce the current travel time
of 62 minutes to approximately 25 minutes, while Alternative

VII would reduce it to 35 minutes.
c. For the trip from the Miracle Mile to Downtown, the estim

ated travel time of 20 minutes for Alternatives I, II, IV
and V, would be 10 to 13 minutes faster than the All-Bus

Alternatives VII to XI.

The number of total auto vehicle trios and vehicle miles traveled in
the Regional Core Traffic Impact Area are shown in Figure 4. This
figure compares the total trips and total VMT which are to be expected
with each of the eleven alternatives to the 1977 existing traffic

conditions.

FIGURE 4
ESTIMATED CHANGE IN TOTAL DAILY AUTO TRIPS

& VMT IN THE REGIONAL CORE

1977 - 1990

alternative (II, the 18-mile rail line) under consideration is implem
ented there could be expected to be only a 12% increase in both, a
reduction of 4%, which would mean about 100,000 less daily auto trips
and 710,000 less VMT each day.

2. Environmental

Environmental impacts of the rail alternatives were evaluated for
bored subway, aerial, and cut and cover subway configurations, as
well as for various exclusive lane treatments.

The preliminary geologic analysis indicates that subsurface conditions
along the route are generally favorable for machine bore tunneling and
are conducive to high rates of advance. Insofar as earthquakes are
concerned, deep tunnels are considered safer than structures at or
above the ground surface.

Aerial guideway construction (Alternatives I-VI) should not present
any unusual construction problems, assuming such construction would be
in conformance with City Building and Safety Codes.

It can be seen that if no project is implemented the auto vehicle
trips and VMT will both increase by 16%. If the most extensive

1990 1990
Total Daily Total Daily
Auto Trips Vehicle Miles

Alternative Travelled (VMT)
(l,OOOs) (l,OOOs)

1977 (2,462) (17,477)

I 2;765 19;629TIl
III tB5 HjU
IV 2,791 19,815
V 2,798 19,868
VI 2,765 19,629
VII 2,842 20,178
VIII 2,845 20,196
IX 2,844 20,194
X 2,845 20,197
XI 2,853 20,258

Source: Los Angeles City Traffic Department

% Increase
1977 - 90

12
12
13
13
14
12
15
15
16
16
16
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The bus alternatives do not impact geologic conditions.

With regard to subsidence in the Regional Core, subsurface systems
could have an adverse impact at some locations, but these can be

mitigated to an acceptable level.

There are potential visual and aesthetic impacts from the construction
of any of the alternatives (I through VI) if constructed in aerial
configuration.

Long term air quality impacts from a transit improvement project
(Alternatives I through X) would result in some improved air quality

relative to the Null Alternative XI) due to a reduction in vehicular
travel. Alternatives I through V would result in the most improvement.

-



The analysis indicated that the noise impact produced by transit

trains should be relatively insignifi9ant except on aerial structure. FIGURE 5

Cultural-Historic, Archeological and Paleontological
Number of Sites Potentially Affected

IMPACT I J I III IV V VI
A S A :; A S A S A S

Cu1tura1-
Historic

Physical 19 0 21 0 19 0 19 0 19 0 19

Noise/ 30 1 33 1 23 0 33 1 28 1 30
Vibration

Visual 59 2 71 3 51 0 59 2 65 1 60

Arch & Pa1eont. 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 3

TOTALS 110 5 128 7 94 1 112 4 114 4 112
'---

There would be no noise impact directly attributable to subway opera
tions, but vibration impacts would be possible due to ventilation
shafts and ground transmission which can be mitigated. The deeper a
subsurface alternative, the less the potential impact.

There are potential adverse impacts to archeological, historical and
paleontological resources from construction activity and from emplace
ment of new structures. All subsurface rail alternatives, if con
structed without adequate planning and qualified supervision, could
result in the loss of valuable artifacts at some locations. Aerial
guideways could also impact buried artifacts at the support columns
and could, in addition, cause visual and noise impacts to cultural
and historical structures and sites. (see Figure 5.).

TI1e surface bus alternatives (VII-XI) do. not present any potential
adverse noise or visual impacts since they would use existing facilities

and the characteristics of these facilities are such that the additional
buses would not noticeably alter ambient noise and visual qualities.

Notes:

ALTERNATIVE

A - Aerial
S - Subway
No impact from Alternatives VII - XI.

..

Alternatives VII, VIII and IX would have severe adverse traffic con
gestion impacts, due to reserving traffic lanes for exclusive bus use,
closure of minor cross-streets and restricting left-turn movements.
Alternative VII would have greater adverse impacts than Alternatives
VIII or IX, since it would require more street area than the other
alternatives.
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Potential adverse impacts for subsurface alignments could be mitigated
by retention of a qualified professionals to examine the route and
advise on excavation through sensitive areas. The deeper a subsurface
alternative, the less its potential impact.

Visual impacts could be caused to cultural-historic sites and struc·
tures if stations, station access points, ventilation shafts and other
surface structures are disruptively located. However, proper planning
and siting should be able to mitigate adverse impacts.

Construction impacts are short term in nature. The All-Bus Alterna
tives (VII through XI) will have no appreciable construction impacts.

Alternatives I through VI, if constructed in aerial configuration,
will cause appreciable surface traffic·interference and some noise and



dust problems due to construction of footings and columns along the

entire length of the line. Alternative I through V, constructed by

the bored tunnel method would cause adverse traffic, noise and dust

impacts only at those locations where it was necessary to construct
stations by the cut and cover method. Alternatives I through V, if
constructed by the cut and cover method would cause the most severe
adverse construction impacts along the entire length of the line. The
pros and cons of alternate means of construction will be more thoroughly
examined in Preliminary Engineering, after which conclusive decisions
will be made. This will be documented in the supplemental or tiered EIS.

3. Social

The population and employment densities in the Regional Core Corridor
compare most favorably with similar corridors in other cities which
either have rail rapid transit systems or are in the process of con
struction. While the Regional Core population density is less than
that in Philadelphia, it is comparable to Washington D.C. and San
Francisco and considerably higher than Buffalo, Miami, Baltimore and

Atlanta. A comparison of employment densities shows the Los Angeles
Regional Core is among the highest, ranging between 21,000 and 28,000
employees per square mile.

The land-use goals of the State, County and City call for the devel
opment of regional, multi-purpose, high intensity centers linked

together by rail rapid transit. By virtue of their high level of
transit service (speed and capacity) and the potential for high
intensity economic development around rapid transit stations, the rail
rapid transit alternatives are supportive of this "centers concept."
The All-Bus Alternatives, also, improve transit service among the
centers but they do not encourage concentrated growth.

With regard to relocation, bored subway construction would require
relocations only at stations where parking is provided, and possibly
some minor relocations at station access points. The cut and cover
and aerial configurations would cause considerable displacement of

residences and commercial building, (from 78 for Alternative V to 723
for Alternative II). Land required for cut - and - cover can be
reclaimed after project construction.
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Rail rapid transit stations for Alternatives I - VI would be designed
with well Ii':: open space and unobstructed views to provide a pleasant

environment and assure better passenger security. Closed circuit
television monitors would be used and stations would be manned during
operating hOl1rs by station attendants. In addition, a transit police
force would have to be employed to patrol trains, stations and parking

lots. All-Bus Alternatives VII - XI do not anticipate the need for a
significant increase in security effort.

While the rail alternatives would require approximately a 1% increase
i.n regional electrical generating power, the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power has determined that the electrical energy required to
operate any of the rail alternatives would be an inconsiderable part of
their total load. There is not expected to be any major impact on any

other public utility service.

"The construction cost numbers provided are for the analysis purposes
only, and r~esent an effort to compare the cost effeciveness and
impacts of alternative modes, not to provide final construction cost

for a rapid rail ~stem in Los Angeles."

4. Economic and Financial

This section of the analysis compares all alternatives from the stand
point of capital and operating costs, transit efficiency, urban eco

nomy and financial feasibility.

Figure 6 contains a summary of the capital costs for the eleven
alternatives (i.e. assuming bored tunnel construction), and Figure 7
presents a summary of the annual operating costs for all of the
alternatives. It must be noted that both the capital and operating
costs are based on conceptual designs and are subject to change in
further project development. Substantial changes in alternative
costs, and particularly in relative differences, may result in project

re-evaluation.

-



FIGURE 6

ESTIMATED ORDER-OF-MAGNlTUDE CAPITAL COST SUMMARY
(In Millions of 1977 Dollars)l

REGIONAL CORE ALTERNATIVES

ITEMS I II III IV V VI* VII VIII IX X XI

(Null)
Rapid Transit Costs

Facilities
Guideways 330 352 284 245 193 453
Stations 198 219 175 184 163 108
Station Parking (including ROW) 28 29 24 32 7 25
Trackwork (includes track, sound and

vibration control) 28 30 28 19 15
Power Collection and Distribution 33 36 32 23 18
Control and Communication 42 46 41 31 25
Freeway Transition & Street Construction - - - 10 - 12 1 1
Rail Maintenance/Storage Facility

(includes ROW) 30 30 30 25 25

Sub-Total 689 742 614 569 446 598 1 1
Engineering and Management @ 15% 103 111 92 85 (,7 90
Contingency @ 20% 158 170 141 131 102 138

Sub-Total Facilities 950 1,023 847 785 615 826
Sub-Total Vehicles 85 97 76 64 44 -

TOTAL RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM (Subsurface): 1.035 1,120 923 849 659 -
(For bored subway)3

(Aerial)3: 848 927 843 650 476

This figure continued on next page.
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FIGURE 6 Continued

e y
1. All figures have been rounded to the nearest million
2. Bus Facilities and vehicle costs include Engineering, Management and Contingencies. Also Bus vehicle costs

include 2 complete bus replacements to allow direct comparison with rail cars which last for at least 36 years
3. For breakdown of Aerial costs, see Figure IV.4 in Cost Chapter. Cut and cover costs will be available at the

Public Hearing and will be included in the Final Report.

Bus Transit Costs
Facilities (Bus Divisions) 8 8 16 8 16 24 17 17 16 16 8
Buses2 396 400 416 385 418 600 457 444 474 460 361

TOTAL BUS SYSTEM 404 408 432 393 434 1,450 474 461 490 476 369
TOTAL SYSTEM (Subsurface) 1,439 1,528 1,355 1,242 1,093 1,450 474 461 490 476 369
TOTAL COST OF ALTERNATIVES

(NET OF NULL) (Subsurface) 1,070 1,159 986 873 724 1,081 105 92 121 107 0
*A rial Buswa
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FIGURE 7

SUMMARY OF 1990 BUS AND RAIL OPERATING COSTS FOR ALL ALTERNATIVES
(Including Background Buses and Feeder Buses for Alternatives 1 thru V

in Millions of 1977 Dollars)

ALTERNATIVES
XI

ITEM 1 II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X (Null)

Annual Bus Operating Costs 77 .2 76.8 80.6 76.9 84.3 110.5 102.7 99.9 100.7 97.7 79.1
(Millions)

Annual Rail Operating Costs 21.5 23.0 19.5 14.5 12.0 - - - - - -
(Millions)

Total Operating Cost 98.7 99.8 100.1 91.4 .96.3 110.5 102.7 99.9 100.7 97.7 79.1
(Millions)
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FIGURE 8

TOTAL ANNUALIZED SYSTEM COSTS AND
TOTAL COST TRANSIT EFFICIENCY MEASURES*

(1977 Dollars Including Capital Construction and Operating Costs)

Total Annualized TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE REGlONAL CORE
Systems Costs I II III lV V VI VII VIII lX X XI-
(Millions of 1977
Dollars)

4% 151.8 156.4 149.3 136.5 134.7 159.6 117.0 113,8 115,4 112.0 90.2
7% 165.9 171. 7 161.9 148.1 143.7 171.5 117.8 114.6 116.2 112,8 90.7
10% 177 .3 184.1 172.1 157.4 150.8 180.7 118.4 115.2 116.9 113.4 91.1

Total Cost Transit
Efficiency Measures
(Dollars/passenger trip)

Per Passenger at
Discount Rates of:

4% .78 .79 .78 .75 .76 .82 .73 .72 .73 .73 .72
7% .86 .86 .85 .82 .81 .88 .74 .73 .73 .72 .73

10% .91 .93 .90 .87 .85 .93 .74 .73 .74 .73 .73

Per Passenger Mile
at Discount Rates of:

4% .16 .16 .17 .16 .16 .17 .18 .18 .18 .17 .18
7% .18 .18 .18 .17 ,18 .18 .18 ,18 .18 .18 .18

10% .19 ,19 .19 ,19 .18 ,19 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 -
*The 10% di~count rate is suggested for Federal projects

by O.M.B. Circular No. A-94.

NOTE: Assumed construction technique
is bored.subway.
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As shown in Figure 8, when the total system annualized costs (annual

ized capital cost + annual operating cost) are measured against

productivity on a cost per passenger basis at the 7% discount rate,

the All-Bus Alternatives (except for Alternative VI), are approxi

mately 15 percent more efficient than the Rail/Bus Alternatives.

But, when measured on a cost per passenger-mile basis at the 7%

discount rate, the Rail/Bus Alternatives are equal in efficiency

to the All-Bus Alternatives.

FIGURE 9

TRANSIT EFFICIENCY IN 1990

REGIONAL CORE TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES

Rail Rapid Transit/Bus All Bus
-

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
(Null)

X XI

-

The transit efficiency in ~erms of only operating cost per passenger

carried, shows that the Rail/Bus Alternatives are, on the average,

about 20% more efficient than the All-Bus Alternatives and are about

50% more efficient on a cost per passenger mile basis. (See Figure

9.). This translates into considerable operational cost savings, when

applied to total passengers carried.

The rail alternatives require a major construction effort and are

estimated to generate between 3000 and 5000 jobs per year during the

construction period. In addition to construction, the multiplier

effect will caUSe more jobs to be created in the material, manufactur
ing and service industries. Experience elsewhere indicates that the

"multiplier" effect on the local economy may be as much as three

dollars for every capital dollar invested.

Permanent employment for the rail alternatives would range from 400 to

500 positions in the areas of system operation, equipment and way

maintenance, security, electronics and communications and system

management.

The All-Bus Alternatives (VI through X) would require over 600 addit

ional employees, principally for bus operators and mechanics and

maintenance personnel.

5-15

Annual Operating Costs 99 100 100 91 96 110 103 100 101 98 79
(in millions of 1977

dollars)

Annual Passengers 194 199 191 181 178 194* 160 157 159 156 125
(millions)

Cost Per Passenger 51e 50e 52e 50e 54e 57e 64e 64¢ 63e 63e 63e
(in 1977 dollars)

Cost per Passenger Mile l2¢ laC lle lle l2e l2¢ l6e l5¢ l5e l5e l5e-

*Patronage for Alternative VI assumed equal to that for
Alternative 1.



Preliminary joint development analysis indicates that there would be

the potential for attracting new commercial activity around rail transit
stations, which would result in some monetary return to help offset
capital costs thorough value capture arrangements.

Figure 10 shows the projected implementation cost of each alternative,
including the total cost of one set of buses needed, together with the
projected funding sources. It should be noted that since buses last 12
years, two more sets of buses will be needed to provide service for 36
years, the life of Rail Rapid Transit cars.

It is the policy of the United States Department of Transportation to
furnish 80% of the capital funding required for approved rapid transit
projects. A county-wide vote in June 1974 (Proposition 5) authorized
for fixed guideway transit capital expenditures the use of up to 25% of
the gasoline tax revenues accruing to the State for expenditure in Los
Angeles County, and to the county and to the cities in the county. The
law also authorized the State Director of Transportation to exceed that
amount if necessary to maximize the federal contribution. These funds
can provide a significant portion of the 20% local share of the cost.

Other means of raising funds to meet the local share are being explored,
such as the use of various joint development/ value capture methods and
the possible use of the 1913 Act Assessment District procedures and
the use of Equipment Trust Certificates. Further, after a Rail/Bus
Alternative is .in operation, it would be possible to use, for capital
purposes, some of the funds which would be freed as a result of the
reduction in required bus operating subsidy in the Regional Core area.
None of the All-Bus Alternatives qualify for State Proposition 5 funding

which is reserved for fixed guideway mass transit.

Figure 11 shows the projected 1990 operating costs for each alterna
tive together with the projected revenues from fares and the resulting
deficits. Revenue has been projected at an average 1977 fare of $.50
per passenger trip in 1990. The current average bus fare revenue per
passenger trip is 40 cents. This 25% increase will result from either
charging a premium fare on the Rail Line in the Rail/Bus Alternatives,

or assuming a fare increase for all trips in the Regional Core.

8·16
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FIGURE 10

SUMMARY OF IMPLEMENTATION FUNDING ANALYSIS
(in Millions of 1977 Dollars Inflated at 8% to mid-point of Construction)

TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE REGIONAL CORE

RAIL RAPID TRANSIT/BUS I ALL BUS

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Wilshire
Wilshire Wilshire Vermont
La Brea Fairfax Hollywood Wilshire Wilshire NULL
to North to North to North La Brea to to Aerial Exclusive Reversible Exclusive TSM Existing Bus
Hollywood Hollywood Hollywood Hollywood Fairfax Busway Center Center Curb Modest Bus Service in
Rail Line Rail Line Rail Line Rail Line Rail Line (Alt.l) Lanes Lane Bus Lanes Improvem'ts 1990

79-86 79-86 79-86 79-86 79-86 79-86 79-83 79-83 79-83 79-83 79-83

Total Rail Costs 1618 1749 1442 1326 1029 --- --- --- --- --- ---
Total Bus Costs 270 272 299 262 299 1714 259 253 266 259 196

Total System Costs* 1888 2021 1741 1588 1328 1714 259 253 266 259 196

80% Federal Share 1510 1617 1393 1270 1062 1371 207 202 213 207 157

20% Local Share** 378 404 348 318 266 343 52 51 53 52 39

* Detailed costs for each alternative in 1977 dollars are shown in Table VI.2

** State Prop. 5 funds cannot be used for bus capital costs.
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FIGURE 11

* Assumed annual inflation rate of 8%.

In comparison, Rail/Bus Alternatives I, II or IV would reduce the
District's operating deficit in the Regional Core by a net of about
50 -60 million dollars per year; Rail/Bus Alternatives III and V would

reduce this subsidy by about 33-40 million dollars per year.

REGIONAL CORE TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES
Rail Rapid Transit/Bus t All Bus

- 'I VI
(Null)

I II III IV V VII VIII IX X XI

Annual 98.7 99.8 100.1 9.4 96.3 110.5 102.7 99.9 100.7 97.7 79.1
Operating Cost
(1977 dollars)

Excluding Alternative VI (the aerial busway), by 1990, the All-Bus
Alternatives (VII through XI) in the Regional Core Area, would require

operating subsidies of from 45 to 62 million dollars per year. There
fore, if any of the All-Bus Alternatives are selected, these subsidy

requirements would severely compound the existing all-bus transit
subsidy problem.

In terms of environmental impact, 1990 estimates show that,

although small, Alternative II will provide the most reduction
in air pollution (1.5% decrease); and as with the other rail
alternatives, among the most savings in energy (36,900 equiv

alent barrels of oil annually).

F. RATIOtlALl: FOR THS LOCALLY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The technical and environmental analysis which was performed
on the eleven alternatives generated significant findings.
Such findings, which resulted from transportation, environ
mental, social and economic impact assessments, as well as
community input, provided the basis for selection of

Alternative II as the Locally Preferred Alternative. The rationale
behind selection of Alternative II, in terms of these findings,
is summarized in the following discussion.

In terms of social impact, 1990 forecasts show that Alternative
II will provide accessibility to the most activity centers
(e.g., County Museum, Universal Studios); and will be consistent

with other public agencies' land use goals and objectives
(e.g., City of Los Angeles "Centers" Concept Plan). In

In terms of transportation impact, 1990 estimates show that
Alternative 11- 'vill result in the hi3hest overall transit rider-

ship in the Regional Core (642,000 daily passengers, or an

increase of 59% over the present Regional Core transit
ridership of 400,000); the lowest operating cost ($0.50 per

passenger); and the greatest reduction in traffic volumes

(4% decrease). In addition, it is projected to have the
largest overall savings in transit travel time (up to 50%
reduction) when compared to an all-bus system; and it is the

most feasible as a "basic building block" or "starter line"
from which to expand gradually into a regional rail rapid

transit network.

78.5 79.5 78 62.580

36.7 61.7 58.2 57.7 53.6 45.1

13.5 22.7 21.4 21.2 19.7 16.6

97

2.4 19.9

0.9 7.3

1990 OPERATING COST ANALYSIS
(Costs in millions of dollars)

99.5 95.5 90.5 89

-

Annual Subsidy 4.6 0.8 12.4
Required in
1990 Dollars*

Annual 97
Farebox Revenue
(1977 dollars)

Annual 1.7 0.3 4.6
Subsidy
Comparison
(1977 dollars)
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addition, results of the public hearings show that this
alternative has the strongest support from the general public,
numerous officials, private organizations, and government
agencies (e.g., Sierra Club, Mayor Bradley).

Finally, in terms of economic impact, 1990 estimates reveal
that Alternative II will provide the greatest shQrt and long

term economic benefits (e.g, 20,000 - 30,000 man-years of
construction employment).

Thus, all these key findings show that Alternative II is the
most cost-effective and environmentally sound choice, as well
as having the strongest public support.

G. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Starting in September, 1977, four series of community and
organization meetings, totalling over 174 meetings, were

conducted prior to the holding of the official public hearings,
to explain the program and the results at each stage of the
effort. In addition, close liaison has been maintained with

the Los Angeles City Council's Transportation Committee and
the Citizens Advisory Committee of the Los Angeles County
Transportation Committee. Briefings have also been given to
numerous newspapers and radio and television stations.

H. PUBLIC HEARINGS

On July 9, 10, and 11, 1979, the SCRTD Board of Directors

conducted six sessions of public hearings to receive comments
on the SCRTD/UMTA Draft Alternative Analysis and Environmental
Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report on Transit System
Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional Core.

The public hearings were extensively publicized and included:

(1) coverage by the "printed" and telecommunications media;
(2) "take one" hand-outs on the buses; (3) notifications by

5-19

mail; and (4) follow-up phone calls to groups and individuals.

The hearings ran a cumulative total of thirteen hours. Each
session was opened using the same format of giving the purpose
of the hearings; a summary of the work completed; and a report
on the publication of the "Notice of Intent" to hold the
hearings. All sessions ran continuously, averaging about one
speaker every five minutes. In all, 145 persons gave oral
testimony. Several of these 145 persons submitted written

comments as well.

The total attendance of 404 people at the hearings reflected
both community interest in rapid transit development in Los
Angeles and the constructive communication that has taken

place between the SCRTD and the community relative to such
development. The cross-section of the Los Angeles community
represented at the hearings was comprehensive. Political,

labor, business, community, and educational leaders, as well
as environmental groups and citizens in general, all appeared

at the hearings. For a full discussion of this public hearing
process, see Chapter XIII.



I. LIST OF AGENCIES

The followin~ agencies and organizations received copies of the Draft

Alternatives Analysis/Environmental Inpact Report/Statement, and were

invited to express their comments thereon. These and other agencies,
persons, groups and organizations who expressed their comments on the

Draft Report, are receiving copies of this Final Report. Others
interested in obtaining copies of this Final Report should contact
the Rapid Transit Department of the Southern California Rapid Transit

District.

Federal Agencies
Copies of

Final_Report Furnished

8-20

l. Economic Development Administration 1

2. u.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 5
3. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 1

4. u. S. Department of Energy 1

5. u.S. Department of the Interior 9
6. u.S. Department of Commerce 1
7. u.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) 1
8. u.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare 1

9. ' u.S. Army, Corps of Engineers 1
10. u.S. Soil Conservation Service 1

-



11. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation 1

12. U.S. Forest Service 1

13. General Services Administration 1

14. Office of Management and Budget 1

15. U.S. Department of Agriculture 1

16. Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 1

17. Federal Railroad Administration 1

18. Interstate Commerce Commission 2

19. Regional Administration, EPA 3

20. Regional Administrator, HUD 3

21. Division Administrator, FHWA 1

2.

3.

4.
5 5.
5 6.
5 7.
2 8.
2 9.
1 10.
1 11.
1 12.
1 13.
1 14.
1 15.
1 16.
1 17 .

18.
1

1 19.
1 20.

21.

1. Office of the Governor

2. California Transportation Commission

3. State Department of Transportation

4. State Air Resources Board

5. State Resources Agency

6. State Department of Water Resources

7. State Office of Planning and Research

8. State Energy Resources and Development Commission

9. State Department of Rehabilitation

10. State Legislative Audit Committee

11. Office of Facilities Planning and Development

12. Public Utilities Commission

13. State Lands Commission

14. State Department of Housing and

Community Development

15. State Department of Parks and Recreation

16. State Department of Conservation

Copies of Final

Report Furnished

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Regional and Local Agencies

1. Southern California Association of Governments

(A-95) 5

South·Coast Air Quality Management District 2

Los Angeles County Transportation Commission 5

Los Angeles County (Board of Supervisors & CAO) 6

Regional Planning Commission 2

Road Department 2

Flood Control District 1

Sanitation District 1

Commission on Human Relations 1

Sheriff's Department 1

Los Angeles City (Mayor and Council & CAO) 18

Transportation Department 3

Planning Department 3

Public Works Department 1

Bureau of Engineering 2

Bureau of Street Maintenance 1

Recreation and Parks Department 1

Public Utilities and Transportation

Department 1

Police Department 2

Fire Department 2

Library Department (Copies to Branches) (See Section "H" below)

17. Regional Water Quality Control Board

18. State Department of Education

19. State Department of Public Health

20. Vehicle Emission Control Program

21. State Department of General Services

22. State Department of Fish and Game

23. University of California

Copies of Final

Report Furnished

State Agencies

Federal Agencies (cont'd)

..
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

Community Redevelopment Agency

Housing Authority

Housing and Community Development

Building and Safety Department

Los Angeles Community College District

Los Angeles Unified School District

City of Beverly Hills

City of Santa Monica

City of Burbank

City of Glendale

Copies of Final

Report Furnished

1

1

Department 1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

J. AVAILABILITY TO TRE PUSLIC

In addition to the distribution listed above, copies of this

Final Report will be available for examination at the locations

set do,vn below. Copies of the Draft Report and its Appendices

were previously nade available at these locations.

Libraries

1. Central Library
630 West 5th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90071

2. North Hollywood
5211 Tujunga Avenue
North Hollywood, CA 91601

Business, Professional and Community Organizations

1. Beverly Fairfax Neighborhood Council 1

2. Citizen's Advisory Committee, Los Angeles County Transportation

Commission 2

3. Sierra Club 1

4. Wilshire Chamber of Commerce 1

5. American Institute of Architects 1

6. North Hollywood Chamber of Commerce 1

7. National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People 1

8. American Society of Mechanical Engineers 1

9. West Hollywood Citizens Advisory Committee 1

10. Central City Association 1

11. North Hollywood Project Area Committee 1

13. Hollywood Chamber of Commerce 2

14. Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce 3

15. Los Angeles County Federation of Labor 1

16. League of Women Voters 1

17. American Society of Civil Engineers 1

18. Urban League 1

19. Los Angeles County Grand Jury 1

Additional copies of the report will be made available to

other interested agencies, groups or individuals as appropri~te.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Studio City
4400 Babcock Avenue
North Hollywood, CA 91604

West Los Angeles
11360 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Cahuenga Libarary
4591 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90029

Fairfax Library
161 S. Gardner St.
Los Angeles, CA 90036

Felipe de Neve Library
2820 West 6th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90057

Hollywood Library
1623 Ivar Avenue
Hollywood, CA 90028

John C. Fremont Library
6121 Melrose Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90038

West Hollywood Library
1403 N. Gardner St.
Los Angeles, CA 90004

-



11. Wilshire Library
149 N. St. Andrews Pl.
Los Angeles, CA 90004

Schools

12. University of Southern Calif.
Architecture & Fine Arts Library
Watt Hall, University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90007

13. California State University, Los Angeles
John F. Kennedy Memorial Library
5151 State College Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90032

14. University of California Los Angeles
Public Affairs Service/
Local, University Research Library
Los Angeles, CA 90024

15. California State University
Northridge Library
18111 Nordhoff St.
Northridge, CA 91324

16. Hollywood High School Library
Sunset Boulevard and Highland Avenue
Hollywood, CA 90028

17. Los Angeles Valley College
Attn: Library
5800 Fulton Avenue
Van Nuys, CA 91401

18. Los Angeles City College
Reference Library
855 N. Vermont Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90029

A. Natural Environment - Geologic Aspects

The following six sections comprise a body of technical infor
mation which has been developed in order to prepare various
chapters of the AA/EIS/EIR. This material is considered too
detailed to appear in the report, yet will be available to the
public should any person or organization express a desire to
study it.

ENVIRONMENTAL' IMPACT ANALYSIS

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

A. Evaluation Framework
B. Patronage Projections
C. Background Bus System
D. Plan and Profile
E. Station Access Mode Split Analysis
F. Technology Suitability

The following twelve sections comprise a body of technical
information developed in order to prepare the environmental
impact chapters of the AA/EIS/EIR. This type of information is
required by both NEPA and CEQA. It is too detailed to present in
the report. Of course, the information presented is at a fairly
general level to accompany the Alternatives Analysis. As neces
sary, more detailed environmental impact documents may be avail
able in later stages of project development.

Appendix II.

Appendix I.

REPORT APPENDICESK.-
The following is a list of the four volumes contained in
the appendix. A very brief description of each volume is included.
The appendices are available on request.

Part 1. Feasibility of Tunneling - Four Consultants
Joint Report

Part 2. Soil and Geology - Woodward Clyde Consultants
Part 3. Earthquake Hazard - Lindvall, Richter and

Associates
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Noise and Vibrations

Vegetation and Wildlife

Land Use
Traffic Data
Benefit-Cost Analysis

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

Part l.
Part 2.

Noise Levels - Wilson Ihrig and Associates
Ambient Noise Levels

Appendix III. URBAN DESIGN/JOINT DEVELOPMENT/VALUE CAPTURE ANALYSIS

The following volume of the appendix is comprised of four con
sultant reports which were prepared during this conceptual level
alternative analysis study. They do not indicate precise urban
design schemes. They are intended to be illustrative of what
possibilities may exist in the near future. These types of
designs will be determined during later stages of project develop
ment.

G.
H.

1.

Utility Systems
Energy

Public Services

A.

B.

Joint Development and Value Capture Analysis - Urban
Development Group

Urban Design Aspects of Station Locations (Consultant
Reports)

Archaeological, Cultural-Historic and PaleontologicalJ.

Part l.
Part 2.

Police and Security
Fire Safety

(1)

(2)
(3)

Downtown Los Angeles - Wallace, McHarg, Roberts
and Todd

Wilshire Corridor - Kennard, Delahousie and Gault
North of Wilshire/Hollywood/No Hollywood - Skidmore,

Owings and Merrill

L. References Consulted

Demographics

The following sections contain the mailing lists which have been
developed during the study. Also the record/minutes of each
meeting in the community are also included.

A. ~·1ailing Lists

Part l. General Mailing List
Part 2. Community Groups
Part 3. Business Firms
Part 4. Professional, Education Groups and Unions
Part 5. Chambers of Commerce
Part 6. Government
Part 7. Schools
Part 8. Churches, Temples
Part 9. Media

B. Community Participation

Part l. Calendar of Presentations Made
Part 2. Issues

-

ORGANIZATIONS/COMMUNITY PARTICIPATIONAppendix IV.

Comparison of L.A. to Other Areas
Zoning Capacity
Demographic Tables 1 through 39

Text
Cultural Resources - Archaeological Resources

Hanagement Corp.
Paleontological Resources - Archaeological Resources

Management Corp.
Inventory of Cultural-Historic Facilities
Potentially impacted Cultural-Historic Resources 

Type of Impact
Potentially impacted Cultural-Historic Resources 

Jurisdiction
Historic-Cultural Names - Original and Subsequent

Names
Aerial Photos and Maps
Exerpts from Federal Register

Part l.
Part 2.
Part 3.

Part 8.
Part 9.

Part 7.

Part 4.
Part 5.

Part 6.

Part 1.
Part 2.

Part 3.

K.
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I. SETTING AND NEED FOR ACTION

This chapter identifies the conditions in the Los Angeles region which
have necessitated increasingly frequent and thorough rapid transit
planning efforts leading to the present Regional Core Transit Alterna
tives Analysis. First is an overview of environmental characteristics
of the entire region, followed by a more detailed discussion of those
characteristics in the Regional Core. Then there is a specific dis
cussion of the Regional Core transportation system, with the emphasis on
those deficiencies which may compel major improvements to that trans
portation system.

A. GE~ERALIZED ENVIRON~mNTAL SETTING

1. Regional Setting

The Los Angeles region is the largest metropolitan area in California
and, with respect to population, the second largest area in the United
States. Within the 38,000 square miles comprised by the Souther Cali
fornia Association of Governments (SCAG) are six contiguous counties:
Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside and Imperial
(See Figure 1.1).

Over 10 million people live in the SCAG region, 8.5 million of them in
Los Angeles and Orange Counties. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show historic
and projected population levels in the region and its constituents.
Los Angeles County grew by 49, 46 and 28 percent in the 1940-50,
1950-60 and 1960-70 decades respectively. Growth rates are expected to
taper off.

2. Historical Growth Patterns

Although the area is large geographically, mountains and deserts make
up its largest portions. Most urban development is confined to the

Los Angeles Basin between the San Gabriel Mountains and the Pacific

Ocean, roughly the southern half of the county. The basin itself is



Figure 1.1

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS (SCAG)
REGION

SAN BERNARDINO

LOS ANGELES

RIVERSIDE

IMPERIAL

.. . .

1-2

FIGURE 1.2
POPULATION TRENDS IN THE SCAG REGION

1910-1970

COUNTY 1940 1950 1960 1970

Imperial 50,740 62,975 72,105 74,492

Los Angeles 2,785,643 4,151,687 6,040,805 7,038,764

Orange 130,760 216,224 703,925 1,420,386

Riverside 105,542 170,046 306,191 459,074

San Bernardino 161,108 281,642 503,591 628,233

Ventura 69,685 114,647 199,138 378,49,7

REGIONAL TOTAL 3,330,478 4,997,221 7,825,755 10,053,446

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census Figures

FIGURE 1.3

POPULATION PROJECTIONS FOR THE SCAG REGION
1975-2000

COUNTY 1975 1980 1990 2000

Imperial 83,250 90,000 102,000 116,000

Los Angeles 7,020,772 7,716,900 7,557,000 7,905,000

Orange 1,684,500 1,962,000 2,369,000 2,656,000

Riverside 531,679 601,100 728,000 866,000

San Bernardino 696,064 753,200 867,000 960,000

Ventura 432,407 503,000 632,000 792,000

REGIONAL TOTAL 10,448,672 11,086,200 12,255,000 13,295,000

Source: SCAG-76 Growth Forecast Policy (January, 1976)

-



divided into three main components by mountains: The Coastal Plain
and the San Fernando and San Gabriel valleys. Figure 1.4

SOURCE: U.S. CENSUS BUREAU DATA ON URBANIZED AREAS.

LOS ANGELES URBANIZED AREA
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Earlier in this century development in the Coastal Plain and the two
valleys consisted of the City of Los Angeles and numerous smaller
cities and communities separated by farmland and open spaces. During
much of this period, Los Angeles was a leading agricultural county,

with development c~ustered around the cities and towns. These centers
were connected by interurban electric trains.

The character of the region was once low-density housing, small towns
and groves. Because of heavy migration throughout the century, almost
all farmland and open spaces in the plain and the valleys have evolved
into urban structure. Neighboring communities have now grown together,
distinguishable from one another only by "city limit" signs on their
boundaries. As long as developable land was accessible to the city
center, housing costs remained low. Construction of the interurban
electric lines, and later arterials and freeways, steadily expanded
this accessible area up to the limits of the basin. However, as
accessible agricultural land became scarce, housing costs rose drama
tically. In response, developers started increasing the number of
housing units per acre, and now increasing numbers of families are
choosing condominiums or apartments because they cannot afford single
family housing. Although the County's population growth has moderated
since 1960, the number of households has continued to increase. This
increase has been greatest in childless households, for whom apartments
are more attractive than single family housing.

As population grows (See Figures 1.2 and 1.3) density of land use will
increase, both for residential and commercial purposes. This trans
formation is already evident throughout the region. Tall buildings
are pervading Downtown Los Angeles, and clusters of them appear in the
dispersed regional "Centers". Between these foci of high structures,
much of the development will turn into a high density medium skyline

character, made up of apartments, condominiums and commercial buildings.

The Los Angeles Urbanized Area (See Figure 1.4) is much smaller than
the SCAG region, having only 1,572 square miles. Most of its inhabi
tants live in the southern half of Los Angeles County and in Orange
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County. As shown in FIGURE 1.5, this region ranks third in density
among urbanized areas in the United States:

Figure 1.6

FIGURE 1.5
URBANIZED AREAS RANKED BY POPULATION DENSITY

Urbanized Area Residents/Square Mile

1974 Population Density
IN THE LOS ANGELES REGION

New York 6683
Philadelphia 5349
Los Angeles 5313
Chicago 5247
Baltimore 5163
Buffalo 5085
Washington, D.C./Hd. 5018
Miami 4715
Boston 3992
Pittsburgh 3095
Cleveland 3033
Atlanta 2696

Source: 1970 Census Tract Data

FIGURE 1.6 shows the population density patterns in the Los Angeles
region, and sets forth clearly the high concentrations of population,
which increase toward the center.

The highest concentrations in the urbanized area with respect both to
population and geographic size are in the City of Los Angeles.

3. The Regional Core

The part of Los Angeles hereinafter referred to as the "Regic:::lal Core"
is the densest part of the urbanized area. As shown on Figure 1.7,
the Regional Core is a 55 square mile triangular area located
centrally in the Los Angeles urbanized region. Its approximate
boundaries are Robertson Boulevard (and the line thereof) on the
west; Burbank Boulevard on the north;
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Figure 1.7

REGIONAL CORE OF LOS ANGELES
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the Hollywood Freeway, Sunset Boulevard and Alameda Street on the

east; and the Santa Monica Freeway on the south. Within these

boundaries are 600,000 residents, 21 percent of the City of Los Angeles

total, and 542,000 jobs, 43 percent of the City of Los Angeles total.

In addition to its preeminence in population and employment, the

Regional Core has Southern California's largest concentration of

specific urban resources, to include:

• Federal, state and local government offices and foreign

consulates.
• Banks, insurance companies, brokerage houses and corpora-

tion headquarters.

• Department stores.
• Historical sites, and architectural landmarks.

• Cultural resources, such as the Music Center and Hollywood

Bowl.

• Major ethnic communities such as Chinatown and Little Tokyo.

• The cinema, broadcasting and recording industry.

• Hotels, restaurants and convention facilities.

Although this AA/EIS/EIR deals with the Regional Core as a whole, the

level of detail required in the study effort necessitates individual

consideration of six community plan areas designated by the City of

Los Angeles. As shown on FIGURE 1.8, these areas lie generally within

the Regional Core Study Area, although some parts of them fall out

side. The Sherman Oaks part of the Sherman Oaks-Studio City plan

area, and the Griffith Park section of the Hollywood plan area have
been taken out of consideration, in order that the plan areas and the

study areas be more nearly coincident. Important features of each
plan area are discussed below.

a. Central City

Central City is the "hub" of Southern California, being the principal

location of businesses. The neighborhood character therein varies

from badly depressed on the east side (Skid Row), to very healthy on



Figure 1.8

35 PLANNING AREAS OF CITY OF LOS ANGELES

the west side (new financial district). Various redevelopment pro

jects, underway or in planning stages, will improve the vitality of

the area in coming years.

--- PLANNING AREA BOUNDARIES

- - - - STUDY AREA BOUNDARY

~ DESIGNATES PARTS OF
~ COMMUNITY PLAN AREAS

INCLUDED IN REGIONAL CORE:

SOURCE: L.A. CITY PLANNING DEPT.

SCALE IN WI LU
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e. Sherman Oaks-Studio City

Situated between Central City and Wilshire, Westlake is an older very
dense, predominantly low income community. Although threatened by
blight for several years, housing rehabilitation promises to stabliize

the area.

The ~Jilshire district extends from Westlake, westward out to Beverly
Hills. It is made up of three sub-communities: Mid-Wilshire, Park

Mile and Miracle Mile. Park Mile is made up mostly of large, high

priced residences. Mid-Wilshire and 11iracle Mile have strong business

concentrations, surrounded by high-density residential structures.

An economic base built around the entertainment industry has been and

remains the stablilizing influence in Hollywood. However, its once
glamorous image has been tarnished by blight in its commercial center,
a condition which, it is hoped, will change with planned redevelop
ment. Housing types vary from high-density apartment towers to
hillside mansions.

d. HollY''oTood

Sherman Oaks-Studio City includes the Cahuenga Pass (the gateway to
the San Fernando Valley), the Santa Monica Mountains and the San

Fernando Valley. Single family housing predominates. To the east is

Universal City, an unincorporated "County Island" which is the site of
the Universal Studios - a major employment center.

c. Wilshire

b. Westlake
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f. North Hollvwood

One of the older communities in the San Fernando Valley, ~orth Hollywood

has traditionally been a place of single-family residences, although

today multiple-family dwellings are spreading. Its business district

along Lankershim Boulevard has been declining in the face of competition

from shopping centers, and is presently the subject of a City-sponsored

revitalization study. An industrial area exists along the railroad

which passes through the northern part of the area.

Land use within the Regional Core varies significantly between plan

areas. Figure 1.9 summarizes the land uses in all of the plan areas.

Figure 1.10 sets forth population and employment figures for each of

the community plan areas. It is evident that there is considerable

variation in densities between areas, and a high average density for
the entire Regional Core.

B. NEED FOR ACTION

The previous section dealt with general environmental conditions in

the region and in the Regional Core. This section discusses the

existing freeway and arterial street system and the public trans

portation system in the Regional Core, and then the need for a major
transit improvement in this area.

1. Freeway System

The study area is served on the northeast by the Hollywood Freeway,

but this Freeway is heavily congested in the peak traffic hours, and

improvements planned for it are not expected to alleviate this conges

tion. The Hollywood Freeway presently carries about 174,000 vehicles
per day at Highland Avenue and 195,000 vehicles per day west of the

Harbor Freeway. By 1990, the Hollywood Freeway is expected to carry

approximately 200,000 vehicles per day at Highland Avenue and 240,000

vehicles per day west of the Harbor Freeway. This added load would
further worsen the existing congestion.



FIGURE 1.9

BREAKDOWN OF LAND USE BY COMMUNITY PLAN AREA IN REGIONAL CORE

LAND USE*
Residential

Central
City
Acres %

Westlake
Acres %

Wilshire
Acres %

Hollywood
Acres %

Sherman Oaks
Studio CityO)
Acres %

North
Hollywood

Acres %
TOTAL
Acres %

Single Family on low to
low-medium density(l)
(1-24 units per acre)

o o 173 8.5 2,779 31. 2 7,209 41.2 6,672 75.2 3,119 46.6 19,952 43.3

Multiple Family or high~

medium to high density(l)
(25 + units per acre)

25 1.1 761 37.4 3,607 40.5 3,070 17.6 748 8.4 1,705 25.5 9.916 21.5

Sub-Total, Residential 25 1.1 934 45.9 6,386 71.7 10,279 58.8 7,420 83.6 4,824 72.1 29,868 64.8
Commercial
(Includes Parking) 352 16.3 798 39.2 1,536 17.2 1,043 6.0 646 7.3 483 7.2 4,858 10.5

Industrial
(Includes Parking) 808 37.4 122 6.0 51 0.6 576 3.3 44 0.5 480 7.2 2,081 4.5

Public, Service, Insti
tutional and Open Land 432 20.0 181 8.9 748 8.4 5,572(2) 31.9 762 8.6 902 13.5 8,597 18.6

(1) Smaller categories making up these major classifications
are generally uniform between plan areas. In Westlake, some
medium density housing is grouped into the low density cate
gory; the slight error resulting does not compromise the
overall validity of the figures for comparative purposes.

100.0 2.035

(2) Mostly in Griffith Park, which is not included in
the Regional Core Study Area.

(3) Includes Sherman Oaks, which is not in the Regional
Core Study Area.

-
1.6

100.0

o 734

100.0 46,138

o 0

100.0 6,689

o

8,872

o

100.0

2.1 0

100.0 17,470

o 190

100.0 8,911

o25.2544

2,161TOTAL

NOTES:

Not Specifically Deter
mined (Alternate Uses
Possible)

SOURCE: City of Los Angeles, Planning Department
Community Plans.

* Acreage is shown in Gross Acres which generally
include 25%-30% of the land in streets and
highways.
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FIGURE 1.10

REGIONAL CORE POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS

COHMUNITY AREA IN 1975 RESIDENT 1975 POPULATION 1970 1970 EMPLOYMENT
PLAN AREA SQUARE MILES . POPULATION PER SQUARE MILE EMPLOYMENT PER SQUARE MILE

Central City 3.44 18,100 5,261 200,000 58,140

Westlake 3.24 69,200 21,358 75,554 23.319

Wilshire 13.91 203,800 14,651 126,802 9,116

Hollywood 15.69* 163,000 10,388 87,860 5,600

Sherman Oaks-
Studio City 9.14'1,"* 52,596 5,754 23,307 2,550

North Hollywood 10.15 92,100 9,073 28,063 2,765

Regional Core
Study Area

TOTAL 55.57 598,796 10,775 541,586 9,746

* Excludes two census tracts largely Griffith Park.

- ** Includes only Studio City portion.

Source: 1970 Employment Data, Los Angeles City
Planning Department, June, 1977.
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To the north of the study area, westbound traffic is served by the

Ventura Freeway which presently carries around 180,000 vehicles per

day west of the Hollywood Freeway. By 1990, this freeway is expected

to carry approximately 218,000 vehicles per day. Other freeways close

to the study area include the San Diego Freeway on the west, the Santa

Monica Freeway on the south and the Golden State Freeway on the east.

All of these freeways are projected to carry in excess of 200,000

vehicles per day by 1990. The Harbor Freeway separates the Los Angeles

CBD from the Hollywood and Wilshire communities. Present traffic

volumes on the Harbor Freeway are expected to increase from 215,000

vehicles per day to approximately 250,000 vehicles per day by 1990.

While the Hollywood Freeway provides a valuable connection between the

San Fernando Valley, Hollywood and the Los Angeles CBD, there is no

freeway which directly serves the Wilshire Corridor or travels across

the Santa Monica l10untains between the San Fernando Valley and Wilshire
community. The Beverly Hills and Laurel Canyon Freeways were proposed
to serve these heavily traveled corridors, but both freeways have

since been deleted from California's Plan of Highways and Freeways by
public demand (See Figure 1.11).

Within the last few years several measures have been taken to reduce

congestion on the freeway system. These include additional lanes

(where space is available) and ramp metering. As shown on Figure

1.12, congestion is still severe in significant parts of the freeway

system, and is expected to become more severe by 1990, as shown in
Figure 1-13.

2. Present Arterial Street System

The principal access to the study area is by automobile and bus over a

grid of arterial streets. The study area is directly served by the

Hollywood Freeway, with major surface street interchanges at Highland
Avenue, Hollywood Boulevard, Sunset Boulevard, Western Avenue, Vermont
Avenue and Alvarado Street. The study area is also linked to the

Santa Monica Freeway on the south by major north-south arterials such

as La Cienega Boulevard, La Brea Avenue, Crenshaw Boulevard, Western
Avenue, Vermont Avenue and Hoover Street.

1-10

Figure 1.11

EXISTING AND DELETED FREEWAYS IN REGIONAL CORE
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Figure 1.12

FREEWAY CONGESTION - 1977

Figure 1.13

ESTIMATED FREEWAY CONGESTION - 1990

-
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REGIONAL CORE

SOURCE: CALIFORNIA DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION
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It should be noted that, despite the grid pattern ~~ the street system,

there are only four through streets on an ea::;l west axis in the entire
corridor namely, Third, Sixth, Wilshire ~r.~ Olympic. Fourth Street and
Fifth Street are discontinuous at the :iarbor Freeway and in the middle
of the corridor. Sixth Street, wh~~e continuous, turns into a quiet
residential street west of Wesr~rn Avenue. Wilshire while continuous
throughout the corridor dea~-ends on the west side of the CBD,
necessitating major bus curning movements in the CBD.

Seventh, Eighth. and Ninth Streets are discontinuous in the Mid
Wilshire area. Several north-south streets in the study area .are also
discontinuous. These also include Rossmore Avenue/Crenshaw Boulevard,
Wilton Place/Arlington Avenue, Uormandie Avenue/Irolo Street and
Virgil Avenue/Hoover Street. The discontinuous streets and the
deleted freeways mentioned previously, result in concentrating the
vehicular movement on only a few arterial streets, which are already
at capacity, thus compounding the congestion problem. Figure 1.14
shows the discontinuities, including jogs and street mergers, which
are an impediment to the normal flow of traffic. Congestion on
Cahuenga/Highland in the vicinity of the access ramps to the Holly
wood Freeway is also very severe, in spite of specia~ traffic measures,
such as using one lane as a reversible lane for peak direction travel.
This congestion could make it very difficult to have a terminal rail
station in this area, as proposed under Alternative IV.

A major constraint to travel in the study corridor is the Santa Monica
Mountains. There are more than 600,000 vehicles which cross the Santa
Monica Mountains on arterial streets and freeways on a daily basis. Of
that amount, 369,000 vehicles, or more than 61 percent of all trips
crossing the Santa Monica Mountains, are destined for the Hollywood,
Wilshire and Central (Downtown) communities (see Figure 1.15).

Figures 1.16, 17 and 18 show A.M. and P.M. Traffic congestion on the
arterial street system today and in 1990.

3. Existing Traffic Controls

The majority of arterial streets in the study area are posted with

peak-hour stopping prohibitions to facilitate the movement of traffic

1-12
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FIGURE 1.15

Trip Desires Between the San Fernando Valley
and Areas South of Mullho11and Drive

CHATSWORTH SYLMAR CANOGA VAN NUYS SUNLAND BURBANK PERCENTAGE OF
AREA NORTHRIDGE SEPULVEDA TARZANA STUDIO CITY VERDUGO PASADENA TOTAL TOTAL TRIPS
Palisades
Brentwood
Santa Monica 3,100 7,300 14,400 14,100 600 3,300 42,800 7.2

Venice
Palms
11ar Vista
Westchester 3,100 7,300 13,100 11,100 600 2,500 37,700 6.3

Bel-Air
Westwood
Beverly Hills
Rancho Park 4,800 12,400 23,200 27,600 1,200 6,900 76,100 12.7

Baldwin Hills
Culver City
Inglewood 2,600 7,300 10,500 11,700 700 4,900 37,700 6.3

Hollywood
Wilshire 6,700 32,300 24,500 84,400 5,000 55,000 207,800 34.8

South Central
Southeast L.A. 1,900 7,100 6,100 10,300 900 7,000 33,300 5.6

Central
East L.A. 7,500 31,400 23,700 45,500 4,900 48,600 161,600 27.1 -
Totals 29,700 105,000 115,500 204,700 13,900 128,200 597,000

% of Total Trips 5.0 17.6 19.3 34.3 2.3 21. 5
Intrazonal Trips 8,000
Total Trips 605,000

Source: "Trip Desires Between San Fernando Valley Area and Areas South of a Mulholland Drive Screenline,"
City of Los Angeles Traffic Department Report.
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Figure 1.16
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Figure 1.17

SURFACE STREET TRAFFIC CONGESTION
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during the morning and evening peak traffic hours. In the Los Angeles
CBD and Civic Center areas, midday restrictions also prohibit parking,
except for commercial and passenger loading, between 9 A.M. and 4 P.M.

Outside of these areas and along streets with heavy commerial develop

ment, such as Sunset and Wilshire Boulevards, one-hour or two-hour
time-limit parking has been installed to accommodate the parking needs

of businesses in the area. Parking meters have also been installed in
may of these areas to facilitate enforcement of the time-limit parking

restrictions.

Traffic signals have been installed extensively throughout the study

area. The traffic signal density is especially high in the Los Angeles
CBD, and along Sixth Street and Wilshire Boulevard in the Wilshire
Center and Miracle Mile Section. Nearly all traffic signals in the

study area are interconnected and operate in either the Hollywood
South, Wilshire or Downtown traffic signal systems. Most locations
operate on a 60-second cycle during the day, with partial preferential
offsets provided at restrictive timing points to favor the heavier
directions of traffic flow. In the Downtown traffic signal system,
three different cycle lengths are used during different times of the
day to regulate traffic flow in the Downtown area. The Police Depart
ment also assigns traffic control officers to direct and handle
vehicular traffic and pedestrians at selected intersections in the Los
Angeles CBD and Civic Center area.

Other traffic control measures existing in the Downtown area include
the conversion of several street segments to one-way operation, such as
Fifth Street, Sixth Street, Eleventh Street and Twelfth Street, Spring

Street and Main Street, and the installation of portable traffic signs
to prohibit turning movements or permit turns from more than one lane.
Both of these measures are considered necessary for functioning of the
street system in the Regional Core and the Downtown area. Another
measure which has also been used with some degree of success in the

Downtown area is the contraflow bus lane on Spring Street. Portable

traffic signs are used to restrict turning movements on Wilshire
Boulevard and several major cross streets along Wilshire.

1-18

4. Existing Traffic Volumes

Existing peak and 24-hour traffic volumes were compared for 4 screen
lines surrounding the study area. These screenlines were located
north of Mulholland Drive, east of Fairfax Avenue, east of Alvarado

Street and south of Olympic Boulevard. Existing two-way 24-hour and
directional peak-hour traffic volumes crossing these screenlines are

shown in Figure 1.19.

5. Future Traffic Volumes

The 1977 and 1990 24-hour traffic volumes were compared for major
streets and freeways crossing 8 screenlines at selected locations
in the study area. The 1977 volumes were obtained from recent volume
counts in the area, while 1990 volumes were developed for the "Null"
condition assuming no change in the existing level of transit service
for the study area. The results are summarized in Figure 1.18, and
show that increases are in the range of 18 - 26 percent, with the
greatest increases in the Hollywood area south of Sunset Boulevard
and along the Wilshire Corridor east of Fairfax Avenue.

6. Planned Street Improvement Projects

The City of Los Angles Five Year Capital Improvement Program, 1977-78

through 1981-82, provides for 16 street improvement projects in the
Hollywood-Wilshire area. Of the 16 street improvement projects, most
are located in the Hollywood community and consist of spot or short
length improvements.

7. Other Proposed Traffic Control Improvements

The Traffic Department of the City of Los Angeles, has an ongoing
program to modernize and interconnect almost all traffic signals in
the City. This Department continually investigates the need for peak
hour parking restrictions, left-turn channelization and left-turn

prohibitions where such traffic control measures would be beneficial

in reducing delay and congestion on City streets. Finally, the

-



Figure 1.19

1977 SCREENLINE VOLUMES OF TRAFFIC

FIGURE 1.20

Comparison of 1977 and 1990 24-Hour Volumes
Crossing Selected Screenlines in the Regional Core

Percent
Growth

1977 1990 (nu11) 1977-1990

238,600 286,300 20

101,900 128,400 26

98,200 122,000 24

240,500 298,000 24

1,249,400 1,529,900

SOURCE: L.A. CITY TRAFFIC DEPT.
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Screenline

Screenline south of Mulholland
Dr. between Laurel Canyon
Blvd. & Cahuenga Blvd. E.

Screenline south of Sunset
Boulevard bewteen Fairfax
Avenue & Highland Avenue

Screenline south of Beverly
Boulevard between Fairfax
Avenue & Highland Avenue

Screenline east of Western
Avenue between Hollywood
Boulevard & Santa Monica
Boulevard

Screenline south of Beverly
Boulevard between Western
Avenue & Vermont Avenue

Screen1ine east of Fairfax
Avenue between 3rd Street
& Olympic Boulevard

Screenline east of Western
Avenue between 3rd Street &
Olympic Boulevard

Screen1ine west of Figueroa
Street between 3rd Street &
Olympic Boulevard

TOTAL SCREENLINE
CROSSINGS

98,100

134,200

128,600

209,300

115,600

165,700

154,500

259,400

18

23

20

24

22



tion of a computer based traffic surveillance and control system for
the Los Angeles CBD.

Figure 1.21

In addition, many other bus lines besides Line 83 travel on portions
of Wilshire Boulevard. The highest directional peak-hour volume of

The existing network of bus routes is well utilized (See Figure 1.19).
Figure 1.20 lists the 20 most patronized bus routes in the SCRTD system,
and shows that 15 of these, including the top 7, serve the Regional Core.

The largest ridership on SCRTD bus lines serving the Hollywood-Wilshire

area occurs on Wilshire Boulevard where Line 83 carries about 17,000

persons per day at Wilton Place. The largest volume of buses in the
Wilshire District also travels on Wilshire Boulevard. Daily patronage
on Line 83 is in excess of 56,000.

NO SCALE

..;r---- BOUNDARY OF THE REGIONAL
CORE STUDY AREA

EXISTING REGIONAL CORE TRANSIT NETWORK
Transit Service8.

Presently, 200 to 250 thousand vehicles travel east and west on a daily
basis in the Wilshire Corridor between Melrose Avenue and Venice

Ibulevard. Of this total, buses on Lines 3, 4, 26, 44, 75 and 83
represent about 1.2 percent of the total daily traffic. The daily
passenger boardings on these buses are in excess of 221,000. The buses

carry approximately 37,000 passengers per day in both directions, across

La Brea Avenue (the west-Wilshire Screen Line) and 60,000 across Vermont
Avenue (the east-Wilshire Screen Line). Although the bus trips represent

just 1.2 percent of the total daily traffic, they carry approximately
11 percent of all person trips crossing the westerly screen line and
19 percent of those crossing the easterly screen line.

Similarly, 200 to 250 thousand vehicles travel north and south on a

daily basis in that portion of the Wilshire community bounded by

Fairfax Avenue and Vermont Avenue. Bus trips in this corridor on

Lines 84, 85, 95 and 96 represent only 0.5 percent of the daily traffic.
Transit passengers daily total between 27,000 and 32,000 crossing the

north and south boundaries of the Wilshire community, respectively.
The total daily line volume of the north south travel on the northerly

boundary is between 10 and 11 percent.
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FIGURE 1.22

Highest Patronized SCRTD Bus Lines
1976 1977

Serves Ho11ywood-
Rank Bus Line Street or Destination Wilshire Area Daily Patronage

1 83 Wilshire B1. Yes 56,780
2 4 Melrose Ave.-Olympic Bl. Yes 45,570
3 26 W. Pico B1.-1st St. Yes 45,420
4 91 Hollywood B1. Yes 31,940
5 44 Beverly B1.-W. Adams Bl. Yes 31,340
6 28 7th St.-Whittier B1. Yes 28,960
7 3 6th St.-Central Ave. Yes 28,610
8 6 Highland Park-South Central L.A. No 26,250
9 85 La Brea Ave.-Crenshaw B1. Yes 25,970
10 9 Jefferson B1.-South Gate No 24,160
11 95 Vermont Ave. Yes 23,900
12 5 South Bay-Union Station No 21,790
13 50 Florence Ave.-Soto St. No 19,000
14 89 Fairfax Ave. Yes 18,810
15 29 W. 7th St.-San Pedro St. Yes 18,680
16 42 Sunset Bl. Yes 18,530
17 94 Santa Monica B1. Yes 18,170
18 93 W. San Fernando Valley-LA CBD Yes 17,690
19 75 Venice Bl. Yes 17,360
20 7 Eagle Rock-South Broadway No 17,130

SOURCE: SCRTD, Service Analysis Group, On-Line, On-Board Survey



all bus lines on Wilshire Boulevard is around 37 westbound buses at

Vermont Avenue. At this location, although bus volumes represent only

1.7 percent of the total traffic on Wilshire Boulevard, bus passengers

are estimated to represent about one-third of all person trips.

b. Bus Capacity

Several bus lines, such as the number 83, 3 and 4 described above,

capacity limited and could develop more patronage if the frequency

buses could be increased without inefficient "bunching" of buses.

are

of

In the Los Angeles CBD, local and express bus service has increased

with the help of local, State and Federal subsidies. Some of the

highest directional peak-hour bus volumes have been observed on

northbound Hill Street at Fifth Street with approximately 156 buses

per hour and in the northbound contra-flow bus lane of Spring Street

for one block at First Street with over 160 buses per hour.

The San Bernardino Freeway Express Busway, which serves Downtown

Los Angeles and Wilshire Boulevard to Western Avenue, has enjoyed

a steady increase in bus ridership with up to 18,000 passengers

per day in May, 1977. Also, the minibus system which also serves

Downtown Los Angeles has carried, in the past, as many as 11,000

passengers per day when the fare was 10 cents. Current ridership

on the minibus system is approximately 6,000 passengers per day with

a 15 cent fare.

Although transit patronage is heavy there are several problems with

meeting the demand with standard buses. The principal problems are

speed, and capacity. Each of these problems is discussed below:

a. Bus Speeds

Buses operating on surface streets are inherently slower than auto

mobiles. This is because the buses are subject to the same delays as

automobiles (traffic signals, speed limits, congested streets, etc.)
and, in addition, must make stops to permit passenger entry and exit.

Furthermore. the delays due to passenger operations increase with

increases in bus loadings. This is because more stops will be made and
each stop is long due to the difficulty of passenger movement through,

onto or off of a bus crowded with standing passengers.
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The Southern California Rapid Transit District understands the prob

lems of their overloaded routes and shares the concerns of their

customers relative to the quality and quantity of service on these

routes. Unfortunately there is no easy solution to the problems. The
. buses are currently operating as frequently as every three minutes on

such routes. Due to problems of traffic congestion and variable

loading patterns it is not possible to keep all of the vehicles evenly

separated on a route. When two vehicles get too close together, the

first vehicle will collect all of the passengers and become heavily

overloaded (usually such a vehicle is running late and hence collects

more than a normal load). The second vehicle will then be very

lightly loaded and hence under-utilized. Such bunching or platooning

of buses is likely whenever the interval between buses is less than

two cycles of the traffic signal system. Because of the problem of

bus bunching, adding more buses would not effectively solve the

capacity problem (more buses will bunch, resulting in more lightly

loaded buses, and many passengers will still be on overcrowded buses).

The basic problem on such routes is that the passenger capa~ity of

standard buses is not adequate to meet the travel demands of their

service areas. Furthermore, the design of the buses is such that com
fort and speed decrease significantly under heavy loads. Bus speeds

are reduced as loads increase, irrespective of traffic congestion.

Each additional passenger boarding through the front door past the

fare box increases dwell time at bus stops by two or three seconds.

Moreover, as loadings approach "crush" capacity, dwell time increases

rapidly because of on-vehicle congestion in aisle areas(2). The

faster a vehicle moves (within safety limits) the more quickly it can

serve its passengers and the more passengers it can serve in an hour.

(2)"Bus Capacity Analysis", Transportation Research Board 546, 1975,
W.F. Hoey and H.S. Levinson



Hence, the overloading of buses reduces the productivity of the vehicles

and their drivers. As the average bus speed decreases, more buses are
needed to provide the same frequency of service (i.e., line-haul

capacity). Increased field supervision of bus operations, crowd control
at the heaviest bus stops, use of new technology Automatic Vehicle
Monitoring (AVM) systems, ~nd use of all doors for boarding at the

heaviest bus stops might alleviate the problem to some extent. (The

District, with UMTA's cooperation and funding, is currently pursuing
the testing and use of A~1 for the study areas.) However, even if

these measures reduce the bunching problem, they will not be able to

fully meet the problems of capacity limitations, speed reductions and
high driver costs.

9. Planned Improvements"in Transit Service

The SCRTD has acquired thirty (30) 3-door, 60-foot articulated buses

for service on the Hollywood and Wilshire Boulevard lines. These
vehicles have approximately 50 percent more capacity than a standard

bus.

The increase in capacity in these corridors will help to provide some
relief in meeting the future transit needs of this area.

10. Justification for Major Transit Improvements

• The arterial street system is congested and inadequate to

meet current and future traffic demands in spite of wide

spread traffic control measures.

• The bus transportation system is carrying large numbers

of people in congested streets at average speeds of about

10-12 mph, and is close to its practical capacity. It
cannot meet potential demand.

To best meet the present and future transportation needs of the
Regional Core requires the implementation of a higher capacity,

higher speed and thus more efficient transit system.

In this report eleven alternative trans{t systems (including the

Board Preferred Alternative II) are analyzed to determine which
project be~t meets the transportation needs of the Regional Core,

while satisfying other social, economic and environmental goals
and objectives.

From the foregoing pages, the following conclusions about the existing

transportation system in the Regional Core can be drawn:

- • Two freeways planned for the Regional Core were deleted

by public demand.

• No new freeways will.be built in the Regional Core, which

is the most congested region of Los Angeles not directly

served by freeways.
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES

The Regional Core Transit Alternatives Analysis is the latest of a

series of rapid transit planning efforts in the Los Angeles region,
which have progressively narrowed down the options to focus upon
the areas of greatest need. This chapter presents the planning
history of rapid transit in Los Angeles, the general regional goals
for which transportation is especially important, and specific
guidelines which led to the transit system alternatives evaluated.
Following the planning history, goals and guidelines, the eleven
alternatives studied (including the Board Preferred Alternative II)
are presented with respect to service area, route, stations and
type of facilities required. And finally, the rationale

for the Locally Preferred Alternative is presented.

A. BACKGROUND OF RAPID TRANSIT PLANNING EFFORT

Publicly-sponsored planning for rapid transit in Southern California

began in 1925 with a consultant report to the City and County of
Los Angeles on a comprehensive rapid transit system. In 1951, the
California State Legislature created the Los Angeles Metropolitan
Transit Authority (LAMTA) to study the erea's rapid transit needs.

LAMTA acquired the two major privately owned Los Angeles regional
bus systems in 1958, and between that year and 1963 prepared studies

of a four-corridor rapid transit system and an initial "Backbone
Route". Because of funding problems, LAMTA was unable to carry out
any of its rapid transit proposals, although it did expand the bus
system.

1. 89 Mile-Regional Rail Transit System Proposal in 1968

The Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) succeeded LAMTA
in 1964, with a legislative mandate to construct and operate a rapid
transit system in its service area. SCRTD proposed an 89-mile, 5
corridor system to the voters in 1968, which did not win approval.
Planning for rapid transit continued, however, and'received encourage

ment in 1971 with passage of the Transit Development Act (SB 325)
under which the State Legislature earmarked part of the general

sales tax revenues for local transit subsidies.



This committee had a broader constituency than the TAC and included
members from other cities in Los Angeles County.

• Eight Corridor Alternatives representing combinations of
all-bus and rail/bus transit on different alignments and
types of facilities within the Starter Line Corridor.

The RTAC planning effort identified eleven corridors, of which three
were given more thorough evaluation. The three were combined into a
Rapid Transit Starter Line Corridor (See Figure 11.1). Within and
around this corridor, fifteen alternatives were developed, based upon
three modes (bus, light rail and heavy rail) and low and high levels
of investment. These alternatives were classified as follows:

The study effort which has led into the present AA/EIS/EIR began in
1972, with the approval by UMTA of a technical studies grant for
comprehensive transit planning. This was directed by SCRTD, with the
assistance initially of a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), composed
of members from the SCRTD, the City and County of Los Angeles, the
Orange County Tra~sit District (OCTD), SCAG and the League of Calif
ornia Cities. The TAC issued a report in 1973 on Phase I (Initial
Planning) recommending eight primary regional transportation corridors
for initial consideration. These corridors were selected, based upon
analyses of travel patterns performed by the Los Angeles Regional
Transportation Study (LARTS) branch of CalTrans.

A key element in the Phase I activities was obtaining public input,
feedback and consensus on transportation needs. This was carried out
by means of formal meetings with community groups, presentation to
special interest groups and public hearings. SCAG conducted an
attitudinal survey on a representative sample of the region's popula
tion and obtained thereby much valuable information on the public's
perception of transportation needs and problems.

•

•

Two Regional Alternatives using buses on freeway alignments
throughout the region.

Five Initial Increment Alternatives using heavy rail transit
on different segments within the Starter Line Corridor.

Phase I moved into Phase II (Plan Refinement) and then into Phase III
(Alternatives Analysis), with the evaluation by SCAG of seven systems
ranging from "No Build" (Null) to a regionwide fixed guideway system.

2. 240-Mile Regional Rail Transit System Proposal in 1974

In 1974, the SCRTD proposed an ultimate 240-mile fixed guideway
system, and the SCRTD Board of Directors adopted an initial 145-mile
system. This system would have been financed by a It addition to the
sales tax in Los Angeles County. In the referendum the proposal was
defeated by a 47% to 53% margin. However, the majority of the voters
in the cities of Los Angeles (which contains the Regional Core),
Beverly Hills, Santa Monica and Compton voted in its favor.

The results of the study effort were published by SCRTD in the follow
ing four volumes:

(1) "System Level Evaluations", Final Report 'A' of Technical
Analysis of Rapid Transit Alternatives for Los Angeles,
April, 1976.

(2) "Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Alternatives", Final
Report IC' of Technical Analysis of Rapid Transit Altern
atives for Los Angeles, June, 1976 (revised September, 1976).

(3) "Corridor-Level Environmental Impact Report", Final Report
B of Technical Analysis of Rapid Transit Alternatives
for Los Angeles, August 25, 1976.

-

In 1975, the District Board established a Rapid Transit Advisory

Committee (RTAC), to guide the continuing transit planning effort.

3. Regional Alternatives Analysis Study, 1975-1976
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(4) "Technical Analysis of Rapid Transit Alternatives for

Los Angeles, "July, 1976 (revised September 30, 1976).



Figure 11.1

ADOPTED RAPID TRANSIT STARTER LINE CORRIDOR

4. Four Element Regional Transit Development Program

a. Element I - Transportation Systems Management

The following outlines the major features and functions of the RTDP's

first three elements and their relationship to the fourth, the

Regional Core Rapid Transit Element.

Regional Core Rapid Transit System, an initial

segment of rail rapid transit in the Los

Angeles Regional Core.

Transportaion Systems Management (TSM) , low cost

improvements to the existing regional bus systems.

Downtown People Mover, a downtown Los Angeles

circulation system, including a "People Mover".

Freeway Transit, consisting of new busways on, and

free-flow improvements to freeways, and a high

occupancy vehicle (HOV) program.

Element IV

Element III

Element II

Element I

These elements address the various modal components of the proposed
Los Angeles public transportation system and are designed to facilitate

the movement of people throughout the region. The RTDP aims to deve
lop an integrated transportation system with planning and programming
activities administered on local, county, regional and national levels.

Based upon the results of the study completed in September 1976,
key officials of the directly involved state and localjllrisdictions

concurred in a Regional Transit Development Program (RTDP) composed of
the following four elements:

The Transportation Systems Hanasement (TSI1) Element will study how

transportation needs can be satisfied through more efficient utiliz

ation of existing facilities and with minor capital improvements.

ADOPTED BY:

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA STATE SENATE
CALIFORNIA STATE ASSEMBLY
CITY OF LONG BEACH
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
CITY OF BURBANK
CITY OF GLENDALE
CITY OF COMPTON
SO. CALIF. RAPID TRANSIT DIST.

REGIONAL CORE

\
\
\

CHATNORT

~J,

I i

\i
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This Element proposes to supplement the current regional bus system
with additional local buses, freeway flyers, and parking lots. Imple

mentation of this short range program (approximately 5 years) will

have a relatively low capital outlay.

•

•

Expand arterial, limited and express bus service .

Expand park-ride facilities .

The TSM plan incorporates a multifaceted approach. The components for

immediate action are:

(1) Transit service and facilities improvement program by RTD
and municipal operators to:

• Update and expand fleet through bus acquisition.

• Provide more frequent service and better loading standards
in areas affected by service economies.

• Reinstate night and weekend services in the most promising
areas.

b. Element II - Freeway Transit/HOV

The transit part of the Freeway Transit/High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)

Element of the Regional Transit Development Program consists of a
regional express transit service provided by buses operating on the
freeway system and stopping at freeway transit stations where users

can transfer to and from local buses or automobiles. Four types of

stations are proposed: (1) transit centers which provide access

to local bus lines serving a community; (2) on-line stations
which provide access to local highways and local bus lines; (3) free

way to freeway transfer stations, and; (4) intermodal stations which

provide access to the Downtown People Mover and/or the Regional Core

Rapid Transit System.

• Improve community-level transit services.

•

•

Improve operating efficiency.

Promote increased transit usage.

Freeway transit buses would operate in mixed traffic, where free

flow conditions prevailed, and on special lanes or rights-of-way in

congested areas. High-occupancy vehicles (such as carpools and van

pools) would be allowed to share such reserved facilities with the

buses.

• Improve maintenance facilities.
c. Element III - Downtown People Mover

• Expand bus service on freeways.

(2) Preferential Treatment Program on streets and freeways by

RTD, municipal operators, CalTrans, County of Los Angeles, and various
cities to:

• Develop joint agency projects for preferential treatment.

II-~

The Community Redevelopment Agency's (CRA) proposed Downtown People

Mover is envisioned as an automated guideway transit system for the

Los Angeles CBD. It would provide linkage between major transit

origin - destination points such as Union Station, the Civic Center
governmental complex, the Bunker Hill area, the Flower Street finan
cial center, major hotels and the Convention Center. The People Mover

would link with the Rapid Transit System at at least two downtown

destination points.

...



d. Element IV - Regional Core Rapid Transit System
Figure 11.2

f. Present Status of the Four-Element RTDP

e. Action on the 4-Element Program

The present status of the Four-Elements of the RTDP is as follows:

NORTH HOLLYWOOD TO UNION STATION
ALTERNATIVE "E"
FROM 1976 REPORT

(THIS ALTERNATIVE INCLUDES
ALL FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVES I & II)PlIRTER RANCH

• __ • DEFERRED DECISION ON

FIXED GUIDEWAY OR HIGHER
LEVEL BUS FACILITY

H HIGHER-LEVEL. CAPITAL
INVESTMENT BUS FACILITY

_ FIXED GUIDEWAY RAPID

TRANSIT FACILITY

.._..LEGEND:

Element II, Freeway Transit, is advancing with respect to

the following items:

Element I, TSM, is a continuing program of the SCRTD and

other agencies, the results of which will be realized

~ over several years.

•

•

In December 1976 by letter addressed to the SCRTD and the Mayor of

the City of Los Angeles, the U.S. Secretary of Transportaion approved

proceeding with preliminary engineering on Elements I, II and III,

subject to the proviso that they complete the environmental impact

process. Regarding Element IV, however, it was stipulated that the
SCRTD should do "initial" engineering only on both rail rapid transit

and all-bus alternatives within the Wilshire -La Brea corridor and

develop an accompanying environmental impact statement. This is in
accord with UMTA policies which favor the "incremental approach" in
the development of rail rapid transit systems.

Element IV, the subject of this report, is a rail rapid transit system

serving the heavily developed areas of the Los Angeles CBD, the Wilshire
Corridor, Hollywood and North Hollywood. The rail alternatives

(including the Board Preferred Alternative II) studied for this

element are based upon Initial Increment Alternative E (See Figure 11.2)

of the 1976 regionwide Alternatives Analysis. The system would be

integrated with the other three elements of the RTDP through common

transfer points. More detailed discussions of the interrelationship

of Element IV and the other RTDP elements are found in the follow-

ing sections: Description of Alternatives (Chapter II); Patronage

(Chapter III); and Financial Feasbility (Chapter VI).

-
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U. S, Department of Transportation approval

and funding has been given for preliminary
engineering and environmental impact analysis
of HOV/bus lanes on the Santa Ana Freeway
between Union Station and Beach Boulevard in
Buena Park, a total of 17.5 miles.

The U. S. Department of Transportation has re

designated the Harbor Freeway as an interstate
highway, thereby making eligible for Federal

funding assistance an 8-mile HOV/bus facility

between Adams Boulevard and 1-105 and PE/EIS
work has been authorized.

1-105 (Century Freeway) has been approved by
the U. S. Department of Transportation for con

struction. This l7-mile facility will have a

transitway in its median.

study is an effort to determine which course of action enables pro

gressing most satisfactorily towards the achievement of these stated
goals and objectives.

In the area served by the proposed Los Angeles Regional Core Rapid

Transit System, goals and objectives are developed by the following
six governmental entities: (1) the City of Los Angeles; (2) the Los
Angeles County Transportation Commission; (3) the County of Los
Angeles; (4) the Southern California Association of Governments;
(5) the State of California; and (6) the United States Government.
The formal plan and policy statements underlying the material pre
sented in this chapter are as follows:

City of Los Angeles, Concept Los Angeles
April 3, 1974, (Cited as "Concept")

•

•

Element III, DPM: Preliminary engineering and the EIR have

been completed. The EIS is now being prepared.

Element IV, Regional Core: Completed alternatives
analysis and environnental impact assesscrent, Draft
Report public hearings and selection of Preferred
Alternative. Results are subject of this Final Report.

County of Los Angeles, Department of Regional

Planning, Preliminary General Plan, Summary,
January, 1978. (Cited as "County")

President Carter's 1978 Urban Policy Initiatives,
as reported in Journal of Housing,
lvIay, 1978. (Cited as "President")

This section includes a review of the present day goals and objectives
as set forth by the various responsible agencies, and the guidelines
used for developing the alternatives evaluated in this analysis.

B. STUDY OBJECTIVES

Southern California Association of Governments,
Draft 1978 Regional Transportation Plan
1978. (Cited as "SCAG")

State of California, Office of Planning and
Research, An Urban Strategy For California,
February, 1978. (Cited as "State")

-
1. Present Day Goals and Objectives

These goals and objectives are the stated and adopted policy state
ments by responsible agencies and relate to the long range preserva
tion and improvement of this region's physical environment and its
urban and social structure. The evaluation of alternatives in this
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United States Department of Transportation,
Urban Mass Transportation Administration,
"Policy Toward Rail Transit", Federal Register,
Vol. 43, No. 45, Tuesday, March 7, 1978.
(Cited as "UMTA")



l'he goals and objectives presented in such statements are very

broad and diverse and range from a statement of ideals and principles,

to plans having the force of law.

The goals and objectives related to transportation are set forth

below in five categories. All have been extracted from, and re

ferenced to, the documents previously listed.

(1) Preserve the low density residential character of

Los Angeles, except where higher density centers

are encouraged. (Concept, p. 1)

(2) Maintain and reinforce the decentralized pattern of

regional centers and corridors. (County, p. 1-10)

a. Conservation of Natural and Cultural Resources
(3) Promote a more concentrated pattern of urban devel

opment. (County, p. 1-10)

Reduce air pollution and petroleum consumption; preserve open space

and retard urbanization of agricultural land.

(1) Reduce emissions attributable to the transportation

system equivalent to a reduction of vehicle miles

traveled of 5/~ in each five-year period from 1980

to 1995. (SCAG, p. 4)

(2) Reduce fuel consumption by the transportation system

equivalent to a reduction of vehicle miles traveled

of 5% in each five-year period from 1980 to 1995.

(SCAG, p. 4)

(3) Promote the development of a transportation system

that will make a positive contribution to air quality.

(County, p. 1-12)

(4) Preserve open space (Concept, p. 2) c.

(4) Encourage the development of regional multipurpose

centers. (County, p. 1-10)

(5) Minimize the need for long distance travel by guiding

development of the region into self-sufficient metros.

(SCAG, p. 3)

(6) Develop centers which function as focal points for

adjacent suburbs and nodes. (Concept, p. 3)

(7) Locate medium and high density housing close to

centers. (Concept, p. 1; County, p. 1-11)

(8) Do not develop land to such intensities that traffic
will exceed the capacity of the circulation system.

(Concept, p. 6)

Conservation of the Urban Environment

Guide regional urban development into a more structured form, with

evenly-spaced, high-density centers linked by high-intensity trans

portation corridors.

b.

(5) Protect agricultural lands from premature or need

less conversion to urban uses. (State, p. 18)

Land Use and Urban Form
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Revitalize and develop, as much as possible, existing urban areas

rather than urbanize new land.

(1) Curb wasteful urban sprawl and direct new development

to existing cities and suburbs. (State, p. 9)

(2) Revitalize central cities and neighborhoods and

eliminate urban blight. (State, p. 9)



d.

(3) Promote reversal of the trend toward population loss

in older urban areas. (County, p. 1-9)

Social
(4) Create a rapid transit system as an essential part of

the City of Los Angeles General Plan. (Concept p. 5)

Improve mobility of people and enhance access to employment and

urban services.

(1) Provide employment opportunities and commercial
services at locations convenient to residents (Concept,

p. 1)

(2) Balance population growth with available facilities.
(Concept, p. 2)

(3) Encourage the location of employment opportunities
in regional centers, corridors and the Regional

Core District. (County, p. I-II)

(5) Support development of an initial portion of a guide
way transit system, as well as other types of systems
which can be justified. (SCAG, p. 5-1)

(6) Support development of a mass rapid transit fixed
guideway or exclusive bus lane facility, when sufficient
patronage and public support is assured. (County,
p. V-4)

(7) Implement intermodal transit programs to complement

urban economic development purposes and revitalize

communities. (President, p. 224)

Create a multimodal transportation system integrated with planned

land use and furnishing a high level of mobility for all people.
Particular emphasis shall be given to public transportation.

2. Guidelines For Developing Alternatives

Based on the above general Goals and Objectives, specific guidelines
were prepared to assist in determining and developing the alternatives
(including the Board Preferred Alternative II) to be evaluated.
These guidelines are as follows:

e. Transportation

(1) A mass transportation system shall be developed that
will (1) provide a viable alternative to the auto
mobile (2) satisfy the transportation needs of com
muters, the economically disadvantaged, the young and

the handicapped and (3) provide service at reasonable
and equitable cost to both users and the general
community (County, p. V-3)

(2) Optimize the speed and convenience of transportation
modes (Concept, p. 1)

(3) Increase transit ridership currently 3.36%, to 6%

of all person trips in the region by 1990. (SCAG, p. 4)

II-IJ

a.

(8) Give preference to initial rail segments serving
densely populated central portions of metropolitan

areas. (UMTA, p. 9429)

(9) Implement a program of local supportive policies and
actions designed to enhance the proposed (rail) system's
cost-effectiveness, patronage and prospect for economic
viability.

System Objectives

(1) Mobility

..



• Provide a very necessary improvement in the level of

mobility in the Los Angeles CBD-Wilshire-Hollywood-North
Hollywood Regional Core Area.

• To reduce vehicle miles travelled on Regional Core surface

streets to the extent that this can be accomplished with

out arbitrary restraints and delays.

• Integrate the corridor transit system with the other

three elements of the RTDP, so that convenient regional
access is provided for all corridor residents.

• To make the most efficient use of existing transportation

energy resources and to improve the ability of the trans
portation system to use alternative energy sources in the

future.

Maintain and improve transporation system safety and
dependability for both users and non-users. b. System Planning Policies

(2) Cost-Effectiveness

(4) Environment

(3) Land Development

Station locations for both rail and bus alternatives are governed
by the following policies.

San Fernando Valley - L.A. Central Area
West Los Angeles-Wilshire-LACBD

Hollywood - Wilshire Activity Centers•

•
•

Station Location Policies

(2) Distributing transit passengers between north-south lines

and the activity centers along Wilshire Boulevard.

(1) Reducing line-haul transit travel times for such principal
commuter groups as:

c.

Within the goals framework, the various bus and rail transit altern
atives are intended to perform the following functions:

Maximize system capital and operation cost-effective

ness in the Regional Core in terms of passengers and
passenger-miles, over a forseeable range of passenger
volumes.

To be complementary and compatible with regional and local

transportation and urban land development goals.

To support City and County plans for land development
along Wilshire Boulevard and for the revitalization of
Downtown Hollywood and North Hollywood.

•

•

•

• To complement and support regional energy conservation and
air quality goals.

(1) Station spacing shall be sufficient for trains and buses
to achieve average speeds competitive with those of private
autos.

• To minimize displacement, disruption, disturbance, and

noise exposure to residential and employment areas in
the Regional Core.

(2) Specific station sites should be located to encourage joint

development and to maximize "value capture" possibilities.
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d.

(3) Station spacing within major activity centers (e.g.,
LACBD) shall be such that a comfortable maximum walking
distance is maintained (say one-quarter mile or 1320 feet).

(4) At other activity centers, station spacing shall be such
that ·walking distance between stations does not exceed
the maximum walking distance (usually 0.5 mile).

(5) The environmental impacts of stations, and particularly
of the local bus and auto traffic which they generate,
shall be considered in selecting specific sites for
stations of various types.

(6) Stations shall be located so that the routes serving
them can be reasonably direct and can follow existing
streets and easements.

(7) Park-and-ride stations shall have easy access from free
flowing arterials and freeways, upstream from normal A.M.
peak congestion and queueing.

(8) Bus transfer stations shall be located so that diversion
of local routes from direct paths will be minimized.

(9) Specific station sites must be feasible to develop in
terms of land cost, construction cost, access and egress
capacity, local circulation impacts, and community
acceptance.

Parking Location Policies

(1) Parking should be convenient to the station site. The
maximum desirable walking distance to the station platform
shall not exceed 0.25 mile (1320 feet).

(2) Parking access and egress should be direct.

(3) Parking sites should desirably use land already dedicated
to transportation, such as freeway interchanges, power
line easements, or airport approach areas.

(4) The environmental impacts of user auto traffic shall be
considered in locating and sizing parking facilities, and
facilities (including their access and egress) shall be
designed so as to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

(5) Where feasible, park-and-ride stations should use existing
parking (e.g., drive-in theaters, bowling alleys, or
shopping centers with a Saturday peak demand) for joint
use.

(6) Parking lot and structure sizes shall be based on the
projected patronage.

(7) Parking policies within regional activity centers should
be designed to improve public transportation system growth
and development.

(8) The locations of parking facilities shall be acceptable
to the local jurisdiction (i.e., City or County governing
body) in which they are located. -

It is assumed that SCRTD will revise its routes and schedules to
feed the express rapid transit rail or-bus alternatives.

Par~~ing location policies for corridor transit should be similar to
those for freeway transit, (Element II of the RTDP):
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Each

ferent
levels

(1) Wherever feasible, surface transit routes will be revised

to feed passengers to the high capacity, express rail rapid

transit or bus lines. As previously noted, stations will

be so located and designed to facilitate access and transfer

from all existing and planned travel modes serving the
surrounding area.

(2) Existing municipal and local operators will be encouraged

to extend their routes (on a closed-door basis) to serve

express rail rapid transit stations (e.g., Santa Monica
Line S-5 might be re-routed from Pico via La Brea to a
connection with the Wilshire line).

f. System Loading Policy

Rail service will be designed to maintain schedules with a load factor
(passengers per seat) of 2.2 at the maximum load point of the system.
Standard and articulated buses will be designed to provide local and

express service with a load factor of 1.4 through the maximum load

point. These load factors will allow the same floor space per pass
enger (approximately 5 square feet) for all three vehicle types.

C. DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

1. Introduction

Based on the General Goals and Objectives for the Los Angeles Metro
politan area and the Guidelines for Developing Alternatives in the
Regional Core Corridor, eleven rail/bus and all-bus alternatives

(including the Board Preferred Alternative II) were developed for
detailed review.

These eleven alternatives, designed to meet the transportation needs

of the Regional Core Corridor, range from low to high level improve

ments and consist of five rail/bus, five all-bus and one "no build"
all-bus alternative.
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The design of the alternatives is conceptual in nature, and is sub

ject to changes during further project development. The objective of
the AA/EIS/EIR is to analyze alternatives, based upon limited engineer

ing data, for the purpose of selecting a preferred mode and general

alignment. Specific design features have been assumed (again, based

upon conceptual design) for the purpose of environmental impact assess

ments.

Further refinement of the Preferred Alternative will have to await
Preliminary Engineering. It is conceivable that, as a result of the

more ~ct~ assessments undertaken during Preliminary Engineering,
certain design modifications will be desired. There will be an oppor
tunity for public review and comment on this supplemental work, since

it will be documented as a supplemental or "tiered" EIS.

alternative is designed to represent a typical example of dif
levels of investment, levels of auto traffic restraint, and

of service to transit users.

The five Rail/Bus Alternatives vary by alignment and length ranging

from a maximum of 18.6 miles to a minimum of 8 miles. They could be

either subsurface or aerial guideway. Cost estimates and environ

mental impacts have been developed for both subsurface and aerial

guideway configurations, but fiscal analysis has been based on subsur

face construction. If funds are made available for subsurface construc
tion, which is more expensive than the aerial configuration, it

follows that funding for the latter would also be possible.

The five All-Bus Alternatives range from an exclusive aerial busway,
which represents the highest level bus improvement, through several
medium level exclusive lane treatments on surface streets, to low level

Transportation Systems Management (TSM) type improvements consisting
of additional service on existing bus lines. A sixth "No Build" or
"Existing Service Only" represents no improvements, but provides a

base point or "control case" for evaluation of the other alternatives.

All of these alternatives were designed to work in conjunction with

the existing bus network which provides service within and through the
Regional Core Corridor. This bus network, termed the "background"

bus system, presently consists of approximately 40 bus lines totalling

720 miles of "routes" and serviced by a fleet of about 775 standard



buses. These lines carry a ridership of about 400,000 daily passenger

trips into, within and from the Regional Core at an annual operation

cost of approximately $73 million.

In addition to service improvements, such as exclusive lanes on Wilshire,

or a rail line on Wilshire in specific alternatives, each alternative

included service improvements on all bus lines in the background bus

system. Under the rail alternatives, these improvements included

the provision of additional buses for feeder service to rail stations,

and at the same time, reductions in existing bus service which would

duplicate a rail line.

Interface with the DPM

Several assumptions regarding other elements of the Regional Transpor

tation Development Program have been used in this analysis. Foremost

among these is the existence of the Downtown People Mover (DPM) , a

grade separated, collection-distribution system proposed for the Los

Angeles CBD. Preliminary Engineering work is currently underway on

this project which is being administered by the Community Redevelop

ment Agency.

Figure 11.3 shows the DPM and Rail Line alignments in the CBD and the

geographic inter-relationship between them. The DPM is approximately

3.2 miles in length. Its northern terminal is located at Union

Station where it will interface with both the eastern terminal of the

rail line and the El Monte Busway. Its southern terminal is located

at the Los Angeles Convention Center and eleven stations are planned

between the terminals.

Aside from the Union Station intercept, the rail line intersects the

DPM at the Civic Center and in the vicinity of 7th & Fl~wer, the heart

of the financial district. These are the two major employment centers

in downtown Los Angeles. There is a semi-direct interface between

the two facilities in the mid Los Angeles area; a rail rapid transit
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Figure 11.3
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station is planned at 5th & Broadway, and a DPM station is planned at

5th and Hill, just one block or 400 ft. away. All but four DPM

stations lie within walking distance (1/4 mile) of the rail stations.

In terms of service, the DPM will serve the circulation and distrib

ution trips in the CBD. Circulation trips begin and end in the
downtown. Distribution trips are trips which have only one trip-end in
the downtown.

The DPM is being designed, according to the EIR published by the

Community Redevelopment Agency, to accomodate trains that will carry
up to 3500 passengers per hour in the peak direction. Trains are
expected to operate in headways ranging 1.5 minutes in the peaks to
5.0 minutes during the non-peaks. The average speed of the DPM trains
will be about 13 mph.

The rail alternatives and the CBD stations and alignments are discus
sed further on in this section. The patronage impacts between the DPM

and the various Regional Core Rail/Bus and All-Bus Alternatives is
discussed in the Patronage Section of this report.

Interface with the Hollywood Freeway

The only part of the Freeway Transit element of the RTDP which could
have significant impact in the Regional Core is a facility on the

Hollywood Freeway. CalTrans proposes to build an aerial structure
along this freeway for exclusive bus and carpool use. The patronage
impact of this facility on the eleven alternatives has been evaluated
in this report. This is addressed in detail in the Patronage Section
of the Transportation Chapter (III.A.).

Descriptions of each of the alternatives are given below:

2. Rail Alternatives

a. General Operating Characteristics
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The first five alternatives are rail rapid transit/bus alternatives

and include rail starter lines ranging in length from 8 to 18.6 miles.

A summary of the operating characteristics of such a system is pre
sented in Figure 11.4. All of the rail alternatives serve the ~os

Angeles Central Business District (LACBD) and Union Station (inter
facing with the Downtown People Mover and El Monte Busway). The
five alternatives differ in location west of Wilshire and Vermont.
As noted previously, Alternative II is the Board Preferred Alternative.

b. General Description of Stations

The rail systems have bet~een 11 and 17 rapid transit stations with an

average station spacing beyond the CBD of between one and one half
miles. In the CBD the stations are spaced at approximately a half mile.

A matrix showing the proposed station locations for each alternative
alignment is shown in Figure 11.5.

While station design criteria are conceptual at this stage, a general
philosophy of construction has been worked out. The rapid transit
stations will be aesthetically pleasing and, at the same time, simple

and functional, and accessible to the handicapped, especially
those using wheelchairs. The goal is to provide attractive,
convenient and efficient access and egress to and from the trains
to all patrons, while minimizing station construction, maintenance
and operating costs.



FIGURE 11.4

SUMMARY OF OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
REGIONAL CORE RAIL RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS

FIGURE II.5

STATION LOCATION MATRIX
FOR THE FIVE RAIL RAPID TRAJISIT ALTERNATIVES

Operating characteristics are provided for analysis purposes only,
and represent an effort to compare the cost effectiveness and
impacts of alternative modes only.

Hours of Operation

Headways

Control

Car Size

Seats Per Vehicle

Practical Capacity

Floor Area per Passenger

Maximum Cars per Train

Maximum Practical Train Capacity

Doors per Vehicle (per side)

Speed - Maximum

Average(includ~ng
stat10n stops)

Normal Acceleration/Deceleration

24 hrs./day - 7 days/week

3.5-4.5 minutes during peak periods

Semi-Automatic Operation

75 x 10.5 feet

75

165

4.8 sq. ft.

6

990

3(48" wide)

70 mph.
35-40 mph.

3.0 ft./sec/sec
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~TATIUNS I II III IV V

Union Station X X X X X

Civic Center X X X X X

Broadway & Fifth X X X X X

Seventh & Flower X X X X X

Wilshire & Alvarado X X X X X

Wilshire & Vermont X X X X X
Wilshire & Normandie X X X X

Vermont & Beverly X

Wilshire & Crenshaw X
Wilshire & Western X X X X

Los Angeles City College X

Wilshire & La Brea X X X X

Vermont & Sunset X

Wilshire & Hauser X

Wilshire & Fairfax X X

La Brea & Beverly X X

Fairfax & Beverly X
Carlton & Western X

La Brea & Santa Monica X X

Fairfax & Santa Monica X

Hollywood & Cahuenga X X X

Selma & Vine X

Hollywood Bowl X X X X

Universal City X X X

North Hollywood X X X

TOTAL 15 17 14 13 11



-

The size of a station is directly related to the size of the loading
platform. The economies associated with using center platform sta
tions favor their use wherever practicable. To accommodate 6-car
trains (75 ft/car), a standard platform length between 450 and 500 ft.
is required. The width of the platform would be dependent on projected
station volumes.

The mezzanine area will be designed to racilitate passenger movement.
Excessive and isolated space will be avoided to minimize construction
and maintenance costs and, also, to reduce security risks.

A modular approach will be used in the design of the subsystem elements
of the stations. The uniformity of such items as elevators, escalators,
security systems, fare collection equipment, lighting fixtures and any
other elements common to all stations not only will reduce initial
costs, but also, will minimize maintenance support and allow for
easier station identification. Figures 11.6 through 11.11 show
preliminary conceptual rapid transit station plans at three represen
tative sites. The 5th and Braodway Station is representative of a
downtown station. The Wilshire and Western plan is typical for
stations along Wilshire Boulevard, and the North Hollywood Station is
representative of a station where a major parking facility is needed.
Conceptual plans for all of the proposed stations can be found in
Appendix III.

These plans are conceptual in nature, and are subject to changes in
further project development. The objective of the AA/EIS/EIR is
to analyze alternatives, based on limited engineering data, for the
purpose of selecting mode and general alignment. Specific design
features have been assumed (again, based upon conceptual design)
for the purpose of environmental assessment.

It is important to note that there are a number of issues to be
resolved in later development stages that could have significant
localized impacts. There has been a concerted effort to identify
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Figure 11.6
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Figure 11.7

PLAN OF CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF STATION AT
FIFTH AND BROADWAY
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Figure 11.8
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Figure 11.9
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Figure 11.10

STREET LEVEL CONCEPTUAL PLAN OF
TERMINAL STATION AT LANKERSHIM AND CHANDLER
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Figure 11.11

EXISTING LAYOUT AT LANKERSHIM AND CHANDLER
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these issues through the development of a conceptual design which
best represents the costs and impacts of a particular alternative.
The design is based on available information on the area, typical
design, construction, and operational aspects of existing facilities
both within the Los Angeles area and throughout the country, and a
number of preliminary investigations of site specific concerns. This
information has then been used in obtaining the conceptual design
upon which this environmental assessment is based.

The cost and impact analysis are considered to be reasonable in light
of the decision to be made - i.e. mode and general alignment. There
will however be a continued assessment of impacts throughout project
development as further information becomes available. This forth
coming continued assessment of impacts will be documented for public
review and comment in a supplemental or tiered EIS.

Overall station design would be "site-specific", so as to take advan
tage of the opportunities which each particular site and locale has
to offer.

While a functional and simple approach is to be emphasized, provision
for future growth and joint development opportunities will be given
full consideration. A feeling of austerity can be avoided by such
things as the imaginative arrangement of light, color and texture to
enhance an otherwise simple design.

c. Yard and Shop Facilities

The facilities shall be designed to minimize the amount of time
required to perform these functions.

Routine inspection, maintenance and daily service of vehicles will
be performed at storage locations in North Hollywood and in the CBD
(Macy Yard). Overhaul and major repair work will be performed at the
major repair shop at Macy Yard. Miscellaneous support services will
be performed at both the North Hollywood storage yard and the major
repair shop. The Macy Yard shall be designed to accommodate the
various shop functions.

One major repair facility will be adequate to support the entire
system. Both locations are shown on Figure 11.12 and Figure 11.13.

d. CBD Route and Station Locations (See Figure 11.3)

The CBD routing is the same for all of the five rail alternatives. It
would start from Union Station and curve over to and proceed south under
Broadway to 7th Street; and therein westerly to the Harbor Freeway.
There would be four stations in the CBD; three of these stations,
Union Station, Civic Center (1st/Broadway) and 7th and Flower would
interface with the Downtown People Mover (DPM). The fourth station
would be at 5th and Broadway.

The rail line is proposed to follow an easterly alignment which would
provide greater coverage in the CBD. The DPM system could serve rapid
transit passengers to and from the Bunker Hill area.

The yard and shop facilities will serve the following operational and
maintenance functions of the transit system: e. Alignment and Station Locations of the Alternatives

•

•
•
•

Storage for revenue vehicles, maintenance equipment and
material stockpile.

Routine inspection, maintenance and service of vehicles.

Overhaul and major repair of vehicles.

Miscellaneous support services.
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While general route alignments and station locations have been identi
fied, they are conceptual at this stage and are subject to modification
upon refined analysis. A supplemental or tiered EIS will be prepared
to document this refined analysis and any modifications which may re
sult. It should be remembered that the following descriptions of the
five rail alternatives are supplemented by a "background" base and
feeder bus system.
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ALTERNATIVE I

A 16 MILE LACBD-WILSHIRE-LA BREA-HOLLYWOOD-NORTH HOLLYWOOD RAIL RAPID
TRANSIT LINE (FIGURE 11.14)

This alternative would provide (a) service along Wilshire from the Los
Angeles Central Business District (CBD) out to the easterly edge of
the Miracle Mile, (b) a conection from Mid-Wilshire to North Hollywood
via Hollywood, and (c) service between the San Fernando Valley and the
Los Angeles CBD.

Route and Stations

Following the common CBD alignment up to Seventh and the Harbor Free
way, the line would proceed westerly out Seventh to Wilshire to La
Brea, with stations ,in the vicinity of Wilshire/Alvarado, Wilshire/
Vermont, Wilshire/Normandie, Wilshire/Western and Wilshire/La Brea.
Turning north on La Brea.it would continue up to Santa Monica Boulev
ard with stations in the vicinity of La Brea/Beverly and La Brea/Santa
Monica. From there it would turn eastward to a station at Las Palmas
and Selma, and then proceed through the Cahuenga Pass, with a possible
station at Hollywood Bowl, to a station at Universal City. Then it
would proceed northerly along Vineland to Chandler with a Terminal
Station at Chandler and Lankershim in North Hollywood.
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Figure 11.14

Alternative I

A 16 MilE lACBD-WllSHIRE-lA BREA-HOllYWOOD-NORTH HOllYWOOD
RAil RAPID TRANSIT LINE



ALTERNATIVr, II - SCRTD BOARD'S LOCALLY PREFERRED ALTEID1ATIVE

AN 18.6 MILE LACBD-WILSHIRE-FAIRFAX-HOLLYWOOD-NORTH HOLLYWOOD RAIL
RAPID TRANSIT LINE (FIGURE 11.15)

Route

This alternative is a variation of Alternative I, the differences
being that the north-south segment of the route through Hollywood
would be along Fairfax Avenue instead of La Brea. And, at Santa
Monica Boulevard the line would turn easterly to the station at
Hollywood/Cahuenga in Hollywood.

Stations

Stations for this alisn:",ent \.ould be the same as Alternative I, except
for additional stations near Wilshire/Crenshaw and Wilshire/Fairfax,
and replaceI:lent of La Brea/Beverly and La Brea/Santa Uonica stations
\,ith ones at Fairfax/Beverly and Fairfax/Santa I10nica respectively.

As a consequence of the public hearing process, the SCRTD Board
made minor modifications to this alternative, which involved:
(1) eliminating the Wilshire and Hauser Station; (2) adding a
station at Wilshire and Crenshaw; and (3) relocating the Hollywood
and Las Palmas station to Hollywood and Cahuenga. (Refer to
Section "D" of this Chapter for details).
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Figure 11.15

Alternative II
AN 18.6 MILE LACBD-WILSHIRE-FAIRFAX-HOLLYWOOD-NORTH HOLLYWOOD

RAIL RAPID TRANSIT LINE
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ALTERNATIVE II I

A 15 MILE LACBD-WILSHIRE-VERMONT-HOLLYWOOD-NORTH HOLLYWOOD RAIL RAPID
TRANSIT LINE (FIGURE 11.16)

This alternative passes through the northeastern edge of the Regional
Core and is intended to provide maximum service to the Hollywood
District of Los Angeles. It would generally lie within the corridor
of the Hollywood Freeway, and would serve ?nly a small portion of the
Wilshire Corridor.

Route and Stations

From the CBD out to Vermont and Wilshire this alternative follows
the same route and stations as Alternatives I and II. At Vermont

the line would turn north, following Vermont to Selma (mid-way between
Sunset and Hollywood Boulevards) and turn west, running along the
line of Selma Avenue to Vine Street, with stations in the vicinites
of Vermont/Beverly, Los Angeles City College (Vermont/Santa Monica),
Vermont/Sunset, Carlton/Western, Selma/Vine. From Selma and Vine
the line would run northerly through Cahuenga Pass with stations
and route similar to Alternative I.
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Figure 11.16

Alternative 11\

A 15 MILE LACBD-WILSHIRE·VERMONT-HOLLYWOOO·NORTH HOLLYWOOD
RAIL RAPID TRANSIT LINE



ALTERNATIVE IV

AN 11 MILE LACBD-WILSHIRE-LA BREA OR FAIRFAX-HOLLYWOOD-HOLLYWOOD
BOWL RAIL RAPID TRANSIT LINE (FIGURE 11.17)

This alternative is a truncated version of Alternative I in that it
would stop at the Hollywood Bowl station near the juncture of Highland
Avenue and the Hollywood Freeway, and would not provide direct rail
service into the San Fernando Valley.
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Figure 11.17

Alternative IV

AN 11 MILE LACBD-WILSHIRE-LA BREA-HOLLYWOOD-HOLLYWOOD BOWL
PARTIAL RAIL RAPID TRANSIT LINE
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ALTERJ.~ATIVE V

AN 8 MILE LACBD-WILSHIRE TO FAIRFAX RAIL RAPID TRANSIT LINE (FIGURE
11.18)

This alternative provides rail service along Wilshire Boulevard only.
Station and route of this line would be the same as the portion of
Alternative II from the CBD out to and including Wilshire/Fairfax.
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Figure 11.18
Alternative V

AN 8 MILE LACBD·WILSHIRE TO FAIRFAX PARTIAL RAIL RAPID TRANSIT LINE



3. All-Bus Alternatives
FIGURE II. 19

SUMMARY OF OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
qrGH CAPACITY AND STANDARD BUS

60 X 8.5 ft. 40 X 8.5 ft.

High Capacity Bus Standard Bus

In the All-Bus Alternatives (except for Alternative VI), the LACBD-
San Fernando Valley travel demand is served primarily by bus lines
operating over the Hollywood Freeway south of Universal City. Wilshire
Corridor and Wilshire-Hollywood-North Hollywood travel demands would
be served by a variety of bus routes. On all of the All-Bus Alterna
tives except XI, articulated buses would be used for all heavily
patronized "express" runs on surface streets, and on the Aerial Bus
way in Alternative VI.

a. General Operation Characteristics

The All-Bus Alternatives generally provide special treatments such as
exclusive bus lanes for bus operations on existing streets. In addi
tion, high capacity buses are used for this type of service. A sum
mary listing the operation characteristics of this type of bus and a
standard bus are given in Figure 11.19.

b. Description of the Bus Alternatives

The All-Bus Alternatives ranf,e in levels from an aerial busway, to
special treatments on existing streets, to a null or "status quo"
alternative. The following descriptions identify the express systems
proposed in lieu of a rail rapid transit line. They, too, are sup
plemented by a "background" bus system.

Vehicle Size

Seats per Vehicle

Practical Capacity

Floor Area per Passenger

Speed - Maximum
- Average

Aerial Busway*
Exclusive Lanes
Mixed Traffic

Normal Acceleration

Normal Deceleration

Doors per Vehicle

70

100

5.1 sq. ft.

55 mph

30 mph
18-20 mph
12-15 mph

1.5-3.0 ft./sec. 2

3.5 ft./sec. 2

3 (48 inch)

47-53

70

4.8 sq. ft.

55 mph

30 mph
18-20 mph
12-15 mph

1.5-3.0 ft./sec. 2

3.5 ft./sec. 2

2 (24 inch)

-
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*Assumes average station spacing of one mile.



ALTERNATIVE VI

A 16 MILE AERIAL BUSWAY FROM THE LACBD OUT WILSHIRE AND THROUGH
HOLLYWOOD TO NORTH HOLL~vOOD (FIGURE 11.20)

This bus alternative approximates as closely as possible the align
ment, station locations a~d service characteristics of Rail Rapid
Transit Alternative I. It would:

(a) Consist of an exclusive, grade-separated, aerial bus-

way with the route and station locations of Alternative I;

(b) Involve the use of articulated buses with 70 seats and

30 standees and three sets of double doors to assure

adequate loading/unloading and to minimize dwell time;

(c) Require high horsepower diesel engines on the buses to
maintain high schedule speeds;

(d) Require fare collection at stations (not by driver),and

(e) Require operation of buses along the aerial busway in

platoons of up to three buses every two minutes during
rush hours.
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Figur~ 11.20
Alternative VI

A 16 MilE AERIAL BUSWAY FROM THE lACBD OUT WILSHIRE AND THROUGH
HOllYWOOD TO NORTH HOllYWOOD



ALTERNATIVE vn

11 MILES OF EXCLUSIVE MEDIAN LANES FOR EXPRESS BUSES ON WILSHIRE
AND LA BREA (FIGURE 11.21 and FIGURE 11.22)

This alternative is intended to represent the maximum service which
can be provided on Wilshire and La Brea without any form of grade
separated facility. The aim in this case would be to operate in
exclusive bus lanes at higher speeds than local buses and only stop
ping at the same locations as for the rail alternatives. This alterna
tive, which follows the same route and station location as Alternative
I, up to its junction with the Hollywood Freeway, would provide for:

(a) Two exclusive median bus lanes on Wilshire and La Brea for
articulated express buses, with staggered mid-street loading
platforms at all proposed rail station locations;

(b) Use of buses in mixed traffic on the Hollywood Freeway, from
its junction with Highland Avenue, out to the Chandler
Terminal in North Hollywood, and special ramps for buses at
the Highland Avenue Junction;

(c) Use of buses in mixed traffic in downtown Los Angeles on
Broadway and 7th Street for CBD distribution;

(d) Local service along Wilshire and La Brea in the curb lanes,
mixed with auto traffic, with no on-street parking or goods
discharging, and

(e) Closure of minor cross streets, and no left turns for auto
traffic all along Wilshire, La Brea, 7th and Broadway.
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Figure 11.21

Alternative VII

13 MilES OF EXCLUSIVE MEDIAN lANES FOR EXPRESS BUSES ON WilSHIRE & lA BREA

-



Figure 11.22

ALTERNATIVE VII

RESERVED MEDIAN BUS LANES
WILSHIRE BLVD. AT LABREA

-~
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ALTERNATIVE VIII

8 MILES OF ONE REVERSIBLE MEDIAN LANE FOR EXPRESS BUSES IN PEAK
PERIODS ON EIGHTH AND OLYMPIC (FIGURE 11.23)

This alternative is intended to provide peak-hour commuter bus speeds
higher than local buses in the Wilshire Corridor (without taking
traffic lanes and without restricting parking on Wilshire Boulevard
itself). High line-haul speeds would be achieved by a series of non
stop express buses operating in a reversible median lane between the
CBD and specific activity centers of Mid-Wilshire, Miracle Mile and
Century City.

It would involve:

(a) Approximately seven miles of reversible median lanes exclus
ively for express bus use during peak hours on Eighth Street
(Flower to Crenshaw) and Olympic Boulevard (Crenshaw to San
Vicente);

(b) Use of buses in mixed traffic on the Hollywood Freeway from
Union Station to Chandler Boulevard in North Hollywood with
special ramps at the Highland Avenue interchange as in
Alternative VII, and at Vermont and Western Avenues;

(c) Use of buses in mixed traffic in downtown Los Angeles on
Broadway and 7th Street for CBD distribution;

(d) No stopping and no left turns (except for express buses) on
Eighth (east of Crenshaw) and Olympic (Crenshaw to San
Vicente) in peak hours.
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Figure IU3

Alternative VIII

8 MILES OF ONE REVERSIBLE MEDIAN LANE FOR EXPRESS BUSES IN PEAK PERIODS ON
EIGHTH AND OLYMPIC

-



-

Several express routes would be operated in the exclusive lane on
Eighth and Olympic. Buses would remain in the exclusive lane, from
Garland (just west of Harbor Freeway) and Fairfax, and would omit the

- major street stops now made by the Olympic Limited (Le., Vermont,
Normandie, Western, Crenshaw, Alvarado and Union).

Because the reversible lane on Eighth would leave only one traffic
lane in the contra-peak direction, the "return flow" of buses would
operate in mixed traffic on Olympic Boulevard all the way from San
Vicente to Flower. Several other express routes would connect Wilshire
Corridor activity centers (Century City, Beverly Hills, Miracle Mile,
Mid-Wilshire) with the San Fernando Valley via the Vine (or Cahuenga)
bus lanes and the Hollywood Freeway.
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ALTERNATIVE IX

11 MILES OF EXCLUSIVE CURB BUS L~~ES ON WILSHIRE AND LA BREA
FIGURE 11.24 and FIGURE II. 25

This alternative consists of operating express buses in exclusive curb

lanes, rather than medi~n lanes. It follows the same route and station
locations, and would require the use of buses in mixed traffic on the
Hollywood Freeway and in addition would require:

(a) Prohibition of right turns at intersections with heavy
pedestrian traffic on Wilshire and La Brea (elsewhere right
turns could use the bus lane), and

(b) Express buses weaving into mixed-traffic lanes to over
take locals.

A total of five express bus routes would be operated in peak hours
only, to serve the regional core corridor.
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Figure 11.24
Alternative IX

11 MILES OF EXCLUSIVE CURB BUS LANES ON WILSHIRE AND LA BREA

-
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figure 11.25

ALTERNATIVE IX

RESERVED CURB BUS LANES
WILSHIRE BLVD. AT LABREA
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ALTERNATIVE X

TSM BUS IMPROVEMENTS

This alternative provides for rerouting and service improvements on
bus lines operating in the Regional Core. Improvements would include
better service on the Wilshire Limited (83L) and West Valley Flyer
(144).

These improvements are described in detail in Appendix I.C .• and are
common to Alternatives I through X inclusive.

ALTERNATIVE XI

"NULL OR NO CHANGE FROM EXISTING SERVICE

The "Null" Alternative represents a "no change" situation and involves
continuation of existing Regional Core bus services on present sched
ules and headways. Standard buses would be used throughout.

The existing Wilshire Limited (83L) and West Valley Flyer (144) bus
line3 would be retained on present schedules. originating at Maple
Avenue as in Alternative X. The Wilshire Limiteds would operate in
peak hours to Santa Monica as at present -- mainly via Wilshire.
with a few buses serving Brentwood via San Vicente. The West Valley
buses would pick up north/westbound and discharge south/eastbound at
any local stop along Wilshire. Rossmore. and Highland. and would not
pick up local passengers south of Victory Boulevard (i. e.. "closed
door" operation). Existing Freeway Expresses (35. 42. 44. 93, 121.
and the 600 series) would be continued, as would "closed door" oper
ation of El Monte buses to Western Avenue and Wilton Place along
Wilshire Boulevard. For more details on the Existing Bus Service.
see Appendix I.C.



D. SELECTION OF THE LOCALLY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

1. Description of the Preferred Alternative

The Board of Directors ("Board") of the Southern California Rapid
Transit District (SCRTD) reviewed the Draft AA/EIS/EIR; examined the
public hearing transcripts; studied the public comments and issues;
considered the staff responses; and has designated its preferred
alternative from the eleven evaluated as being (with some minor modi
fications) Alternative II.

The Preferred Alternative described in the report, refers to the
"Locally Preferred Alternative" as selected by the SCRTD, City of
Los Angeles, the Southern California Association of Governments, the
Los Angeles County Transportation Commission and the California
Department of Transportation.

The SCRTD Board has asked UMTA to financially support a Preliminary
Engineering investigation of its Preferred Alternative, and UMTA

proposes to do so, subject to the provisions of Federal law governing
these matters. No decision on project implementation will be made
by UMTA until Preliminary Engineering has been completed.

Generally this locally preferred alternative, shown in Figure 11.26,
commences at Union Station in the Central Business District (CBD);
continues west along Wilshire Boulevard; turns north on Fairfax; passes
through Hollywood, the Cahuenga Pass, and Universal City; and finally
terminates at Lankershim and Chandler in the San Fernando Valley. Such
an alignment covers 18.6 linear miles, and is proposed to be construc
ted as a "bored" tunnel subway to operate at a depth ranging from 40
to 200 feet underground. The intention is to use a "dipped" profile
between stations to save propulsion energy and minimize braking heat
(geologic, construction, and operational conditions permitting). Yards

and shops for the subway system will be located on the District's
presently owned "Macy Yard" (a former bus·yard and shop), with some
additional adjacent right of way now used for auto wrecking yards.

The design of the alternative is conceptual in nature, and is subject

to changes during further project development. The objective of the
AA/E1S/EIR is to analyze alternatives, based upon limited engineering
data, for the purpose of selecting mode and general alignment. Specific
design features have been assumed (again, based upon conceptual design)
for the purposes of environmental impact assessment. Design features

may be subject to change based on the more exacting assessments during
Preliminary Engineering. These assessments and any modifications which
may result will be documented for public review and comment in a
supplemental or tiered EIS, which will be prepared during Preliminary
Engineering.

-
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There will be 17 stations, with the first station located at Union

Station, and the last station located at Lankershim and Chandler. These
locations are summarized as follows:

Union Station

Civic Center

5th/Broadway

7th/Flower

Wilshire/Alvarado

Wilshire/Vermont

Wilshire/Normandie

Wilshire /Western

Wilshire/Crenshaw

Wilshire/La Brea

Wilshire/Fairfax

Fairfax/Beverly

Fairfax/Santa Monica

Hollywood/Cahuenga

Hollywood Bowl

Universal City

Lankershim/Chandler

This particular alternative is projected to cost approximately 2.0 billion

in inflated dollars over the entire 8-10 year period covered by prelimin

ary engineering (3 years) and construction (5-7 years). The $2.0 billion

does not include the bus expansion costs. The construction cost numbers

provided are for analysis purposes only, and represent an effort to

compare the cost effectiveness and impacts of alternative modes, not to

provide final construction cost for a rapid rail system in Los Angeles.

The modifications to Alternative II. made by the SCRTD Board, consist of:

(1) eliminating the Wilshire and Hauser Station; (2) adding a station

at Wilshire and Crenshaw; and (3) r~locating the Hollywood and Las

Palmas Station to Hollywood and Cahuenga.
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The first two changes would have negligible impact over the alternative

selected. The final change will result in an increased, although

negligible capital cost, and no impact on operating costs or environ

mental factors.

2. Rationale for Selection

Alternative II was selected by the SCRTD Board because the results of

the Draft AA/EIS/EIR show that it is the most cost-effective and the

most environmentally superior alternative. Also, the results of the

public hearings show that it has the strongest support of the general

public, elected officials, community groups, and private as well as

government organizati.ons.

On the following pages, the advantages of Alternative II are compared

with the other alternatives -- not only in terms of a comparison between

the Rail/Bus and the All-Bus, but also in terms of Alternative II's

advantages over the other Rail/Bus alternatives. Figure 11-27 provides

a summary comparison of the technical and environmental factors among

all of the eleven alternatives studied.

The LACTC recently conducted a detailed evaluation. comparing Alter

native II with Alternatives I and III. Their conclusion was that

Alternative II was better than the other alternatives, and therefore

supported its implementation. Copies of their report, entitled

"Regional Core Rapid Transit Route Selection Report", dated November

14, 1979, may be obtained from the LACTC offices for review.



FIGURE n-27

Summary Results of the Draft AA/EIS/EIR

Alternatives I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

1. Patronage
1990 Daily Boardings on 260 275 230 220 180 260 56 19 37 13 10
Rail or Express Bus (1, 00(h~

1990 Total Person Trips,
including Background Bus 625 642 618 585 574 625 515 507 511 505 403
System (1000's)

2. Capital Costs
Rail only in subway in 1,035 1,120 923 849 659 - - - - - -
Millions of '77$

Bus only in
Millions of '77$ 404 408 432 393 434 1,450 474 461 490 476 369

3. Operating Costs
(Millions of 1977 dollars)

Rail Only ~1.5 23.0 19.5 14.5 12.0 - - - - - -
Total (Rail & Bus) 98.7 99.8 100.1 91. 4 96.3 110.5 102.7 99.9 100.7 97.7 79.1

4. Operating Costs (in cents) I

Per Passenger 51 I 50 52 50 54 57 64 64 63 63 63
i

Per Passenger Mile 12 I 10 11
I

11 12 12 16 15 15 15 15

5. Total (Cap. + Oper.)in cents I I
~stem Annffiliaed C0i\:tsd

18 18 18 17 18 18 18 18 18 18 18
r &ass. ml e ISCQun e

at 70 .

6. Operating Subsidy I
I

in 1990 Dollars 4.6 0.8 12.4 2.4 19.9 36.7 61. 7 58.2 57.7 53.6 45.1

7. Reductions in Auto
Trips (l,OOO's) 88.6 100.0 83.7 62.4 54.9 88.6 11. 2 8.7 9.0 8.5 -
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FIGURE 11-27 (Cont.)

Alternatives I I II I ill IV V VI VII VIII IX X IXI

!
I

I
I

! i

8. Reduction in Auto !
UMT (l,OOO's) 629 710 594 443 390 629 80 62 64 61 -

,

9. Air Quality
Reductions (tons/day)
in 1990 compared to
Null

Pollutants (RHC) .35 .40 .33 .25 .22 .35 .04 .03 .04 .03 -
(NOx) .53 .60 .50 .37 .33 .53 .07 .05 .05 .05 -
(CO) 3.01 3.40 2.85 2.12 1. 87 3.01 0.38 0.30 0.31 0.29 -

10. Annual Energy Re-
quirements in 1990
compared to Null -28,520 -36,890 -30,380 -44,640 -38,440 -1,550 +32,550 +35,650 +37,820 47,59C -
in EBOs

11. Estimated Joint
Development Potential 478 579 400 400 462 - - - - - -
in MillioIB of Dollars

12. Total Daily Travel
Time saVing in 1990, 1,882 2,072 1,742 1,351 1,152 1,882 92 141 46 180 -
in minutes, compared
to Null (1000's)_.

13. Percent Increase in
Traffic flow 1970 to 12 12 13 13 14 12 15 15 16 16 16

1990 in Regional Core

----
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The discussion of rationale is as follows:

a. Patronage

Alternative II represents the highest increase in ridership of any of

the alternatives. In 1990 it is projected that the rail line will

carry 275,000 daily boarding passengers. The rail line combined with

the bus system in the regional core is estimated to carry 642,000

daily linked passengers (linked passengers exclude trips made for

transferring). This is a 59% increase over the present daily linked

trips volume of 403,000 in the regional core.

The All-Bus improvements Alternatives VII - X (except Alternative VI,

the theoretical alternative assumed to carry the' same ridership as the

Rail/Bus Alternative I) would increase ridership over the Null alterna

tive by approximately 25% to about 500,000 daily linked trips. Alterna

tive VII, with the exclusive medium lanes on Wilshire, would provide

the highest express bus boardings of 56,000.

Among the rail alternatives, Number I and III come closest to Number II,

attracting an estimated 625,000 and 618,000 daily linked trips re

spectively.

These patronage projections do not include any considerations for

unusual increases in ridership such as those seen recently due to the

gas cr~s~s. However, it is pointed out that the rail line, under

such circumstances, has the capacity to handle many more passengers by

simply adding more trains and shortening headways.

b. Operating Efficiency

Alternative II has the lowest operating cost per passenger. Its esti

mated cost of 50¢ per passenger is 20% lower than the present cost/

passenger for bus service in the regional core. Since Alternative II

also carries the largest number of people, it also generates the high

est revenue. This maximum revenue, combined with the highest operating

efficiency, results in the lowest operating subsidy requirement.
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All of the Rail/Bus Alternatives are more operationally efficient than

the All-Bus Alternatives, reflecting the labor savings involved in

moving large volumes of people, possible with rail transit. Alterna

tive IV has the same efficiency as Alternative II, with Alternative I the

next most efficient, followed by Alternative III. Except for Alterna

tive VI (with the theoretically assumed ridership equal to Alternative I)

the All-Bus alternatives range between 63 and 64 cents per passenger

(approximately 20% less than the ~ail/3us Alternatives). Their overall

efficiency being in the same general range as the present bus operation.

This indicates that even with increased ridership, the additional labor

requirements of the bus alternatives negate the additional revenue

advantage ..

It is estimated that in 1990, Alternative II would require $44 million

less in operating subsidies than would the "Null" alternative. Savings

in operating subsidies over the TSM-all-bus alternative would be over

$52 million per year.

c. Reduction of Vehicular Traffic and Auto Dependency

Alternative II would realize the greatest reduction in daily auto

trips and in daily vehicular traffic movement. If no improvements

are made in the regional core (Alt. XI), there will be a 16% increase

in traffic by 1990. Construction of Alternative II would mean only

a 12% increase. This 4% savings results from the diversion of auto

trips to transit, and means a savings of 100,000 auto trips and 710,000

daily vehicle miles travelled, which also means the most reduction in

traffic congestion.

The reductions in auto trips resulting from the other Rail/Bus alterna

rives, though less than Alternative II, are also quite significant,

ranging from 88,600 trips for Alternative I to 54,900 trips for

Alternative V. This auto trip savings is primarily a function of the

speed advantage (70 mph top speed, 35-40 mph average speed) of rail

over bus service. (10-12 mph average on Regional Core streets, up to

18 mph in express median lanes in Alternative VII on Wilshire).
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Since the bus alternatives must use the city streets and contend with
the accompanying traffic signals and congestion (resulting in low

average speeds), the auto trip reductions for the bus alternatives are

very small, averaging about 10% of the savings expected by the Rail/
Bus alternatives.

It is also noted here that in terms of auto travel, those who forego

their cars in favor of transit would find commuting quicker, safer,

more comfortable, more reliable and cheaper. In addition to gas, oil,

maintenance, and insurance costs, they would save increasingly high
parking fees.

d. Travel Time Savings

The rail rapid transit line in Alternative II and the other Rail/Bus

Alternatives would operate safe, comfortable and fast service every

3.5 minutes at a top speed of 70 mph, and an average speed (including
station stops) of 35 - 40 mph. Currently, buses operating in the

regional core average 10 - 12 mph. Even All Bus Alternative VII,

with express service on two exclusive median lanes, could only be ex

pected to operate with average speeds up to 18 - 20 mph.

For example, for a trip from Lankershim and Chandler in North Holly

wood to Fifth and Broadway in the LA CBD, Alternative II saves approx

imately 20 minutes over the present transit travel time.

The other Rail Line Alternatives, in some instances, provide better

travel time savings for certain trip destinations. For example, for a trip

from Hollywood and Cahuenga to the LA CBD, Alternative III is faster

than Alternative II, but Alternative II is faster for trips between

North Hollywood to Wilshire, and Wilshire to the LA CBD, and provides

the best overall travel time advantage for the most trip destinations.

Also, by shifting transit traffic from the surface streets to the

subway the Rail/Bus Alternatives will result in improved traffic flow

and travel time for other vehicles using these streets.
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e. Economic Benefits

During its construction period Alternative II is expected to generate

over 20,000 to 30,000 man years of employment. In addition, the
multiplier effect would create still more jobs in the manufacturing and

service industires. This can be expected to reduce unemployment pay
ments and at the same time generate more sales tax and income tax

revenues.

Revenues can also be generated by joint development. By becoming

focal points for the flow of large volumes of people and by providing

easy accessibility, transit stations can generate commercial activity.

Areas around some stations will, therefore, have considerable joint

development potential. Such joint development benefits are not ex

pected to be generated by the All-Bus Alternatives.

The preliminary economic analysis has shown that among the Rail/Bus

Alternatives, station areas around Alternative II have the potential

to generate the most revenue ($579 million) in joint development

investment. By comparison, Alternative I is next with $478 million,

followed by Alternative V ($462 million) and then by Alternative III

with $400 million. The main reason Alternative III is less is that

it does not serve the Hilshire !1iracle Hile, which has high potential.

Revenues from these joint developments could be used to offset the

operating deficits of the system, or to provide part of the local

share for further rail extensions.

Economic benefits are also derived by the tendency of rapid transit to

re-vitalize community areas. Alternatives I, II and III would help

to re-vitalize three specific areas officially designated Redevelopment
Areas by the City of Los Angeles. These are the Downtown Les Angeles,

the Hollywood, and the north Hollywood Redevelopment Districts.

Since Alternative II pTov~des the most economic benefits and the high

est reduction in net operating subsidy, it is the best project in which

to invest capital.



Although Alternative II is the most capital intensive, its benefits
in the long run will outweight the initial expenditure, and it is
therefore the most cost-effective alternative. See Figure 11-27 for
a comparison of these benefits with the other alternatives.

f. Support of LA City's Land Use Goals and Objectives

The City of Los Angeles Centers Concept Plan officially adopted in
April, 1974, calls for high urban activity "centers" connected by mass
rapid transit. Alternative II would best support this plan and would
connect the most centers (ten) within the regional core. Alternative
II also supports other SCAG, LA County and State land use goals and

objectives. Among these are the goals of preserving open spaces, the
containment of urban sprawl and maximizing the use of existing land

resources.

The other Rail/Bus Alternatives, also support but to a lesser degree,
the City's land use goals and objectives. For example, Alternative I

serves 9 centers, Alternative III serves 8 centers, and both
Alternative IV and V serve seven centers each. For a more detailed
discussion of the centers served or excluded by Alternatives I, II
or III, see the discussion in Comment Response No.1, in Chapter XIII

of this report.

g. Feasibility as a Starter Line

Alternative II is the essential "basic building block" from which to

gradually expand into a regional rail rapid transit network.

In the future, the Lankershim/Chand1er to Fairfax/Wilshire leg of A1terna"
tive II can, if extended to the south, provide a rail connection to
Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) from the San Fernando Valley.

An over-under grade separated "cross" station and track arrangement
could extend the Wilshire Line from Wilshire/Fairfax west to the UCLA/
Westwood area. This could then provide two separate lines, running on

separate tracks, thereby insuring maximum capacity on each line.
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Alternative IlIon the other hand, if combined with Alternative V,
will result in a "Y" connection at Vermont, which can cause serious
operational and capacity problems. Also, an extension south from
Vermont in Alternative III, would result in massive transferring of
South-Central passengers, destined to the LA CBD. Such a South
Central line should be routed through, not bypass the CBD. For a
more detailed comparison of Alternatives II and III and the operational

problems involved in a combination of Alternatives III and V, see
Response Comment No. 62 and 64, in Chapter XIII.

h. Accessibility

Of all the five Rail/Bus Alternatives, Alternative II provides

accessibility to the most activity centers in the regional core. It
would serve downtown destinations of Union Station, the LA Civic Center,

the businesses along Broadway and the west side Financial District.

Moving west, the rail alignment would serve Mid-Wilshire and the

Wilshire Miracle Mile with their numerous businesses. It would also
serve special activity centers such as the LA County Museum, the Page

Museum, Farmers Market, CBS Television City and the high density elderly
transit dependent population along Fairfax.

With the shifting of the station in Hollywood to Hollywood and Cahuenga,
Alternative II would provide service to the tourist and entertainment
industry activity centers in Hollywood just as well as Alternative III,

and also serve the Universal City areas. The North Hollywood portion
of the line would provide an essential link between the San Fernando
Valley and the rest of the city.

Alternative 1lI, on the other hand, would directly serve the activity
centers on Vernont, including the lfuclica1 Complex at Sunset Boulevard,

the LA City College and the Braille Institute. It would, however,

not directly serve the activity centers on Wilshire and Fairfax

Boulevards ment{oned above. A more detailed comparison between Alterna
tives I, II and IlIon this issue can be found in Response Comment No.1,

Chapter XIII.

-
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Alternative II also provides the most accessibility to numerous other
activity centers within the regional core, such as schools, churches
and hospitals.

i. Air Quality Improvements

Of all the Alternatives, Alternative II provides the maximum improve
ment in air quality in the regional core. Although an 18.6 mile rail
line cannot be expected to solve the considerable air quality problems
in the Los Angeles Basin, the maximum reductions in auto trips by
Alternative II provide a 1.5% reduction in total pollutants. Even
though this is a small reduction on the regional scale, it can be con
sidered a signficant improvement in air quality in the Regional Core.
For a comparison with the other alternatives, see Figure 11-27.

j. Energy Savings

The Rail/Bus Alternatives provide the most reduction in energy savings.
Although small, this savings does contribute toward energy conservation
goals.

While Alternative II would save 36,900 annual EBO's over the Null
Alternative, the Bus Alternatives would result in an increase in energy
use.

k. Public Support

As detailed in Chapter XIII, Alternative II has the strongest support
of the general public and local and government officials.

Alternative II is strongly supported by the Los Angeles Mayor and by
unanimous resolution by the Los Angeles City Council. It is supported
by the Southern California Association of Governments, the Los Angeles
County Transportation Commission and the California Department of
Transportation.

Alternative II is also a part of the officially adopted Regional Trans

portation Plan of LA County.

This Alternative also has the strong support of the NAACP, the League
of Women Voters and the Sierra Club. The attached list shows all' the
individuals, community groups, corporations and government agencies
that support Alternative II.

Although its level of support is much lower than Alternative II,
Alternative III nevertheless received strong support from the Holly
wood Chamber of Commerce, the Hollywood Arts Council and the Hollywood
Revitalization Committee. This support is a consequence of the fact
that Alternative III may enhance the new development prospects of the
Hollywood community to a greater extent than does Alternative II,
although the extent of this difference has not been fully assessed.
The extent of new development in the Hollywood community will hinge
on a number of factors, one of which is transit access. Recognizing
the importance of transit access to Hollywood, the SCRTD Board has
seen fit to relocate the rapid transit station of Preferred Alterna
tive II from Hollywood-Las Palmas to Hollywood-Cahuenga in response
to the sentiment expressed by the Hollywood community during the
comment period of the draft environmental impact statement. The
SCRTD Board believes the proposed new location for this station will
maximize the beneficial development impacts of Alternative lIon the

Hollywood community. ,

For a complete listing of support by all those testifying at the

Public Hearings, see Chapter XIII.



Oral Testimony at the Public Hearings Supporting Alternative II

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
II.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.
2l.
22.

23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

3I.
32.

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Mayor Tom Bradley
Citizens for Rail California - George Falcon - 400 members
Coalition for Rapid Transit - Abe Falick
Attorney Byron Cook
Congressman Barry Goldwater, Jr.
Los Angeles Urban League - John Mack
Dr. Alice Thurston - President of Los Angeles Valley College
MCA/Universal - Larry Spungin
North Hollywood Chamber - Richard Luehrs
Councilwoman Joy Picus
Councilwoman rat Russell - L. A. City Council
Valley Wide Streets, Highway &Transportation Committee -

Roger Stanard
West L.A. County Resource Conservation District - Glenn Bailey
James B. l'IcKenna - AM-CAL Realty,Inc.
Kurt Colicchio - Student
Patrick Moser - L. A. County Democratic Central Committee
Dorothy Dowing
David Dowing - L. A. City &County Area Agency on Aging

Committee
Richard Cows ill - L. A. Valley College Student Body

Presilent ~ 26,000 students
Bill Steward - ~layoT's San Fernando Valley Advisory Committee
Guy ~-IcCreary

Phyllis Roberts - President, ~Jorth Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce

~Jorth Hollywood Project Area Committee - Bruce I,liller
United Chambers of San Fernando Valley - Frank Pine -

Representing 24 Chambers of Commerce
Sheldon Walter
Dwight Winegar - Student
Winnetka Chamber of Commerce - Gordon Cling
Barry Ader
Lazear Israel
L. A. County Huseum of Arts - Hrs. Daniel Frost 

100,000 people
L. A. County Transportation Commission Chairman - Edmund Russ
Bo Young - Representing L. A. City Councilwoman - Peggy

Stevenson
American Institute of Architects - Richard Thompson
American Association of University Women -Evelyn Ghormley
California Federal Savings &Loan - Jim Butler
Carthay Circle Homeowners Association - Louis Korn
Century City Chamber of Commerce - Warren Martin
Ecology Center of Southern California - Nancy Pearlman
Future of Los Angeles - John Touchet
Bob Geoghegan - Representing Supevisor Edmund Edelman
Jewish Legal Services - Sandra Spitzer
May Company Department Stores - Phil Schmidt
National Council of Jewish Women - Karen Labinger - 4000
Al Nyberg - UCLA
West Hollywood Advisory Council - Elliot Harmer
West Hollywood Citizens Advisory Committee - Bud Siegal
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47.

48.
49.
50.
SI.
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

59.
6 G.
61.
62.
63.
64.

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
7I.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

West Hollywood Citizens Advisory Sub-Committee -
Girard Spencer

Air Resources Board - La'.... rence S. Caretto
Bullock's Department Stores - Frank Rice
Don Muchmore - California Federal S,wings & Loan
Carpenter's Union - Tom Benson - 3000
Countywide Citizen's Planning Council, Transportation
Commi ttee - 'feda Rosado
Coast Federal Savings - David Blaney
Computer Learning Center - Lloyd DesMarais
Craft &Folk Art Museum - Patrick Ela
East Los Angeles Area Aging Advisory Council - Joe Vazuez
East Los Aneeles Interagency Coalition - Tomas Pompa
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce - Jim Gordon -

:800 ~e~ber firms
L. A. County Federation of Labor, AFL/CIO - Bill Robertson
Los Angeles Grand Jury - :~rvey Chapman
L. A. County Hedical Association - Dr. Stanley Rokaw
Park La Brea Associates - Glen Bennett - 14,000 people
SCAG - Councilman Rouert Farrell
Fred Terrell - Representing L. A. City Council President -

John Ferraro
I'lhi tt ier Boulevard ~Ierchants' Association - David Gonzales
Wilshire Chamber of Commerce - John McKay
Wilshire Temple - Rabbi Wolf - 7000 members
Richard Workman
American Lung Association - Honora Wilson
'American Planning Association - Ken Gregory - 900 members
American Society of Civil Engineers - Jack Hallen
California Department of Transportation - Robert Datel
L. A. City Planning Department - Arch D. Crouch
L. A. County Planning Department - Norm ~lurdoch

Los Angeles NAACP - Dave Waters
Jim 'IcDermott, Representing Assemblyman !-!ichael Roos
Sierra Club - Stan Hart
Sutro Company - Evelyn Kieffer
Rex Link - Wilshire Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles County League of ~\'omcn Voters - Gloria Scilll\iJt

-
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III. TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS

A. PATRONAGE

Patronage estimates for the eleven proposed alternatives (including
Alternative II, the SCRTD Board Preferred Alternative) were developed
from projections by the LARTS branch of CalTrans, which used the
UMTA planning package of computer forecasting models (UTPS). The
estimates were made for the year 1990. Socio-economic and land use 
projections (SCAG '76) were input to the models by the Southern Calif
ornia Association of Governments (SCAG). CalTrans provided information
about the highway system. The various local transit operators input
information regarding the transit network. The SCRTD provided the
input on transit system data describing the alternatives, which in
cluded routings, station locations, speeds and frequencies. The SCRTD
line speed data were in turn modified by LARTS staff to be consistent
with CalTrans predicted road network speeds.

The patronage forecasts produced by LARTS (ULOAD Report 5) were care
fully reviewed and modified so that projected patronage was consistent
with the planned level of service capacity for each alternative.

These patronage projections are summarized in Figure 111.1. It should
be noted that this and all other Figures in this report highlight (by a
"box") the information for Alternative II, the Preferred Alternative.

Patronage is indicated for two types of lines: (1) Alternative
specific (i.e., the rail lines or substituted express bus service);
and (2) Regional Core lines including the background bus system of
local and feeder lines. Linked trips are distinguished from passenger
boardings, and are obtained by deducting the boardings made from

transferring (from one vehicle to another) to complete a journey.

1. Alternative-Specific Patronage
Alternative-specific patronage forecasts for the eleven alternat~ves

are listed in the first column of Figure 111.1 and detailed in Figure
111.2. These estimates represent the average weekday rail passenger
boardings for Alternatives I through V, and the substituted Wilshire
Corridor express bus service for the remaining All-Bus Alternatives.
Express bus services operating on the Hollywood Freeway are included



FIGURE III. 2
FIGURE III. 1

ESTIMATED WEEKDAY PATRONAGE
(expressed in Boardings and Linked Trips)*

ESTIMATED WEEKDAY BOARDINGS
on

RAIL RAPID TRANSIT & EXPRESS BUS SERVICE ONLY
for

REGIONAL CORE TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES

(2) Includes Wilshire-Valley Flyer (144), as rail line does not serve
San Fernando Valley in this alternative.

(1) Includes Wilshire Limi ted, as rail line does not effectively penetrate Wilshire
Corridor in this alternative.

(3) Patronage for Alternative VI is assumed equal to patronage for
Alternative I to compare the operation and efficiency of a bus
guideway with a rail system. It is not certain that this volume
could be accomodated at a satisfactory level of service.

Notes on Bus Boardings

On Wilshire Express (Line 83)

On Wilshire-Valley Express (Line 144)

On Exclusive Wilshire-La Brea Median Lanes

On Exclusive Wilshire-La Brea Curb Lanes

Assumed equal to rail boardings in Alt.I

On Exclusive 8th & Olympic Reversible
Median Lane

On Wilshire Express and Wilshire
Valley Express

On existing Wilshire Express and
Wilshire-Valley Express

1,000

Express
Bus
Boardings

56,000

19,000

12,000

37,000

13,000

10,000

Rail Rapid
Alter- Transit
natives Boardings

I 260,000

III 275,000

III 230,000

IV 220,000

V 180,000

VI 260,000

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

624,800

617,500
585,400
574,200
624,800
515,300
507,300
511,300
504,700
402,800

641,900

Average
Weekday
Linked Trips

987,990
936,690
918,670
999,690
721,440
710,190
715,810
706,570
563,860

999,690
1.026.990

739,690
751,990

Total
Other (Background) Boardings on
Regional Core Regional Core
Bus Lines Boardings ~L~i~n~es~ ___

745,990
716,690
737,670
739,690
665,900
691,270
678,370
693,470
554,080

275.000
260,000

Rail Line or
Substitute
Express Bus
Boardings

242,000(1)
220,000
181,000(2)
260,000(3)
55,540
18,920
37,440
13,100( )

9,780 4

I

Alter
native

III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
(Null=1977)

(II

(4) Line 144, Wilshire-Valley Flyer; and Line 83, Wilshire Limited.

* Linked Trips are distinguished by passenger boardings (the latter include
transfers).
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in the background bus system since these routes are included in all

of the alternatives. Alternative-specific patronage varies widely

from 10,000 to 275,000 weekday boarding passengers, depending on the

speed, capacity, and extent of the corridor rail or express bus ser

vice. The surface bus alternative boardings range from 10,000

(Alternative XI) to 56,000 (Alternative VII). Rail line boardings

range from 180,000 on Alternative V to 275,000 on Alternative II.

Boardings for the Aerial Busway (Alternative VI) were assumed to be
the same as for Alternative I.

2. Regional Core Patronage

Improved line haul transportation services have a variety of impacts

when they are introduced into a transit network. Fast, reliable ser

vice has the potential for attracting patronage from private autos.

Some bus lines which intersect the new rail or express bus service

will become feeders for the new facilities. Other lines, primarily

those line-haul routes which run parallel to the new service, will

lose patronage to the new facility. Still others will be unaffected.

It was necessary to consider the entire Regional Core transit system

in order to measure the full impact of the alternatives on patronage

and costs.

Features

Number of Lines

Route Miles

Average Weekday
Boarding Passengers(4)

Peak Bus Needs(5)

Weekday Bus Miles

Weekday Bus Hours

FIGURE III. 3

SUMMARY OF PERTINENT FEATURES

REGIONAL CORE BUS LINES

(SEPTEMBER 1977 DATA)

Type of Line

Corridor Express
Alternattvy and Major Line Other
Specific 1 Haul and Feeder(2) Lines (3) Total

2 14 24 40

42.0 283.9 412.5 738.4

9,780 220,700 333,380 563,860

45 309 420 774

3,174 43,493 62,283 108,950

216 3,535 5,127 8,878

-

-

The Regional Core bus lines were selected for investigation on the

basis of proximity to or intersection with the proposed alternative

rail lines. The Regional Core itself constitutes the area of direct

influence of the rail alternatives. The key 1977 characteristics of

the Regional Core lines are summarized in Figure 111.3. The pre

dominance of the local bus services over the alternative specific

bus lines is evident.

If only a portion of a line operated in the Regional Core (e.g., SCRTD

Line 3), the patronage data for the whole line were included in the

Regional Core sums under the assumption that any variation in patronage

resulted directly from a change in the alternative being considered.

The patronage data for the Regional Core is, therefore, somewhat

inflated; but the relative comparison is valid. The second column in

111-3

Source: SCRTD Service Analysis Section, September, 1977 data.

(1) Express or limited buses running on approximate alignment of proposed rail
corridor.

(2) Lines whose patronage and services are likely to be affected by construction
of the rail alternative.

(3) Balance of local services in Regional Core.

(4) Including transfers.

(5) Not including spares.



Figure 111.1 lists the total number of boarding passengers projected
to use the "Background~' bus system on an average weekday in 1990 for
each alternative and the third column lists average weekday patronage
on the Regional Core lines as a whole for each alternative. The total
Regional Core patronage varies over a much narrower range than the
alternative-specific patronage. Total Regional Core line weekday
boarding volumes range from 564,000 (Alternative XI) to 1,027,000
(Alternative II).

3. Weekday Linked Trips

The linked trips represent the total number of transit trips made
within the Regional Core and may therefore be considered a better
measure of transit use or effectiveness. With the implementation of a
rail system, the bus system would serve the primary purpose of collection
and distribution of transit passengers, while the rail system would
provide "line haul" or express service, between major service areas.
With an All-Bus system, a number of buses would ~erve all three
purposes (collection, line-haul, distribution), thus reducing the
transferring required.

To account for the larger proportion of transfers by the Rail/Bus
Alternatives, it was estimated that there would be 1. 6 transfers per

person trip, whereas for the All-Bus Alternatives, there would only be
1.4 transfers per person. The average weekday linked trips listed in
the last column of Figure 111.1 were obtained by dividing the total
boarding passengers by 1.6 for Alternatives I throug~ VI, and by 1.4
for Alternatives VII through XI. The weekday linked trip volumes
range from 403,000 up to 642,000.

4. Alternative Patronage Evaluation

Alternative II, which has the highest patronage, features an l8-mi1e

rail transit line which penetrates five major activity centers (North
Hollywood, Hollywood, Miracle Mile, Mid-Wilshire, and Downtown Los
Angeles). Of 642,000 linked trips, 275,000 (42.8 percent) are pro
jected as using the rail facility for all or a part of their journey.
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Alternatives I and III include rail, and VI includes a busway about 15
16 miles in length extending from Union Station, Los Angeles to North
Hollywood. Alternatives I with 625,000 trips (260,000 on the rail
line) follows the Wilshire-La Brea corridor, and Alternative III with
618,000 follows Wilshire, Vermont and Selma. The projected alter
native-specific volume for Alternative III (242,000) includes 12,000
trips on the 83 Limited bus line on Wilshire Boulevard because that
alternative has no direct contact with the Miracle Mile. Alternative
VI substitutes an elevated busway for the rail line of Alternative I.
This busway is assumed to have the same patronage as Alternative I,
although the capacity of a busway to handle these volumes in practical
operations has never been established.

Alternatives IV and V have less patronage than the other three rail
alternatives because neither provides a rail connection to the San
Fernando Valley. Alternative IV, which terminates at the Hollywood
Bowl Station, is projected to have 585,000 weekday linked trips, of
which 220,000 (37.6 percent) would use the rail facility for all or a
portion of their trip. Alternative V, which extends west on 1-1ilshire
to Fairfax, is projected to have 574,000 linked trips, of which
180,000 (31.4 percent) would use the rail facility and about 1,000
more would be on the substitute Wilshire-Valley Flyer bus line.

In regard to total weekday linked trips, the improved surface bus
alternatives (VII, VIII, IX, and X) are closely grouped, in a range
from 505,000 (Alternative X) to 515,000 (Alternative VII). The
alternative-specific patronage for express bus routes ranges from
13,000 in Alternative X (present Line 83 Limited with articulated
buses and Line 144 with more frequent service) up to 56,000 for the
median lane express bus lines in Alternative VII. In the latter case,
the corridor expresses would be used by 10.9 percent of the linked
trips, while in Alternative X, only 2.6 percent of the trips use the
two corridor express lines.

The a1ternative~specific patronage in the surface bus alternatives de

pends mainly on the time of operation of the corridor expresses.
Alternatives VII and IX, which have the express lines in operation all



•

day, have 56.000 and 37,000 weekday boardings respectively on those lines.
In Alternatives VIII and X. the express lines operate only in the peak

periods, and only 19,000 and 13,000 boardings are projected respectively.

The further differences between VII and IX and between VIII and X
result from speed improvements from the median express bus lanes. The
alternative-specific lines in Alternative VII carry 48 percent more
passengers than those in Alternative IX. and in a similar way the
peak-only alternative-specific lines of Alternative VIII carry 44
percent more passengers than the slower services of Alternative X.

The 25 percent increase in patronage between Alternative XI and the
improved surface bus alternatives is highly significant. The TSM
Alternative (X) includes implementation of SCRTD's current l330-bus
replacement plans as well as West Los Angeles bus route/headway recom
mendations now under consideration by SCRTD's Bus Planning Section.
Bus frequencies would be increased on most lines. Active peak buses
on Regional Core lines as a whole would increase from 774 to 960, of
which about 36 would be high capacity articulated buses. These
improvements would facilitate a substantial increase in patronage, to
13,100 average weekday boardings on the alternative-specific lines (34
percent) and to 706,510 on the Regional Core lines. The improved
routes and headways of local services in Alternative X (TSM) are also
retained as a common "Background Bus System" for all other Alternatives
(I-IV). The Downtown Peoplemover (Element II of the RTDP) is also
included in Alternatives I-X and its patronage impact on the alternatives
is discussed further on in this chapter.

Since bus speeds will be practically the same in Alternative X and XI,
the increase in patronage derives from improved service frequency
(less wait time). provision of capacity to cope with a 15 percent
growth in LACBD employment from 1975 to 1990, route restructuring to
provide more direct service along major streets (e.g. Third and Santa
11onica) --hence fewer transfers -- and development of latent trips now

discouraged by lack of transit capacity on a few heavy ridership lines.
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The Null Alternative (XI) represents continuation of present routes
and headways unchanged. Patronage would also remain at 1977 level

because of peak hour capacity constraints and competition from private
transportation. The estimate of alternative-specific patronage for

Alternative XI represents the number of bus riders using express
services on Wilshire Boulevard today (Line 83 Limited and 144) -
9,780 boarding passengers. The Regional Core lines are also projected

to retain present weekday patronage of 402,800 linked trips.

5. Mode Split and Patronage Projection in the SCAG Region

Transit ridership in the Regional Core is among the highest in Southern
California as evidenced by its current mode split of 12%. (See Figure
111.5) That compares with a 3.4% transit mode split for the entire
SCAG Region. Figure 111.4 shows the SCAG transit mode split strategy

through the year 1990.



Figure 111.4

MODE SPLIT AND PATRONAGE PROJECTIONS IN
THE SCAG REGION

Transit ridership objectives in the SCAG region. The
lower line reflects the increase in transit ridership
due solely to population increase, assuming no transit
system improvements over 1976 through 1990. The middle
line reflects the projected increase in ridership re
sulting from the RTDP. The top line reflects the tran
sit ridership objective of 6%.

Source: SCAG Integrated Report, Dec. 1976, Figure 4.1

...

As the graph shows, the SCAG has adopted a 6% mode split target for
transit in 1990 in the Regional Transportation Plan. Projections show

that even with implementation of the full RTDP (i.e., TSM measures,
the Downtown People Mover, Freeway Transit, and the Regional Core

Starter Line (Alt. II), a modal split of just 4.3% could be expected.
While this result would fall short of the objective, it is important
to note that a 4.3% mode split means a 42% increase in daily transit
trips from 1,272,300 to 1,811,546, or approximately 542,000 new daily
trips. If Alternative X were selected in lieu of Alternative II, the
total regional mode split would drop from 4.3% to 4.0%, which would

mean about 120,000 fewer transit trips in the SCAG Region. The limit
to the growth in transit patronage through 1990 is the financial
resources required to provide transit service. Total auto and transit
person trips in the SCAG region are projected to go up from 37.8
million to 41.9 million daily trips, an increase of 11%.

6. Effect of Improvements on Mode Split in the Regional Core

The projected impacts of transit improvements on Mode Split are
indicated in Figure 111.5. The percentage of Regional Core person
trips by transit is projected to increase from 10.5 percent for
Alternative XI to 16.3 percent for Alternative II. Conversely,
average weekday auto person trips are projected to decrease from 3.42
million per day (about 2.85 million auto vehicle trips) for Alterna

tive XI to 3.30 million per day for Alternative II - a 3.5 percent

reduction.

1990
41,961,954

1,811,546
4.3%

2,517,645

1976
37,865,200
1,272,300

3.36%

0
0 2,0000 .
~

~

00
~
~

~ 1,500H
~
~

00

~ Split Constant 3.J6%
~
H 1,000

76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90

2,500

Daily Person Trips
Transit Trips
% Transit Trips
T.T. to reach 6%
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7. Patronage Impact of the Hollywood Freeway Busway

FIGURE III. 6

J990 Cahuenga Pass Transit Passenger Estimates

The projected rail patronage for Alternative I without a Busway on the
Hollywood Freeway is 260,000 daily riders. Assuming the existence of
the Busway, this estimate from LARTS computer outputs drops only two
percent to 255,000 daily riders. Patronage estimates for the rail rapid
transit lines in alternatives I through V are not materially affected
by an aerial ROV lane above the Hollywood Freeway.

The SCRTD carries approximately 14,600 daily riders through the
Cahuenga Pass on the Hollywood Freeway today. (Note: Because the
Hollywood Freeway service has limited access and egress, the link
volumes at the Cahuenga Pass are assumed approximately equal to the
total patronage using the freeway, i.e. turnover is considered to be
negligible.) The transit projections for the Hollywood Freeway in
1990 under each alternative, evaluated with and without an aerial HOV
lane on the Hollywood Freeway are shown in Figure 111.6.

Without Busway With Busway
On Hollywood Fwy In Reg. Core On Hollywood Fwy In Reg. Core

3,000 624,800 5,000 626 800
3,000 641,900 5,000 643 ;900 I
3,000 617,500 5,000 619,500
3,000 585,400 5,000 587,400

20,000 574,200 25,400 579,600
3,000 624,800 5,000 626,800

20,000 515,300 25,400 520,700
20,000 507,300 25,400 512,700
20,000 511,300 25,400 516,700
20,000 504,700 25,400 510,100
14,600 402,800

I

A1t.

III
III

. IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI

. Figure III. 5

.1990 Regional Core Mode-Split Data

Daily Daily Daily
Transit Auto Total

Mode-Split(l)Alternative Person-Trips Person-Trips Person-Trips

I 624;800 3;317:500 3:942:300 15.8%

IHI ~NJgg §J~§,2gg ~ 945 700 16.3% I
;940,900 15.7%

IV 585,400 3,349,000 3,934,400 14.9%
V 574,200 3,358,000 3,932,200 14. 6i~
VI(2) 624,800 3,317,500 3,942,300 15.8%
VII 515,300 3,410,400 3,925,700 13.1%
VIII 507,300 3,413,400 3,920,700 12.9%
IX 511,300 3,413,000 3,924,300 13.0%
X 504,700 3,413,600 3.918,300 12 . 9~~
XI 402,800 3,423,800 3,826,600 10.5%

Today (1977) 402,800 2,953,900 3,356,700 12.0%(4)

(1) Mode-split ratio = transit person trips ~ total person trips

(2) Patronage for Alternative VI was assumed to equal the patronage
for Alternative I to compare the operation and efficiency of a
bus guideway with a rail system.

(3) The annual person-trip growth rate was assumed to be 1% based
on available information. Therefore, total person-trips increase
from 3,356,700 in 1977 to 3,826,600 in 1990 due to the natural
growth in travel.

(4) The existing mode-split in the Regional Core today is estimated
to be 12%. This estimate was based on: (a) Ps & As for LARTS
run 30A - Alt. 10-C; (b) screenline counts on major streets in
the Regional Core; (c) the Central Area Study, and (d) City
Traffic Department Estimates.

•

This Figure shows that patronage on the existing Hollywood Freeway in
1990 increases 37% over the Null Alternative to 20,000 daily riders
for the All-Bus Alternatives and Alternative V which do not provide
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rail service to the San Fernando valley. For rail Alternatives I
through IV and Alternative VI, the Aerial Busway on Wilshire and La
Brea Boulevards, this figure drops significantly to 3,000 daily riders
due to the faster travel time provided by the rail and aerial bus
service and the re-routing of the San Fernando Valley bus lines to
provide direct interface with the North Hollywood rail stations.
These estimates of bus ridership on the Hollywood Freeway, made for
all alternatives, are included in the total patronage estimates for

the Regional Core.

When the Hollywood Freeway busway is assumed, the Hollywood Freeway
daily patronage is 25,400 for the All-Bus Alternatives and Alternative
V. This estimate is based on a CBD employment growth of 15%, the auto
capacity limitations on the Hollywood Freeway, and the experience of
the San Bernardino Freeway HOV lanes. Assuming a total person-trip
estimate of 256,900 daily persons on the Hollywood Freeway in 1990,
the transit estimate yields a 9.9% transit mode-split which compares
to a current 8.3% transit mode-split on the San Bernardino Freeway.

When a quick and direct link is provided between the San Fernando
Valley and the Wilshire-CBD areas via the rail lines or Aerial Busway
(Alts. I, II, III, IV, VI) the patronage on the Hollywood Freeway
Busway drops to 5,000 daily riders.

Since the patronage figures on the Busway are small compared to overall
Regional Core patronage, the existence or nonexistence of the Hollywood
Freeway Busway has little impact on the transit trips in the Regional
Core.

Within the Regional Core, the Hollywood Freeway Busway would primarily
serve transit trips between North Hollywood and the Central Business
District. As a measure of the service effectiveness of the Busway,
the relative trip movements between North Hollywood and the major
sub-areas of the Regional Core were examined. In particular, the
transit trip movements between North Hollywood and either Hollywood,
Wilshire, or the CBD were measured. The 1990 LARTS transit trip matrix
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was used as a source. It revealed that 31% of the trip movements were
made between North Hollywood and the Hollywood area; trips between
North Hollywood and the Wilshire area accounted for 33% of the total
trip movements, and 36% of the trip movements were made between North
Hollywood and the CBD. These results show that transit trips with
trip ends in North Hollywood are spread fairly evenly throughout the
Regional Core. Consequently, the Hollywood Freeway Busway would
provide only a portion of the service to the total trip desires from
the North Hollywood area of the Regional Core.

8. Patronage Impact of the Downtown People Mover

Patronage estimates for the DPM were made by the Community Redevelop
ment Agency (CRA). For modeling purposes, the interface between the
DPM and the downtown L.A. bus system was coordinated by the CRA and
the SCRTD Bus Planning Department. Two major concerns were addressed:
First, downtown bus routing was oriented to provide the maximum oppor
tunity for transfers with the DPM. Second, bus service was generally
routed through the Central Business District so that transfers would
not be forced, and trip makers could exercise their modal preference.
Generally, the through routing was designed to enlarge CBD coverage.

A bus support plan report, which details the coordination of the two
systems, was issued by SCRTD in May 1978.

Relevant to the interface between the DPM and the Regional Transit
Alternatives, the CRA made one computer run under a TSM condition and
one which assumed the 16 mile La Brea Rail Line (Alternative I). The
DPM patronage for the ~SM condition was approximately 72,400 boardings
on an average weekday in 1990. With the rail rapid transit line, the
average weekday patro~age was projected to be 72,500. The total DPM
patronage, therefore, was projected to be insensitive to the rail
alternative.

Figure 111.7 gives a detailed listing of the interface data between
the DPM and the R~gional Core Alternatives. Data for Alternatives II
through IX were extrapolated from the two CRA computer runs. The first

...

...



Figure III.7

PATRONAGE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE DPM AND THE
REGIONAL CORE TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES

Average Weekday in 1990

l. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Transfers wi Intercept Transfers Transfers at
DPM Regional Station at 7th & All Other

Alt. Patronage Transit Transfers Figueroa DPM Stations

I 72,500 35,315 25,860 7,225 2,230

II 72,515 35,480 26,165 7,240 2,075

III 72,495 35,250 25,745 7,215 2,290

IV 72,465 34,935 25,170 7,175 2,590

V 72,460 34,825 24,980 4,470 5,375

VI 72,500 35,315 25,860 7,225 2,230

VII 72,410 34,260 23,950 3,870 6,440

VIII 72,400 34,185 23,815 3,785 6,585

IX 72,405 34,220 23,880 3,825 6,515

X 72,400 34,160 23,770 3,765 6,625

XI

column shows the average weekday boardings on the DPM. The second
column lists the transfers between the DPM and Regional Transit. The
latter represents bus or rail trips used to enter or depart from the
CBD, using the DPM for the portion of the trip within the CBD. Within
a four percent range these transfers, also, seem insensitive to the
Regional Core Alternatives.

Columns three, four and five subdivide the Regional Transit Transfers
by DPM stations. The Intercept Station Transfers represent those
regional transit transfers which take place at the DPM terminal stations 
either at Union Station or the Convention Center. As can be seen, these
two stations would accommodate the majority of the regional transit
transfers - roughly 70%. Again, these figures appear to be insensitive
to the different alternatives.

The transfers between the DPM and the regional transit transfers (bus
or rail) at the 7th & Figueroa Station were isolated in column four as
this was the primary interface station between the DPM and the alterna
tive-specific rail or express bus improvements in each alternative. Here
a distinction is noted. For Rail Alternatives I through IV and
Alternative VI, the aerial busway, the transfers between the DPM and
Regional Transit are above 7,000. For Rail Alternative V, the
corresponding number is approximately 4,500; and for the remaining
All-Bus Alternatives these transfers number less than 4,000.

-

-

NOTE: eRA data show that the difference of about 37,000 trips
between Column 1 and 2 represents approximately 17,000 DPM
trips to and from autos parked at the terminals and approximately
20,000 local circulation trips made on the DPM during the day.
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The transfers between the DPM and Regional Transit trips at the ten
other DPM stations are listed in the last column. These figures exhibit
an inverse relationship with the transfers at 7th & Figueroa. This
occurs because the Rail Alternatives and the Aerial Busway, which serve
Hollywood and North H911ywood, attract trips which would otherwise
use the Hollywood Freeway and interface with the DPM at its Third and
Hill Station.

The Downtown People Mover was coded into the LARTS model and is included
in the Regiona~Core patronage estimates for each alternative. As the
alternative-specific rail or express bus improvements distribute their



own regional trips along Seventh Street and Broadway through the CBD,
the DPM would primarily serve a collection-distribution function for

those regional trips with a trip end in the Convention Center or
Bunker Rill areas.

FIGURE III. 8

24 HOUR ENTERING AND EXITING RAPID TRANSIT STATION VOLUMES

1. Speeds

9. Rapid Transit Station Volumes and Mode of Access

The methodology used to arrive at the estimates conforms to that pre
sented, in detail, in the "Rapid Transit Stations Mode Split Analysis"
report issued by SCRTD in June of 1977.

The eleven alternatives (including the Board Preferred Alternative II)
were compared in regard to four principal aspects of the level of
transit service: speed; frequency; capacity, and reliability.

30,000

22,000

18,000

41,000

RAIL ALTERNATIVES

1: II III IV V
Wilshire Wilshire Wilshire-
LaBrea- Fairfax- Vermont-
Hollywood Hollywood Hollywood Wilshire Wilshire
to North to North to North LaBrea to to
Hollywood Hollywood Hollywood Hollywood Fairfax

37,000 38,000 35,000 45,000 54,000

43,000 44,000 41,000 39,000 36,000

29,000 30,000 29,000 32,000 33,000
66,000 68,000 65,000 59,000 55,000
51,000 51,000 39,000 48,000 43,000

32,000 34,000 69,000 28,000 23,000
27,000 28,000 24,000 19,000

25,000

29,000

44,000

21,000

22,000

14,000

32,000 42,000

5,000 4,000

47,000 49,000

36,000 37,000

Spring & Fifth

Seventh & Flowe~

Seventh & Alvarado

STATIONS*

Union Station

Civic Center

Wilshire & Vermont

Wilshire &Normandie

Vermont & Beverly

Wilshire & Western

Los Angeles City College

Wilshire & La Brea

Vermont & Sunset

Wilshire & Fairfax

La Brea & Beverly

Fairfax & Beverly

Carlton & Western

La Brea & Santa Monica

Fairfax & Santa Monica

Hollywood & Cahuenga

Selma & Vine

Hollywood Bowl

Universal City

North Hollywood

LEVELS OF TRANSIT SERVICEB.

There would not be a significant impact on the Regional Core rail transit
patronage if the DPM was not built. The collection-distribution function
between the alternative-specific improvements and the Convention Center
or Bunker Hill areas would likely be made by existing minibus service.

For each of the five rail rapid transit lines, total boardings were
broken down into station entering and exiting volumes. These figures

are presented in Figure 111.8. Then a sub-mode split was made on the
entering station volumes to show the diversion by mode of access
between park and ride trips, kiss and ride trips, feeder bus trips and

walk trips. These estimates, totaled for each alternative, are listed
in Figure 111.9. Breakdowns by station and peak hour volumes were
also made and can be found in Appendix I.E, Station Access Mode Split
Analysis. Tne results of this analysis were used 'in preliminary
station sizing, development of station costs, design of feeder bus
services, and the estimation of both traffic and environmental impacts
to the areas surrounding the station.

All of the alternatives except the Null (XI). improve the quality of
transit service to some extent.

* Blank spaces indicate stations not served under that alternative.
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FIGURE III. 9

STATION VOLtfrffiS FOR THE BUS/RAIL ALTERNATIVES
24 HOUR ENTERING AND EXITING RAPID TRANSIT

TRIPS BY STATION ACCESS MODE

Rail Alternatives A c c e s s Mod e

P & R K&R Bus Walk Total

I 21,100 27,300 133,900 77,700 260,000

II 21,200 28,700 142,700 82,400 275,000
III 18,100 23,500 118,500 69,900 230,000
IV 17,700 19,200 111,300 71,800 220,000
V 8,100 13,500 88,900 69,500 180,000
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By virtue of the fact that the rail alternatives would operate on a
grade separated facility with maximum speed of 75 miles per hour, they
would offer significantly higher average running speeds than are
presently experienced by transit users in this region. Restricted
primarily by station spacing and safety requirements, the trains would
operate at an average speed, including stops, ranging from 35 mph for
the shorter rail alternatives to 40 mph for the longer rail alterna
tives. Faster average speeds are due primarily to longer station
spacings.

Since new freeway construction will not occur in the densely populated
Regional Core, neither public transit riders nor automobile drivers
could achieve comparable speeds in the Wilshire-La Brea/Fairfax
Hollywood corridor. System-wide average speeds for buses on the
Regional Core arterial streets (not including the buses in the exclus
ive lanes) range from 10 to 15 mph (including stops). Average auto
speeds range from 15 to 25 mph.

Alternative VI, an all-bus option, would operate on a grade separated
facility and would likewise provide speed advantages over surface
arterials. Based on the limits of bus operational technology, station
spacing, and current highway restrictions (55 m.p.h. speed limit), it
is estimated that buses would be able to maintain an average speed of
approximately 30 m.p.h. including stops, during off-peak periods on
the exclusive guideway. (Peak hour speeds would likely be somewhat
slower as a result of loading delays at major transfer stations.)

Three of the six All-Bus Alternatives (VII, VIII, and IX) would utilize
exclusive lanes for buses on existing arterial streets to improve bus
speeds.

In Alternative VII, speeds for buses using two exclusive median lanes
on Wilshire and La Brea would be considerably higher than the system

wide average of 10-15 mph. The L.A. City Traffic Department has estimated
an average operational speed for the express buses in this alternative
to be about 20 mph. Although this speed could be achieved reliably



off-peak, loading delays for projected passenger volumes would reduce
Wilshire Boulevard bus lane speed to about 18 miles per hour west of
Alvarado during peak hours.

East of Alvarado Street, for about 1/2 to 3/4 mile, the average speed
would be about 13 mph, due to the heavy on-off volumes and traffic
stops. At this location, Wilshire narrows to only 4 lanes, which
will leave one lane in each direction to be shared by autos and buses.
Within Downtown Los Angeles, where streets are shared by local Wilshire
buses and other bus lines and with stops on every block, speeds are
estimated to be about 8 miles per hour.

Alternative VIII provides non-stop, express bus, line-haul service in
a reversible median lane on Eighth Street and Olympic Boulevard in the
peak periods only. Over these portions of the bus routes it is believed
the buses will be able to maintain the same approximate speed as
Alternative VII -- 18-20 m.p.h. If neighborhood acceptance can be
secured for this alternative, the 18-20 mile-per-hour speeds can be
maintained reliably in the peaks, since there would be no loading or
unloading in the bus lane. Off-peak, TSM-level bus speeds would
prevail because the exclusive lane would not be available. In collec
tion and distribution segments of the express routes (i.e. local
service), speeds would remain at or near present levels on Wilshire (12
miles per hour depending on traffic and patronage).

Alternative IX, which offers express bus service over the same route
as Alternative VII but in exclusive curb lanes which are shared by
buses providing service, should operate at an average speed approach
ing 15 mph on the express routes on Wilshire and La Brea, and 8
mph within Downtown Los Angeles. A small speed reduction would be
likely in peak hours.

Alternative X, the TSM strategy, affects routing improvements and
better frequencies but no appreciable increase in speeds over the
system-wide average of 10-15 mph is expected.
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The Null alternative describes the existing system where the average

speed for express buses on Wilshire Boulevard is equal to 13 m.p.h.
With no bus priorities, this average would likely decrease to 12 miles
per hour in the peaks. Local buses presently average 12 mph on Wilshire.

2. Travel Times

Improvements to line-haul speeds will be reflected in total travel
time calculations, but issues of access, routing and frequency are
equally important. Transit travel times between selected points in
and near the Regional Core have been calculated as another measure
of comparison of the alternatives.

Figure 111.10 lists the travel times which could be expected under
each alternative for six typical trips. The trips chosen were
selected because they link major activity centers and reflect known
travel patterns.

Many assumptions entered into the estimation of these travel times.
Estimates were made assuming A.ri. peak conditions in the inbound
direction. Total travel time was set equal to the sum of access,
walk, change in level, transfer and in-vehicle running times. Access
time was assigned to all trips and abritarily set at three minutes,
which represents an 800 ft. walk at an average speed of three miles per
hour. Other walk t~mes were also calculated at a 3 mph speed. Time was
assigned for entry and exit at rapid transit stations to account for changes
in leve~.i.e., from subway or aerial stations to the surface. This
time was set at three minutes for both access and egress. Wait and
transfer times were set equal to one-half the headway of the vehicle
to be boarded. In-vehicle running times consisted of both bus and
rail travel. Bus speeds were based on actual operating speeds. Rail
speeds were projected based on station spacing, acceleration and
deceleration rates, and dwell times. The routing of the trip was
made according to the transit network used for patronage projections.

-

-
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Figure III.1Q

TRANSIT TRAVEL TIME COMPARISON
(minutes)

ORIGIN-DESTINATIONS
North Wilshire Mid-San

North Hollywood Miracle Fernando Beverly
Hollywood to Mile Hollywood Valley Hills

to Wilshire to to to to
Downtown Miracle Downtown Downtown Downtown Downtown

L.A. Mile L.A. L.A. L.A. L.A.

SPECIFIC TRIP ENDS
Lankershim Lankershim Wilshire Hollywood Reseda Wilshire

& & & & & &
Chandler Chandler La Brea Vine Sherma!1 Way Santa Monica

to to to to to to
Fifth Wilshire Fifth Fifth Fifth Sixth

& & & & & &
Alternative Broadway La Brea Broadway Broadway Broadway Flower

I 32 23 20 31 70 42
II 36 26 20 34 74 39
III 31 41 31 23 69 52
IV 49 41 20 31 78 42
V 54 62 20 31 88 39
VI 42 29 22 35 80 44
VII 54 43 28 31 88 44
VIII 54 62 32 31 88 43
IX 54 47 32 31 88 48
X 54 62 34 31 88 54
XI 54 62 34 31 90 54
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FIGURE III. 11

PROPOSED SERVICE FREQUENCIES FOR THE
SPECIFIC RAIL OR EXPRESS BUS ALTERNATIVES

An analysis of Figure 111.10 indicates that, for most trips, the
rail alternatives will provide significant reductions to existing
travel times, sometimes as much as 40 percent. For trips from
North Hollywood to the CBD, Rail/Bus Alternatives I, II and III
show a saving of about 20 minutes over all of the All-Bus Alternatives.
For trips in the east-west direction Alternatives I, II, IV, V and
VI show the most improvement. For a trip from Hollywood to Downtown
L.A., Alternative III shows the most savings. Alternatives I, II
and VI would provide the shortest travel times from North Hollywood
to the Wilshire 11iracle Mile and save about 35 minutes over the
existing travel time of about 60 minutes.

3. Frequency of Service

Alternative-specific lines provide favorable service frequencies in
all alternatives. Responding to a high level of passenger demand in
the Regional Core, each alternative is scheduled to operate with
average headways of less than five minutes during the peak hours. For
example, in Alternative VII the headway is 1.5 minutes. Average peak
hour headways for all alternative specific lines are listed in Figure
III. 11.

Alternative

I-V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

XI

Peak Hour
Freguency

13-18 trains/hr.
188 articulated buses/hr.
40 articulated buses/hr.
22 articulated buses/hr. (2)
44 articulated buses/hr. (3)
19 articulated buses/hr.
16 articulated buses/hr.

Peak Hour
Average Headway

3.5-4.5 rnin./4-6 car trains
0.3 min. (or 20 sec.)/bus(l)
1.5 min. /bus
2.7 min. /bus (2)
1.4 min. /bus
3 . 2 min. /bus
3.8 min. /bus

The maximum frequency of any alternative would be the 188 buses per
hour projected for Alternative VI. However, the perceived headway on
this line would likely exceed one minute because the buses would have
to operate in platoons of 2 to 5 vehicles.

Peak headways for the Regional Core as a whole are listed in Figure
III. 12 and range from two minutes for line 26 (Pico Boulevard-East·
First) in all alternatives to 20 minutes on several San Fernando
Valley local lines (30 minutes in Alternative XI).

4. Comfort and Convenience

Consistent comfort standards were assumed in defining the capacity
requirements and costs of all eleven alternatives.
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(1) Due to platooning, perceived headway would be about a minute.

(2) In 8th St. bus lane nonstop. Average headway applies to 8th-Flower
stop only.

(3) Excludes local Wilshire buses and El Monte buses (15-20 per hour)
in bus lanes.

-
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Line No.

83 Ltd.
144
83XC
83XW
610
888

4
35
42X
73
81
83 Local
84
85
89
91 Local
9lX

.93
95
121
122

-

FIGURE 111.12

PROJECTED PEAK HOUR SERVICE FREQUENCIES
FOR THE ALTERNATIVES IN THE REGIONAL CORE BY LINE - 1990

Average Peak Hour Headway By Line in 1990

Existing Alternatives
General Description 1977 I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Rail Line - 3.5 3.5 4.0 4.5 3.5 - - - - - -
Busway Line - - - - - - 0.4 - - - - -

6 - - 6* - - - - 6 6* 6* 6
9 - - - - 6* - 6* 6* 6* 6 9

Century City Exp. - - - - - - - 4* 8 - - -
Westwood Express - - - - - - - 4* 8 10 - -
W. Hollywood Exp. - - - - - - - - 10 - - -
Encino-Wilshire Exp. - - - - - - - - 15 15 - -
Melrose-W. Olympic 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4
W. Valley Express 6 10 10 10 10 5 10 5 5 6 5 6
Sunset Express 30 - - - - 20 - 20 20 20 20 30
VanNess-Arlington 20 15 15 20 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 20
Woodland Hills-Hwyd. 20 15 30 30 30 15 30 15 15 15 15 20
Wilshire 6 9 9 5 9 9 9 6* 6* 6* 6* 6
Western 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6
Crenshaw-Vine-LaB~ea 8 9 5 5 9 5 9 5 5 5 5 8
Fairfax-Hwyd-Western 8 5 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 8
Hollywood 5 5* 5* 5* 5* 6* 5* 6* 6* 6* 6* 5
Hollywood Express 9 - - - - 20 - 9* 9* 9* 9* 9
Los Angeles/Van Nuys 4 10 10 10 10 3 10 3 3 3 3 4
Vernon-Vermont 4 4* 4* 5* 4* 4* 4* 3 3 3 3 4
S.F. Valley-Roscoe-Ex. 20 - - - - 15 - 15 15 15 15 20
LA-N. Hollywood Exp. 20 20 20 20 20 15 20 15 15 15 15 20
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FIGURE III.12 (cont.)

PROJECTED PEAK HOUR SERVICE FREQUENCIES
FOR THE ALTERNATIVES IN THE REGIONAL CORE BY LINE - 1990

Average Peak Hour Headway By Line

Existing Alternatives
Line No. General Description 1977 I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

3 W.Sixth-Central 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 8
24 L.A.-San Fernando 15 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 15
25 W. 9th-H. Figueroa 12 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 12
26 Pico-1st 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
27 LaCienega-Sta. Barbara 12 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 12
28 \Vhittier-W. 3rd 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5
29 Compton-W. 7th 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 7
41 Alvarado 10 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10
42 Local Sunset-Temple 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5
44 Bever1y-W.Adams 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
65 Silverlake-Riverside 15 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 15
75 Venice 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 8
76 Bev.Hi11s-Pac.Pa1is. 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30
86 LA-Burbank-N.Hywd 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 8
94 Santa Monica 9 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9
96 Normandie 15 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 15
152 Roscoe-Vineland 20 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 20
154 Ventura-Burbank 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30
159 Lankershim-Tujunga 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30
162 Riverside-Olive 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30
353 Vermont 20 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 20
436 Hollywood-Pasadena 15 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 15
877 Hollywood-LAX 30 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 30

*Articu1ated buses assigned to this service.
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All of the alternatives except XI would be similar in regard to avail
ability and closeness of transit stops. Alternative XI would be less
convenient than any others because it retains obsolete routing patterns
which are cOLfusing to potential passengers and which force transfers
for continuity of travel (e.g. from Line 3 to Line 28 for travel along·

West Third Street).

Alternatives I, II, III, IV and VI would require present riders on
Lines 35, 93, 144 and certain Busway routes from EI Monte to transfer
to rail or busway vehicles at North Hollywood, Universal City, Hollywood
Bowl, or the Civic Center, in order to complete their journey to LACBD
or the Wilshire Corridor. In view of likely seat availability and the
shorter travel time provided, this inconvenience is considered minor.
Alternative II provides direct rail access to all of the centers in
the corridor. Alternative IV requires more transfers than any other.
Bus alternatives require fewer transfers than the rail alternatives.

5. Reliability

Public transit reliability as seen by the consumer is as important a
feature as travel time or cost in determining transit acceptance and

favorable mode split.

Apart from equipment design and maintenance, reliability of operation
depends on managerial effectiveness in supervising operations and, in
the case of buses, on interference with operation of vehicles from
obler traffic .

Equipment reliability would be similar for all rail alternatives. Any
Los Angeles rail system would utilize conventional technology which.
woulu limit any start-up problems to random failure of individual
components, likely to be of a minor nature. Renewal of the bus fleet
is assumed for all alternatives. Managerial effectiveness is also

common to all alternatives, enhanced by radio-equipped buses and
future automatic vehicle monitoring systems.
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The traffic interference and congestion aspect of reliability is
therefore a critical feature in distinguishing alternatives. Alter
native X and XI would offer no improvement in this regard. If LACBD
employment "growth results in heavier auto traffic, Regional Core bus

reliability will decrease from present levels.

Alternatives VII, VIII, and IX provide exclusive bus lanes, thereby
improving the reliability of bus lines which would use them. The
Eighth-Olympic bus lanes in Alternative VIII would require traffic
enforcement measures to avoid automobile encroachment because they
would be used by only 22 buses per hour. The Wilshire Boulevard bus
lanes in Alternatives VII and IX could be enforced and would provide
day-to-day reliability on bus lines using those lanes. Local lines
not using Wilshire Boulevard (such as 4, 25, 28 and 29) would be
delayed more than in Alternatives VIII, X and XI. The bus lanes on La
Brea in Alternatives VII and IX would also require traffic enforcement
measures to keep auto traffic out of these lanes.

The busway in Alternative VI would be fully grade separated and
therefore free of traffic interfe=ence. The busway would also not
interfere with surface street traffic and therefore would have no
negative impact on reliability of parallel local bus lines. However,
the busway would be operating so close to its theoretical capacity
(see below) that its day-to-day reliability could not be assured. Any
minor delay would be amplified by passenger accumulation in the stations
during the peak hours, resulting in longer dwell times, longer platoons,
overcrowding, inefficient utilization, ·and reduction in peak-hour
average speeds.

The rail lines in Alternatives I-V would be free of traffic inter
ference and would be within their practical capacity at projected
volumes. They would reduce traffic congestion in the Wilshire Corridor
by attracting auto users to transit, thereby reducing traffic inter
ference with local lines. They would be practically immune to weather
conditions. Adequate test procedures to prove system and vehicle
design would be essential. The net result would be highly reliable



service for rail users and would attract more passengers than a bus
system. However, selection of one of the Rail/Bus Alternatives would
result in more transfers.

C. TRANSIT CAPACITY

For each specific alternative (including the Board Preferred Alternative
II) and alternative system, service was designed to accommodate the
capacities available and required by the patronage forecasts. Levels
of service were developed to provide for peak service demands, base
period conditions, and evening service requirements.

1. Peak Hour Capacity

Peak service was designed to meet peak hour patronage estimates.
These estimates were derived from the 24-hour patronage forecasts and
link volumes generated by the LARTS assignment model. The maximum
link volume (maximum load point) was identified and then factored down
to a directional peak hour volume. The peak hour volumes determine
the peak-period maximum service levels and equipment needs. For the
bus lines, a directional peak hour factor of .0912 (9.12% of the
daily trips at the maximum load point made in the peak hour) was
used, and for rail lines the factor was .0985. These factors were
determined by observing the loading characteristics of current bus
operations in the Regional Core and making modifications for rail
service based on the experience of rail operations in other cities. A
summary of peak hour information for the specific rail and express bus
alternatives is presented in Figure III. 13.
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FIGURE II1. 13

MAXIMUM LINK AND DIRECTIONAL PEAK HOUR
VOLUMES FOR SPECIFIC RAIL OR

EXPRESS BUS ALTERNATIVES

24 Hour Haximum Peak Hour
Alternative Link Volume (1) One-Way Volume

I 146,000 14,500

II 160,000 15,500

III 139,000 13 ,500

IV 124,000 12,500

V 99,000 10,000

VI 146,000 14,500(2)

VII 32,400 3,500

VIII 3,200 1,100

IX 17,000 1,500

X 6,000 1,100

XI 4,500 800

(1) Source: LARTS - ULOAD Report 3.

(2) May not be feasible at acceptable level of service. -



2. Peak Hour Load Factors and Service Frequencies

Once the directional peak hour volume had been identified, the capa
city assumptions in Figure III. 14 were used to develop peak hour
service frequencies. These capacity assumptions provided approxi
mately the same amount of floor space per passenger (5.0 sq.ft.) for
each vehicle type.

The rail alternatives assume an average peak headway ranging from 3.5
to 4.5 minutes, which permits an average weekday peak loading of up to
17,820 passengers per hour in the dominant direction. For the bus
alternatives except Alternative VI, service frequency was determined
by fitting the maximum articulated bus or rail vehicle capacity to the
peak hour requirements for each line. Thus patronage and capacity are
consistent except in Alternative VI.

Rail/Bus Alternative Capacities - The line capacities of the rail
alternatives studied for the corridor (I-V) are set by equipment fleet
in relation to demand. Average capacity provided ranges from 17,820
persons per hour (18 trains of 6 cars each) for a demand of 15,500 in
Alternative II to 11,220 persons per hour for a demand of 10,000 in
Alternative V (17 trains of 4 cars each).

The rail transit trains would have ample capacity to board passengers
at stations. At least SO percent of train capacity (83 people per
car) could be loaded in a 20-30 second stop. The maximum projected
station volume is 7,400 passengers per hour at Seventh and Flower
Streets. Of these, 5,600 would be westbound in the PM peak hour (370
per train). Even with allowance for imperfect distribution of these
passengers over the 18 double doors of the train (3 double doors per
car), all passengers should be able to load within 20-30 seconds.

3. Rail Operating Schedule

The proposed operating schedules for weekday, Saturday and Sunday rail
service, which include capacity measures, are shown in Figures III.
IS, 16 and 17. These include the schedule for peak, base, evening and
night service. This service was input data for estimating the operating
cost of each rail alternative. Oetailedschedules for each alternative
are included in the Patronage Appendix.

FIGURE IIL14

CAPACITY ASSUMPTIONS

Seated &
Peak-Hr. Standing

Seated Load Capacity/
ca,acity Factor Vehicle

5 2.2 165

70 1.4 100

70 1.0 70

SO 1.4 70

.Rail Cars

Articulated Bus
(Local & Express
Service)

Articulated Bus
(Bus Guideways)

Standard Bus
(Local & Express
Service)

The rail cars were assumed to run in 6-car trains and articulated
buses were used on alternative-specific express services and other lines
whenever passenger demand warranted their use and they could be
provided. Except for buses operating on freeways in mixed traffic
(i.e., where hard braking could be required by maneuvers of other
drivers) a load factor of 1.4 was used for the peak hour to maximize
bus operating efficiency. High capacity buses and a maximum load
factor were used in this analysis to show the bus alterantives under
the most favorable conditions possible. A load factor of 1.0 was used
on freeway buses mixed with carpools such as the Hollywood Freeway, to
conform with CalTrans/CHP safety requirements which are reflected in
current SCRTO operating policy.

-
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FIGURE III.15 FIGURE III.16

WEEKDAY RAIL OPERATING SCHEDULE FOR ALTERNATIVES I-V SATURDAY RAIL OPERATING SCHEDULE FOR ALTERNATIVES I-V

Rush Period Rush Period
Headway in Minutes Equipment Capacity One-Way Headway in Minutes Equipment Capacity One-Way

Needs Per Demand End-to Needs Per End-to
AM-PM Mid- AM-PM Per End AM-PM Mid- AM-PM EndRush day Even. Night Rush AM-PM Trip Rush day Even. Night Rush Trip
7-9am 9am- 7pm- 1am- Trains/ Units/ Hour Rush Time in 7-9am 9am- 7pm- 1am- Trains/ Units/ Hour Time inA1ts. 4-7pm 4pm lam Sam Hour Train (Pass) Hour Minutes A1ts. 4-7pm 4pm lam Sam Hour Train (Pass) Minutes

I 3.5 7 15 30 17 6 16,830 14,500 24.2 I 6 7.5 15 30 10 6 9,900 24.2

III 3.5 7 15 30 18 6 17,820 15,500 27.41
III 6 7.5 15 30 10 6 9,900 27.4

III 4.0 8 15 30 15 6 14,850 13,500 22.8 III 6.5 10 15 30 9 6 8,900 22.8

IV 4.5 9 15 30 13 6 12,870 12,500 18.3 IV 7.5 10 15 30 8 6 7,920 18.3

V 3.5 7 15 30 17 4 11,220 10,000 14.3 V 7.5 8.5 15 30 8 6 7,920 14.3

Note: 1. Load Factor 2.2 (75 seats per car x 2.2 = 165 passengers
per car).

2. Train capacity = 990 passengers per 6 car train
= 660 passengers per 4 car train

3. Detailed schedule for each alternative is shown in the
Patronage Appendix.
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Note: 1. Load Factor 2.2 (75 seats per car x 2.2 = 165 passengers
per car).

2. Train capacity = 990 passengers per 6 car train
= 660 passengers per 4 car train

3. Detailed schedule for each alternative is shown in the -Patronage Appendix ..



FIGURE III.17

SUNDAY RAIL OPERATING SCHEDULE FOR ALTERNATIVES I-V

Service would be operated on Saturdays and Sundays but at lesser
frequency. Generally Saturday service is equivalent to 70 percent of
weekdays and Sunday service to 40 percent. Annual totals are equivalent
to 310 average weekdays.

Peak bus headways are given in Figures 111.11 and 12. Base bus headways
were calculated as the lower of (1) three times the peak headway; (b)
current base service headways on the same line; or (c) 15 minutes in
the Regional Core and 30 minutes in the San Fernando Valley.

In addition to the peak and base periods, principal line haul bus
service would typically run on 20-30 minute evening headways and 60
minute all night (late evening and early morning) headways. These
would be policy headways independent of demand unless unanticipated
crowding conditions occurred. Other bus service would have the same
evening and night frequency as they had in September, 1977.

Bus Operating Schedule4.

22.8

18.3

14.3

24.2

One-Way
End-to
End
Trip
Time in
Minutes

Rush Period
Headway in Minutes Equipment Capacity

Needs Per
A.."1-PM Mid- AM-PM
Rush day Even. Night Rush
7-9am 9am- 7pm- lam- Trains/ Units/ Hour

Alts. 4-7pm 4pm lam Sam Hour Train (Pass)

I 8.6 8.6 15 30 7 6 6,930

III 8.6 8.6 15 30 7 6 6,930

III 10 15 15 30 6 6 5,940

IV 12 15 15 30 5 6 4,950

V 8.6 12 15 30 7 4: 4,620

5. Aerial Busway Capacity

165 passengers

-
t~ote : 1.

2.

3.

Load Factor 2.2 (75 seats per car x 2.2
per car).

Train capacity = 990 passengers per 6 car train
= 660 passengers per 4 car train

Detailed schedule for each alternative is shown in the
Patronage Appendix.

Alternative VI presented a problem because no comparable facility has
ever been operated. A theoretical analysis was therefore undertaken
to determine whether the proposed busway could provide sufficient
capacity to cope with projected patronage.

Previous analyses had established that the capacity of a busway would
be governed by the boarding time requirements at the heaviest stop,
and suggested a limit of 10,500 passengers per hour at a load factor
of 1. 0, where the maximum station accounted for 50 percent of the
passengers. (1)

a. A load factor of 1.4 was assumed for exclusive busway operations.
(CalTrans and SCRTD currently limit freeway buses and those on
the El Monte Busway to a load factor of 1.0.)
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b. A seating capacity of 70 and a total capacity of 100 passengers
per articulated bus were derived from articulated bus specifi
cations.

c. All three double-width doors were assumed to be available for
passenger boardings at busway stations. (Insurance liability
considerations now prevent use of rear door for boarding.)

d. Only one route was assumed to use the busway, with forced trans
fer to feeders at all stations. This would nullify one of the El
Monte Busway's advantages, through service to many areas; however
it would be necessary to encourage uniform loading of all buses
in the peak, irrespective of passenger destination.

e. Ground conductors or "ushers" were assumed to be provided at
LACBD stations and at Wilshire-La Brea to control crowds and
prevent passengers from overloading the leading buses of bus
platoons. This feature would be necessary to approach uniform
loading of buses and efficient use of berth space.

Peak load volumes of 15,000 persons per hour for bus'operations imply
150 buses per hour, but practical experience indicates that a utiliz
ation factor of 80 percent is the maximum feasible. Since no line-
haul bus system has demonstrated its capability to handle 15,000 passengers
in peak hours, 188 buses per hour should be scheduled to avoid breakdown
and handle surges within the peak hours.

LARTS assignment of station on-off volumes for rail Alterantive I
indicates that 7,400 passengers will be boarding at Seventh and Flower
Station in the peak hour; 5,600 of these in the peak direction.

(1) Hoey, W.F. and Levinson, H.S., "Bus Capacity Analysis," in
Transportation Research Record 548, National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C., 1915.
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This represents 33% of the maximum load point volume. With prepayment
of fares, an articulated bus with three double doors can board about
2.0 passengers per second, and the scheduled 188 buses per hour would
board an average of 30 passengers per bus -- a typical dwell time of
15-20 seconds each. The minimum headway, including time between
successive buses at the same berth (estimated to be at least 10
seconds for a 60-foot bus) would be 25 to 30 seconds. Since the
minimum headway at each berth will exceed the average headway of the
stations,~ will have to operate in platoons (bunches) of ~ ~

four vehicles. All the buses in a platoon would enter a station and
load at approximately the same time, and station platforms would have
to be designed accordingly. The bunching-up or platooning would
continue through the whole length of the busway, with an effective
headway of 30 to 60 seconds between platoons.

If all five assumptions prove to be valid, two of them exposing SCRTD
to substantial insurance and peak manpower cost increases, then the
busway could carry projected loads. However, as discussed in a
subsequent section, operating speeds would likely deteriorate in peak
hours. Moreover the busway would have no reserve capacity for any
unforeseen overload conditions, such as recurrence of the 1973-74
energy cr1S1S ..This alternative would therefore be recommended only
if all other considerations favored its selection.

D. OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

The five rail alternatives have similar operational and system
characteristics. The express bus alternatives would vary widely
depending on the degree of bus roadway priority. The background
bus system of feeders and local routes would have practically
the same operating characteristics as at present, though specific
lines will vary in extent and cost. The operating characteristics
of vehicles (rail cars, high capacity buses, and standard buses)
are summarized in Figure III. 18.

-



FIGURE III. 18 1. Rail Alternatives

SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
REGIONAL CORE ALTERNATIVES

Rail High Capacity
Item Cars B~u~s~ __

Maximum Speed 70 mph 55 mph

Normal Acceleration 3.5 ft/sec. 2 1.5-3.0 ft/sec. 2

Normal Deceleration 3.5 ft/sec. 2 3.5 ft/sec. 2

Vehicle Length

Vehicle Width

Floor Area

Seats per Vehicle

Practical Capacity
Floor Area per passenger
Average Speed with a mile

between stops on exclu
sive Right-of-Way

Doors per vehicle

75 ft.

10.5 ft.

788 sq. ft.

75

165
4.8 sq. ft
40 mph

3 double

60 ft.

8.5 ft

510 sq. ft.

70

100
5.1 sq. ft.
30 mph

3 double

Standard
Bus

55 mph

1.5-3.0 ft/sec. 2

3.5 ft/sec. 2

40 ft.

8.5 ft.

340 sq. ft.

47-53

70
4.8 sq. ft.
30 mph

2 single

All rail alternatives would operate trains pf 75-foot cars with a
comfortable capacity of 165 persons (about five square feet per
person) at the maximum load point and a seating capacity of 75. The
system is planned so that the peak capacity would be utilized at
Wilshire and Alvarado, and seating capacity would be utilized through
the Hollywood Hills. Cars would conform to UMTA standardization
requirements and would be capable of shared orders with such systems
as Baltimore, Miami, or the planned Philadelphia-New Jersey (PATCO)
extensions.

Performance - The maximum speed, acceleration, deceleration, and power
consumption given in Figure III. 18 are all based on the PATCO equipment
because its reliability and economy are demonstrated.

2. Bus Alternatives

As indicated in Figure III. 18, two types of buses would be used, a
standard bus with 47 to 53 seats and a high-capacity bus (articulated
type) with 70 seats.

Time to board 50 percent
of capacity

30 sec. 50 sec. 60 to 105 sec.

a. Bus Performance
Propulsion power energy in 360 pmpg

person miles per gallon
in peak hours (capacity load)

Vehicles per schedule unit 6

350 pmpg

1

320 pmpg

1
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Bus system performance will depend on engine capacity, which is determ
ined by tradeoff between vehicle space encroachment and fuel economy.
Generally acceleration is limited by passenger comfort to 3.5 feet per
second up to about 30 miles per hour, when horsepower becomes the
limiting factor. Maximum bus speeds will be limited by State law to
55 miles per hour on guideways and to about 35 on city arterials. For
the same distance between stops, average express bus speeds will range
from about 12 miles per hour in Alternatives X and XI to about 30
miles per hour (off peak) in Alternative VI.



Bus braking and cornering abilities will be reduced in wet weather,

and schedule speeds must be based on these contingencies. These
problems are independent of traffic congestion.

Fuel consumption for standard buses averages about 4.6 miles per
gallon on the SCRTD system. SCRTD fuel consumption experience with
articulated buses is insufficient at present, but is expected to
approximate 3.5 miles per gallon in typical high-volume local and
limited-stop service. Traffic congestion would likely have an adverse
effect on bus fuel consumption in Alternatives VII-XI, but the impact
would be insignificant for the Regional Core as a whole.

b. Route Variety and Identification

A significant public relations problem with present limited and
surface-street express services arises from passenger confusion.
People board limited or express buses by mistake and are then carried
past their intended stops. Others become frustrated when they are
waiting at local bus stops, and are bypassed by express buses. The
problem could be reduced by redesigning the bus identification con
cept, but it is an inherent disadvantage whenever similar vehicles
operate in different types of service.

Alternative VI would practically eliminate the route identification
problem for line-haul services. Alternative VII would have continuing
identification problems where expresses and locals would use the same
stops in the LACBD and Beverly Hills, but the separate platforms along
Wilshire and La Brea would provide a clear identity in the corridor.
Alternative VIII would have similar identification problems to VII,
plus some frustration to local passengers on Eighth Street, because
the express would be running much more frequently than locals. Alter
native IX would be worse than present conditions because of the larger
number and variety of expresses, while Alternative X and XI would
continue the present problem unchanged.
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3. System Operating Statistics for Rail/Bus and All-Bus Alternatives

Figure III. 19 summarizes the principal system operating statistics
of each alternative for corridor (rail and bus) express and background
elements. The miles of the alternative-specific lines are over-shadowed
by the background bus system in all but Alternative VI, which has 35
percent of its weekday vehicle miles on the guideway route.

Alternatives X and XI have 3,200 to 3,400 bus miles on corridor
expresses, which is increased to 8,200 in Alternative VIII. Alter
natives VII and IX have about 10,000 bus miles on their express bus
routes and Alternative V has 11,500 weekday rail car-miles. Alter
natives I, II and III each have 31,000 to 37,000 weekday vehicle miles
on corridor express lines.

All of the alternatives except XI represent an increase in the route
miles of the background and feeder bus system from 697 to 708. Back
ground system bus-miles vary from about 102,400 per day in Alternative
XI to a range of 113,900 (Alternative VI) to 128,000 (Alternative X).

4. Vehicle Requirements

Figure III. 20 indicates rail and bus vehicle requirements, based on
the peak hour headways established for the Regional Core lines, including
the "background" bus system and feeder lines as well as line haul routes.
The vehicle needs ,for alternative-specific lines and feeder lines were
calculated by dividing the peak hour cycle time (round trip running
time plus recovery) by the average peak hour headway or by assuming a
schedule .. For the rail alternatives this figure was multiplied by the
average train length (cars per train). An allowance of 10 percent for
spares was added to the number in calculating fleet requirements.

The Figure shows that Alternative VI will require the greatest number
of buses, 847 standard and 339 articulated models, a total of 1,186.
Alternative IV requires the least number of vehicles with 910 buses.
Other than Alternative XI, the rail alternatives generally require



FIGURE III. 20
FIGURE III. 19

NUMBER OF RAIL VEHICLES AND BUSES REQUIRED
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS TO SERVE THE ENTIRE REGIONAL CORE AREA IN 1990

REGIONAL CORE ALTERNATIVES

Vehicle Fleet(l)
ROUTE MILES WEEKDAY VEHICLE MILES (in units, by type)

Alternative Corridor Background Total Corridor Background Total

I 16 683 699 32,860 113,890 146,750 Rail Standard Artie. TOTAL
Cars Buses Buses Buses

II 18 683 701 36,900 113,400 150,300
ALTERNATIVE

III 32a 683 715 30,900a 116,670 147,570 Bus/Rail Rapid Transit Service

IV 11 683 694 17,430 113,070 130,500

V 33b 683 716 12,390b 121,880 134,270 I -Wilshire & LaBrea to N.H. (16mi. ) 106 846 88 934

VI 16 683 699 62,620 113,890 176,510 II -Wilshire & Fairfax to N.H. (18 mi.) 120 858 87 945

VII 53 708 761 10,340 124,350 134,690 III -Wilshire & Vermont to N.H. (15 mi.) 94 891 91 982

VIII 93 708 801 8,230 127,720 135,950 IV -Wi1shire&LaBrea to Ho11ywood(11 mi.) 80 826 84 910

IX 75 708 783 10,370 126,170 136,540 V -Wilshire to Fairfax (8 mi.) 54 895 91 986

X 42 708 750 3,420 128,000 131,420 All Bus Alternatives

XI 42 697 739 3,170 102,430 105,600 VI -Aerial Busway Along Route of 847 339 1,186
Alternative 1

VII -Use 2 Center Lanes on Wilshire & 1,080 52 1,132
LaBrea on Route of A1ernate 1

VIII -Use Reversible Center Lanes on 1,041 55 1,096
8th & Olympic out to Fairfax

IX -Use Curb Lanes on Wilshire & LaBrea 1,103 62 1,165
alnc1udes the rail line as well as the Wilshire Limited (83): 17 mi.; 2550 VMT. on Route of Alternate 1

bIncludes the rail line as well as the Wilshire-Valley 'Flyer (144): 25 mi.; 870 VMT. X -Add More Buses to Present 1,114 40 1,154
Operati0Il;

XI -No Change From Existing Service 939 939

(1) Includes spares at 10% of peak requirements
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fewer buses (910 to 986) because the increase in fleet requirements
needed to operate feeder service is offset by reductions in service
made possible by the diversion of passengers to rapid transit. More
over, in Alternatives I-V, many buses entering the CBD from the El
Monte busway would be cut back to interface with the rail facility
at the Union Station. The buses are also more productive under the
rail alternatives, since they avoid operating at the 6-8 mph speeds
in the LACBD.

5. Bus Divisions Requirements

Generally one bus division (i.e., yard) is needed for 200-300 buses.
One additional ~CRTD division would likely be sufficient for Alterna
tives I, II, and XI. Two bus divisions would be required for the
others, except VI. Alternative VI would require three new divisions
and at least one division would have to be located as near as possible
to the North Hollywood (Lankershim-Chand1er) terminal of the busway.
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E. TRAFFIC

1. Congestion

Traffic congestion evaluation provides a means of comparing alterna
tives (including the Board Preferred Alternative II) in terms of
transportation service and may be useful in assessing area-wide
or localized impacts. To simulate conditions under 1990 projected
traffic demands, LARTS vehicular triptables for the several transit
alternatives were used. Trip data was based on the SCAG 1976 fore
cast data for 1990. Figure 111.21 summarizes the various auto trip
forecasts obtained for each alternative from the LARTS information.

a. Methodology

The forecasting methodology used by the City of Los Angeles Traffic
Department involved taking LARTS vehicle trip interchanges for the
different alternatives and assigning them to a detailed highway net
work using Urban Transportation Planning System (UTPS) programs
developed by the Federal Highway (FHWA) and Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA) programs. Required adjustments were made to
the program inputs and outputs using vehicle occupancy, speed, and
trip length statistics. Auto passenger occupancy is estimated at
1.2 persons per vehicle; the average daily speed in the study area is
estimated at 20 miles per hour; and the average trip length in the
area is approximately 7.1 miles. In addition, congestion analyses
were conducted along critical roadways on which significant lane
losses would occur. Localized congestion and speeds were analyzed
through examination of the program outputs with manual adjustments
where required. All traffic impact measures were developed not
only to compare the alternatives in terms of effects on congestion,
but also to aid in the environmental analyses. Additional details
on this work are contained in Appendix lI.D.



FIGURE III.21

Auto Trip Forecasts in the Regional Core

Daily Reductions Daily
Savings Daily in Auto Reductions

Daily in Auto Auto Vehicle In Auto
Auto Vehicle Vehicle Miles Vehicle
Vehicle Trips Hiles Traveled Minutes
Trips (net of XI) Traveled (net of XI) (net of XI)

Alternatives ( thous ands ) (thousands) (.thousands) (thousands) ( thous ands )

I 2,764.6 88.6 19,629 629 1,882

III 2,753.2 100.0 19,548 710 2, 072 1
III 2,769.5 83.7 19,664 594 1,742
IV 2,790.8 62.4 19,815 443 1,306
V 2,798.3 54.9 19,868 390 1,152
VI 2,764.6 88.6 19,629 629 1,882
VII 2,842.0 11.2 20,178 80 93
VIII 2,844.5 8.7 20,196 62 141
IX 2,844.2 9.0 20,194 64 46
X 2,844.7 8.5 20,197 61 180
XI 2,853.2 20,258

1977 2,461.6 17,477

SOURCE: Los Angeles City Traffic Department.
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b. Reduction in 1990 Highway Travel

The number of vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled in the Regional
Core Traffic Impact Area were shown in Figure 111.21. It is important
to put these savings in perspective and compare the total trips and
total VMT which is to be expected with each of the eleven alternatives
to the 1977 existing traffic conditions. Figure 111.22 makes such a
comparison.

The impact of alternatives on reducing future highway travel in the
Regional Core Traffic Impact Area was analyzed by comparing the
reduction in the year 1990 24-hour auto trips, vehicle miles traveled
and vehicle minutes traveled for different Regional Core alternatives
versus Alternative XI (Null). The results show that Alternatives I
and II provide the greatest reductions in auto trips, vehicle miles
traveled and vehicle minutes traveled, while Alternatives VIII and X
provide the smallest reductions relative to the null case, Alternative

XI.

FIGURE III. 22
Auto Vehicle Trips and VMT in Regional Core

No. of
Vehicle No. of VI·IT % Inc.
Trips (OOO)'s (OOO)'s 1977-90

Exist. 1977 2,462 17,477
Alt XI 2,853 20,258 16%
Alt I 2,765 19:629 12%

IAft HI ~:H5 HJgf 12~1
A t 137.
Alt IV 2,791 19,815 13%
Alt V 2,798 19,868 14%
Alt VI 2,765 19,629 12%
Alt VII 2,842 20,178 15%
Alt VIII 2,845 20,196 16%
Alt IX 2,844 20,194 16%
Alt X 2,845 20,258 16'70

SOURCE: Los Angeles City Traffic Department

d. Bus Facility Impacts on Traffic and Access

alternative (II, the IS-Mile Rail Line) under consideration is imple
mented there is expected to be a 12% increase in both, a savings of
4%. This 4% sav1ng would mean up to 100,OUO daily auto trips saved and

710,000 VMT saved each day.

Although the bus priority facilities in Alternatives VI - IX would
reduce vehicle trips and vehicle miles in the Regional Core, they
would have significant negative impacts on local access and circu
lation. Alternative VII would substantially reduce the capacity of
both Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea Avenue and prohibit left turns.
Alternatives VI (aerial busway) and VIII (reversible lane) would not
directly reduce through traffic capacity, but they would eliminate
many left turn pockets, forcing indirect movements and causing delays
to that portion of the traffic. Alternative IX would have a similar
impact on right turns from Wilshire and La Brea. Alternatives VII and
IX would eliminate curb parking and loading on Wilshire and La Brea,
even at off-peak times of the day, causing inconvenience to businesses
along these streets. Alternative VIII would involve extension of

existing parking restrictions on Eighth ~treet, but only during the
peak hours. A full discussion of bus facility traffic impacts is
presented in Appendix II.D.'3.

e. Summary of Congestion Impacts

In 1977, approximately 2,461,600 vehicle trips were made in the
Regional Core. By 1990, the total number of vehicle trips in the
Regional Core is expected to increase to 2,853,200 for Alternative XI
(Null). For the Rail/Bus Alternatives (I thru Vh the total number of
vehicle trips is expected to reach between 2,764,000 and 2,798,300
an~ for the All-Bus Alternatives (VI thru XI), between 2,764,600 and
2,844,700. Alternatives I and II provide the greatest savings in
vehicle trips, vehicle miles traveled and vehicle minutes traveled
while Alternatives VIII and XI the smallest.

Vehicle Trips and Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)c.

Thus, it can be seen that if no project is implemented. the auto vehicle
trips and VMT will both increase by 16%. If the most extensive
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FIGURE III. 24

Relationship of Parking Space Demand to Parking Supply
for Rail Alternatives

b. Relation of Parking Supply to Parking Space Demand Around
Transit Stations

Bowl, North Hollywood and Universal City stations show the highest
percentag€:s arriving by automobile with approximately 80, 45 and 40
percent, respectively. The Fairfax Avenue and La Brea Avenue
stations showed approximately 30 percent arriving by automobile.

Kiss & RidePark & Ride

Parking space demands and parking supply around stations for the
rail alternatives are contained in Figure 111.24 to show which
alternatives provide the lowest deficiency of park-and-ride or kiss
and ride spaces for all stations along the alternatives. Station by
station breakdown of these numbers are shown in Appendix I.E.

a. Mode of Travel for Arriving at Rapid Transit Stations

2. Parking Impacts

The percentage of travelers projected to arrive at stations by the
modes of park-and-ride and kiss-and-ride auto trips, feeder bus and
walk trips is referred to as the submode split. The submode split
percentages for the rail alternatives were derived from the Station
Access Mode Split Analysis described in the Appendix I.E. and summarized
in Figure 111.23.

FIGURE III. 23

Station Access Mode Split Percentages of Rail Alternatives

Alt. Park & Ride Kiss & Ride Feeder Bus Walk Total

I 21:100 8% 27:300 10% 133: 900 52% 77:700 30% 260 000
III 21 200

~9. HJ§g t§~ tfgJ§§ ~~~ ~~jgg ~gf. 275:000 I
III 18,100 230,000
IV 17,700 8% 19,200 9% 111,300 50% 71,800 33% 220,000
V 8,100 4% 13,500 7% 88,900 50% 69,500 39% 180,000

Much of the parking deficiencies indicated in the above table result
because no on-site parking for park-and-ride auto trips is identified
for Union Station, Civic Center, Los Angeles CBD and Wilshire Boule
vard stations. During preliminary engineering specific sites includ~

ing private, off-site parking facilities will be examined to accommo
date much of the long term parking demands of park-and-ride auto trips

(

From these tables, it can be seen that, for the rail alternatives,
approximately 52 percent of the rail transit patrons arrive by feeder
bus, 30 percent. by walking and 18 percent by automobile (8 percent by
park and ride and 10 percent by kiss and ride).

On a station basis, Union Station, Civic Center and Los Angeles CBD
Stations have approximately 50 percent of the rail transit patrons
arriving by walking, 43 percent by feeder bus and only 7 percent by
automobile. By comparison, the Vermont Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard
stations have approximately 60-65 percent arriving by feeder bus, 20
25 percent by walking and 15 percent by automobile. The Hollywood

24-Hour
Parking
Space

Alt. Demand

I 15 300
II 15 400
III 13,200
IV 12,800
V 5,700

Total
On-Site
Spaces
Provided

Off-Site
Spaces
Required

Peak-Hour
Parking
Space
Demand

Total
Cl,ose-In
Spaces.
Provided

Overflow
Spaces
Required
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at these stations. Parking is generally ata premium in the areas
surrounding the stations, and it is extremely doubtful that

sufficient surplus parking spaces exist to completely satisfy the
off-site parking needs of all stations. The development of additional
parking lots or structures may be required.

Once the total change in traffic is determined, it is measured against
available street "capacity to identify potential problem areas. This
procedure was followed in an analysis of specific station access im
pacts at the proposed station locations for the five rail rapid transit
alternatives, and volume to capacity (V/C) ratios were developed.

c. Parking Space Reductions in the Los Angeles CBD and Net
Effect on Regional Core Parking

Figure III.25

Parking Reductions in the CBD and Impact
On Regional Core Parking Needs

Reductions in LA CBD parking spaces were determined by comparing the
daily savings in parking spaces for each alternative against
Alternative XI (Null), for the CBD bound home-to-~ork trips, and are
shown in column one. Parking needs at rail stations were determined
by the station access mode split analysis and are shown in column two.
Column three shows the net effect of LA CBD parking reductions on the
Regional Core parking needs.

Figure 111.25 shows the net effect of parking needs in the Regional
Core by comparing the parking reductions in the CBD to the additional
parking space demand at stations in the Rail/Bus Alternatives. As
shown in the Figure, a significant portion of rail station parking
needs are offset by the reductions in the LA CBD parking needs and
represents a significant shift of parking away from the CBD, the most
congested area of the Regional Core.

Three forces are at work when access to a proposed rapid transit
station is evaluated. Given the known and existing levels of traffic
surrounding the proposed station site locations, new traffic pro
jections must be made to reflect future natural growth (or decline).
Then, reductions in traffic owing to auto diversion to the particular
rail rapid transit/bus system are entered into the formula. And,
finally, the increase in traffic generated by auto access (park-and-ride
and kiss-and-ride trips) to the rapid transit system is, also, added
to the sum.

Core Parkin Needs
Daily Saving in Net Increase

CBD Parking Spaces Parking Demand (Decrease) in
Over Alt. XI (Null) At Stations Parking

12,000 15,300 3,300

13,500 15,400 1,900 I
11,300 13,200 1,900

8,400 12,800 4,800

7,400 5,700 (1,700)

12,000 15,300 3,300

1,500 (1,500)

1,200 (1,200)

1,200 (1,200)

1,100 (1,100)

Alts.

I

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VII+

IX

X

XI

[n

Station Access Traffic Impacts of Alternativesd.
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FIGURE III. 26

Peak Hour Volume-Capacity Ratios at Rapid Transit Station IntersectionsA V!C ratio is the standard traffic measure used to identify street
utilization. It compares traffic volumes with the available street
capacity. Low ratios (.25 - .75) indicate low traffic density.
ViC ratios ranging from .75 to 1.0 indicate the facility is operat
ing closely within the limit of its designed capacity. ViC ratios
above 1.0 indicate that traffic exceeds the designed capacity for
the facility, and, therefore, produces excessive delays, energy
losses and adverse air quality conditions for all motorists.

Figure 111.26 lists the various peak hour volume to capacity
ratios at each station site. Generally, the auto access trips attracted
to each station are greater than the localized reduction in trips asso
ciated with atuo diversion. Hence, the V!C ratios aro~nd stations are
higher for the rail alternatives when they are compared with the null
condition in 1990.

Several patterns can be identified. The western terminal of each rail
alternative has a V!C ratio greater than 1.0. The three rail alterna
tives, which extend into North Hollywood, show a significant growth in
travel at the North Hollywood and Universal City stations where all the
trips originating in the San Fernando Valley will be fed into the rail
line. Alternative IV with a terminal station at the Hollywood Bowl
would have a severe problem. The 1990 ViC ratio is greater than one
in the null case and in Alternative IV the ratio swells to 1.8.

Congestion is also apparent at the rail stations on that leg of

the line which intercepts east-west travel (e.g. La Brea-Alternatives
I and IV, Fairfax-Alternative II). As most of the ViC ratios which
exceed one are, also, less than 1.10, it is felt that, in the prelimin
ary engineering design phase, detailed station access design and traffic
measures can be developed to mitigate the anticipated congestion.

e. Impacts to On-Street Parking Around Proposed Stations

Existing parking restrictions on most streets in the vicinity of pro
posed stations generally preclude the use of these streets for all
day commuter parking. Morning and evening peak-hour parking prohibi-

1996
Station Intersection 1977 1900 I --.!.L- ~

(NUII)

Union Station .41 .50 .49 .49 .48

1st & Spring .64 .76 .79 .79 .77

5th & Spring .49 .59 .62 .62 .62

7th & Flower .55 .65 .71 .71 .71

7th &Alvarado .52 .62 .68 .68 .65

Wilshire & Vermont .71 . 84 .84 .84 . .97

Wilshire & Normandie .62 .77 .79 .79

Wilshire &Western .69 .95 .98 .98

Wilshire & La Brea .67 .83 .91 .82

Beverly & La Brea .78 .99 1.05

Santa Monica & La Brea .77 .98 1.06

Hollywood & Las Palmas .74 .92 .91 .93

Hollywood Bowl .96 1.09 1.13 1.10 1.14

Universal City .42 '.75 1.09 1.10 1.06

North Hollywood .40 .54 .95 1. 02 .94

Wilshire & Fairfax .68 .86 .94

Beverly &Fairfax .88 1. 09 1.18

Santa Monica & Fairfax .79 .99 1.02

Beverly &Vermont .76 .87 .79

L.A. City College .62 .83 .82

Sunset &Vermont .74 .89 .89

Carlton &Western .68 .81 .78

Selma & Vine .70 .88 1.00
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IV V

.49 .51

.78 .78

.64 .62

.70 .70

.69 .67

.84 .84

.79 .78

.97 1.00

.90 .86

1.05

1.03

.88

1.80

1.03



tions would prevent anybody from parking on these streets before 9 AM
or after 4 PM. Also, midday time-limit parking would prevent anybody
from parking longer than one or two hours during the day.

The existing peak-hour parking restrictions on most streets in the
corridor are needed to increase the capacity of heavily traveled
streets in the peaks and reduce friction caused by stopped or parked
vehicles in the curb lane. The one or two-hour time-limit parking is
needed to accommodate the short-time parking needs of commercial
businesses in the area. The removal of existing peak-hour and time
limit parking restrictions would not be feasible in view of heavy
travel demands in the corridor and need to provide reasonable parking
controls for businesses in the area.

In additon, all kiss-and-ride or passenger loading and unloading
operations should preferably be conducted away from major arterial highways,
either on minor access roads or within the on-site parking facility.
This is particularly critical in the PM peak where the average waiting
time may be several minutes for pick-up of kiss-and-ride patrons. In
general, close-in parking spaces will be provided at all stations for
kiss-and-ride trips but may not be large enough to satisfy those
stations with extremely high kiss-and-ride demands.

f. Impact of All-Bus Alternatives on On-Street Parking

The All-Bus Alternatives, including Alternative XI (Null),
were analyzed for their impact on on-street parking. From a traffic stand
point, Alternatives X (TSM) and XI would have the least detrimental
impact on parking while Alternative VII (High Level Bus on Wilshire
and La Brea) would have t~e worst impact on parking. Alternative
VIII (Medium Level Bus on 8th and Olympic) would have the second worst
impact on parking followed by Alternative VI (Super High Level Bus
on Wilshire and La Brea) and Alternative IX (Medium Level Bus o~

Wilshire and La Brea). The results of this analysis are described
below for each of the All-Bus Alternatives.
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Alternative VI

The impact of Alternative VI on parking will vary depending on the
location of the grade separated busway facility within the existing
right-of-way (in center of street, along curb in parking lane, over
sidewalk area) and width of the street. Location of an ~levated

structure in the center of a 70-foot-wide street such as Wilshire
Boulevard between La Brea Avenue and Park View Street or La Brea
Avenue between Sunset Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard, while eli
minating left turn lanes on these streets, would probably not result
in any major change in existing parking restrictions.

Peak-hour parking is presently restricted on most streets in the
corridor and on-street parking on a 70-foot-wide street during nonpeak
hours could be permitted since two full time lanes in each direction
could be provided with parking. However, on sections of roadway less
than 60 feet wide, such as Wilshire Boulevard east of Park View Street
and most downtown Street sections, four traffic lanes, two in each
direction, could not be provided with parking. An elevated structure
constructed on streets less than 60 feet wide would definitely require
the total prohibition of parking. \Vhile parking is prohibited on most
downtown streets from 6 AM to 6 PM, mid-day loading operations between
9 AM and 4 PM are permitted and businesses in the area would be
adversely effected by the loss of such loading operations.

Alternative VII

Alternative VII will have a substantial impact on parking since all
curb parking is proposed to be eliminated on Wilshire Boulevard and La
Brea Avenue to accommodate exclusive bus lanes in the middle of the
street including loading platforms. This would leave just one or two

lanes along the curb for other traffic and local buses. On a 70-foot-wide
section of the street, only two lanes in each direction would be
provided for other traffic and local buses. On sections of Wilshire
less than 60 feet wide, only one lane in each would be available

for other traffic and local buses. In either case, on-street parking
could not be permitted with so few traveled lanes.



Alternative VIII

Alternative VIII will have a moderate impact on parking in the area.
This alternative proposes to run express buses on 8th Street and
Olympic Boulevard in a non-stop reversible median lane. This would
not require any changes in the existing parking restrictions on
Olympic Boulevard.

However, on 8th Street between Crenshaw Boulevard and downtown Los
Angeles, it would not be feasible to restripe 8th Street for left-turn
channelization to provide a non-stop reversible median lane operation
as on Olympic Boulevard. Eighth Street is only 56 feet wide compared
to the 74-foot width of Olympic Boulevard. An existing reverse lane
operation for westbound traffic on 8th Street between the Harbor
Freeway and Hoover Street during PM peak could be expanded to include

•the distance between Hoover Street and Crenshaw Boulevard as well as
include a similar reverse lane operation for eastbound traffic during
AM peak. Extending the reverse lane operation to Crenshaw Boulevard
would require the installation of peak-hour parking restrictions
on 8th Street between Hoover and Crenshaw Boulevard.

Alternative IX

Alternative IX will have a heavy impact on parking since all curb
parking will be eliminated on Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea Avenue
in order to provide exclusive curb lanes for express and local buses.
However, express buses may leap frog into regular traffic to pass local
buses. Although commercial loading will still be permitted, the demand c

for on-street parking is extremely heavy along portions of Wilshire
Boulevard and La Brea Avenue and its elimination would have adverse
eff~cts on businesses having no access to off-street parking facilities.

Alternative X

Alternative X will have a negligible impact on parking since most of

the streets proposed for increased bus service already have peak-hour
III·~~

parking restrictions. More restrictive prohibitions would not be
considered unless substantial increases in bus volumes occur.

Alternative X~ will have a negligible impact on parking since most
arterial highways in the area already have existing peak-hour

parking restrictions.
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

A. GEOLOGIC

1. Major Land Forms

a. Introduction

The Regional Core Area forms the northern portion of the Los Angeles
Basin. The present day Los Angeles Basin appears as an alluviated,
lowland coastal plain. The basin is underlain by a deep structural
depression extending down 30,000 feet below sea level. In geologic
time,while this depression was subsiding, marine sediments formed
intermittently, thus giving rise to the existing bedrock formations
such as shales, siltstones, sandstones, etc. so characteristic of the
region.

Surface alluvial deposits vary in depth, with deeper deposits usually
being farther removed from the upthrusting mountains.

The Santa Monica mountains are an east-west trending upthrusting
formation consisting of basement rock as well as sedimentary rock and
igneous rocks of late geologic time.

The San Fernando Valley, a part of the Los Angeles Basin prior to
formation of the Santa Monica Mountains is now a relatively small
valley between the Santa Monica and Verdugo Mountains. Alluvial
deposits exist to a depth well below any anticipated construction.

b. Impacts

(1) Existing Geologic Conditions

The subsurface conditions over much of the proposed route are rea
sonably well known. Geologic maps of the area are in existence, and
tunnels for other purposes have been excavated nearby in the same or



In the event a rail facility is deep bore tunneled through the CBD,

the tunneling should be done at as much depth as the water table

permits in order to get into the firmer material. At cut

Most of the length of each alternative traverses competent soil and

soft rock suitable for excavation by tunnel boring machines. Some hard
rock may be encountered through the Santa Monica mountains which can

be excavated by conventional drilling and blasting methods or by
tunnel boring machines. Nearby water and sewer tunnels have been

drilled through these rock formations with no significant problem.

In the Regional Core Area an abundance of subsurface information
exists for depths up to 60 feet.* The deeper holes were drilled to

secure information with respect to underlying formations. The borings

revealed two important new facts: (1) the Old Alluvium in the Holly

wood area under Fairfax Avenue is dry to a depth of 200 feet and is
fairly well consolidated and (2) boulders were not encountered in the

Old Alluvium. Please refer to Figure IV.l and the Geologic Profile,

Figure IV. 2.

~,n,,~·

~ SAN FERNANDO VALLEY

Figure IV.1

exploratory borings

to a depth of 200 feet.
In addition, ten
this study, some
in the Appendix.

similar geologic formations.
were drilled specifically for
The logs of these borings are

The geology in the section through the CBD, along Broadway and 7th

Street, is variable. In general, it can be described as the Fernando
formation overlain by recent alluvial deposits of varying depth. Near
City Hall the old marine sedimentary deposits have very little cover,

whereas near 7th and Olive, about half a mile to the south, siltstone
was found in drill hole #1 at a depth of about 190 feet. At this
point the water table was found at a depth of 128 feet. The recent

age alluvium overlaying the siltstone consists generally of fine
grained flood plain deposits of sandy silt and clay with beds and

lenses of silty sand and sand and gravel as encountered in the test
boring. Large stones or boulders were not encountered.

* Yerkes, R.F., J.C. Tinsley, and K.M. Williams, "Geological Aspects
of Tunneling in the Los Angeles area", U.S. Geologic Survey Map
MF-866, 1977.
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and cover stations it may be necessary to use slurry wall construction
and/or chemical grouting.

(2) Local Tunneling Experience

There have been many tunnels constructed in the Los Angeles area.
Seven of these have been constructed in recent years, through the same
or similar formations, by tunnel boring machines; see Figure IV.3.
The San Fernando, Castaic land 2, and Newhall Tunnels are of diameter
comparable to subway tunnels and used precast concrete linings as
initial supports.

The two existing nearby tunnels, Los Angeles City Sewer Tunnel and the
Metropolitan Water District's Hollywood Water Tunnel, provide infor
mation on tunneling conditions in the Santa Monica Mountains.
These tunnels are shown on Figure IV. 2. In the Metropolitan Water
District's Hollywood Water Tunnel, which is located approximately 400
feet above the proposed subway tunnel, the Basalt formation was des
cribed as good blasting rock. However, water seeps were common, and a
temporary inflow of approximately 600 gpm was recorded on one occas
sion.

For a deep bore subway line the SCRTD would use properly designed
segmented precast concrete linings that will be capable of supporting
all ground loads which can be expected to develop. This segmented
lining would constitute both the initial and final lining of these
tunnels. Similiar segmented precast concrete linings have already
been used with success in many other locations in North America,
Europe and Japan.

(3) Tunneling for a New Subway

Tunnel driving conditions for Alternative I-V in the soft sedimentary
rock of Fernando, Puente, and Topanga fOrmations are expected to be
favorable. The tunnel face in most of these formations will range
from firm to stable. However, some of the weakest sand and silt beds
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Tunnels in Los Angeles Area Excavated by Tunnel Boring Machines

Figure IV. 3

Owner and Tunnel Name

Los Angeles County Flood
Control Dist. Store
Drain #1102 (2 short
segments: Hoover St.,
Sacatella)

Metropolitan Water Dist.
Tunnels land 2

Metropolitan Water Dist.
San Fernando

Pacific Telephone Co.,
Olive Street

Metropolitan Water Dist.
Balboa Outlet

Location

Los Angeles
(downtown)

Near Yorba
Linda,

Orange Co.

Sylmar area

Los Angeles
(downtown)

Sylmar

Length

0.6 mi

3.4 mi

5.5 mi

.75 mi

0.7 mi

Bore Material
Diameter Geologic Unit

17 ft Sandstone, shale,
Puente Formation

11 ft Sandstone and
Shale, Puente
Formation

22 ft Sandstone,
siltstone,
boulders;

Saugus Formation
alluvium

7 ft Siltstone,
Puente Formation

16 ft Sandstone,
Siltstone;

Saugus Formation,
Sunshine
Ranch Formation
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Year Begun, Method, Comments

1975. "Digmor" in a shield. Prior
dewatering required by spec.
Gas and seeping oil encountered in
Los Angeles City oil field, but
controlled by strong ventilation.

1972. Mainly rotary-head mole. Delay
in Tunnel No. 1 due to hard sand
stone, but rate in longer Tunnel
No. 2 avg. 60 ft/day; several days
of over 100 ft/day. Methane
monitored.

1969. Digger-type mole. Dry old
alluvium stood well; wet old
alluvium caved, required dewatering
from within tunnel. Progress up to
277 ft/day (world record),
including precast segment supports.
Mole handled boulders in old
alluvium and Saugus. l1ethane and
heptane gas encountered.

1969. Rotary-head mole. Siltstone
damp; no problems encountered.

1968. Rotary-head mole; conditions
mostly dry to dripping; rates up to
III ft/day, but avg. 30 ft/day, due
in part to short tunnel length and
adjustments to new mole.



Tunnels in Los Angeles Area Excavated by Tunnel Boring Machine (CONT.)

Figure IV. 3

Owner and Tunnel Name

~1etropolitan Water Dist.
Castaic 1 and 2

11etropolitan Water Dist.
l~ewhall

Location

Castaic
Saugus

Newhall
Sylmar

Length

3.5 mi

3.3 mi

Bore
Diameter

26 ft

26 ft

Material
Geologic Unit

Siltstone,
sandstone,
boulders,

Castaic Formation,
Saugus Formation

Sandstone,
siltstone,
mudstone;

Saugus Formation,
Pico Formation
Towsley-Formation
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Year Begun, Method, Comments

1967. Digger-type mole handled large
boulders in Saugus Formation with
no significant probelms. Average
rate in Castaic No.2 was 112 ft/day
best rate 202 ft/day (4,100 cu. yds.
excavated muck in 24 hrs.) Precast
concrete segment supports used.

1966. Rotary-head mole from south
portal, oscillating "windshield
wiper" mole from north portal.
Long segment in wet sandstone with
boulders of Saugus was dewatered
with surface wells; gas and seeping
oil handled with strong
ventilation.



in the newer alluvium deposits in the CBn may tend to be fast ravel
ing. Groundwater inflow during excavation in these formations is
expected to be of a minor nature. Tunneling in both the Topanga and
Puente formations will be below the perched water table, but water
inflow is not expected to be large nor of long duration. In the City
Sewer Tunnel, inflows of 100 gallons per minute were noted along with
occasional heavy ground pressures. No heavy ground occurred in the
Hollywood Water Tunnel, where minor water seeps were common.

The tunnel length in the Puente formation, between Figueroa Street and
Western Avenue, can be expected to encounter local oil and gas seeps.
The nearby Sacatella Flood Control Tunnel was excavated under Hoover
Street, north of Wilshire Boulevard, in the Puente Formation during
1977. The contractor used a backhoe-type excavator in the l7-ft. di
ameter shield. Some oil seeped down the sides of the supports, was
skimmed off the discharge water at the portal, and hauled away by tank
truck. Proper ventilation prevented excess concentrations of explosive
gas and was responsible for safe completion of the work. This condi
tion, and its remedy, was similar to that experienced in driving the
Newhall Water Tunnel during the late 1960's. No oil or gas was noted
in the Topanga formation in either the sewer or water tunnel.

Cores from exploratory borings in the Fernando formation indicates
these materials are generally firm. Water inflows should not materially
affect the stability of this formation. However, there may exist un
known buried alluvial channels at tunnel grade in the Fernando Forma
tion. If these are saturated, proper control of groundwater will be
necessary to avoid tunnel driving difficulties. Tar, Oil, and gas seeps
will be common for about 2.5 miles between Highland Avenue and Beverly
Boulevard in the vicinity of the La Brea Tar Pits. Hydrogen sulphide
odors were reported in boring No.7. Hydrogen sulphide and methane
gases can be ~xpected to seep locally. The consultants state that sub
way routes extending north from Wilshire Boulevard will probably en
counter the same oil and gas seepage conditons.

The old Alluvium formation which comprises most of the Hollywood-Wilshire
area, consists of dense to very dense granular material containing
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considerable silt and clay binder. These materials will tend to be
slow raveling in the tunnel face which depends on the cohesion of the
fine-grained binder material. Some portions of the Old Alluvium con
sists of relatively clean sand to non-plastic silt with little cohesive
strength. Throughout most of the proposed alignment in the Old Allu
vium, the tunnel is above the groundwater table. Near the Los Angeles
River Channel the tunnel may be below the groundwater table for several
hundred feet in the Old Alluvium. However, the volume of water inflow
is expected to be small. The depth of the Recent Alluvium where it
overlies the Old Alluvium is not a well-defined contact. Where shown
on the system profile, the contact between Recent Alluvium and Old
Alluvium has been determined on the basis of blow counts during the re
cent drilling program. Generally, where the alluvium is described as
"dense" and where there were more than 40 blows per foot of penetration,
Old Alluvium was deemed to be present. Overlying alluvium is shown
as Recent Alluvium. The maximum depth of Recent Alluvium occurs in the
Hollywood area, where it appears to be approximately 70 feet.

(4) Subway Construction by cut and cover.

The construction of a subway by the cut and cover method would mean
practically all the excavation work being done in the recent alluvium
which would require continuous support (piling and sheeting) or slurry
wall and possibly chemical grouting. At two locations there could be
problems due to "shallow perched" water tables.

Since the soil material over the subway would be returned and com
pacted, there would be no significant adverse impact on major land
forms.

(5) Aerial Guideway

The construction of an aerial guideway has not been considered as
completely from the geologic standpoint as the subway since no sig

nificant adverse impact are envisioned on major landforms. High-rise
buildings have been built allover the Los Angeles basin without
serious difficulties. An aerial guideway system would require little



grading and would conform to or exceed the requirements of the Los

Angeles City Building and Safety Code.

2. Seismic

FIGURE IV. 4

Active and Potentially Active Faults

The maximum expectable earthquake intensity is about 0.5 magnitude less
than the maximum credible event.

Santa Susana-
San Fernando-
Sierra Madre
System 80

Potentially
Active

11alibu-Santa
Monica
Hollywood-
Raymond

l.~orthridge 12

Whittier-
Elsinore 25

Palos Verdes 25

a. Existing Seismic Conditions

The City of Los Angeles is located at the junction of two major geo
morphic units, the Peninsular Ranges and the Transverse Ranges. The
geologic structure of the Peninsular Ranges, which include all of Los
Angeles south of the Santa Monica Mountains is predominantly northwest
trending and includes several major faults, including the Newport
Inglewood Fault.-The northwest-trending structure is abruptly trun
cated by the Trans-verse Ranges, of which portions of the Santa
Monica, Santa Susana and San Gabriel Mountains lie in the City of Los
Angeles area. The Southerly margin of the Santa Monica Mountains is
bounded by a major fault that may extend from westerly of Point Dume
to Cucamonga on the east. The lateral extent and name of this fault
is in dispute, but it certainly extends northeasterly fram offshore
of Santa Monica to the Los Angeles River and is called the Santa
Monica-Hollywood Fault in this report. Alternatives I-IV (including
the Board Preferred Alternative II) cross this Fault. There is no
evidence of this Fault at the surface nor within 200 feet of the
surface. There is no evidence of activity on this Fault within the
past 11,000 years.

The Los Angeles area may be subjected to moderate to major earthquakes
resulting from movement on any of the faults listed in Figure IV.4
and shown on Fi~ure IV.5. The San Andreas and Newport Inglewood
Faults are the ones of most concern. The San Andreas, Newport-Ingle
wood and San Fernando Faults are active; that is, significant earth
quakes have occurred in historic times, and there is a high probability
that earthquakes will occur in the future. None of these alternatives
actually crosses these faults.

The recent discovery of datable, offset peat beds across the San
Andreas Fault near Palmdale, by Dr. Kerry Sieh of Ca1tech. provides a
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Fault

Active

San Andreas

Newport
Inglewood

*

Total Length
(liiles)

700

40

Closest
Distance to
Proposed
Starter Line
(Miles)

35

2

7

10

12

16

Maximum
. Magnitude

of Historic
Earthquakes

8.3 1857

6.3 1933

6.4 1971

4.1 1967

5.4 1941

Maximum Credible*
Earthquake Richter
Uagnitude
(Greensfelder, 1974)

8.3

7.5

6.5

6.5

7.5

7.0



Figure IV.5
POTENTIALLY ACTIVE FAULTS

BAKERSFIELD

b. Types of Earthquake Damage

The Newport-Inglewood Fault is in reality a zone of an echelon,
discrete faults and folds that extend 40 miles from Beverly Hills to
Uewport Beach. This zone lies only two miles west of the proposed
Starter Line, but any extensions of that line westward along Wilshire
Boulevard or southward from downtown Los Angeles would cross this
zone. The maximum credible earthquake assigned to the Newport-Inglewood
zone must be based on empirical correlations between fault lengths,
fault pattern and historic quakes. Such correlations indicate that a
Magnitude 7.0 is reasonable for the maximum credible event. The 1933
Long Beach earthquake Magnitude 6.3 can be considered as typical for
expectable earthquakes.

useful method of estimating the probable recurrence of large earth
quakes in that area. Dr. Sieh has Carbon-14 age-dated nine major
earthquakes extending back to the fourth century. The average earth
quake recurrence interval for these nine events is 160 years. How
ever, successive earthquakes have been separated by as few as 55 years
and as much as 300 years. Considering it has been 121 years since the
last major earthquake on the San Andreas Fault in Southern California,
it is highly probable that the next major quake will occur within the
next 100 years. It has lately become almost customary to consider the
maximum credible earthquake on the San Andreas Fault as an event of
11agnitude 8.5. This value represents the outermost limit of credibi
lity and would involve nearly the entire 700-mi1e length of the fault.
The two historical great events on the San Andreas, in 1857 and 1906,
were of somewhat lower magnitude, certainly not over 8.3.

An earthquake could damage a Rapid Transit system by four types of
geologic ~henomena: (1) severe ground shaking, (2) liquefaction of
soils, (3) fault offsets, and (4) landslides. The first phenomena and
the latter could result from a strong earthquake on any of the faults'
listed'in Figure IV. 4. Fault offsets would only result f~om an
earthquake on the Santa ~lonica-HollywoodFault.
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Location map showing seismically active faults and
faults that break alluvial deposits in greater Los Angeles area. Strong ground shaking is, by far, the most common cause of damage to

buildings and other structures in any earthquake. The severity of
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earthquake shaking depends on several factors including earthquake
magnitude, distance to the epicenter, and local geologic conditions.

The most severe ground shaking that would be felt in the starter line
area would be generated by a Magnitude 7.5 earthquake occurring on the
newport-Inglewood Fault, giving Modified Mercalli Intensities of VII
to IX (NOAA, 1973). Intensities of V to VIII are estimated for a Mag
nitude 8.3 earthquake on the San Andreas Fault (NOAA, 1973). This
range of intensities is due to the effects of local geology with the
lower intensities in the hard rock portions of the Santa Monica
Mountains, and the highest intensities are in soft alluvial materials

t?at underlie the flatter-lying area.

Subway - The strong ground shaking effects experienced by surface and
elevated structures are minimal in effect in deep tunnels, with damage
to a subway most likely to occur at the contact of different geologic
formations, such as a granite/sandstone contact. This is due to con
trasting wave velocities and elastic properties. At such contacts, it
is possible that minor spalling of the subway tunnel lining could
occur, but a collapse is extremely unlikely. This impact could occur
primarily in the Santa Monica Mountain part of the route.

Aerial - A strong ground shaking may effect an aerial system in two
ways. It may damage the supporting piers and decking, and it might
cause the derailment of trains.

In addition, there are 22,000 pre-1933 substandard buildings in the
Los Angeles area. Most of these are made of brick, and many might
collapse in a major earthquake. The falling brick or collapsed build
ings could significantly damage an aerial system and a passing rail
car, thereby increasing significantly the number of injuries and
fatalities.

Liquefaction, a phenomenon observed in some strong earthquakes, is the
sudden and temporary loss of support by certain soils as they turn

into a semiliquid state. Buildings and other structures founded on a
site that liquefies may be damaged. For a soil to liquefy requires a
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special set of conditions including low soil density, critical grain
size, high water table (no deeper than 50 feet below the surface), and
sufficiently strong earthquake shaking. Because of these special con
ditons, only a few limited areas of Los Angeles are likely to liquefy.

A portion of the route may traverse an area that has been tentatively
designated as a liquefaction potential area. However, this desig
nation is based on limited data of shallow perched water tables.

Subway - Liquefaction of soil is not anticipated to be a problem for
deep subway tunnels, as the tunnels will be located below the zone
where liquefaction occurs. However, for stations some design for
liquefaction may be required. Stations, particularly in the La
Brea/Wilshire area may not be below the zone of potential liquefac
tion. Water pressure and moving sand grains can cause liquefaction.

A fault offset is possible where the line would cross the potential
active Santa Monica-Hollywood Fault. A potential exists for a moderate
to major earthquake with attendant fault displacement on this fault.
This potential is quite low relative to the San Andreas or Newport
Inglewood Fault, but there is a slight possibility that an earthquake
of Magnitude 7.5 could occur within the life of the project (100
years) and cause a few feet of offset at the most.

Subway - Fault offsets could damage and disrupt tunnels by offsetting
one side of the tunnel relative to the other at the fault trace.

Aerial - Fault displacement could damage and disrupt an elevated
system by severing the supporting towers and the roadway.

Landslides in hilly terrain are often initiated as a result of earth
quake shaking and have the potential for damage for man-made struc
ture.

Subway - Landslides are not anticipated to be a problem in deep

tunnels. Minor rockfalls may be encountered in tunneling and would be

stabilized by various methods during the tunnel construction.



Aerial - Landslides could damage or destroy the supporting towers of
an aerial system if it were in the path of a landslide.

Figure IV.6

An aerial system should not result in any significant subsidence prob
lems with properly designed foundations.
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MINERAL RESOURCES

Subsidence

Tunneling in the more clayey and dense portions of the Old Alluvium
should not cause a surface settlement problem. However, the cleaner,
sandier portions of the Old Alluvium will be more susceptible to sur
face subsidence. Where tunneling is at shallow depth in this material,
appropriate construction procedures and good workmanship will be ne
cessary to minimize surface subsidence. The simplest solution to
this potential problem will be to avoid shallow tunneling and to estab
lish a deep-level tunnel profile.

The Fernando, Puente and Topanga formations have potential problems
from surface subsidence due to perched water tables in those for
mations. To avoid surface subsidence problems, the profile of a rail
tunnel should be in the underlying rock of those formations. The use
of appropriate tunneling equipment and workmanship should result in
insignificant surface subsidence.

3.

4. Mineral and Other Resources

From Figure IV. 6 it can be seen that oil is probably the only signi
cant mineral resource located within the Regional Core Corridor.
However, gas deposits are generally found in oil fields. Several
urban drill sites, approved oil drilling districts, and oil fields
extend west and north from the Central City through the Miracle Mile·
and Wilshire District.* The closest fields are the Salt Lake Oil Field
and the South Salt Lake Oil Field.**

*Oil wel~ locat~o~s are.on file with the City's Oil Administrator and
the Zon~ng Adm~n~strat~onOffice, City of Los Angeles.

**Conversation with Jeffrey Druyun, Acting Oil Administrator, City of
Los Angeles, November, 1977.

1I1II11111111111111111 1 Oil Fields

• Urban Drillsites
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The Salt Lake Oil Field extends between Third Street and Beverly Boule~

vards, from Highland Avenue west to La Cienega Boulevard. According to
Volume II of California Oil and Gas Fields, compiled by the California
Division of Oil and Gas, The Salt Lake field extends downward from 600

feet to -1100 to -1200 feet at La Brea and -2600 to -2700 feet at
Fairfax. The South Salt Lake Oil Field lies beneath Wilshire to a depth
of approximately 1500 feet.

Of the various alternatives, only the alternatives followinp Wilshire
Boulevard and/or Fairfax Avenue (which include the Board Preferred
Alternative II) would be in the proximity of existing oil extraction
activities. Oil drilling generally involves the boring of a vertical
shaft to a depth of approximately 1500 feet below the surface. Often
the boring is then anyled as it continues downward (slant drilling).

Of the aerial, surface or subterranean configurations, the subway
would> have the greatest potential for impact. A subway system would
run between 50 and 200 feet beneath the surface. Therefore~ as oil

extraction occurs far below the deepest level, no significant impact
on the oil fields is anticipated.

B. ECOLOGICAL

1. Meteorology

a. Wind Effects:

The meteorology analysis was focused on possible effects of the rapid

transit structures on the surrounding microclimate.

No adverse wind effects would be expected from rapid transit. Aerial
Rapid Transit structures should be only 20 - 25 feet or so in height
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which would not be sufficient to channel wind from above down to

street level. The wind caused by passing vehicles on elevated guide
way would be 50 feet or so from adjacent properties and pedestrian
areas and too far away to be perceived.

b. Heat Buildup

Heat buildup in paved parking and plaza areas and beside building sur
faces can be mitigated with landscaping, choice of building materials
and colors, and building setback from adjacent property.

c. Heat Release

Heat release from power generation would be primarily in coastal
locations in Los Angeles and Orange Counties (location of existing
power plants) and of a fairly small magnitude (approximately one per

cent -- see Energy Section IV. F) compared with existing heat released.

2. Vegetation and Wildlife

a. Introduction

The principal area of vegetation and wildlife concern is over the
Santa Monica Mountains. All other portions of alignments would be
on city streets, where vegetation is no problem. In no case would
a transit line result in any disruption to existing vegetation and
wild life, because in every instance, it would be necessary to tunnel
through the Santa Monica Mountains. The California Native Plant
Society's rare and endangered plant list (Powell, 1974) and U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Services' rare and endangered animal species list were
consulted for species located in the Regional Core area. The Los

Angeles Conservation Plan, December, 1973, was consulted for classifi
cation of habitat areas. Alignments and station locations were then
reviewed for potential vegetation and wildlife impacts.



C. WATER QUALITY c. Perched Water Table Beneath Wilshire Boulevard

1. Impacts

The analysis in the section on Major Land Forms indicated the following
potential water resource impacts and mitigation:

The high (shallow) perched water table beneath Wilshire Boulevard
(Alternatives I, II, IV, V) indicates that tunneling below 60 feet in
depth would suffice to avoid serious water inflow problems and the
lowering of the Wilshire area water table.

a. Groundwater Inflow d. Surface Water Runoff

Substantial groundwater inflow (as much as 600 gallons per minute)
could be encountered beneath the Santa 110nica Mountains (Alternatives
I, II and III) where tunneling crosses fissures in rock. During
construction, seepage water would be pumped out of the tunnel and
allowed to enter the surface drainage system. The completed tunnels
do not have to be made completely water-tight. Minor seepage is
expected, and can be handled without undue difficulty.

Relative to the null case (Alternative XI), implementation of one of
the other alternatives is projected to result in a reduction of vehicle
volume due to increased transit use, and will have an associated posi
tive effect on surface water runoff due to a reduction (compared to
Alternative XI) in fuel and tire pollutants entering the storm drain
age system (asbestos, lead, etc.). These effects will be areawide and
it is doubtful that site-specific impacts could be measured.

b. Oil and Tar Seeps e. Water Supply

During construction, minor local oil and tar seeps can be expected
along the subway alignment in Wilshire Boulevard between Figueroa
Street and Western Avenue. This problem is normally handled by
skimming the oil from the surface of water discharged from the tunnel
and hauling it away by tank truck to a suitable land fill disposal
site. Sealants would be used to prevent oil seepage between segments
of the concrete tunnel liner.

Since Los Angeles imports so much of,its water from Owens
Colorado River and Northern California, no effect on that
result from the implementation of any of the alternatives

D. AIR QUALITY

1. Introduction

Valley, the
supply will
proposed.

During construction, water pumped from subway tunnels, station exca
vations and holes for aerial guideway footings would b~ disposed of in
the storm drainage system. Most oil would be skimmed from the water
and sediment would be removed by use of a settling basin before dis
charge to the drainage system. The discharge would increase, but not
overburden the storm drainage system during construction. The chem
ical and bacterial quality of the discharge should be equal to or better
than the quality experienced today in low flow periods.
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Los Angeles (South Coast Air Basin + Ventura County), is widely
recognized as having the worst air quality of any area in the United
States. For example, the federal oxidant (smog) standard was exceeded
252 days in 1976. All other state and federal standards are also
frequently exceeded as well, as indicated in Figure IV. 7.

The Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 require that national air
quality standards must be attained by 1982, with possible extension
until 1987 for oxidant and carbon monoxide. If these standards are
not met, then certain federal funds may be witbheld from the region.



FIGURE IV. 7

VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL OR STATE AIR QUALITY STANDARDS
IN THE SOUTH COAST AIR BASIN-1976

Oxidant
Federal
(.12 ppm) 1 hour 252
State
(.10 ppm) 1 hour 238

Carbon Monoxide
Federal
(9 ppm) 8 hours 118
State
(10 ppm) 12 hours 119

Nitrogen Dioxide
State

(.25 ppm) 1 hour 50

DAYS
AVERAGING EXCEEDING
TIME STANDARD

0.38 ppm 375

same 280

26.0 ppm 189

25.0 ppm 150

0.53 ppm 100

.25 ppm

.138 ppm 180

48 ug/m3 170

Through programs already implemented during the past ten years, ther~

has been improvement in air quality. Furthermore, as shown most
clearly on Figure IV. 9, there should continue to be improvement
through 1987 through the implementation of rules which have been
adopted as of July 1978. However, although air quality will improve
under these rules, there will still be a wide margin between projected
levels and Federal or State standards. Analysis indicates that none
of these transit alternatives would be particularly significant at
the regional level in attempting to reach the Federal and State
standards. However on a localized level, such as in the LACBD and in
the Regional Core, there could be significant improvements.

It should be emphasized that for many contaminants, the standard set
by the State of California is more stringent than that set by the
Federal Government. Please refer to Figure IV.8 for comparison of
these standards. The Southern California Association of Governments
(SCAG) is coordinating a region-wide effort to develop an Air Quality
}~nagement District (AQI1D) plan. This SCAG-AQMD plan, for the South
Coast Air Basin (SCAB) plus Ventura County, will then become part of
the California State Implementation Plan (SIP) to improve air quality.
Improving public transit in a variety of ways is an important program
in the Draft AQMD, dated October 1978. There are over 130 programs
suggested for the entire region. Costs are identified as well as
relative impact of each program.

57 i~

82 %

77%

68 %

0.5 %

POPULATION
EXPOSURE

Percent
MAXIMUM
CONCEN
TRATION
EXCEEDING
STANDARD

MAXIMUM
CONCEN
TRATION

62

o
45

Sulfur Dioxide
Federal

(0.5 ppm)** 1 hour
State

(.05 ppm)*** 24 hours

Sulfates
State

(25 ug/m3) 24 hours

POLLUTAHT

*Population exposure is calculated only for the most stringent
standard for each contaminant.

**The California Air Resources Board has determined that only the
Los Angeles County portion of the SCAB is projected to violate the
SO? standard more than one per year.

***Th~s standard is only considered violated when either the State
24 hour particulate matter and/or the one hour oxidant standard
is violated.

Particulate
State

(60 ugm/m3) Annual
average

Monthly
mean

Annual
average

12 Months 10.04 ug/m3) 660

95 %*

Not cal
culated

It should be noted that if one of the Rail/Bus alternatives is con
structed, its passenger carrying capacity could be increased greatly
beyond present projections by reducing headways and hence increasing
the number of trains. This would have a beneficial effect on air
quality by further reducing auto trips. Capacity of All-Bus Alter
natives could also be increased by adding buses, but not to the same
extent because of street congestion limitations.

2.. Impacts

a. Pollutants to be measured

SOURCE: SCAG-AQMP Working Paper I March, 1978
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Air pollution in the SCAB plus Ventura County area is caused by both

mobile and stationary sources. Figures IV. 10 & 11, indicate the



FIGURE IV.8

AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

State National National Federal AQMP
Averaging California Standards Compliance Primary Secondary Compliance Legal

Pollutant Time Concentration Date Standards Standards Date Minimum

Oxidant 1 hour 0.10 ppm 12/31/87 240 ug/m3* Same as Primary 12/31/87*** 12/31/87
(Ozone) (200 ug/m3) (0.12 ppm) Standards

Carbon 12 hour 10 ppm Earliest Earliest
Honoxide (11 mg/m3) Date Date

Achievable Achievable
(EDA) (EDA)

8 hour 10 mg/m3 Same as Primary 12/31/87*** 12/31/87
(9 ppm) Standards

1 hour 40 ppm 12/31/87 40 mg/m3 12/31/87*** 12/31/87
(46 mg/m3) (35 ppm)

l.'Utrogen Annual 100 ug/m3 Same as Primary 12/31/82 12/31/87
Dioxide Average (0.05 ppm) Standards

1 hour 0.25 ppm 3 EDA Same as Primary EDA
(470) ug/m Standards

Sulfur Annual 80 ug/m3 12/31/82
Dioxide Average (0.03 ppm)

24 hour 0.05 ppm** EDA 365 ug/m3 '82 (Fed. )
(0.14 ppm) EDA (Calif. )

3 hour 0.5 ppm
(1310 ug/m3) EDA
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FIGURE IV.8 (continued)

changing this standard to 200ug/m3 (.10 ppm)

Averaging
Pollutant Time

Suspended Annual
Particulate Geometric
Matter Mean

24 hour

Sulfates 24 hour

Lead 30 Day Av.

Hydrogen 1 hour
Sulfide

Hydrocarbons 3 hour
(Corrected (6-9 a.m.)
for Methane)

Ethylene 8 hour

1 hour

EPA has proposed

EDA 260 ug/m3 150 ug/m3

EDA

EDA

EDA

160 ug/m3 Same as Primary
(0.24 ppm) Standards

EDA

EDA

EDA

EDA

EDA

EDA

EDA

EDA

EDA

'82

'82 (Fed.)
EDA (Calif.)

AQMP
Legal
Minimum

12/31/82

Federal
Compliance
Date

National
Secondary
Standards

60 ug/m375 ug/m3

National
Primary
Standards

EDA

State
Compliance
Date

0.1 ppm

0.5 ppm

In sufficient amount
to reduce the prevail
ing visibility to less
than 10 miles when the
relative humidity is
less than 70%

25 ug/m3

1.5 ug/m3

California Standards
Concentration

100 ug/m3

60 ug/m3

0.03 ppm
(42 ug/m3)

1 observa
tion

*

Visibility
Reducing
Particles

** This standard is only considered violated when either the State 24 hour particulate matter and/or the one hour oxidant
standard is violated.

*** This'assumes that non-attainment by 1982 can be adequately demonstrated, pursuant to section l72(a) of the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1977.

SOTTRCE: SCAG - AQMP, OCTOBER 78
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Figure IV.9

SUMMARY OF EMISSION PROJECTIONS
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• INCLUDES ONLY EFFECT OF RULES ALREADY IMPLEMENTED IN 1976.
•• INCLUDES EFFECT OF RULES ADOPTED THROUGH JULY 1978 TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY 1987.

Source: SCAG - AQMP. October 78



FIGURE IV. 10

BASE YEAR EMISSIONS - 1975-76

BY MAJOR SOURCE CATEGORY (TONS/DAY)

AVERAGE SUMMER WEEKDAY

SCAB

SOURCE THC RHC CO NOx S02*** PART

TONS/DAY % of % of TONS/DAY % of % of TONS/DAY % of TONS/DAY % of TONS/DAY % of TONS/DAY % of
Man-Made TOTAL Man-Made TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL

STATIONARY
(Area + Point) 676 38.9 23.5 510 34.5 30.0 215 2.6 464 36.2 316 79.0 184 64'.6

On-Road Mobile 969 55.8 33.8 884 59.8 52.2 7699 91.2 964 54.1 46 11.5 70 24.6

Off-Road Mobile 92 5.3 3.2 84 5.7 5.0 527 6.2 125 9.7 38 9.5 31 10.0

Subtotal (Man-Made) 1737 100.0 1478 100.0 8441 100.0 1283 100.0 400 100.0 285 100.0

Natural Sources* 1132 39.5 215 12.7

TOTAL 2869 100.0 1693 100.0 8441 100.0 1283 100.0 400 100.0 285 100.0

* Includes vegetative, landfills and animal waste.

SOURCE: SCAG - AQMP, October 78
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FIGURE IV.11

PROJECTED EMISSIONS* - 1987

BY MAJOR CATEGORY (TONS/DAY)

AVERAGE SUMMER WEEKDAY

SCAB

SOURCE THC

TONS/DAY % of % of
Man-Made TOTAL

TONS/DAY

RHC

% of
Man-Made

% of
TOTAL

TONS/DAY

CO

% of
TOTAL

TONS/DAY

NOx

% of
TOTAL

TONS/DAY

S02

% of
TOTAL

PART

TONS/DAY % of
TOTAL

STATIONARY
(Area + Point) 531 51.0 24.4 360 44.2 34.9 252 6.1 543 46.8 313 81.9 150 56.2

On-Road Mobile 399 38.3 18.4 354 43.4 34.4 3176 77 .5 474 40.8 37 9.7 94 35.6

Off-Road Mobile 111 10.7 5.1 101 12.4 9.8 674 16.4 144 12.4 32 8.4 23 8.6

Subtotal (Man-Made) 1041 100.0 815 100.0 4102 100.0 1161 100.0 382 100.0 267 100.0

Natural Sources** 1132 52.1 215 20.9

TOTAL 2173 100.0 1030 100.0 4102 100.0 1161 100.0 382 100.0 267 100.0

* Assumes currently mandated rules and regulations. ** Includes vegetative, landfills and animal waste.

*** These projects assume the non-viability of significant amounts of natural gas for use in power plants. A more generous
Assumption on natural gas availability was used in the District's Sulfur Dioxide/Sulfate Control Study; this would result
in lower projections of sulfur dioxide emissions.

SOURCE: SCAG - AQMP, October 78
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Figure IV.12

_ REGIONAL CORE TRAFFIC IMPACT AREA BOUNDRY

COMMUNITY PLAN AREAS

REGIONAL CORE STUDY AREA BOUNDARY



projected change in sources of emissions in 1976 and 1987. For
example, 52% of Reactive Hydrocarbons (RHC) in 1976 were caused by
on-road mobile sources. In 1987 this percentage will decrease to
34%.

recent emission factors were used as prepared by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the California Air Resources Board.

FIGURE IV. 13

FIGURE IV. 14

Program H-86

1986-Emission Reduction in SCAB & Ventura Co. Region

Source: SCAG Draft AQMD, p. IX-224

The above tnree pollutants, Reactive Hydrocarbons (RHC), Oxides of
Hitrogen (NOx) and Carbon Monoxide (CO) are the three most impor
tant to measure, and are indicative of overall air quality. To pro
vide some perspective in the regional impact of this emission reduc
tion which would result from the implementation of a rail rapid tran
sit system (Alternative II), the information in Figure IV. 14 is pro
vided:

CO Inventory/Forecast
(Tons/Day

Percent Reduction of 3.4
(Tons/Day)

Source: SCAG Draft AQMD, p. IX-225

0.1% •

358.0

. 0.1%

405.5

3278.2

0.1%

1,241

CO

3.4

498.8

443.6

4336.0

NOx

0.6

219

907.8

628.2

7961.0

RHC

0.4

146

Program H-86

1987 Tons/Day

1987 Tons/Year

RHC Inventory/Forecast
(Tons/Day)

Percent Reduction of 0.4
(Tons/Day)

NOx Inventory/Forecast
(Tons/Day)

Percent Reduction of 0.6
(Tons/Day)

An area somewhat larger than the 55 square mile regional core was
selected for analysis of traffic impacts. It is reasonable to
expect that significant improvement in public transit in the regional
core would have some effect on surrounding communities. This 135
square mile area is titled The Regional Core Traffic Impact Area and
within its borders (see map in Figure IV.12) approximately 10% of the
region's daily auto trips and VMT occur. For air quality purposes,
it is generally assumed that since 10% of the region's VMT occur in
the Traffic Impact Area, 10% of the SCAG region's on-road mobile
emissions are created in this area.

b. Mobile Source Emissions in the Total SCAB,

Ventura Region

Since none of the Regional Core Rapid Transit Alternatives will
impact stationary sources, all attention will be focused on mobile
source emissions. As indicated in the Traffic Chapter of the report,
a 16% increase in (light duty) vehicle miles traveled (VMT) can be
expected between 1976 and 1990 if no improvements are made in public
transit in the Regional Core Traffic Impact Area (i.e., Null Alterna
tive XI). If Alternative II is selected and built (18-mile.rail
line), there will be a 12% increase in auto trips VMT which is a
reduction of 4% from the null. Therefore, if Alternative II is
selected, 100,000 auto trips and 710,000 VMT will be saved compared
to the null.

According to the SCAG Draft Air Quality Management Plan, October,
1978, implementation of an l8-mile rapid transit system, Program
H-86, will result in the regional emission improvement shown
in Figure IV.13. It was with the assistance of the California
Department of Transportation using the Direct Travel Impact
Model (DTIM) that these results were developed. The most
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Using a proportional methodology the reduction in these three pollutants
for each of the other nine improvement alternatives was calculated and
presented in Figure IV; 15. Thus, it can be seen that the maximum
savings achievable of 0.4 RHC, 0.6 NOx and 3.4 CO tons per day in 1987
for Alternative II will be only one-tenth of one per cent improvement
of the regional level. This is not ~ significant amount of savings on
a regional scale. The differences between alternatives are very small
and are therefore virtually meaningless.

FIGURE IV. 15

AIR QUALITY IMPACTS OF ALTER.~ATIVES

c. Localized Air Quality Impacts in the Regional Core

The California Department of Transportation (CalTrans) has developed a
daily emissions inventory for the Los Angeles region on a five kilo
meter square grid basis. Mobile, on road emissions for both 1976 as
the base year and 1990 were calculated for each individual square.
Nine of these 5 kilometer squares (equal to 86.5 square miles) roughly
correspond to the 55 square mile Regional Core.

Three pollutants were examined, total hydrocarbons (THC) , oxides of
nitroeen (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO). The daily emissions which
would be reduced by virtue of implementing Alternative II (the Board
Preferred Alternative) are compared in the following Fieure IV.16 to
the total emissions expected in 1990 in the nine grid squares.

FIGURE IV.16

*RHC Converted to THC

Comparison of Pollutant Emissions Hine Square
Grids of Regional Core - Average Week Day 1990Alternative

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

(NULL)
XI

VMT
Saved

629,000

710,000

594,200

443,000

389,800

629,000

79,500

61,700

63,900

60,300

o

Pollutants in Tons/Day
Reduced Compared to Null (Atl. XI)

RHC NOx CO

0.35 0.53 3.01

0.40 0.60 3.40

0.33 0.50 2.85

0.25 0.37 2.12

0.22 0.33 1.87

0.35 0.53 3.01

0.04 0.07 0.38

0.03 0.05 0.30

0.04 0.05 0.31

0.03 0.05 0.29

0 0 0

THC

NOx

CO

1990 Daily Tons
of Emissions
Expected (No Build Alt.)

29.6

35.4

247.2

1987 Tons of
Reduced
Emissions Alt. II.

0.43*

0.60

3.40

Emissions Reduced
As a Percent of
Total Expected in
1990 (No Build Alt.)

1.5%

1.n
1.4%

Base Tons/Day
Emitted in 1977
in SCAB Region

385.0 405.5 3278.2
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The Regional Core is the most polluted area of the region. For example,
the single 5 kilometer grid which covers downtown Los Angeles has the
highest levels of total hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide of any square
in the entire region. This grid square has the second highest level
of clOx in the region. The savings of pollutants would be realized
almost entirely within these 9 grid squares. The savings achieved as
a result of implementing Alternative II, combined with other programs,
are very positive steps that can be taken to improve air quality.

It must be emphasized that very conservative estimates of auto trip
and vehicle miles traveled savings were made and the passenger carry
ing capacity of a rail system could easily be doubled by reducing the
headways should the need arise. Hence many more auto trips and ~1T

could be saved thereby resulting in even greater air quality improve
ments. This potential should be strongly emphasized.

d. Air Quality in the Vicinity of Stations

The subject of auto congestion and air quality in the vicinity of
stations is also very complex. In the Traffic Impact Chapter, it can
be seen that at all stations there will be an increase in traffic due
to persons driving to the stations. This type of stop and start
traffic, coupled with parking facilities, both public and private,
will combine to cause increased concentrations of carbon monoxide and
other emissions in the vicinity of these stations.

eight hour periods were calculated, See Figure IV.17. A temperature
of 750 F was assumed as well as 57% cold starts. The emission
factor used was developed by EPA in Mobile Source Emission Factors,
March 1978 (EMfAC 5). It is 43.5 grams per mile for an average vehicle
speed of 10 mph during the PM peak hour. The width of each street in
1986 was assumed to be 90 feet. The City Traffic Department provided
the one hour and eight hour traffic volumes. The results are shown

in Figure IV. 17.

FIGURE IV.17

CO at Lankershim and Chandler Blvds.
One-Hour PPM Concentration

Vehicles/Hr. Distance Distance Distance
Both Direc. 50' 100' 150'

Lankershim
2300 5.9 5.0 3.8

Chandler
3180 2.3 2.0 1.8

Eight-Hour PPM Concentration

50' 100' 150'

Lankershim 4.8 4.0 3.1

Chandler 2.1 1.8 1.6

(1) One Hour - 50 Feet"- 1986

Using the results from this CALlNE model we must add the results from
Lankershim to the Chandler CO concentration and then add that to the
ambient air quality concentrations expected in North Hollywood. The
ambient for North Hollywood was projected by using information secured
at the Burbank Air Control Monitoring Station about 3 miles to the
northeast. The total of these three must be compared with the State
and Federal standards.

The most important pollutant to be concerned with in an analysis of
the vicinity of a station and parking garage is Carbon Monoxide (CO).
It is a relatively stable pollutant in the air and the
slower the speed of traffic the more CO is created. As a reasonable
worst case sample the North Hollywood station area corner near Lankershim
and Chandler Boulevards was selected for analysis. It was assumed
that a major parking garage would be on the northeast corner of this
intersection with the wind at 2 miles per hour and parallel to Lankershim
Boulevard, with level D stability. CALINE 2, computer model, as

revised in November 1976, was used to estimate the concentration. CO
emissions experienced at 50, 100 and 150 feet from the garage at a
height of five feet above ground during the peak one hour and the peak
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Lankershim
Chandler
Ambient

Total

5.9 ppm
2.3 ppm

14.0 ppm

22.2 ppm



The standard CO for the State is not to exceed 40 ppm, and it is clear

that no violations of this standard are expected, as well as for the
Federal Government standard, which is 35 ppm.

E.

1.

NOISE AND VIBRATION

Introduction

Eight Hour - 50 Feet - 1986(2)

Lankershim
Chandler
Ambient

Total

4.8 ppm
2.1 ppm
~ppm

15.4

Most of the proposed transitway routes and all of the stations are

located along arterial streets where large traffic volumes and corre
spondingly high noise levels exceed APTA Noise & Vibration Guidelines
and City of Los Angeles Ordinances setting forth noise standards.

The standard for the Federal Government is 9 ppm for 8 hours and the

9.9 reasonable worst case sample may exceed this standard on occasion.
The Stata standard is 10 ppm over a 12 hour period.

The design of the parking stucture, the placement of entrances and
exits, the bus drop off points, the kiss and ride zones will all play

a key role in determining air quality conditions in the future and the
mitigating impacts. The facility would be carefully designed to
maximize dispersion and minimize congestion. Also, enclosed parking
structures with air collection filters to control pollutants would be
considered. Particularly in the PM peak hour with virtually 100% cold
starts, the air quality impacts could be most adverse.
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In a few locations, the transit guideway alternatives would pass
through residential areas with small traffic volumes and relatively
low noise levels. Noise data is based on actual field measurement on
existing transit properties with direct application of results to the
problems in Southern California. Initially, maximum passby noise in
A-weighted decibels and weighted noise levels Ldn was determined for
each transit mode (rail, busway, buslane) based upon measurements of
wayside noise levels in other communities. Variation in noise levels
due to vehicle speed, acceleration/engine rpm, number and length of

trains, elevation of guideway above ground level and distance from the
transitway were identified. The effectiveness of acoustical barriers
was also determined based upon experience, principally with San Francisco
(BART), Washington, D.C. (WMATA) , Atlanta (MARTA), and Toronto (TTC)

systems. (See Appendix II F for consultant's report.)

Ground-borne noise and vibration levels were projected for subway

train operations. Aerial and at-grade configurations were determined
to have no significant ground-borne noise and vibration effects.

Noise levels were projected by the consultant in transit station areas
due to bus and auto access volumes on the basis of past experience and
measurement.

Once noise levels had been projected for each transit mode by itself,
ambient or background 1977 and 1990 Ldn was determined in relation to
actual field measurements beside streets surrounding designated transit
stations. This permitted comparison of transit-related noise levels

with background noise levels and summation of the two sources so that
increased noise could be identified.



Results of the noise and vibraton analysis were:

2. Impacts

.a. Noise on Aerial Structure and Arterial Streets

FIGURE IV. 18

EXTERIOR NOISE LEVELS FOR VARIOUS
RAPID TRANSIT MODES AND LOCATIONS

(Transit plus Background Ldn in dBA)

Union Wilshire & Hollywood Residential
Station La Brea Bowl

Rail in Subway (Alternatives I-V) 77 76 78 65

Rail on Aerial Structure (Alternatives I-V)

Without Sound Barriers 77-79 76-78 78-79 69-74
With Sound Barriers* 77 76 78 59-64

Bus on Aerial Structure (Alternative VI)

Without Sound Barriers 77-78 76-77 78 70-73
With Sound Barriers** 77 76 78 60-63

Bus on Surface Street (Alternatives VII-X)

77 76-77 78 65-71

Baseline Bus (Alternative XI) 77 76 78 65

In general, the noise impact produced by transit trains is less than
or comparable to that produced by buses, even with faster train speeds
and passbys of longer duration (See Figure IV. 18).

If no noise mitigation was developed for aerial transitway along major
arterial streets (Alternative I-VI), wayside Ldn* would be increased
as much as 3dBA - up to 78 dBA, compared to the no project alternative
(72-75dBA). This ~ncrease would not be perceptible. The buslane

alternatives (VII-X) would increase Ldn on arterial streets by 1-2

dBA, a barely discernible increase.

Although structural design can mitigate noise from aerial structures
(Alternatives I-VI), no such technique is applicable to in-street ope
rations (Alternatives VII-X). Addition of continuous sound barrier
walls (3-4 feet high for rail and 6-10 feet for busway with an acousti
cally dampening surface) to aerial guideway would be sufficient to
bring transitway noise substantially within the background noise along
arterial streets. Ldn then would be 60-64 dBA for the aerial rail
guideway (observer at ground level 50 feet from guideway; maximum 70
MPH and 6 car trains; 128 trains per day) and 58-62 dBA for the busway
(Observer at ground level 50 feet form guideway: bus accelerating,
1152 buses per day). This compares with an Ldn along arterial streets
of 72-75 dBA for 1990 baseline (Alternative XI and subway alternatives),
and 62-70 dBA for bus lanes (Alternatives VII-X).

*Ldn is a day-night weighted sound level which reflects greater human
sensitivity to nighttime noise. The A-weighted sound pressure level
is decibels (dBA) is averaged across daytime hours (7 AM - 10PM) and
nighttime hours (lOPM - 7AM) and a ten dBA penalty is added to the
l;ighttime average. The averaging takes into account the fact that noise
i~ a logarithmic function (e.g., 80 decibels sound pressure is 10 times
as ~reat as 70 decibels); hence. peak noise levels tend to dominate low
level or background noises in the averaging.
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*

**

Continuous parapet walls 3-4 feet high on both sides of elevated
structures; includes acoustical surface treatment.

Continuous parapet walls 6-10 feet high on both sides of elevated
structure; includes acoustical surface treatment.



b. Noise and Vibration in Subway d. Noise Levels Around Stations

Noise impacts of subway operations (Alternatives I-V) could possibly
be expected from ventilation shafts located in residential or pedes
trian areas, and there is the potential of vibration-induced noise
inside buildings if close to the subway line and if the line were at
shallow depth. ~areful siting of ventilation shafts can avoid related
noise exposure. Experience at other transit properties shows that
resilient rail fasteners and floating slab trackbed (resilient material
separating subway casing from trackbed) can be used to reduce trans
mission of vibration and resulting low-frequency noise to structures
within 50 feet of the subway. Measures to avoid "ground-borne" noise
appear particularly applicable to transit tunnels in the downtown and
Wilshire Corridor where sensitive land uses (residential, theaters,
etc.) are housed in any buildings which may have basements and piling
close to subway walls. Floating slabs can reduce day-night weighted
Goise levels (Ldn) by 15-18 dBA.

Since well known techniques do exist for reducing ground-borne noise
and vibration, they would be used as necessary to keep transmission of
noise and vibration within the limits of Los Angeles City Standards
and APTA Guidelines. even though they may add to the cost of the
subway structure. Deep tunneling would avoid many of these potential
problems.

c. Noise Levels in Residential Areas

In residential areas, noise from aerial guideway (bus or rail-Alter
natives I-VI). can be lowered by·lO dBA using. sound barrier walls.
This mitigation would not be sufficient to avoid increasing residential
noise levels. Note that wherever Ldn in residential zones is over 50
dBA daytime/40dBA night, or approximately Ldn = 55dBA, increased noise
is prohibited by Los Angeles Noise Ordinance. Meeting the Noise
Ordinance requirements could require additional measures. such as
physically enclosing the guideway.
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Changes in automobile traffic resulting from any of the alternatives
will not be sufficient to cause significant changes from baseline/
background noise levels.

Noise attributable to kiss-and-ride and park-and-ride traffic around
stations will be masked by background Ldn. particularly if access to
station parking lots is limited to major streets. Noise levels around
the termina~ transit station at North Hollywood Station (Alternatives
I, II (the Board Preferred Alternative) and III, would rise slightly

as a result of a sipnificant feeder bus volume, i.e., from a background
Ldn of 71 dBA to 72-73 dBA. Noise increases due to feeder bus volumes
would be confined to an area within several blocks of the stations, w,ith
the possible exception of a slight increase in noise levels along Burbank
and Lankershim Boulevards due to a hiph volume of feeder buses there.
Alternative terminal locations (i.e., Hollywood Bowl and Wilshire/Fairfax),
would not experience increases due to existing high background levels.

F. ENERGY

1. Introduction

One of the objectives in instituting public transit improvements
within an urban area would be to lower per capita energy consumption
generally and petroleum use in particular.' To identify the magnitude
of expected energy savings and the relative energy-efficiency of the
various rapid transit alternatives. the following analyses were con
ducted and are set forth in Appendix II.H.

a. 1990 weekday transit operation requirements (fuel and electri
cal power) were estimated in British Thermal Units (BTUs) and
equivalent barrels of oil (EBO). The estimate for the Corridor
Study area included rapid transit power and feeder/local bus
consumption._ Energy losses in conversion (e.g., burning oil
to generate electricity) and losses in transmission were
taken into consideration.



b. Energy requirements for station and maintenance needs were

estimated in BTU/EBO.

c. 1990 Auto vehicle fuel consumption in the corridor was

estimated in BTU/EBO.

d. Net corridor area transportation energy requirements were
computed in EBO's including rail/bus operation and mainte

nance energy and auto travel.

e. The existing proportion of corridor transportation energy

obtainable from hydroelectric and steam driven power plants

has been identified. It should be noted, however, that oil

fired steam plants are convertible to coal or nuclear energy.

Geothermal and solar power plants are other future potential

energy sources.

2. Impacts

a. Comparative Energy Efficiency

Both rail and bus modes are approximately three times more energy

efficient from an operational standpoint than the automobile (See
Figure IV. 19).

Although there would be little difference between rail and bus modes

from the standpoint of energy-efficiency, rail alternatives (I-V)
present the greatest opportunity to reduce petroleum consumption

through utilization of non-petroleum power sources, such as coal,

hydropower, geothermal and nuclear. They also offer the potential
of doubling their carrying capacity with comparatively little capital
cost - simply by shortening headways and adding more cars which would
further reduce auto trips and therefore conserve energy.

Potential energy savings for rapid transit could be much greater in

the event of an energy shortage, since under emergency conditions,

rapid transit would provide the area with a means. capable of absorbing
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Vehicle

Rail Rapid Transit

Standard Bus

Articulated Bus

Auto, Gas

FIGURE IV. 19

TRACTION ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF T~~SPORTATION ALTERNATIVES

Traction Energy Passengers Traction Energy Basis for
Per Vehicle Mile Per Vehicle Per Passenger Mile Calculation

(BTU) (BTU)

Lindenwold
70,600 165 428 Line

Experience

31,900 70 456 4.6 mpg;
SCRTD

50,320 100 503 3.5 mpg;
SCRTD

7,159 5 1,432 20 mpB in
1990
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many more riders in the event of curtailment in auto use. Note that

the all-bus alternatives (VII-X) increase energy comsumption up to

39,000 EBO per year. However, this should not be interpreted as a net

reduction in energy-efficiency in this instance, since the additional

energy use would upgrade the level of transit service and result in

less auto trips.

From Figure IV. 20, the rail alternatives (I-V) offer substantially

greater petroleum savings than the aerial busway (Alternative VI).

Further energy conservation can be effected through the use of re

generative braking. According to a Jet Propulsion Laboratory Study,

the use of a dipped subway profile between stations offers the poten

tial of saving of 30% or more of the energy required for straight

grade running. However, as this is not yet proven in actual opera

tion, these savings were not included in computing the energy costs of

rail operations.

b. Electric Power Demand

Rail transit system electrical demand for traction and fixed facility

power for Alternative II (the Board Preferred Alternative) is estimated

at 41.5 megawatts. This aMounts to only 1.1 percent of the 1977 region

al peak load and is likely to be an even smaller percentage of the 1990

total. The City Department of Wa~er and Power has advised that supplying

the rail rapid transit load should not present a problem.

c. Energy Required for Construction

Based upon energy estimates for BART construction made by Timothy J.

Healy, "Energy Requirements of the BART System", developed for Caltrans

1973, construction of the grade-separated rapid transit alternatives

(I-VI) could require as much as 55 percent of the prppulsion energy.

This is a maximum estimate utilizing input/output analysis to determine

construction energy consumed by all components of construction and as

sumes amortization of the construction energy over the minimum 100

year life cycle for the fixed facilities. However, it should be noted

that the Healy results have never been verified nor substantiated, and
are purely hypothetical.
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FIGURE IV. 20

COl~ARISON OF ENERGY USAGE

EBO Consumed Per Average Weekday**

Alternative Auto*
Standard Articulated

Bus Bus Rail

Total EBO
Consumed
Per Avg.
Weekday

Total
Annual

EBO

Annual
Difference

in EBO
Required
Compared

To Null

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

21,292

21,204

21,329

21,493

21,551

21,292

21,887

21,907

21,904

21,908

21,974

598

596

631

595

645

598

687

743

729

723

600

66

65

63

63

70

679

105

39

63

32

526

590

453

279

184

22,482

22,455

22,476

22,430

22,450

22,569

22,679

22,689

22,696

22,663

22,574

6,969,420

6,961,050

6,967,560

6,953,300

6,959,500

6,996,390

7,030,490

7,033,590

7,035,760

7,025,530

6,997,940

-28,520

-36,890

-30,380

-44,640

-38,440

- 1,550

+32,550

+35,650

+37,820

+27,590

* Estimate from L. A. City Traffic Department VMT in Regional Core Traffic Impact Area.

** Includes Energy to Operate Related Fixed Facilities.
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Obviously, the amount of energy us~d in construction bears a general
relationship to project cost. The exact amount of energy required per
construction dollar is influenced by a multitude of factors, hence any
attempt to get a "fix" on it requires a multitude of assumptions.

of short term, adverse construction related impacts may be experienced
to greater or less degrees, depending upon the length of the alter
native implemented, its configuration and the method of construction
used. They will be discussed separately below.

G. CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS - SHORT TERM

a. Disposal of Material

and cover subway construction will involve the
the earth and rock removed in 'order to pro-

Either deep bore or cut
disposal of tunnel muck
vide space for the subway.

a. Disposal of Material
b. Traffic Congestion
c. Additional air pollution
d. Additional noise
e. Disruption of utility service
f. Interference with commercial activities
g. Displacement of residences and businesses
A detailed order of magnitude estimate of the cost of construction of
Alternative II by the cut-and-cover method, as well as further dis
cussion of the resulting construction impacts, will be available by the
time of the public hearings and the results will be included in the

Final Report.

1. Introduction

Since there is a wide variety in the scope of the eleven alternatives,
there is also a wide variety in the degree of construction impacts
that may be expected in the short term.

For Alternative VII, there would be the construction of staggered,
mid-street loading platforms along the route. These must be con
sidered a minor type construction project since they would be raised
curb platforms with possibly some light, transparent type shelter to
protect patrons from the sun and rain, all of which would be installed
over weekend periods. Therefore no significant adverse construction
impacts would result from implementation of this alternative.

There is no "construction" required to implement Alternatives VIII
through X. These All-Bus Alternatives call for various in-street
treatments such as reserved curb lanes and signs, hence there are
no short term construction related impacts.

For Alternatives I through VI, depending on the method of construction
and type of system selected, the short term construction related im
pacts will vary greatly. In this evaluation construction of an aerial
system, a cut-and-cover subway and a bored tunnel subway have been
examined. It is important to note that a great many details regarding
construction must be developed during preliminary and final engineering
before specific impacts can possibly be described. Impacts which cannot
be estimated prior to Preliminary Engineering will be estimated during
the course of this engineering phase, and will be documented for

public review and comment in a supplemental or tiered EIS.

Material samples taken in test borings indicate that the excavated
material would make high quality fills, capable of being compacted to
meet Los Angeles City Building Code construction standards for buildings.
Possible uses would include canyon fills to yield building-sites and
parks; raising the level of low-lying areas such as the vicinity north
of Los Angeles Harbor; fill for depleted rock and gravel quarrys; or
construction of an earth fill dam for a new reservoir. In any event, the
excavated materials have some value and every effort would be ~de

to use it to the benefit of the project.

2. Types of Construction Impacts (1) Cut and Cover Construction

During the im~lementation period for Rail/Bus Alternatives I-V and
All-Bus Alternatives VI (1980 to 1986 or 1987) the following types

Cut and cover construction would result in about the same amount of
muck to be ultimately disposed of elsewhere, (about 2.5 million cubic
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yards) but about 3 times more (7 to 8 million cubic yards) of excava
tion and hauling activity than for a bored subway. With cut and cover,
not only is it necessary to haul material away from the line, but,
after the subway box is constructed, it is then necessary to haul as
much as two-thirds of the soil back in and compact it up to street
level. Cut and cover would also require restricting travel to one lane
in each direction on continuous sections of the street for one or more
extended periods of time (from 2 to 4 months each); to open up the
street, excavate to uncover and suspend utilities and place temporary
decking over the street; later it would be necessary to remove the
deck and backfill the opening with soil material and repave the street.
Problems could be expected because of temporary utility service in
terruptions. The cut and cover method would result in the temporary
displacement of residences and commercial buildings that are on the
curved path of the line in tunneling from one street into the other.

(2) Bored Tunnels

In the case of bored tunnels, the work would be out of sight except
at access points (usually at stations) which would be from one-half
to one mile (and in some cases more) apart. At these locations, from
100 to 500 feet in length, materials and supplies would go into tunnel
and soil excavated would be taken out.

The cut and cover work at those stations which cannot be "mined" would
necessitate restricting traffic to one lane in each direction for from
2 to 4 months on 2 separate occasions -- one to open up and the other
to close up. The "mine-out" technique had been successfully used in
Europe and the United States.

(3) Construction of Aerial Way

If an aerial structure were to be constructed down the middle of
Broadway, 7th, Wilshire, etc., precast sections between the columns
which would have to be constructed at about 100' intervals -- noise
and dust control and traffic interruptions would present serious pro
blems. Temporary street closures would be required, but not for as
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long a time as for cut and cover construction. Since, support struc
ture foundations are substantial for this approach, there would be
significant rework required for utility services located under the
street. Of course, with the aerial structure, considerable displace
ment of residential and commercial structures would be required along
curves in the line from one street into another.

b. Impact on Traffic Congestion

(1) Cut and Cover Construction

Of the three approaches to transit construction (cut and cover, aerial,
tunnel) the cut and cover technique appears to have the greatest
adverse impact on street traffic. The impact would be greatest where
the traffic is the heaviest. For example, Wilshire Boulevard carries
more automobile trips per day (ADT) than the other segments examined.
It appears that at least three blocks would have to be closed to
traffic at anyone time, with one area being prepared for traffic as
the opposite end was being prepared for excavation.· Surface traffic,
including buses could be diverted to adjacent streets (6th, 7th and 8th)
but severe congestion with long waiting periods would be expected.

Problems in the Central Business District would be approximately the
same as Wilshire with fewer vehicles involved but with greater diver
sion difficulty and less flexibility due to narrower rights-of-way,
one-way streets and so forth. The Fairfax segment has somewhat less
traffic than Wilshire, with the same right of way and good parallel
streets, resulting in a somewhat lessened impact on traffic during con
struction.

Cut and cover in the Hollywood segment, particularly long Fountain
would appear to be impossible without the acquisition of right-of-way
in addition to the street.

Cut and cover in this residential area would cut off access, except

by foot, to many residential areas for weeks at a time, and it appears
that emergency vehicles (police, ambulance and fire) would be severely
limited if they could function at all during construction.



The grades are such through Cahuenga Pass (and there is no surface space

left) that this portion of the line would have to be bored tunnel.
In the San Fernando Valley, the route portion between the Universal City
station and Vineland makes an "s" bend through a residential neighbor
hood. In this area, cut and cover construction would require exten
sive property acquisition and structure (dwelling) removal. Such under
ground access adjacent to streets would prevent street closure, but
the local streets would still be extensively used for hauling excavated
material. Bloomfield, Hhipple, Acoma, Satsuma, Denny, and Cartwright

Streets could be affected.

Cut and cover construction on Vineland and Chandler would be the least
disruptive to traffic of the route segments involved. Traffic is com
paratively light and it appears that one or two lanes in each direction
could be left during construction since there is a median in each street,

(2) Bored Tunnel

Present techniques make use of boring machines operating at depths

below 50 feet. Access points for the machines, and for removal of
the excavated material will be spaced, probably no closer than a mile
apart. As a result, one can expect tunneled construction to be
least disruptive to existing surface traffic and local community actiVity.
In tunneling, there appears to be no significant difference in impact
from segment to seement of the proposed route.

(3) Aerial Construction

This technique requires that excavations be prepared and concrete piles
placed for the foundation of each pier, generally in the center of the
street at intervals of about 100'. After piers are constructed, the
balance of work would generally involve the placement of large, pre
cast, reinforced concrete beams between the piers. Large truck cranes
and trucks hauling in the beams would interrupt traffic -- unless done
at night and in that case the labor cost would increase considerably.
This construction would interfere with traffic, particularly along
Wilshire Boulevard, in the Central Business District and all through
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the Hollywood area. In contrast to cut and cover) aerial supports

would constitute a permanent obstacle to traffic.

c. Impact Resulting From Construction Noise, Vibration
and Atmospheric Pollution

(1) Cut and Cover Construction

Surface activity is machine intensive, involving such operations as
breaking pavement with pneumatic hammers, excavating with chisel
drivers, clutches and back-hoes, pile driving and concrete placement.
These are among the most noise intense construction activities.

While the city has dust control ordinances, these involve such measures
as "wetting down" which is not always practical during pavement break
ing and excavating. In addition, construction machinery is not subject
to emission control. As a result, local dust and noxious fumes attri

bute to construction, at least at the annoyance level can be ex
pected.

(2) Bored Tunnels

This technique provides ideal control of dust and fumes. Also, at the
50 foot, or greater depths contemplated, noise and vibration are at
imperceptible levels at the surface or above both indoor and out.
As a result, no significant impact from tunnel construction is ex
pected in matters of noise, vibration and air quality except at those
stations which are done by the cut and cover method.

(3) Aerial Construction

On-site construction activity is of short duration compared to cut
and cover. The impacts resulting from noise, vibration and atmos
pheric pollution should only be moderate, with little if any dis
tinction between the various segments of the rail route.



d. Impacts on Utilities (2) Bored Tunnels

(1) Cut and Cover construction would adversely impact utilities

throughout the full length of cut and cover work. The

additional expense of protecting and sometimes re-routing

of utilities can add significantly to the cost of the pro
ject. A special consultant report is being prepared on this
very subject and will be available for review at the public

hearings.

None of the central business district streets can be opened

to the full width required for cut and cover construction

without extensive work to provide for the uninterrupted

functioning of sewers, storm drains and other lines. Prac

tically all intersections would need to be mined underneath

existing installations to avoid interruptions. There would

also be severe utility conflict problems at many locations

along Wilshire, through Hollywood and in the Universal City

area as well.

(2) Bored tunnels would impact utilities only at stations.

Due to minimal surface disruption, no significant impact on commercial

and residential activities is expected for tunnelled construction, and

there is little, if any, distinction bet¥een route segments examined

in this respect.

(3) Aerial Construction

In the short term, an impact similar to cut and cover could be ex

pected, but not as intense, and for not as long a period.

Access would never be completely cut off. However, a permanent impact

would result from impaired view.

As described in further detail in the Social Impacts Chapter, aerial

construction would require the removal of a large number of commercial

and residential structures on the curves. This would result in sig

nificant adverse impacts, both short range and long range, in commercial

activity and economics as well as housing.

f. Displacement of Residences and Businesses

(3) Aerial Construction would have the least impact on utilities.

(1)

e. Impact on Business and Residential Property

Cut and Cover Construction

There would be no displacement for All-Bus Alternatives VIII-XI.

Alternatives VI and VII would displace approximately 80 and 20 structures
respectively, The estimated displacements for Alternatives I-V would
be as shown in Figure IV.2l.

-
As a result of limited access and the annoyance of construction to patrons,

significant curtailment of business activity can be expected. Many

claims can be expected for accidental damage to existing structures.

Apartment owners would fare no better, and particularly along Fountain

in the Hollywood segment, cut and cover construction could be a defi-

nite hardship for residents. As a result, a significant adverse im-

pact is expected in this category. It is not possible to estimate until
preliminary engineering is completed.
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Figure IV. 2 1 .
Estimated Structures Displaced

By Type of Construction

Type of Construction I II III IV V-- -----
Cut and Cover 684 720 650 120 80

Bored Tunnel 103 93 60 60 40

Aerial 684 720 650 120 80



g. Summary

The following short-range construction impacts Figure IV.22 summarizes

the impacts of construction:

Figure IV.22

Comparative Short Range Construction Impacts
Alternatives I through VI

Adverse Impacts

l~oise

Dust and engine exhaust

Traffic

Economic

Utilities

Displacements

Impact Legend

H - High
M - Medium
L - Low
N - No effect

Cut & Bored Aerial
Cover Tunnels Structure

H L M

H L M

H L M

H L M

H L M

H N H
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V. SOCIAL IMPACTS

INTRODUCTION

These impacts are defined as accessibility, land use, relocation,

public services, utility systems, aesthetics, and public safety con

sequences which would be attributable to each alternative. Each of

these consequences is discussed in turn. Social impacts also include

impacts on communities, such as neighborhood disruption, and disturb

ance of definable population sub-groups (i.e., ethnic and minority

groups). Impacts such as these are more localized and dependent on

facility design; ,so they are more appropriate for assessment during

preliminary engineering and documentation by the supplemental or

"tiered" EIS. At the outset, the demographic setting in which these

consequences would occur is described.

A. DEMOGRAPHICS

1. Demographic Setting

a. Total Population

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) Region

is over 38,600 square miles in area and has a population of over

10.4 million persons. By 1990 there are expected to be nearly 12.5

million persons in this area, an increase of 18.6%. See Figure V.I.

The County of Los Angeles is over 4,000 square miles in area and

contains 6,994,724 persons. By 1990 a 6.6% increase is expected

in the County which will bring the population total to 7,456,000

persons.

The City of Los Angeles is over 464 square miles in area and had

a 1975 population of 2,825,000 persons. The city population is

projected to rise to a total of 3,116,000 by 1990, a 10.3% increase.

Most of this growth is expected to. occur in the suburban parts of

the city.



The Regional Core (six community plan areas -- See Figure V.2) totals

approximately 55 square miles. In 1975 the City estimated that there

were 559,000 persons living in this area. The population is expected

to increase by 7.2% by 1990 bringing the total to 642,000. In 1990,

having only 11.9% of the land area of the city, over 20% of the city's

population will be located within the Regional Core.
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FIGURE V.l

POPULATION

The SCAG and Los Angeles County totals are taken from

SCAG-78 which assumes "a more balanced transportation

system, improved air quality-especially after 1987 -

and adequate water supply". Thus the Regional Core Rapid

Transit System (18 mile rail starter line) is assumed to

be in existence by 1990 for these forecasts. No estimates

are available to indicate what the totals will be without

the l8-mile rail system. The City and Regional Core totals

are taken from City of Los Angeles Planning Department totals

which do not include an assumed Rapid Transit System.

1975/76 1990 Increase Increase

SCAG Region
38,000 sq. mi. 10,474,000 12,448,702 1,974,702 18.6%

L.A. County
4080 sq. mi. 6,994,724 7,456,000 461,276 6,6%

L.A. City
464 sq. mi. 2,825,000 3,116,000 291,000 10.3%

Regi:onal Core
55 sq. mi. 559,000 642,000 43,000 7.2%

SOURCE: Draft SCAG 78 Growth Forecast Policy and City of

Los Angeles Planning Department·

NOTE:
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b. Population Density FIGURE V.4

FIGURE V.3
URBANIZED AREAS RANKED BY POPULATION DENSITY

The Los Angeles Urbanized Area is the third most densely populated
urbanized area in the United States, according to the U. S. Census
Bureau (1970 census). As shown in Figure V.3, only the New York and

the Philadelphia urbanized areas have greater densities.

For the purposes of transit analysis, the population density of the
area that would be served by the proposed system is much more important

than the density of the entire urbanized area. The Regional Core area
is approximately the same as (but not congruent with) six Community
Plan areas. These six areas altogether have an average residential

population density of 10,776 persons per square mile. See Figures

V.2 and V.4.

New York 6683

Philadelphia 5349

Los Angeles 5313
Chicago 5247

Baltimore 5163

Buffalo 5085
Washington, D. C./Md. 5018

Miami 4715
Boston 3992
Pittsburgh 3095

Cleveland 3033
Atlanta 2696

Source: 1970 Census Tract Data

10,776.598.79655.57

Community Plan Areas Population Densities*

Regional Core

Basic transit corridor demographics were obtained from areas that
are currently bUilding or planning to build new rapid transit systems.

These demographics are compared to those of the study area in Figure V.5.
Each transit corridor in the table includes approximately the area
within one mile of the transit guideway alignment. An examination of

the figure shows that either in terms of corridor population density
or corridor employment density, the study area warrants serious con
sideration for implementation of a rapid transit system.

Community Plan Land Area Residents Residents/

Area (Sq. Mile) (1975) Sq. Mile

Central City 3.44 18,100 5,262

Westlake 3.24 69,200 21,358

Wilshire 13.91 203,800 14,651

Hollywood·* 15.69 163,000 10,389

Sherman Oaks-
Studio City 9.14 52,596 5,754

North Hollywood 10.15 92,100 9,074

*Source: City Planning Department
**Ooes not include the two census tracts most of which consist

of Griffith Park.

Residents/Square MileUrbanized Area
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FIGURE V.5

COMPARATIVE POPULATION/EMPLOYMENT
CURRENT CORRIDOR DENSITIES

CORRIDOR CORRIDOR
URBANIZED AREA CORRIDOR POPULATION EMPLOYMENT

CITY LINES POP. DENSITY AREA DENSITY DENSITY
(personsfsq.mi. ) (sq.miles) (personsfsq.mi.) (emp. f sq .mi. )

Philadelphia Broad Street/ 5,349 71. 3 17,700 10,300
Market-Frankfort

\

Atlanta East 2,696 17.7 6,100 2,700

Buffalo Main Street 5,085 14.7 4,300 1,600

Miami Stage 1 4,715 35.8 8,900 6,250

San Francisco SF-Daly City 4,387 35.9 13,800 10,200
(BART)

Washington Red 5,018 26.7 12,000 13,000
Blue 16.1 8,200 31,100

Los Angeles Wilshire-Downtown- 5,313 22.0 11,500 20,650
North Hollywood*
(Alternative I)

Wilshire-Downtown- . 17.3 12,800 25,500
Hollywood
(Alternative IV»

Wi1shire-Downtown- 14.7 12,700 27,900
Fairfax Avenue
(Alternative V)

*Does not include undeveloped area of Santa Monica Mountains.
Source: SCRTD Staff research



c. Employment Figure V.7

1970

200,000

75,554

126,802

87,860

23,307

28,063

541,586

which

Central City

Westlake

Wilshire

Hollywood**

Sherman Oaks - Studio City

North Hollywood

Total

Total Employment Within the
Community Plan Areas*

SOURCE: Los Angeles City Planning Department

** Does not include the two census tracts most of
consist of Griffith Park.

*

Figure V. 6

Employment

1970 1990 %
Emp. Emp. Increase Increase

SCAG Region 4,159,300 5,390,700 + 1,231,400 29.6%

L.A. County 3,170,300 3,572,600 + 402,300 12.7%

L. A. City 1,274,847 1,503,390 + 228,543 17.9%

Regional Core 541,586 552,540 + 10,954 2.0%

Figure V.6 summarizes the existing and projected magnitudes of

employment for the SCAG region, Los Angeles County, Los Angeles

City, and the Regional Core.

SOURCE: Los Angeles City Planning Department.
d. Socio-Economic Profile of Community Plan Areas

Under Study

The projection for only a 2.0% gain in jobs in the Regional Core was

made without considering the possible effects of a rapid transit

system and joint development opportunities. It is likely that a much

improved transit system would slow the strong trend toward employment

dispersion. Given the structural change occuring in employment in Los

Angeles City, i.e., a steady gain in "service industry: jobs which

tend to locate in a highly dispersed pattern throughout the region,

implementation of a rapid transit system would assist in achieving the

2.0% gain in jobs in the Regional Core. It must be kept in mind that

although the Central Business District is projected to increase the

number of jobs by 16% by 1990, both Hollywood (-33%) and Wilshire

(-15%) are expected to lose jobs. Again, this trend can be slowed or

even reversed by provision of a rapid transit system.

• Transit Dependents.
There is no uniform, commonly accepted definition of transit-dependent

persons. However, in an attempt to provide some information on this

general subject, the data in Figure V.8 are shown by community plan

area. The three categories used to clarify transit dependency are

only suggestive. No claims are made as to the percentage of persons

in each category who will regularly use public transit.

The number of persons working in 1976 within the six community plan

areas is shown in Figure V.7.

v-s<



FIGURE V.8

REGIONAL CORE COMMUNITY PLAN AREAS

PERSONS WITH POSSIBLE TRANSIT DEPENDENCY*

AGE HOUSEHOLDS
AGE UNDER WITHOUT
65+ 16 HANDICAPPED AUTO's

Central City 2,887 1,232 176 6,400

Westlake 12,179 11,338 634 19,685

Wilshire 44,028 27,634 1,200 30,074

Hollywood** 29,027 20,398 749 23,072

Studio City-Sherman Oaks 9,498 9,333 191 2,681

North Hollywood 10,298 20,085 450 3,971

TOTAL 107,917 90,020 3,400 85,883

*Source: 1970 Census data.

**Does not include the two census tracts most of which consist

of Griffith Park.

• Racial Composition

In 1977 in the six community plan areas which comprise the Regional

Core, 58.3% of the residents are white. Thus four categories of

minority persons combine to make up the 41.2% of the minority popu

lation. Each of the community's minority composition is reflected

in Figure V.9.

v-a

FIGURE V.9

Racial Composition Within Community Plan Areas*

Spanish Black Asian White Indian

Central City 33.1% 10.8% 5.8% 49.6% .7%

Westlake 55.7% 1.9% 16.3% 25.2% .8%

Wilshire 24.0% 14.6% 14.4% 46.7% .3%

Hollywood** 15.6% 5.7% 10.9% 66.0% 1. 8%

Sherman Oaks-S.C. 3.6% 1.1% 1.5% 93.0% .7%

No. Hollywood 16.2% 2.9% 4.1% 75.4% 1. 4%

Regional Core 22.6% 7.5% 10.7% 58.3% 1. 0%

City of L.A. 23.5% 17.7% 6.3% 51.6% .9%

*Source: City Planning Department, Estimate of
Population by Race - August, 1978

**Does not include the two census tracts most of which consist of
Griffith Park.

• Income

Estimated median family income data for 1977 has recently become avail

able and is summarized in Figure V.IO. These income data do indicate

some areas of good transit patronage potential. The Westlake-Central

City (Silverlake-Echo Park) median household income for 1977 was

$9,518 which is 32 percent less than the citywide median household

income of $14,030. The Westlake Central City portion of that area has

the greater concentration of low income persons. If an examination is

made of individual census tracts in this area, a range between only

$3,727 to $27,673 is seen, most, of course, at the lower end. Such

incomes are generally indicative of higher than average transit

dependency and transit ridership. The North Hollywood median family

incomes were slightly higher than the citywide average at $15,470.

The Hollywood and Wilshire median family incomes were lower than the

citywide figure at $12,269 and $12,467 respectively.



FIGURE V.lO

It is not possible, at this point, to perform an analysis of alterna

tive routes and determine the median family income of persons living

within walking distance of stations. However, the median family

income of each individual census tract within walking distance is

provided in Appendix II.K.

Median Family Ipcome

By Community Areas - 1977*

North Hollywood,
Van Nuys

Hollywood**

Wilshire

Westlake, Central Business
District, Silverlake,
Echo Park

City of Los Angeles

$15,470

$12,269

$12,467

$ 9,518

$14,030

FIGURE V.11

Housing Units Within The Community Plan Areas*

Single Multiple Total
Family Family Units

Central City 558 8,766 9,324

Westlake 4,324 33,272 37,596
Wilshire 20,369 85,299 105,668
Hollywood** 23,257 66,226 89,483

Sherman Oaks-Studio City 16,961 16,686 33,647
North Hollywood 17,882 22,230 40,112

TOTAL 83,351 232,479 315,830

*Source: Los Angeles City Planning Department

**Does not include the two census tracts most of which consist of
Griffi th Park.

*Source: Los Angeles City Community Analysis Bureau

**Does not include the two census tracts most of which consist
of Griffith Park.

• Dwelling Units

The total number of dwelling units in 1975 within the six community

plan areas are shown in Figure V.ll.

By 1990, in the entire Regional Core Area, as shown in Figure V.12,

there is projected a 7.4% increase in units with a 7.2% increase in

population expected. This projection does not take into account any

additional increase which may result from the existence of rail or

from joint development opportunities or other unusual residential

growth which may occur.

FIGURE V.12

Housing Units Within All Six Regional Core
Community Plan Areas

1975

1990

% Gain

315,830

339,176

7.4

V-7
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2. Accessibility

Accessibility can be viewed from a variety of perspectives. One can
look at the proximity of transit service to the residences of the
overall population or to the residences of specific segments of the
population that customarily have a greater reliance on transit (the
so called transit dependents). One can also look at the proximity
of transit service to employment opportunities. How one defines
proximity depends upon the means of access to transit. That is, for
people who are obliged to walk to transit, proximity is limited by
reasonable walking distance, which transportation professionals
generally agree should he no greater than thre.e-eighth'·s of a mile. For

people who can access transit by motorized means (e.g. auto), greater
distances from transit stations can be regarded as proximate. Thus
it is appropriate to assess accessibility in terms of walking distance
and in terms of a longer distance which we shall term the "station
influence area", which represents the area within which transit is
proximate for people with motorized means of access.

Figure V.13 contains a number of useful accessibility measures.
These measures facilitate comparison of the alternatives from an
accessibility standpoint. The measures are estimates within the
distance specified of rapid transit stations. Where possible, esti
mates for both existing (or recent) and future conditions are pro
vided. In some cases, only existing (or recent) estimates are
possible, since it is exceedingly difficult to predict the future
residential location patterns of specific socio-economic segments
of the population.

It can be seen from these measures that Alternatives I and II are
almost universally more accessible than the other alternatives, with
Alternative II (the locally "Preferred Alternative") generally more
accessible than Alternative I. The only exception to this is that
Alternative III has more projected households in 1990 within its
station influence areas than Alternatives I or II.



FIGURE V.13
Measures of Accessibility

Measure/Alternative I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX

Persons under 16 in 197'0

Station influence areas 190,827 192,466 258,307 92,998 89,832 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Walking Distance 14,898 14,424 14,308 13,736 9,116 14,898 14,898 5,815 7,725

Persons over 65 in 1970

Station influence areas 149,608 151,135 124,142 110,500 105,795 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Walking distance 32,876 40,794 25,462 32,194 29,008 32,876 32,876 14,741 14,449

Total population in 1976

Station influence areas 981,832 985,841 816,933 581,276 544,388 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Walking distance 151,602 165,401 130,252 145,001 116,002 151,602 151,602 54,648 65,151

Total population in 1990

Station influence areas 1,017,155 1,034,708 926,317 620,997 603,185 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Walking distance 184,474 220,276 159,064 176,488 145,961 184,474 184,474 68,507 78,187

Handicapped persons in 1970

Walking distance 880 901 866 880 767 880 880 382 403

Households without an auto

Station influence areas
(1990) 133,866 125,722 134,885 106,212 92,060 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Walking Distance
(1970) 37,854 40,863 35,822 37,401 32,366 37,854 37,854 16,521 19,188

Employment
Station influence areas

(1976) 920,640 829,520 709,570 599,310 592,370 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Walking distance (1970) 245,563 318,734 267,527 300,627 281,803 318,734 311,494 182,736 185,697

Employment in 1990
Station influence areas 867,302 872 ,864 724,442 640,581 667,182 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Walking distance 324,153 330,906 284,906 311,227 299,350· 324,153 324,153 182,736 185,697
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There are nine "Centers" in the Regional Core Area: Civic Center,

Downtown, Westlake, Wilshire, Miracle Mile, Hollywood, East
Hollywood, Universal City and North Hollywood.

Alternatives I and II (the Board preferred alternative) serve all
but the East Hollywood Center. Alternative III serves all but
Miracle Mile Center. Alternative IV does not serve East Hollywood,
Universal City or North Hollywood. Alternative V serves one center

less than Alternative IV, namely Hollywood.

B.

L

LAND USE

Introduction

While the All-Bus Alternatives would reach these centers, they
would not serve them nearly as efficiently as called for in the

Concept Plan.

5.

4.
There are individual detailed land use plans for the six communities
which comprise the Regional Core. Each community plan features a
grade-separated rapid transit system, and three of the six plans
suggest station locations.

Continued development and growth of these centers are highly
dependent upon the provision of an improved grade separated

transit system. The City's several redevelopment programs being
implemented in the Regional Core are equally dependent upon such

a transit system.

be
most

2. Land Use in Community Areas Within the Regional Core

Development of the Regional Core and its nine Centers would
enhanced most by the transit system which would attract the
riders and link these Centers.

The Central City Community (CBD) , with its three ongoing development
plans, Little Tokyo, Bunker Hill and Central City, requires
substantially improved transit in order to continue to develop to

its full potential. A rapid transit system (Alternatives I-V) in
subway would provide significant impetus toward meeting the
planning goals.

1. "Suburbs" comprised predominately of protected single

family residential areas.
2. "Centers" with a high intensity of varied urban activities:

residential, commercial, cultural, recreational, and

appropriate industrial uses.

3. Open space of various sizes in both Centers and suburbs,
serving recreational functions and enhancing the City's

appearance.
Industrial areas throughout the City at locations
convenient to places of residence, transportation and

freight facilities.
A comprehensive transportation system including:
an improved highway and freeway system; a rapid tran
sit network with feeder lines, peripheral parking and

local buses; other appropriate forms of local bus and
taxi service; bikeway systems; a region-wide air
terminal system and a freight movement and terminal system.

The Land Use Policy of the City of Los Angeles, called "Concept
Los Angeles" was adopted by the Mayor and Council in 1974. This

plan has the following five basic components:

V-10



The Westlake Community is characterized by older, deteriorating
residential and commercial development. Therefore, its revitalization
objectives may best be served by locating a rapid transit station in
the community ~nd promoting collateral redevelopment on the city
blocks nearest Wilshire in the vicinity of that station.

Existing zoning will permit land use intensification in this area.
Redevelopment could overcome the area's declining image, and rapid
transit could provide the leverage to attract major new employers.

Reinforcement of the Wilshire District as a major commercial/office
center would best be served by subsurface rapid transit with several
stations (e.g., one-half to one mile intervals). Subway development
in particular would appear to facilitate joint development of office
space at station sites. Portions of selected city blocks could be
cleared to aid station construction, and later be used to house
station accesses, offices and shops, and to enhance the pedestrian
environment by the use of malls, plazas and underground accessways
between buildings.

A rapid transit route with a station in the Hollywood commercial core
would support revitalization efforts there. The intensity of develop
ment along the Sunset/Hollywood Boulevard area (Alternative III) is
much less than along Wilshire. Furthermore, the density/intensity of
development along Vermont Avenue (Alternative III) leading to the
Hollywood core is much less than it is along La Brea Avenue (Alter
natives I, IV and VI) or along Fairfax Avenue (Alternative II). North
of Wilshire, Fairfax Avenue ranks above La Brea in this regard.

Universal City and North Hollywood have both been designated as
activity centers by Concept Los Angeles. North Hollywood has also
been declared a redevelopment area. Hence transit stations in these
areas (Alternatives I, II, III and VI) would strongly support these
community plans. For more details. see Appendix II.C.

V-11

The location of new development in these areas will depend upon the
-route configuration, however. The choice of one route configuration
rather than another will be most beneficial to the area through which
the route passes, and less beneficial to neighboring areas. Thus new
development prospects along La Brea. Fairfax, and Vermont would be
maximized by Alternatives I, II and III, respectively. An examination
of the station locations proposed for each of these alternatives
suggests that development prospects for Hollywood are most substantial
with Alternative III. Alternative II (with its relocated station at
Hollywood-Cahuenga) would also benefit Hollywood -- albeit to a lesser
extent -- though this difference can be minimized by carefully con
ceived development controls designed to enhance new development
prospects in the vicinity of Hollywood-Cahuenga (for more details,
see Appendix II.C).

During Preliminary Engineering, the SCRTD and UMTA will evaluate
(in cooperation with the Los Angeles City Planning Department) the
extent to which Alternati~e II would divert investment and job
opportunities from the Vermont-Hollywood corridor. If these impacts
are judged to be potentially significant, a mitigation plan will be
developed and presented in the supplemental or tiered EIS.

3. Joint Development Potential

The total value of potential joint development is projected to exceed
$200 million, excluding the CBD Peoplemover program, the Union Station
and the 1st and Broadway station locations. This assumes deep bore
tunnel construction of the rail facility. Specific programs can be
proposed for future development at each station site, although some
preliminary work has been completed by three urban design firms as
part of this analysis (See Appendix III.B). Research indicates that a
variety of factors may influence land use impacts (See Figure V.14)

and that significant positive land use impacts will very rarely occur
in contemporary circumstances without well worked out land development
and circulation strategies for each specific impact area. Proper
management of station area land use is necessary to avoid haphazard



Figure V.14

FACTORS INFLUENCING LAND USE IMPACT

Source: Knight, A.L and TrVgg. L.L.• LMKf Use ImpKtsof Rapid Tramit,
Prepared for 'the U.S. Department of Transportation, 1917.
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circulation and development patterns that could substantially negate
transit's potential for improving the physical quality and efficiency
of the urban environment.

As part of the analysis carried on for the Alternatives Analysis, an
economic consulting firm prepared a report entitled:

"Evaluation of Rapid Transit Joint Development Opportunities
and Value Capture Potential" (See Appendix III.A)

This report examines the forms of joint development and techniques of
value capture, including a definition of the terms. Urban design
consultants had been retained to develop rough conceptual layouts of
six individual station locations listed below. The economic con
sultants used the urban design firms' work as a basis upon which to
build their evaluation.

Urban Development Group
Analysis of Six Individual
Station Sites

7th and Flower Street
5th/6th and Broadway
Normandie and Wilshire
Hauser and Wilshire

. Hollywood at Las Palmas
North Hollywood
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The economic consultants concluded that there is a high potential for
joint development projects at the following areas:

• First and Broadway

• Seventh and Flower

• Wilshire and Alvarado

• Wilshire and Vermont

• Wilshire and Normandie

• Wilshire and Hauser

• Universal City

• North HollyWood

While an effective and well-conceived joint development program would
offer potential revenue, the revenue probably would not be developed
in time to help finance the local share of an initial project. However,
it could be accumulated and used to help defray some of the local
share of the cost of future extensions, or further access improvements
at stations.

C. RELOCATION

1. Introduction

There would be little, or no, relocation necessary if anyone of the
All-Bus Alternatives VII-XI is selected.

The primary concern of this section is, therefore, the displacement of
residential and business structures which would result from the
development of All-Bus Alternative VI or anyone of the Rail/Bus
Alternatives I-V. The selection of a bored subway, cut and cover
subway, or an aerial system is of utmost significance in the determ
ination of the relocation impacts of the alternatives.

The number of displacements shown is based on conceptual design and is
likely to change somewhat during final design.



With bored subway, construction would be almost entirely underground,

with surface access locations and construction work areas for equip

ment placed to minimize disruption. These areas may be purchased or

leased; such decisions will be made during preliminary and final
engineering. After completion, the space used during construction

work areas would again be available for building. Only at the Macy and

North Hollywood Yards, and at locations at which parking facilities

are provided, would there be any need for relocation as a result of

Alternatives I-V if constructed by the bored tunnel method.

With a cut and cover subway the relocation impacts would be expected

to be almost as significant as the aerial configuration. However, in
the case of cut and cover construction, the land could be rebuilt

upon. Assuming that identical routes would be followed for each

alternative, private properties along these routes, especially where

the routes curve to change direction would have to be acquired to
enable construction to take place. Even though the cut and cover

tunnels would be beneath the surface, they would be near enough to the
surface to possibly cause settlement, and the vibration resulting from

the work would be noticeable in buildings over or close to the

work areas.

~1ore detailed information will be available on this subject from the

special cut and cover construction study, which will be completed by
the time of the public hearings on the Draft Report.

An aerial configuration would require a minimum width of surface

right-of-way of 50 feet. Construction work areas for equipment and
stations would require added width. Through residential areas the

minimum width of right-of-way should be 100 feet to provide an ade
quate "buffer" zone. Even where the aerial right-of-way is planned
to coincide with an existing street right-of-way, the required minimum

operating curve radius of 1200 feet would sweep through built up areas
every place the route changed direction (See Figures V.15 to V.19).
After construction, any excess land could be resold and rebuilt upon.
Structure displacement, due to the need for building parking facilities

and maintenance and storage yards, is included in the estimates.
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Figure V.15

DISPLACEMENT OF STRUCTURES - INDEX MAP



Figure V.16
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Figure V.17
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Figure V.18 _ Figure V.19
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Locations for parking have not been finalized but it is likely that
parking facilities would be provided at the following stations:

Fairfax Avenue (or La Brea Avenue) and Wilshire Boulevard
(Alternatives I, II, IV & V).

Fairfax Avenue (or La Brea Avenue) and Beverly Boulevard (Alterna

tives I, II & IV) Fairfax Avenue (or La Brea Avenue) and Santa

Monica Boulevard (Alternatives I, II & IV.)
Universal City

North Hollywood

All other station sites will be examined during Preliminary Engineering
to determine the feasibility of providing parking facilities.

2. Specific Area Displacements

. Alternatives I, II (the Board Preferred Alternative), III, IV and VI,
in 'an aerial or cut-and-cover configuration, would cause major dis

placement of structures in their alignments. The areas potentially

impacted by curves in the various alignments have been numbered on

Fi!!=ures V.15 00 V.19. Each area is discussed below.

Area 1 (Wilshire Boulevard and Vermont Avenue)

The area northwest of the intersection of Wilshire Boulevard and
Vermont Avenue, bounded by Wilshire-Vermont-3rd Street and Catalina,

would be adversely impacted by the northerly turn of Alternative III
(the Vermont to North Hollywood alignment). Area 1 contains approxi
mately 12 square blocks. Although all of the 100+ commercial and

residential structures within this l2-square-block area will not be
immediately adjacent to the transit line, they would be adversely
affected by the development of an aerial system. About half of these

structures (more than 50) would have to be removed in order to con

struct an aerial system.
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Area 2 (Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea Avenue)

Area 2 is a 10-square block area located northeast of the intersection
of Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea Avenue. Area 2 would be affected by
the northerly turn of Alternative I (the Wilshire-La Brea to North
Hollywood Rail Line). Approximately 30 commercial and 130 multiple

residential structures would need to be vacated subsequent to the

development of an aerial system. Area 2 is generally bounded by 3rd,

La Brea, Wilshire, Dunsmuir, 6th and Alta Vista.

Area 3 (Wilshire Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue)

Area 3 is formed by the northerly_turn of Alternative II (the Wilshire
Fairfax to North Hollywood Rail Line) and involves some 28 commercial

and 140 residential structures which would have to be vacated. The

Hancock Park Elementary School would be within 100 feet of the route
(See Section D for impacts on schools and other public facilities
along this and other alignments).

Area 4 (Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue)

Areas 2 and 5 along the Alternative I route and Areas 3 and 4 along
the Alternative II route are also involved in Alternative IV (the
Wilshire-La Brea-Hollywood alignment).

Area 4 comprises 15 commercial and 60 multiple-residential structures.

The area is northeast of the intersection of Santa Monica Boulevard

and Fairfax Avenue and is formed by the easterly turn of Alternative
II. An aerial system would displace all of the structures in this
area.

Area 5 (Santa Monica Boulevard and La Brea Avenue)

Area 5 involves an easterly turn in Alternative I and a northerly turn
which would be made by either Alternative I or II as the alignments
move into and north through the Hollywood area. Area 5 is "s" shaped,



comprising 7 square blocks within the boundary of Sunset, Highland,

Santa Monica and La Brea. Approximately 32 structures would have to

be removed by the turn (aerial) through Area 5.

Area 6 (Hollywood)

Immediately adjacent to Area 5, Area 6 continues the northerly swing
of Alternatives I and II as the alignments traverse the Hollywood
area. Area 6 is four square blocks. The displaced struct4res resulting
from the development of an aerial system would be approximately 118.

Area 7 (Vermont Avenue and Sunset Boulevard)

Eight major medical facilities, a portion of a shopping center, one
community recreational facility, one historic monument area and nine

residential structures would be adversely affected by the Vermont
alignment (Alternative III) as it turns west from Vermont and moves
westerly into the Hollywood area. The alignment under study would

traverse a one square block area bounded by Hollywood Boulevard,
Vermont Avenue, Sunset Boulevard and Edgemont Street. Twenty structures

would thus need to be vacated.

Area 8 (Selma Avenue)

A particularly critical section along the route of Alternative III,
Area 8 is a linear area between Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards which
extends from Edgemont Street westerly to Gower Street. Major displace
ment of commercial and residential structures would result from this

alignment. Approximately 16 blocks are involved, and some 230 res
idential and 25 commercial structures would be displaced if an aerial
system were developed. A private school would also be within 100 feet

of the route. An alternate route such as Sunset Boulevard should be
given further consideration.
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Area 9 (Selma Avenue and Highland Avenue)

Area 9 is formed by the joining of Alternative III with the northerly
extensions of Alternatives I and II in the Hollywood Central Business
District. Area 9 is generally bounded by Highland, Selma, Cherokee
and Franklin, and involves approximately 85 commercial and 48

residential structures which would be displaced by the development of
an aerial structure.

Area 10 (Hollywood Bowl)

Area 10 would be adjacent to the Hollywood Bowl Area. Alternatives

I, II, III, IV, VI, and VII call for development of a station at
the Hollywood Bowl. Only 20 residential structures will be removed

by the development of an aerial system.

Area 11 (Universal City)

Approximately 8 commercial and 60 residential structures would have to
be vacated in Area 11. Area 11 involves the blocks bounded by Ventura

Boulevard, Vineland Avenue, and the Hollywood Freeway. The area is the

site of the Universal City transit station along the common alignment
of Alternatives I, II, III, and VI.

Area 12 (Magnolia Boulevard and Vineland Avenue)

Area 12 is formed by the final turn of Alternatives I, II, III and VI

from the intersection of Magnolia and Vineland westerly to the North
Hollywood Station in the vicinity of Chandler and Lankershim. Approx

imately 21 commercial, 35 residential and 29 industrial structures
would be displaced by the development of an aerial system.



Areas 13 and 14 (Chandler Boulevard and Lankershim Boulevard)

Area 13 is industrial land located northeast of Chandler and Lankershim
on which a train storage yard is proposed. Area 14 would use the
railroad right-of-way within Chandler Boulevard west of the North
Hollywood station. No major structures would be displaced, although
Area 13 has 14 light industrial buildings on its site, which would
be displaced.

b. North Hollywood Yard
Approximately 13.4 acres would be acquired for a storage
yard as shown in Figure 11.12. The land use in this acreage
is primarily industrial in character, including CalTrans
maintenance facilities and construction material storage
yards. These activities and the jobs they include would
have to be relocated.

Area 15 (Seventh Street to Wilshire Boulevard)

There is a possibility that an aerial system could be developed as the
line proceeds west of the Harbor Freeway. In such a case, Area 15
would be created where the westbound line from downtown changes from
Seventh Street to Wilshire Boulevard. The area involves about 6
square blocks and some 40 commercial structures which would be displaced.

Downtown

Displacement in the downtown area would be massive if the aerial
configuration were selecte~ but no estimate of the number of structures
affected has been made.

3. Displacement by Yards and Shop

As stated in Chapter II, two maintenance and storage yards are being
considered for acquisition and development. There would be displace
ment of commercial or industrial structures by acquisition at both
sites.

a. Macy Yard and Shops
SCRTD currently owns approximately 16 acres of land between
Mission Road and the San Bernardino Freeway east of the Los
Angeles River. As depicted in Figure 11.11, approximately
13.9 additional acres would be added. The land uses in this
area are primarily industrial in character, including auto
salvage yards and truck terminals. Thus, relocation of these

activities and the jobs they include to new locations would
be necessary.
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4. Parking Facilities and Displacement

Major parking facilities would be provided at the locations listed in
the introduction to this subject.

a. North Hollywood
Approximately 3,800 parking spaces would be required to meet
the projected demand. Assuming a four-level structure,
320,000 square feet of land (approximately 7.3 acres) would
be required. There are industrial and commercial uses in
the immediate vicinity as well as air rights over the Chandler
Boulevard right-of-way which could be used.

b. Universal City
Approximately 4,000 parking spaces would be required to meet
the projected demand. Assuming a four-Level structure,
360,000 square feet of land, approximately 8.3 acres, would
be required. Along Ventura Boulevard to the west of the
Freeway is an existing RTD park-and-ride lot and a major
tennis court facility. If the approximately 1 commercial
and 55 residential structures located to the north of the
tennis court are acquired, parking may be provided at ground
level without requiring a structure. About 7 commercial and
5 residential structures would need to be relocated to
provide a direct right-of-way from the station to Universal
City.



c. Fairfax Avenue, or La Brea Avenue, and Wilshire
Boulevard (Alt. I or V)
Approximately 8~0 parking spaces would be required to meet
the projected demand. If a six-level structure is assumed
to be constructed, about 43,000 square feet of land (one
acre) would be required. This would require the displacement
of several commercial or residential structures. If a
rapid transit line is implemented, all or part of the parking
structure initially provided here could be converted to
office space when and if the transit line is extended to the
west.

d. Fairfax Avenue, or La Brea Avenue, and Beverly
Boulevard (Alt. II, the Board Preferred Alternative)

Approximately 1340 parking spaces would be required to meet
the projected need. If a four-level parking structure is
assumed to be constructed, about 112,000 square feet of land
(approximately 2.6 acres) would be required.

e. Fairfax Avenue, or La Brea Avenue, and Santa Monica
Boulevard (Alt. I or IV)
Approximately 1145 parking spaces would be required to meet
the projected need. If a four-level parking structure were
assumed to be constructed, about 96,000 square feet of land
(2.2 acres) would be required. Perhaps as many as eight
commercial building and 23 residential structures would be
displaced by this facility.

Figure V.20 tabulates the number of structures requiring relocation as
discussed in Section 2, 3 and 4.
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Figure V.20

Displacement of Structures by Alternatives

Number of Structures Reguiring Relocation

Method of Construction Common to All Methods

Aerial Station
or and Yards

Cut & Cover Parking and
Alternatives Subway Subway* Surface Facilities Shops

I -0- 580 580 80 20

II -0- 630 630 70 20

III -0- 590 590 40 20

IV -0- 60 60 40 20

V -0- 40 40 20 20

VI -0- -0- 580 80 -0-

VII -0- -0- 20 -0- -0-

VIII -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-

IX -0- -0- -0- -0- -O-

X -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-

XI -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-

* Most of land area required would be recoverable after
completion of construction.



5. Mitigation Measures:

In terms of structural displacement, the most effective mitigation
measure to avoid displacement of structures if anyone of Alternatives
I-V is chosen, would be to construct it by the bored subway method. By
far the greatest displacement would come from the use of the cut and
cover method or the aerial configuration for Alternatives I-VI.

Each of the eleven alternatives have been evaluated with regard to the
above services. It is particularly important to consider impacts for

Alternatives I through V in aerial system or subway configurations,

and Alternative VI which is in aerial only.

The following maps (Figures V.2l and V.22) show the locations of the

above six types of public facilities in the Regional Core. Each one
of the six types of facilities is discussed in the following sections.

Displacement of structures along the east-west section of the Vermont
Alignment (Alternative III) could be mitigated by placing the line
within the Sunset Boulevard right-of-way to approximately Gower Street

rather than using the Selma Avenue alignment. This would also avoid

the Barnsdall Park Historic-Cultural Monuments.
The Los Angeles City Police Department was asked to review and comment
on the proposed alternatives from the security standpoint, and the

security of the transit agency's operations were also reviewed.

If either the aerial configuration or the cut and cover method were

used for Alternatives I, II, III, IV, V or VI, significant displace
ment of commercial and residential structures would occur along
portions of the route and displacement for parking at station locations.
This impact would be unavoidable. If the bored tunnel method were
used for Alternatives I-V, there would be displacement at some stations
for parking, which would be unavoidable.

6.

D.

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts:

PUBLIC SERVICES

1.

a.

b.

Police Services

Introduction

Impacts

(1) Increased Crime
The City Police Department has concluded that:

(a) Very little or no adverse impact on crime or
traffic violations would result from Alternatives

VIII, X and XI.

The following services which are provided to the public have been.
analyzed to determine what, if any, impacts would be caused by any of
the proposed transportation improvement alternatives.

a. Police

(b) For Alternatives VII and IX it is anticipated that
diversion of vehicular and pedestrian trips from
Wilshire Boulevard to adjoining side streets may
cause an increase in crime and traffic problems
that could require additional police patrol of
these streets.

b. Fire Protection

c. Schools

(c) For Alternatives I through VI the Los Angeles City
Police Department expects a possible 5 to 10%
increase in crime. and traffic violations. The

d. Libraries

e. Major Medical Facilities
V40
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Police Department analyzed a sample of five
proposed station locations for Alternatives I and
V and projected the increases in crime shown in
Figure V.23.

FIGURE V.23

Estimated Crime Increaf;e
in 1990 over 1977

(b) For Alternatives VII and IX, additional Los Angeles
Police staff and equipment may be necessary. No
specific estimates are possible at this time. However,
even the addition of patrol officers could not mitigate

the traffic problems to an acceptable level (a street
capacity problem). The traffic problems resulting
from reserving street lanes for buses are discussed in
Traffic Impacts, Chapter III. Section E.

% IncreaseStations

Spring and Fifth Street

Wilshire and Alvarado

10%

5%

(c) The following mitigation measures should be included to
help control the 5 to 10 percent increase in crime
estimated for Alternatives I through VI:

L.A.C.C. (Vermont) 10% • Hardware

Selma and Las Palmas* 10%
*(plus 15-20% increase in vice crimes - not transit

related)

Lankershim and Chandler 5/0
A closed circuit television system including
a central control to monitor all stations.
adequate cameras at each station and video
tape recorders should be utilized.

• Design

and
These
of

During design of the system safety and secur

ity features should be included in stations,

approaches to stations, parking areas, and
fare collection systems as well as mainten
ance yards and shops.

There are two versions of the needs for police
security forces for Alternatives I through VI.
two security force estimates, as well as a survey
other cities, are indicated in Figure V.24.

(d)

The above are the expected increased calls for
police service. They do not include the addi
tional incidental traffic accident and enforcement
requirements which may be necessary due to increased
vehicular and pedestrian traffic. They also do
not include any reduction in incidental traffic

accidents and enforcement needs due to the overall
decrease in auto traffic or reductions in calls in

other locations that may result from the new
travel patterns.

(2) Mitigation Measures

(a) For Alternatives VIII, X and XI there are no

mitigation measures necessary. • SCRTD estimates that a total of 45 sworn
peace officers, employed by the Rapid
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FIGURE V.24

sm·~Y OF TYPICAL RAIL RAPID(IRANSIT SYSTEMS
SWORN SECURITY OFFICERS) ,

-Officers-
Sworn Route Daily Per Per

SYSTEM Officers Miles Stations Pass. Mile or Station

BART 106 75 34 150,000 1.4 3.1

WASH. , D.C. (2)
(1979) 163 37 41 180,000 4.4 4.0

CHICAGO 250 90 142 500,000 2.8 1.8

PATCO 21 14.5 13 48,000 1.4 1.6
SCRTD(3) 45 ,~ 18 17 265,000 2.5 2.6

LAPD Proposal 195* 18 17 . 265,000 11.0 11.5

Transit District, would be required to
adequately patrol and protect the public for
a rapid transit system with eighteen miles of
guideway and 17 Stations; i.e., Alternative
II. This estimate for Alternatives I through
VI is based on a survey of transit system
needs in other cities. The District's Police
would ride the trains as well as patrol the
stations. Annual cost in 1978 dollars would
approximate $1,200,000 for the 45 officers.
In addition to the transit police on duty,
station attendants would be available at each
station to assist passengers, which would be
an added deterrent to criminal activity. The
cost of the transit police officers is
included in the operations cost estimates for
these alternatives.

Based on its judgment, the Los Angeles City
Police Department estimates that it would
require 195 sworn personnel to provide
adequate police services for Alternative II.
With a less extensive system proportionally
fewer personnel would be required. The Los
Angeles' Police estimate includes policing
station and approach areas and parking lots,
but not "on-train" protection. So, there is
considerable duplication of personnel in the
Police Department estimates. The increased
crime activity is expected in station approach
areas and parking lots, not just on trains
and station platforms. Manpower for follow
up investigations of the crimes committed is

also included in the City's estimates.
Annual 'cost for these 195 personnel and
equipment would be $4,350,449 in 1978 dollars.

•The personnel requirements shown above relate solely
to transit system security requirements.

The Washington system will ultimately consist of 100
miles. While no estimate is available for the police
force that will be required at that time, the ratios
then will probably be lower than those shown above.

"

(2 )

(1)

(3)
On September 26, 1977, passage of Assembly Bill 1569
authorized the District to qualify its transit officers
as peace officers.

*Based on Alternative II

For additional. discussion see the Police and Security Section of the
Appendix.

NOTE:
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•

The experience of other rail transit pro

perties does not, however, support the City
Police Department's proposal. Chicago is

the best example to use. There, the City

does the entire job under contract to the
transit authority. and they require an average

of only 1.8 policemen per station. It would

appear, therefore, that SCRTD proposed 2.6

per station, plus a full-time station

attendant, would provide adequate public

safety, and only this number is used in the

cost estimates.

In conjunction with Preliminary Engineering

the City and District would develop a co

ordinated security plan.

2. Fire Protection Services

a. Introduction

With implementation of several of the transit improvement alter

natives there is expected to be some requirement for the provision

of additional fire protection and rescue services. However, the
Los Angeles City Fire Department states that many more specific

details, which would only become available during preliminary

engineering, will be necessary before accurate impacts on the

City's fire protection services can be determined. They recom

mend emergency exits every 1000 feet. This cost has not been

included in the estimates nor have the environmental implications

been addressed. Such a standard would not be reasonable nor

practical in all cases, and this matter would be resolved with
the Fire Department during Preliminary Engineering.

b. Impacts

(1) Danger of Fire and Accidents

(a) For Alternatives VIII through XI there would be either

no or very slight increases in fire and accidents which
require Fire Department response.

(b)- For Alternative VII there would be problems caused by
closing of even minor streets as featured.

(c) For Alternatives I through VI since many technical

details will not be available until Preliminary En

gineering is accomplished, increases in fires and

emergency situations cannot be estimated at this time.

It is evident, though, with the provision of any major

new public transit facility, i.e., aerial structure or

tunnel and stations, that there would be some increased
risk.



Some problems of impaired access to commercial frontage
could be expected during any construction of Alterna
tives I-V, and the greater the extent of cut-and-cover
construction, the more severe these problems would be.
Aerial construction would create some problems, but
little in comparison with cut cut and cover work.

3. Schools

a. Introduction

There are nineteen educational institutions both public and private in
the Regional Core. A list of these is included in Figure V.25.

(2) Mitigation Measures

(a) There are no mitigation measures required for Alterna
tives VIII through XI.

b. Impacts

(1) Number of Schools Affected

~) The mitigation measure suggested by the Fire Department
for Alternative VII is that no streets be closed at
all. Should this alternative be selected, the question
of Fire Department access would need to be studied in
greater detail as a part of Preliminary Engineering.

Nineteen educational institutions are located within the influence
area of the Regional Core Corridor. Eleven of these facilities
could be specifically affected by development of a rapid transit
line, as they front directly on one or more of the proposed
alignments (See Figure V.19). Figure V.25 lists these facilities,
their proximity to stations, and their transit route frontages.

Although there is no foreseeable need for specialized
equipment, the following measures are suggested by the
City Fire Department for Alternatives I through VI:

• Provide adequate access for fire and rescue opera
tions to the stations, parking structures and
along the route of the subway or aerial guideway.
For an aerial configuration, maximize access to
buildings along the route for fire fighting and
rescue purposes.

(c)

• Provide adequate emergency lighting, communication
systems and early warning fire alarm systems.

Facilities cited primarily include public and private junior and
senior high schools and colleges. Students of that age
level and older are more likely to be users of public transit,
and many students attending these facilities would be coming from
areas over 1/4 to 1/2 mile away. The elementary schools cited
lie close to proposed rapid transit alignments.

Public transportation is not formally involved in any Los Angeles
Unified School District busing programs, but many students do use
public transit to travel to and from school. All of the alterna
tives would result in improved access to school facilities.

(2) Types of Environmental Effects

During
by the
should

• Provide an emergency third rail de-energization

system.

construction, all applicable rules and regulations, as enforced
Department of Industrial Safety and other appropriate agencies,

be strictly followed.
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Generally environmental impacts on school facilities are of

several types. One type of impact would be the taking of land;
however it would be the intent, in the case of any project, to
avoid taking or using any school property. Another effect might
be higher local noise levels. Specific impacts are discussed in
subsequent portions of this section.



FIGURE V. 25

SCHOOL FACILITIES
(3) Aerial System and Subway System

School Facilities by
Community Plan Area

Westlake

Woodbury Business College
Wilshire @St. Paul

Cambria High school"
Union @ Eighth

Otis Art Institute
Wilshire @Park View

Wilshire
Southwestern University

Wilshire @ Shatto
West Coast University

Fourth @ Shatto .
Virgil Junior High

Vermont @First
Burroughs Junion High

Wilshire @McCadden
Cathedral Chapel School

Wilshire @Cocharan
Yeshivath Torath Emeth

La Brea @Clinton
Hancock Park Elementary

Fairfax @Colgate
Hollywood
Los Feliz Elementary

Hollywood @Vermont
Industrial Engineering College

Sunset @Western
Grant Elementary School

Harold by Wilton
Los Angeles City College

Vermont @Burns
Fairfax High

Fairfax @Melrose
Hollywood High

Sunset @Highland
Studio City
Valley View Elementary

Cahuenga West @Oakcrest
Rio Vista Elementary

Whipple by Vineland
East Valley Special School
E Whipple by Vineland

Route Frontage
(Distance to Line)

250 I Wilshire
north
(1/8 mile)

700' Wilshire
north

400' Wilshire
south
(1/4 mile)

800' Vermont

800' Wilshire
north
300' Wilshire
south
200' La Brea
east
400' Fairfax

300' Hollywood
north
200' Sunset
north
200' Harold
north
1200' W/S Vermont
300' E/S Vermont
900' Fairfax
east
(100)

(1/8 mile)

(200' )

(100' )

Radius Distance to
Stations (miles)

Fairfax La Brea Vermont

3/8 3/8 3/8

1/2 1/2 1/2

1/4 1/4 1/4

1/8 1/8 1/8

1/4 1/4 1/4

DNA DNA 1/8

3/8 3/8 DNA

1/4 1/4 DNA

DNA 1/8 DNA

3/8 DNA "DNA

DNA DNA 1/4

DNA DNA 1/8

DNA DNA 1/4

DNA DNA 0

3/8 DNA DNA

1/8 1/8 DNA

DNA DNA DNA

DNA DNA DNA

DNA DNA DNA

An aerial guideway would generally traverse the Regional
Core along medians of the area's major thoroughfares, as
delineated within the respective route descriptions of
each alternative. Where the system would not follow exist
ing streets, particular attention would be given to prevent
intrusion into school grounds.

Aerial stations would generally be about two stories above
the major streets and, in appropriate situations, would be
incorporated into adjacent existing or into new structures
in joint development. These stations would be approximately
500 feet long, about the distance of an average city block.
Entrances into these stations would most likely extend into
adjacent commercial buildings or to the streets in the form
of stairways and escalators to sidewalk areas below, thereby
minimizing impact on school properties.

A subway system as proposed in Alternatives I through V
would have both guideways and stations underground, requir
ing entryway areas proximate to the stations for access.
The specific siting of these entryways would be somewhat
flexible within the immediate area, and hence impacts on
schools could be avoided.

(4) Congestion and Safety

Only one station is located adjacent to a school, Los
Angeles City College (Alternative III). Nine are within 1/4
mile and six are within one-half mile. Stations located
near schools could require more police effort and attention
to adequately protect the safety of students and teachers.

DNA - DOES NOT APPLY

Source: L.A. City Planning Department.
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Surface Bus Alternatives VII through XI would not directly
impact school property as they utilize existing rights-of
way and are not intended to have the same station impacts.



(5) Impacts of Specific Alternatives

Alternative I - Wilshire-La Brea-North Hollywood Rail Line

Implementation of Alternative I, if in aerial configuration,
could adversely impact a varying number of school sites.
In the Westlake Community Plan area, both the Wilshire
Boulevard or Seventh Street alignments in aerial configuration
could affect Otis Art Institute, which has a 400-ft. southerly
frontage on Wilshire Boulevard. Woodbury Business College,
with a 250-ft. northerly Wilshire Boulevard frontage, could
only be impacted by a Wilshire Boulevard aerial alignment.
Three Wilshire District schools located on Wil~hire could
also be. affected by an aerial transit configuration; South
western University (400 ft. on its south side), Cathedral
Chapel School (300 feet on the south side). and Burroughs
Junior High School (850 feet on the north side).

No space for guideway or stations would be needed from any
educational sites along this alignment. Those students
using school grounds and classrooms adjacent to aerial
guideways at the facilities listed above would be subject to
increased noise levels generated by the rail trains. .

Implementation of any subsurface alternative would result in
no long-term adverse impacts on educational facilities.

Alternative II (the Board Preferred Alternative)
Wilshire-Fairfax-North Hollywood Rail Line

Development of an aerial rail rapid transit line following
the Alternative II alignment could impact eight learning
institutions. Five of these are the same sites discussed
under Alternative I, and effects of aerial guideway con
figuration on them would be the same as previously mentioned.
Potential noise impacts would.be incrementally similar to
those of the first alternative in aerial configuration. A
subway would not affect any of these schools adversely.
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Alternative III - Vermont-Hollywood-North Hollywood Rail Line

Construction of an aerial rail rapid transit line along this
alignment could impact six educational sites. Three of
these institutions have already been discussed under Alterna
tive I (Otis Art Institue, Woodbury Business College and
Southwestern University), and the following three additional
facilities.

In the Wilshire District, Virgil Junior High School is
situated on the eastern side of Vermont Avenue and extends
for about 1,600 feet along the route.

A station stop is proposed at Los Angeles City College. The
college, located in the Hollywood area, straddles both sides
of Vermont Avenue (1,500 feet on the west side and 400 feet
on the east). The station would be located in the Vermont
Avenue right-of-way with possible access directly to the
school facilities. In addition, a station at the college
would increase the noise, safety and security concerns in
the area. A benefit of the school-station proximity would
be to increase the accessibility of the school.

Located between Harold and Carlton Ways, in the Hollywood
Community, Grant Elementary School would be immediately
adjacent to an aerial structure for about 250 feet. A
modified alignment could avoid affecting this site.

Alternative IV - Wilshire-La Brea-Hollywood Bowl Rail· Lines

This alternative is an abbreviated version of Alternative I
(on La Brea Avenue) terminating at the Hollywood Bowl, where
bus connections would be provided. Both alignments would
have the same respective school site impacts as described in
the Alternative I impact sections.



Distance to Stations

Central City
Central Library 1/8 DNA DNA DNA
Fifth & Flower

Wilshire
Felipe de Neve Branch Library DNA 5/8 5/8 5/8

Sixth & Hoover
Fairfax Branch Library DNA 3/4 3/4 DNA

Gardner near Third

Hollywood
Cahuenga Branch Library DNA DNA DNA 3/8

Santa Monica by Vermont
Hollywood Regional Library DNA 1/2 1/2 1/8

Selma & Ivar
West Hollywood Library DNA 1 DNA DNA

De Longpre & Gardner

North Hollywood
North Hollywood Branch
Library DNA 3/4 3/4 3/4

Tujunga ~ Magnolia

DNA = DOES NOT APPLY

Alts.I&IV Alt.III

Alternative V - Wilshire-Fairfax Rail Line

The rail transit line would terminate at Fairfax, where
there would be bus connections. Sites affected by an aerial
system would be the same as discussed Alternatives II.

A subway configuration would have little or no school
related adverse impacts.

Alternative VI - Wilshire-La Brea-North Hollywood Exclusive
Bus Guideway

This version busway would create impacts similar to those
discussed under Alternative I, but the buses would result
in more localized air pollution.

Alternatives VII - XI

There would be no adverse impacts on school property from
any of these alternatives.

4. Libraries

There are seven libraries located within the Regional Core Corridor,
at service distances of up to one mile from proposed station locations.
There are no adverse impacts on any of these libraries. (See Figure
V.26)

5. Maj or Medical Facilities

a. Number of Medical Facilities Affected

Eight major medical facilities are located proximate to proposed
transit routes in the Regional Core Corridor. Seven of the eight
facilities are located within a three-eighths mile walking distance of
proposed station locations. Figure V.27 lists these facilities, their
proximity to stations by alignment, and transit route frontages.
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Figure V. 26

LIBRARY FACILITIES
By Community Plan Area

Alts.I-IV Alt.II
5th &

Broadway Fairfax LaBrea Vermont



FIGURE V.27

MEDICAL FACILITIES

b. Direct Adverse Impacts

Medical Facilities by Distance to Stations
Community Plan Area Frontage Fairfax La Brea Vermont

Westlake
Good Samaritan Hospital 400' Wilshire 3/8 3/8 3/8

Wilshire @Lucas north
Central Receiving Hospital 5/8 5/8 5/8

Sixth @ Loma
Larner Medical Group 100' Wilshire 1/4 1/4 1/4

Wilshire @Burlington north
Hollywood
Beverly Lake Hospital 200' Fairfax 3/8 DNA* DNA

Fairfax @Waring west
Hollywood Community Hospital DNA DNA 3/8

De Longpre near Vine
Kaiser Hospital 600' Sunset DNA DNA 1/8

Sunset @ Edgemont north
Childrens Hospital 500' Vermont DNA DNA 1/8

Sunset @Vermont east
Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital 500' Vermont DNA DNA 1/8

Vermont @Fountain east

* DNA - DOES NOT APPLY
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The most direct impacts of an aerial transit system on hospitals would
be the generation of noise. Less direct impacts might include increases
in local air pollution, traffic congestion, and aesthetic and safety
levels. Positive impacts would result from improved access. There
would be no long-term adverse impacts from a subsurface configuration.

c. Impacts of Specific Alternatives

Alternative I - Wilshire-La Brea-North Hollywood Rail Line

Adverse impacts of implementation of Alternative I would be either
slight or nonexistent. An aerial system would affect only the Good
Samaritan Hospital, located in the Westlake Community. The hospital
fronts the north side of Wilshire Boulevard for approximately 400
feet. An aerial system would increase the ambient noise level in the
vicinity of the hospital. Development of a subway rail line following
the same alignment would create no negative impacts on medical facilities
in the Regional Core area. Proposed station locations are not near
any hospitals along this route.

Alternative II (the Board Preferred Alternative)
Wilshire-Fairfax-North Hollywood Rail Line

Development of rapid transit in an aerial configuration could adverse
ly impact the Good Samaritan Hospital (in Westlake), as well as the
Beverly Lake Hospital, which fronts the west side of Fairfax for
approximately 200 feet (in the Hollywood area). Again, local noise
levels may be raised by an aerial transit system.

There are no proposed station locations proximate to any hospitals
along this route. A subway line would therefore have no significant
adverse impacts on medical facilities.



Alternative III - Vermont-Hollywood-North Hollywood Rail Line E. UTILITY SYSTEMS

1. Introduction

2. Impacts

Various utilities and the City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering
were contacted to evaluate the impacts of the alternatives.

The following utility systems are provided to residences and business
establishments throughout the Regional Core and the city:

Utilities with no Adverse Impacts

Telephone Service
Natural Gas
Water
Sanitary Sewers
Solid Waste Disposal
Storm Water Control Systems
Electric Power

a.

At Vermont-Sunset intersection, some minimal amount of land could
be required for its entranceways and associated parking. Of
course, the proposed alternative would follow Vermont, to a point
north of Sunset Boulevard and then turn west and travel through
Barnsdall Park. This park is just north of Y~iser Hospital. A
more desirable route from the park impact standpoint would be to
turn west on Sunset Boulevard and pass in front of the Kaiser
Hospital.

This alternative, if in the air, would adversely impact up to
five medical complexes. In addition to the Good Samaritan
Hospital, three facilities are located in the Hollywood Community,
near the intersection of Sunset Boulevard and Vermont Avenue. On
Sunset's northerly side is the I{aiser Hospital, with frontage of
600 feet. Children's Hospital and Hollywood Presbyterian ~1edical

Center extend along Vermont for a distance of 500 feet. Noise
generated from an aerial system might produce a significant
impact on local noise levels in these sound-sensitive medical
centers.

Access to these three hospital facilities would be improved by
either an aerial system or subway.

Alternative IV-VI - Wilshire-La Brea-Hollywood Bowl P~il Line

Aerial and subway configurations would have the same respective
impacts on the Good Samaritan Hospital facilities in the Regional
Core as described in the impact section for Alternative I.

There are mo potential long-term adverse impacts on the telephone,
natural gas, water, sanitary sewers, solid waste disposal, and storm
water control utility systems from implementation of anyone of the
Alternatives I-XI, provided reasonable care is exercised in planning,
relocating and preserving existing systems. Specifically, there are
no adverse impacts on either the supply or transmission aspects of
these utilities.

b. Impact on Electric Utility System

Alternatives VII-XI

No adverse impacts would result on the eight hospitals and access
would be improved.

There are no adverse electric utility system impacts expected from
All-Bus Alternatives VI through XI. For Rail/Bus Alternatives I

through V there may be a slight electrical energy impact caused by
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either a subway or aerial rail system, depending on the ability of the
power system to expand as planned and continue to supply all of its
customers. Electric energy in the City of Los Angeles is primarily
supplied by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (DWP), which
currently relies on oil for generating 64% of its electricity. The
DWP states that the present average daily demand for the entire city
ranges from approximately 2 million to 2.2 million kilowatts (kw) from
present average winter demand to present average summer demand respec
tively. Annual peak loads are about 3.8 million kilowatts, while
total generating capacity is 6.4 million kw. The Los Angeles City
Department of Water and Power also states that based on the Southern
California Rapid Transit Distict's (SCRTD) project description, the
maximum demand for the rail system will be about 41.5 megawatts (4l,500kw).

the electric utilities are unable to carry out their programs for the
development of new generation facilities, the facilities required to
meet current projected system-wide requirements beyond this period may
be inadequate.

A similar problem could also occur as a result of shortages of fuel
needed to operate steam driven power generation facilities. Although
availability of fuel supply has improved, a critical shortage similar
to that which occurred in late 1973 could occur again. These possible
significant impacts may be mitigated to an acceptable level in the
implementation of the following measures:

• If a subway system is selected, use profile grading, where
feasible.

• Use automatic controls to turn off non-critical
systems when not needed.

The SCRTD plans to construct and maintain the necessary traction
rectifier stations, passenger stations and shop facilities, including

transformers and supplemental equipment. Compared to the present
average summer demand for the entire City, the maximum rail line re
quirement represents about a 1.1% increase over the 1977 peak regional
load. The DWP states that the estimated power requirements for this
proposed project are an insignificant part of the total load growth
forecast for the city, and has been taken into account in the planned
growth of the power system. F.

• Use the most modern energy efficient equipment throughout
·the system and adjust number of cars per train to closely
fit passenger demand throughout the day.

AESTHETICS

Electric service will be provided in accordance with the Department's
Rules and Regulations. Several factors should be recognized, however,
with respect to future planning. While recent efforts to conserve
energy and eliminate unnecessary uses of electricity have resulted in
reductions in electrical consumption, present forecasts indicate a
possible increase in electrical requirements in the future.

The Power System's generating facilities which are existing, con
tracted for, or under construction, should be adequate to meet current
projected electrical requirements into the early 1980's. In recent
years, however, organized opposition and governmental restrictions,
largely the result of environmental considerations, have blocked or
delayed the construction of new generating facilities required to meet

projected future needs of the electric utility industry. In the event
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1. Introduction

Since the aesthetic impact of a subway would be minimal, this analysis
consisted of identifyin~ existing land uses in blocks on either side
of each transitway alignment from the standpoint of an elevated guide
way. Alternative alignments and associated station locations were
examined to identify potential visual effects including the following:

(a) Views of the guideway and stations from the standpoint of
residents, employees, pedestrians, and drivers.

(b) Views of the community from the transit vehicles and from
station entrances.



(c) Shadow cast by transit facilities.

(d) Illumination by station/parking facility lighting, transit
vehicle headlights, and auto headlights at the stations.

Particular atten:ion was given to opportunities for possible adjust
ment of alignment or station locations to improve visual compatabi1ity
of the transitway with adjacent land use (building mass and character,
landscaping), and for possible use of the transit project to upgrade
the visual appearance of the area through which it passes.

In Appendix II ~s a description of the view, illumination, shadel

shadow aspects in detail.

2. Impacts

Analysis indicated the following potential visual impacts:

(a) There would be virtually no visual impacts from implemen
tation of a subway system in Alternatives I-V. The only
impact may be from associated parking structures that may be
constructed. Careful siting of each structure will minimize
these impacts, and further study will be made of each station

location during Preliminary Engineering.

(b) An aerial structure is likely to be perceived as visually
incompatible with residential and neighborhood commercial
areas unless the entire street and immediate environs of
the guideway is rebuilt. This would require the clearing
of a corridor of low-density development several blocks
wide and the construction of high-density development
centered around stations. It could also be desirable to
replace old, worn-down strip commercial development with
a landscaped parkway which would contain the guideway.

(c) An elevated transitway structure along Wilshire Boule
vard would be primarily visible from office buildings
and commercial facilities along the street. Since routes
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selected for the alternatives are primarily commercial
in nature, visual impact on residences would be limited to:
(1) housing units between Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards
from Vermont to Vine (Alternative III); (2) residences on
alignment transitions from Wilshire to Vermont, La Brea or
Fairfax (Alternatives I, II, III, IV and VI); (3) homes
along the alignment transition from La Brea to Fountain to
Highland (Alternatives I, IV, VI); and (4) older structures
above stores along Wilshire through Westlake (Alternatives
I-VI), and homes along Vineland in Studio City/North Holly
wood (Alternatives I, II, III).

(d) Demolition of structures for stations may expose adjacent
residences and yard space to new views and glare from
parking lot and auto lights. Walls, shrubbery and land
scaped buffer strips can be developed to avoid most adverse
visual effects. Proper location or angling of parking lot
exits is important to avoid lights from cars shining in
residents' windows across the street.

(e) Locating rapid transit stations within dense activity
centers minimizes the intrusive visual effects of any
station structures and the traffic attracted thereto.

(f) Aerial guideway structures and/or stations are likely to
cast shadows on adjacent pedestrian areas and buildings.
The shadow impacts should be limited to ground floor levels.
Impacts would be minimized by locating the guideway and
stations in the median of arterials or as far away from
structures as possible (See Figures V.28 and V.29).
Shadow effects on adjacent open space or yards could not be
mitigated.

(g) It may be possible to eliminate some potential adverse
visual impacts and incorporate features that would make
rapid transit stations and the guideway an asset to the
community through proper design. This would include pro
visions for landscaping, public open spaces, linear parkways,



Figure V.28
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EXAMPLE OF AERIAL RAIL RAPID TRANSIT
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Figure V.29

EXAMPLE OF AERIAL RAIL RAPID TRANSIT



G.

1.

sign control and underground wiring.
weaving aerial guideway and stations
cost a great deal.

PUBLIC SAFETY

Introduction

However, successfully
into the community would

Probably the foremost concern with materials is their flammability,

particularly in a subway environment. The District would insure that
all materials used throughout the system are tested and installed in a
manner to provide protection from fire, with particular emphasis on
rapid transit car and bus interiors and station areas where heavy
passenger loading could occur. The transitways are inherently con
structed primarily of non-flammable materials, but care would be taken
to insure that a safe environment is maintained.

All of the factors that contribute to public use and acceptance of a
transit system imply that passenger safety is a major consideration in
system design and operation. Safety that would be provided by public
fire and police organizations has been covered in Section V.D,
"Public Services". An even greater assurance of public safety can be
provided by the transit system operator's preparations, in system
design and operations and the training of transit personnel to handle
emergency situations.

The rapid transit industry has an excellent safety record in that
transit catastrophes have been rare and exceptional. Compared to all
other modes of transportation, rapid transit as a travel mode ranks
high in safety. Only on rare occasions must passengers be evacuated
from a train or bus.

The planning to deal with emergency situations, even though infrequent,
must be complete in sufficient detail so that implementation of emergency
procedures can be made on short notice, and so that each employee
involved will be familiar with his personal responsibility to follow
given procedures. In order to maximize the effectiveness of emergency
procedures, design and operational planning must address all con
ceivable problems.

To support strict use of safe materials within the vehicles, stations,
and tunnels, an adequate ventilation system would be designed to
properly control air movement in all segments of the system.

Wet fire lines within the system would supplement the use of non
flammable construction materials.

The American Public Transit Association and UMTA have been jointly
developing criteria for, electrical conductor insulation as applied to
rapid transit systems, both on wayside and within vehicles, to minimize
smoke and toxicity of burning insulation. The District is, and will
continue to be, a participant in this project, so that the ultimate in
available apparatus and technology can be applied to insure that
safety from fire will be mandated in the vehicle specifications.

b. Evacuation

Stations would be designed to facilitate passenger movement to exits
with minimum interference, and emergency exits between stations would
be provided where appropriate. (See prior discussion on fire pro
tection service.)

2. Facilities Design 3. Equipment Design

a. Materials

The use of proper materials
is one of the major factors
transitways are designed to

in the design and construction of facilities
to help ensure that stations, vehicles and
reduce potential hazards to a minimum.
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Passenger vehicles would incorporate means for emergency evacuation
and automatic emergency vehicle lighting would be provided. Even in

event of a power shut-off, radio communication ~ould be maintained
with central control.

the



The propulsion power system will be sectionalized so that power may be
shut-off in any section where a problem occurs, and provisions would be
made for emergency lighting in stations and tunnels. All areas would
be served by automatic fire protection systems.

A cleaning train is included in the rapid transit equipment roster
that would vacuum dust and paper from the subways and wash down
interiors.

4. Emergency Procedures

It is essential that emergency situations be evident immediately in
Central Control so that corrective measures can be implemented at
once. Communication and alarm systems are planned that will alert
supervisory personnel of any emergency situation, whether it be a
civil problem or fire. Redundant equipment will insure that communi
cations can be maintained with all necessary agencies during emergencies.
The key is to insure that on-duty personnel are trained to exercise
their emergency responsibilities in the shortest time. It would be
the District's policy to hold emergency drills involving transit per
sonnel.and city fire and police on a regularly scheduled basis to assure

that emergency apparatus and procedures are effective when needed.

It would be District policy not to carry any revenue passengers until
emeLgency procedures have been formulated, and District operating
personnel and personnel of related agencies have been trained, and
until it has been successfully demonstrated that procedures can
cope with any foreseeable emergency. Formal cooperative agreements
would be entered into with involved local fire and police agencies,
which would be involved in emergency training.

In summary, the District would establish procedures, provide materials,
equipment, and a staff of well trained employees to maximize public

safety.
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VI. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL IMPACT

This chapter covers four subjects; 1, Cost Estimates, 2, Transit
Efficiency, 3, Urban Economy, and 4, Financial Feasibility. The Cost
Estimates Section includes the unit costs, costing procedure and the
estimated capital and operating cost for each alternative. At this
stage of initial engineering, it is important to note that these cost
estimates are "order of magnitude", are based on conceptual design,
and would be subject to refinement during further project development.
Should further cost refinement show significant differences, a re
evaluation of alternatives may be in order.

Transit Efficiency associates costs with productivity. The transit
efficiency measures used to compare alternatives are presented in
absolute values and marginal values .. The marginal values measure the
difference between each alternative and the Null Alternative.

Urban Economy explores the different economic impacts that the transit
alternatives would have in the community such as jobs, tax base, etc.
Financial Feasibility examines funding strategies and cash flow
requirements.

Each section, except Financial Feasibility, compares the alternatives
in 1977 dollar values. 1990 patronage projections and related service
levels are also cos ted in 1977 dollars. This not only permits a
common base for comparison but, also, eliminates t~e uncertainty
involved in predicting inflation rates and future financial conditions.
Moreover, by expressing values in constant 1977 dollars the reader is
able to more accurately measure the real value of the items cOnsid
ered.

Because the Financial Feasibility section discusses future cash floW
requirements, it is appropriate to include an inflation assumption in

the analysis. The inflation rate assumed was a uniform 8% annual
rate. This assumption is supported by the Consumer Price Index which
increased 7.7 percent during the 1977-78 fiscal year and the UCLA
economic forecast of 8.2 percent for the year 1978-79.



Throughout the chapter the opportunity cost of money is valued by

making use of present value factors and capital recovery factors.

Because the discount rate assumed in the use of these factors is

subject to controversy and the assumed rate can be influential on the

outcomes, values were calculated using discount rates of four, seven

and ten percent. OMB Circular A-94 prescribes that federal projects

use a 10% discount rate. While non-federal recipients of federal grants

such as (SCRTD) are exempt from this requirement, it is important to
recognize that the 10% figure is considered reasonable from a federal

perspective. The 7% rate is considered acceptable and the 4% rate is

shown only for sensitivity purposes. Discount rates, present value,

capital recovery and other factors are explained more fully when they

are used in their respective sections.

A. COST ESTIMATES

1. Introduction

In order to carry but the cost-effectiveness comparison and financial

analysis for the different transit improvement alternatives, it was

necessary to prepare estimates of system capital and operating costs

only in sufficient detail to permit reasonable comparisons between

concepts. Therefore, engineering effort has been directed toward

refinement of available cost data to develop realistic cost projections

for economic assessment and financial planning.

During the preliminary engineering phase, careful consideration would

be given to the tradeoffs that exist between capital and operating

cost. Policy decisions will be required based on a thorough understand

ing of the relative impacts of each option and the resulting service

provided to the public.

It is important to note that the level of capital cost estimates are

order-of-magnitude and are based upon a conceptual design and limited

field investigations and they would be subject to refinement in later

project development. Operating cost estimates have been developed
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from a detailed analysis of operating patterns using generalized

parameters of representative rail transit systems and SCRTD's actual

bus operating experience. This approach provides a valid basis for

system comparison. More detailed engineering investigations and cost

estimates will, of course, be required for the selected alternative;

i.e., the preliminary engineering phase. Therefore, for the purposes

of the present study, a contingency allowance of 20 percent has been

included to cover unexpected or unforeseen situations which may arise

during subsequent engineering design work and construction.

2. Capital Cost Estimates

The following section describes the items of capital costs, the unit

costs of these items and summary capital costs for each alternative.

All costs are presented in last quarter 1977 dollars.

Capital costs are those investments associated with the design and

construction of permanent facilities required for the operation and

maintenance of a transportation system. The major items of capital

are basic construction of guideway/busway and station elements,
trackwork, controls and communications, power collection and dis

tribution, maintenance and storage facilities, right-of-way, agency

cost for engineering and construction management, contingencies and

bus and rail vehicles. These items are defined as follows:

a. Guideways and Stations

This item includes the basic heavy construction work pertaining to

rapid transit line and station facilities. Items such as parking, bus

interface facilities and right-of-way are calculated separately.

The estimated cost for construction of guideways (aerial, at-grade or

subway) include all structures necessary to support the transit vehicle.

Excluded from the guideway costs, per se, are items which are only

required for rail rapid transit such as electrification, trackwork,

communications and controls.

\



b. Trackwork d. Controls and Communications

Basic trackwork costs were obtained for installed cost of trackwork
switches, etc., from American properties with similar installations
currently under construction or recently completed.

Trackwork costs can be reduced by the elimination of, or reduction in,
the number and type of cross-over and turnback facilities. However,
care must be used not to reduce operational efficiency, reliability
and flexibility.

This item represents the physical facilities required by the vehicles
to respond to the command-and-control and to follow the guideway struct
ure. Trackwork facilities include the cost of furnishing and installing
ballast, ties, rails and switches as required. Also included is an
allowance for acoustical and vibration control as required along the
guideway.

c. Power Collection and Distribution

This item includes the cost of Automatic Train Control (ATC), Auto
matic Train Operation (ATO) and Automatic Train Protection (ATP)
systems as appropriate. The necessary apparatus required for each
system, all software, wayside track circuits, route interlocking
equipment, data transmission equipment, and central control facilities
are included in this category. Also included in this item are commun
ication system cost between central control, auxiliary and super
visory personnel, rapid transit vehicles and stations.

Discussions were held and general cost estimates were obtained from
two major American suppliers. This information was compared with
other data received from rail transit operating properties.

e. Fare Collection

Fare collection system cost estimates have been based on an evaluation
of the experience and costs of other properties (PATCO, PATH, TTC,
WMATA and MARTA).

This item includes the cost of furnishing and installing equipment
and facilities required to provide power for vehicle propulsion and
operation of systems facilities.

Order-of-Magnitude estimates were obtained from three major suppliers,
and discussions were held with electrical engineers at several North
American rapid transit operation properties. }~terial quotations were
pbtained from several suppliers, in addition to electrical character
istics data for loss calculations. Insulator cost data was obtained
from suppliers and recent third rail installation and cover board
costs were obtained from other transit properties.

Electrification and train control systems can be more or less costly
depending on the degree of reliability and sophistication desired and
operating policies to insure continuation of service in the event of
component failure.
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Fare collection policies such as the use of the "stored ride" rather
than the "stored fare" will simplify the fare collection system. (1)
Cost estimates are based on the "stored ride" system.

f. Maintenance and Storage Facilities

Maintenance facilities are required to ensure proper system maint
enance and operations. These facilities for both bus and rail con
cepts provide space and equipment for:

• Vehicle maintenance
• Ways and structures maintenance
• Storage of vehicles and supplies

(l)Th "t d . d " d d f·e s ore r~ e system e ucts a ~xed rate for each ride on
entry or exit. The "stored fare" system deducts a variable amount
based on the distance traveled; information must be recorded on
both entry and exit.



The estimate for maintenance and storage facilites includes struct

ures, equipment, facilities and maintenance vehicles necessary for

routine and emergency maintenance and repair; cleaning and daily

inspection, and major overhaul. In addition, bus facilities provide

for refueling and for processing daily farebox revenues.

Discussions were held with personnel at three American properties to

determine specific requirements and order-of-magnitude costs.

r~intenance and storage philosophy can have a decided effect on

system cost. Policy decisions related to online vehicle storage,

frequency of inspection, and contract maintenance can affect capital

requirements for maintenance facilities.

g. Right-of-Way

This item includes an allowance for all costs related to obtain

ing easements or the permanent taking of real property required

for the construction and operation of the transit system.

h. Contingencies

This item is an unallocated allowa~ce of 20 percent to cover the

cost for scope changes and unforeseen conditions which may arise

during detail design and construction. The contingency factor is

applied to all capital costs except vehicles.

i. Vehicles

This item includes the cost of transit passenger vehicles required

to service the busway or guideway system. All cost associated with

the delivery of the vehicle are included. Any onboard command and

control or other special equipment was considered in the cost of

the vehicle.
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j. Agency Cost

This item provides an unallocated allowance of 15 percent of all

capital costs, except vehicles, to cover the cost of engineering and

architectural design for the entire transportation system and manage

ment of construction. Staff support to the District on design matters,

cost estimating and cost control, special consultants, and operational

planning are included. It also includes construction inspection,

contract administration and design support to the construction manage

ment forces, general project administration, pre-operating or start up

costs and insurance. Estimated order-of-magnitude rail rapid transit

unit costs are set forth in Figure VI.l on the following page.

The range of unit costs used in determining capital costs are also

shown in Figure VI.l. The range of costs are due primarily to a

possible difference in construction conditions at various locations

throughout the study area and to localized requirements for such items

as aesthetic treatments and noise attenuation. Actual costs used for

estimation purposes are shown in subsequent figures. More refined

costs will be developed during further project development.

The construction cost numbers provided are for the analysis purposes

only, and represent an effort to compare the cost effectiveness and

impacts of alternative modes, not to provide final construction cost

for a rapid rail system in Los Angeles.



Rapid Transit
Cost Range

(Millions of '77 Dollars)

Trackwork (per mile dual track)
Ballasted (At-grade)

Direct Fixation (inc. track sound & vibration
control)

10.0
10.0
30.0
3.0

1.8 - 2.0

0.6 - 0.8

9.0 - 11.0
1.5 - 2.0

25.0 - 30.0
18.0 - 21.0

5.0 
9.0 

15.0 
2.0 -

areas)
(Including turns &
portals, cross
overs, easements,
underpinning,
ventilation)

$1,500 - 1,700
$3',500 - 4,300

FIGURE VI. 1
Estimated Rail Rapid Transit
Order of Magnitude Unit Costs

BASIC CONSTRUCTION

Guideways (per mile dual guideway)
Dual Track Aerial
Dual Track At-grade
Dual Track Cut & Cover (urban
Dual Track Tunnel (Twin Tube)

Stations (each)
Aerial
Underground Typical
Underground Major
At-grade
Parking (per space)

At-grade
Structure

Detailed cost estimates were also developed for Alternative II
cut-and-cover type subsurface construction, as set forth in
Figure VI-2A. Allowances for such items as controls, yards,
propulsion power, and transit vehicles are comparable with those
developed for the bored tunnel alternatives. Directly comparing
the total capital costs of the different methods of construction,
Alternative II, using the bored tunnel method, is indicated at
$1,120 million, compared with a cut-and-cover cost of $1,350
million. The deep bored tunnel construction method is thus
believed on the basis of the analysis undertaken to date to be
more economical.

Capital costs ha~e been estimated for each of the All/Bus and Rail/

Bus Alternatives (rail costs are estimated in the bored tunnel con

figuration) and are shown in Figure VI.2. A review of the estimates

will provide an overview of the major cost differences between the

eleven alternatives. Costs for rail in aerial configuration are shown

in Figure VI.S. More detailed cost estimate breakdowns for the bored

tunnel and aerial configurations of the rail alternatives are set
forth in Figures VI.3, VI.4, VI.6 and VI.7.

k. Capital Cost Summary

The choice of construction method will be subject to further
examination in Preliminary Engineering.

Power Collection and Distribution
Control & Communication

1.8 - 2.0
1.8 - 2.1

Maintenance and Storage Facilities
Major Repair & Storage
Service and Inspection
Bus Maintenance Division

22.0 - 25.0
6.0 - 8.0
5.0 - 6.0

Contingency (incl. environmental & institutional
factors)

20%

Agency Cost 15%

Vehicles (each)
Rapid Transit
Standard Bus
Articulated Bus

0.805*
0.128*
0.270*

* Includes engineering & contingencies
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FIGURE VI.2
ESTIMATED CAPITAL COST SUMMARY
(In Millions of 1977 Dollars)!
(Rail Costs for Bored Subway)~

REGIONAL CORE ALTERNATIVES

BUS/RAIL ALL BUS.
ITEMS I II III IV V VI* VII VIII IX X XI

Rapid Transit Costs (Bored Subway) -
Facilities

Guideways 330 352 284 245 193 453
Stations 198 219 175 184 163 108
Station Parking (including ROW) 28 29 24 32 7 25
Trackwork (includes track, sound and

vibration control) 28 30 28 19 15
Power Collection and Distribution 33 36 32 23 18
Control and Communication 42 46 41 31 25
Freeway Transition & Street Construction - - - 10 - 12 1 1
Rail Maintenance/Storage Facility (includes ROW) 30 30 30 25 25

Sub-Total 689 742 614 569 446 598 1 1
,Engineering and Management @ 15% 103 111 92 85 67 90
Contingency @ 20% 158 170 141 131 102 138

Sub-Total Facilities 950 1,023 847 785 615 826
Sub-Total Vehicles 85 97 76 64 44 -

TOTAL BORED SUBWAY RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEM 1,035 1,120 923 849 659 -
Bus Transit Costs

Facilities (Bus Divisions) 8 8 16 8 16 24 17 17 16 16 8
Buses 2 396 400 416 385 418 600 457 444 474 460 361

TOTAL BUS SYSTEM 404 408 432 393 434 1,450 474 461 490 476 369
TOTAL SYSTEM 1,439 1,528 1,355 1,242 1,093 1,450 474 461 490 476 369
TOTAL COST OF ALTERNATIVES (Net of Null) 1,070 1,159 986 873 724 1,081 105 92 121 107 0

*Aerial Busway
1 All figures have been rounded to the nearest million
2 Bus Facilities and vehicles costs include Engineering, Management and Contingencies. Also Bus vehicle costs

include 2 complete bus replacements to allow direct comparison with rail cars which last for at least 36 years.
3 Aerial costs per rail are shown in Figure VI.5. Cut-and-cover costs will be available at public hearings, and

will be included in the Final Report. ' VI-6



FIGURE VI. 2A*

CUT-AND-COVER ALTERNATIVE - ROUTE II

FIGURE VI.3

SUMMARY OF ORDER OF MAGNITUDE CAPITAL COST
ESTIMATES OF REGIONAL CORE RAPID TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES

(RAIL ONLY IN BORED SUBWAY)

Estimates in Millions of Dollars

$805,000 per Rapid Transit vehicle, including 5% engineering and 10% contingency.

ORDER OF MAGNITUDE COST ESTIMATE

(In Millions of 1977 Dollars)

Total 15% 20% Total
Const Related Const Mgmt Sub- Contin- Segment

Seg. Length Costs Costs Cost & Engr Total gency Cost
A 12,200' 121. 9 49.1 171. 0 25.6 196.6 39.3 235.9
B 27,750' 238.8 34.4 273.2 41. 0 314.2 62.8 377 .0
C 5,600' 50.3 9.5 59.8 9.0 68.8 13.8 82.6
G 18,550' 144.5 28.6 173.1 26.0 199.1 39.8 238.9
E 3,875' 33.8 4.5 38.3 5.8 44.1 8.8 52.9
F. 27,235' 117.9 58.9 176.8 26.5 203.3 40.7 244.0

Subtotal 707.2 185.0 892.2 133.9 1,026.1 205.2 1,231.3

Sound & Vibration Control 21. 7

Vehicles 97.0

TOTAL ALTERNATE II (Cut-and-Cover) $1,350.0

'k Table taken from "Order of Magnitude Cost Estimate, Cut-and-Cover

Alternative - Route II, Regional Core Rapid Transit Starter Line,
Downtown Los Angeles to North Hollywood" prepared for Southern
California Rapid Transit District by Jacobs Associates April 1979
and available for review at SCRTD offices.
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Seg
ment

A
B
D
F

A
B
C
G
F

A
I
J

A
B
D
E

A
B
C
H

*

Description
CBD + .7 mi. to Yard
7th & Flower to Wilshire-La Brea
Wilshire-La Brea to Selma-Las Palmas
Selma-Las Palmas to Chandler
Sound & Vibration Control
TOTALS - Alternate #1
CBD + .7 mi. to Yard
7th & Flower to Wilshire-La Brea
Wilshire-La Brea to Wilshire-Fairfax
Wilshire-Fairfax to Selma-Las Palmas
Selma-Las Palmas to Chandler
Sound & Vibration Control
TOTALS - Alternate #2
CBD + .7 mi. to Yard
7th & Flower to Selma-Vine via Vermont
Selma-Vine to Chandler
Sound & Vibration Control
TOTALS - Alternate #3
CBD + .7 mi. to Yard
7th & Flower to Wilshire-La Brea
Wilshire-La Brea to Selma-Las Palmas
Selma-Las Palmas to Hollywood Bowl
Freeway Transition-Parking
Sound & Vibration Control
TOTALS - Alternate #4
CBD + .7 mi. to Yard
7th & Flower to Wilshire-La Brea
Wilshire-La Brea to Wilshire-Fairfax
Wilshire-Fairfax to San Vicente
Sound & Vibration Control
TOTALS - Alternate #5

Route
Miles

2.5
5.2
3.0
5.8

16.5
2.5
5.2
LO
3.9
5.8

18.4
2.5
6.9
6.4

15.8
2.5
5.2
3.0
0.8

11.5
2.5
5.2
LO
0.3

9.0

Sta
tions

4
5
3
3

15
4
5
2
3
3

17
4
7
3

14
4
5
3
1

13
4
5
2
o

11

Cost
Esti
mate

Millions
$ 253.3

279.7
154.0
244.9
18.1

$ 950.0
253.3
279.7
63.7

165.4
244.9
16.0

$1,023.0
$ 253.3

327.8
245.6
20.3

$ 847.0
$ 253.3

279.7
154.0

42.6

55.4
$ 785.0
$ 253.3

279.7
63.7
9.6
8.7

$ 615.0

Vehi
cles

106*

$85.0
120

$97.0
94

$76.0
80

$64.0
54

$-44.0

Total Estimate
(Millions)

$1,035.0 M

$1,120.0 M

$ 923.0 M

$ 849.0 M

$659.0 M



FIGURE VI.4
BREAKDOWN OF ORDER OF MAGNITUDE COST ESTIMATES FOR BORED SUBWAY CONFIGURATION

REGIONAL CORE RAPID TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES (RAIL LINE SEGMENTS ONLY)

Estimates in Millions of 1977 Dollars

DESCRIPTION UNIT COST SEGMENT COSTS (MILLIONS)
S e gm e n t (s e e Fig. V1. 3 . A for ..:;:d...::;e...::;t...::;a:..::i:..::l:.,:s:....<)=--__-=A ...::;B=--::--_-=-C--=--_---=D=--__---'E=--__..:;:F G::--__=H__----=I:--=--_~J--;---_

Length (miles) 2.5 5.2 1.0 3.0 0.8 5.8 3.9 0.3 6.9 6.4
Stations (No.) 4 5 2 3 1 3 3 7 3

Management & Engineering 15%

Millions

$ 3.0 M ea
$ 1.0 M ea
$lO.O/sq. ft.

L. S •

26.7

20.0
5.0

5.0
12.6

89.6
1.7
1.2

4.8
5.1

11. 5
1.3
3.9

11.5
0.6
3.9
0.3

245.6

204.7
40.9

178.0

2.0

3.0

35.6

2.4
5.5 •

12.4
1.4
4.2

12.4
1.4
9.1
0.7

11.0

15.0
60.0

96.6
0.5

273.2
54.6

327.8

237. 6
18.0 1.0

5.4

137.8 8.0
27.6 1.6

119.8 7.0

165.4 9.6

9.0
1.0

20.0 30.0
5.0

26.6

4.8 1.2 1.2
4.6 3.1 0.2

10.4 7.0 0.6
1.2 0.8 0.1
3.5 2.4 0.2

10.5 7.00.5
0.6 0.6
3.9 3.9
0.3 0.3

81.2 54.6. 4.2
1.7 0.5
1.2
1.0 3.0

5.0
12.6

204.1
40.8

244.9

177.5
4.6

2.4
0.7
1.4
0.2
0.5
1.4
0.2
1.3
0.1

11. 2
0.3
1.2

30.9

10.0

35.5
7.1

42.6

3.0

5.4

1.2
2.4
5.4
0.6
1.8
5.4
0.6
3.9
0.3

30.0

42.0
0.6

16.7
111. 6

154.0

128.3
25. 7

1.4
1.2
0.8
1.8
0.2
0.6
1.8
0.4
2.6
0.2

6.9

20.0

46.2

53.1
10.6
63.7

1.7

4.8
4.1
9.4
1.0
3.1
9.4
1.0
6.5
0.5

4.1

1.2

9.0
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72.80 14.00
0.3

14.0

30.4

20.0
30.0
20.0

202.7

233.1
46.6

279.7

3.3

9.0
3.0

3.0

35.0
6.0
1.2
3.0

3.3
25.0

2.4
2.0
4.5
0.5
1.5
4.5
0.8
5.2
0.4

30.0
20.0

20.0

27.5
211.1

42.2
253.3

183.6

ea
M/mi
M/mi
M/mi
M/mi
M/mi
M/Sta.
M/Sta.
M/Sta.
M ea
M ea
M ea
M ea
M ea
M ea
M ea
M ea

20%

$14.0 Mi11ion/mi
$lOO/L.F.
$ 1.2 M ea
$ 1. 0 M ea

L. S •
$ 1. 2
$ 0.8
$ 1. 8
$ 0.2
$ 0.6
$ 1. 8
$ 0.2
$ 1. 3
$ 0.1
$30
$20
$15
$10
$ 5
$ 5.3
$25.0
$ 5.0

L.S

TOT A L
(1977 Dollars)

Sub-Total

Sub-Total
Contingency

Underpinning
Turns C.B.C.
Turns Residential
High Rise Buildings
Special~

Tunnels
Tunneling
Easements
Portals
Turns
Tar Pit Extra
Cross-overs
Trackwork
Propulsion Power
Tunnel Lighting
Communication
Control

Fare Collection
Vent1ation
Security
Stations @
Stations @
Stations @
Stations @
Stations @
Control Center
Yards & Shop & R/W
Storage Yard & R/W
Parking with R/W
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FIGURE VI.6 FIGURE VI.7

BREAKDOWN OF ORDER OF MAGNITUDE BREAKDOWN OF ORDER OF MAGNITUDE
RIGHT-OF-WAY CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES STATION CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES

FOR AERIAL CONFIGURATION FOR AERIAL CONFIGURATION

ALTERNATIVE RAIL ALIGNMENTS I II III IV V ALTERNATIVE RAIL ALIGNMENTS I II III IV V
LOCATION COST IN MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS STATION LOCATIONS UNIT COST COST IN MILLIONS OF 1977 DOLLARS

North Broadway Union Station 9 9 9 9 9 9

Broadway & 7th 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 Spring & 1st 10 10 10 10 10 10

7th to Wilshire 3.76 3.76 3.76 3.76 3.76 Spring & 5th 7 7 7 7 7 7

Wilshire to La Brea 15.03 15.03 7th & Flower 8 8 8 8 8 8

La Brea to Selma 10.17 10.17 Wilshire-Alvarado 7 7 7 7 7 7

Vineland to Chandler 1.50 1.50 1.50 Wilshire-Vermont 7 7 7 7 7 7

Wilshire to Fairfax 10.18 Wilshire-Normandie 7 7 7 7 7

Fairfax to Fountain 2.60 Wilshire-Western 7 7 7 7 7

Fountain to Selma 7.57 Wilshire-La Brea 8 8 8 8 8

Wilshire to Vermont 19.34 Wilshire-Hauser 8 8 8

Barnsdale Park Wilshire-Fairfax 8 8 8

Barnsdale Park to Western 24.02 Wilshire-La Cienega

Selma to Highland 9.89 La Brea-Beverly 7 7 7

Vineland to Chandler 2.98 2.98 2.98 La Brea-Santa Monica 7 7 7

TOTAL 48.44 43.59 76.49 43.96 18.76 Las Palmas-Selma 7 7 7 7

Hollywood Bowl 10 10 10 10 10

Universal City 7 7 7 7

Vineland Chandler 7 7 7 7

Fairfax & Beverly 8 8

Fairfax & Santa Monica 8 8

Vermont-Beverly 7 7

Vermont City College 7 7

Vermont & Fountain 7 7

Selma-Western 7 7

Selma-Vine 7 7

TOTAL 115 133 107 101 86
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a. Rail Operating and Maintenance Costs

3. Operating and Maintenance Cost Estimates

Rail operating and maintenance costs have been developed for each of

the five rail rapid transit alternatives. Operating and maintenance
costs were developed for the following functions which conform to

American Transit accounting practices. These categories are defined
below:

Operating and maintenance costs for the various alternatives are

based, to the extent possible, on previous studies accomplished by

SCRTD and updating of 1976 cost data. Bus costs are based on the
planning formulae used by SCRTQ Conventional rail costs are based on

comparative analyses using both analytical and empirical cost
information.

control equipment, power systems, fare collection equipment,

escalators, landscaping, fencing and parking lots and the

administration of this activity.

~aintenance of Vehicles: Includes expenses of maintaining,
inspecting, repairing and cleaning vehicles and the admin

istration of this activity.

Power: Includes the expense of providing traction power for

propulsion of rail cars, the auxiliary power for illumination

of stations, yards and shops and operation of machinery,
such as e$calators, fans,pumps and other power equipment.

Possible energy savings by the use of a "gravity assist
profile" have not been included in the estimates of power

costs.

Transportation: Includes the wages of the train attendants,

24-hour manned station attendants, security force of about
45 personnel and other personnel and material directly

associated with train operation and the administration of

this activity. This includes personnel required to perform
such functions as accounting, purchasing, scheduling, person
nel, legal, insurance expenses including liability and
property damage insurance; employee benefits for rapid

transit employees, and other administrative expenses.

•

•

•

For each category defined above, the unit rail operating and mainten-

ance costs have been developed. The operating and maintenance cost
estimates herein are based on· the 1976 Alternative Analysis and operating

and maintenance experience of comparable transit systems. Detailed
operating cost information was obtained from PATCO and Toronto, which

is shown in Figure VI.B. The resulting unit operating costs used in
this analysis are shown in Figure VI.9.

Estimated rail rapid transit operating and maintenance costs for
Alternatives I through V are shown in Figures VI.lO-14 and summarized

in Figure VI. IS. Rail and bus operating statistics and costs are

combined and shown in Figure VI.16. The operating costs for the rail
systems are based on the unit costs shown in Figure VI.9 and the

operating schedule for each rail alternative shown in Chapter III,
Figures 111.15 through 111.17.

lfuintenance of Way and Structures: This category includes

the expenses of maintaining fixed facilities such as sub

ways, aerial structures, tracks, stations, electrical and

•

Operating cost for a transportation system is an important element in
establishing economic feasibility and in determing the cost-effec
tiveness of various alternatives since it indicates the continuing

need for financial resources that must be committed to operate and
maintain the system. Operating costs are annual recurring costs, that

when summed over the lifetime of a system, represent a major cost

element. Operating cost estimates for bus and rail alternatives were

prepared to support the evaluation process and as input elements to

transit efficiency comparisons and the cost-effectiveness evaluations.

Operating and maintenance costs were developed in categories which

generally conform to the transit industry's accounting practices.

These cost categories include maintenance of ways and structures,

maintenance of vehicles, operating supplies and power, transportation

and general administration.
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FIGURE VI.8
COMPARISON OF OPERATING STATISTICS OF SELECTED RAIL RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS

OPERATING COST PARAMETERS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
Average Number of Total
Speed Peak Number Number Maintenance Annual

Miles Number (incl. Head- Hours of of Personnel Total Car
of of Stations) way of Daily R.T. Operating Shop & Way Security miles

SYSTEMS Route Stations (mph) (min. ) Service Patronage Cars Personnel Structure Personnel (millions)
Track: 152

TORONTO 32.0 57 22 2.3 20 700,000+ 612* 3,300 Stat: 175 @ 33.8
Shops: 602

PATCO 14.2 13 36 2.0 24 40,000 75 118 Way/pwr: 60 21 4.0
Shops: 80

SCRTD-Alt. II 18.6 17 39 3.5 24 275,000 120 208 Shop: 120 45 11.4
Way: 70

SCRTD-Alt. V 8.0 11 34 3.5 24 180,000 54 94 Shop: 60 45 3.6
Way: 20

* Overstocked with cars.
# Central monitoring staff would not change with length of line and fieldmen rove system.
**Includes subway, streetcars, buses - No individual breakdown - many employees qualify on all nodes and may change day to day.
@Serviced by Toronto Metropolitan Police, with supervision by TTC - No fixed compliment.
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FIGURE VI.8 Continued

COMPARISON OF OPERATING STATISTICS OF SELECTED RAIL RAPID TRANSIT SYSTEMS

OPERATING COST PARAMETERS

(12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
Average Total
Car Annual Cost Maintenance .Oper. Security
Miles o & M Per Men Men
Per Car Costs Car Men/ Way/Struct. Per Per
(thousands) (millions) Mile Vehicle Men/Mile Car Mile

71.0 45.2 1.34 1.02 10.3 ** @

53.1 8.8 2.38 1.1 4.2 1.57 1.48

I95.3 23.0 2.01 1.7 4.1 1. 73 2.5
(2) I

66.1 12.0 3.36 1.1 3.5 1. 70 5.6
(2)
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FIGURE VI. 10

FIGURE VI.9 ANNUAL OPERATING COST - DERIVATION

Item

DERIVATION OF UNIT OPERATING COST

Unit of Base
Measure O&M Cost

(1977 Dollars)

Alternative I
Vehicles: 1~
Annual Vehicle Miles: 10,187,840
Annual Miles/Car: 96,112
Track Miles: 40
Stations: 15

Maintenance of Way

(1) Based on PATCO type vehicle
(2) At 3¢/KWHR; 9 KWHRS per mile
(3) At 400 kva, 24 hrs. 3¢/Kwhr.
(4) At 1000 kva, 24 hrs. 3¢/Kwhr.
(5) SCRTD Accounting Department
(6) At 344 man hours per week; $13.08 per hour
(7) At 45 men; $26,667 per year
(8) At 688 man hours per week; $13.08 per hour

Administration L.S.

Control & Communication
(at 40 mi.)

$245,000 $ 245,000

0.155/VMT 1,579,115

$5,000/Veh. 530,000

0.074/VMT 753,900

$ 28,750 ea. 431,250

$ 40. each 332,000

$ 6,325/Track Mi. 253,000

2,750,717

1,576.800

262,800

5,093,920

2,760,000

210,000

1,875,000

600,000

250,000

175,000

1,200,000

500,000
$21,378,502
$21.500,000Say:

0.50 VMT

0.27 /VMT

$105,120 ea.

$262,800

92 @ $30,000

$210,000

$125,000 ea.

$600,000

$250,000

$175,000

$1,200,000

$500,000

L.S.

L.S.

L. S.

L.S.

L.S.

L.S.

L.S.

Administration

Stations (15)

Control

Line Supervision

Passenger Service

Security

Planning

Yard & Shop

Stations (15)

Electrification

Parking 8300 spaces

Track

Maintenance of Vehicles

Power
----Vehicles@3¢Kwhr)

Stations (15)

Yard & Shops

Transportation
Vehicle Operators

$245,000
$ 0.155
$ 5,000
$ 0.074
$ 28,750
$ 40
$ 6,325

$ 0.50

$ 0.27
$105,120
$262,800

$ 30,000
$210,000
$125,000
$600,000
$250,000
$175,000

$1,200,000
$500,000

Lump Sum
VMT
Vehicle
VMT
Each
Space
Track Mile

VMT
Each
Lump Sum

Each
Lump Sum
Each
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum
Lump Sum

VMTMaintenance of Vehicles

Maintenance of Way
Administration
Track
Yards & Shops (1)
Electrification
Stations
Parking
Control & Communication

Transportation (5)
Vehicle Operations
Administration
Stations
Passenger Service
Line Supervision(6)
Plann~ng(7)
Secur1ty (8)
Control Center

Power (2)
Vehi~les(3)
Statwns (4)
Yards & Shops

VI-14
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FIGURE VI. 11

ANNUAL OPERATING COST - DERIVATION

Alternative II BOARD PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
Vehicles: 120
Annual Vehrcre-Mi1es: 11,438,690
Annual Miles/Car: 95,322
Track Miles: . 44
Stations: 17

FIGURE VI. 12

ANNUAL OPERATING COST - DERIVATION

Alternative III
Vehicles: 9~
Annual Vehicle Miles: 8,787,570
Annual Miles/Car: 93,485
Track Miles: 40
Stations: 14----

Cost/Car Mile: 2.01

Control L.S.

Stations (17)

Maintenance of Vehicles

$ 245,000

1,362,073

470,000

650,280

402,500

432,000

253,000

4,393,785

2,372 ,644

1,471,680

262,800

2,430,000

210,000

1,750,000·

600,000

250,000

175,000

1,200,000

500,000
$19,430,762
$19,500,000Say:

0.50 VMT

0. 27/VMT

$105,120 ea.

$262,800

81 @ $30,000

$210,000

$125,000 ea.

$600,000

$250,000

$175,000

$1,200,000

$500,000

$245,000

0. 155/VMT

$5,000/Veh.

0.074/VMT

$ 28,750 ea.

$ 40. each

$ 6,325/Track Mi.

L.S.

Stati.ons (14)

Electrification

Yard & Shop

Track

Stations (14)

Parking 10,800 spaces

Passenger Service L.S.

Line Supervision L.S.

Control & Communication
(at 40 mi.)

Planning L.S.

Security L.S.

Control L.S.

Cost/Car Mile: 2.22

Maintenance of Way

Administration

Transportation
Vehicle Operators

Administration L.S.

Power
------Vehic1es@3¢Kwhr)

Stations (14)

Yard & Shops L.S.

11aintenance of Vehicles

$ 245,000

1,772,997

600,000

846,463

488,750

332,000

278,300

5,719,345

3,088,446

1,787,040·

262,800

2,760,000

210,000

2,125,000

600,000

250,000

175,000

1,200,000

500,000
$23,241,141
$23,000,000
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Say:

$245,000

0.155/VMT

$5,000/Veh.

0.074/VMT

$ 28,750 ea.

$ 40. each

$ 6,325/Track Mi.

0.50 VMT

O.27/VMT

$105,120 ea.

$262,800

92 @ $30,000

$210,000

$125,000 ea.

$600,000

$250,000

$175,000

$1,200,000

$500,000

L.S.

Electrification

Track

Yard & Shop

Stations (17)

Parking 8300 spaces

Control & Communication
(at 44 mi.)

Passenger Service L.S.

Line Supervision L.S.

Planning L.S.

Security L.S.

Maintenance of Way

Administration

Transportation
Vehicle Operators

Administration L.S.

Power
------Vehicles@3¢Kwhr)

Stations (17)

Yard & Shops L.S.



FIGURE VI. 13

ANNUAL OPERATING COST - DERIVATION
FIGURE VI. 14

ANNUAL OPERATING COST - DERIVATION
Alternative IV
Vehicles: 80---
Annual Vehicle Miles: 56402,060
Annual Miles/Car: 67,52
Track Miles: 26
Stations: 13----

Parking 2800 spaces

Control & Communication
(at 28 mi.)

Alternative V
Vehicles: 5-Z;--
Annual Vehicle Miles: 3

j
571,200

Annual Miles/Car: 66,13
Track Miles: 22
Stations: 11

Parking 1500 spaces

Control & Communication
(at 22 mi.)

$245,000 $ 245,000

0.155/VMT 553,536

$5,000/Veh. 270,000

0.074/VMT 264,269

$ 28,750 ea. 316,250

$ 40. each 60,000

$ 6,325/Track Mi. 139,150

L.S.

Electrification

Administration

Stations (11)

Yard & Shop

Track

Maintenance of Way
$245,000 $ 245,000

0.155/VMT 837,319

$5,000/Veh. 400,000

0.074/VMT 399,752

$ 28,750 ea. 373,750

$ 40. each 112,000

$ 6,325/Track Mi. 164,450

L.S.

Electrification

Stations (13)

Yard & Shop

Track

Maintenance of Way

Administration

Power
------Vehic1es@3¢Kwhr)0.27/VMT

Stations (13) $105,120 ea.

Yard & Shops L.S. $262,800

Say:

Transportation
Vehicle Operators 62 @ $30,000

Administration L.S. $210,000

Stations (11) $125,000 ea.

Passenger Service L.S. $600,000

Line Supervision L.S. $250,000

Planning L.S. $175,000

Security L.S. $1,200,000

Control L.S. $500,000

Maintenance of Vehicles

Transportation
Vehicle Operators

Administration L.S.

Stations (13)

Passe~ger Service L.S.

Line Supervision L.S.

Planning L.S.

Security L.S.

Control L.S.

0.50 VMT

60 @ $30,000

$210,000

$125,000 ea.

$600,000

$250,000

$175,000

$1,200,000

$500,000

Say:

2,701,030

1,458,556

1,366,560

262,800

1,800,000

210,000

1,625,000

600,000

250,000

175,000

1,200,000

500,000

Maintenance of Vehicles

Power
------Vehicles@'3¢Kwhr)

Stations (11)

Yard & Shops L.S.

0.50 VMT

0.27/VMT

$105,120 ea.

$262,800

1,785,600

964,224

1,156,320

262,800

1,860,000

210,000

1,375,000

600,000

250,000

175,000

1,200,000

500,000
$12,187,149
$12,000,000

Cost/Car Mile: 2.68
VI-16 Cost/Car Mile: 3.36



Bus Operating and maintenance costs were projected for the bus component
of the five Rail/Bus Alternatives as well as the six All-Bus Alternatives
for the service levels and patronage contained in Chapter III.A. The
formula developed by SCRTD for costing bus services on a line by line
basis was used in estimating these bus operation and maintenance costs.
This formula is as follows:

FIGURE VI. 15

RAIL OPERATING STATISTICS AND COSTS
FOR ALTERNATIVES I THRU V

A L T E RNA T I V E S

ITEM I II III IV V

Number of Vehicles 106 120 94 80 54

Annual Vehicle Miles/ 10,188 11,439 8,788 5,402 3,571
(l,OOOs)

Average Annual Miles/ 96 95 93 68 66
Vehicles (l,OOOs)

Track Miles 40 44 40 26 22

Number of Stations 15 17 14 13 11

Average Speed (MPH) 39 39 40 35 34

Annual Operating Cost
2l'5\23'~\19.5 14.5 12.0

(Millions $)

Cost/Car Mile 2.11 2.01 2.22 2.68 3.36

Source: SCRTD Staff Analysis

b. Bus Operating and Maintenance Costs

(1) Parameters for Bus Costing

(a) Bus Hours: Bus hours will be estimated by multiplying line
trips per day from schedule by running time and adding
layover (15% of running time). Then adding the pull-in and
pull-out times (not in service) based on a system average of
9 miles and 27 minutes each. These are added for each pull
in and pull-out bus trip, i.e., 54 minutes for base period
buses and 108 minutes for peak-only buses which return to
the garage between peaks.

(b) Pay Hours: Estimated pay hours (operators pay and fringes)
will be arrived at by multiplying bus hours for each line to
be costed by one of the two following expansion factors:

VI·17

For lines operating
only in the peak.

For all other lines
(include local and
freeway lines oper
ating both base and
peak service)

Multiply bus hours
by 1. 67*

*As provided for in Section 4,
this factor is applied only to
the direct operator pay cost
component. The indirect
or support costs such as
scheduling, marketing, etc.
are applied at the lower
expansion factor of 1.10.

Multiply bus hours by 1.10



(c) Bus Miles: Bus miles will be estimated by multiplying
line trips per day by round trip distance, neglecting
turnaround distance. Then add pull-in and pull-out mile
age at the system-wide average of 9 miles each. Note that
18 miles will be added for each base period bus and 36
miles for each peak-only bus.

(2) Parameters for Costing Each Bus Line

Line costs will be estimated from SCRTD full cost factors for pay
hours and bus-miles. Full costs will be used because this is a
long-range planning analysis, projecting ahead by 13 years to 1990.
The following specific cost parameters will be used to represent
1977 dollar values (based on August, 1977 data from the Service
Analysis Section):

(2)
NOTE: This number represents the following: Of
the $18.664 per pay hours, both the $10.206
attributable directly to operator's pay and fringes,
and the remainder of $8.458, are multiplied by
$1.10, to arrive at the composite bus hour factor
of $20.53 is for all other bus lines.

(c) Annualization Factors: Weekday-only service will be annual
ized with a factor of 255; lines with no Sunday service will
have a factor of 280, reflecting less service on Saturdays,
and all-week service will have a factor of 310.

All bus costs are derived from the above formula. For Alternative
VI, which assumes a rail-type operation on an exclusive aerial
guideway, bus costs include the operation and maintenance costs
associated with guideway and stations. A summary of bus and rail
operating statistics and costs is shown in Figure VI.16.

(a) For lines operating only in the peak period B. TRANSIT EFFICIENCY

To obtain mileage
rel.ated costs.

Multiply bus miles by $0.435
for standard buses and $0.60
for articulated buses.

1. Intro duction

To obtain bus(hQur Multiply bus hours by $26.35
related costs l}

(1)
NOTE: This number represents the following: Of
the $18.664 per pay hour, the $10.206 attribut
able directly to operator's pay and fringes is
multiplied by 1.10, to arrive at the composite
bus hour factor of $26.35 for peak hour services.

For all other lines (includes local and freeway lines
operating both base and peak service.)

(b)

To obtain mileage
related costs

To obtain bus hour
related costs(2)

Multiply bus miles by
$0.435 for standard buses
and $0.60 for articulated
buses

Multiply bus hours by
$20.53
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Transit efficiency provides a means of assessing the cost effective
ness of attracting and moving passengers under each alternative.
Transit efficiency measures allow comparison of alternatives in terms
of their costs, revenues, and the resulting surplus or deficit per
unit of transit productivity. For this analysis, transit productivity
is defined in terms of passenger trips and passenger miles.

Inputs into the transit efficiency analysis include annual linked
passenger trips, passenger miles, capital costs, annual operation
costs, and annual revenues. Patronage estimates, operating costs,
and revenues were estimated for 1990 service levels and are express
ed as annual amounts. These estimates are detailed in their res
pective chapters in the report.



FIGURE VI.16

SUMMARY OF BUS AND RAIL OPERATING COSTS FOR ALL ALTERNATIVES
(INCLUDING BACKGROUND BUSES AND FEEDER BUSES FOR ALTERNATIVES I THRU V)(l)

ALTERNATIVES
ITEM I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Number of Buses* 934 945 982 910 986 1,186 1,132 1,096 1,165 1,154 939

Number of Rail Cars* 106 120 94 80 54 - - - - - -

Annual Bus Miles (1000's) 35,305 35,15'+ 36,958 35,051 38,051 54,718 41,753 42,144 42,328 40,739 32,723

Annual Rail Car Miles (1000's) 10,188 11,439 8,788 5,402 3,571 - - - - - -
Annual Bus Hours (1000's) 2,993 2,978 3,125 2,983 3,276 3,698 4,082 3,966 3,988 3,886 3,156

Annual Bus Operating Costs 77.2 76.8 80.6 76.9 84.3 110.5 102.7 99.9 100.7 97.7 79.1
(Millions)

Annual Rail Operating Costs 21.5 23.0 19.5 14.5 12.0 - - - - - -
(Millions)

Total Operating Cost 98.7 99.8 100.1 91.4 96.3 110.5 102.7 99.9 100.7 97.7 79.1
(Millions)

*Inc1udes 10% spares

(1) Projected 1990 costs in 1977 Dollars

SOURCE: SCRTD Staff Analysis
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Capital costs occur unevenly overtime, usually most heavily at the

beginning of the project. Therefore, it is necessary to represent the

capital costs on an annual basis to allow comparison with patronage

and operating costs. Because there is a cost of capital, annualizing

capital costs is more than simply dividing the total costs by the

system lifetime. To place capital on an equivalent annual basis it is

necessary to apply a capital recovery factor which takes into account

both the cost, or rate of return, on capital as well as the lifetime

of the project.

The capital recovery factor is expressed as follows:

CRF i (1 +i)n

(1 + i)n - 1

2. Annualized Costs

All costs shown in this chapter are expressed in constant 1977 dollars.

This permits a consistent comparison of the real value of these ele

ments. Only costs for the bored subway construction have been used

for rail alternatives.'

The transit efficiency measures have been calculated on a total and

marginal cost basis. The efficiency measures based on total costs and

total patronage portray the average cost incurred for each unit of

productivity. The marginal measures show the additional (marginal)

investment required for each additional (marginal) unit of produc

tivity, relative to the Null Alternative (XI).

where CRF

i

n

Capital Recovery Factor

interest rate

lifetime of project components

Economic theory states marginal returns should equal marginal costs at

the optimum level of investment; hence additional dollars should be

invested as long as greater productivity is received for each additional

dollar invested.

The capital costs were annualized using interest rates of four, seven,

and ten percent which do not include the effect of inflation. In the

discussion on discount rates, it should be noted that OMB Circular A-94

prescribes that federal projects use a standard discount rate of 10%.

While non-federal recipients of federal loans and grants (e.g. SCRTD)

are exempt from this requirement, it is important to recognize that

the 10% figure is considered reasonable from a federal perspective.

The 7% rate is considered acceptable and the 4% rate is shown only for

sensitivity purposes.

Industry-wide and the Federal Department of Transportation's accepted

economic lifetimes for buses and rail vehicles of 12 and 36 years,

respectively, have been used in this analysis. The lifetime of fixed

facilities has been assumed to be equal to 36 years.
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The total annualized system costs (annualized capital cost and annual

operating cost) for the alternatives in the Regional Core are presented

in Figure VI.17. At the 7% and 10% discount rates the total annualized

system costs are approximately $91 million for the Null Alternative

(XI), and range from $170 to $180 million for Alternatives II and VI.

Generally, using the same interest rates, the All-Bus Alternatives

show an annualized system cost of about $115 million while the Rail/Bus

Alternatives range from $144 million to $184 million.

Figure VI.18 compares the marginal annualized system costs for the

various alternatives i.e., net of the null. At the 7% interest rate,

the All-Bus Alternatives show a marginal annualized system cost

ranging between 20 and 30 million dollars; for the Rail/Bus Alterna
tives the range is 50 to 80 million dollars.



FIGURE VI.17

TOTAL ANNUALIZED SYSTEM COSTS

rota1 Annualized
3ystem Costs
(Millions of 1977 Dollars) XI

90.2
90.7
91.1

CTRANSIT ALTEm~ATIVES FOR THE REGIONAL ORE
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X- - - - - -- - -

51.8 156.4 149.3 136.5 134.7 159.6 117.0 113.8 115.4 112.0
65.9 171. 7 161.9 148.1 143.7 171.5 117.S 114.6 116.2 112.8
77.3 184.1 172.1 157.4 150.8 180.7 118.4 115.2 116.9 ,113.4

1
1
1

4io
7io

10%

FIGURE VI.18

MARGINAL ANNUALIZED SYSTEM COSTS

GOA CoITRANS IT ALTERNAT VES F R THE RE I N L ORE
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI- - - - - - - -- - -

1.6 66.2 59.1 46.3 44.5 69.4 26.8 23.6 25.2 21.8 -
5.2 81.0 71. 2 57.4 53.0 80.8 27.1 23.9 25.5 22.1 -
6.2 93.0 81.0 66.3 59.7 89.6 27.3 24.1 25.8 .22.3 -

4% 6
7% 7

10% 8

~arginal Annualized
;ys tem Cos ts
(Millions of 1977 Dollars)
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3. Patronage Measures

Patronage estimates for each alternative were made as described in

Chapter Ill. section A. Passenger trips and passenger miles were

taken directly from these estimates. These statistics are listed in

Figure VI.19 in total and marginal form.

The passenger trips shown represent the annual linked passenger trips

adjusted to eliminate the double counting of transfers. All of the

alternatives show increases in patronaf,e over the null (XI) which

carries 125 million annual passengers. Alternative II carries the

greatest number of passengers, 199 million, which indicates a 59%

increase over the null.

The passenger miles were obtained from the LARTS UTPS forecasting

model and adjusted for the capacity constrained analysis. As the

table indicates, they range between 512 million for the Null Altern

ative (XI) and 958 million for the 18 mile Rail/Bus Alternative

II.

4. Transit Efficiency Measures

Transit efficiency measures express patronage, costs, and revenues on

a per unit of transit productivity basis. All patronage, cost and

fare revenue measures used in this report are based on the 1990 "design

year" level of service. As such, the transit efficiency measures
shown in this analysis can be considered "snapshot measurements" and

the relative value of the measures will vary at different times and
patronage levels.

a. Total (Capital + Operating) Cost Efficiency Measures

(1) Total Cost Efficiency

The total system cost efficiency measures are given in Figure VI.20

Viewing the figures listed at the 7% discount rate on capital

expenditures, the total system cost per passenger ranges from 72¢
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FIGURE VI. 19

TOTAL AND MARGINAL

ESTIMATED ANNUAL PASSENGER TRIPS AND PASSENGER MILES IN 1990
(In Millions)

TOTAL ANNUAL

Passenger Trips

Passenger Miles

MARGINAL ANNUAL

Passenger Trips

Passenger Miles

I

194

933

69

421

II

199

958

74

446

III

191

897

66

385

IV

181

848

56

336

V

178

820

53

308
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VI

194

933

69

421

VII

160

646

35

134

VIII

157

645

32

133

IX

159

652

34

140

X

156

642

31

130

XI

125

512



FIGURE VI. 20

TOTAL SYSTEM COST TRANSIT EFFICIENCY MEASURES (1977 Dollars)

(Capital and Operating)

Total Cost Transit TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE REGIONAL CORE
Efficiency Measures I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
($/passenger trip)

Per Passenger
4% .78 .79 .78 .75 .76 .82 .73 .72 .73 .72 .72
7% .86 .86 .85 .82 .81 .88 .74 .73 .73 .72 .73

10% .91 .93 .90 .87 .85 .93 .74 .73 .74 .73 .73

Per Passenger Mile
4% .16 .16 .17 .16 .16 .17 .18 .18 .18 .17 .18
7% .18 .18 .18 .17 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18

10% .19 .19 .19 .19 .18 . .19 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18

FIGURE VI. 2l

MARGINAL COST TRANSIT EFFICIENCY MEASURES (1977 Dollars)

(Capital and Operating)

Margian1 Cost Transit TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES FOR THE REGIONAL CORE
Efficiency Measures I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
($/passenger trip)

Per Passenger
4% .89 .89 .90 .83 .84 1.01 .77 .74 .74 .70
7% 1.09 1.09 1.08 1.03 1.00 1.17 .77 .75 .75 .71

10% 1. 25 1.26 1.23 1.18 1.13 1.30 .78 .75 .76 .72

Per Passenger Mile
4% .15 .15 .15 .14 .14 .16 .20 .18 .18 .17
7% .18 .18 .18 .17 .17 .19 .20 .18 .18 .17

10% .20 .21 .21 .20 .19 .21 .20 .18 .18 .17
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to 86C. Except for the aerial busway, Alternative VI, the per

passenger cost for the All-Bus Alternatives is about 73C. The Rail/
Bus Alternatives per passenger cost is slightly higher, ranging from

81C for Alternative V, the least expensive, and shortest (8 mile) rail

system to 86C for Alternative II (the Board Preferred Alternative), the

longest (18.6 mile) rail systeM. v~en the per passenr,er mile measures are

looked at, all of the Rail/Bus and All-bus Alternatives show a total

system cost per passenEer mile of l8C, except Rail/Bus Alternative IV,

which has a cost per passenger, mile of only l7C. 'Vhile the Rail/Bus

Alternatives yield a hipher total cost per passenper trip, these figures

sup,f,est that in terms of cost per passenper mile the Rail/Bus Alternatives

have the same total cost efficiency as the All-Bus Alternatives.

(2) Marginal Cost Efficiency

A similar pattern is suggested by the marginal cost transit efficiency

measures as is seen in Figure VI.2l. At the 7% discount rate the All

Bus Alternatives show a marginal cost per marginal passenger ranging

from 7lC (X) to 77C (VII). The Rail/Bus Alternatives range from $1.00

(V) to $1.09 (I, II). Again the aerial busway (VI) shows the highest

cost at $1.17. When marginal cost is measured against the marginal

passenger mile, the Rail/Bus Alternatives appear to be more efficient.

Their marginal cost per marginal passenger mile is either l7C or l8C,

while the All-Bus Alternatives show for the same measure a range
between l7C and 20C.

Total Regional Core system annual operating costs, operating cost per

passenger and operating cost per passenger mile are listed in Figure
VI.22. Because of the operating efficiencies of the Rail/Bus Alternatives

and because they attract more passengers, the Rail/Bus Alternatives

are significantly more efficient than the All-Bus Alternatives. On a

per passenger basis, Figure VI.22 shows that the Rail/Bus Alternatives

have an operating cost ranging between 50C and 54C. Meanwhile, for

the same measure, the All-Bus Alternatives show a 19% higher cost of

either 63C or 64C. This trend is consistent in the operating cost

per passenger mile measure, where the Rail/Bus Alternatives show an

operating cost of either 10C, llC, or l2C per passenger mile, while

the All-Bus Alternatives, except Alternative VI, are 45% higher and

range from 15C to l6C.

(2) Marginal Operating Cost Efficiency

The marginal operating cost transit efficiency measures yield the same re
sults as above. As Figure VI.23 indicates, the marginal annual operating

cost per marginal passenger for the Rail/Bus Alternatives is much more

favorable than those for the All-Bus Alternatives. For the Rail/Bus

Alternatives it ranges between 22C and 32C, but the All-Bus Alternatives

range between 46C and 67C indicating a more than double cost.

The same is true of the marginal operating cost per marginal passenger

mile measure where the Rail/Bus Alternatives range between 4C and 6C
but the All-Bus Alternatives range between 7C and 18C.

b. Operating Cost Transit Efficiency Measures

(1) Operating Cost Efficiency

c. Operating Surplus or Deficit Efficiency Measures

(1) Operating Surplus or Deficit Efficiency

An operating cost analysis is of particular importance to transit

planning. Once the capital costs involved in system implementation

have been spent, the chief concern is the continuing operating costs

of the alternative chosen and how they might be met. Transit effi

ciency measures were calculated for total and marginal system operat

ing costs as another measure of distinction among the alternatives.
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In Figure VI.24, estimated revenues were added to the formula to
offset operating costs. The revenue was estimated using an average

fare assumption of 50 cents per linked passenger trip in 1977 dollars.

This assumed a 25% increase over the existing average fare of 40C

which is explained more fully in the Financial Analysis section.



FIGURE VI. 22

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING COST AND OPERATING COST TRANSIT EFFICIE~CY MEASURES

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Total Annual Operating
Cos t (Millions) 98.7 99.8 100.1 91.4 96.3 110.5 102.7 99.9 100.7 97.7 79.1

Total Annual Operating
Cost - Per Passenger ($) .51 .50 .52 .50 .54 .57 .64 .64 .63 .63 .63

- Per Pass. Mi1e($) .11 .10 .11 .11 .12 .12 .16 .15 .15 .15 .15

FIGURE VI. 23

MARGINAL ANNUAL OPERATING COST AND OPERATING COST TRANSIT EFFICIENCY MEASURES

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Marginal Annual
Operating Cost
(millions) 19.6 20.7 21.0 12.3 17.2 31.4 23.6 20.8 21.6 18.6

Marginal Annual
Operating Cost

- Per Passenger($) .28 .28 .32 .22 .32 .46 .67 .65 .64 .60

- Per Pass.Mi1e($) .05 .05 .05 .04 .06 .07 .18 .16 .15 .14
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A sensitivity analysis has been made on the basis of a 40¢ average fare

and the results are also included in the Financial Analysis Section.
As the Figure VI.24 indicates, the annual revenue estimates for 1990,

in 1977 dollars, range from $62 million for the Null (XI) to $100
million for Rail/Bus Alternative II (the Board Preferred Alternative).
In general terms, the All-Bus Alternatives, excepting Alternative VI,

generate either 78 or 80 million dollars and the Rail/Bus Alternatives

bring in between 89 and 100 million dollars. Fhen these revenues are

applied to the operating cost estimates, Rail/Bus Alternative II is

the only alternative which virtually recovers its operating cost. The

remaining Rail/Bus Alternatives come close to recovering their operat
ing costs, yielding deficits ranging between I and 7 million dollars.

The All-Bus Alternatives, on the other hand, show annual deficits

ranging from $14 million for the aerial busway (VI) to $23 million for

the exclusive median bus lanes on Wilshire and La Brea (VII).

When the surplus or deficit is assigned to the passenger or passenger

mile unit measure, the distinction does not change. Rail/Bus Alterna

tive II shows neither a surplus or deficit per passenger and passenger

mile, Alternatives I, III, IV and V show small deficits for the same

measures, and the All-Bus Alternatives show significantly higher

deficits ranging from 7¢ to 14¢ per passenger or 1.4¢ and 3.5¢ per

passenger mile.

(2) Marginal Operating Surplus or Deficit Efficiency

When the marginal analysis is considered, as is presented in Figure

VI.25, the distinction between Rail/Bus Alternatives and All-Bus

Alternatives is even more pronounced. All of the Rail/Bus Alterna

tives show a marginal operating surplus ranging between $9 million

and $17 million, while the All-Bus Alternatives, except for Alterna-

tive VI, yield an operating deficit of between 3 and 6 million
dollars. Alternative VI, the aerial busway, shows an operating



FIGURE VI. 24

TOTAL ANNUAL OPERATING SURPLUS/DEFICIT EFFICIENCY MEASURES

(1977 Dollars)

Alternatives: I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Estimated Total Annual
Fare Revenue (millions $) 97.0 99.5 95.5 90.5 89.0 97.0 80.0 78.5 79.5 78.0 62.5

Estimated Total Annual
Operating Cost (millions $) 98.7 99.8 100.1 91.4 96.3 110.5 102.7 99.9 100.7 97.7 79.1

Estimated Total Annual
Surplus or (Deficit) (millions $) (1. 7) (0.3) (4.6) (0.9) (7.3) (13.5) (22. 7) (21. 4) (21. 2) (19.7) (16.6)

Per Passenger ($) (.01) 0.0 (.02) 0.0 (.04) (.07) (.14) (.14) (.13) (.13) (.13)

Per Passenger Mile ($) (.002) 0.0 (.005) (.001) (.009) (.014) (.035) (.033) (.033) (.031) (.032)

FIGURE VI. 25

MARGINAL ANNUAL OPERATING SURPLUS/DEFICIT EFFICIENCY MEASURES

(1977 Dollars)

Alternatives: I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Estimated Marginal Annual
Fare Revenue (millions $) 34.5 37.0 33.0 28.0 26.5 34.5 17.5 16.0 17.0 15.5 0.0

1stimated Marginal Annual
Operating Cost (millions $) 19.6 20.7 21.0 12.3 17.2 31.4 23.6 20.8 21.6 18.6 0.0

Estimated Marginal Annual
Surplus or (Deficit) (millions $) 14.9 16.3 12.0 15.7 9.3, 3.1 (6.1) (4.8) (4.6) (3.1) 0,.0

Per Passenger ($) .22 .22 .18 .28 .18 .04 ( .17) (.15) (.14) (.10) 0.0

Per Passenger Mile ($) .035 .037 .031 .047 .030 .007 (.045) (.036) (.033) (.024) 0.0
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surplus of $3 million. These same surpluses and deficits are re
flected in the productivity measures where the Rail/Bus Alternatives
show a per passenger surplus ranging from l8¢ to 28¢ and the All-Bus
Alternatives except Alternative VI, show per passenger deficits
between lO¢ and l7¢. The same pattern is reflected in the passenger

mile statistic.

c. Conclusions

When the total system annualized costs (annualized capital cost +
annual operating cost) are measured against productivity the All-Bus
Alternatives appear to be more efficient on a per passenger basis.
But, when the same cost is measured against the passenger mile, they

all have the same efficiency.

When operating costs only are analyzed, the Rail/Bus Alternatives are
more efficient than the All-Bus Alternatives. When anticipated fare
revenue is considered, the Rail/Bus Alternatives show a greater
potential to cover their operating costs than the All-Bus Alternatives.

C. URBAN ECONOMY

1. Introduction

An important consideration in alternative selection is the extent of
the impact of such a project on the economy of the region. The eval
uation criteria considered in this analysis are termed economic base
impacts and include employment impacts, tax base impacts, and the
impacts on residential and business activity. This section will
discuss these impacts, with emphasis on the difference among the
various alternatives.

2. EmplOyment Impacts

Employment impacts fall into two major categories; short-term and
long-term. Short-term employment impacts are related to the imple
mentation of the system with direct job benefits caused by increases

in construction employment and employment in manufacturing of
vehicles and equipment.

The number of jobs which would be created in construction would be
directly related to the project's cost. Alternative II (the Board
Preferred Alternative) for example, is estimated to produce an average
of 3,000 to 5,000 jobs per year in the construction, equipment, mater
ial, manufacturing and service industries for approximately five years,
assuming bored tunnel construction. This would have a beneficial effect
on the area's unemployment situation. It would save appreciable amounts
in welfare payments and unemployment insurance. The peak employment
could be twice that nUmber. The other alternatives would create jobs,
in proportion to their costs. The lower level bus alternatives have
very small construction elements and thus would generate very little
construction employment.

In a separate employment category will be the manufacture of the rapid
transit cars, buses, communication and fare collection equipment,
controls and electrical systems. Additional employment would be
created in the supplying of steel,rock, gravel and cement, and in the
transportation thereof.

In addition to the jobs created in construction, the multiplier
effect will cause more jobs to be created in the many related support
industries. Assuming the experience in other areas is an indication,
it is estimated tqat the total multiplier effect of this project might
be in the range of two to three dollars for every dollar invested 
which means many jobs in the service industries.

As construction phases out and pre-operational testing begins, a
certain number of jobs will carryover, and other jobs will terminate
as the various tasks of construction are completed. As the system
comes into the operational stages, a permanent level of employment
will be established. It is estimated that Rail/Bus Alternatives I

though V would realize a permanent employment ranging from 400 to 500
positions, primarily in the areas of systems operation, maintenance,
security, and system management.



The All-Bus Alternatives (VI through X) would also provide approx
imately 600 permanent jobs in transit, principally in bus operation and

maintenance.

Not only would a major transit project result in an increase in employ-.
ment in the Regional Core, there would likely be a shift in employment
opportunities toward the Regional Core. This is a result of an expected
shift in the residential population to station vicinity and of more
intensive development which would be generated from system implement
ation. Based on present trends without transit development, a decrease
in employment is likely at many of the station locations. On the
reverse side, if an aerial alternative were chosen, there would be some
unemployment resulting from off-street right-of-way .acquisition. This
would be true to a much lesser extent for a subway alternative.

3. Impact on Residential and Business Activity

The transit system can affect the residential and business activity in
various ways. First, it can help generate new development; second, it
can displace older development; and third, it can generate increased
activity and value of exisiting development. Although there is some
debate among economists as to whether a transit system generates new
growth in an area or merely impacts the location and timing of develop
ment which would have occurred anyway, there is no doubt that property
values will increase and development potential will be enhanced around
certain stations in a transit system.

A report entitled "Evaluation of Rapid Transit Joint Development Oppor
tunities and Value Capture Potential" was prepared. Joint development
is defined as "a process through which public transportation invest
ments are coordinated with private land development investments so that
they will generate a maximum stimulus to economic development and urban
revitalization" .

This report is used as the basis for distin~uishing between alterna
tives in terms of their development potential. It indicates that
Alternative II (Board Preferred Alternative) (Vilshire to Fairfax to
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North Hollywood) has the greatest development potential. Alternatives
I and V are next in this category and III and IV offer the least

potential.

The estimated dollar amounts of possible development are shown in
Figure VI.26. (See Appendix III.A. for complete report).

FIGURE VI.26

Estimated Joint Development Potential

(Millions of 1978 $)
Alternatives

I Ii III IV V
CBD Stations (Common) 104 IP+ Ib4 Ib4 Ib4

No. Hollywood, Universal City 78 78 78
Normandie, Western, La Brea 77 77 77 77
La Brea/Fairfax Stations 39 39 39
Vermont and Selma 38
Wilshire/Houser 101 101
Wilshire/Vermont & A1.vardo 120 120 120 120 120

Totals 478 579 400 400 462

It is important to note that this development will not occur auto
matically as a result of system implementation. Other forces must also
be present, including supportive land use policy and zoning, a healthy
economy, and advance planning. The All-Bus Alternatives were not
analyzed. However, with the exception of the Aerial Busway (VI), the
All-Bus Alternatives would have very little development potential since
such potential is related to a commitment in fixed facilities. Again,
this is not to say that the development will not take place, but,
rather, that the development may not occur at the locations studied.
In terms of displacement, any aerial configuration would cause the
removal of commercial and residential units that could be expected to
be replaced. An aerial system would, therefore, have a negative impact
on the real estate market. Neither the subway alternatives nor the
bus-on-street alternatives would show any apprecialble adverse impact
as far as displacement is concerned. Precise and detailed information

on displacement and relocation is contained in the "Social Impacts"
Chapter under "Relocation."



In terms of existing development, an increase in residential property
values within the station influence areas along the entire route can be
expected, particularly within the "walking distance" areas. This
results from capitalization of transportation cost savings.

A number of surveys of property values before and after the imple
mentation of a major transit project show that, for single family
residential units, the increase in property value expected per dollar
per day saved on transportation ranges from approximately $2,000 in
anticipation of construction to $3,000 after start of operations. The
effect on vacant residential lots is estimated at $~,OO~ to $1,400 per
daily dollar s~ved by public transit. Thus, the amount of the increase
in property value is directly proportional to the savings in trans
portation costs. vfuile this would certainly be a benefit to those
selling - it is a disturbance to those who remain; i.e., property taxes
will increase, and for those waiting to purchase in the area.

Within the Regional Core, there are ten major retail centers (MRC) as
defined by the U.S. Department of Commerce. These MRC's are area
groupings of individual business concerns engaged in retail sales of
goods and services. MRC's form the economic back-bone of the Regional
Core in providing jobs and keeping money in circulation.

Portions of some of these centers, particularly along Wilshire Boule
vard, could be impacted by displacement due to either aerial or subway
rail system construction. Generally, however, they will interact with
a transit system in a mutually beneficial way. For some of these
centers, transit access can be markedly improved. As a result, their
property tax base values may increase on the basis of capitalization of
transit savings, similar to the methodology described for single-family
residential properties. A data base for a quantitative prediction of
property value added for each business does not exist, therefore, a
numerical evaluation is not possible at this time.
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4. Tax Base Impact

Tax base impacts of the transit system are both postive and negative
in nature. On the negative side, none of the alternatives will re
sult in any tax revenue from the transit facilities and right-of-way

per se.

Thus, any land and buildings that are needed for right-of-way will
be removed from the tax rolls, and will result in a smaller tax
base. For an aerial system the loss of ta~ base will be dependent
on areas of private right-of-way and buildings taken - primarily on
curves and for yards and any stations-not located over streets -this
should n9t be very appreciable. 'For a subway, the loss of tax base
would be minor, as the affected area will, for the most part, be
limited to station access points and train storage yards.

Offsetting the tax loss would be revenue due to increased property
valuation due to new developments in the vicinity of the stations, and
due to improvements in and upgrading of existing structures.

However, although land values will increase around the stations,
limitations placed on increases of two percent per year in assessed
valuation have been imposed by Proposition 13. Thi~ will limit
benefits from increased property values. The only appreciable

. increase in tax revenue will come from new buildings constructed
and from property changing ownership (a change in ownership
negates the two percent limitation). The potential for such new
development has been discussed previously in this section.

5. Summary

In general, the magnitude of the economic base impacts are related to
the capital costs of the system and particularly to the fixed facil
ities constructed. Accordingly, the Rail/Bus Alternatives, particu
larly Alternatives I, II (Board Preferred Alternative), and V, will



generate the greatest .positive economic base impacts. The positive
impacts of the Aerial Busway would be offset partly by the negative
impacts inherent in an aerial system.

D. FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY

1. Introduction

A critical consideration for any analysis of transit alternatives is
financial feasibility from both the capital cost and annual operating
cost points of view. Financial analysis is a significant factor in
system selection, since it provides a means of comparing system costs
at various levels and can also be used as a tool for long term financial
planning after system selection has been made. Under current conditions
of escalating costs and fiscal pressures at all levels of government,
financial feasibility analysis has become an indispensible component of
investment decision-making.

The financial analysis consists of estimating the costs and cash flow
requirements of the various alternatives and comparing them with the
funding sources expected to be available. Capital and operating costs
are considered separately, since they have different funding sources.
Capital costs are incurred non-uniformly and are heaviest during the
years of system implementation. Accordingly, the capital cost analysis
consits of a year-by-year projec.tion of capital expenditures during the
period of system implementation. The operating costs, in contrast,
change gradually in response to inflation and service increases as
needed to keep pace with patronage increases. In;reased patronage, of
course, also implies increased revenue from the farebox. A single-year
projection of the operating costs and funding availability in 1990
provides a relative indication of the operating costs for other years
as well and is used as the basis of the analysis presented below.
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Financial planning for future funding requirements must consider
escalation. The cost estimates have utilized 1977 dollars throughout
as a basis for consistent comparison of alternatives. Projections for
funds needed at a future date involve estimates of the inflated, current
dollar amounts which will be needed in each future year. This analysis
assumes a uniform rate of cost escalation of eight percent per year for
capital and operating costs and revenues.

Presented first in this chapter are the escalated capital and operating

costs of each alternative. Secondly, these costs are compared with the
funding sources expected to be available for project implementation and
operation.

2. Implementation Schedule

An important determinant of the capital costs is the implementation
schedule assumed. In this analysis, the schedule was devised in
keeping with a reasonable time schedule for design, construction and
vehicle acquisition. Different system components have varying imple
mentation schedules, as shown in Figure VI.2? All-Bus Alternatives
VII through X can be implemented within five years, whereas the Rail/
Bus Alternatives and Alternative VI, the aerial busway, could require
seven to eight years.

The total escalated capital costs for the Rail/Bus and the All-Bus
Alternatives which result from the implementation schedule are shown
in Figure VI.28. In this figure, the total escalated costs for the
Rail/Bus Alternatives range from a low of $1328 million for Alterna
tive V to $2021 million for Alternative II.

3. Existing Funding Sources

In order to evaluate the financial feasibility of the various alterna

tives it is necessary to examine the funding sources that may be



FIGURE VI. 27

IMPLEMENTATION CAPITAL NEEDS*

(Percentage of Total Capital Costs Required Per Year)

Bus Bus Bus Bus
Rail Facilities Aerial Divisions Divisions Acquisition Acquisition

Fiscal & Rail Vehicles Busway for for for for
Year for Alt. I-V to A1ts. VI A1ts. I-VI A1ts. VII-XI A1ts. I-VI A1ts. VII-XI

1979 1 1

1980 7 8

1981 14 15 1

1982 24 25 30 50

1983 25 24 69 50

1984 15 14 1

1985 10 9 30 50

1986 4 4 69 50

100 100 100 100 100 100

* Based upon midpoint of construction period being in Fiscal Year 1983.
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available. The prime sources of funding potentially available for

system implementation and operation include the following:
FIGURE VI. 28

THE TOTAL ESCALATED CAPITAL COSTS
OF THE RAIL/BUS AND THE ALL-BUS ALTERNATIVES

a. Federal

* Cost for buses is for initial set only - they must be replaced
every 12 years

**Escalation based on implementation schedule shown in Fig. VI. 27

In June, 1974, affirmative state-wide and Los Angeles County votes for

Proposition 5 (Prop. 5) amended the State constitution to permit motor

vehicle revenues to be used for the "research, planning, construction

and improvement of exclusive mass transit guideways (and their fixed

facilities but not vehicles), including the mitigation of their environ

mental effects, the payment for property taken or damaged for such
purposes, the administrative costs necessarily incurred in the fore
going purposes and the maintenance of the structures and the immediate

right-of-way for the public mass transit guideways, but excluding the

maintenance and operating costs for mass transit power systems and mass
transit passenger facilities, vehicles, equipment and services." "Mass

transit guideways" are interpreted by the State Legislative Counsel as

fixed guideways for rail transit, and, therefore, are not available for
the All-Bus Alternatives.

Alt.

I

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

1977 Costs 1977 Costs Escalated @ 8%~k*

Rail Bus* Rail Only Bus Onlyo~ TotalO~

1035 140 1618 270 1886

H2O 141 1749 272 2021
1

923 141 1442 299 1741

849 136 1326 262 1588

659 152 1029 299 1328

1050 1714 1714

169 259 259

165 253 253

181 266 266

169 259 259

128 196 196
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b.

•

•

State

Urban Mass Transportation Administration: UMTA provides the

major Federal Source of transit funding. The money available

is provided primarily through two programs. Section 3 is ~

capital grant program which is available for 80 percent

funding of capital projects on a discretionary basis. Section

5 is a formula grant program which allocates funds nationally
based on population and population density. Section 5 funds

may be used for either 50% of the operating subsidy or 80% of

the capital costs of transit projects.

Federal Highway Administration: The FHWA allocates monies to

various highway and other transportation programs. Federal

Aid Urban (FAU) can be used for highway or transit capital

projects with distribution between these uses at the dis

cretion of county FAU committees.



The individual cities and counties have discretion over the portion of
the fuel tax funds (Prop. 5) allocated to them in deciding on the amount

thereof to be diverted to mass transit. In June of 1974 over 60% of the

voters in the entire County of Los Angeles voted to authorize the use of

these funds for fixed guideway mass transit. The State Director of Trans

portation may exceed the 25% limitation on the use of the state's gasoline

tax funds if necessary to maximize the federal contribution to a project.

Since that time,the State Department of Transportation has made its

Prop. 5 funds available to provide most of the local share of rapid
transit planning efforts -- thus enabling the District to obtain federal

rapid transit planning grants. The balance of the local share has been

furnished by the SCRTD.

TDA (SB325) funds, derived from a 1/4 percent sales tax,are also available

for transit capital and operation purposes within California -- not more

than 85% can be used for operations. Within L. A. County, the area

within SCRTD received approximately 91.7 percent of the total County

SB325 funds for transit which are allocated between SCRTD and municipal

operators by the LACTC. A maximum of 85 percent of these funds are

available to SCRTD.

4. Potential Funding Sources

There are several other potential funding sources, in addition to the

above mentioned sources, currently available.

b.

c.

d.

The use of the 1913 Act Assessment District procedure applied around

rail transit stations is a potential source of local funds. This

Act allows assessment against property benefiting from an improve

ment project.

Another potential source of funds which could be generated by a rail

rapid transit line is "value capture" --a means by which a transit

project can benefit financially from the increased economic or real

estate value it generates around station sites. Value capture

potential for the rail rapid transit alternatives has been approx

imated, and it was found that Rail Alternatives I, II (the Board

Preferred Alternative) and V have thehi~hest value capture potential

in that they will induce the most development, with Alternatives III

and IV the least. 'The All-Bus Alternatives do not have any appre

ciable value capture potential. It is important to point out that

the full potential return from this source would not- occur for many

years. Dependin~ on the types of development arranpements made ,

there is a possibility of some early return from this source, but

af,ain, it is not possible to estimate the amount at this time.

The use of SB 325, Transportation Development Act (TDA) funds

offer another possible local revenue source. These funds,

which are derived from the application of the State sales tax

to gasoline, are apportioned to the SCRTD annually and may be

used for operations expense or for capital expenditures.

a. The State Legislature has prescribed two new sources of transit

funding which can be instituted by the Los Angeles County Trans

portation Commission -- subject to voter approval. These sources

are: (a) 1/2¢ increase in the sales tax and (b) a l¢ increase

in the gasoline tax in the County. The City of Los An~eles is

also authorized to increase the gasoline tax l¢ in the City,

subject to voter approval. It should be noted that while sales

tax revenue is expected to grow at eight percent, thereby keeping

pace with cost increases, the gas tax is projected to remain con

stant since it is a flat charge and gasoline consumption is expected

to be approximately constant in future years.
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5. Funding Availability

The following assumptions were used to project future funding sources
available for project implementation:

a. Federal Section 3 and Section 5 Funds

Although all the current Federal transportation funding authorization

expires in 1980, Federal assistance in the financing of capital and

operating costs can reasonably be expected to extend into the future.



With the exception of UMTA Section 5 funds which are fully used to
subsidize the operating costs, all available Section 3 Federal Funds
can only be applied to the capital costs associated with system imple
mentation. Although the prescribed Federal share varies between sources,

for purposes of initial evaluation, Federal funds (comprised primarily
of UMTA Section 3 monies with supplementary use of FHWA funds where
applicable) are assumed to be available to finance 80 percent of the

capital costs.

b. Prop. 5 Funds

Prop. 5 funds, described in a previous section, are assumed to be avail
able and will be further discussed in the following section (Section 6).

c. TDA Sales Tax Revenue

SB-325 funds are assumed to grow at a rate equal to a rate of eight
percent which reflects increase in prices and growth in taxable sales.

d. Equipment Trust Certificates

As is commonly done by the railroad industry, the District could issue
Equipment Trust Certificates for the rail transit cars required for
any of the rail alternatives, and repay such amounts from one or more
available sources in future years.

6. Financial Feasibility

a. Capital Costs

Figure VI.29 shows the projected total capital cost to implement each
alternative system, including buses. Federal funds will be relied
upon for 80%, and local funds for 20% of the total costs.

The opportunity exists to raise the local funds required to implement
the Rail/Bus Alternatives by a variety of methods, as previously out
lined, which would not call for any increase in taxes.
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FIGURE VI. 29

SUMMARY OF IMPLEMENTATION FUNDING ANALYSIS
(in Millions of 1977 Dollars Inflated at 8% to Mid-Point of Construction)

TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES OF THE REGIONAL CORE

RAIL RAPID TRANSIT/BUS ALL BUS

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Wilshire-La Wilshire Wilshire Wilshire Wilshire Aerial Exclusive Reversible Exclusive TSM NULL
Brea to North Fairfax Vermont La Brea to Busway Center Center Curb Modest Existing
Hollywood Rail to North Hollywood to Hollywood Fairfax (Alt.l) Lanes Lane Bus Lanes Bus Bus
Line Hollywood to North Rail Line Rail Line Improvem'ts Service

Rail Line Hollywood in 1990
Rail Line

79-86 79-86 79-86 79-86 79-86 79-86 79-83 79-83 79-83 79-83

:otal Rail Costs 1618 1749 1442 1326 1029

Total Bus Costs 270 272 299 262 299 1714 259 253 266 259 196

~OTAL SYSTEMS COSTS* 1888 2021 1741 1588 1328 1714 259 253 266 259 196

0% Federal Share 1510 1617 1393 1270 1062 1371 207 202 213 207 157

0% Local Share 378 404 348 318 266 343 52 51 53 52 39

*Detailed costs for each alternative in 1977 dollars are shown in Table VI.2
·'State Prop. 5 funds cannot be used for bus capital costs.
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Subject to concurrence of the State Department of Transportation, the

Los Angeles County Transportation Commission and the Southern Calif

ornia Association of Governments, the State's portion of the Prop

osition 5 funds developed in Los Angeles County can provide the major

portion of the local matching funds required for a rail rapid transit

project. No further vote is necessary. Over the next 10 years, the

maximum amount of such funds which could be used (within the 25%

limitation) is estimated to total from about $300 to $400 million.

Over this period, approximately $70 and $140 million additional

Prop. 5 funds will also accrue to the City and County of Los Angeles
respective-ly.

As discussed in the following section, "Operating Funds", if either

of Rail/Bus Alternatives I, II (Board Preferred Alternative) or IV

were in operation, what would otherwise be an estimated deficit of

some 45-60 million dollars in 1990, would be reduced to 2-5 million.

This would free funds, which could be used to retire any certificates

or bonds issued for part of the local share.

Another possible source of local funds could come from the use of various
joint development/value capture techniques to develop income to help

offset the capital cost. Rail systems historically encourage increased
commercial development in the areas surrounding the stations. Revenue

from this source, however, would probably not be forthcoming in any
appreciable amounts for several years after a system was bUilt, but
could be used to finance extensions.

Yet another option is the possible creation of 1913 Act Assessment
Districts around stations to help defray some of the local share portion
of the costs.

Each of these latter methods, some of which can be used in combination,

require the existence of a rail rapid transit system. These opportunities

would not be available for any of the All-Bus Alternatives.
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Except for Alternative VI, the local share of the cost of any of

the All-Bus Alternatives could be financed by the use of a portion

of the Transportation Development Act (TDA) funds, allocated to

the SCRTD each year, and the sale of Equipment Trust Certificates.

There does not appear to be any feasible way of financing the

local share of Alternative VI.

b. Operating Funds

The analysis of operating funding differs from capital funding in
that the UMTA Section 5 funds available, are not designated as a
prescribed share but as a total dollar amount. As such, fin

ancial feasibility focuses on the operating costs net of fares,
UMTA Section 5 funds and available local funds. The key criterion
of operations financing then becomes the relative magnitude of

the resulting shortages of total funds available, which equals

the additional (presumably local) funds required. Figure VI.30 shows
the projected operating cost for each alternative together with the

projected revenue from fares. Revenues have been projected at an

average fare of sot per passenger trip in 1977 dollars (passenger

trips exclude double counting for transfers and are detailed in
Chapter III.A. of this report). The current average fare per pas

senger trip (including transfers, monthly passes, Student and Elderly

and Handicapped discounts) is approximately 40t. The 25% increase

from 40¢ to 50¢ will result from either charging-a premimum fare on
the rail line in the Rail/Bus Alternatives, or assuming a fare in
crease for all trips in the Regional Core.

The operating costs presented for each of the Rail/Bus Alternatives in
the Regional Core includes the cost of operating the local and feeder
bus system which complements the rail system. The subsidy requirements
for the Rail/Bus Alternatives would range from approximately $1 million
for Alternative II to $20 million for Alternative V, in 1990 dollars.

The 1990 subsidy requirements for the All-Bus Alternatives would range

from $37 million for Alternative VI to $62 million for Alternative VII.

If no project is selected and only the existing service (the Null



FIGURE VI. 30

1990 OPERATING COST ANALYSIS
(Millions of 1977 Dollars Escalated at 8% to 1990)

TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES OF THE REGIONAL CORE

RAIL RAPID TRANSIT/BUS ALL BUS

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Wilshire-La Wilshire Wilshire Wilshire Wilshire Aerial Exclusive Reversible Exclusive TSM NULL
Brea to North Fairfax Vermont La Brea to Busway Center Center Curb Modest Existing
Hollywood Rail to North Hollywood to Hollywood Fairfax (Alt.l) Lanes Lane Bus Lanes Bus Bus
Line Hollywood to North Rail Line Rail Line Improvem'ts Service

Rail Line Hollywood in 1990
Rail Line

tal 1990
erating Cost 268.4 271.4 272.2 248.6 61.9 300.5 279.3 271.7 273.9 265.7 215.1

rare Revenues 263.8 270.6 259.7 246.1 42.0 263.8 217.6 213.5 216.2 212.1 170.0

-

Operating Deficit 4.6 0.8 12.5 2.5 19.9 36.7 61. 7 58.2 57.7 53.6 45.1

-
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Alternative XI) is maintained, the current annual subsidy of approxi

mately $17 million will increase to $45 million by 1990 for the

Regional Core bus service, and the subsidy amount would continue to

increase each year thereafter.

Figure VI. 31

RTDP: Recommended Implementation Program

To show the financial feasibility of the total RTDP in the SCAG region,

the following discussion and three figures have been taken from the

report by the Southern California Association of Government report of

February, 1979, entitled "Regional Transit Development Program. "(See
Figures VI.31 thru VI.33)

AN INITIAL PHASE, FINANCIALLY FEASIBLE Il1PLEMENTATION PROGRAM

Of all the alternatives, implementation of Alternatives I, II or IV

would yield the greatest operating cost savings within the Regional

Core. Compared to the Null system (Alternative XI), the net annual

operating cost savings would be approximately $40 million dollars.

Since selection of the· Null Alternative is highly unlikely in the face

of increasing demands for transit service, the TSM Alternative (X), or

the reserved curb lanes (Alternative IX), provide a more realistic

comparison. Compared to All-Bus Alternatives IX or X, Rail/Bus Alterna

tives I, II and IV would save nearly fifty million dollars annually in

1990.

TSM non-expansion, DPM, rideshare lanes on the Habor and
OPTION J- Santa Ana Fwy, and the full rail line to North Hollywood

Operating
costs per
passenger

$0.631,321

Daily Pa
tronage

(thousands)

1-10
I------El Monte

448

Total annual
ized costs

US-lOT

260

Annual
operating
costs

LA)(-'---~I~_~lO!!".:5'-'-"--

Note: All costs are in millions of 1978 S unless specified otherwise.
LEGEND UlIIlIlIlIUUlIIIUUllll rail segment -____ rideshare lane

560

Local matching
requirement

(esc $)

2123

Total
capital
costs

Implementation of the Regional Transit Development Program (RTDP)c.

As a financially feasible and immediate course of action, it is recom

mended that:

•

•

The Element 1 local bus services be expanded to the
maximum extent feasible with existing funds.

TSM fixed facility improvements including bus replace

ments and low cost operational improvements should be

undertaken, but significant expansion of bus services at

this time is not financially feasible because of the

limited funds for operations.

ELEMENT 1 - TSM NON-EXPANSION
- Transit centers
- Fixed facilities
- Bus replacements

ELEMENT II - FREEWAY TRANSIT
- Exclusive rideshare lanes on the Harbor Freeway
- Exclusive rideshare lanes on the Santa Ana Freeway

ELEMENT III - DOWNTOWN PEOPLE MOVER
- 3-mile rail line from Union Station to the

Convention Center

ELEMENT IV - REGIONAL CORE RAPID TRANSIT
18-mi~e rail li~e from downtown Los Angeles,
to Fa~rfax on W~lshire, Hollywood and North
Hollywood
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FIGURE VI. 32

RTDP
RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

TOTAL SYSTEM COSTS AND SOURCES OF FUNDS
(MILLIONS $)

FIGURE VI. 33

RTDP
RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

CAPITAL COSTS AND SOURCES OF FUNDS

SOURCE: "Regional Transit Development Program," SCAG, February, 1979.

Note: The capital costs of the RTDP do not include funds for
the Century Freeway, 1-105.

SOURCE: "Regional Transit Development Program," SCAG. February, 1979.

COSTS

OPERATIONS
CAPITAL

TOTAL COSTS

FUNDS

FEDERAL
STATE (INCLUDED TDA)
FARES AND OTHER LOCAL

TOTAL FUNDS

SURPLUS (DEFICIT)

BORROWED FUNDS

(TOTAL & ESCALATED)
1979 THRU 1990

4684
3086

7770

3611
1825
2060

7496

(274)

274
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COSTS

ELEM I TSM NULL
ELEM II FREEWAY TRANSIT

HARBOR AND SANTA ANA
ELEM III DPM
ELEM IV REGIONAL CORE

WILSHIRE - NO. HOLLYWOOD

TOTAL COSTS

FUNDS
FHWA
UMTA
STATE ART, 19 PROP 5
STATE ART, 19 OTHER
TDA
LOCAL DPM

TOTAL FUNDS

REQUIRED BORROWING

($ ESCALATED)
(1978 $) THRU 1990)

433 646

322 476
158 181

1210 1784

2123 3087

427
2095
178

35
242
16

2993

94



• Element II Freeway Transit ridershare lanes should be
pursued for implementation through preliminary engineering,
environmental studies, and construction on the following

freeways:

• A commitment of funds from local agencies in Los Angeles is
also necessary if the Wilshire rail line is to be funded
without borrowing. Borrowing may not be feasible in any
case.

•

•

•

The Harbor Freeway (Rt. 11) from 1-10 to 1-105 with ~

stations located along Rt. 11 from San Pedro to the

Convention Center.
The Century Freeway from LAX to I-60S with 8 stations.
The Santa Ana Freeway bus/pool lane (11 miles) from 1
10 to I-60S with two stations.
The-extension of the San Bernardino Busway from its
present western terminus to Union Station.
The Harbor Freeway rideshare lane will interconnect the
1-105 busway and the DPM which in turn connects with
the San Bernardino Busway and the Wilshire rail line
thus creating a 62 mile continuous system.
The capital cost for both rideshare lanes are eligible
for 92% federal highway Interstate funding. The Harbor
Freeway recently became eligible for Interstate funding
as a result of Congressional action.
A demonstration grant should be pursued to fund increased
Freeway Transit operations.

The Downtown People Mover (DPM) should be implemented.

The Regional Core rail rapid transit subway line - 18 miles
from Union Station, along Wilshire Blvd. - north along
Fairfax Ave. to Lankershim and Chandler in North Hollywood
should be implemented.

State Prop. 5 funds in the maximum amounts permissable
by law should be committed to the Wilshire rail project
and DPM.
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• Additional sources of local funds for the Wilshire line
should be pursued in detail.

d. Sensitivity Testing of Operating Funds by Assuming Less Patronage

Sensitivity testing was performed to measure the financial impact
should actual patronage fall short of the projected patronage. Assuming
a "reasonable worst case" for Alternative I, ridership for the entire
Regional Core was assumed equal to patronage for Alternative X, the
TSM Alternative, at 504,000 daily riders. This represents a 24%
decrease in projected system patronage. Furthermore, in this test,
ridership on the rail rapid transit line itself, was lowered by 85,000
daily trips from 260,000 riders to 175,000. The level of service
provided for the higher projected patronage was maintained. In this
case, the annual operating and maintenance cost for Alternative I did
not change, but revenues were reduced to the level projected for
Alternative X. Because the projected annual operating cost for Altern
ative I is approximately equal to that for Alternative X, the Rail
Rapid Transit/Bus. Alternative would have an annual operating deficit
approximately the same as for the all-bus, 1SM Alternative.

However, if patronage did fall short of projections, adjustments would
be made in bus and rail operations to reflect the lower demand. In
this circumstance, the annual operating cost for Alternative I would
be less than presently projected and would lead to an improved deficit
situation.when compared to the TSM alternative. In other words, the
better operational efficiency of a Rail/Bus system relative to an All
Bus system is confirmed even at TSM ridership levels.
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e. Sensitivity Analysis of Operating Deficits Assuming No Fare Increase

Financial projections in the report are based on receipt of an average
fare of 50 cents per linked trip for all Regional Core transit trips.
This 25% increase over the existing average fare of 40 cents would
result from charging a premimum fare for the premimum service.

To determine the financial impact that would result if premimum fares
were not charged for premium service (i.e., if there were no fare
increase), a sensitivity analysis was performed using the existing
average revenue of 40 cents per linked trip. The results are shown in
Figure VI.34 and indicate that if premium fares were not charged, the
deficit for the Rail/Bus Alternat~ves would range from approximately
$50-$70 million, in inflated 1990 dollars. The deficits of the All
Bus Alternatives would range from approximately $80-$105 million.



FIGURE VI. 34

1990 OPERATING COST SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
(Millions of 1977 Dollars Escalated at 8% to 1990)

TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES OF THE REGIONAL CORE

RAIL RAPID TRANSIT/BUS ALL BUS

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI

Wilshire-La Wilshire Wilshire Wilshire Wilshire Aerial Exclusive Reversible Exclusive TSM NULL
Brea to North Fairfax Vermont La Brea to Busway Center Center Curb Modest Existing
Hollywood Rail to North Hollywood to Hollywood Fairfax (A1t.1) Lanes Lane Bus Lanes Bus Bus
Line Hollywood to North Rail Line Rail Line Improvem'ts Service

Rail Line Hollywood in 1990
Rail Line

Total 1990
Operating Cost 268.4 271.4 272.2 248.6 261.9 300.5 279.3 271. 7 273.9 265.7 215.1

Fare Revenues assuming
no premium fare 211.0 216.5 207.8 196.9 193.6 211.0 174.1 170.8 173.0 169.7 ' 136.0

Operating Deficit with
no premium fare 57.4 54.9 64.4 51. 7 68.3 89.5 105.2 100.9 100.9 96.0 79.1
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VII. IMPACTS OF 4(F) LANDS AND 106 ISSUES
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VII. IMPACTS OF 4(F) LANDS AND 106 ISSUES

4(F) Requirements refer to those policies and procedures required
on federally funded projects specified in the following:

Federal Statute Title 49-Transportation, Section l653(f):

"(f) Maintenance and enhancement of natural beauty of land
traversed by transportation lines.

It is hereby declared to be the national policy that special
effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the
countryside and public park and recreation lands, wildlife
and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites. The Secretary
of Transportation shall cooperate and consult with the
Secretaries of the Interior, Housing and Urban Development,
and Agriculture, and with the States in developing transpor
tation plans and programs that include measures to maintain
or enhance the natural beauty of the lands traversed. After
August 23, 1968, the Secretary shall not approve any program
or project which requires the use of any publicly owned land
from a public park, recreation area, or wildlife and water
fowl refuge of national, State, or local significance as
determined by the Federal, State, or local officials having
jurisdiction thereof, or any land from an historic site of
national, State, or local significance as so determined by
such officials unless (1) there is no feasible and prudent
alternative to the use of such land, and (2) such program
includes all possible planning to minimize harm to such
park, recreational area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or
historic site resulting from such use." (Pub.L. 89-670,
Section 4, Oct. IS, 1966, 80 Stat. 933)

106 Requirements refer to those policies and procedures required on
federally funded projects specified in the National Historic Pres
ervation Act of 1966. (16 U.S.C. 4704 as amended, 90 Stat. 1320)



This act requires that an agency:

"as early as possible and in all cases prior to agency decision
concerning and undertaking, the Agency Official shall identify
properties located within the area of the undertaking's potent
ial environmental impact that are included in or eligible for
inclusion in the National Register."

Futhermore,

"To identify properties eligible for inclusion in the National
Register, the Agency Official shall, in consultation with the
appropriate State Historic Preservation Officer, apply the
National Register Criteria, set forth in Section 800.10 to all
properties possessing historical, architectural, archeological,
or cultural value located within the area of the undertaking's
potential environmental impact."

To meet the requirements of these two Federal laws as well as four
other items of legislation listed· below, a procedure was developed
with the California State Historic Preservation Office, to examine
the actual and potential buildings, sites, lands, facilities and
districts in the Regional Core which may be affected. A copy of the
letter which delineates the procedure is included in the appendix.
It is important to emphasize that since this "project" is a general
alternatives analysis of a number of different routes and station
locations, the 4(F)/106 survey was completed to an appropriate
general level of detail. When the specific route and stations are

selected, additional 4(F)/106 analysis will be completed as necessary,
and documented in the supplemental, or tiered, EIS which will be

prepared during Preliminary Engineering.

In this chapter, the following four subject areas are covered:

A. Archaeological
B. Cultural-Historical
C. Paleontological
D. Parks and Recreation Facilities
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Two reports were completed to assist with this analysis. The archaeo
logical and cultural-historic resources were examined in the first
report and paleontological resources in the second. Both of these
reports are included in the Appendix.

This chapter will provide some details about the four subject areas
covered, but the Appendix should be consulted for the specific list
and maps/photos which locate the buildings, parks and sites.

A. ARCHEOLOGICAL

Little information is available on the prehistory of the project area
(df. Beck and Hasse 1974). The archaeology of the area is poorly
understood due to early and sustained development which effectively
destroyed most of the archaeological sites before they could be
studied. For example, only two archaeological sites are recorded
within the project area, and neither is, strictly speaking, a pre
historic habitation site. Yet prehistoric villages are known to
have existed in the area, and archaeological material is periodically
found during construction or excavation work.

Yangna, a Gabrie1eno village that was probably located along the bluff
overlooking the Los Angeles River somewhere in the Vicinity of Union
Station, was first visited by the Spanish explorer Gaspar Portola and
his party on the 2nd or 3rd of August, 1769. The exact location may
have been near the area of 1939 construction, or it may have been far
ther south at the site of the former Bella Union Hotel at 314 South
Main Street. Construction of a parking lot in 1940 probably destroyed
this latter deposit.

Neither the locality nor the description of Yangna corresponds to
the site record by Dr. C. W. Meighan in 1951, LAn-7, which seems
to have been an historic site. Dr. Charles Rozaire of the Los
Angeles County Museum of Natural History indicated that isolated
prehistoric artifacts have been found throughout the downtown area,
and that a human skeleton was unearthed near the corner of Temple



FIGURE VII. 1

Archaeological Sites and Historic Landmark and Structures

(12) Campo de Cahuenga in Cahuenga Pass - an historic and military
landmark on Route A

(10) Hancock Park La Brea Fossil Deposits - see Archaeological Site
LAn-159 above

Barnsdall Park (4800 Hollywood Boulevard) - an architectural
landmark and park facility on Route D

Bullocks Wilshire Building (3050 Wilshire Boulevard - an archi
tectural land mark on Route I

Bradbury Building (304 South Broadway) - a renowned architect
ural, economic and historic landmark on Route K

Los Angeles Athletic Club (431 West Seventh Street) - an arts
and recreational facility and landmark on Route J

Plaza Park and the Old Pueblo de Los Angeles area of downtown 
the entire area along Routes K, L, and Stations 23 and 24

River Station (Union Station and Southern Pacific Railroad
Yards) - the areas near Route L and Station 24

Palm Court and Alexandria Hotel (210 West Fifth Street) an
economic, industrial and social landmark on Route K near
Station 22

A Mid-19th Century dump containing quantities of Chinese pottery
and stoneware located "across the street from Union Station",
near Routes K and L, and Station 24 - (Lan-77)

The Pleistocene and Early Recent fossil deposits located at the
Rancho La Brea, on proposed Route I and near Station 15 (Lan
159)

(9)

(3)

(8)

(6)

(7)

(5)

(2)

(1)

Source: City Planning Department and State Historical
Preservation Office

(11) Portola Trail Campsite #2 - historic landmark on La Cienega
Boulevard near Olympic Boulevard, close to the west end of
Route I

(4)

Spanish, Mexican and American settlements followed in rapid suc
cession beginning in the late 18th Century, all but obliterating
the sparse native population. The last Native Indian community
in Los Angeles may have been its first ghetto - the segregated
community that existed in the mid-19th Century near the south
east corner of Alameda and Commercial Streets.

and Hill Streets during construction of an air-conditioning plant.
The isolated artifacts and the human skeletal material testify to
the prehistoric human settlement of the downtown Los Angeles area.

After leaving the Gabrieleno village of Yangna, the Portola Expedition
followed the Indian trail westward along what is now Wilshire Boulevard
passing the La Brea Tar Pits and La Cienega area around the 3rd of
August, 1769. They camped somewhere near Olympic and La Cienega Boule

vards, probably at a spring, then proceeded to the coast via Ballona
Creek and eventually left the Los Angeles basin through Sepulveda Pass
on their way to Monterey. Upon their return several months later,

they re-entered the Hollywood area by coming through the Cahuenga Pass
after crossing the San Fernando Valley iri January, 1770. This gap
in the Santa Monica Mountains was also the location of the signing of
the treaty which ceded California to the United States from Mexico
on January 13, 1847.

Three general areas emerge which have equal significance for archaeolo
gists and historians: (1) old downtown Los Angeles, (2) Rancho La
Brea and (3) Cahuenga Pass. A total of 12 recorded sites in the
vicinities of the proposed routes or the station locations have been
identified. The twelve sites are listed in the following Figure VII.l
and their specific locations are shown on the accompanying map in Figure
VII.4. Fieures VII.2 and VII.3 serve as index to the stations and
route segments. In the Central Business District there are more

station sites and route segments listed ~han are currently being

considered. At one time they all were under consideration and in
accord with the agreed upon procedure, they were reviewed.
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FIGURE VII. 2
FIGURE VII.3

Designated Route Segments - Index to Map in Fig. VII.4

Numbered Station Locations -Index to Map in Fig. VII.4
(1) Vineland Avenue and Chandler Boulevard (North Hollywood)
(2) No Station
(3) Lankershim Boulevard and Hollywood Freeway (Campo de Cahuenga)
(4) Highland Avenue at the Hollywood Bowl
(5) Las Palmas and Selma
(6) Vine Street and Selma between Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards
(7) Western Av~nue and Carlton between Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards
(8) Vermont Avenue and Sunset Boulevard (Barnsdall Park)
(9) Fairfax Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard
(10) La Brea Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard
(11) Vermont Avenue and Santa Monica '(Los Angeles City College)
(12) Fairfax Avenue and Beverly Boulevard (CBS Center)
(13) La Brea Avenue and Beverly Boulevard
(14) Vermont Avenue and Beverly Boulevard
(15) Wilshire and Hauser Boulevards (Los Angeles County Museum of Art

and La Brea Fossil Deposit)
(16) Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea Avenue
(17) Wilshire Boulevard and Western Avenue
(18) Wilshire Boulevard and Normandie Avenue
(19) Wilshire Boulevard and Vermont Avenue
(20) Wilshire Boulevard and Alvarado Street (MacArthur Park)
(21) Seventh and Flower Streets
(22) Fifth and Broadway
(23) First Street and Broadway
(24) Southeast Corner of Union Station, North of the Hollywood Freeway
(25) Wilshire Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue
(26) First and Flower Streets (Bunker Hill)
(27) Eleventh Street and Broadway
(28) Eleventh and Figueroa Streets

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

(I)

(J)

(K)

(L)

(M)

(N)

(0)

(P)

South along Vineland Avenue to the South side of the Hollywood
Freeway in North Hollywood

Southeast through the Cahuenga Pass along the south side of the
Hollywood Bowl and Highland Avenue

South along Highland Avenue and Las Palmas to just south of
Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood

Eastward from Highland Avenue to Vermont Avenue between Holly
wood and Sunset Boulevards

South along Vermont Avenue from Sunset to Wilshire Boulevard

Westward along Fountain Avenue from Las Palmas to Fairfax Avenue

South along Fairfax Avenue from Fountain Avenue to Wilshire
Boulevard

South along La Brea Avenue from Fountain Avenue to Wilshire
Boulevard

Eastward along Wilshire Boulevard from San Vicente (Beverly Hills
city limit) to Lafayette Park Place

Eastward along 7th Street from Lafayette Park Place to Broadway
in downtown

North along Broadway from Seventh Street to just north of Temple
Street

Eastward along the north side of the Hollywood Freeway to the
Los Angeles River Channel

Southward along the west side of the Los Angeles River Channel
to a point south at First Street (omited from map)

Union Station south to First Street then west on First Street to
Flower Street (omited from map)

Southward along Flower Street from First Street to Eleventh Street

South along Broadway from Seventh Street to Eleventh Street, and
west to Flower Street between Eleventh and Twelfth Streets.
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(Q) West along Eleventh Street from Flower Street to Lucas Avenue,
and north on Lucas from Eleventh Street to Seventh Street.
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Figure VII.4

STATION AND SEGMENT IDENTIFICATION FOR ARCHEOLOGICAL AND
PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCE SURVEY, February 1978
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It is conceivable that construction of the proposed system in Altern
atives I-V in a subway could add significantly to the knowledge of the
archaeology, paleontology and paleoecology in the project area. How
ever, the project could also result in the destruction of irreplace

able cultural resources if evacations are not done using appropriate

techniques under capable supervision. Cut and cover construction
would be most damaging of all.

Unrecorded archaeological materials may be found anywhere in the
project area where potable water and/or other exploitable natural
resources many have occured in the prehistoric past. However, the
likelihood of finding intact materials or deposits is very slight be
cause of prior developments. Some prehistoric materials may still
exist in the downtown area and possibly in Cahuenga Pass, other

materials certainly remain to be found in the Rancho La Brea deposits.
Therefore, the proposed station at Hauser Boulevard (#15) on Wilshire
Boulevard is of most concern. It is reasonable to expect an adverse
effect on the archaeological materials in that vicinity.

Of these twelve sites, the La Brea Fossil deposits are perhaps the
most important, and are also one of the world's foremost paleont
ological localities. Well-preserved floral and faunal materials

have been recovered from the surface to a depth of nearly 60 feet

in selected areas.

-Human bones and well-preserved archaeological materials have also

been found in association with extinct fauna within the deposit_
(Merriam 1914, Woodward 1937, Howard and Miller 1939, Stock 1958).
The La Brea woman has recently been dated; she seems to have died and
fallen into the asphalt pit about 9,000 years ago (Berger 1975) .



However, the artifacts recovered from various excavated units appear
to be somewhat more recent, dating from the "Early Horizon" of Cali
fornia prehistory, circa 3,000 to 5,000 B.C.

The Rancho La Brea deposits were recorded as an archaeological site
LAn-159 , by Dr. Robert F. Heizer in 1949. Woodward (1937) has pre
viously published a short article on several wooden artifacts found

there, but with the exception of Berger's (1975) dating article,
nothing new has been written about the materials from the site. In
addition, several dozen whole and fragmentary marine shells have
been found in the deposit which were probably introduced by human
agency. At least six different species of molluscs are represented,
including two Pectensp., Haliotis sp., Tivela sp., Trachycardium
sp., and Polinices sp.

The potential for direct or indirect adverse impacts from a subway
system 60 to 200 feet below the surface is virtually zero. But
problems may arise in conjunction with station construction on or
near the ground surface, particularly cut and cover construction.
For an aerial system only minor impacts may be expected since minimal
excavation will be necessary.

As no significant construction will occur for Alternatives VII through
XI, no significant adverse impacts are anticipated.

in order to prevent significant adverse impacts, a qualified pro
fessional archaeologist should be retained to thoroughly examine the
route alternative that is eventually chosen before construction begins.
Thorough examination of the chosen route alternative must include an
historic archeological study of archival and literature research. The
archeologist should also monitor construction operations and supervise
removal of any artifacts that may be encountered.

Subway:

If a subterranean system is constructed using deep bore tunneling
technology, the only areas requiring an archaeological inspection or
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monitoring operation would be the station access points along the

route wherever surface construction is scheduled. If cut-and cover
technology is used, the entire cut-and-cover area will require in
spection.

If an aerial configuration is selected, then the entire route should
be inspected and all phases of surface modification should be moni
tored to avoid potential adverse impacts to buried material.

If a site or resource is found during any phase of construction,
the Los Angeles Region District Clearinghouse will be contacted and
given ample time to evaluate and excavate if so desired by the
Clearinghouse.

B. CULTURAL-HISTORICAL

The Regional Core Corridor encompasses'some of the City's older,
urbanized commercial districts. Valuable cultural resources are
concentrated in these areas, which include the Central Business
District and portions of Wilshire Boulevard and the Hollywood Com
munity. A few noteworthy sites are also located elsewhere in the
Core area.

Loosely defined, "cultural" and "historic" resources are sites,
structures, objects and districts of significant value with respect
to history, architecture, archaeology or culture. Similarly, "hist
oric preservation" includes the protection, rehabilitation, restoration
and reconstruction of these resources, as stated in the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, Section 101. The National Enviro
mental Policy Act of 1969 more broadly interprets "historic and
cultural resources" to include "historic properties that have lost
their physical integrity or whose history cannot be demonstrated
but which are nonetheless regarded by local people as having historic
or cultural value."

Increasing recog~ition of the economic, social, cultural and planning
benefits attributable to historic resources is evidenced by the rising



degree of interest in and protection of these sites by governmental

legislation at all levels. A summary of applicable legislation is
included in the Appendix.

The literature analysis and field survey determined that there were
265 cultural-historic resources in the Regional Core influence area.
An inventory of these sites and maps of the survey area are included
in the Appendix.

The nature of each historic feature determines which impacts could be
significant to it. The overall type of resource, such as a church,
park, theater or commercial building, or an entire district; previous
and current uses; construction materials and methods; and other
significant features which cause it to be noteworthy all must be
considered for impact evaluation. The physical/environmental context
of the resource, such as its neighborhood, ethnic composition, rela
tionship to other structures, and its orientation to and setback from a
street, need to be taken into account. In the case of districts, all
these factors could contribute to historical designation.

Physical features of stations and aerial guideways determine relative
degrees of system impact on historic resources. Alignment, curva
ture and mass, station length, width, height, access, operating char
acteristics including frequency and noise, associated parking and
joint development were all considered in the impact evaluation pro
cess. Because much of this information has not yet been specifically
determined, the impact analysis is general in nature.

ments. acknowledging Federal leadership in this area, have chosen
to defer to the latter's assessment policies and process.*

Specifically. the Advisory Council Procedures for the Protection of
Historic and Cultural Properties on the Criteria of Effect (Section
800.8) and the Criteria of Adverse Effect (Section 800.9) state:

800.8 Criteria of Effect

A Federal. federally assisted. or federally licensed under
taking shall be considered to have an effect on a National
Register property or property eligible for inclusion in the
National Register (districts. sites, buildings. structures.
and objects. including their settings) when a condition of
the undertaking causes or may cause any change, beneficial
or adverse, in the quality of the historical. architectural,
archaeological, or cultural character that qualifies the
property under the National Register Criteria.

800.9 Criteria of Adverse Effect

Generally, adverse effects occur under conditions which
include but are not limited to:

• Destruction or alteration of all or part of a
property;

*These policies are taken from Fede~al Register 41 FR 28, Feb. 10,
1976. Sections 800.4 - 800.7 are included in the Appendix.

Generalized evaluation criteria for the determination of system
generated impacts on historical resources have been developed to be
consistent with three major pieces of federal legislation; the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1969, Advisory Council Pro
cedure for the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties
(NHPA), Executive Order 11593, (relevant to federally-owned prop
erties but can be cited for National Policy and Intent) and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). State and local govern-
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•

•

Isolation from or alteration of its surrounding
environment;

Introduction of visual, audible, or atmospheric
elements that are out of character with the pro
perty or alter its setting;



•

•

Transfer or sale of Federally owned property
without adequate conditions or restrictions

regarding preservation, maintenance or use; and

Neglect of a property resulting in its deteriora
tion destruction.

Building setbacks would similarly determine guideway proximity and
resulting impacts to an aerial transit alignment. Anticipated

impacts would include system noise and/or visual intrusion. In

specific instances, some physical alteration of marquees may be nec
essary where they overhang to the curb line and the street itself is
narrow.

The potential effects on cultural-historical resources were categor
ized as physical, visual and noise and' are provided on a specific
list in the Appendix. Possible physical impacts could range from
slight alteration of signs to major structural displacement, depend

ing upon configuration of an aerial system and station design and

location. Changes in route direction via transition curvatures and
routing on narrow streets might cause some physical impacts, part

icularly in the intensively developed downtown area and in Hollywood.

Potentially significant visual impacts of an aerial guideway and/or

stations are more difficult to evaluate. Overall structural design,
noteworthy detailing, setbacks from and width of street, layout and
orientation to site, and plant materials and landscaping important to

the buildings' environmental context are all components of the visual
assessment.

Uses such as hospitals, single-family homes and schools are more

sensitive to negative noise spillovers than are retail and commercial
activities. Local ambient noise and traffic levels, building set
backs and street widths, and window frontage influence the perceived
noise impact. An aerial system with sound barrier walls would gener
ate noise equivalent to buses now in use (see the Noise section in the

Environment Impacts Chapter). Street widths and presence or absence

of medians can make substantial difference in transit line proximity
to historic structures fronting the alignment. Aerial routings along

Beverly Boulevard, Selma and Las Palmas Avenues and Hollywood Boulevard,

which vary from two to five lanes in width plus parking, would be
likely to generate noise and, visual disruption problems because of the

narrow distance between froriting structures and the guideways. Wider

streets, such as the western portion of Wilshire, would provide
additional horizontal clearance to lessen impacts.
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Traffic levels, both existing and projected, are the primary sources

of ambient noise along the proposed transit alignments. Increases

in local noise levels attributable to the system itself would nec

essarily be minimal in areas of currently heavy traffic, particularly
in the more intensively developed commercial areas with shallow

setbacks. The major streets are utilized by heavier vehicles, such
as trucks and buses, which tend to be noisier. System-generated
noise would create a greater impact on quieter, more lightly traveled

residential streets. Cut and cover construction would divert a great
deal of traffic and therefore cause significant disruption and in
crease noise disturbance on the entire community.

As previously indicated, detailed impact eyaluations of each historic

resource will be made when route selection has been finalized and pre
liminary engineering begun. From the Inventory list of 265 there are
83 sites which potentially could be impacted by one or more of the
proposed alternatives.

The following is a generalized analysis of the four cultural-historic
areas that could be impacted by the construction of an aerial or sub
way rapid transit system. These major areas are:

(1) Central Business District

(2) MacArthur Park-Alvarado-Wilshire
(3) Western at Wilshire

(4) Sunset-Vermont-Barnsdall Park



Cultural-Historic Area 1

The Central Business District contains the majority of the
Regional Core's historically valuable resources. Of the 265
listed resources, 182 are located in the CBD. The intensity of
development and concentration of documented features compounded
with the variety of alternative alignments through downtown
creates a situation in which some adverse impacts are inevitable

/
for an aerial system. Because of the depths of a subway system
and the use of boring equipment, most impacts should be avoidable.
There are three historic sub-areas containing a high percentage
of downtown's 182 resources: the Los Angeles Plaza-Olvera Street
area has l2.resources, the Spring Street Financial area, located
between 4th and 7th Streets, has 26 resources identified in the
National Register and the Broadway Theater and Commercial District,
extending between 3rd and 9th Streets, has 64 resources identified
for nomination of the National Register. The remaining cultural
resources are scattered throughout the CBD.

An aerial rail configuration traversing the central city could
create substantial physical and visual disruption to buildings
along its frontage. The majority of physical damage in struc
tures would occur at locations of route curvature through existing
development. All CBD alternatives change direction two to three
times and could affect two or more blocks (or portions thereof)
per turn. Guideway mass and height, in combination with zero
building setbacks and modest street widths (of five to seven lanes
including parking), would generally obscure much of the architec
tural base of all fronting historic structures, creating negative
visual impacts. It should be noted that, because of current high
ambient noise levels in much of downtown and the lower sensitivity
of retail and commercial uses, system-generated noise chould not
create any additional impacts on cultural-historic resources.
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Aerial stations would reduce the visibility of historic buildings and
intensify pedestrian use of structures providing station access.
Provision of access and heavier usage could necessitate some

structural alteration, resulting in physical impacts.

A subterranean transit system, because of its depth, may impact his
toric resources only at surfacing intervals. Careful orientation of

station locations and their entries could prevent any physical and
visual disruption to cultural features.

Cultural-Historic Area 2

The MacArthur Park-Alvarado-Wilshire station extends easterly
along Wilshire Boulevard from Alvarado to Bonnie Brea Street
for 500 feet. MacArthur Park, Wilshire Boulevard and the
Westlake Theatre location a short distance north on Alvarado,
are designated cultural resources.

No entryway impacts would occur for a subway system since no
direct park entry or utilization of park land is planned. Some
impacts may occur for the aerial configuration if any park land
is utilized for park entries. Construction of an aerial guideway
above Wilshire Bouldvard through MacArthur Park would produce

direct physical and visual adverse impacts on the park. West
lake Theatre may be impacted by an aerial system but not at all
by a subway system.

Cultural-Historic Area 3

The Wilshire at Western Station extends easterly from Western
Avenue 500 feet to Serrano Avenue. Two valuable historic resources
are among the fronting office buildings. The Pellisier Building is
located at the southwest corner of Western at Wilshire, and the
McKinley Building is near the northwest corner of Oxford at
Wilshire. The Urban Design Team suggests joint development



for station - associated parking and commercial - office development
on sites behi~ each of these buildings, and a third site nearby. If
access from these two sites to the station is made it would create an
adverse physical impact.

Construction of an aerial system and station would visually impact
both sites by obscuring the design and architectural detailing of the
building. The office uses of these resources would be sensitive to
the increased noise levels.

Subterranean ro~ting and station development could prevent noise or
visual impacts to the cultural features. Careful construction methods
would have to be employed to assure continued structural integrity and
stations placed so that no adverse impacts would be created on these
two historic resources.

Cultural-Historic Area 4

The alignment for Alternative III that is proposed for the Sunset

Vermont-Barnsdall Park area, curves through the park's lower half.
Another alternative of turning west on Sunset Boulevard is possible.
Stations are indicated both south of Sunset on Vermont and north of
Sunset.

Above the concentration of medical facilities and neighborhood shop
ping centers, on a knoll, Barnsdall Park lies with its Hollyhock
House, art museum, crafts center and outdoor recreational and picnic
amenities. An above-ground guideway through Barnsdall Park would
cause serious adverse physical, visual and noise impacts to the park
facilities. In addition, the SCRTD's engineering staff has indicated
that there would be technological difficulties in constructing an
aerial system through Barnsdall Park because of the topography. Such

an aerial system would virtually destroy the park. Mitigation of
these impacts would necessitate major route relocation to Sunset
Boulevard or transition from an aerial alignment to a subway in this
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area. Cut and cover construction would be practically impossible in
this location.

Development of an aerial or subway system along Sunset Boulevard would
generate no undesirable impacts on Barnsdall Park. A subterranean
routing through Barnsdall Park would eliminate the majority of adverse
impacts associated with an above-ground system. Some physical impact
could result if a station accessway were constructed on the parkland.
Careful design, location and orientation could lessen impacts to an
insignificant level in that situation.

Maximum planning effort must be directed toward the prevention of ad

verse effects on historic resources, including conscientious applica
tion of mitigation measures in the planning design, construction and
operational phases of the proposed project. The following set of
activities should be considered and incorporated, as appropriate, from
the earliest stages of system planning and design. While most measures
generally apply only to an aerial and cut and cover subway configur
ation, others may need to be applied to aerial "bored" subway proposal.

• Building a deep bore tunneled subway instead of an aerial
system to avoid historic resources would prevent most assoc
iated negative environmental impacts of structural alter
ation, visual intrusion and noise levels. Building a cut
and cover tunnel would cause major adverse impacts in the
short run many of which may become long term in nature.

• Station relocation of an aerial system could mitigate the
visual effects on historical structures fronting the align
ment.

• Location of entranceways of an aerial system away from
sensitive cultural resources, including prohibition of
direct access in instances of joint development, would
prevent inappropriate structural alteration of historic
buildings.
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• In appropriate locations, heavy landscaping could lessen
the stations' visual impact.

PARKS AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
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First and Spring
Pershing Square
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Westlake
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Angeles County Art Museums.

** Frontage depends on specific alignment chosen.
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If all of the discussed mitigation measures are implemented, the
possibility of significant adverse impacts would be reduced but not
eliminated for a subterranean system. The impacts of an aerial system
can not be reduced to an acceptable level.

C. PALEONTOLOGICAL

In the consultant report prepared by the Archeological Resources
Management Corporation, paleontological resources were examined.
The results of this report are included in Appendix II.J.

As in the archaeological section, concern is raised particularly
about the proposed station at Hauser and Wilshire Boulevards. It is
most likely that paleontological discoveries will be found at this
location. If a station at this location is considered necessary,
great care should be exercised in its excavation and construction
for it is reasonable to expect an adverse effect upon this resource
in this location. Cut and cover construction would be especially
adverse in its impacts. This adverse impact can best be mitigated
by relocating the station elsewhere along the line.

D. PARKS AND RECREATION

Fifteen parks and senior citizen centers within the Regional Core
Corridor area are located near proposed station sites and/or route
alignments. These facilities either lie within a one-half-mile
radius of proposed stations or front directly on proposed route
alternatives. Fig VII.5 lists these facilities, their proximity to
stations, and respective park acreages.



4(f) legislation states that routing through public lands would be
prohibited, except where alignment relocation is infeasible and
provisions have been made for mitigation measures to minimize negative,
project-associated impacts.

In the following text, impacts are projected for each of the altern
atives and include the respective alignments, modes and station loc
ation variations. Generally, environmental impacts on park facilities
are of several types: (1) the possible use (taking) of parkland for
station access, or parking, or right-of-way for aerial guideways;
(2) higher local noise levels (3) visual blight; and (4) parking
congestion.

General Comments - Aerial vs. Subway vs. Bus

An aerial guideway as proposed in Alternatives I through VI (including

the Board Preferred Alternative II) would ~eneral1y traverse the regional
core along medians of the area's major thoroughfares, as delineated
within the respective route descriptions of each alternative. Maximum
utilization of existing rights-of-way will minimize or eliminate system
associated impacts On adjacent park recreation facilities.

Where the system does not follow existing highways, particular attention
will be addressed to minimizing or eliminating structural guideway
intrusion into park1ands in accordance with Section 4(f) requirements.

Aerial stations would generally be about two stories above major streets
and, in appropriate situations, would be incorporated adjacent to or
within new structures via joint development. These stations would be
approximately 500' long, about the distance of a city block. Entrances
into these stations would most likely extend into adjacent sites in
the form of stairways and escalators to sidewalk areas below, thereby
minimizing impact on parkland and facilities.
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A subway system as proposed in Alternatives I through V would have
both guideways and stations underground, requiring only small entryway
areas proximate to the stations for access. The specific siting of
these entryways would be somewhat flexible within the immediate area.
Because of the entryways' size, impacts on park1ands are not expected

Either an aerial or subway system might require parking around station
locations. The SCRTD plans to construct parking structures at the
stations in North Hollywood, Universal City and Santa Monica, at either
Fairfax or La Brea, and at other locations depending on demand.

Stations located in proximity to MacArthur, Hancock, and South Wedding
ton Parks will have the potential of transit patrons utilizing existing
park parking facilities and street parking surrounding parklands and
thus limiting access to park facilities. It is also possible that
park patrons would use transit to access the park, thereby reducing
the need of patron parking already existing.

Surface Bus Alternatives VII-XI would not adversely impact park and
senior citizen facilities, as they utilize existing rights-of-way and
are not intended to have the same type of impacts as the alternatives
which feature stations.

Alternative I - Wilshire-La Brea-North Hollywood Rail Line

Implementation of Alternative I could adversely impact up to seven
park areas, depending upon the system design utilized. MacArthur
Park, in the Westlake Community, fronts on Seventh Street for
approximately 1,250 feet. Further west, in the the Wilshire
District, the rail line would cross from Seventh Street to Wilshire
Boulevard in the vicinity of LaFayette Park. In Hollywood, the Las
Palmas Senior Citizen Center lies adjacent to the route for a distance
of about 350 feet. Impacts resulting from the addition of an aerial
transit line in the vicinity of the Hollywood Bowl would probably be
minimal, due to the extensive paved right-of-way and parking facilities
adjacent to the facility.



or

Implementation of a subway system following the routing of existing
rights-of-way reduces both guideway and station impacts, and more closely
adheres to the Section 4(f) prohibition of parkland conversion to
other purposes. Undergrounding of the alignment would eliminate all
guideway-related impacts, and station impacts would be negligible since
no use of parkland for station entranceways is necessary.

Utilization of an underground rail system would minimize impacts on
parklands as the rail alignment itself would preserve the existing
surface amenities, and the five potentially impacted subterranean
stations would only require s~all access entranceways. Thespecific
siting of these entryways woul~ be somewhat flexible within the im
nediate area. Because of t~:e size of the entryways, inpacts on

parklands is not expected.

Rapid transit stations near parks could create parking problems at
existing park parking facilities and on-street parking nearby. How
ever, since peak recreational periods do not generally coincide with
peak transit use periods, this is not expected to affect access
park-related activities.

Some impacts could result from the expected increase in park

ing demand for the transit system which would red~ce the parking

supply for the park.
However, enforcement measures will, where appropriate, be implemented

to ensure minimal impact on parklands and ancillary facilities.
Alternative III - Vermont-Hol~ood-North Hollywood Rail Line

Construction of a rapid transit line along this alignment could impact
up to seven recreation areas. An aerial design, in addition to affect
ing the six sites addressed under Alternative I, could traverse Barns
dall Park, a Historic Place in the National Register.

To avoid an aerial system's impact in Barnsdall Park, the alignment
for Alternative III should be shifted to Sunset Boulevard in the
vicinity of Vermont Avenue. This southerly shift would prevent park
land intrusion. An alternative mitigation measure that would also
alleviate the Barnsdall Park impact would be to require the utiliz

ation of a subterranean system under Barnsdall Park.

Alternative II - Wilshire-Fairfax-North
(SCRTD Board Preferred Alternative

ood Rail Line

If one of the proposed mitigation measures is implemented for Barns
dall Park, this alternative will have the same unavoidable adverse
impacts as Alternative I.

Development of a rapid transit rail line following the Alternative
II alignment could affect up to eight park areas, depending upon
the system design selected. The development of an aerial configura
tion could require utilization of parklands. In addition to the
sites discussed under Alternative I, Hancock Park could be affected
and it extends about 1,400 feet along TJilshire's northerly side.
l{ancock Park comprises the George C. !'age Hational History :ruseum,
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and the La Brea Tar Pits and
is administered by the County of Los Angeles. An aerial system
traversing this site would not directly affect either museum struc
ture but could require parkland for the guideway. The entire park
area has great cultural importance.
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Alternative IV - Wilshire-La Brea-Hollywood Bowl Rail Line

This alternative is an abbreviated version of Alternative I (the La
Brea alignment) and terminates at the Hollywood Bowl, where bus con
nections would be provided. Both alignments and design configurations

would have the same respective parkland impacts as described in the
Alternative I impact section. The aerial system would require park

land for guideways and station development and entranceways, while

the subway system would not require any parkland use.

As suggested in sequence to the potential first and second alternative
impacts described earlier, subway construction with well-sited and
well-designed station entrances would mitigate significant rapid

transit-generated impacts.

Alternative V - Wilshire-Fairfax Rail Line

This alternative is a similar but still shorter version of the
Fairfax alignments discussed under Alternatives II and IV. The

transit line (like No. IV) would either be a subway or aerial

system, terminating at Fairfax and connecting with local and ex
press buses along its route. Despite the shorter length of this
proposed route, the parkland impacts for both design configurations

are the same as those for Alternative II.

Aternative VI - Wilshire-La Brea-North Hollywood Exclusive Guideway

This aerial-bus option was designed to closely parallel the features

of Alternative I, substituting the vehicular mode from rail to bus
and limiting the alternative to an aerial configuration. Development
of an aerial guideway bus system would produce parkland utilization
and parking effects similar to those of rail (as discussed in the

impacts section of Alternative I). Safety considerations for park
users (among others) would be greater for this option, in that buses
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are subject to additional problems of weather and a wider margin of
driver error. Another bus-specific impact would be greater air
pollutant concentrations on those recreational areas adjacent to the

guideways. No mitigation measures are proposed.

A bus subway alternative has been found to be impractical, thus
leaving the impacts caused by an elevated busway of air, noise, safety

and parkland utilization (see Alternatives I and II) unmitigated.

Alternative VII - Wilshire-La Brea-Hollywood Freeway Exclusive Bus
Medians

Development of two exclusive bus medians down the center of Wilshire

Boulevard to La Brea Avenue would onl~ minimally impact recreation

sites, because there would be no expansion of the right-of-way into
or station development on parklands. Park patrons would be subject

to higher air pollutant concentrations, noise levels, traffic con
gestion and access difficulties each of which is' separately addressed

in other chapters.

Mitigation measures are included in the specific sections mentioned
above. No parkland or park facilities would be utilized.

Alternative VIII - Eighth and Olympic Exclusive Bus Medians

Creation of reversible exclusive bus medians on Eighth Street and

Olympic Boulevard for peak-hour express buses would produce minimal
impacts similar to those of Alternative VII; refer to that discussion

of impacts.

As specified under Alternative VII, mitigation measures are separately

addressed in other sections.



Alternative IX - Wilshire Express-La Brea-Hollywood Freeway

Because of the low level of additional services, designation of exclu
sive curb lanes for buses on Wilshire Boulevard and La Brea Avenue
would have a minimal impact on park and recreation areas in the
Regional Core.

Because there are no significant parkland-related impacts of this
alternative, no mitigation measures are necessary.

There are no new unavoidable adverse impacts associated with this
alternative.

Alternative X - Existing Conditions With Transportation Systems
Management

Increasing the frequency of existing Wilshire Boulevard operations
west to Fairfax would minimally affect parklands in the form of

greater traffic-related noise, air pollution and congestion.

There are no new unavoidable adverse impacts associated with this
alternative.

Alternative XI - No Project

There would be no new impacts generated as this alternative main
tains existing conditions. There are no unavoidable adverse impacts
associated with this alternative.

Construction - Short-term Impacts

This corridor-level study does not include preliminary engineering
activities from which detailed construction data and subsequent

environmental impact assessments would be derived. Although this data

is unavailable at present, it is possible to anticipate some of the

more generalized construction-related impacts. More detailed construc
tion impacts are included in Chapter IV.G.
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Existing urban development of much of the Regional Core Study Area in

general, and of areas proximate to planned station sites in particular,
could necessitate use of nearby, undeveloped areas. Section 4(f) of
the National Register discourag~s use of park lands for construction
related activities, yet such limited use for temporary boring equip
ment storage may prove the best solution (least disruption, least
environmental impact) in a few specific locations, should no other,

more feasible alternative be found.

Equipment and building operations would raise local noise and air
pollution levels incrementally at portal sites and station locations.
If these sites or stations were near park facilities, problems of
safety of park patrons would increase. Additionally, congestion,

parking, traffic and associated impacts from the construction
equipment and its movement can be expected.

Construction of transit stations and/or their entryways necessary
for Alternatives I through VI (including the Board Preferred Alter
native II) on parklands would probably necessitate temporary sus
pension of some or all adjacent parking. This could discourage
some park patrons. Nearby on-street parking might be utilized,
thereby lightly congesting local streets. However, it should be
noted that peak recreational periods do not generally coincide with
work activity hours. Therefore, temporarily lessening of parking
is not expected to have a significant impact on park access or use.

An aerial system would also require construction activity along the
guideway. While most or the guideway would be within existing right
of-way, some parkland could be directly impacted by construction or
at least be affected by construction-related activity.

Bus Alternatives VII, VIII and IX will utilize existing streets. Minor
construction will be necessary for station shelters and median dividers.

Bus Alternative X and XI do not involve construction, hence, they
would have no construction impacts.



Subway development would substantially preserve existing amenities,
although boring equipment would require surfacing at approximately six
points for the longest route proposal. Therefore, whenever feasible,
construction of a subway with bore surfacings made coincident to
station locations should be utilized to minimize surface disruption.
Mitigation measures of associated traffic, safety and parking concerns
are specifically addressed in those sections.

Hon-park sites should be used for equipment storage to the extent
possible. However, in some locations this may not be possible because
the effects on the parcels surrounding the alternative site may be
greater than if parkland were used.

Boring equipment must surface at approximately six points along the
longest of the routes. Accompanying surface disruption at these
surfacing points will occur. Construction of station entranceways on
park sites would temporarily curtail park activity in the immediate
area and would raise noise and air pollution levels.
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VIII. UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

A. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to describe those significant adverse
impacts which would result from the implementation of any of the
alternatives, which are unavoidable, but which could, or could not, be
mitigated. All of these impacts have been discussed in previous
chapters.

B. ALTERNATIVES I-V (INCLUDING THE BOARD PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE II)
IN SUBWAY

1. Using bored tunnel method of construction:

a. There are no significant, unavoidable, long term adverse
impacts which would result from the implementation of any
one of the Alternatives I-V in a subway constructed by the
deep bore method.

b. There are a number of significant short term adverse impacts
which could be mitigated to an insignificant level, but not
eliminated.
(1) Water, gas and oil seepage into tunnel.
(2) Localized noise and dust caused by construction

activites at station locations.
(3) Short-term interruption of some utilities.
(4) Potential damage to archaeological finds in the path

of construction, particularly at some station locations.
(5) Temporary disruption of traffic and business at those

stations built by the cut and cover method.

2. Cut and Cover Subway

a. There are several significant and unavoidable short term
adverse impacts which would result from construction of a
subway by the cut and cover method along the entire length
of the line.



ALTERNATIVES VII-XI ON SURFACE STREETS

operation.
b. Utility disruptions to make way for columns.
c. Potential archaeological and paleontological finds in

in the way of pier foundations.

(1) Disruption of traffic and business activity all along

the route.
(2) Dust and noise caused by construction activity all

along the route.
(3) Potential damage to archaeological finds along route.
(4) Short term interruption of some utility services.
(5) Water and gas seepage into the cut. D.

a. Noise and vibration impacts during construction and

C. ALTERHATIVES I-VI ON AERIAL

Aerial Impacts are:

1. There are many significant and unavoidable long and short
term adverse impacts which would result from the implemen
tation of anyone of the Alternatives I-VI in an aerial
configuration:
a. Disruption of traffic and loss of business along the

route.
b. Displacement of residential and commercial buildings to

clear rights-of-way on curves.
c. Potential for greater damage and hazard than subway in

event of earthquake.
d. Aesthetic impacts caused by the shade and shadow and

obtrusiveness of an aerial structure all along the
route but particularly on "4(F) and 106" cultural and
historical facilities.

2. There would be some significant adverse impacts on MacArthur
Park (Alternatives I-V) and Barnsdall Park (Alternative
III). These impacts could be mitigated. The aerial line would
bisect these two parks. The most likely mitigation measure in
each case would be to reroute the lines around them.

3. There are several other adverse impacts of aerial structures
which could, however, be mitigated to an acceptable level.
They are as follows:
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1. There are a few significant unavoidable long term adverse
impacts which may result from implementation of All-Bus
Alternatives VII-XI:
a. Traffic congestion may be increased to an unacceptable

level.
b. Energy useage will experience a net increase compared

to the Null (Alternative XI) with each alternative.
c. An increasing amount of money (millions of dollars)

will be needed to cover the steadily increasing opera
ting deficit of the present bus system in the Regional
Core.

d. The city will continue to have a land use pattern
which does not maximize efficiency.

e. Economic growth of the Regional Core is likely to
slow due to congestion.
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IX. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT TERM USES OF THE ENVIRONMENT
AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG TERM PRODUCTIVITY

A.' INTRODUCTION

With implementation of any of the Alternatives I -XI (including the
Board Preferred Alternative II) ,there will be both short term and
long term adverse and beneficial effects upon the state of the environ
ment. These are discussed in detail in preceding chapters of t~is

report.

According to Sec. 15143(e) of the California State EIR Guidelines, the
sponsor is to "describe cumulative and long-term effects of the pro
posed project which will adversely affect the state of the environment,
which narrow the range "of beneficial uses of the environment, or pose
long term risks to health or safety. In addition, the reasons why the
proposed project is believed by the sponsor to be justified now rather
than reserving an option for further alternatives should be explained".

Short term basically construction related impacts were discussed in,
Chapter IV.G, Construction Impacts.

Long term adverse impacts are identified in detail, and they are discussed
in Section B in the same order that they are found in Chapter III,
Impacts of Alternatives.

The justification for action now is set forth in Section C as well as
in the Summary and Chapter I, Setting and Need for Action.

B. LONG TERM PRODUCTIVITY

Implementation of any of Alternatives I through X would result in many
long term changes in the Regional Core Area and some long-term changes

in the region. These changes are discussed below on a topic basis.
The cumulative and long-term effects are beneficial for most of the
Alternatives.



1. Transportation

Patrons of some of the proposed alternatives would have the opportunity
to realize significant transportation time savings. Calculations of
the net trip savings of the present 403,000 transit riders for the
various alternatives are presented in Figure IX.l below:

Of course the above calculations were calculated only on present bus
patrons. It is assumed that the additional patrons attracted by each
alternative will, on the average, reduce their time in commuting to
work as well. Generally, from North Hollywood to downtown, the rail
lines would save about 10 minutes compared with an auto trip and 20
minutes when compared to a trip using buses only. Thus, the cumulative,
long term effects of implementing one of the Alternatives I - X would
be to save a great amount of time for patrons who would previously
have been commuting in autos or on the present transit system. The
Rail/Bus Alternatives would be more effective in this regard than the
All-Bus Alternative.

SOURCE: Los Angeles City Traffic Department

-

figure IX.2
Auto Time Saved

Daily Time Savings
in Vehicle Minutes
Over Alternative XI *

1 882,300
2;072 .000 III

III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI Null

Alt.
-1-

*These are vehicle minutes saved, not person minutes. Each vehicle
is assumed by the City Traffic Department to carry 1.2 persons.

These time savings to bus patrons and auto drivers and passengers can
be expected to increase on a long term basis. It is reasonable to
expect in the same long term time frame, that additional improvements
to public transit will be made, resulting in additional and on going
time savings to patrons compared with a Null Alternative.

To the motor vehicle operator who still uses his car, the lessening of
congestion compared to the Null Alternative would result in an auto
travel time savings also. It is important to note that there will be
a 16% increase in vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled in the
Regional Core Traffic Impact Area if no improvements are made. Even
if Alternative II is implemented, there will still be a 12% increase
in trips and vehicle miles traveled. But, a comparison of the improve
ment to what the situation would be like i~ no improvement is made, is
shown in Figure IX.2.

2,945,930
3,373,110
3,026,530
3,598,790
1,906,190
1,688,570
1,583,790
1,479,010

Total Minutes Saved
Daily by Transportation

in 1990

Figure IX.l

Transit Time Saved

403,000
403,000
403,000
403,000
403,000
403,000
403,000
403,000

403 000
403:000

8.83 II

7.31
8.37
7.51
8.93
4.73
4.19
3.93
3.67
Null

Net
Average
Trip
Time

Savings
8.93 min

Alt.
-1-

III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI

I. II

Improvements in 1990 traffic circulation in the Regional Core would
result through reductions in both vehicle trips and vehicle miles
travelled projected under any of Alternatives I through X compared
with the Null, Alternative XI. Current estimates (1977) indicate that
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there are approximately 17,477,000 daily vehicle miles of travel (VMT)
in the Regional Core Traffic Impact Area. Under the Null Alternative,
projected to 1990, the daily VMT under Alternatives I through X would
range from approximately 19,629,000 to 20,197,000; a 12.3 percent to
15.6 percent increase over existing conditions, but 3.6 percent to 0.3
percent less than if the Alternative XI, (no project) is selected.
Although Alternatives I through X all would result in some reduction
of VMT, under All-Bus Alternatives VII through IX there would likely
be local increases in traffic congestion due to the creation of exclu
sive lanes and/or the increased number of vehicles necessary to
provide the desired level of service. Alternative VII, as a worst
case, would commit portions of Wilshire and La Brea to "transit street"
status, reducing'drastically their auto capacity.

Lessening of the expected adverse impacts from increased traffic will
be a major beneficial cumulative and long term effect of implementing
one of the Alternatives I through VI. By doing nothing there would be
increasing risks to the health and safety of the persons who travel
in the Regional Core.

c. Subsidence

There would be no cumulative long term effects on subsidence within
the Regional Core from implementation of one of the alternatives.

d. Mineral and other resources

There would be no cumulative and long term cumulative effects on
mineral and other resources due to implementing any of the alternatives.

3. Ecological

a. Meterology

There are no cumulative, long term impacts expected on the metero
logy of the Regional Core or region from implementation of any of the
alternatives.

b. Vegetation and Natural Wildlife

2. Environmental

a. Geologic

There are no cumulative, long term impacts expected on the vegeta-
tion and wildlife of the Regional Core or the region from implementation
of any of the alternatives.

There are no cumulative long term effects of the alternatives on major
land forms.

4. Water Quality

There are no cumulative long term effects of the alternatives on
seismic aspects of geology. Implementation of any of the alternatives
would not cause seismic activity. If a significant earthquake were to
occur in the vicinity of the Regional Core, it could have a significant
effect on the project, depending on many factors. This is discussed
under Chapter VIII, Unavoidable Adverse Impacts.

b. Seismic
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There are no cumulative, long term impacts expected on the water quality
of ground water, oceans or the water supply within the Regional Core
expected from implementation of any of the alternatives.

5. Air Quality

The long term goal is to meet and then exceed the Federal and State
standards for ambient air quality. Of the causes of air pollution,

motor vehicles are a major source. Increase~ in vehicular miles traveled
are expected in 1990. ·If no improvement is made, VMT will increase
by 16%. Any alternative that reduces this increase in vehicle-miles
traveled will assist in improving the regional air quality.



As more fully discussed in Chapter IV.D Air Quality, implementation of
any of Alternatives I through X would, by 1990, assist in decreasing
total emissions in the Regional Core. Even if no project is built,
however, there is expected to be an improvement in the ambient air
quality in the Regional Core and in the SCAB region as a result of
implementation qf present laws and regulations. Projected decreases
from the expected 1990 ambient air quality of emissions under the
various alternatives would vary for each alternative. The tons per
day reductions represent less than one percent of the pollutants in
the South Coast Air Basin in 1990. While Alternatives I-X would
improve the 1990 regional air quality, selection of one of the Alterna
tives I-VI could result in some minor deterioration in the local air
quality surrounding station stops. This is, however, considered a
necessary cost to provide an overall improvement in the regional air
quality. Traffic engineering measures should be able to minimize
station area congestion and resulting air pollution.

6. Noise Levels

Most of the proposed transit routes are along corridors with large
traffic volumes and correspondingly high noise levels. The resulting
increase in Regional Core Traffic projected under the Null Alternative
will not be sufficient to cause significant changes to the ambient
noise levels .. Eventually there may be more traffic around some stations
with the implementation of Alternatives I - VI, this increase will not
be a significant increase above the background noise level. Most of
the areas surrounding proposed station stops already surpass the
normally acceptable Noise Compatibility Levels.

Chapter IV.E, Noise and Vibration, provides a full discussion and
analysis of the noise and vibration estimated to result from each
alternative. The analysis indicates that an aerial transitway without
sound mitigation measures would result in a 20-30 percent increase in
noise. But, with mitigation measures even an aerial system would be
within background noise levels. It also shows that buses produce
somewhat less noise impact than the rail transit trains on aerial
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structures without sound barrier walls, except at points where buses
are accelerating.

For a subway there are numerous noise and vibration mitigation mea
sures, and if implemented no adverse impacts are expected.

7. Energy Consumption

A major goal of this transportation study, and one of national as well
as local significance, is the more efficient use of energy through
improvements to public transportation facilities. As discussed above,
implementation of any of the alternatives would reduce projected 1990
VMT in the Regional Core compared to the null. Reduced VMT is directly
related to the projected reductions in energy consumption compared to
the null.

Chapter IV.F, Energy, provides a full discussion and analysis of the
total energy requirements of all the alternatives. For purposes of
analysis, the total energy requirements of each alternative are equated
to equivalent barrels of oil (EBO) and British Thermal Units (BTU's).
A comparison of the ten improvement alternatives to the null indicates
that the Rail Alternatives (1 through V) would save 29,000 to 44,000
EBO's per year in 1990. The All-Bus Alternative VI would save 1000 EBO's
per year and Alternatives VII - X would use 28,000 to 39,000 more EBO's
per year.

By slightly reducing our dependence on oil for transportation purposes
we can reverse the present trend and thus derive beneficial long term
and cumulative effects. Much of the oil used to fuel auto, truck and
bus vehicles is imported. The balance of payments of the United States
would be helped. More reliance could be placed on renewable sources
of energy or coal which the United States has in abundance.



8. Social

a. Demographics

There are slight cumulative and long term effects of the alternatives
which would affect the demographics of the Regional Core. As stated
in Chapter V.A, Demographics, the City of Los Angeles is projected to
increase in population by 10.3 percent from 1975 to 1990. Employment
in the city will increase 17.9 percent in that same period. In the
Regional Core, population is expected to increase by 7.2 percent and
employment by 2.0 percent. Due to implementation of one of the
alternatives, it could be expected that there would be some shifting
of the population and employment from the more suburban areas of Los
Angeles to the Regional Core to result in more than these figures.
This should help stabilize the Core area, which will be beneficial.

It is reasonable to assume that if transit service is upgraded in the
Regional Core, it will facilitate access by minorities and transit
dependents to jobs and residences.

b. Land Use

The adopted land use plans for the Regional Core call for the develop

ment of high density centers of commercial and residential activities,
with preservation of the low density development in between. A key
feature of the plan is the development of a high speed rapid transit
system which would connect these centers. To the degree that imple
mentation of one of the proposed alternatives encourages development
of these centers it will have a long term cumulative impact - not an
adverse impact. These centers exist today. The plan calls for their
further development. Although there may be more intense development,
it is felt that proper design of these developing centers can minimize
if not reduce pedestrian-vehicle conflict in these centers. Hence, no
significant adverse impact is expected.
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c. Relocation

There will definitely be significant cumulative and long term adverse
effects on residents and business persons if an a~rial busway or
aerial rail system is implemented. Numerous residences and businesses
would have to be purchased to secure rights-of-way for the system.
These persons and businesses must all be satisfactorily relocated, and,
of course, their private properties will be permanently removed from
the tax rolls. Chapter V.C. has a detailed discussion for this subject.
No such adverse impact is foreseen from a bored subway. A cut-and
cover subway would cause adverse relocation impact similar to aerials
over a train way.

d. Public Service

Of the public services that are provided in the Regional Core, only
the provision of police services may be affected by the proposed
alternatives on a long term and cumulative basis. No final decisions have
been made about station design, security systems and the size of
transit district security forces. Since more persons would use the
rail alternatives, street crime and auto thefts from parking facilities
associated with the transit system could increase over the long run.
Upon the selection of a project, the design of security systems can be
completed and appropriate security staffing and cooperative agreements
can be established. More detail can be found in Chapter V.D.

e. Utility Systems

There are no adverse long term, cumulative impacts expected from any
of the proposed Alternatives I through XI.

f. Aesthetics

There are definite adverse long term, cumulative impacts expected on
the visual environment from the implementation of an aerial system in



Alternatives I - VI. In addition to the disruption and relocation
caused by an aerial system, the shade and shadow aspects of the system
would cause permanent detrimental impacts on business and residential
activities along the routes. There are no detrimental impacts by the
implementation of a subway system in Alternatives I - V or from the
All Bus Alternatives VII-X.

g. Employment

As detailed in Chapter VI.C, development of a rapid transit system
should, in the long run, enhance local employment opportunities, in
crease the tax base and stimulate commercial activity within the
Regional Core. Operation and maintenance functions will create hun
dreds of permanent positions. Economic multiplier effects indicate
that an additional three to five new positions would be created in
supporti~g sectors for each new, direct transit job. Alternatives I
through VI would have by far the greatest positive impact on the local
construction, material, and equipment industries.

Availability of an attractive transportation alternative providing
fast, inexpensive, and convenient travel to many of the City's com
mercial centers and residential neighborhoods, may increase the
desirability and value of such areas to residents and business inter
ests alike. Transit patrons would benefit by reduced automobile
travel costs. Business activity proximate to transit stations is
anticipated to increase. As the value of private property increases
and as that property changes hands, the property tax paid to local
government will increase. Retail centers located elsewhere could
experience some loss in sales or not increase as much as projected.
No specific estimates have been made of these possible changes in
retail sales. Such changes are long term and cumulative in nature,
but are not considered as significant adverse impacts.
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9. 4(f) and 106 Impacts

From the general level of analysis completed at this point, the follow
ing cumulative long term impacts are expected on parks, recreation
facilities, archeological, cultural, historical and paleontological
resources in the Regional Core.

a. Alternative III

Alignment of the aerial system would run through the middle of Barns
dall Park near Sunset Boulevard and Vermont Avenue. Definite adverse
long term impacts could be expected on that facility. These would
include the taking of land, visual blight and increased noise. An

alternative to turn west on Sunset Boulevard south of the Park and
thereby avoid this detrimental impact is possible.

b. Alternatives I - V

In an aerial configuration which would run along Wilshire Boulevard
would adversely effect on a long term and cumulative basis a number of
cultural-historical facilities and especially MacArthur Park, Lafay
ette Park, Hancock Park, as well as the Hollywood Bowl facility.

c. Alternatives I - X

The rail subway configuration especially to the degree that access to
the 4(f) and 106 facilities is improved without adverse impacts will
have beneficial long term impacts.

d. For Alternatives II & V

In a cut and cover configuration, long term adverse impacts could be
expected in the vicinity of the La Brea Tar Pits on archeological and
Paleontological resources. This area is most likely to have artifacts



buried under the surface to a depth of sixty feet. Placing a station
in the vicinity of Wilshire and Hauser Boulevards would require at

least some excavation in the 0 - 60 foot depth range. If proper care
and time are taken in this excavation, so as not to destroy these
expected artifacts, the adverse impacts may be avoided. Another
option is simply not to build a station at this location, and to

ensure that the subway tunnel passing under it is below the 60 foot
level.

C. JUSTIFICATION FOR A PROJECT NOW

There are several reasons a transit improvement project is believed by

the sponsor to be justified now, rather than reserving an option for
further alternatives. The reasons are as follows:

1. Traffic congestion (vehicle trips and VMT) are expected to

increase steadily in the Regional Core if no project is
implemented.

2. Energy consumption, particularly the use of petroleum by

autos, will continue to increase if no alternative to (and
competitive with) the auto is implemented.

3. The present public transit (bus) system in the Regional Core
is at or over capacity, and a more efficient system is
needed to help accommodate the riders that can be attracted
to public transit.

4. A more efficient and balanced transit system will signifi
cantly reduce net transit operating deficits in the Regional
Core.

5. A more efficient transit system will save its users time and
money.

6. A transit system which can save as many as 100,000 vehicle

trips and 710,000 VMT can help to improve air quality. State
and Federal law require measures to be taken to improve air
quality to meet stringent standards by 1982 or 1987.
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X. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES

A. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the primary and secondary
impacts of the use of nonrenewable and irretrievable resources, and to
discuss any irreversible damage that could result from environmental
accidents associated with the project. Many of these subjects are
addressed in previous chapters.

B. NON-RENEWABLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE RESOURCES

There will be significant differences in the quantity of resources
used for each of the eleven alternatives. This discussion will focus
on the following resources: land, money, construction materials,
manpower and energy.

1. Land

a. All-Bus Alternatives VII-XI

If bus alternatives VII-XI were selected very little land would be
necessary. No route right-of-way need be acquired, because they would
use public streets and freeways. Some alternatives would feature con
verting existing traffic or parking lanes to exclusive bus lanes.
However, this is not an irreversible use of land.

Depending on the bus alternative selected, one or two additional bus
storage and maintenance divisions would be required. Again, this is
not absolutely irreversible, but from a practical standpoint it is
most unlikely that the land would be used for any other purpose for
many, many years.



c. Parking Needs

For both the aerial and subsurface alternatives, at those stations
where parking facilities would be provided, land would be needed.
Major parking facilities are proposed for the stations in North
Hollywood and in the Universal City area. (Alternatives I, II, and
III) Land for parking would also be required for most if not all other
stations except those in the Central Business District. However, the
objective would be to incorporate the needed parking spaces for
transit patrons into a structure that was part of a major joint

(2) In bored subway for the Rail/Bus Alternatives I-V, the quantity
of land required for a bored subway would be minimal. Small amounts of
land would be required for station entrances and exists. Most of
these are expected to be provided in a cooperative joint development
fashion from private sources in commercial districts and from public
sources in governmental centers. No land would be required to be
purchased or used for the route where it would be unaer public streets.
On curves under private property only, much less costly subsurface

easements would be needed.

(1) If an aerial guideway were selected for Alternatives I-VI, private
property would be required where the line curved from one street to
another and along tangents where public street or freeway right-
of-way could not be used. The longer Alternatives I-III would result
in the greatest amount of displacement and taking of private land for
right-of-way purposes. The cost of acquiring the land and costs of
displacing the numerous residences and businesses, and the cost of the
special noise and vibration treatment that would be required for an
aerial guideway, would considerably narrow and perhaps even reverse
the basic structure cost difference between the aerial and bored
subway methods. The cost of this land (which would also be required
for turns in a cut and cover subway if these were not made by bored
tunnel) is one of the factors which could make that method more expensive
than a bored subway.

2. Money

The subject of funding required to implement and operate the various
transit alternatives is dealt with extensively in other chapters. The
purpose of this discussion is to make some comparisons.

development project around that station with offices, etc. - so that
the land would be put to multiple use.

The Regional Core, as the highest density transportation corridor in

the Los Angeles region, has the greatest amount of transit ridership.
The existing bus transit system is now at about capacity, and all
indications are that dependence on public transit in this area will
continue to increase. The present bus system in the Regional Core
required an annual subsidy of nearly 17 million dollars in 1977. By
1990 this annual subsidy, because of inflation, would escalate to 45
million dollars. The All-Bus Alternatives VII-X would require an

annual subsidy of between 54 and 62 millions of 1990 dollars.

For All-Bus Alternatives VII-XI between 8 and 17 million (1977)
dollars would be required to provide for one or two new bus divisions.
Between 361 million and 474 million ('77) dollars would be required to
purchase added and replacement buses over a 36 year period (equal to
useful life of a rail transit car).

For the Rail/Bus Alternatives I-V, the capital costs in 1977 dollars

range from 659 million and 1.120 billion dollars. The advantage of
this capital investment is improved operational efficiency and a
decrease of yearly required subsidy. The estimated 1990 subsidies
required would range from $20 million for Alternative V to $1 million

For the All-Bus Alternative VI a total of 1.450 billion dollars would
be required to construct the aerial guideway, provide bus yards and
purchase the buses. In addition to its high capital cost, it would
have the disadvantage of having a high operational cost as well, which
would result in a $37 million deficit in 1990.

Rail/Bus Alternatives I-V and All Bus VIb.
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XI. GROWTH INDUCING IMPACTS

A. ECONOMIC GROWTH

1. Additonal Employment Opportunities

The economic growth of the Regional Core and the entire region would
be appreciably stimulated by the number of jobs created as a result of
a major, capital intensive transportation improvement project. There
would be three categories of additional employment: construction
related, system related, and community employment, as discussed below.

.'

a. Conptruction related jobs are all those required to design and
construct the project, as well as those involved in producing the
raw materials used in construction (cement, aggregate lumber,
steel, etc.), and those involved in fabricating and assembling
the many items of special equipment required (rail cars and all
their components, electrical sub-stations, train control and
communications, and fare collection equipment) and, of course,
many people would be involved in transporting all of these
materials and equipment.

It is conservatively estimated that a one billion dollar project
of this nature would create 20,000 to 30,000 man years of employ
ment, or an average of 3000 to 5000 jobs per year for 5 to 6
years on site.

In addition, there would be considerable number of jobs created
in the service industries - a generally recognized result of a
major project anywhere.
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b. System related jobs
the transit system.

a need for from 300

are those required to operate and maintain

Rail/Bus Alternatives I to V would result in
to 400 employees to be train operators, train



car maintenance and repair mechanics, track and structure main
tenance and repair people, security people, electronics and
communication maintenance and repair people, plus administrative
and management personnel.

c.

AII-Bus-Alternatives VI-X would require from about 300 to as many
as 900 more personnel, most of whom would be bus operators,
but some mechanics and supervisory personnel also.

Community Employment

equipment purchased and transported, such a project would result in
significant sales tax revenues. In subsequent years it would be
reasonable to expect an increase in property tax revenue as a result
of increased values of property within transit station influence
areas. Further, to the extent that the project would relieve un
employment there would be savings in welfare and unemployment pay
ments.

Again, the extent of these impacts on the economy would be directly
related to the capital cost of the project that was invested in per
manent facilities.

The Regional Core includes 9 major employment centers. In 1970, it

was estimated that 541,600 jobs were located in this area, which
includes the CBD, Wilshire, Miracle Mile, Hollywood, Universal City
and North Hollywood. Without factoring in the effects of Rapid Tran
sit, employment in the Regional Core is expected to increase by 2% by
1990. It is reasonable to expect that if a rail rapid transit line
were constructed, and began operation by 1987, more than a 2% increase
in jobs would be expected by 1990.

The Central Business District, Hollywood and North Hollywood communi
ties have mounted active redevelopment and revitalization projects.
They are trying to stem the decline of their areas and reverse the job
loss trends of recent years. It is likely that rapid transit could be
a major factor in reversing this decline. The Urban Design Consultants
and Economic Consultants project that in the vicinity of six sample
stations, over 6,000,000 square feet of new development would be
expected to occur.

B. POPULATION GROWTH

The Los Angeles Concept Plan features, in the Regional Core, nine
high density residential/commercial centers connected by a rapid
transit system. Between 1975 and 1990, an increase in residential
population of 7.2% was projected in the Regional Core without factoring
in the effect of a rapid transit system. The city is expected to grow
by 10% in population during that same period. With a significantly
improved transit system (Alternatives I-V) more than 7.2% increase in
the Regional Core could be expected, although there are other factors
that will assist in inducing increased residential and commercial
construction. These factors include favorable land use and zoning
policies. Many steps have been taken in these areas including the
adoption by the City of Los Angeles of the "Center Concept Plan" which
calls for high density connected by mass rapid transit. Zoning
capacity exists to encourage this type of development.

2. Benefit to Local Economy
The All Bus Alternatives VI-XI would not assist in implementing the
"Concept" to any appreciable extent.

The impact on the local economy has been estimated in other areas to
be as much as $3 for every $1 spent on the project. In addition to
direct impact of the funds going into payrolls, and material and
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XII. COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

A. GOALS

The goals of the Community Participation Program were the following:

1. To develop a public awareness of the program, and then to achieve
a community consensus that the selection and implementation of
the Preferred Alternative is necessary.

2. To work with the community in developing or modifying goals as a
result of the Regional Core Transit Alternatives Analysis and
assist the commun~ty in reaching decisions on plan specifics.

B. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT GUIDELINES

A profile was developed on all affected/interested communities and
their major concerns. Issues of particular interest to thesecammuni
ties were identified and preliminary research was done to address
them. These issues were grouped, based upon their importance to (1)
corridor residents, (2) out-of-corridor residents, (3) affected
businesses, (4) municipalities, (5) transit dependents.

Milestones for public participation during the Alternatives Analysis
process, and their principal objectives. were designated as follows:

1. At the initial stages of the alternatives development so that
community suggestions would be addressed.

2. After refinement of transit alternatives -- so that the community
would be able to comment on their environmental, physical and
operating characteristics.



3. 'During evaluation of patronage estimates, operating plans and
operating and capital cost estimates of the eleven alternatives 

so that community comment would be received on these aspects of
the alternatives, and preferences expressed.

committed. They were asked to express their preference in the
form of formal resolutions to local decision-makinf. bodies.

a. Affected Businesses in the Regional Core

C. GROUP MEETINGS

Public Participation activities conducted with interested communities
and the results of these activities are as follows:

1. Community Meetings

Corridor residents and businesses were identified as those directly
affected by this program and therefore, the most important community
to involve in the Alternatives Analysis process. To encourage their
participation, four rounds of community meetings were conducted
throughout the Regional Core by Los Angeles City Planning staff with
the assistance of SCRTD staff. Publicity in advance of these meetings
included newspaper announcements, spot radio and T.V. announcements,

notices on buses, and notices mailed to a broad list of community
leaders and organizations as supplied by City Council offices.

2. Organization Meetings

In pursuit of attaining further awareness of the Regional Core Transit
Alternatives Analysis, meetings have been held with numerous civic and
professional organizations, such as (1) Chambers of Commerce, (2) Pro
fessional Groups, (3) Labor, (4) Specifically Interested Service Orga

nizations.

In aLl cases the organizations have shm~ appreciation at being in
volved in the project, and indicated that they wanted to be kept
involved in anc. aware of its progress until the final decision on
this Preferred Alternative was made, and the necessary local funding
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Contacts were made with the business community through the
several Chambers of Commerce and other business organizations in
the Regional Core.

The transportation committees of these organizations received several
presentations on the alternatives and generally indicated keen interest
in the program. They also were very interested in the comparative
cost data. The following were some of their main concerns:

• Transportation is presently such a problem in the study area
(especially along Wilshire) that businesses are losing good
employees.

• Exclusive bus lanes would have a tremendous negative impact
on the businesses along these streets.

• Rail construction should be done so as to cause as little
disruption as possible.

• Cost-effectiveness should be one of the main criteria in
selecting the system.

b. Regionwide Organizations

In addition to organizations within the Regional Core area, several
regional organizations that demonstrated special interest were also
made part of the Community Participation Program. Such organizations
as the League of Women Voters, the Sierra Club, Los Angeles County
Organization for Economic Development Program (OEDP), the Urban League,
the Los Angeles County Employees Association (LACEA), the Building In
dustry Associates and the Los Angeles NAACP all have participated.



The goals for working with these organizations were the same as for
the organizations within the Regional Core. Results of meetings were
similar to those for the other organizations.

Other officials received a schedule of the program, notices of
community meetings, copies of public information materials and
mary report of presentations made in their districts.

all
a sum-

3. Media Representatives
5. L. A. City Board and Commissions

A number of information briefings were held with media representatives
(1) to encourage publicity for the Citizen Participation Program, and
(2) to ensure accurate media coverage of the project. All regional
newspapers and electronic media were contacted, but particular emphasis
was given to the local newspapers circulated in the Regional Core

area.

Background information on the Regional Transit Development Program
(RTDP) and the specific scope of the Regional Core Transit Alterna
tives Analysis were the main issues discussed during the briefings.
Follow-up information and graphics on the eleven alternatives were
given at subsequent meetings.

The overall response of the media to the meetings was favorable.
Additional briefings were held just prior to the formal hearings

on July 7, 8, anc 9, 1979.

4. Elected Officials

Continually updated information on the Regional Core Transit Alterna
tives Analysis has been provided to national, state and local elected
officials who (1) represent jurisdictions falling within the Regional
Core and (2) are legislators who would be involved in an eventual

decision on this project.

Los Angeles City Boards and Commissions, whose activities might be
affected by our program, were notified of our project and asked if
they would like a briefing. Eight of the ten contacted did request

more information and presentations were made. All of the Commissions
briefed were very interested in the project and asked for a follow-up
presentation on the alternatives. They were pleased to be informed
during the planning stages, and appreciated the fact that their comments
were ~olicited this early in the Alternative Analysis. Additional

meetings were also scheduled with these Boards and Commissions prior
to the public hearin~s.

6. Inter-Agency Coordination

There is a Marketing Sub-Committee of the Interagency Technical Com
mittee which has a primary purpose of coordinating all communication
and publicity with the public on the various elements of the RTDP
The Committee consists of representatives from SCAG, CALTRANS, The Los
Angeles County Transportation Commission, the Los Angeles Community

Redevelopment Agency, L. A. County and City and the SCRTD. The SCRTD

representative has served as chairman of this sub-committee during
most of the period of its existence. It has provided information
to the public on each eleMent of the RTDP.

7. State and Federal Agencies

There was active interface with the offices of L. A.
members whose districts comprise the Regional Core.

been held for the council members and their staffs.
tatives frequently attended the community meetings.

City Counci1

Briefings have

Council represen-
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Some State agencies were consulted directly on aspects of the study of
concern to the particular agency. For example, the California Air

Resources Board was contacted to determine a suitable methodology for



evaluating air quality impacts of the various alternatives. Meetings
were also held with members of the State Cultural Heritage Preservation
Office to discuss potential impacts of the alternatives on cultural
historic resources. Based on these meetings a cultural-historic
impact analysis methodology was developed for the study. Requirements
and concerns of.other State and Federal Agencies were generally
addressed by following written study guidelines dealing with the
various areas of concern and by consulting SCAG, which is the regional
representative for many State and Federal agencies.

D. INFORMAL PUBLIC MEETINGS

1. At the initial meetinfs, the Regional Core Transit Alternatives
Analysis and its scope of work were explained, as well as its relationship
to the 4-Element Regional Transit Development Program. The range of
alternatives from rail rapid transit' to exclusive bus lanes on surface
streets to modest improvements in the present bus system was explained.
Participants were asked to make suggestions for alternatives to be

included for consideration.

Those who attended the meetings were receptive to the presentation.

Key concerns expressed were:

to favor a rail system over bus at this stage. However, expansion and
improvement of bus service to supplement the rail system was considered
vital. The need for cost information was re-emphasized, and inquiries
into financing techniques were numerous.

3. At the third round of meetings, the patronage estimates and ope
rating and capital cost estimates were presented for each of the
eleven alternatives. Attendance at this series of meetings was
hampered by heavy rains. However, those who did attend provided

useful feedback.

4. At the fourth round of meetinps, the results of the evaluation were

explained; the various alternatives compared in terms of patronage,
cost, efficiency and environmental i~pacts; and the possible financing
arrangements were shown.

People have been particularly interested to know that the opportunity
exists to proceed with a rapid transit starter line without havin~ to
add any new taxes.

Very quickly after viewing and hearing of the results of the analysis,
the groups focused on such matters as:

process.
• Adamant opposition to cut-and-cover construction

of subway.

2. The second round of meetings went into detail on the operating
and environmental characteristics of the eleven alternatives which had
been developed. Although attendance was modest, the participants were
quite knowledgeable and the discussions resulted in valuable input to
the analysis process. Generally speaking, the participants appeared

•
•

•
•

Costs of the alternatives and funding sources.
Property taxes were presently too high and could not
be considered as funding sources.
Earthquake dangers involved in a subway.
Citizen input be incorporated into the decisionmaking
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• When could construction of a rail line begin?
• How long would it take to put into operation?
• l~at extensions could and/or should be made to a starter

line?

• How MUch or little disruption would there be during
construction?

The Hollywood COMMunity rroups expressed a stronF desire for lccating
the Hollywood station at Cahuenga and Hollywood Boulevards. Upon
reevaluation of possible station locations in the Hollywood area,
it was concluded that location of a station along Hollywood Boulevard
at Cahuenga, instead of Las Pal~as, was a better choice.
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XIII PUBLIC HEARINGS AND RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

This chapter details the entire effort of the official public hearing

process that was conducted on the project and includes: (1) an over

view of the process, with locations of the hearings; (2) the official
notice of public hearings; (3) listing of the speakers testifying
of the public hearings; (4) fully written text of letters and state
ments, with accompanying index; (5) responses to substantive (written

and oral) comments and (6) statements (written and oral) of preference
for alternatives.

The written comments consist of formal letters and are included verbatim
in this final report; while the voluminous transcripts resulting from
the oral testimony are on file with the District Secretary, and are
available for public inspection. The Rapid Transit staff of SCRTD
examined all such written and oral comments based upon the distribution
of the document and the hearin~s; re-eva1uated the Draft AA/EIS/EIR in
view of all substantive comments; and produced this final report based
upon such re-eva1uation.

A. OVERVIEW

1. Introduction

In order to encourage feedback from the general public in response to an

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), the Federal Government, under pro
visions of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), requires that
at least one public hearing be conducted. In contrast, the State Govern
ment, under provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
does not have such a requirement. However, in order to allow the greatest
number of people, organizations, and agencies, to express their opinion
directly to SCRTD's Board of Directors, thereby maximizing public input
and comment, the District has gone beyond the mere satisfaction of such

minimum requirements. In particular, SCRTD held a total of six sessions
of formal public hearings, located in four different geographical areas



within the Los Angeles Regional Core. These hearings were held on

July 9, 10, and 11, 1979; both in the afternoon and in the evening; and

were located in the North Hollywood/San Fernando Valley Area (two hearings),
Hollywood/West Hollywood Area (one hearing) Fairfax/West Wilshire Area

(one hearing), and the Wilshire/Central Business District Area (two

hearings).

2. Methodology and Approach

a. Criteria for Locations

The selection of these four geographical locations was based

upon (1) the desire to cover the entire Regional Core; (2)
the multiplicity of citizen and business interests, and (3)

convenience in terms of accessibility (walking distance or

bus transportation) and parking facilities.

b. Publicity Campaign

Extensive public notice about the hearings was given through

out Los Angeles County including, but not limited to, the
following:

(1) 150 local cQmmunity newspapers including foreign language

newspapers;

(2) Metropolitan Newspapers;

(3) Three radio stations (including special interviews);

(4) Several television stations (including special news

segments);

(5) 50,000 "Take One" brochures providing notice of the public

hearings available on every bus line throughout the

regional core area;

(6) Distribution of the full technical study to public libraries

and further distribution to individuals upon special request;
(7) Distribution of nearly 4,000 Executive Summaries;

(8) Notices to all local community groups of which the
District had knowledge;

(9) Personal appearances by SCRTD community representatives

at meetings of local community groups.
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c.

(10) Notices to all local, state, and federal offices with

any relevant interest;

(11) A direct mailing list of over 700 that included notices

to potentially impacted business, recreational, cultural,

and entertainment centers; as well as individual citizens,

organizations, associations, and elected officials. This

direct mailing included a copy of the Executive Summary

Report on the Draft AA/EIS/EJR; along with a letter from

the President of the SCRTD Board of Directors; a notice

from ill1TA; and a Notice of Pub lic Hearings.

(12) Notice of Public Hearinfs were mailed to all elected
officials in the Regional Core area.

Conduct of Hearings
In order to provide the widest opportunity for both working

(day or night) and non-working individuals to attend these

hearings, sessions were set up for the evening as well as the

afternoon. Each session was opened using the same format of

giving the purpose of the hearings, a summary of the work done,
and a report on the publication of the "Notice of Intent" to

hold the hearings. There were both scheduled and non-scheduled

appearances of various speakers. Those who were scheduled had

specific "time-slots" within which to speak, and all other

speakers (i.e., non-scheduled) were worked around such specific

time-slots. In general, all sessions ran continuously, aver
aging about one speaker every five minutes. Transcripts were

taken of all verbal testimony in its entirety. The voluminous

transcripts resulting from this oral testimony are on file
with the District Secretary and are available for public in

spection. Finally, all persons at these hearings were made
aware that there was an additional 30-day period (until August

12, 1979) to submit any written comments on the Draft AA/EIS/EIR.



d. Results and Conclusions
The hearings ran a cumulative total of 13 hours, with a con
comitant 404 persons attending. Within this total, 144 persons
gave oral testimony and 13 of these submitted written comments.
In terms of preference, Alternative II was supported by the
greatest number of people, with 80 oral testifiers supporting
it; while the second most favored option was Alternative III,
with 10 oral supporters.

The variety of political, labor, business, community, and
educational leaders, as well as environmental groups and
citizens in general, represented a Multiplicity of viewpoints
which contributed to the comprehensive nature of the hearings.
Moreover, the total attendance of 404 people at such sessions
reflects strong citizen interest in rapid transit development
in Los Angeles, as well as the excellent lines of communication
that have been established with the community as a whole.
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B. OFFICIAL NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS

The official "Notice of Intent to Hold Public Hearings" was widely distri
buted throughout the Regional Core and beyond. Specifically, such notice
was printed in the: (1) Los Angeles Times, (2) Los Angeles Herald
Examiner, (3) Valley News, (4) Los Angeles Sentinel, (5) Wilshire Press,
(6) Pico Post, (7) Hollywood Independent, and (8) La Opinion. In
addition, these documents were mailed to all elected officials in the
Regional Core, as well as all relevant federal, state, and local public
agencies. Moreover, in libraries and other public buildings, the
notices were prominently displayed for the community at large to see.
This official "Notice of Intent" is printed in its entirety in this
section and follows next.



NORTII I10LLYWOOD/SAN FERNANDO VALLEY AREA - Monday, July 9, 1979

HOLLYWOOD/WEST HOLLYWOOD AREA - Tuesday, July 10, 1979

FAIRFAX/WEST WILSHIRE AREA - Tuesday, July 10, 1979

NOTICE OF INTENT TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARINGS ON THE
DRAFT ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS/

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT/
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

ON TRANSIT IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES
IN THE LOS ANGELES REGIONAL CORE,

A PROJECT OF THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT
UNDER A TECHNICAL STUDIES GRANT FROM THE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION (UMTA)

Notice is hereby given, concurrently with the release of said report,

that the Board of Directors of the Southern California Rapid Transit District

(SCRTD) intends to hold Public Hearings for the purpose of receiving com-

ments from interested and concerned organizations and community groups

on the economic, social and environmental impacts of various rail/bus and

Location:

Time:

Location:

Time:

Location:

Time:

Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
4222 Vineland Avenue
(Father Serra Room)

2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Hollywood High School Auditorium
1521 N. Highland Avenue
(Corner of Highland Avenue and Sunset Boulevard)

2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Fairfax High School Auditorium
78S0 Melrose Avenue
(Corner of Melrose Avenue and Fairfax Avenue)

7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.

all-bus mass transit improvement alternatives in the Los Angeles Regional

Core. WILSHIRE/CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT AREA - Wednesday, July 11, 1979

The Regional Core is defined, for the purpose of this report, as the

area lying northerly of the Santa Monica Freeway and extending westerly

from the Los Angeles Central Business District to Robertson Boulevard and

Location:

Time:

Great Western Savings & Loan
3660 Wilshire Boulevard
(Community Room on Mezzanine Level)

2:00 P.M. - 4:00 P.M.
7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M:

includes Hollywood and the Studio City/North Hollywood area in the San

Fernando Valley.

The locations, dates and times scheduled for these official public

hearings are as follows:
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The alternatives which are the subject of the hearings are described

in detail in the SCRTD's Draft Alternatives Analysis/Environmental Impact

Statement/Environmental Impact Report on Transit System Improvements

in the Los Angeles Regional Core (AA/EIS/EIR) dated May 18, 1979. The

various alternatives are grouped into three categories:



• Five-combination Rail Rapid Transit/
Feeder Bus Alternatives

• Five Bus-Only Alternatives C. LISTING OF SPEAKERS TESTIFYING AT PUBLIC HEARINGS

• One "Status Quo" Alternative.

Not sooner than 30 days following completion of the hearings on the

Draft Report, the District's Board of Directors' will, after considering all

pertinent comments, select a preferred alternative which will then be sub-

mitted to the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA). The

District will also submit, at the same time, its application to UMTA for a

grant of funds wi.th which to proceed with Preliminary Engineering on the

selected and approved alternative.

Upon completion of the Preliminary Engineering process, UMTA will

decide whether or not to commit funding for the Final Design and Construc-

tion of the preferred alternative.

Among the concerns given particular attention in this Draft Report

are the comparable numbers of riders attracted and the capital and operating

costs of the various alternatives, and the relative environmental, energy and

community benefits.

All persons, community and ci~c organizations and public agencies

interested in the improvement of public transportation in Los Angeles are

urged to appear and be heard at one of these hearings for the purpose of

expressing their preference from among the Alternatives. We shall appreci-

ate receiving their formal resolutions or letters at the same time.

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District

A(j~en~e&L
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These formal public hearings ran a cumulative total of 13 hours,

with a corresponding 144 persons giving oral testimony.
What follows is a list of speakers in the order in which they
appeared at each hearing. Individual speakers are referenced
by session, locabion, date, time (afternoon/evening) and
transcript page number. By utilizing this reference system,
one can easily locate the actual text of a specific oral
testimony within the transcript. The six volumes of the transcript

are on file with the District Secretary and are available for public

review.



LISTING OF SPEA KERS TESTIFYING AT PUBLIC HEA RINGS

Session A - North Hollywood
July 9, 1979 - Afternoon

Speaker and Transcript Page Reference

Session B - - North Hollywood
July 9, 1979 - Evening

Speaker and Transcript Page Reference

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
'7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Mayor Tom Bradley (p.14)
Councilwoman Pat Russell of the Los Angeles City Council (p.23)
Congressman Barry Goldwater, Jr. (p.25)
Larry Spungin representing MCA/Universal (p.28)
Dr. Alice Thurston, President of Los Angeles Valley College (p.29)
Attorney Byron Cook (p.31)
Dr. Abe Falick -- Coalition for Rapid Transit (p.34)
Richard Luehrs, Executive Director

North Hollywood Chamber of Commerce (p.38)
Ms. Reba Roebuck -- California Retired Teacher's Association (p.39) .
Mr. Steve Morris -- Los Angeles Urban League (p.42)
Beverly Garland -- Honorary Mayor of North Hollywood (p.46)
Roger Stanard -- Valley Wide Streets, Highway &

Transportation Committee (p.47)
George Falcon -- Citizens for Rail California (p.50)
Leo Potucek -- North Hollywood PAC (p.52)
Peggy Schade -- Studio City Chamber of Commerce (p.52)
Glenn Bailey, President -- West Los Angeles County Resource

Conservation District (p.54)
Councilwoman JoY Picus -- Los Angeles City Council (p.58)
Dennis Cannon -- Past President CAm (p.60)
Charlotte Saldick -- S. F. Valley Fair Housing Council (p.65)
Joseph Dunn -- Student (p.66)
lone Buie -- San Fernando Valley Sierra Club (p.68)
Ben Bogartz -- Pacific Electric Motorman (p.71)
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Mr. James B. McKenna -- AM-CAL Realty Inc. (p.14)
Mr. David Downing - L. A. City & County Area Agency on

Aging Committee (p.17)
Mr. Bruce Miller -- P.A.C., North Hollywood (p.2l)
Mr. Bill Steward -- Mayor's San Fernando Valley Advisory

Committee (p.23)
Kurt Colicchio -- Studen, Hughes Junior High School (p.24)
Guy McCreary -- North Hollywood Chamber of Commerce (p.26)
Fred Valentine -- Private Citizen (p.28)
Robert Richmond -- Private Citizen (p.29)
Richard Cowsill - President of the Student body at Los Angeles

Valley College (p.31)
Dwight Winegar -- Student at San Fernando Valley College (p.34)
Patrick Moser -- L. A. County Democratic Central

Committee (p.36)
Gordon Clint -- Winnetka Chamber of Commerce (p.39)
Frank Pine - United Chambers of San Fernando Valley (p.39)
Greg Roberts - Private Citizen (p.48)
Illyllis Roberts - President, N. Hollywood Chamber of

Commerce (p.5l)
Mr. Sheldon Walters - Private Citizen (p.54)
D:>rothy Downing - Private Citizen (p.58)
Art Schneider - Private Citizen (p.59)
Bryan Allen - Private Citizen (p.60)
J. Crawford - Small Business Owner (p. 62)
Rick Rofman - Private Citizen (p.63)
Leon Opseth - Homeowner; North Hollywood Redevelopment

Committee (p.66)



1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.

. 16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Session C - Hollywood High
Hollywood

July 10, 1979 - Afternoon

Speaker and Transcript Page Reference

Mr. Sherrill Corwin - Board of Directors. Los Angeles
Philharmonic & Music Center (p.16)

Mrs. Diniel Frost - Representing the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art (p.19)

Mr. L. J. Murphy - West Hollywood Chamber of Commerce (p.22)
Rose Heller - Private Citizen (p.23)
Joyce Snyder - Do It Now Foundation (serves hospitals) (p.25)
Mrs. D. Hicks - Private Citizen (p.27)
Norris Dabbs - Private Citizen (p.28)
Bo Young - Representing Los Angeles City Councilwoman

Peggy Stevenson (p.31)
Mr. Sheldon Davidow - Hollywood Chamber of Commerce (p.31)
Leonard Reeg - Hollywood Coordinating Council (p.40)
Mr. Bob DiPietro - Hollywood Revi~alization Committee (p.41)
Tim Creedon - Hollywood Bowl )p.46)
Bill Sisson - Private Citizen (p.49)
Mr. Oscar Singer - Private Citizen (p.S6)
Lazear Israel - Private Citizen (p.S8)
Mr. Edmund J. Russ - Chairman of the Los Angeles County

Transportation Commission (p.59)
Ms. Nancy Burns, Representing State Senator David A. Roberti (p.6S)
Dan Narvaez - Rosewood Senior Citizen's Center
Mr. Barry Adler - Private Ci tizen (p. 66)
Peter Stoner - Private Citizen (p.69)
Howard Watts ;. Private Citizen (p.70)
Eugene Henning - Private Citizen (p.71)
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1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15 •

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Session U -- Fairfax High :)cnOOl
July 10, 1979 -- Evening

Speaker and Transcript Page Reference

Bob Geoghegan, Respresenting Supervisor Edmund D.
Edelman (p.16)

Ms. Karen Labinger - National Council of Jewish Women (p.20)
Mr. Bud Siegal - West Hollywood Citizens Advisory

Committee (p.23)
Mr. Rod Diamond - Retail Clerks Union (p.26)
Mr. Phil Schmidt - May Company Department Stores (p.27)
Mr. Jim Butler - California Federal Savings & Loan (p.31)
Richard Thompson - American Institute of Architects (p.3S)
Mr. Gale Williams:- President of California Association of

Physically Handfeapped (p.39)
Evelyn Ghormley - AmeriCan Association of University

Women (p.44)
Sandra Spitzer - Jewish Legal Services (p.46)
Warren Martin - Century City Chamber of Commerce (p.49)
John Touchet - Future of Los Angeles Organization (p.Sl)
Girard L. Spencer - West Hollywood Citizens Advisory

Sub-Committee (p.55)
Nancy Pearlman - Ecology Center of Southern California (p.56)
Louis Korn - President. Carthay Circle Homeowners

Association (p.65)
David Learn - Private Citizen (p.68)
Al Nyberg - Private Citizen (p.74)
Theodore Zier - Private Citizen (p.77)
Robert Richmond - Private Citizen (p.79)
Elliot Harmer - West Hollywood Advisory Council (p.80)
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1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Session E - Wilshire District
July 11, 1979 - Afternoon

Speaker and Transcript Page Reference

Mr. Bill Robertson - Los Angeles County Federation
of Labor, AFL/CIO (p.13)

Mr. Jim Gordon - Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce (p.15)
Rabbi Wolf - Wilshire Temple (p.16)
Mr. John McKay - Wilshire Chamber of Commerce (p.17)
Ms. Gloria Schmidt - President, Los Angeles County League

of Women Voters (p.18)
Fred Terrell for Councilman John Ferraro - President of

the Los Angeles City Council (p.2l)
Mr. Frank Rice - Vice President of Bullock's (p.24)
Mr. Laurence S. Caretto - Air Resources Board (p.25)
Mr. Glen Bennett - Park La Brea Associates (p.28)
Dr. James Cox - Dean of Students, Los Angeles City College

Chancellor's Committee on Transportation (p.29)
Mr. John Gendron - Sr. Vice President, Public Affairs

Director, ARCO(p.32)
Mr. Don Muchmore - Sr. Vice President, Corporate & Public

Affairs, California Federal Savings & Loan (p.35)
Mrs. Toni Rini - Chairwoman, East Los Angeles Senior Citizens

Committee (p.39)
Councilman Robert Farrell - Representing Executive Committee

of Southern California Association of Governments (p.43)
Mr. Patrick Ela - Director, Craft & Folk Art Museum (p.48)
Dr. Stanley Rokaw - Los Angeles County Medical Association (p.49)
Mr. John Saito - Japanese American Citizen's League (p.54)
Ms. Marge Klugman - Greater Los Angeles Council on Deafness (p.55)
Mr. Tomas Pompa - East Los Angeles Interagency Coalition (p.57)
Lloyd De Marais - Computer Learning Center (p.59)
Joe Vasquez - East Los Angeles Area Aging Advisory Council

Chairman (p.6l)
Mr. Earnest Weber - Aames Bureau of Employment (p.64)
Mr. Tom Benson - Carpenter's Union (p.66)
David Gonzales - Whittier Blvd. Merchants Association (p.66)
Mr. Warren Thorpe - Children's Hospital, Health Maintenance

Organization (p. 68)
Meda Rosado - Citizens Planning Council - Transportation

Committee (p.69)
Lou Nau - Los Angeles Mayor's Office for Handicapped (p.71)
Marvey Chapman - Los Angeles County Grand Jury (p.73)
Ethel Blackwell - Private Citizen (p.76)
Elizabeth Bell - Los Angeles City College Student Council (p.78)
Marge Webb - Private Citizen, Sculptor, uses Art Institute (p.79)
Richard Workman - Private Citizen (p.80)
Mrs. H. Mellow - Private Citizen (p.82)
Jim Gagnon - Private Citizen (p.87)

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Session F - Wilshire District
July 11, 1979 - Evening

Speaker and Transcript Page Reference

Mr. Jack Hallen - American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) (p.16)

Robert Datel - District Director, California Department of
Transportation, District 7 (p.18)

Mr. Ken Gregory - American Planning Association (APA) (p.21)
Jim McDermott, Representing Assemblyman Michael Roos (p.25)
Mr. Stan Hart - Sierra Club (p.28)
Mr. Norm Murdoch - Los Angeles County Planning Department,

Director of Planning (p.31)
Mrs. Honora Wilson - American Lung Association (p.35)
Dr. Abe Falick - Coalition for Rapid Transit (p.38)
Michael Clements - Ecology Legislative Action (p.47)
Arch D. Crouch - Los Angeles City Planning Department (p.50)
Mr. Dave Waters - Los Angeles NAACP (p.53)
Ms. Evelyn Kieffer - Sutro Company (p.57)
Joseph Rocco - Citizen (p.6l)
Ernest L. Crawford - Private Citizen (p.64)
Michael Rosen - Small Business Owner (p.67)
John H. Welborne - Private Citizen (p.71)
Al Nyberg - U.C.L.A. (p.76)
James Seal - National Fight Back Organization (p.79)
Ted Mauritzen - Private Citizen (p.82)
Rex Links - Wilshire Chamber of Commerce (p.89)
J. T. Spencer - Private Citizen (p.90)
Pat Gibbs - Private Citizen (p.93)
Sheldon Walter - Private Citizen (p.96)
Bryan Allen - Private Citizen (p.99)



D. LETTERS AND WRITTEN STATEMENTS RECEIVED (WITH INDEX)
INDEX OF LETTERS AND STATEMENTS RECEIVED

Similar to the oral testimony, the re-evaluation of the Draft AA/EIS/

EIR and the resulting Final AA/EIS/EIR was based, in part, on the written

comments in response to the distribution of the draft document and the

hearings. These written comments consist of formal letters and are

included verbatim in this section of the final report. In addition,

the public was made aware that there was an additional 30-day period

(until August 12, 1979) to submit any written comments on the Draft

AA/EIS/EIR after the completion of the formal hearings.

There were 90 written comments which were received in response to both

the distribution of the draft document and the public hearings, with

13 of these specifically generated from the oral testimony, and the

remainder resulting from the distribution of the draft report. What

follows is a "written comments document package" which consists of the

full text of all the written letters and comments received by the

SCRTD staff. Immediately preceding this document package is an index

which lists these letters in the order in which they are printed.

Individual letters are referenced by the author and the index (order)

number. By utilizing this reference system, one can easily locate the

actual text of a specific letter within the written comments document
package.

The number of the response to each substantive comment, (these responses

are contained in the next section) is also indicated in the margin of
the letters, wherever applicable, for easy reference. In addition,

an asteri~k in the index identifies letters that required no response.

The index and the letters follow.
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Index
Number'

* 1.
* 2.
* 3.
* 4.

5.
6.
7.

* 8.
9.

10.
*11.

12.
*13.
*14.
*15.

16.
*17.
*18.
*19.
20.

*21.
22.

*23.
*24.
*25.
*26.
*27.
*28.
29.

*30.
31.

*32.
33.
34.

*35.
*36.

37.
38.

*39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Author of Letters

Dorothy Beffman
Congressman Anthony Beilenson
Assemblyman Howard L. Berman
Beneficial Standard Properties, Inc.
Hollywood Arts Council
Hollywood Coordinating Council
Hollywood Revitalization Committee, Inc.
KNBC Edi torial
Los Angeles City Council
Los Angeles County Flood Control District
Alden Nash
National Society of Professional Engineers
North Hollywood Project Area Committee - June 12, 1979
North Hollywood Project Area Committee - July 16, 1979
James B. Rives
U. S. Department of Transportation - FHWA Region Nine
Valleywide Committee on Streets, Highways & Transportation
Sheldon Walter
Larry Wartel
Westside Community For Independent Living, Inc.
I:Xmald and Roberta Whitney
City of San Fernando
Trini ty Community Presbyterian Church
Mental Health Association
Taft High School Community Advisory Council
Office of Planning & Research (State Clearinghouse)
Wilshire Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles City Board of Transportation Commissioners
Edgar D. Cahn
Los Angeles City Board of Building & Safety Commissioners
South Coast Air Quality Management District
Building Industries Association of Southern California, Inc.
John Pignataro
Arturo Stephens
Central City Association
United Chambers of Commerce of the San Fernando Valley, Inc.
Los Angeles City Department of Transportation
United States Department of the Interior
Alice E. McLaury
Coalition for Rapid Transit
NAACP - Los Angeles Branch
California Retired Teachers Association
Jewish Legal Services



Index
Number Author of Letters June I, 1979

44.
45.
46.

*47.
*48.
*49.
50.

*51.
*52.
*53.
*54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

*66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

*74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

*80.
81.
82.

*83.
84.
85.

*86.

*

Santa Monica Area Chambers of Commerce
George C. Page Museum
Los Angeles Conservancy
SCAG Metropolitan Clearing House
Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers
Power Engineering Society
Hollywood Revitalization Committee, Inc. - August 8, 1979
Joint Council of Teamsters No. 42
Assemblyman Tom Bane
Masquers Club
Ted H. Smith and Son Realtors
USO - Los Angeles Area
Citizens Bicycle Advisory Committee
Counci lwoman Peggy Stevenson
T. A. Nelson - Professional Engineer
Hospital of the Good Samaritan
Ramsey-Shilling Company
Century City Chamber
Church of the Blessed Sacrament
Silverman, Katz, Fran & Co.
Beverly Hills Chamber of Commerce
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
Fred Valentine
Office of the Chancellor - UCLA
San Fernando Chamber of Commerce
Western Los Angeles Regional Chamber of Commerce
Associated Students - Los Angeles City College - Elizabeth Bell
Associated Students - Los Angeles City College - Geraldine Brooks
Associated Students - Los Angeles City College - Leslie Spates
Los Angeles City College - James Cox
Tishman Construction Corporation
California Department of Transportation
Assistance League of Southern California
William G. Thompson
Holmby-Westwood Property Owners Association, Inc.
Tract No. 7260 Homeowners Association, Inc.
Los Angeles County Federation of Labor
Automobile Club of Southern California - David Grayson
Los Angeles Police Department
Los Angeles Community Colleges District Office
United States Environmental Protection Agency
U. S. Department of Transportation - Office of Environment and Safety
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce -- sample Form Letter

(744 received)
87. State of California - Office of Planning and Research
88. John H. Welborne

>189. Congressman Henry A. Waxman
90. State of California - Office of Historic Preservation
Letters not requiring a response. XIII-IO

LETTER No.1

Handwritten Original
on file at SCRTD

Board of Directors
SCRTD
Los Angebs, Ca.

Dear Board Members:

I read very carefully the Transit Alternatives in the
L. A. Regional Core.

I find Plan II the best (If less funds, Plan V.)
To be successful, mass transit must serve the masses.
(A) Plan II covers major points of interest - L.A.

County Museum and Farmers Market. Huge tourist attractions
throughout the year.

(B) Two large department stores at Wilshire and Fairfax.
(C) Large office buildings within walking distance of

Wilshire and Fairfax.
Going thru Hollywood doesn't require an explanation - nor

does the entertainment facilities at Universal City.
As one totally dependent on public transit I'm familiar

with many of the bus lines and where they are needed to serve
the greatest number of people in all walks of life.

Thank you for permitting me to convey the above.
Yours for better transit.

Dorothy Beffman
747 S. Curson
Los Angeles, Ca. 90036



LETTER No.2
LETTER No.3

ANTHONY C, BEILENSON
23RD DI"'''ICT, CAUJroIlHIA

COMMITTttS:

COMMITTEE ON RULES

~ougrt~~of tbt muittb ~tatt~

Jlou~e of l\epre~entatibe~

• ~fttgton••,~. 20515
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11000 WfLSMU'E 8ouLEYAItO 10024
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DISTRICT OFFICE
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SUITE 406

Los ANGELES, CALIFORN'A

e0049
213-41•.7.4.
213-880.2070
21~-.ZO·47Z7

~ss£mbl~

ill'llifnrni'l I1I£gisl'ltur£

HOWARD L. BERMAN
ASSEMBLYMAN

MAJORITY LEADER

COM"'ITTEES:

.JUDICIARY

WATER, PARKS AND WILDLIFE

WAYS AND MEANS

POLICY RESE"'RCH
M ..... NAGEMENT

•

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

July 6, 1979

Dear Friends:

I regret that I am unable to attend the public hearing on
the Alternatives Analysis/EIS report, and hope that you will
include this letter of support in the public hearing record.

Thank you for providing me with a copy of the Executive
Summary of th~ Southern California Rapid Transit District's
Alternatives Analysis and Environmental Impact Statement/Report
for Transit System Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional
Core.

I nave reviewed the findings and wish to advise you of my
support for Alternative 2, which would run 18 miles in subway
from downtown Los Angeles, out Wilshire Boulevard, then north
under Fairfax Avenue through Hollywood and in to North Hollywood
in the San Fernando Valley.

Ms. Mar1ee Coughlan
CRT Associates
21050 Waveview Drive
Topanga, CA 90290

Dear Ms. Coughlan:

I am pleased to go on record as a supporter of a mass rapid
transit starter line for Los Angeles.

The current gasoline shortage once again highlights our neec
for a transit alternative to the automobile. The availability
of. gasoline is becoming increasingly doubtful and the costs
~ncr7asing1y prohibitive. But this is only one reason to
]ust~fy the construction of a mass rapid transit system in
Los Angeles,. Other reasons include the continuing smog prob
~em; con~est~on on all freeways; and, the need for an efficient
~nexpens~ve system for those who cannot afford cars.

Consequently, I think the sooner we face this problem, the
better. The Wilshire Corridor, with a link to rapidly growing
North Hollywood, appears to be a logical starting place. The
fact of federal funds being available for this project means
1;-his starter line would not be a tax bnrden. We can afford
~t and we should begin as SOon as possible.

Sincerely,

t// r ~:/&/}nt4-r'l'ttf.i;fL. BERMAN

HLB/akRECEIVED

JUL 12 1979

SCRfO. SECREI-

Meretf,,//

l-~~ (~1, . -
ANTHONY C. B~ILENSON
Member of Congress

ACB: je

My support for Alternative 2 is based on data indicating
that this alternative exhibits the highest patronage, serves
the broadest area within the regional core, exhibits the lowest
operating cost per passenger and per passenger mile, and also
exhibits the lowest annual operating subsidy requirement.

XIII-ll ~ ..



BENEFICIAL STANDARD PROPERTIES, INC.
LETTER No.4

HARRY EPSTEIN...........

•
HOllYWOOD ARTS COUNCIL
Dedicated to nurturing the arts in Hollywood

6255 Sunset Boulevard. 20th Floor
Hollywood. California 90028
(213) 462-2355

-
LETTER No.5

July 17, 1979
BOARD OF TRUSTEES July 12, 1979

Dear Ms. Thomas

Ms. Diane Thomas
ckt Associates
21050 Waveview Drive
Topanga, CA 90290

I have been authorized to advise you, on behalf of all of these
companies, that we favor the program for installing a rapid
transit starter line for los Angeles along the lines that have
been outlined in a brochure entitled, "Southern California
Rapid Transit Distric~Rapid Transit Starter Line for Los An
geles, Facts".

(])
@
@

Gentlemen:

RTD
42S S. Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

This letter is written in support of the RTD's subway plan
known as Alternate III. The main factor prompting this action
is the location of the proposed Hollywood Station. It is our
position that a more easterly location for the station would
better serve the needs of the Hollywood community AND the many
visitors who come here each year.

The concentration of large office buildings on the east side
of Hollywood as well as our. three legitimate theatres opera
ting near Vine Street seem to warrant a station in this area.
This area is currently accomodating SOOO-plus theatregoers
each night.

Ctr:"'~
~slanian

President

The Hollywood Arts Council and other organizations in our
cOllDJlunity are aggressively working to effect maj or change in I
Hollywood. Our partiCUlar focus is to promote existing art- ®
related activities and to stimulate the formation of additional ~

events. It is our hope that the RTD will carefully review its
decision regarding the Hollywood Station. It I S location can be
an important factor in the revitalization of Hollywood.

I f I can provide any additional information, please call me.
Thank you for the opportunity to present this input for your
consideration. .

NA:ss

DON AMADOR
LUCY ANDERSON
NYLA ARSLANIAN
OSCAR ARSLANIAN
ED ASNER
FRED BEAUFORD
EVEL YN BENSON
BEA BERNSTEIN
JOAN BOYETT
RONNIE BROSTERMAN
STEVE CATALANO
HELENE COHEN
VINCE DI BARI
LORING d 'USSEAU
JOHN ANSON FORD
SYLVIA FOX
RICHARD GANNON
MARTHA GOLDSTEIN
KIRK HALLAM
BOB HOUSTON
JOSINE IANCO·STARRELS
CLAIRE ISAACS
JACQUELINE KRONBERG
MILT LARSON
PATRICIA MARTIN
WILLIAM McCLELLAN
RICK MOMII
MICHAEL MORTARA
ETHEL NARVID
KA THLEEN NOLAN
JERRY POLLAK
KEN ROSS
MARIAN RUBENSTEIN
LOIS SAFFIAN
RHONDA SAUNDERS
JASON SA VILLE
LEONARD SCHWARTZ
LLOYD SHAFFER
BARBARA SMITH
JOSEPH W. SPENCER
JUDITH STARK
HUGH STEVENSON
RAY TATER
PAUL VANGELISTI
CAROL WALTERS
JEROME WEITZMAN
EDDIE WESTON
RHODA WILLIAMS
SYLVIA WILLIAMS
KAY WRIGHT

place this letter into the minutes of any. hearing
connection with this pr~ram. /

S7ce\~el~Yf' / .., ,( j' ,
-)e.\ 'l., ;'", .l. ltl(., ;.:~
.Harry EPs' I in'" '-/

i/
,

Your recent letter, addressed to Ms. Deborah Carr of TRANSIT
CASUALTY has been forwarded tome .. BENEFICIAL STANDARD PRO
PERTIES, INC., of which I am President, manages all the real
estate interests of BENEFICIAL STANDARD CORPORATION. The
major subsidiaries of BENEFICIAL STANDARD CORPORATION are:

BENEFICIAL STANDARD LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
TRANSI'l' CAStJAI,TY COMPANY
BENEFICIAL STANDARD PROPF.RTIES

and several other insurance-related and service-oriented com
panies.

You may
held in

HE:cs

BENEFICIAL PLAZA. 3700 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90010 • (213) 381-8766 XIII-12
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LETTER No.7

• to.

:

'. MEMORANDUM
11 d ,'. 'T Uehar4 SIalth;-'Co1lllMmlty Planner

J ywoo 0: .' Offieeof. P1annina .\aeistanee Ul'H-12 :

vitalization I :.': From:'~'Revita1iaeHollyw004 .:j4v18ory ~itte'"
ommittee Re. ' ," CoJmlents on Alternatlve. Ana1yda and EIa on Trault

, •. Byst.. Improv.-mta ill the I.•.l.,,]legioDa1 Core •.

Inc. Date..:·.·..7'117 ,: :1979 .' ,
.. •. 1

0
'

-LETTER No.6

)

LSB206<l320)U-027677EI92)PD 07111179 1319 ('I
ICS IPIllRNCZ CSP - T

213~'98311 TDRN LOS ANGELES CA 19 07-11 0119P EST
PillS R.T.D. BOARD, AttN PRESIDENT MARVIN L HOLEN C/O GREAT WESTERN
SAVINGS CO~"UNITY BLDG 2ND FLOOR, tOMMUNITY ROOM MEZZ. LEVEL, DLR
3'60 WILSHIRE BLVD
LOS ANGELES CA
THE HOLLYWOOD COORDINATING COUNCIL SUPPORTS PLAN 13 OF THE
ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS ON TRANSIT SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS IN LA REGIONAL
CORE

KATHY LANE, PRESIDENT
INNII

- ~. y

The Revitalize Hollywood AdVisory Committee i. ple••ed to have an opportunity'
to comment on the Alternatives Analysis and Envircmmental Impaet Statemant/
Report on Trandt systemll Improvamant. ill the I.os Angele. I.egioDal Core,

The Committee was established.by City Council ordioance ill 1978 a. the offieial
advisory body responsible to eoamunicate the needs aDd the ciaairea of/residents
and business interest•.in the Hollywood Community, .

After review of each of the proposed bus/rail alignment alternatives under
element four of the propo.ed Regional Transit Development Program (RTOP),
the Committee feel. that a more ea.terly alignment at Vermont Avenue will be.t
.ervice re.ident. of Hollywood.. Furthermore, it 18 our contention that re
gardle•• of the rapid transit system alignment, a transit station lIIU.t be pro
Vided at Cahuenga Avenue and "Hollywood Boulevard, Accordingly, the Committe
paased the following 1le.olution coneemina elamant 4 ~ Dec_bar 19, 1978:

It is resolved that the ~italize Hollywood Advisory Committee, recognizing
the possibility that. bus/rail atarter line may be construeted and that such
line would have a direct and primary effect on the revitalization of Hollywood,
supports a transit atadon in the area of the interaection of Hollywood Boule
vard and Cahuenga for the followina rea.ons:

1. : Hollywood-Cahuenga area ia at the center of the regional' center as defined
in the Hollywood COIJIlIUnity plan adopted by the City Cou~il and the .Bolly
wood Specifie Plan being prepared by the L.A. City Planning Department.

2. Cahuenga ia a dire~t route through !=he Cahuenga Pasa.

~. Cahuenga can function a. a primary eolleetor. for Hollywood core and
atation bound traffie. "

.@

study

", ;

, .... ;

"

o'

...
.......

4. The location will reWorce the ~1ddlllore; Owings & *"111 and A~I.A.
recommendat:Lona lor a reg:L0D8l center 10 the Hollywood-ViDe ,area•

•• : ':'. ~t.•~·._.~. "_:".--;-'7._'-"-~:---:_'."" ..... 'l." • ..•• : •••• ' .• '.';' ; ~: •• ,.... ",

J • • ';' " • '., '. ..;. .~ "':' •

.; .'
•• J" .' : , ••• '" .~ ~...

. '" :. '.<:,
~'f ....: •
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, .

5. There 18 zoning and apace avanabl. for development in th1a area. The area
ia underbuilt and general17 18 in • poorer atate of repair than othar parta
of the Bol1JVOOd core.

6. There ia apace available for parkins faciliti.. in conjunction with a
atation and &'egional center.

7. The location 18 1l84&' an entertaiDlllent center.

8. The location buttr..... the CARl area along Hollywood BouleVard and will
encourage other 1.IIIprov81118nt and davelopment at the center of the cOllll1larcial
core.

9. The location 18 near the ~rthern boundary of the recently designated
Neighborhooc1 Strategy Area. ' Tbia area haa a large DUIIlber of tranait de
p8Ddant ruicleDta who can benefit f&'Clal 1.IIIproved pub110 transpol1=ation.

The Revitaliz. Hollywood Advi.ory Committee a180 recognizing the' recommenda
tion of the A.l.A. transit ta.k force. recOllllllenda that expanded bus and oeher
feeder line. along an eut-weat axu to service the tranait station and the '
regionsl core be consideftd a high pno~ity and that this s.rvic. b. Cllos.ly
tiN in with ~be atatiODclwelopmant aDd locat1OD., " ,

.. ' .
;. t·

'.
continued

I ',,,

~, "

........
.. ~ ;.

, .
'.', ",t

, '.
, .

"
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It is realized that only preliminary decision h
proposed subway stations in the Hollyw d s ave been m.de on the location of
detailed impact analysis will occur up~: t::e:i ru~thermore, it is obvious that

, na etermination of such stations.
Since 1978, the Hollywood Revitalization C i
tensive Cultural and Historical Resources ~ ttee has been conducting an ex- '([iJ
in your inventory (Appendix II, Part 4) are i:ntory • Numerous sites not Hsted .A0
(Blessed Sacrament Catholic Church for e 1 rour designated impact area, ~
on the California Resources Invent~ry. xamp e. These sites are being list~d

The information gathered by our survey must be
insure that adverse impacts are minimized Fu utilized by your planning staff to
Hollywood Revitalization Committee and S CR rt;re cooperation between the
impacts are minimized. • • • • • will insure that such adverse



We have long maintained here that as soon as gasoline got to
be a dollar a gallon, people would d~mand a fixed-guideway
transit system. That time has corne.

Plans for transit systems that have been on the shelf or
grinding through processes designed to kill them off are now
corning to life.

One of those is Los Angeles County Supervisor Baxter Ward's
232-mile Sunset Coast Line, a system of high speed trains
running in their own rights of way serving 80 percent of
the homes and job centers in the county. The cost? Plenty.

THE WILSHIRE SUBWAY

KNBC EDITORI.~~

LETTER No.8 - \
• REX E. LAYTON

CITY CLE"K

WHI.N MAKING INQUIRIES
JtI:l..ATIYr. TO THIS MATTIUt.
R£'I" TO "'L.E NO.

79-2459

July 9, 1979

CITY OF LoS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

TOM BRADLEY
MAYOR

O,PICE 0 ..

CITY CLERK
IItOOM "5. CITY HALL

Loa ANGELES. CALIF. 8001Z
...11·117011

•
LETTER No.9

Another is the Southern California Rapid Transit District's
own starter line; a subway from Union Station downtown,
west on Wilshire, north on Fairfax and through Cahuenga
Pass to North Hollywood. The cost? Around a billion and
a hal f dollars ..

And there are all sorts of other plans around.

As we see it, there is no alternative to building something,
starting soon. Building nothing is no longer one of the
options.

We support the rapid transit district's Wilshire subway
plan now because it's do-able with no new taxes and it's
essential, we think, to get going now.

The rapid transit district is holding public hearings on
the subway all next week, Monday through Thursday, in
the Wilshire, Fairfax, Hollywood and North Hollywood
neighborhoods. What we think will corne out of those hearings
is that the time has corne to start.

Honorable Torn Bradley, Mayor
Supervisor Baxter ·Ward
Department of Transportation
City Planning Department
City Administrative Officer
Controller
Board of Public Works
Data Service Bureau

Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

"DRAFT ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS EIS/EIR ON TRANSIT IMPROVE
MENT IN THE LOS ANGELES REGIONAL CORE"

At the meeting of the Council held July 9, 1979, the attached

report of the TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC COMMITTEE was adopted.

flII-864
Broadcast times: 7/4-Sign-Off; 7/5-6:55 AM; 7/6-6:55 PM
Time: 1:40 {:.

City Clerk

mh
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TO THE COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF LOS ANGELES -1-

File No, 79-2459

TO THE COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF LOS ANGELES -2-

File No, 79-2459

Your

reports as follows:

T~SPORT~TION AND TRAFFIC Committee Your

reports as follows:

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC Committee

RECOMMENDATIONS

That, in response to the "Draft Alternatives Analysis EIS/EIR on
Transit Improvement in the Los Angeles Regional Core" (Downtown,
Westlake, Wilshire, Hollywood and North Hollywood communities), as
submitted by the Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD),
we RECOMMEND, as substantially recommended by the Department of
Transportation and the Department of Planning, that by the adoption of
this report the SCRTD be advised as follows:

1. That, based upon cost effectiveness, land use, service level,
financial and environmental considerations, the City Council
hereby endorses further preliminary engineering work to be
performed on Alternative 2 (CBD, Wilshire-Fairfax, North
Hollywood rail line).

2. That the SCRTD should consider the following:

a. Eliminating further consideration of the Wilshire-Hauser
Station because of concerns regarding the major
archaeological, historical, paleontological sites at
Wilshire and Hauser•.

b. Relocating the Beverly/Fairfax station between Third and
Beverly.

c. Giving equal consideration to locating the Hollywood
station at either selma/Las Palmas or Selma/Cahuenga.

'.

d. Eliminating the Hollywood Bowl station from further
- consideration on the basis of patronage.

e. Locating the Universal City station on the east side of
the Hollywo~? Freeway.

. 3. That the SCRTD continue to evaluate and maximize alternative
sources of funding, such as the use of Equipment Trust
Certificates, so as to minimize the necessity of utilizing
City gas tax monies as a specific source to fund a portion of
the local share.

4. That the Department of Transportation is instructed to
develop an agreement with the SCRTD for City participation in

-continued-
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preliminary engineering to ensure that all City concerns and
Code requirements are met.

Your C?rr~it~ee.ALSO RECO~~NDS that the City council adopt the
follow~ng f~nd~ngs regard~ng the financial analysis of the transit
alternatives:

1. That the financial information presented in the "Draft
Alternatives Analysis EIS/EIR••• Regional Core" prepared by
the SC~'l'D is at a sufficient level of detail to permit a
sel~ct~o~ of a preferred alternative for preliminary
engJ.neer~ng.

2. That further detailed analyses of the financial data are
necessary to develop an adequate financial plan.

3. That such a financial plan should incorporate the cost of
debt repayment and contingency costs at an adequate level in
the operating cost assessment.

4. That through the use of a slightly higher premium fare on the
rail component, it may be possible to eliminate any proposed
deficit on rail operations.

SUMMARY

Your ~ommittee considered the "Draft Alternatives Analysis EIS/EIR on
TransJ.t Improvement in the Los'Angeles Regional Core." The Draft
Alternative Analysis does not recommend a preferred alternative nor
doe~ it contain a co~plete financial plan. However, the estimates of
capJ.tal cost, operat~ng cost are adequate to permit a comparison among
the various alternatives ~nd selection of a preferred alternative for
preliminary engineering." t-

A number of factors clearly indicate the justification for a major
transit improvement in the regional core:

1. Deletion of the Beverly Hills and Laurel Canyon Freeways
resulted in a lack of ability to relieve an ever-increasing
level of traffic congestion on surface streets;

-continued-
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TO THE COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF LOS ANGELES -3-

File No. 79-2459

TO THE COO'NCIL OF THE
CITY OF LOS ANGELES -4-

File No. 79-2459

Your

reports as follows:

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC Committee Your

reports as follows:

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC Committee

2. Highest population and employment densities in the City:

3. Existing bus lines are often overcrowdedf transit patronage
tas increased as the result of lessened fuel supplies.

It is indicated by the staff review of the documentation presented in
the EIR/EIS regarding increased levels of service and all other
critical evaluation factors, including the financial analysis, that
Alternative 2, the IS-mile rail line to North Hollywood via Fairfax
would be the best s~lection. The Draft Alternative Analysis was
prepared by the SCRTD to aid its governing board, the general public
and interested governmental agencies in selecting an alternative
method of improving transportation in the Regional Core (Downtown,
Westlake, Wilshire, Hollywood and North Hollywood communities).

A key ingredient of the implementation of alternatives is the
participation of the Federal government in capital funding. After
preliminary engineering, the SCRTD intends to apply to UMTA for SO\ of
the capital cost. State gas tax funds, 25% of which can be diverted
to fund transit system guideways under the terms of Proposition 5, are
intended to fund the majority of the non-federal share. Local gas tax
funds are also eligible, but their .use would delay street construction
and maintenance projects. Their use may also jeopardize the City's
ability to utilize and maximize its available Federal Aid Urban (FAU)
funding.

If adopted into law, Assembly Bill 1429 would set the required local
share at 5% of total capital cost. SCRTD indicates intention to
finance 'the remaining capital costs by sale of Equipment Trust
Certificates, use of Transportation Development Act monies, the
creation of 1913 Act Assessment'Districts around each station, and use
of joint development. In connection with the upcoming preliminary
engineering phase, a detailed financial plan needs to be prepared for
the selected alternative.

The Federal government. th~9ugh its UMTA Section 5 funds, subsidizes
operating cost deficits of transit systems. State Transportation
Development Act (TDA) funds are also available for this purpose.

A review of the system alternatives and their estimated operating
deficits in 1990 range from a low of .8 million for the Alternative
No.2 to a high of 19.9 million for a rail line. The six bus line
alternatives range from a low of 36.7 million to a high of 61.7

-continued-
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million. The modest operating deficits generated by Alternative 2 is
remarkable because the operating costs and revenues include an
extensive background bus system in the Regional Core as well as the
rail component: This indicates that the rail component, because of
its low operat1ng costs, generates a large "profit" which offsets the
large deficit of a bus system. A slight increase in the premium fare
could produce a rail system with no deficit. .

Travel studies consistently indicate that a significant amount of
vehicular travel originating in the San Fernando Valley is bound for
destinations along the Wilshire Corridor and the Central Business
District. Additionally, population shifts occurring in the eastern
San Fern~ndo va~ler ~re resulting in. large c~ncentrations of elderly
and l~w 1ncome 1nd1v1duals tha~ util1ze pub11c transit. Expansion of
the l1ne to North Hollywood, w1th park-and-ride facilities at
Universal City, provides an opportunity for a significant portion of
commuters, including transit-dependent users, in the San Fernando
V~ller to utilize a fast, efficient transit mode to Hollywood,
W1lsh1re Center and the Downtown CBD. It would be a serious mistake
and diminish the ability of the project to meet patronage goals not to
extend the line from Wilshire Boulevard into the San Fernando Valley.

Of the three conceptual alignment~ for a northerly extension of
service, Fairfax is clearly the superior route. The Fairfax alignment
serves a higher population density, more activity centers and is the
most cost efficient in terms of ·Total Annual Operating
Surplus/Deficit Efficiency Measures· of the three northerly
extensions. Since there is a significant travel demand between the
western 'portion of Los Angeles and the Wilshire Corridor the
~ositioning of the alignment further west best serves th~ trip desires
1n and into the Corridor. The nature of the automobile demand on the
arterials serving the Regional Core is such that the local congestion
impacts on the east-west streets would be more difficult to mitigate
at Vermont and/or La Brea ~han Fairfax. For example, it is not
feasible to widen many of 'the impacted intersections approaching any
of these northern extensions. But, by intercepting auto/bus trips
westerly of Fairfax, the load in the east-west corridors is
diminished.

In a comparison of the Fairfax vs. La Brea alignment, an additional
15,000 patrons can be expected by extending the alignment to Fairfax
prior to turning north. Two department stores and a major Los Angeles

-continued-
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TO THE COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF LOS ANGELES -5-

1979

..
LETTER No. 10

File No.~X~ 1.21

Review of EIR - Downtown - Wilshire
Hollywood-San Fernando Corridor

lIE: Tentative Map Date _

Final Map Date
EIR Transmittal Letter Date June 5I

Flood Huard Report ReqUest Date

u:s Angeles, CA 90013

'10: Mr. Marvin !101m, President
Board of Directors

79-2459File No.

CommitteeTRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFICYour

reports as follows:

TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC COMl-lITTEE

Respectfully submitted,

CBP:jd
7-6-79

county cultural facility become more accessible. The eventual ability
to expand west to Beverly Hills and Century City is enhanced.

1. '1t!is area 1_ cuta!&! the b::Imdariee of the FIco:! control District and rot urder ita juriBdietim.

'lbe ..mdiviaion is RaI!IClMbly free of f1cxJd hazard fran ftllIjCJr' c:haMels and strean&, but lIIIl!IIybe subject
2. to.local flocd hUard. Refer to the report. of the City/CoUnty EngIineer CXlI'lOl!ming local drainage.

3 Portiaw of the subdivisim lying in and adjacent to ( ) atftp hillsi~. C ) natural ",atertlClJne8,
• () are subJect to flood l.azard because

of ( ) CJ\I'Ierflaw. , j erosIon, ( ) tlUdflOo' ard/or iJeP06itloo of debds. ( ) see cum'Il!nU beleN.
AlaO, refer to the 11!'POrt of the City/Co.1nty Engineer ooncerning local drainage.

4. Place a note of flood hazard on the final IMp and sut:mit adequate eI"l9ineering doc\Jaentatioo
to q>pcrt theBe Ilmits.

5. PrllX to recordation of the final _p. adequate engineering dlxurentation nust be st.i:Iftitted
ahodr'j wilding sites free of flood hazard.

6. PrOVide a I!rainaqe ooncept pdor to approwl of the tentative 1I'Bp. SUfficient lntormatioo.1Il18t
.be tIUtIIlitted to the District lI\Olfing the eKtent of the drainage prt:blen and prcposed solutlon.
Infot'llllltim required vill include BCJl'e or all of the following: hydrolcqy map: ca~culaUoo for
o am rJeb'ria prot.lct.iCX'\; delineation of "atero::urses, ~i~ paths. and flcod palns; ~t c
of drainage facilitiesl' types of inlets; am prqlOBed hdleSltes.

7. Pl'OYide ~ta to eliJlliMte the flCCld hazard.

8. Dedicate fee title/an ~nt to the Coonty of LoB Angeles/City of
providing adeqJate right of way for

9. Offer to dedicate. future easement to the Flood Cmtrol District fer PJq:ase8 authot:'i2ed by the
Los Angeles CoJr'lty Flood cm.trol Act.

10. SheW and label en the final.-p, Flood Cootrol District's dllit of way for

A peonit wiil be required for WPL c:onstructioo affecting the District's right of way.

11. If draiMge facUities an required, it rNt':l be neceBMl"Y to arr.-.ge fer reiJlburweftleftt of the
District'. q:lC'ation .xl _inteMnce eJlPen8etl.

12. '1tle UN .-y t. aJbject. to ground _ter at a depth of less than ten feet ftalll. the nltural grcwd anf...

13. ~ of the final _ i. _ subject to BrTf ccnditions - horein oc - '"' ...- -

14. 'ltw final -.p a W1Mtiafact.en'. Note the A8IIQnlI stated herein (lIE' IIhCafn a\ returned ape

two major
The Fairfax
the station
location.

It was noted that in the vicinity of Fairfax there are
tourist attractions: CBS Studios and Farmer's Market.
location has a heavier residential density surrounding
vicinity at Santa Monica than the La Brea/Santa ~IDnica

The Transportation and Planning Departments indicate that they have
other station concerns which have been incorporated in the
recommendations to SCRTD for further consideration. This involves
stations at either Las Palmas/Selma or at Selma/Cahuenga, the lack of
need for the Hollywood Bowl station, the archeological, historical
concerns regarding the site at Wilshire/Hauser, locating the Universal
City station on the east side of Hollywood Freeway, and the designing
of station cross-overs to allow for future extensions.

'.

Canlents:

'!he Flood centrol Dietrict has storm drain systems in proximity to your proposed I@
transit routes. Prc:plBed subways may require trodific::ation or. relocation. of f {;,
sane of these drainage facilities. A careful analYSiS of dra1Ila9" solutions
and c:csts~be made and discussed in the Environnental IDpact Re~~

..~

'.
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LETTER No. 12

CAI.IFORNIA SOCIETY of
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

A- national society of professional engineers
'~NSP(EB
~

~
LOS ANGELES CHAPTER

Gentlemen:
utive Summery and analysis· and the

I have carefully studied ·the E)(e~ which Mr. MBrvin Holen bIBS good enough
severel proposals offered, copy advocate af the Rail/F'eeder Bus
to send me, since I heve long been an a
System.

f asons for favarlno such a type af
I 11m pleased to kl'lObl thaGt altl 0 LDiA:geles Area appear to the same Df
trenBit system for the ree er
blhich your enalysis presents.

. rseuding the public and those
I urge you all tD put every effort ta ~on the PROPOSAL 1laD plan since
ather egencies involved to put into BCThe underground bIOuld only be tbIo
it is the most prectical of the ~oi; better coverege end the difference
miles longer than the #1 plan bu
in cost is neglgible.

Cordlelly end sincerely,

I'

I

POSITION STATEMENT

basis of priorities to be determined later.

In regard to the recently announced plans for the Wilshire-San Fernando route,

we support this as an eleJTlent of the plan endorsed. However, we urge that in

publicity it should be made clear that this is only a "Starter Line" and that

other line s and extensions will be built as funds become available and on the

This statement is based on the adoption by the Directors of this Chapter of

a resolution endorsing the Four Point Plan for Los Angeles transit improvement.

A previous study had been made resulting in a recommendation that bus on freeway

transit, operating as freeway flyers, be expanded and ultimately replaced by rail

rapid transit when the patronage justified such action.

W. H. T. Holden, P. E.
Chairman, Transportation Comrrrittee
Third Vice-President, Los Angeles Chapter.

LETTER No. 11
•

22 June 1979

6212 La Hired8 Avenue
Hollywood, California

90038

The Board af Directors
Southern California Rapid Trensit District
425 South Main Street
Las A~geles, California 90013

cc: MByor Bredley
L. A. City Council
Caunty Bd. SpervillDrs.

•

1052 WEST SIXTH STREET lOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90017 213/481 - 0890

xm-19



J".,me 13, 1979

Gentlemen:

•

JUL 18 1979

north hollywood project cree committee • 213;%I06:'~Ao~O

5651 vinelond ovenue. north hollywood. colifornio 91601

LETTER No. 14

July 16, ]979

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid

Transit District
425 So. Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

The purpose of ~his letter is to convey a resolutio~

that the North :Clollywood Project Area Committee
adopted on May .2, 1979. At the June 12, 1979 ffi2eting
it was ~g~eed t .ut a letter be sent to you resa~ding
0'-1r pos~t~on.

Board of Direct·~s

Southern Califc ..... ia Rapid
Transi t DisL :ct

425 South Main3i:reet
Los Angeles, Ch 90013
Gentlemen:

,l~':lf ~! ~iuJJ1nor Ih hoHyv'lO;OC.
PRO.; ~CT AREA COMMITTEE j #v-t /J"........

.r" ~b!;;;?~,,;

~--.~~.
"..

<-".M: _ &
LETTER No. 13

The North Holl:./ood Project Area Committee has u:1ani
mously resolvec _hat:

"(1) The~~y of Los Angeles nee~s a raii
rapi~ transit line,

(2) thewer one million residents of ttE:
San :"ernandc Valley and North Hollywcod
woul~ greatly benefit from such a line,
and

(3) that either alternative ending in Nor~h

Holl .,,'ood would have our full support."

I might ·additio'.:illy com..nent that our Comr.,ittee Hill
have represent2:ives at your public hearing in North
Hollywood on J~' y 9, 1979.

Per my remarks at the July 9th pUblic hearing evening
session, I wanted to provide you with some written
documentation supporting my statements.

On May 8, 1979 the North Hollywood Project Area Committee
unanimously resolved that:

"1) The City of Los Angeles needs a rail
rapid transit line,

2) the over one million residents of the
San Fernando Valley and North Hollywood
would greatly benefit from such a line,
and

3) that alternatives I and II will have our
full support."

Hegards, -1
./,42ffi--,
Bruce Miller
PAC Chairman

BM:jb

I would also like to add that we hope to work closely with
you regarding your project and the reVitalization of our
commercial sector near your proposed station.

;:2iit
Bruce Miller
PAC Chairman

another project of the Community Redevelopment Agency of the City of Los Angeles
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LETTER No. 16 HED-09

•••••••I:l.. IN "'LVn.... TO

July 2, 1979

LETTER No. 15

U.S. DEPARTMENf OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

UGIONNlNJI

Two Embarcadero Center, Suite 530
San Francisco, California 94111

••I_A
C"'L•.-.IA
NC'f'Ae.............

O"AIIII
.....'c.......0 ..

August 3, 1979

Handwritten Original
on file at SCRTD

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main St.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90013

Gentlemen:

Alternative #1 is the best. The sooner the better.

Very truly yours,

James B. Rives
1341 Cahuenga Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90028

xm-21

Mr. Richard Smith
Office of Planning Assistance (UPM-12) @
Urban Mass Transportation Administration ~~ R~~DR~~ =>~
400 7th Street, S.W. ~, L "
Washington, D. C. 20590

Dear Mr. Smith:

We have reviewed the Draft Alternatives Analysis and
Environmental Impact Statement for the Transit System
Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional Core, Los Angeles
County, California, and provide the following comments:

1. Figure 1.14, Discontinuities in Arterial Street System
in Regional Core, Page 1-13. Three of the discontinuities
shown are in the City's five-year capital program. They
are Fountain Avenue from Western to Wilton, Normandie
Avenue at Wilshire, and Olympic Boulevard in the CBD.
These proposed upgradings should be noted in the EIS.
A general discussion of the five-year capital improvement
program is on Page 1-18; however, this information needs
to be updated.

2. Page 1-22. The patronage ipformation on the San Bernardino
busway is out-of-date. Current data should be used in the
EIS.

3. It is difficult to analyze Alternatives VII, VIII, and
IX, Pages 11-30 to 11-35. Typical roadway sections need
to be included with the discussion to clarify the analysis.
Generalized street widths are noted on pages 111-32 and
33; however, this discussion only indicates that minimum
standards will be provided for lane widths and passenger
loading platforms.

4. It is assumed that the term "existing travel time" on
Page 111-14 refers to existing transit travel time. This
term should be clarified.



SPOKESMAN FOR A UNITED SAN FERNANDO VALLEV FOR A QUARTER CENTURV

~'rvr'VALlEYWIOE COMMITTEE .f R~ :~

on JUL 2 1979

Valleywide Committee is a representative of the Ventura
Freeway Improvement Coalition, Board of Realtors,
Industrial Association, and 25 Chambers of Commerce
in the San Fernando Valley. It is of our opinion after
reviewing the facts on this proposal this starter line
would effectively serve the future transportation needs
for our community.

.-. ~
-" j ~

-
LETTER No. 17

June 27, 1979

Streets, Highways & Transportation

The Valleywide Committee on Streets, Highways, and
Transportation hereby resolves formal· support of the
Southern California Rapid Transit Districts proposal
of a Rapid Transit Starter Line from the North
Hollywood area to the LaBrea/Fairfax area.

BOARD OF REALTORS

INDUSTRIAL. ASSOCIATION

Because of the estimated tIme for completion, we feel
that continued emphasis on alternative Bus Mass Transit
lines should be implemented to serve our immediate
transportation problems within the San Fernando Valley.
Hopefully, this concern will be integrated with the
Rapid Transit Starter Line proposal.
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b. Construction scheduling. The total time for construc
tion and the impacts due to staging should be stated.

8. Figure VI.2 on Page VI-6 indicates freeway transition and
street construction costs for alternatives IV, VI, VII, and
VIII. However, as noted in comment 5 above, there is
reference to costs for station access and traffic measures
for other alternatives on Page 111-31. It is suggested that
costs for such local improvements be noted under all applic
able alternatives.

5. The cost and source of funds for station access and
traffic measures for the rail alternatives discussed
on Page 111-31 should be identified in the EIS.

6. The discussion of possible earthquake damage (Pages
IV-8 to IV-10) appears to be biased in favor of a sub
way system rather than one on viaduct structure.

7. Page IV-3l, Construction Impacts. The following items
should be addressed in the EIS and in detail during the
design phase.

a. Disposal of excess boring or excavation material,
The matter of hauling on City streets is usually a
sensitive issue. In addition, secondary impacts, such
as effect of excess material on a disposal area, needs
to be assessed.

Similarly, on Page VI~36, reference to FHWA funds is made.
It is suggested that the features eligible for FHWA funds
be identified.

9. Page VI-4l. It should be clearly stated that the RTDP costs
do not include funds for the Century Freeway, 1~105.

10. Page VII-ll. We believe that the newly created Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreation area should be listed
in Figure VII.5.

11. Page VIII-l. A significant long term impact could be
disposal of excess tunnel excavation. See c01llll1ent 7 above.
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LETTER No. 18 -~-

16647 San Jose Street
Granada Hills, California 91344
June 15, 1979

You failed again to present your Hughes rapid transit project to the
SCRTD Board of Directors and70r the Los Angeles County Transportation
Commission (oopies of this letter sent to both agencies).

You should be ashamed of yourse1tl How can this vast mass rapid transit
system get ·off the ground" without your financial authorizationT Public
funding has never been available, and is certainly not available toda~,

especially after Proposition 13. Federal UMTA (Urban Mass Transportat10n
Administration) funds are committed to other cities for rapid transit
development with nothing for Los Ange:les vdliich continues to be -left outll
of allocations.

In 1972 when the funding situation was nearly as bad as today, Howard R.
Hughes was alive and well with billions of $'. he did not know what
te- do with. However, the psycho-Freudians that run the tax-exempt
psychiatric foundation, The Howard Hughes Medical Insti+.ute, which owns
and controlil Hughes Aircraft Company, had locked Mr. Hughes away from
80 ciety. Therefore, he was unable to present his rapitrans to the
SCRTD Board of Directors.

You should have appeared in his absence. What 'Was the matter with you!
Certainly, you should have had representatives there. However, nobody
showed up.

Since your Empire fell apart in disintegration, I took the leadership
and presented Mr. Hughes rapitrans to the SCRTD Board of Directors
on Tuesday, October 3, 1972. Also, I presented your proposal to SCAG}
and~ hearinf?s on transportation. To date you failed to pay my
salary lHughes 1F77331) for performing your duties. Yihat happened to
your vast kingdom? You should be ashamed of yourself to permit your
once proud and mighty Hughes monolith to Crumbl~ and collapse'l
Great Empires have fallen before.

With your Empire in a shambles, your Hughes operation ill not effective
in the defense project,' ill fact, you jeopardize the national defense
~ running a mental institution for Hughes Aircraft Company employees.
~ Hughes employees are alarmed, and hate to work in psycho-wards
within your falling kingdom. You should shut d01iD the Medical Institute
in order that your operation can function again and be productive.
(Copy of this letter to the U.S. Dept. of Defense). Another copy is
being sent to your insurance company, Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
Company, which prefers to pay claims instead of getting your Hughes
Empire productive.

In July 1979 haarinvs will be held on SCRTD'I proposed subway starter
line (18 ~les fromuUnion Station through Wilshire-Fairfax-Hollywood
into North Hollywood). You can finance the entire estimated $1.3 billion
cost with your Hubhes tax-exempt psycho'o""'ud'ian operation.

BEl Rapid Transit for Los Ange1es

~ EPRGCT!J!

IW'ID TRANSIT FOR IDS ANGELES - (Continued)

1Ihat happened to you on Wednesday, March 21, 1979 about 10 AlIT Since you
didn't show up, old fool, I pr~sented your rapitrans to the Los Angeles
City Council which was considering the DPM (Downtown People Mover).
Councilmembers were informed you had the $1.3 billion to finance the
subway, and $174,000,000 from your petty cash fund to purchase the
DN. These funds come primarily from Howard Hughes Estate, and may be
in his rill.

Bad City Council members contacted you about this' It they are serious
about rapid transit in this town, they will be negotiating funding from
you and your Hughes Empire. Only the Hughes Estate can possibly finance
such a massive project as public funding has never been available.
The use of Proposition 5 gas taxes has only been for more studies, not
for design and construction. There is not a ghost of a chance of
constructing genuine rapitrans without your funding; not a prayer'
Everybody knows this. You know this. You got the money, power and
organization if your kingdom has not collapsed' With the energy crisis,
many public officials exercise remorse they hadn't met with Howard Hughes
while he was alive and well to negotiate a financial arrangement for
rapitrans. for rapitrans could be operational today with his tuilding.
Most average citizens wish public officials met with Mr. Hughes on this.

Have you discussed this with Mr. Jerome P~imo, Executive Director of LACTC%
Have you talked with Mayor Tom Bradley? Mr. Marvin Holen, SCRTD President"l
Mr. W. O. Ackermann, Jr., SCAG's fearless Transportation Director was
waiting to talk with Mr. Hughes bafore Mr. Ackermann presented SCAG's
rapid transit proposal to the Los Angeles City Council about three years
ago: however, Mr. Hughes never showed up and the proposal died for lack
of funds. You should have appeared for Mr. Hughes. You should be ashamed of
yourselfl Mr. Ackermann was not challenging you to a duel; he is truly a
nice guy, a delightful fellow with a financial problem. Since no decision
could be reached on financing transit, most decisionmaking was transferred
to LAcro. Now it is up to JAr. Primo to meet with you, Mr. Hyland.

Also, Supervisor Baxter Ward ~as the Sunset Coast Line Limited which he
wishes to discuss financing W1th you.

Ray Hebert, Los Angeles Times Urban Affairs Writer has not had his interview
with you as yet. You should be ashamed of yourself for forgetting to tell
him about your secret, mysterious Hughes Empire that has developed the
energy-efficient, smogless Hughesmobiles, named for tha famous late
billionaire, Ho'tlard Hughes. You should be proud of your Hughesmobilesf
Since it lIall comes together in The Times", Mr. Hebert car.not write an
article for pUblication until he gets the facts frOm you, Mr. Hyland.
(Copies of this letter to all above)

The SCRTD subway project is not the first time it has been proposed.
This and similar transit proposals have been studied for decades, but never
got ·oft the shelf" because neither you or Mr. Hughes showed up with the
financing. In the early 1970s the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce
favored a subway along Wilshire Boulevard. I suggested to Chamber officials
to meet with Mr. Hughes, but many believed Mr. Hughes to be eccentric,
and the subway plan died for lack of funds. Had the Chamber taken leadership
in meeting with Mr. Hughes, the subway may have been in operation today,
and probably at about half the cost of the present $1.3 billion SCRTD
subway proposal.
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3rd Edition Letter
1st ~dition - Jan. 6, 1979
2nd Edition - Jan. 15, 1979

Mr. Lawrence A. (Pat) Hyland, President
Hughes Aircraft Company
Building 1, Executive Offices
Florence at Teale Streets
Culver City, California 90230

Dear Mr. Hylandl

What happened to youT



COPIES OF LETTER TO IIR. HYLAlID, PRESlDEI~T

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COl.lPANY
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RAPID TRANSIT FOR LOS ANGELES (Continued)

However, your assistant, Mr. Allen E. Puckett, Exeoutive Vice-President
of Hughes Aircraft Company is a Director of the Los Angeles Chamber.
Be must certainly be a responsible official and community leader.
Mr. Hyland, you could have Mr. Pucket1; present your Hughes rapitrans
plan at the forthcoming SeRTD hearings in July. The DPM and subway could
be named for Allen E. PUCkett, certainly, it he shows up. (Copy of letter
to Mr. Puckett) .

While lIr. Puckett may be DIOSt effective, you, J.!r. Byland, in contrast
have been an old fooll You never showed up any better than Mr. Hughes,
&S both of you are or were old foolal The transit s7,stems could be named
tor you. Think of it' -Lawrence A. Hyland Subway.- 'Lay,rence A. Hyland
Downtown People Mover~ You could be famous for the subway going through
Hollywood, your name can be written forever for posterity in bright lights'

!Dstead, so far, you are an old 1'001, and should be ashamed of yourself'
Furthermore, you not only forgot transit, you forgot my salary for performing
your job for you, or has your Hughes monolith fallen?

Sincerely,

ttj"Lit?zklli
C/'~~:n H. Walter

Transit Advisor, LA Region

PS The Pacific Electric Red Car system would never have happened without
the financing leadership of Henry E. Huntington, a famous capitalist early
this century. Cities, streets, buildings and the Huntington ~ernorial

in San I4a.rino have been namelQ!l for him. You could finance the "New Red Cars"
as Mr. Buntington rinanced the ·Olde Red Cars."
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1Ir. Allen E. Puckett
Executive Vice-President
HUghes Aircraft Company
Building 1, Executive Oftices
Florence at Teale Streets
Culver City, California 90230

1Ir. Allen E. Puckett, Member
Board of Directors
Los Angeles Area Chamber ot Commerce
404 South Bixel Street
Los Angeles, California 90028

Mr. Marvin Holen, President
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

1Ir. Jerome C. Premo, Executive Director. .
Los Angeles County Transportation Commission
311 South Spring Street, Suite 1206
Los Angeles, California 90013

1Ir. Wendell Cox, Commissioner
Los Angeles County Transportation Commission
311 South Spring Street, Suite 1206
Los Angeles, California 90013

Commanding Officer
Defense Contract Administration Services
11099 LaCienega Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90045

1Ir. Asa Call, Chairman of the Board
Pacifio Mutual Life Insurance Company
Pacific Mutual Building
P.O. Box 54040
Los Angeles, California 90054

1Ir. Daniel T. TOliDsend, Program 1lanager
CirCUlation/Distribution System
The Communi.ty Redevelopment Agency of the

City of Los Angeles
727 West 7th Street, Suite 300
Los Angeles, California 90017

The Honorable John Ferraro, President
Los Angeles City Counoil
City Hall, Room M-30
Los Angeles, California 90012

The Honorable Tom Bradley, Mayor
City of Los Angeles, Room 305
City Ball
Los Angeles, California 90012

Mr. W. O. (Bill) Ackermann, Jr.
Transportation Planning Director
Southern California Association of

Governments (SCAG)
600 South Commonwealth Avenue Suite

1000 '
Los Angeles, California 9000S.

The Honorable Baxter Ward . !
Supervisor, nfth Distriot W kt.jf
869 Hall of Administration '-' k'''f'/~.5I..<.f
Los Angeles, California 90012 /

lIr. Ray Hebert
Times Urban Affairs Writer
The Los Angeles Times
Times Mirror Square
Los Angeles, California 90013
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16641 San Jose Street
Granada Hills, California 91344
January 19, 1979
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The $167 million tor DP'..l automated guideway system last year ... aeeording to
The Times (article enelosed) is ~174.million. Of course, you can send a eheek today
to the Con::nunity :tede'Telopt:lent Agency to fu."'ld the entire projeet; it ean be
eH.h.er, "L!lwrence Hyland DP;.l." or "Ho"ard R. Ruches Dru". You can certaiLly
beat the federal goverru:lent in fundinE; this. ean't you? The DF'..1 can be run
with your rr.ysterious HUGhesl:lobiles. So'!:e of ;ro'.l.'~e~lo:rees you have not informed
about the HU~hesmobiles. others who are on the proJect cannot release the
information.~~ny "loaks" in your stTa."'lge Empire.

instead of beinv an old tool. Et,.:u.r:[ I~l~~(;)Don't·.forget. You can !!.-famous. b ,

. ~ ._·~1"u ~,,~_~-c;- .. ".~ ~ i./ ( ~ !'

BECElVE
UTTEa?
BEPLY?

Did you reoeive the enolosed (January 6, 1919) letter? You torgot to reply.
What happened to you? 'jihat happened to your seeret. monolithio nation-state
The Hughes Empire?

Did you see the eneloseJtLos Angeles Times article titled. ·U.S. Puts Damper on
L.A.' s Transit Plans"? Not surprising that tr_"TA has no funds for LA - U'...:TA had
JIlade commitments to ot.'ler eities in iI.S. for new transit syste:ns or extensions

)10 Uln'.a. to existing systems. LA again gets "left out". LA is largest city in world
FUNDS ·'Without genuine rapid transit s;vstem. Situation most pathetic.. ae
JI1THORIZATI~ course a su'bKay project of this magnitude ca:nnot possibly get ·01'1' the
FBOU ground" without signature authorization from the late billionaire. Hov~rd R.
llUGHES Hughes. The profosed subway projeet is far too complex and expensive for this
ESTATE town to handle Ol.~l billion .,/as the 1978 estlmate- with the many delays
mDED and postponements for restudying the subway, instead of proeeeding with

design and construetion, with B% inflation the 1919 eost would be about
tl.31 billion). This can only be authorized by Howard Hughes estate. Did
you discover anything in his will for financing this? No news received from
either the Times o,r Berald-&:xaminer.

OPEN LETTER TO I

Mr. La-'Tenoe A. (Pat) Hy1ud. President
Bughes Aircraft Company
Building 1 - Executive Offices liE: Rapid Transit for Los Angeles
Florenee at Teale Streets
Culver City. California 90230

Dear Ur. Hyland.

LA TInS
.ARTICLE

You oan authorize this. You can send a check for *1.31 billion, payable to
the Southern California Rapid Transit District. to finance the whole ~stem.

You oan be famous' Think of thisU Did you meet with J.:r. Holen and ~. Gilstrap
ot SCRTD, The Honorable Tom Bradley, ],layor, or The Honorable Baxter liard,
LA. County Supervisor? ,lith your .finaneing, it can be titled the, "Lawrence Hyland
SUbway". Or you can decide to name this, "Howard R. Hughes Sub-·/ay".

11 BILLIOK With this authorization, 'We can forget about the federal goven:unent. Loeal
E3CRO'l! ~.{ transit officials are wll.8ting too much time 'With U'_'TA. since lP..!TA is financing
BOPJU[D other eities (as desuribed in the enclosed LA Tioesarticle). 1 placed
BUGEZS $1.000,000,000 of Ro~ard HuGhes fortune in Eserow with the SCR1D Board of
SIl;CE llirectors on June l~. 1973 (t:l3.tter of public record). A press cO~l1'ere!lce W2.S

1973· called, b~t neither The ~imes or lierald-~x~~iner showed up. ~ecordingly,

1 sent a release to the press, and public officials in a letter dated
June 26, 191a. You reoeived your copy didn't you?

CHECK FOR
.1.31 B
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This ]s the Year on Transit

r.HARLE~ Co CH.\~E. Vice Pit" i,I~nt--t'ftlduetioll

lOBERT C. LOBOfU.. Viet' rrt'~i.icnt--A,t'nlni,tr,(tioftoGtncraI (r,unsd

JlCHAAD S. 1l01\1~SOX. Yilt PrtsiJtnt .'s,i~tlnt to the Pu.blj~hl:r

VANCF. L :-ill •.Kn 1'9 Vict' I'rt.i(!tnt·-sat.

Warnlnss of lite ur~ent ncerl to devclop mau
tral"it. for this a"d other cllIes are cominlt thick

.a"" fa'.1. Recently It was the threat of gasoline ra
1I0ni"", Last week it was the rllir of a fedcmll'Ourt
In \\',l<"hington, !l,C.,· that Innt~;llwd Pn'!':-;UI'P. on
tht" Joll"lfC'! to mcC'1 lhe 1!lj'5 c:lear·airdeadlinp'l'!stab
Iishl'll Ilr Congr(''-;,

Fnl' t'It"~1fI~l'.1iJ'. (or sOI'ial impl'fwrmenl, (OI'ron.
,·.'nil'll'"l" Rnrl COl' the 111('1'l' er()tI'unlcs of thr thing,
lll'hall mass tr81l:-;il t pnoh't'8.bly I apiet mal'S transit,
Is" IIt'I'I'SSity. All ("xpe,,:-:ive IU'('I'sslty, Our way to
1)l'!.:.lIt 1(' pay COl' it I. to break fllleR the hi~hway

tnl<1. i"nd that finances mOil or Ih. nation's high
way t'flllstl'uctioll.

I'I'I',~itlcnt Nixon'. b\1t1t:et (fll' Ci~al l!174 pro
Jl'l:~'S SL billion (01' urbOln ms!\s Irl\nsit. 1'he Pret
lelf'1l1. L'i agllin ~ujlportilll:t ]rt:i"l;llion proPOSf'rI to
un(I''''I'/I~ a portion of t1u~ hl~hwilY trollll, (und 10
that (,jli~ and :-;lalea can ma!;.r invelb1wnt~ for
ma,,~ I ransil from it.

Sell. F.Ilw;lI·rl ~I !{.nllerly (i),Mass.) has intro
_11lt·.··11 ,l LJill that \. uuld):,11 beyolld the'Administra
tion llnlposal' Pill I dlvf'rt ~.T' hilllnn from the
hi·:lm:I.v fund fnr fran';l1 pun)' '."l ..... A Ir.....~ :lmbl.
tillll" I, (·asurP. h: 'f~I'!' l:lonunll ' Mu,'IIklft IO-Me.l

,. llocllf!:!;" 'It$l 'bUlie1 ' 1"l"tr.n~ll.

--:::."l,

-,. '. ,.- .

Donald Goodenow, Managing Editor

It.'rlllo;,, me,lIlwhi!c h.lve lurd!y 5l't a
hr.lve..' ex.unpk in (he:ir lukewarm
VOrl',

Divl!rsitHl of a nwrc SH')O millilln
frnm rhl' S(l hilliolt r.tiSl'd "nnu,i1ly
lor thl' hi.::hw,ly ,'und throu.t.:h }o:.bq·

linl.' liIX4..· ... would to du Itll harm
whah:ver It) (hl' ,llmOM-l'Olllpk,(t:l.l

'12,)OIl·nllk'. SHU h,Ui"n i,IlCrsla(e
higllw.t)' s~ ,r('1ll fllr which Ihe fund
W,IS\fl·,ltl'd in )t)')(l - a pruKr.un
pitHll'l'r4..'\1 and srrtUl,L:h' harked h)'
Thl' Ill',lrsr Ncwsp.lp(:rs,

Today 1114..' n.ttion's nVl'rridinlo:
rr,lnspOTtilrioll nl'l'd has r.Ldically
.l!ternl. Adnlu.tre mass IrJlhit falili
ril's in urhan OlreJS simply must hl"
pruvid\'d .tlld onc n.·il~on is lill'y .Ire
l'IoSl'ntiill if our ,L:fl',U (t1ulllry-wi.!t,
grid'ilf hi,L:!I\,-.I}'S i, 10 Sl'rVl' irs pllr
Ilt;)!'ll' prnpl'r1y. Till: liril's, .ther ;,tll,
an' til(: h'Y l:onnee:tins.:: Jinks anJ
tr,l\'d inside rhl'nl i\ din.'lely corre·
lotr( diu rravd hct"4..'\.'u (hem.

I ;
..S~ /.',\ .,:', ~'

e:: I
, ";f,I I ~ .:;, -~;.

"1'.', t' 'l~ "2L!

Pllhll~ ,

tO~ A', ,111!l l.,r,.;II(, "NO \pl40AV

~
II "'';'r1'~ r-', ~.~ "'r-".'~ ~'. ~-1.'f'''. 1"'-1'"'"'\~j~.t,)< '! 'JI";"';\' '.1..11 ....

;; iI u. ~j" , J' [t~:' 1'1"". \ t \' ~ ~', 1 \ . ':; ; ~l.. ~ '~
George R. H'~ant Jr

Urgen'~ Trnnsit f\jeea
The nation's nll'rrop,dil.lll area.~,

choked hI' ,lulO ""ffi" a".1 (hokin):
on its fumes. won it vintlry of sons
last week in (hl·ir hartle: (II 11'1' feder"
al. hi}:hwily fonslruuioll !lltHICy (or
the buyin): or huscs and th.. huildin):
of rapid rail SYS(l:I11S josle.ld,

By il VOll' of ·19 to ·i,i. lilt' Senate
appruvc..'d a ml'asurl' ,,·hit h wouhl
pt.·rmir the.: (·iril's and rhl,jl :"tllburbs
10 spend any or "u or lh,,',,· ,~)o mil,
lion annual share or th" ","-deral
Hi~hway Trust Fund illlllrdiOB to
inJiviJual tr.lIlsporration (e..·quire
Olcnts. -"C

The slim Se..'ncul· Vtlle..' \\",1, l.lr CJOI.

er than SUppt)rtcrs of thl' IlLI,,'i trans
portatioll fi.1USC had l'xlll'(!l'd,

There is still a lhallet' ltlr Iiousc
passa):c this ye,if - hut .,,,11' if the
lawmakers there h<:fomc Illur~' res
ponsive to rhl' ur,gcllt tr.IlI'iir needs
of the cities. The senators. n't'n with
Ihe relative security or' ,ix·,car

, "'f',..

I / -;'/ , " "
h't1b;"-:'-:,';t

\ •... . -',' ..-j- r .;;;,;.,.:.~ t ., .o·~_:J ... ,

. I·li hIAn~~!!::!.":..h"n~"~.

};:,' ,r n.;'\u .-{
I.e('lJth~ \",,-~ i"~~i,knt ~nJ'· 'I "roll :1(ln1aer

""III.IAM F. "lH~"'[AS

!Ioecatl\'e V,.e r,rsid(nt In'{ fdi!r'e

.,: i;' \ lil.r:~.

JAMFS J\A.'.... F.Tf. Ano"I~'P F.,jitor
JAMF.S I'H.I.mx'S, AS50(j~ll! [dirtlr

A~THO~\" DAY, Ellilnr of Ih~ fdilfllid 'II"
RORERr J, D()~'()\,AN. A5~fl(i.'t I:dilot '

fRA~K p, HAVEN, Mana,l:in,ll: I,jllor

In Califol'l1ia, A,,<;emblyman John Foran (D·San
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LETTER No. 20

welL Westside Community For Independent Living, Inc.
Westside Community for Independent Living, Inc.

JL/dk

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit Oistrict
425 Sout.l Na in Street
Los Angeles. CA 90013

Comments on "Executive Summary of Transit Alternatives
in the Los Angeles Regional Core"

I. Comments on mass transit in the Regional Core

A. The purpose of mass transit in the RegionaJ Core is to connect the
communities on the west side of Los Angeles and the communities in
the San Fernando Valley with the Wilshire business district and
downtown Los Angeles. The effectiveness and utilization of any
rapid transit system in this area will be directly proportional
to its penetration into outlying communities. Therefore, the
system to serve the Regional Core should extend to the extreme
boundaries of this area (Robertson Blvd. to the west and Van Nuys
to the northwest).

The f?llowing co~ent~ are based on the revie\~ of the "Executive Summary of
Trans1t Alternat1ves 1n the Los Angeles Regional Core." The information
c?ntained in this publication was carefully studied by John Levin. assistant
dlrector of the Westside Community for Independent Living and chairman of
t~e Coalition for.the Tr~nsportation of the Elderly and Disabled. an organiza
~lon of paratrans1t pr?vlders and concerned social service agencies working to
lmprove demand-responslve transportation for senior citizens and the handi
capped community. Within these comments, there is no endorsement of any al
ternative described in the "Executive Summary" for two reasons. First there
is insufficient data on the systems described to make an educated jUdg~ment
of their relative merits. Moreover, there are certain priorities for mass
transit in Los Angeles which no alternative appears to meet.

In reviewing the "Executive Summary," it was felt that this publication
suffered from some vagueness in its presentation. Moreover, some of the
statistical information seems questionable. Consequently. the comments
that follow are divided into two areas. those that pertain to a mass transit
system in the Regional Core and those that pertain to the content of the
"Executive Summary."

July 17. 1979

11687 National Blvd. • Los Angeles, Calif. 90064

Gentlemen:

Attached please find a set of co~ents.regarding the recentl~ issued
"Executive Summary of Transit Alternat1ves 1n the Los Angeles Reglonal
Core." These comments are being provided in response to a letter by .
Marvin Holen of RTD requesting community input on the various transit plans
being considered for implementation in the Regional Core.

I trust that the attached will assist the evaluation of transit al
ternatives. If you require additional information or input on this im
portant matter. please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sinc~/.

~~in
~~~stant Director

(213) 473·8421
T.T.Y. (213) 477-5306

B. The "Executive Summary," in outlining alternatives I - V, does· not
show where rails and where buses would be implemented to service
these routes. In developing an improved rapid transit system for
the Regional Core. we believe that buses should be used for trans
portation wherever possible.

1. Buses offer greater flexibility in accomodating daily fluc
tuations in ridership.

2. They are not major targets of vandalism as subways have been
in other urban centers.

3. They offer greater flexibility in accomodating changes in
population distribution. (Buses can be moved; rails cannot).
This asset is of prime irr.portance given the uncertainty
of future trends in population distribution and demographics
in the Regional Core.

@

®
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Westside Community for Independent Living
Comments on "Executive Summary"
page 2

Westside Communit f
Comments on "Exe/t,or Independent liVing
page 3 u lVe Summary"

4. Consideration of buses to improve transit in the Regional
Core is given short shrift because of the general percep
tion of these vehicles as noisy, dirty, unattractive vehicles
that clog the streets. Buses designed for use in heavily
congested, polluted cities should be examined. Edmond J.
Russ, chairman of the County ;ransportation Commission has·
just returned from a trip to Germany where he saw much im
provement in the engineering of buses. His comments on
this subject merit serious consideration.

C. There are rna t
Zat' ny s atements in the "5
are 1~~ g~e~~~~~~~lOver buses. t'/e b~~~;~~"t~~~\promote the utili-
buses offer Some d~s~~cu~acy, Also, as stated i~m~_~f these ~ssertions

1nc advantages Over ra1'l • we bel1eve that
, systems.

1. It ~s stated that bus lines
~~~lt;h~~r~l~~:~n~ (~Pi noff) d~h~~\~~~~;~ed;he ~ :centi ve for Com-
infer th t . 0 1ncreased Use of b1. . 1~ce such spi n_/
th1' t a prOJected riderShip for b pu 1C tranS1t. one can .

s s atement H ' us and rail sh ld

II !~~~~!~a1f~oi:tC;:~:~!:: t~:~:~!:e;~;:~~;:e~rb~nai~~~;~oj:~~;::t @
, ncen lve for comm . us serV1ce is

ra1] service is. un1ty development as effective

2. Effective rail systems
many cities. they also may ~romote community devel '
assault and vandalism. prov1de a target for crimeso~~~~t~s1n

3. The fig~re on projected Usa ".
;~eg~:~~~~a~o~ore in 1991 se~~s °fo~~e u~;a~u~f quO" tr~ns it system
bus alternativ:{'ar~naf~~ fg~~ion. prOjecfions ~~;e~s~noih~~h:;ea

4. Ridership pr' t'oJec lons are used t 1
j:~~:~ ~~:~:t~~gb~~s:l~~~ th~ su~S~;yC~~~~~r;~:n~~~ual per-pas-
mak1ng them appear u na~lves ra1ses the cost Low pro-

neconomlc. of these options,

5. The statements about the rel '
are questionable Effici ~t1ve pollution of trains and b
the same. As a ~atter OfenC1es for. trains and buses are uses
l~ss efficient than buses :act, tra1ns are considered to ~~out
~19h transmission losses y;~omef partiCUlarly where there ar
uce as much pollutio' ere are, electric train e

~~~::~!:;~~;:~f~~;i6~:t~t;i~~rii~g:':! t:~~~~r:~;ill:~:~F: ~:d
ese veh1cles in th f t

7. In promoting the construct' e u ure.
Summary" states that 1/' 10n of a SUbway system the "E '
structure t 1n earthquakes deep t i xecut1ve
but it ' sha or above ground level ~ Th' unne s are safer than

~~~~es i~aya;~o~Or~~~i~~~l:h~: :ai;~i~ t~i~ef~~;r:~o~Om~~hb~ni;ue,
a us traveling in a reserved bus nl e event of an earthquake

ane on streets or freeways.
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C. A simple and effective method to establish a transportation link
between the west side of the Regional Core and downtown L.A. is to
extend the El Monte express bus routes on Interstate 10 through the
central business district to the end of the Santa Monica Freeway.
This extension will give residents in the Regional Core and west side
communities an attractive alternative to driving downtown.

D. In the early days of mass transit in Los Angeles. street cars had
the right of way. Polite signs on the backs of buses will not restore
that right. It is unfair for one or two car passengers to delay
a busload of people. Bus rights of way should be reinstated, even
if on a limited basis initially to speed mass transit by bus,

E. The construction of low-cost parking along rapid transit lines and
at central transfer points offers an additional incentive for the
commuter seeking a convenient and inexpensive alternative to driving.

F. Promotion is crucial to the success of any product or service. For
maximum utilization, any rapid transit system must be heavily pro
moted. The Underground in London receives substantial public ad
vertising; the result is a rapid rail system that is practically
self-supported by farebox revenue.

G. The Westside Community for Independent Living provides essential ser
vices for physically disabled residents on the west side of Los Angeles.
For many of our clients, lack of mobility is a critical problem. It
is essential that rapid tran$it be constructed that permits access by
people with visual, hearing and mobility problems.

II. Comments on the "Executive Summary of Transit Alternatives in the Los
Angeles Regional Core"

A. The "Executive Summary"fails to delineate the boundaries of the Regional
Core. This oversight certainly impedes understanding of the problem
as well as the proposed alternatives.

B. The transportation problems that exist in the Regional Core are but one
part of the thorny issue of public transit in L.A. County. Proposals for
the Regional Core can only be assessed in terms of impact on the total
transportation picture. The "Executi ve Summary" fail s to provi de infor
mation on how the proposed alternatives interface with plans for County-wide
imorovements ..



4512 W. 135th St.
Hawthorne Ca. 90250
30 June 1979

LETTER No. 21

CITY HALL. 117 MACNEIL STREET

SAN F"ERNANDO. CALIF"ORNIA 91340

LETTER No. 22

(213) 365-2541

..

Handwritten Original
on file at SCRTD

Board of Directors
Southern California R.T.D.
425 S. Main St.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90013

Gentlemen:

As residents and taxpayers of the Los Angeles area we
wish to let you know our views on the vital matter of an
effective mass transit system. We feel that Alternative II,
the Wilshire-Fairfax rail plan is the best concept.

Given the present conditions of energy crisis, environ
mental po1ution and population increase and the likelihood that
they will continue, a mass transit alternative to the private
auto is necessary. The proposed rapid rail plan will provide
the most attractive concept (a much better investment than
a Century Freeway or a"Downtown People Mover"). Even though
we do not live in an area to be served by the rail plan, we
are sure that its inevitable success will lead to its extension
to wider areas, perhaps our own someday.

Sincerely,

Donald C. Whitney
Roberta A. Whitney

cioues tiL Kis A
Copies to: Los Angeles Mayor and City Council

County Board of Supervisors
Hawthorne Mayor and City Council
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July 9. 1979

Southern California
Rapid Transit District

425 South Main Street
Los Angeles. CA 90013

Attention: Mr. Marvin L. Holen
President, Board of Directors

Gentlemen:
Rapid Transit Starter Line

The City Council of the City of San Fernando realizes the great
need for improved public transportation in the San Fernando Valley. We
are pleasea to support the Rapid Transit Starter Line, which we understand
will reach the San Fernando Valley in the North Hollywood area. Following
the Starter Line approval. we will look forward to the future extension of
the Rapid Transit to the northeast portion of the San Fernando Valley .•

However. we are not in favor of supporting any project that would I
infringe on the gas tax revenues to cities. The State of California leads @~
the Nation as to the quality of its highway system. This is due. in ~

large measure. to the gas tax levy on the motorists of our State. We feel
it would be detrimental to tamper with an excellent system by which the
users of the highway pay for the maintenence of highways.

Again. the City Councilmembers offer their support and their best
wishes for the success of this program.

~i~~t:j ~ .~~
Mich,e' Y. S'90~
t1ayor
CITY OF SAN FERNANDO

MYS:mlg



TT'inity Community pT'esbyteT'ian ChuT'ch

11960 Vido!'y Boulev,,!'d • No!'th l-1ollywood • C"lifomi" 91606
~

761-8444 • 761-8000

CKT Associ ates
21050 Waveview Drive
Topanga, Ca. 90290

This letter concerns the public hearing in North Hollywood on July 9th
about the Rapid Transit Started Line for Los Angeles.

Rob.!'t 8. Scott
Poslor

.. ----_._--_ ....------ ------.------- ---- ------

June 29, 1979

LETTER No. 23

Lovi~e. Graves
Clerk of Session

June 29. 1979

LETTER No. 24

Handwritten Original
on file at SCRTD

Bette:

Attached are the letters our Activity Center members wrote
in regard to the proposed Starter Line. I hope they are
helpful. Thanks for thinking of us.

Bev Dunlap
Director of Volunteer Services
Mental Health Association
of Los Angeles County
930 Georgia Street
Los Angeles. Ca. 90015

'//s/y··
0. , r-
If /""';2.. .

On June 28, 1979 the Session (the ruling body) of Trinity Community
Presbyterian Church in North Hollywood passed a resolution in support
of this Rapid Transit Starter Line for ~os Angeles.

We have a moral responsibility to develop alternate means than auto
mobiles of moving people from the suburbs to their employment in the
city core. This is made urgent by yesterdays stage 2 smog alert in
the valley and also yesterdays announced cost of oil increase by OPEC.
We would be irresponsible as a region and foolish as citizens if we
did not develop ways of maintaining our standard of living while at
the same time providing sensible use of fossil fuels and stewardship
of natural resources.

We are in unanimous support of the Rapid Transit Starter Line for
Los Angeles and subsequent links to it for quick access to the differ
ent suburban valley regions.

0, ~ 'I 3.. S:"/.c,'-r: )/,(-P'Y{ 1~{!C1-1.-~J l/6C(
t C··">.':;; ,,-,,,,.il.- {.t:.uJ/7, ~- Y li/?'

vtC-rC.-u'. J.!E,dt'l/v1:~/.J £'/~::?.4/-.J/("

1/5D'~ IU~.l?w~ c ~ '51- '5 (,ju ~!d{er
, C': ' "/; , ,':' ?; ,(C .. c- ........ .I__ /.!u.lll ~ ,.,// /;. I,_~ (~ .I

... t / .

c: , c· I ;; ,v...lv oA A- V "'" 1/0 CJ (-,

17~'it§~~ Cit. !/~It~.M q 1-(0/
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No.24 (continued)

6/29/79

Dear Mr. Collier:

I support the proposed of the sub-way system.

I think this system in Los Angeles would help the
"gas system", in 6:00 o'clock traffic. on the freeways.

I'm for the subway SCRTD.
John R. Weld

07-03-79

No. 24 (continued)

6/29/79

Mr. Lou Collier
425 So. Main St.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90013

Dear Mr. Collier:

I support the proposed SCRTD Subway System. Los Angeles
needs. Los Angeles needs better and faster transportation.
Please do everything you can to start building the subway as
possible.

Sincerely,
Jill

---------------------------------------------------------------

6/29/79

--------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Collier:
I support SCRTD subway system. Los Angeles need better

and faster transportaion. Please do everything you can to
start building the subway as soon as possible.

Sincerely,
Joe Gebora

Dear Mr. Collier
I support the proposed Souther California RTD subway

system. Los Angeles and Beverly Hills need better and faster
transportation. Please do everything you can to start building
the subway as soon as possible. I hope to go to West Hollywood

(on Bus 94) to 8151 West Santa Monica Blvd in West Hollywood.

I have a ,session (on Santa Monica and Crescent
Heights Blvds - in West Hollywood). I need a schedule of the
94 soon.

Must close now. Send me a 94 schedule in the mail.
Your passenger,
signature illegible

I support the proposed SCRTD subway
needs better faster transportation.
building as soon possible.

6-29-79

system. Los Angeles
Please do everything to

XIII-3l

Sincerely,
Frank Mauceki



No. 24 (continued)
6/29/79

Dear Mr. Collier:

I support the proposed S.C.R.T.D. subway system.
Los Angeles needs better and faster transportation. Please

do everything you can to start building the subway as soon as
possible.

Sincerely,

J. Alexander

6-29-79

No. 24 (continued)

June 29, 1979

Dear Mr. Collier,
I support the proposed SCRTD subway system. Los Angeles

needs a better and faster transportation system.
Please do anything possible to start this system.

Sincerely,

Paulette Schuster

Dear Mr. Lou Collier:
Thank you for the kind service. I'm already a holder of

a Reduced Fare Card #1167-2, which I'm able to purchase my
monthly handicapped monthly pass.

Mr. Joseph E. Thompson
P.S. The service is excellent.

6-29-79

Mr. Mr. Collier:
I support the proposed S.C.R.T.D. subway system. Los

Angeles needs better and faster transportation.
Please do everything you can to start building the subway

,
as soon as possible.

Sincerely,

Maureen Sausman (illegible)

XTTT-32

Dear Mr. Collier:
I firmly support the SCRTD
Please go through with it.

bus system.

system.
Los Angeles needs a better

Sincerely yours,

signature illegible



LETTER No. 25

Los ANGELltS CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

William Howard Taft High School
5461 WINNrntA AVENUE, WOODLAND HILLs, CALIFORNIA 91364

1'u.I:PHoNE: (213) 348-7171

WiWam J. JoIuIIlon
••E •••••CI•• Superintendent of S<:hooJ.

IMII'Yin II, Borden
• Principal

June 20, 1979

EPMUND G. BROWN JR.
GOVt:IINOII

~htte of QIalifuntia
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH
1400 TENTH STREET

SACRAMENTO eS814

(916) 445-0613

July 31, 1979

-
LETTER No. 26

Mr. Marvin L. Holen,
President, Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 So. Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Dear Mr. Holen,

At the June 7, 1979 meeting of the Taft High School Community
Advisory Council the propcsed Southern California Rapid Transit
District Rapid Transit Startpr Line for Los Angeles came under
discussion. After,hearing the facts as they are now stated, the
council unanimously voted to approve the SCRTD proposal for a
Rapid Trans~t Starter Line linking the downtown Los Angeles area
wi th the NO,~tbE!"o,llywood area in the San Fernando Valley.

FOllowin(~iI'theTaft High School CAC resolution:

"The Taft High School Community Advisory Council moves that
the Southern California Rapid Transit District install a subway
rail line linking the downtown Los Angeles area with the San
Fernando Valley, being financed in such a way that no new taxes
would be required for this project."

The considerations of the council in reaching this resolution
are numerours. Among the advantages that we foresee are those of all
responsible citizens in regard to the vital need for energy con~
servation for this city, the educational advantage for our children
to grow into independent adults by being able to travel independently
to all areas of this city and reaping the rewards that Los Angeles
has to otfer them, and finally, the advantage that rapid transit
would offer in integrating the people of this city in a more natural
meaningful manner than forced busing accomplishes.

I sincerely hope that the Taft High School CAC resolution will
be considered by the Southern C21ifornia Rapid Transit District.

~ truly yours,

cr13-~~.
Judy Rosen
Chairman Taft SCAC

cc: Marlee Coughlan
Al Herman

XIn-32a

Richard Gallagher
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 S. Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Subject: SCH# 79061927' Alternatives Analysis - EIR for Regional Core

Dear ~1r. Gallagher:

The St3te Clearinghouse sUbmitte~ the above,liste~ envir~nme~tal
document to selected State agenc~es for rev~ew. ~he rev~ew ~s
complete and none of the State agencies have comments.

This letter verifies your compliance with environmental review
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act.

Thank you for your cooperation.

stenhen Williamson
Sta~e Clearinghouse

SVWXag
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LETTER No. 27

WILSHIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
5/..-.,,? M< ')l;~/" .... {Zl.:s/_d' 5/u.- 19.3()

2961 Wilshire Boulevard. Sheraton-Town House. Los Angeles, California 90010
(213) 387-1224

..

XIn-32b

July 12, 1979

Marvin Holen, President
Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Dear Mr. Holen:

The Board of birectors of the Wilshire Chamber of Commerce
at its regular meeting, held on Tuesday, July 10, 1979, by
unanimous vote of the members present, reaffirmed the position
of the Chamber in favor of the SCRTD plan for an underground
rail system Alternative II Central Business District-Wilshire
Fairfax-Hollywood-North Hollywood.

We would appreciate a copy of your press release relative
to the public hearings on this matter for inclusion in the next
issue of our publication"Wilshire Business".

\/.A~C>--"L.AJt'lfr",-u_IY~
len-

Vice President
GA:nb

cc: Mayor Thomas Bradley
Councilman John Ferraro
Supervisor Ed Edelman

RECEIVl="D

,:,.'- :'..
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aOAItD OP' TIIAN."OIlTATION
COMMI••,ON•••

ROBERT A. CHICK
"RESIDENT

BLANCHE ORBAN
VICE ,.RESIDENT

MICHAEL. 8. BENNETT
NATHAN L. CHROMAN

IRVING TERRY
AIL.IEN R. WOODSON

JOSEPti J. ZANINOVICH

CITY OF Los ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

TOM BRADLEY
MAYOR

DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
DONALD R HOWERY

GENERAL ....ANAGER

485·2274 -LETTER No. 28

Mr. Marvin Holen,
Pres. board of Dir., RTD
425 South Main Street
L.A. ,Ca. 90013

Dear Mr. Holen a

Edqar D. Cahn
629 So. Norton Ave.
Los Angeles, Ca. 9000~

July 12, 19/9.-
LETTER No. 29

July 19. 1979

Mr. Marvin Holen. President
Board of Directors
Southern California

Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
los Angeles. California 90013

REGIONAL CORE TRANSIT ALTERNATIVE II

At its meeting of July 12. 1979. the Board of Transportation

Commissioners took an action endorsing Alternative II and urging

your continued evaluation of Alternative II through preliminary

engineering.

BOARD OF TRANSPORTATION COMMISSIONERS

~~~~

I must express my surprise and dismay fo have discovered in the
Wilshire Corridor Subway plan that no provision has been made for a station
at Wilshire Blvd. and Crenshaw.

Th~s is a very serious omission because so many people ride the RTD bus
from as far South as Roscrans and if there were to be no station in this
place. these people would be required to transfer in order to make the
connection with the subway.

I reqret to point out that my inquiries have led to the discovery that
this omission was due 1..0 pressure from the Park Mile people, who "wish to
maintain minimum density in the area". It is ironic that these people with
their fine limousines will never use the system regardless of the price
of motor fuel.

The fact is, Mr. Holen, there is a tremendous trans~fer 6f passengers
at this intersection and many people in the southern part of the city will
be inconvenience~.

When examining a map of the proposed Wilshire Corridor system, one
sees a much larger gap between La Brea station and Western Ave. station
than in any other westerly part of the Wilshire Blvd. segment.

I beg you, Mr. Holen, to reconsider this omission and to establish
a station at Wilshire Blvd•. and Crenshaw so that it really be a complete
system and truly serve the interests of !!!- the people.

AN EOUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPO"TUNITY-A~~I"MATJYEACTION EMPLOYE" XIII-33

cc Mr. Jack R. Gilstrap
General Manager
Southern California

Rapid Transit District
RECEIVEDl

IJUL 2t 1979 ,

5 C ;.~ .~_I·0 ..._1or,,:·~r or
MGR. RAPID ' ....NSIT DEPT.

copy tOt Mr Brad Pye, Editor L.A.Sentinal

RECEIVED

,.IUL 2 i 1979
SCRTD

orncr OF
MGR. RAPIC T'~'NSIT DEPT.



Board File #79.704.1

RECE'VEn

AUG 2 1979

LETTER No. 31•

File No. A90607C

South Coast
AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
CENTRAL OFFICE
9150 E. FLAIR DRIVE. EL MONTE. CALIFORNIA 91731

Statement/Report for Transit System Improvements in the

Mr. Richard Smith
Community Planner
Office of Planning Assistance. UPM-l2
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
400 - 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

~S ON: Draft SCRTD Alternative Analysis and Environmental Impact

JACK M. FRATT
GENERAL MANAGER

I. •

.02, CITY HAL.L

LOS ANGELES. CALIF. SlOOl2

DEPARTMENT OF

BUILDING AND SAFETY

LETTER No. 30TOM BRADLEY
MAYOR

CITY OF Los ANGEl.ES
CALIFORNIA

southern California
Rapid Transit District

425 So. Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

July 17, 1979

COMMI_.ON•••

MAURICE E. MARTINEZ
~ItE.IDENT

MARCiA MARCUS
VtCI:."ItEaIDENT

RACHEL GULLIVER DUNNE
TOSHIKAZU TEftASAWA

Attn: MarvinL. Holen
Director and President

Los Angeles Regional Core.

ADFJ:pACY OF AIR QUALI'IY ANALYSIS

PROPOSED MASS TRANSIT FOR LOS ANGELES Adeq.uate Inadequate NA

Construction Phase - --------

~ ~l) §Completed Project Vehicular - - --
Stationary - -- -- ------ 2)

Project Inpact on Air Quality - - - - fK] 0 b
ARE ADEQUATE MrTIGATION MEASURES PROVIDED FOR PROJECT AIRPOllUD\Nl'S?

DYes 0 No 3) []a Inccmplete 0 Nfl.

ARE Gf<OWI'H INOOCINGEFFECTS OF PROJECT ON POILUTAN!' EMISSIONS DISCUSSED?

o
o

o
o

[ilYes

o No D Partially DNA

.PO!'ENI'IAL EFFECT ON AIR QUALITI (AQ)

~
Beneficial: will probably tend to iJrprove AQ
No effect
fupainnent: probably no substantial adverse effect
Unfavorable: may degrade AQ to a significant extent
Adverse: will degrade AQ to a significant e>..-tent
Indeterminate: due to lack of data

Existing Air Quality in Area

Existing Emissions in Area

Project Emissions:

mot required
Required
May be required.
contact Zcnle office

I!I Yes

Ag1D PERMIT

IS PROJECT OONSIS'I'ENI' WIlli TIIE A'ITAINMENT AND
MAINrENANCE OF 11iE NATIONAL AIR Q!JALITI STANDARDS?

YJ~( ~.A.-"/ /]/te-L--'---I) ///(2/
MARcIA'MARCUS, President . '
BOARD OF BUILDING AND
SAFETY COMMISSIONERS

cc: Jeff Matsui, Mayor Liaison
Chief Legislative Anal~st

This Commission supports the efforts to improve the mass
transit system in the City of Los Angeles and specifically
supports the concepts of a deep-bored tunnel subway within
the Regional Core area. However, at this time, the Commission
does not have a direct preference as to the route alternatives.

The Commission appreciates being included as one of the groups
being asked to comment. We wish to emphasize that these com
ments are solely those of the Board of Building and Safety
Commissioners and should not be construed as reflecting the
official position of the City of Los Angeles.

The Board of Bui1ding"and Safety Commissioners has reviewed
your pamphlet entitled "Executive Summary of Transit Alter
natives in the Los Angeles Regional Core". The Commission
also remembered the oral and visual presentation made by the
staff members, and the District is to be complimented for the
clear and concise explanation of the issues.

erb
485-5226

AN EQUAL EM~LOYMENTO~~ORTUNITY-AFFIRMATIYEACTION EM~LOYER
XIII-34



COMMENTS:
1. Not mentioned (needed for rail system).

2. Emissions caused due to the generation of electricity for the
rail sy~tem should be calculated.

3. Specific mitigation measures for bus stations and construction
phase (rai~ system) should be mentioned.

~
BIA
los .n~l.s chapt.r
buildin~ industry association of 50Uthem california. inc.

July 31, 1979

Richard Gallagher
Southern California Rapid
Transit District
425 South Main street,
Los Angeles, California 90013

Dear Mr Gallagher:

197')
s c ~;

0:'
MGR. Rtr-

LETTER No. 32
•

If you have any further questions, please call Mike Nazemi
at (213) 572-6427.

Very truly yours,

J. A. Stuart
Executive Officer

~.A.~
J. S. Nevitt
Director of Evaluation and Planning

MN:js

cc: Mr. Peter Broy

The Building Industry Association of southern California,
Inc. has reviewed the Downtown-Valley subway proposal.
Unfortunately we were unable to attend the hearings and we
sincerely hope that this letter will become part of the
record on this important project.

We feel that the IS-mile line is an important step in
building a regional rapid transit system in Los Angeles.
There is no question in our mind that we in Southern
California are long overdue in terms of a rapid transit
system.

It is our considered op~n~on that the proposed IS-mile line
will benefit the citizen's of Los Angeles in many ways. It
will undoubtably relieve traffic congestion and will improve
our quality. It will afford the citizens an opportunity to
get to and from work expeditously in an energy conserving
manner. It will also be a tremendous benefit to our
economy in terms of jobs, especially in our industry, the
construction industry.

We are also very supportive of the project in that no new
tape will be needed. Instead Federal financing will be
·utilized. Also of importance is the fact that there will
be no~iscription~to the community during construction
since it will-utilize deep-bore tunneling in construction•

..2/

EIR Form I 6/19
XIII-35
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LETTER No. 33 AUG.2 1979

For the above reason, the Building Industry Association
of Southern California would like to respectfully request
that it be put on record in support of the Southern
California Rapid Transit District Downtown-Valley subway
proposal.

Respectfully submitted,

Richard R. Wirth
Director, Dept. of Governmental Affairs.

Board of Directors
Southern CA Rapid Transit
District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles,

Much to my surprise I was quite astonished that the extention of

the propossed Wilshire line would not be extended through the the ~
Beverly Hills, Century City and UCLA/Westwwod areas. Can it be that ~
your staf~ does not have the forsight to assume that within the

two decades commercial and of course residential dwellings will not

flourish in these areas. Please review this matter before it is to

late and thousands will then have to suffer the consequences. Let

us hope that an alternative analysis of extending the Wilshire sub-

way will be obliged and the future patrons will reap in the harvest

of your decisions.

Yours Very Truely

John Pignataro'
8953 Cynthia Apt A

west Hollywood, CA 90069



attended the Wilshire District hearinn that was held on ,luly fl,1979

the implentation of the proposed subway system. Let us start construction as

soon as pOSsible. We need only to look at San Francisco and envv them havina

the Bart system. Why didn't Los Anaeles start its mass rail prapid system be

forethe City of San Francisco did?

/

In re: Environmental Impact Statement, Transit
Improvement Alternatives, Los Angeles Regional
Core

The Central City Association of Los Angeles is supportive of
the construction of an initial rapid transit guideway line
between downtown Los Angeles and the San Fernando Valley.

SDG: jb

LETTER No. 35

i" CENTRAL CttY ASSOCIATION OF LOS AN:

THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT July 2S, 1979

At this time, the association is not taking a position on a
precise guideway alignment to and through the central business
district, nor is it providing any approval at this time of
precise station locations. We look forward to working with
the appropriate technical people, as actual design commences,
to properly align the guideway routing and to service it
with a suitable number of station facilities.

The association has long been supportive of the construction
of a mass rapid transit system for the City of Los Angeles
and endorses the starter line philosophy inherent in the
present proposal. CCA believes that a long range solution
to the present energy situation in the Los Angeles area must
include appropriate guideway rapid transit segm~nts. The
present proposal provides an important start for this program.

Dear l-!r. Holen:

Mr. Marvin L. Holen
President, Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

1
t
i
f
i
f.

LETTER No. 34

# 203

90005

I sat in the hearinn from 7pm

STEPHErIS

have used the Metro subway in Mexico

have ridden the RTO buses to and from

urne you and your entire board to speed up

ARTUR')

739 South Mariposa

Los Anoeles. California

the surface and freewav system.

table. Also, on two trips to Mexico,

Citv. Durina the last three months.

mv job. The buses are now overcroweded and slow. Some of the buses are old

and uncomlortable. I believe the RTD will attract manv more thousands of com

muters once the subway system 1s in operation. Many blu-collar and white

collar workers as well as executives will use the new proposed subway sytem.

Last niqht. J heard the President of the Unted States of America speak

to the natin onthe probelms of our enerqy shortaae. The President uraed our

Deoole to use mass rapid transit systems as often as possible and especially

to commute to and from wnrk. With the swift consturction of the new subwy

svtem, we will help our nation and our community to save enerqy and to help

clean the air .by eliminatina some of the auto traffic and auto conqestion on

at the Great Western Savinos, Community Room.

Dear IIr. Holen:

July 16.1979

.0 9:00 p~. J wanted to address the entire board, but it was already 9:00 pm
and J had another enaaaement. One of your staff members suqaeted I write

to you so my comments could be enclosed as a part of the leaal record for the

Wilshire District hearina.

I support 100% the l8-mile Downtown Los Pnqeles-Wilshire 81vd-Fairfax

North Hollywood Rail Rapid Transit line. I am a ntive son of Los Anqel~s and

I remember the old Red Cars that were an early form of rail ranid transit.

We need desDerately an efficient, well-desinned subway system for the Citv

and County of L~s Anaeles. I lived in Tokyo, Japan for two years and J used

every day the subway system in Tokyo. It is fast, cheap, efficent and cnmfor-

A Community Leader and Native son of

Los Anqeles:

XIII-37
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1 Financial Center Building. 14545 Victory Blvd.• Van Nuys, California 91411 • (213) 781-1&72

July 27, 1979

CITY OF Los ANGELES
DEPARTMENT OF

TRANSPORTATION
ROOM 1200. CITY HALL

LOS ANGELES. CA DOO' 2
485·2265

LETTER No. 37
-

CALIFORNIA

•

"MM

. ED' "

July 27, 1979

TOM BRADLEY
MAYOR

DONALD R, HOWERY
GENERAL MANAGER

. ,
w

LETTER No. 36
of the San Fernando Valley, Inc.

UNITED CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

Southern caJ.ifornia Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
IDs Angeles, caJ.ifornia 90013

Attention: Mr. Marvin Holen, President

Gentlanen:

One of the primary concerns of the United Clambers of O:mnerce of the San
Fernanoo Valley, Inc. is the developnent of a canprehensive public trans
portation system to meet the varied and specialized needs of Southern
California in noving roth people and goods.

Mr. Richard Smith, Community Planner
Office of Planning Assistance (UMP-12)
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
400 MStreet, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Mr. Richard Gallagher
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

As an organization representing the San Fernando Valley part of Southern
California, it is natural that our support v.ould be tempered by those
plans which will enhance the welfare of the citizens of the Valley.
However, we recognize our responsibility to our fellow Southern Californians
and intend to support those plans which may nore directly serve others.

One of the long range projects WID3E TIME SEE)fS 'ID HAVE <nIE is the Regional
Cbre Rapid Transit Rail Starter Line. For the first time, Federal and State
backing is premised if the project bears the approval of the overall area 
the project makes sense and is judged feasible by recognized authorities.
We, therefore, urge that the citizens of the area involved support and \1iOrk
for the early start AND cmpletion of this project, preferably AIternate
Route II.

Gentlemen:

Draft AA/EIS/EIR On Transit System Improvements in the
Los Angeles Regional Core - Environmental Comments

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIS/EIR prepared by the
SCRTD to address transit alternatives in the Regional Core. We believe the
Draft generally satisfies the most recent Federal guidelines to meet the
intent of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). However, we offer
the attached comments in order to strengthen the document's ability to ful
fill the intent of the State guidelines governing the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA).

We are aware that this Starter Rail Line IS long range and will be ten years
in becoming a reality ID we are very concerned that the short range projects
that will meet our needs talDrrow and next year not be neglected or forgotten
in the pm-suit of this Major Starter Line. It is in this spirit that we
urge full speed ahead and look forward to \1iOrking with the SCRID toward that
end.

Adopted this 23rd day of July, 1979, by the Board of Directors of the United
Chambers of Chmerce of the San Fernando Valley, Inc.

~
. lY'~
/' ';tU-!( .,,£

Pine, 1nnan
Transportation Q:mn1ttee

Because of the nature of the alternatives analysis, it was not possible for
the SCRTD to incorporate all mitigation measures into the documents. It is
expected that the SCRTD engineering staff will work with staff of the City
of Los Angeles during the preliminary engineering phase to identify all
feasible mitigation measures and that the SCRTD Board will commit to their
implementation. To the extent that implementation will increase project
costs, they should be identified as early as possible.

Very truly yours,

,,44iM~IJ~A.
DONALD I HO~RY f/ '
General Manager

ADL:jcv
FP/ebh

cc: Councilwoman Pat Russell

Attachment

"Representinll. through member chambers, over &,000 business and professional entities" XIII-38
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
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direct comparison should be made of alternatives to the
Civic Center, where the bus and subway would serve a similar
destination radius. For example, Bus Line 35 from Reseda
and Sherman Way to Temple and Hill takes 55 minutes. How
long will Alternative 2 take to reach the Civic Center stop?
The AA/EIS/EIR selects destination points which the rail
serves as a direct connection. The bus comparison has
destination points requiring walking, transfers, and waiting.

7. Page 111-29. While the City Department of Water and Power
has indicated that supplying the energy requirements for rail
rapid transit should not present a problem. the power system
sustained "brown-outs" during the recent June. 1979 heat
wave. There is no assessment of how power will be distributed
in the event of such failures. Will the rail line be a
priority recipient in the event of energy supply restrictions
or power outages?

8. Page I~-23, Air Quality in the Vicinity of Stations. In 1977
the Annual maximum hourly average of Carbon Monoxide for the
Burbank monitoring station was 28 ppm. Although this figure
meets State standards, it far exceeds the ambient reading of
5.0 ppm projected by the CALINE model for 1986. Therefore,
there is some question that the results represented a worse
case analysis. Particular care·must be exercised in the
design of parking facilities to insure that air quality stand
ards are attained.

9. Page VI-5. It is not clear that the estimated rail rapid
transit costs incorporate a sufficient contingency cost
factor to cover the cost of required mitigation measures.
These costs should be further refined in preliminary engi
neering.

II. Mitigation Measures for Traffic Impacts
Page 111-26-33

1. Many station locations are proposed for areas with existing
neighborhood parking shortages. To the extent that station
locations further impact neighborhood parking, additional
parking should be incorporated into station design to com
pensate (i.e., Selma Avenue in Hollywood).

2. Increased bus service to feed many of the stations will
contribute to local congestion on surface street arterials.
Therefore, station designs should incorporate bus turnout
bays on major and secondary arterials.

. C
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1. Generalized Environmental Comments

1. Page 57. Further analysis should be conducted on whether
a 24-hour operation is warranted or desirable.

2. Page 1-9 indicates a different employment range per square
mile than the one indicated in the summary on page S-10.
The range in Figure 1.10 is from 2,765 to 58,140 with a
9,746 average in the Regional Core Study Area. The summary
shows a range of 21,000 to 28.000. .

3. Page 11-29. The project description for Alternative VI does
not indicate whether the system would be on a guideway through
the CBo or on preferential lanes on existing streets. Arti
culated buses have been proposed for use. however, other
SCRTD reports have stated that for reasons of safety, arti
culated buses would not be used on freeway segments. There
fore, ther~ appears to be an inconsistency in determining
the numbe~buses to meet capacity needs.

4. Page 111-7. Assumed patronage on the Hollywood Freeway
appears to be low. As the Hollywood Freeway is the more
direct route from the San Fernando Valley to the CBo, and
14,000 patrons use express buses today, the 5000 patron
statistic is questionable. even with rail in place. The
Hollywood Freeway guideway would provide a more direct con
nection from the San Fernando Valley to the LACBO. Patrons
destined directly for the CBD may elect to remain on express
buses rather than make a mode change to rail, which follows
a less direct route. Therefore, the estimate of 1990 transit
passengers in Cahuenga Pass as shown in figure 111-6 may be
under-estimated by the model.

5. Page lII-lO. Figure IlLS "24-hour Entering and Exiting
Rapid Transit Station Volumes" needs additional clarification.
The patronage for the La Brea versus Fairfax stations at
Beverly and Santa Monica Boulevards are of concern. Fairfax
at Santa Monica has a heavier residential density surrounding
the station vicinity. The vast majority of units within
walking distance are low-~~dium II density (12+ to 24 dwp.ll~

ing unit/gross acre) to high R3/low R4 (30-50 d.u./gross
acre). The densities near La Brea range from duplexes to
low-medium I (5-12 d.u./gross acre). Additionally, at
Fairfax and Beverly there are two major tourist attractions,
CBS Studios and Farmers Market. both can be expected to induce
additional patronage, over that shown.

6. Page 111-13. Figure 111.10 is misleading in that it does not
make an equal comparison of origins and destinations. A
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GENERAL COMMENTS

-
LETTER No. 38

AUG 2 1979

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

United States Department of the Interior

The alternatives with the greatest potential for adverse
effect on recreation and cultural resources in the Regional
Core are those calling for either aerial railways, aerial
busways or cut-and-cover subway construction.

PRELIMINARY SECTION 4(f) COMMENTS

The Alternatives Analysis discusses a wide range of viable
alternative plans for improvement of the Los Angeles tran
sit system. The potential environmental effects of these
plans are examined in general terms. as required at this
stage of planning, yet in enough detail to form a basis
for selection of a final plan. We particularly wish to
commend the preparers for their early identification of
a number of potential impacts on parks and historic/cultural
resources.

Dear Mr. Gayton:

In response to a request from the Southern California Rapid
Transit District. the Department of the Interior has reviewed
the draft environmental statement and Alternatives Analysis
for Transit System Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional
Core. Los Angeles County. California.

ER-79/530

Projections of future traffic volumes indicate severe I
congestion on Fairfax in the vicinity of Beverly Boulevard. ~
To avoid aggravating this congestion. the Fairfax/Beverly ~
station should be located south of Beverly Boulevard.

4. Estimated future traffi c demands on Santa t~oni ca Boulevard
indicate severe congestion can be expected on Santa Monica
Boulevard at both La Brea and Fairfax Avenues. To minimize
additional impacts. if the La Brea station is implemented.
Santa Monica Boulevard should be widened to full major
highway standards from two blocks west of La Brea to one
block east of La Brea; if the Fairfax station is implement
ed. Santa Monica Boulevard should be widened one block east
and west of Fairfax.

5. Tha highest traffic projections in the corridor are on
Highland Avenue in the vicinity of the proposed Hollywood
Bowl Station. To prevent a further increase in congestion.
park-and-ride facilities should not be made available dur
ing peak hours. During preliminary engineering. considera
tion should be given to dele~ing this station stop.

6. Traffic impacts are anticipated at the Universal City
station. Aspecific traffic study should be undertaken
during the preliminary engineering phase to identify the
mitigation measures that must be incorporated.

7. The Community Redevelopment Agency is now preparing a
redevelopment plan for North Hollywood. Rail planners
should coordinate with the eRA and this Department to
insure that proposed near-term highway and parking improve
ments are ultimately compatible with rail-associated im
provements.

8. As design of the El Monte Busway extension proceeds. it would
be appropriate to evaluate alternative station locations at the
Union Station. recognizing that the Union Station will be studied
in greater detail in the preliminary engineering phase.

Alternatives calling for an all-bus surface system could
affect parklands and cultural resources through increases
in noise. congestion and air pollution. The alternatives
with the least disruptive. most readily mitigable impacts
appear to be those calling for a bored-tunnel subway.
Since the exact route alignments and station locations
have yet to be determined, specific Section 4(f) involve
ments are still unknown and we must defer more detailed
comment to a later date.

XIII-40
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Mr. Gayton, Washington, DC

We are pleased to see that the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UKrA) and the Southern California Rapid
Transit District (SeRTD) have worked with the State His
toric Preservation Officer to develop a procedure for iden
tifying historic/cultural sites and districts which could
be affected by the transit project. Given the number of
historic and archeological sites with reco~lized or poten
tial national, state or local significance in the Regional
Core, as well as the number of ways the transit system
could create an effect on these sites. the discussion of
possible Section 4(f) involvements with cultural resources
is exceptionally thorough and well done.

The statement's identification of potential park and recreation
impacts ·is on the whole equally complete. However. we
note that taking of school lands which are open without
restriction to the public for recreation use involves Section
4(f) if local officials consider the area to be a signif-
icant recreation resource for the community. The preparers
should consult the Los Angeles Department of Parks and
Recreation and school officials to determine whether any
of the school facilities listed on page V-26 might be subject
to Section 4(f).

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT COMMENTS

The environmental statement is unusually complete and informative
from the standpoint of geologic and seismic hazards and
impacts (for example. p. IV-9 to IV-ll). However. we have
the following suggestions for improvements.

In reference to the note above the title of figure IV.2.
there is evidence of seismic activity along the Santa Monica
fault. but it is low relative to that along the Newport
Inglewood zone. (See Buika and Teng. 1978. in Association
of Engineering Geologists Guidebook. 1st Annual Meeting.
California Section Conference. May 1978.)

Regarding page IV-8 (par. 2) many authorities map surface
exposures of the Hollywood fault just west of the Los Angeles
River near boundary T.1N./T.1S. (See Los Angeles sheet.
California Geologic Map; Lamar. 1970. in California Division
of Mines and Geology Special Report 101; Yerkes et al,
1977. Ope cit•• p. IV-2.)

XIll-41
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Mr. Gayton. Washington, DC

Figure IV.21 (p. IV-34) shows an identical number of structures
displaced by the cut-and-cover and the aerial-structure modes of
construction, ranging from 80 to 720 displacements for alterna
tives I to V. The same figure shows 40 to 103 displacements by
the bored-tunnel mode. However. figure IV-22 (p. IV-35) shows
differing impact of displacements under the cut-and-cover and the
aerial-structure modes, while the bored-tunnel mode is shown as
having "No effect" by displacements. It is stated in chapter IX
that "A cut-and-cover subway would cause adverse relocation im
pact similar to aerials over the train way" (p. IX-5, par. 4),
and it is stated in the same paragraph that "No such adverse
impact is foreseen from a bored subway." These discrepancies
should be clarified.

The reference to "northwesterly" on page IV-8 (par. 2. line 12)
should apparently be changed to "northeasterly." The "Miracle
Mile" referred to on page S-8 (par. 1 and 2) should be identifi.ed
as to location, as it was not found on maps.

The map of potentially active faults (fig. IV. 5) is so highly
generalized, at the scale of approximately 1:2,000,000, that
the study area is less that I em in length. The map is useful
for regionsl overview of faults. but is not adequate for
showing faults in relation to proposed rail alignments. The
geologic map (fig. IV.I) appears to show the major faults in the
study area. but the method of reproduction has made most of these
illegible. Moreover. the geologic units shown on that map have
not been adequately identified or explained. with the result that
most of the geologic information has been obscured. It would be
helpful to redraft and clarify the map. The proposed subway
alignment as shown on that map is not the same as any of the al
ternatives now under consideration (p. S-4 to S-6). "It would be
preferable to shaw the rail alignment more accurately and by some
means that does not obscure the geologic contracts in the areas
where this information is of most importance to the user.

StlMMARY COMMENTS

The "Preliminary Section 4(f) Comments" in this letter are in
tended to give you an early indication of our thoughts about
this project's Section 4(f) involvements and their analysis in
the statement. These cOllllDents do not represent
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Mr. Gayton. Washington. DC

the results of formal consultation between the Department
of Transportation and the Department of the Interior,
as required by Section 4(f) of the Department of Transpor
tation Act. This requirement will only be fulfilled when
the Office of the Secretary comments separately on any
Section 4(f) statement prepared after more specific planning
has been done.

As this Department has a continuing interest in the transit
system improvements in the Los Angeles Regional Core. we
would be willing to cooperate and provide technical assist
ance to aid you with further planning and documentation
for the project. The Department's assistance will be coor
dinated by: Regional Director, Heritage Conservation
and Recreation Service, Pacific Southwest Region, 450 Golden
Gate Avenue, P.O. Box 36062. San Francisco. California
94102.

--;;lcerel~urs,

I~~=----- ~
Larry E. Meierotto

Assistant Secretary of the Interior

Mr. Gary P. Gayton
Acting Administrator
Urban Mass Transportation

Administration
400 - 7th Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
Attention: Mr. Richard Smith

cc: Mr. Jack R. Gilstrap
General Manager
Southem Califomia Rapid

Transit District
425 S. Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013
Attention: Mr. Peter Broy
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LETTER No. 39

Handwritten Original
on file at SCRTD

467 No. Normandie Place
Los Angeles, Calif. 90004
July 27, 1979

R.T.D.
Board of Directors
425 No. Main Street
Los Angeles, Calif. 90013

Gentlemen:

The article regarding hearings on rail/bus transit
published in the July 11 issue of the Wilshire Press was
read with great interest. With special reference to a rail
system from Union Station through the Wilshire Corridor to
Fairfax, then north through Hollywood to North Hollywood and
other Valley points would be one of the greatest improvements
we could possibly make in rapid transit in the City of Los
Angeles. We are totally behind all major cities in the
United States in the development of mass rapid transit by
rail. This would be the best way to conserve on fuel and
eliminate all the gas fumes from buses. Travel would be rapid,
safer, and we could transport more people faster than any bus
line.

I am totally in favor of developing this rail system
immediately regardless of any cost. I respectfully submit
my opinion on this matter for your consideration before your
hearing in August.

Very sincerely,

(Miss) Alice E. McLowry
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P F£SS RELEASE

Coalition for Rapid Transit
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LETTER No. 40

/

P F£SS F£LEASE/SC RT"D/N. Holly. Hearing
July 9. 1979 For- additional Coalition
information contact Dr. A.J. Faltck at936-7205 111-111 1IIIIIIII _

Coalition for Rapid Transit

®
®

COALITION SUPPORTS STARTER LINE - SUGGESTS THF£E CHANGES IN PLAN

The Coalition For FepidTransit wishes to expr-ess its support for the highly
innovative Starter Line proposal of the Southem Califomia Fepid Transit District.
We believe that the Starter Line is a limited but attainable objective. It addresses
two of the three priorities for rapid transit in the City of Los Angeles. namely im
proved access from the san Fernando VaUey and relief of congestion in the Wilshire
C"lrridor. We anticipate that the third priority, better access from south Los An
geles win be the next order of business for expansion of the Starter' Line.

Participants in our' Coalition include the Sier-ra Clut-. NAACP. Women For'.
Watts Labor' Community Action Committee, Citizens for' Rlil Califomia. LA Chap
ter' Califomia Society of Professional Engineers, watts-WiUowbrook Chamber' of
Commerce and others. Like the SC RTD Board of Director'S, we favor' Alten"lative
II of the eleven proposals described in the Environmental Impact RP.port -- but with
a few modifications that we shaU come to in a moment.

anticipated for'the 1984 Olympics. The need for a rapid transit alten"lative to the
automobile is more urgent than the relaxed SC RT'"Dsc:hedule would indicate. The
State of Califomia (SB260) has now declal"ed itself into a large role in rapid transit
so that advance f\.nding for' a fast schedule is in sig!"t.

2) Substitutior. of a HoUywood Bowl Stop for Hauser'/Wilshire Stop

One of the most h98vily used and low-priced cultural assets in the City is the
HoUywood Bowl. To omit it from the Starter' Line,as a senior' staff member' of
SC RTD has recommended, would be a major' error'. While its peak usage is in
the summer' months. the same can be said of Univer'sal City which (desel"Vedly)
rates a transit stop. The Bowl's large pal"'king lot areas would make it a great
daytime Park & ~de transit station. If the cost of a stop at the Hollywood Bowl
is a deterent, then let us reorder oUr' priorities for' Altemative II. The Hauser/
Wilshire stop can be eliminated by setting the Fairfax an:! La Brea stops a bit
closer' (Fairfax/Genesee, La Brea/Cochran). These moves would still sel"Ve the I
Miracle Mile area well and offset the cost of a stop at the Hollywood Bowl.

It is fitting that the Starter' Line begins in North Hollywood since this commun
ity at the foot of Cahuenga Pass has had the historic role of a "port" Or' gateway
between the san Fe",ando Valley and the flatlands of the Los Angeles basin. North
Hollywood was once the commercial capital of the VaUey. With its new role as a
key rapid transit ter-minal and fr'eeway-intercept the community can expect a strong
r'evival of its commer-cial activity.

Lease of air' rig!"ts above and concessionaires within the rapid transit ter-minal
could pay for' the construction of the station and even make it a more luxurious fac
ility serving both commuters from the Valley and the North Hollywood community
itself.

The Coalition for- ~pid Transit wishes to propose three modifications to the
Start.,. Line proposal. and specifically to Altemative II which it otherwise favor-so
These modifications include an accelerated time schedule for' construction. substit
ution of a stop at the HoUwood Bowl til" one at Hauser'/Wilshire and constr'uction of
a subway loop in the Central Business District.

3) Construction of a Subway Loop in the Central Business Distr'ict

The proposed alignment of the subway downtown reaches the southem and
eastem parts of the CBD but neither the Music Center' complex to the north nor
the high rise buildings to the west, along Flower' and Figueroa are sel"Ved. Sub
stitution of a subway loop via 1st and Flower' Streets would cost less than the
$174 million Downtown People NIover' proposed by the SC RrD. A subway loop
would provide faster, more frequent service in a secure environment, without the
need to change vehicles. The DPM is a mickey mouse contraption which is an
absolute menace to rapid transit siryce it competes with it for' physical space as
well as for federal and local f\.lnds. The DPM presents the most awkward poss
ible interface with a subway with one 50 feet below ground and the other' 20 feet
in the air'. In short. the Coalition ~rdS the DPM as a ter'rible waste of public
money since it makes no real contribUtion to the development of a mass repid
transit system. The f\Jnds for'the DPM should be reallocated into a subway loop
for the Central Business District.

1 ) Accelerated Time Schedule for' Construction

The SC RT"D time schedule for' construction of Altemative II runs to 1986; We I
should like to suggest that SC RT"D submit a bUdget for' compl eting the Starter' Line
in three year's instead of six year's by use of several construction companies start- 5
ing simultaneously at different points on the route. The Coalition believes that a ®
faster' construction schedule could even save costs because the impact of inflation
(10-15'10 in the construction industry. plus bond interest charges) would be consid-
erably r'educed.

A threeyear' schedule would also prepare the City to accomodate the cl"Owds
60) 0 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 204 • Los Angeles 90036 • (2) 3) 936-7205

While all of us in the Coalition support SC RrD's Altemative II, with these
alterations, we are also keenly aware of the need for' action on the thi rd priority,
a rapid transit line to south Los Angeles via Figueroa (or' Vel"mont). We are
totally against the CALTRANS freeway transit proposal.

Fepid transit is an idea whose time has come. Let us move quickly. The
Starter Line Is her- e for action.

Abra~ Falick, PhD, Chairman
60) 0 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 204 • Los Angeles 90036 • (2) 3) 936-7205
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PFC:SS FC:LEASE/SCRT'D/Mid Wilshir-e Hearing
July 11. 1979 For additional informa tion contact
Dr. A.J. Falick at 936-7205

-.
Coaliti.on for Rlpid Transit - PRESS RELEASE
Page Two

Coalition for Rapid Transit

COALITION FC:COMMENDS SUBWAY LOOP IN PLACE OF DOWNTOWN PEOPLE MOVER

The coalition for Fepid Transit has pr-eviously expr-essed its support: of the
Starter Line. AlterTlative II. It has. however. suggested thr-ee changes in the plan.
The most import:ant of the thr-ee being the matter of a subway loop in the Downtown area.
We should like to elaborate on this suggested change.

A subway loop would serve the nort:'lWest part: of Downtown and would enhance
the effectiveness of the whole rapid transit system by providing an entrance port:al for
the South Los Angeles Line. The nort:hwest part: of downtown is the location of the
Music Center and a complex of govemment offices. Neither the proposed downtown
alignment of Altemative II. nor the Downtown People Mover can serve these areas.

The subway alignment preferred by the Coalition is similar to that of AlterTlative
II, that is, with the Wilshire line having its first stop at 7th and Flower. Instead of
going nort:h on Broadway. we would prefer the use of Spring Street. A station between
6th Street and 5th Street would be closer to the Grayhound/SC RTD Bus Terminal at
6th and Los Angeles and the garment district. Shoppers on Broadway would be little
inconvenienced bY the short: walk from a Spring St. station but they would be greatly
effected bY subway construction on such a congested street as Broadway. Spring
Street is much less used by foot and auto tre.ffic so station construction would be less
burdensome.. Moving the subway to Spring Street will also aid the redevelopment of
this economically damaged area.

Going nort:h on Spring we would suggest a stop between 2nd Street and 1st Street
that would serve City Hall, County Courts and Little Tokyo. The loop port:ion would
tum west on 1st Street with a stop between HHI and Grand whichwould serve the
Music Center, DPW, County Buildings and the L.A. Board of Education. The loop
would then tum south on Flower Street and stop between 3rd and 4th serving the
Bunker"Hill Towers, the World Trade Center, Bonaventure Hotel and the Security
Pacific Bank Building. The next stop tsouth, between 6th and 7th, would serve the
AR:;O/Bank of America Towers, Well~ Fargo Bank, the Public Libary and other
high rise buildings.

The segment of line continuing down Flower/Figueroa would become part: of
the South Los Angeles Line with a stop at the Convention Center between 11th and
12th Streets. It would go down Figueroa with a stop between the Coliseum and Sport:s
Arena within Exposition Park..

It is proposed that the Downtown People Mover be the system to cover the west
side in the absence of a subway line there. We believe that this would be a serious
mistake because of the many inadequacies of the DPM. The DPM system is mainly
oriented to serving the high ri se offices of tl'"e west side of downtown. It does not
reach the MJsic Center complex but it does partially overlap areas that would be
served as well by the subway.

6010 Wilshire Boulevard. Suite 204 • Los Angeles 90036 • (213) 936·7205
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Because the subway is about 50 feet below ground and DPM 20 feet in the air
any interface between the two is a re.ther awkward arrangement. The small cars '
and limit'=ld capacity of the DPM means that the system is not in itself capable of
moving large numbers of people- mass transit. The DPM is a parking lot convenience
vehicle system with its terminals at Convention Center and Union Station auto parks.
It would also be constructive to talk to the police as to what they think about the
security risk presented bY these small automatic operation vehicles.

The most serious effect of the DPM lies in the financial area. The DPM
competes with the general re.pid transit system for federal a 1d local funds. In any
list of priorities for expenditure on our transit needs the DPM must surely have one
of the lowest ratings for' cost-effectiveness. No matter what UMTA Or' our local
burocre.cies say about theDPM being funded separately, it all comes out of the same
pocket. Any money spent on DPM will surely be charged against Los Angeles account
for mass re.pid transit funding. Spending $174 million on the DPM would be a clear
waste and higher priority rapid transit construction projects would suffer.

In place of the DPM the Coalition for ~pid Transit strongly urges the
construction of a subway loop. Such a loop will probably cost less than the DPM.
It will serve areas that the DPM would not reach, will have more frequent and more
secure service. There would be no need to change vehicles to a DPM system to
reach the west side of downtown if the SUbway loop is built.

The DPM will ultimately be recogniZed as the poorest value possi.ble for
serving the whole community's need for a mass rapid transit system•. A subway
loop not only provides better service but it looks to the futur'e, especially for' a
South Los Angeles Line and possible contruction in time for' the 1984 Olympics.

41/1/3:;:::'. PhD. Chairman
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Members of the Board, SCRTOI

We aro very pleased to have a ra:~ minutes of time so that we may be able to

announce our full and enthusiastic support for the Wilshire rapid transit line pre

sently under consideration. Our only regret is that the current plan does not include

a similar facility for the south-central portion of Los Angeles. Nevertheless, lola un

derstand that with limited resources one must assign priorities on the basis of maxi

1.. _,. travel demand. He also understand that a significant number of commuters from the

south-central area will use tho Wilshire corridor each day for home-to-work trips.

The real issue of uncertainty, from our view point~.is that nf interfacing the Wil

shire line with other routes, p'art1cularly that through S. Central Los Angeles.

In writing this statement we found ourselves in a strange situation: what

can one say about a project that is forty or fifty years overdue? After many years of

transit stagnation and self-defeating favoritism to automobile and highway use, it

would appear that automatically a project such as this would "fall into place". How

ever, it is indeed most disturbing that there are some, particularly 1."'1 the Federal

gover,ment, who appear to have doubts that rapid transit is the answer t,o transporta

tion problems in Los A:':geles. To these pitiful. and l11isguided soul.s, the Century freeway,

• billion-dollar highway project, is all right I but a billion-dollar rapid transit

line is, to quote one official, a "monumental public, works program".

July 11, 1979

Position on Wilshire Subway (St~rtor Line)

Transportation Committee

Los Angeles 9ranch NA~CP

xm-4S

We would like to make it umistakenly clear here and now that such two-faced,

hypocritical attitudes on the part of certain public officials CAN NOT BE TOLtrtATEO

ANY LONGER I We are tired of 'former free¥!1y pushers' telling us from one side of the

mouth that we should reduce our driVing, while on the other side they are finding ex

cuses for not providing a satisfactory alternative to the ~utomobile.

TI.is concern' and critism also applies to the act of wasting public funds on

such ill-conceived and frivolous projects as the DFM and the freeway transit program

which have been adopted as part of the RTP plan.

The OPM (Downtown People l-10ver) merely portrays waste and redundancy in the

thinking of certain people. Not only would this project siphon over $20 million of

LOCAL' SHARE 'funds away from rapid transit construction, but ~:ts operation and service

would be much better performed by a subway loop bounded by Figueroa and flower streets @
on the west', the Music Center, Bunker Hill, and Civic Center on the north, Spring

street on the east, and Wilshire on the south. The west and north legs of this loop

would be formed by a line eJl';tending through S. Central Los Angeles, eventually to ter

minate in the city of Long Beach. At present a Vermont Ave. allignment would appear to

be the most favored for this at least to Impel'ial Highway.
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In conclusion, we support the WUshire corridor plan uith the following

suggested Modifications or alternatives I

1. Construction of a downtm~ loop as described above. The west and north

., -
LETTER No. 42

UN FEIlNANDO VALLEY DIVISION

CALIFORNIA RETIRED TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION

Aa president of the San Fernando Valley Division of the Calif.

interested in having a rapid transit system to serve Los Angeles.

Retired Teachers' Association I represent~ members who are

legs of this loop should be part of a S. Central Los Angeles line, t,he

ilmnediate planning and construction of which are urged.

2. Retention of the Hollywood Bowl as a station stop, and the elimination

of the Hauser-Wilshire station.

). An accelOl'ation of the construction. activity so that the line cal< be

buUt in about one half the: present estimated time.

RAPID TRANSl T STARI'ER UNE REARING North Hollywood
July 9, 1979
2:00 P.M.

We are strongly urging that the Board of Directors and staff of the SCRTD

contact us at any time if there are questions or points of concern.

Gentlemen, we congratulate you on the work that you have done thus fart

Sincerely,

The Transportation Committee,

Los Angeles Branch NAACP

XIII-46

After reaching retirement age many of us become more dependent

on publio transportation. Retirement inoome is usually subs tan-

tially lower than the prer ous salary. The cost of a motor car

and ruel for it has inoreased. The physical reaotion time of the

retired driver is usually s lower and our eyesight tends to become

impaired. Any or all of these conditions may preolude the owning

and operating of an automobile. Therefore, we are in need of

reliable publiv transportation.

It, however, the mass transit system is' to help us. it must (a)

be within our easy reach, (b) it must go where we have a need to

go and (c) it must be affordable.

Where should it be located to be accessible to us? 90 of our

members live in North Hollywood. The majori"t'j" ot the remaining

approximately 800 live in mid-valley and west valley.

To where do we feel a need to be transported' To department stores,

.olinics, libraries. Iluseums, theaters, stadiums. and to our vol-

unteer work at.schools. churches, hospitals or the Braille lnst.,

to DaIIIe only a rew.
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With this in'mi.OO we raise the question; Would our transportation

needs be ~ better sen-ed with the sublray starter line from

Union Station to North HoHr-ood unless feeder lines with connect-

ing schedules are arranged'

This brings us to the third crucial contingency. Can we afford it?

We retirees are. also. taxpayers. Can retired taxpayers.on a re-

stricted set income. afford to help defray the cost of such a

system?

The executiTe officials of the Rapid Transit District have. no

doubt. been cOllllllW1icating with their counterparts in such cities

as San, Francisco and Toronto; and they may have learned that the

expenditure in both time and money. for the rapid transj~ systems

in those oities. was much greater than anticipated.

Whether the cost of such a system is det'rayed by local or federal

taxes it is we. indiTidually and oollectiTely. who will pay for it.

We. the taxpayers. who are taied by both federal and local govem-

mente. will pay.

In conclusion. the San Femsndo Valley DiTision or the California

Retired Teachers t Association would like to go on record as en-

couraging the establishment of a rapid transit system which is ex-

tensive enough in route coverage to be functional for us; with

cost assesment low enough to be affordable for us; and with a

completion date which would permit many of us. now living. to use it.

';e realize that such a system _y J19t be planned and constructed

o
®
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solely for the convenience of retirees. However. we believe

that many of our needs are synoI\Ylllous with those of the

majority of the current valley citizenry. Bear in mi.nd that.

sooner or later. most of the valley population will become re-

tirees.

') "'1"
':X~ ·~·a ,. (-~.c. ~/c.c~/z.

Mrs. Alfred H. Roebuck

President

7785 Skyhill Drive

Los Angeles.90068

851-3397
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"Justice You Shall Justly PUrlu."
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Jewish Legal Services is a legal aid office operating under
the auspices of the Legal Services corporation. Although the
office offers legal help to all persons who meet the financial
qualifications for aid, the majority of our clients are elderly
persons who live in the Fairfax and West Hollywood areas. The
overwhelming majority of our clients are dependent on public
transit for transportation. Many of these people have only
limited mobility, being able to walk only with difficulty.
Jewish Legal Services feels a responsibility to our clients
to point out to those planning Los Angeles' future rapid
transit the necessity for special services for the elderly
and the handicapped, and to consider their needs in planning

-routes and methods of construction.-
The obligation to provide transit services which are a.-ilable
to the elderly and the handicapped is not only a moral~Obliga

tion. It is a legal one as well. Both the state and the
federal legislatures have announced policies requiring special
services for the elderly and the handicapped. In 49 USC Sec
tion 1612 the United States Congress declared its policy that
-special efforts shall be made in the planning and design of
mass traQsportation facilities and services so that the
availabi~ity to elderly and handicapped persons of rnass
transportation which they can effectively utilize will be
assured."' See also California Public Utilities' Code Section
99220. Under 49 Code of Federal Regulations Section
6l3.204(a), U.M.T.A. will approve projects only if the plans
exhibit -satisfactory special efforts in planning public mass
transportation facilities and services that can be utilized
by elder~y and handicapped persons.-

49 U.S.C. Section l604(m) requires reduced fares at off-peak
hours for the elderly and the handicapped. 49 C.F.R. Sections
609.13 and 609.21 provide specific guidelines for special ac
cess and safety facilities in transit vehicles and in fixed
facilities (e.g., stations). For example, 49 C.F.R. Section
609.l3(b) (3) requires that i~ansit fare vending and collec
tion systems shall be designed so as not to prevent effective
utilization of the transportation system by elderly and handi
capped persons.- See Appendix for additional regulations.

July 12, 1979
Richard Smith
Office of Planning Assistance
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
400 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Smith:

The enciosed letter was sent to the Board of
Directors of the Southern California Rapid
Transit District in response to their Alternatives
Analysis and Environmental Impact Statement Report
for Transit System Improvements in the Los Angeles
Regional Core.

The letter explains the reasons for Jewish Legal I@
Services' support of proposed Alternative II. It ~

also expresses our concern that the special needs
of the elderly and the handicapped will be adequately
provided for in the new rapid transit system.

As you are also closely involved with the planning
of the new system, I have sent you the letter in the
hope that its contents will prove helpful in your
consideration of the proposed transit alternatives.
If at any time you wish further comments of other
participation from Jewish Legal Services, please
feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

[J 6.!i~
TERR~FRIEDMAN
Executive Director

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit
425 South. Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Dear Sirs:

District

®

Jewish Legal Services is a project of BET TZ~DEK . .
BET TZEDEK (House ot Justice) is a non-prof,it, tax-exempt corporation. Contributions are tax deductlble.

Jewish Legal Services is a project of BET TZEOEK
BET TZEDEK (House of Justice) is a non-profit. tax-exempt corporation. Contributions are tax deductible. XIII-48
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In view of the fact that the -Alternatives Analysis and
Environmental Impact Statement/Report on Transit System Im
provements in the Los Angeles Regional Core- (Alternatives
Analysis) does not even mention these U.M.T.A. requirements
or plans to comply with them, we must stress our expectation
that the proposed transit system improvements, whichever Al
ternative is chose ~ will comply with and even exceed the
guidelines set forth in the Code'of Federal Regulations.
Such compliance is imperative, given the fact that, accord
ing to the Alternatives Analysis, over 110,000 persons in
the regional core alone are possibly totally transit-dependent
due to age or handicap. To this group must be added the large
number of people who will come into the Regional Core on
feeder lines. .

Easy access and safety within stations and on vehicles are
not the only conditions necessary to enable the aged and the
handicapped to effectively utilize mass transit. The location
of stations and routing of the lines can have a great impact
on effectiveness of the mass transit system for use by the
elderly and the handicapped.

The Fairfax area includes a large community of elderly persons
whose only means of transportation is presently the bus sys
tem. These people would best be served in the future by
.proposed Alternative II. An informal survey of our clients
reveals that the great majority of them constantly ride on the
Fairfax and Wilshire bus lines. They have complained of severe
overcrowding on both lines. According to the Alternatives
Analysis, the Wilshire line is operating at maximum capacity.
A route such as that in AlternativeXII which ends at Vermont
Avenue would not alleviate the serious overcrowding problem,
which extends well beyond Vermont Avenue. A subway which
would follow Fairfax would also alleviate the crowding on
the Fair~ax (89) line.

Our clients do not stay within the confines of the Fairfax
area. The survey revealed thdt elderly Fairfax'residents
travel to destinations throughout the city. The most common
destinations were downtown and the Wilshire district, pro
bably because they are the easiest accessible under the
present bus system. However, Fairfax residents also travel
regularly to Hollywood, Santa Monica, West Los Angeles, and
the San Fernando Valley. Those surveyed complained of the
difficulty of traveling to some of these areas, particularly'
Santa Monica and Valley areas. They mentioned the need for
many transfers, and the resulting unreasonably long time
.required for the trip.

A transit routing through the Fairfax area which extended to
North Hollywood, as Alternative II does , would help
solve these problems in two ways. First, the transit time
from the Valley to the Fairfax area would be cut to leas
than half of what it is now, according to Figure 111.10 of
the Alternatives Analysis. Alternative II would cut this

'. ' .. Southern Calif. Rapid Transit District
July 10, 1979
Page 3

travel time the most. Secondly, access to West Los Angeles
from" Fairfax and to the West and North Valley from North
Hollywood would be greatly improved by the existence of
efficient feeder bus lines. Terminating the transit route
in Hollywood, as do Alternatives IV, VII, and IX would not
provide the ease of access to the Valley from the Fairfax
area that a North Hollywood terminus would provide. Alter
natives V and VIII provide no North/South improved service
whatsoever.

Greater access from Fairfax to other areas also means greater
access to Fairfax from areas such as West Los Angeles and the
San Fernando Valley. The Fairfax area has long been a center
of Jewish culture in Los Angeles. Recently, the area has
suffered some decline. Some businesses in the district are
failing. Many of the elderly residents have moved away,
often because of the high cost of housing. Many have moved
to the San Fernando Valley. The substantial elderly Jewish
population of North Hollywood would greatly benefit from
simplified access to Fairfax. Improved transit to the
Fairfax area would revitalize the neighborhood and pre-
serve it as a Jewish cultural center not only for local
residents, but also for the Los Angeles Jewish community
as a whole.

:A transit route using La Brea instead of Fairfax, as in Al
ternative I, would not have the same beneficial results for
the Fairfax residents as would a Fairfax line. In order to
avail themselves of the La Brea-Wilshire line, many area
residents, partiCUlarly those who live west of Fairfax,
would have to take a bus to La Brea, since it is nearly a
mile from Fairfax to La Brea. For a person who is not very
mobile, the addition of a transfer could make a trip much
more difficult. In addition, the revitalizing power of
proximity to rapid transit stations would reach the Fair
fax area' in only a greatly diluted form. Alternative I or
VI would, however, be better than these Alternatives which
either do not go to the Valley or Alternative III which
does not serve the Wilshire-Fairfax area at all.

If, as we are urging, the route taken by Alternative II is
chosen, there are still other decisions which must be made.
The Alte(natives Analysis discusses both the cut-and-cover
and bored tunnel method of subway construction. According
to Figure IV.22, adverse impact due to cut-and-cover con
struction would be high for noise, dust and engine exhaust,
traffic congestion, commerce, and utilities, while bored
tunnel construction would have a low impact on all those
factors. For these rea~ons we are very much opposed to the
use of cut-and-cover construction; such extreme adverse im
pacts should be avoided when possible, both because of their
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short-term effects on health, comfort, and business, and
also because of their unknown long-term effects.

The elderly residents of the Fairfax area would be affected
even more by cut-and-cover construction, than would the
general population. Air and dust pollution may affect them
more severely. Lacking the ease of mobility of younger per
sons, they would find it more difficult to escape the con
struction area by taking care of thei~ shopping and other
necessities elsewhere. Finally, cut-and-cover would displace
seven times as many structures (business and residential) as
would bored tunnel construction. In today's extremely tight
housin'J situation, unnecessary loss of even a few housing
units is too high a price to pay for a subway. Loss of even
a few structures in the Fairfax area due to cut-and-cover
(or to construction of an aerial busway) would be disastrous
for this community. Should it be decided that such destruc
tive methods will be used, it would be far better for the
neighborhood that residents should travel to a subway or
busway on La Brea, than to have the community decline any
further due to loss of structures or to the environmental
annoyances and other damage caused by cut-and-cover con
struction.

One final consideration, important to the handicapped and
·the elderly, is the spacing of stations. The Alternatives
"Analysis states that a half-mile is the maximum comfortable
walking distance. While this may be true for the general
population, a half-mile is a long distance for the elderly
and the handicapped. Of those elderly clients who responded
to our survey, the majority stated that the maximum they
could comfortably walk was approximately four blocks - a
distance much less than a half-mile.

The dist9nce between the proposed stations on Fairfax is
one -mile between Santa Monica Boulevard and Beverly
Boulevard, and 7/8 mile between Wilshire BoulevOlrd and
Beverly Boulevard. From many points in the Fai~fax area,
therefore, the transit stations would be inaccessible to
the elderly by foot, although for younger persons there
would be no problem. One solution to this problem would
be to build a fourth station on Fairfax, admittedly an
expensive solution. Another solution would be a shuttle
bus or minibUS to circulate the area and provide inexpen
sive transport to and from stations.

This letter has discussed methods for making rapid transit
more accessible to those who are mobile enough to use it.
However, we have not forgotten those who are not able to
use mass transit at all, and we urge the planners of the
new system also to include in their proposals. a permanent
plan for providing the more severely disabled with trans
portation. The Dial-A-Ride Program, which presently ful-

. , Southern Calif. Rapid Transit District
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fills this function, is now suspended and faces an uncer
tain future due to lack of funds. Institutionalizing such
a.program as part of the Rapid Transit District, and/or
procuring for it a permanent source of funding, would ensure
that the transportation needs of these disabled persons will
be met.

Jewish Legal Services wishes to commend the Rapid Transit
District and other agencies for their.~maginative approach
in trying to solve the transit problems of Los Angeles. We
hope that the plan for the Regional Core is only the be
ginning of an extensive, efficient, and energy-saving
transit system for the entire metropolitan area. It is our
hope that throughout the planning of the system, the needs
of not only the community as a whole, but also the special
needs of the elderly and the handicapped, will be considered
fully.

Jewish Legal Services is very interested in the rapid transit
proposals, and we plan to monitor continuing developments in
the planning and implementation of a new rapid transit sys
tem. We would be pleased to help in this endeavor in any way
we can.

Sincerely,

--r-', ~ .
f~~i 13. ~~'-

TBF:hw TERRY B. FRIEDMAN
Executive Director

cc: Mayor Tom Bradley
Los Angeles City Council
Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
U.M ..T.A.



APPENDIX: EXCERPTS FROM CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS
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Titl.49-Tran.partatl••

tesult lit th~' employment thcr<:ln 0'
physically handlcappe~ .persons, shall
lie deslrned, constructed, or allcrcd In
al'cordance with the minimum stRnd,
ards In the"American Standard SIJl'cl.
fications for Maklnr Building and
Faclllties Accessible to, and Usablt' b)'.
thl' Physically Handicapped,. Numb<'r
A1l7,1-R 1971:' approved by tht
Amcrican Standards Associatioll, Inr.
(subsequently chanred to ,\I/I(..ICan
National Standards Institutl', IlIe.1
(ANSIl.

(bl In addition to the ANSI stRnd·
ards of pararraph (al of this secUon.
thl' followinr standards apply to rR11
facilities covered by that paraGraph:

<l) Travel distance for wheelchRlr
uscr~: In deslrnlng new underground
or elevated transit stations, carcfuJ al·
tcntion should be given to the locaUun
and number of elevators or other '·,'r·
til'aJ circulation devices in order to
minimize the extra distance whirh
wheelcralr users and other person..
who cannot nt'roUate steps may 11ll\'
to travel compared to nonhandieapp,·.,
p\,rsons.

(2) International acces"ibilllr
symbol: The international al'cessibillt)'
symbol shall be displayed at wheel,
chair accessible entrance(s) to build,
ings that meet the ANSI standards,

(3) Fare vending and collection' ~}'5'
t ..ms: :rranslt fare vending R,nd collcc·
tion systems shall be desicned sO L'
not to prevent effective utilization 01
thc transportation system by I'ldcrly
and handicapped persons. Each sta·
tion shall Include a fare control area
....i~h at least one entrance with a clear
openlnr 'at least 32 Inches wide who'n
open.

14) Boardlnr platforms: All boardin~

platform edres bordering a drop·oll or
other dangerous condition shall bc
marked ....ith a warning device cDusist,
ing of a strip of floor material diffcr·
ing in color and texture from the rc'
malnlng floor surraee, The design 01
boarding platforms for ·level.entrY VI"

hicles shall be coordinated with Ihl'
vehicle design In order to minimizc 11\1'
gap between platform and vehlde
doorway and to permit sale pas.saK" h)'
....heelchair uAers and other eldl'rl)'
and handicapped persons,

t 609,9 Tranoportation planninl! in nonur·
banized art'a•.

Before a capital assistance projecl
.can be approved In a nonurbanized
area, thc local planning process .must
include special efforts to plan public
mass transportation faciliLies and servo
Ices that can cffectlvely be utilized by
elderly and I}andicapped persons.

t 609,11 Applirationl ror capllal or opu·
atin••,,"i"t.n~t. •

Applications for capital or operatlnl/
assistance shall Incillde .assuranl'els)
and descriptive material on transpor·
tatlon ,for elderly and handicapped
person~ in accor.danee with 'current ap·
plication Inst ructions, . '

t &09.13 .'ixrd radlllie•.
(al Excllpt RS other."se provided In

paragraph Ic) of this secUon, every
fixed facilily-includlnr every station,

• terminal, buildlnr or other facllity
desh.'ned, constructed, or altered on or
after Ma}' 31, 1916. with UMTA assist·
ance. the Intended use for which ,will
requirt' either that such fixed facility
be accessible to the public pr may

to capital assistance projects rccelvinl/
Fed~ral financial L'lSistance under arh'
of lhe above statutes.

§609.7

t '''',7 Transportalion plannin« In ~rban·
izrd .rr"~_ •

Getleral rcquirements for transpor·
tation planninl/ In urbanizcd arcas arc·
found in joinl UMTA·Fedcral Hich·
....ay Administratilln regull\tlons (23
CFR Part 450 and 49 crn Part 6131.
These regulatlon.~ require the, urban
.transportation planning process to in·
clude special efforts to plan public
mass transportation facilities and servo
ices that can effectively be utilized by
elderly and handicapped persons.
UMTA and FHWA have added a sup·
plementary statement on the special
efforts rcquirement as an apP/'ndix to

--the joint planninr regulations. Satis·
factory special efforts In this area is
an express condition (49 crn 613.204)
for UMTA projec:t approvals requircd
by 23 crn 450.320, and UMTA has
.added a supplemenlary statement on
that rl"quircment as an appendix to 49
CFR Part 613,

"

~ bU~.~ AJlpll.lIbilil).
This part, which apphes ~o projec!.:i

approved by the Urllan Mass Trans·
portal ion Administrator on or after
May 31, l!l76, :.pplies ~o all plannin.:,
capilat. amI opc/alin\: li'iSistance pro·
Ject,. r,·c,·I,·illl: Fl'deral linanci,,1 ;"ssist·
al"·,· uncler s,'clions 3, 5, or 9 of the
UI!.>an M ...» Tran~por~ation ~ct of
1!l6-J, a:; amended (49 U.S.C, 1602,
16UoI, or 1607a), and nonhi.:hway
pu!.>lic m""" transportation projects reo ,
c... i"lIll: l"ederal financial a.s:.istance
umil'r: <1) Subsection'la) or (c) of, sec·
tiOIl 142 of ~itlt' 23, United S~a~cs

Cod.,: and (2) paral:raph (4) of subsec·
tioll (c) of "'ctioll 103, title 23, United
Stall''; Codc. liowever, under ccr~ain

eirnunst:",,,,:s evident in H 609.13
thhJU"h 60!l.21, the latter sections
app!>' to f1>.cd f..cill~ies lmd vehicles
iududed ill projects apprQvcd bcf05e
'May 31, 197,:. Sections in this part on
capilal /l.Sl>1.laIlC... apphcatio,lS, fixed
faclhties, and v~hicles apply expressly

As used h"rein:
"1o.:lderly and handicapped persons"

meall,; tho.e individuals who, by
"'ason of illn...s., injury, &l:e, con.:eni·
tal malfunction, or other pl'rmanent
or t"mpor"ry incapacity or di,;ability,
illdudin.: tho,;e who are nonambula'
iory wheelchair· bound and those with
,;emi.ambulatory capabiliti...s, arc
ulla!.>I,' wiihout spl'cial facilities or spe·
cial planning or dt-sh:n to uUhze nlllSS
trallsportatioll facihties and so:tvic...s
a.s eHeclivcly Wi persons who arc not
so affec~~d,

'~bU~.1 I·,"J....~,

1'11,' purJ)u~e ur ~lIis part is to es~ab·

lisl. (oflllally ~h.· "''1uiremcl\ls of ~he

U/Lan Mil';S 'l'rall~porlation Admini,;·
tr:,tlUn (UMl'A) on tran,;portation for

. ,'Ilkrly and hand'capped per,;ons.

M."cu 29, 1916.

KOht U1" E. PATkICt;U.I.
Urbun Mu~;'j TrfHI$pOrCallo'l

Ad'm.,.ldruICJr.

INt'UYIOIUMY lMrA"''' ~:i1""Tl."LHT

IUIlAI. IU.GULA'1HJ~;:)UN ~1,:aUUL MUS
(Jt'I"h.A.·l!ON~

PART 689-TRANSI'OIlTATION iOIl
tlDUILY AND HANDICAI'PIiD PU·
50NS

~'.
"'-l.l PUrlJOSl'.
"'~.a DdlUlUoruo.
M.' Appllc"L<h')'.
M.1 1'rillL:aIJOrL~LloH JjJ:.a.rullll4: lU urb.o&.u·

l1.e&J Ilrcla.S.
1011.' Tri6l\.)vorLalaull phumilla,: m uullur·

tHt.n1.Lcd "(lOOL'"

"'1.11 AIJJJh''''l.IuH~ lur capll.,11 ur u"' ...·rallll~
a.Mblunc,,·

4-",13 "'h,,;d r."'llltl":.
"".1:' Uu:...·;.
."" 11 H"llid r.ul "'l'hll'k,s,
W'2,lO Licht rv.1l \'c.-tuck;).
Ie':U· OUU'r Vt.:hh:Jl'"
''''''.23 1t<'U"C<'d /:.1"'. '
....U W..h.r.

I c('rUf)' Ul;...l. in "Cc:urt.!01Il('..• ~'iLh L:Jl.t.'('U
lnr Ouh:r lUI~1. lIJ""ll'O Nu\,'mb('r 21. 191'01.
uad DcIJiUllJ1l'lUaJ Ullph-m,'niin.: iIL-.lruc
lUIU:a. an Intloltiuuary Imp.u.·l Stklenu..'IlL is
'Nl h'qulrt.'d tur fmal rc.:ulalluru;, on Sc~ool

..'" Opl'ratiu.ls.

C'!aptor VI-Urban Ma.,. Tia"~i>art~tjanAdmin. § 609.5

County CI\'j'1 '29'lJ~SU ~",un:»t tile Clly, con, AUTUOKITV: ::ieCti. :. a:'d 16. Urban Mass
• Ir.UnK IL". authurlt)' tu ~U':.il.:e In chartrr Tr;:usJ)urllllt!on Act of li64. as amrl~j~d (49

• II'" op.r..U"".... •. • U,::i.C. 1604, 161n ..,c. IllS(b), .'..d.ral·Aid
M IndlCM'et1 abo"" ., i. cl.a, 'ha"unute UI~h.."y' Act 0/1913, &Ii amended ,23 U.S.C.

Ih. ac' III 9u~,,'ion ,r.n'. mllY no' le,,,,lIy In lit.>; spc. S04, ItchabililaLiOIl Ac' of 1813
.... n,ade to puroh...,c bu.cs ~o be u~cd "ex- (29 U,8.C.1841; 4V.,r.;t'I~ 1.51.
e....h'ely" ill th,'op.:r,,',oll of ch,,!ter ~u.. :SUUKC.: U .'It ('~J9, Apr. 3D, 191", unl...
K(\'lq.'- UOWl''''t·r. I~ viC\A; of the purpo~c.·:i.of olt'\'rw~ Ilott'd.
,",lCO ad invo)Vl',j U I:. our Opl1l10n that acity
which ..~.. pun-ha...,'" wllh .:r.lJ~L fun4b bu~t-~
nt'f'dl:d tor Ilil d(ICll;~t ma.:a.s lran~~urlatum

U'.h-m. b not prt'c1w.,kd lly tht·, _act from
""In" ~U(")l lJU:-.,::t tur dl<irlt'f ~l-nll'C durlllg
I,,"': ur ofl-Ijl';",k pl'lllU,b ,",,'ht'li thl' lIu~,''''' afl'
not 1It"'dc:o fur h'l:uJ;"rl.r :odU'uuh·(j runs. &
11l~,C'atl'LJ IlUUH', Midi a U~l' ,..uullol.llJP,-ar 10

lit· an ln~"'IJt'lIla.1 l!SL'.
Thl' fourth l4uc.•twn IS ...11:;Vo'L'fl'd ...l'l'ord·

1I1~r~L_QU\'.'ih'd, 111c.- l·urrc.':.puud,'IIl'C.' l'ndo~t'd § ..u~.J Udinitiulil".
.1111 )'hUr Idh-I" b h'lUl"lld1 hl'I"t'Voalh.

,:)lUct'n:I)' )'ur.ar.....

I-'MNK H. WLlT:tU~,

A,UI~I(J"1 Cumplrulla Gdh'rul
oj lIu' VIII,,"d Slulc:J,

.:nrlostlrc.'~

"ht tlullurMoujl' UulJ WII~OIl. UUU~L- ot Hl·lJ·
,~nl.allv-:s,
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Tille ~9.-Tran.port.tl.ll

to protect the e)'es.o( er1terlng and t"X.
Itmg passengers. •

(h) Fare collection: The. fart'I",.
shall be localed as (ar (orward IL, prac.
ticable and '1hl'll not obstruct tratlk In
the vesUbule, .

(il Dl'stilllrtion and route sil:ns' Earh
vt'llicle shall have Illuminat'-d sign;; Oil
th.. (ront and boarding sldt' o( t hr \ ".
hicle.

(41 FR ]8239. Apr 30. 1976. A.<; ~IJH'II".t1 RI

42 t'H 48340, Sept. 23, 1977; 4;1 t'/( 41 '1"'1
Sept. 19, In8)

§ ~09.17 Rapid rHi! .,hid...

(a) The rCQuirt'ments of thiS Sl'~tiOll
apply to all nt'w rapid rail whicl.,s fM
which an OMTA granlt'e issues. 011 or
aftcr May 31. 1976. a (ormal procur...
mt'nt solicitation containing v('lllrlt'
spl'eifications approved by UMTA.

(b) DCJorways: (\) PassengE'r dom
ways on vehide siut's shall hat't' rl,'ar
opl'nings at least 32 inch,-s wid.. 1\ hell
open,

(2) Th" inlt'rnalional accessi""it)'
symbol shall b.. displayed on lht' cx I,·.
rior of each v('hicle opt'tatinl: 011 a
wh..t'lchair accessible rapid rail
syslem.

(3) Audible warninl: sit:nals shall h,'
prot'ided to alert elrlt'rly and handi·
capped persons of closing doors.

(4) Where the vE'hicle will opt'ratt' III

a wheelchair accessibl.. st"lion, till'
d,'sil!:/l o( vehicles shall be coordinal",l
with the boardin!!: platform dt'sirn in
ord('r to minimize the gap betw"t'n lh.,
..,'hide doorway and the platform alld
lo permil safe passa!!:e by whcplrllalr
USl'rs and otht'r elderly and handi·
capped persons,

Ie) Priority st'ating Sib""S: In ordt'r 10
maximize th.. safety of t'lderly all"

. halldirapPl'd persons. t'acll vchirl,'
sllall contain clearly lel:iblt' sil:nls)
""llIch indicate that certain ,,'ats are·
priorit)· seats for elderly and handi·
capped pe-rsons. and which cncoura~t.'

otll,'r passengers to makE' s:Jell st'ats
al'ailablt' to elderly and handicappec!
persons who wioh to use them.

(d) Interior. handrails and stan·
chions: (I) Handrails and stanchions
shall' bt' sureidl'nl to permit saft'
bl)ardin~, onboard circulation, sealint:
and slanoling assistanct'. and unboard·

§609,17

1098

which Indicate that seats In the (root
of the vehicle are ptiority seats ftf el·
derly and handicapped persons. and
which encourall:e other pn.s.st'rfl:<'rs to'
make such seats avallabll> 'to t'lderly
and handicapped persons who wish te,
use tht'm.

(e) 1nt('rior handrail" and stan·
chions: (\) Haildralls ane! stanchions
shall be provided In' the entrancev.'ay
to·tl)l' vehiell' in a eonfll:uraPion which
allows E'lderly and handicapp.'d p ..r.
sons to grasp ~uch a.s._ists (rom outsid,'
the vehicle while startinl: to board,
and to eontinul' usinR such asSiS(5
throughout th(' boardinll: and Cart' eol·
lE'clion process('s. The conTiguration of
thl' passenger assist system shall In·
clude a rail across the front o( th(' in·
terior o( the vehicle which shall senc
bot h as an ll.s.sist and a.' R barrier to
reduce the possib:lity o( pa.s.st'n!!:ers
sustaining Injuries on the farl' collec·
tion device or windshield in tltt' event

'Of sudden dl'celt>ration, The rail shi\1I
bl' 10C'att'd to allow pa.s.senger;; to lean
a!!:ainst it for security whiJto paying
Cares.

(2) Ovt'rht'ad handrail(s) shall be'
pro\'idt'd ""hich shall bt' eontllluouS
except for a gap at the rear doorway.

(3) Handrails and stanchions 'shall
be sufficient to permit safc on-board
circulation. seatinll: and standin!!: a.,.
si5tant'.., and unboardmg by elderly
and handiC'apped pt'rsons.

(f) Floor and slep s\lrfacl's: (\) All
noors and stcps shall hnl' slip·resis,
tant surfaces,

(2) All stE'P t'dl:t's shall have a band
o( brlrht eontrasling color(sl runnin~
the full ""idlh o( the step,

(g) Lighting: (I) Any stepwell immt'.
diately adJacenl to the drit'er shall
hat'e. wh('n the door Is opt'n, al least 2
foot·candles of illumination mt'asured
on tht' stt'p tread.

(2) Otl""r stC'pw('lIs shall have, at all
times. at IE'asl 2 (oot-candles of illumi.
nation lueasur'ed on the step trt'ad. .

(3) Tht' vt'hicJe doorways shall havt'
outside light(s) which pro,·id.. at least
I' fool-candle o( illumination on the
streE't surfaC'e for a distanct' of 3 (eel
(rom all points on the botlom stt'p
tr"ad C'dl:e, Such lit:htcs) shall bt' IQ
C'ated below window level and shldded

§609.15

,.ot.15 Bu•••.
(a) ECfecU\'t' with procurl.'ment 50·

Ilcltatlons containing UMTA·appro,ed
.;; IP«lflcaUons Is.sued after Seplember

•. ,10: 1819. UMTA j!rantees may P'ocu..:
lIew, .tandard. full·.sizt'. urban transit

~. . .
,.i~~t.r YI_Urb.an ·Ma.•: Traft,p';~cil;on·~-Jmi~.
'1~ •• •
.; . '" (e)•• The stall'dards '~8lablishl'd In bust'S onl}' if lh" pro('url'm,'nt solicila·
• ~. 'paragraphs (a) and (bl o( Ulis a,'ction. tlqn utiJiz<,s UMTA's blu I>acka~l' ('n!i·

. do not apply to: ' tied "Transbus Prorurl'm,'nl R"QuJr("
• (1) Tb" deslgr1, construction, or al· menls". which' r"Quirt's a stalionary
....lion of any portion of a fix..d (a' noor h,-,~hl of not more than 22
dllty which ne..d not. b('rause o( Its in'· ,1r1rli"s, an ..re,'cliv(' floor hl'i~hl in·
,ended usc: be madE' -accessible to. or chldin,: a kneeling f('alur.. of nol mor...
\It&ble bl'. the pubhc or by physically than 18 inch..s, and a fronl door ramp
Il&ndlcappcd pt'rsons; or frnnl door lift for boardinl: and ,-x·

(2) The al(eration of an eXislinl: ltin~.

filled (aclllty to th,' ext('nt that the al· (b) Paragraphs (c) lhroul:h (i) of
leraUon does not Involve the Inslalla· this st'c!ion apply 10 n('w. standard,
lion 0(, or work on. existing . stairs. (ull·si/," urban transit buses (of cur·
doors. elevators. toilets. entranct's, n-nt qr ad\'anced dt'shm) (or which an
cIr1nklng (ountalns, Cloors. telephon" UMTA ~rant..e issues a procurt'm,'nl
locations. curbs. parkJng areas. or any solicitation cOlltaining UMTA'ap,
other (aclllUes susceptible o( installa· pro\,..d whielt' :;pf'cifications on or
tlon or Improvements to accommodatt' befor.. ~"pl ..mber 30, 1979. In addition
Ihe physIcally handicapped Hht'· to til<' v..hirlt's dt');('tibtd in the abol'e
ttandatlls do not apply to the unal· st'nl,-n",', paragraphs (d) through (il
..",d ponlons or Itt'ms of an existin!!: of thIS s('rtion also apply to all 01 ht'r
flllCd (aclllty); new lransit buses exc"..dinl: 22 f('l'I in

(3) The alteration o( an exlstlnt: It'nt:lh for which an UMTA t:rant" ..
fixed (aclllty. or o( such portions Issue, a procurement solicitation con·
thereof. to which application Of Ihe talning UMTA·approt't'd \','hicle sp,'ci·
It&l1dards Is not structurally possibl('; flcalions. AftE'r Sept('mber 30. 1979.
&I1d the d"sign requirements In parat:raphs

(4) The construrtlofl or altt'ratlo.l o( <d) Ihroul:h (il o( this s('ctit'n will
a filled (acillly (or which a grantet' appl~' only to th..se other tr:\Iloil
haa. prior to May 31. 1976. Issut'd a bust's. For any new transit bust'S t'x·
(onnal Invitation for bids to perform cet'ding 22 ft'et in It'nglh excepl new,
.ueh construction or alteration, standard, (ull·sl7.'- urban transit buses.

(d) The final projt'ct application (or "ny rt'quirt'ments ronrt'rl1inl: wht'.. I·
&11)' project thllt IncludE'S the dE'sign, chair a......ssibiJity will bt' handl..d on a
collltruetion. or alteration of a tix('d ca.,,'·by·..asl' basis as part of th,· pro)·
faclllt)' subjecl to parat:raph (a) of ect apprmal process. .
Ihl.l .ectlon shall conl.ain one o( th,' (c) Wh"l'lchair ar..cosibilit~' "ption:
followIng: (1) An assurance that the PrOCUrt'Ill,'nt solicitations issued on or
.u.ndards o( paragraph (a) o( this st'c' befort' :-kptember 30. 1979 containing
lion wlll be adht'red. to In the desiltn. UMTA-allproVE'd vehicle specifications
conatructlon. or altcratlon o( such fa· for new, standard, full·sizt' urban tran·
dilL)'; (2) a request for a Cindlnll: that sit bust's (o( currt'nt or advanc.'d
the proJect Is within one o( thf' E'xct'P· dl'sir.n) shall provld,' for a bus d..si~n

. lIona set out. In parl'graph (c) o( tpis which pt>rmlLs the addition of a ....hed·
HeLlon (the specific exception belnt: chair accessibility option ana shall rt'·
Identified). with approprt-.tte support· quir,' an a.ssuranc.. from e4ch biddl'r
Ing lQaterlal; or (3) a r(\Qul'st pursuant that It off,'rs a whe('lch:\ir aecessibility
lot 809.25 (or waiver o( the :;landards option for iLs bus..s. The term "wht'..I·
of paragraphs (a) and (b) o( this st'c· chair arcessibilily option" mt'ans a
lion, with appropriate supporting rna· It'vt'i change mt'rhanism (e,t:.. lift or
krlaJ. ramp), sufficit'nt cJtoaranc,'s to p('rmlt

& wh(·plthair uscr to r~j\("h a M:rurp·
menl loc'at ion, and at "'ast ont' wh".'I·
cluur sf>(,llrem(~ntl.!evicc.

Id) I'riurity s,'alh.t: sir:n" In ordvr 10
maxim",' Ih,- saft't~' of l.'ldt'rly and
hnnchcapllt'd p<,rsons. ('ach VI'hICl,'
Shall eunt:.ln t'J<oarly 1"I:ibl,' sit:n(s)

10Cl7 _
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16119.21 Other ..hie••·•.
Requirements for vt'hleles not, 1'0\'·

l'red by 11609.15. 609.17. or 1609.19
will be determined by UMTA on a
ca.~l'-by-('ase ballis as part of thl' proj·
t'Ct :tpproval procl'SS.

t 6f19.2~ Red~ft1 far~.

Applicants for .flnanclal assistance
under' section 5, of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964, &s amend
ed (49 U.S_C_ 1604). must. as a condi·
tion to receiving such asslstanee, Ili\'e
satisfaetory' assurances. In such
manner and form as may be rl'quired
by th(' Urban Mas.. Transportation Ad,
ministrator and In aceordance wit h
sut'h 'Lerms and eonditions ¥ tile
Urban Mass Transportation Adminis
trator may prescribe,' that the rates

1100'

.'

'...
~'4
• I

.....Subpart ~Tra.lportotio•
I"'pro...."'.nt 'rolr••

Sub;;'!' A-U,bcan 'r•••port.ti0to
'len"inl

AU1'KOllrY; Z3 U.s.C. 105. 134(1). "ud
1351 bl: """ 3. 4(1). and 5 of tpe Urban .....
Transpor",Uon Act 01 It64. u amended 14t
U.s.C, 1102. 1103(&). and 16041; and '41 C)'R
1.48Ib) and 1.5()(f).

SOURCE: 40 PR 42t84, sept. 11. 1815,
u.nle.::t.bi othcrwi$e noted.

§ 613.ICHI Urban lr..........rwli..n pl"nnil..,
The urLan transportation plAn"ln,

regulations tmplementlng 23 U.s.C.
134 and sections 3. 41a>, and 5 (jtk II
and <ll of the Urban Mass Transporta.
tion AcL of 19b4. as amended 1411
U.S.C. 1602: 160'4(a) and 1604 (gl< 1)
and <Il). which require comprehcnsl\'C
planninll ·of transportaLion Improve·
ments which are set forLh In 23 CFR
Part 450. SubparL A. are incorporated
Into this subpart.

123 U.S.C. l(NltK3). 134. and 315: seca, 3
41,,). Iud 5 ot the Urban M..... Trlu.porll'
tion Act 01 11164... amended (4t U.s,C.
1602. 1I03(a). and 1604); 4t CPR 1.481b) Iud
1.50 (til

140 FH 42t84. SepL-17. 1t151

t 113,200 Tr"n.porlatiun _. Impr...~menl
PrucrMnl.

'I'h" transportation Improvement
program regulations establi.shing ,
guidelines for the development. con·
tent. and process.iltg of a cooP('rati\'c1~

d,·vclopcd transportation improv<'·
ment program In urbani:.:cd are:.s !lnd.
a}.o pre.cribing guidelines for Ihe M"

l..cIIOIl. by imp\,ementing llgcncies. of
1I111.ual programs of projects tl> be ad
vaJlc..ci in urbl1lli:i.ed arc..... whirll arc
scI fl>rth in 23 CPR Part 450. Subpart
C. arc incl>rpl>r«Led inlo tliis subpart.

§ 609.25 Titl. "~-T,•••,.rt.t""

charlCed elderly and .handicapped per' Sol..,...~'-.;, _
son. during ntln-PLaIt· hours for trllllS- , ......, At..... , __, ' .
portation ulili:.:ing or Involvin, the
facilities and equipment of tQe project •sec.
financed with assistance under this . '13.300 Coordination ol,Pecl~ral and t..,.
section will not exeeed one-hal! of the all)' &ulakd Prtlllr&ma and proJecla.
ral es generally applicable to other per
sons at peak h04rs. whtther the oper
ation of sudl facilitie~ and equipment
is by the applicanl or is by another
entlt:.: under lease or otherwislo.

Subpott A-Udte" Tr.".~rt...." 'lellni""

IIART 613-PLANNING ASSISTANCE
, AND STANDARDS

SL·e.
(;13.100 Urb...n Ir...u:~puIt",Uoll pl...unin.:.

Swap"",,' .-l,en_port••io.. I..p,.~.....ftt
. "..,..

f.jJ~.:!UO l'rau~pvrlOll,on Im,pro\'l'Il-..'ul Pro
i~r;LUl

lin :!tJ~ Al.1dlllullaJ C:rill-fl.it tOt Urbaa Mo4:.:>
Tr;,u:,vvrl;d lull AduuJJI.::.tralur',) apJJlu
\.\1 .... ulhkr :.!:i Ct'H 4~U.:S:!O.

lilJ 20'l Addl1l0lla) c:rllt'n'l fur UrLaH t.1;..s~

Tr.aII.::.J,lortilll0JI Adrniw'.tralur·::. M.PPIU:
\';,b ullo,,'r :!J CJo'U .~O.J20. .

§ 609.25 Waiter.
Till' requirements scL forth in this

part may be modified 'or waived on a
ca.:;e·by·ca"e basis upon application to
til,' Urban Mass Transportation Ad
rnifllslrator it the Atiministrator deter
mUles that such modification or
waiver is cit'arly necessary and is con
sIstent with the intent of the laws
CIted under "Authority." However, a
modification or waiver of p&rll&:raph
(l09.13Ia) for a buildinll eovered by
Pub, L. 90-4110 .... i11 also require the ap
pro,'al of the Administrator of Gen"r
al Services. Any request for modifica·
tion or waiver should be pre..ented for.
comment at the public hearinll re
quin'd prior to submission of a project
application to UMTA. In the e)'lmt
that the ",'alvl'r is not presented at the
Ilt'arinl:. the Urban MilSli Transporta·
lion Admini.lrator rnay require a new
public hearing if he finds that th.- re
quesl.'d waiver would have a substan
ti,,1 df..ct on the 'acceSl:ibilily of the
facility or eQulpmenL to elderly and.
handicapped persons.

, i

1
'f
"

I

'.

t", ':0-'••' VI-U,IMm M... "CUllp.rtaI'i." Ad",i". § 609.23

~'A. by elderly and h~lIl~ped ~r- (2) On level·entry vehicles, han-
,~, ..... , .' .., drails. ritanehlon.<. and seats shall be
;-;f: lO::i' Hand~.l1s. stanchioN. and snt." located so' as to allow a wheelehair

h (I be I()('ated so q to allO'N a ·whee).. user to ent~r tl\t vehicle and posItion
• :lr U6er to enler the vehicle lIrId po. thl' wheelchair' in a location whll:h
::iIOD the wheelchair In a location dOl'~ not obstruet the moveml'nt of

'hl h docs not obstruct the movement other pas.~ngers. . .
" I' "n'er.; (3) On all vehicles. handrails an,d

•of ot)hFler passsu:rac~s: All floors shall stanchions shan be sufficient to
, Ie oar permit 5IIfe boardlnll. on·board clreula-
have sllp·reli/stant surfaces. tion. Rating and standing assistance.

'

1M.19 Li,ht rail yehielH. and unboardinlt by elderly and handi·
capped persons.

la) The requirl'~..nts ~f this, section. Ie) Floor and st«·p surfares: (1) '!JI
apply to all n"w light ralt. vehicles for floors and ..t..ps shall have slip-resls;
which an UMTA Itr,ntee Is..ues. on or tant surfaces.
after May 31. 1976. a fo~al procure· (2) Any step t'dl~es shall have a band
ment solicitation eontalnlnlt vehicle ofbrj~ht eontra"llnll eolor(s) runninll
.peclflcatlons approved by UMTA. Iht' full width of Ihe step.

Ib) Doorways: ~J) Passt'nger door- (f) Lightlnl: In step.enlry vehlcll's:
waY5 on vl'hlcll' sld..s shall have clear (1) Any stl'pwl'lI Imml'dlately adjacent
openings at least 32 Inches Wide when to the driver shall have. when the
oprn. door Is opl'n, at Il'ast 2 footcandles of

(2) Thl' International accessibility illumination meastJred on the stt'p
.yinbol shall be displayed on the extl'- tr..ad.
rlor of each vehicle oJ)f'ratlng on a (2) Other step...·ells shall have, at all
wheelchair aCCt'sslble Iiltht rail sysl ..m. 11m..s. at least 2 footcandles of iIIuml·

(3) Audible warning slltOals shall be nallon mt'&Sured on thl' step tread.
provided to alert elderly and handl· (3) The vehlcll' doorways shall havl'
eapJ)f'd persons of closing doors. outside Iillhts which provld.. at least 1

(0 The design of level·entry vehlcl..s footcandle of illumination on till'
.hall be coordinated with the boarding strCt't surfacl' for a distance of 3 feet
platfonn design In order to minimize from' all points on the bottom step
1111' gap between the vehicle doorwaY tread l'dge. Such Jil:hts shall be locat
and the platform and to pennlt safe ed below window level and ~hlclded to
passage by wheelchair users &lid other protect the eyes of entering and exit·
elderly and handicapped pen;ons. In~ pa.'5Cngers.

(c) Priority seating sllllS: In order to
maxlmize'the safety of eldt'rly and
handicapped persons. each vehicle
.hall contain elearly legible sl~(s)

whleh indicate that certain ftats are
priority lIeats for elderly and handi·
capped persons, and which encouragl'
other passengers to make auch seats
available to elderly and handicapped
persons who wish to use them.

(d) Interior. handra1J& an«( atan·
chlons: I I) On vehicles whleh :require
use of steps In the boarding proef'ss.
handrails and stanchions shall be pro·
vlded In the entranceway to the vehi
cle In a configuration whieh allows el
derly and handicapped persons to
l1'asp such as..ists from outside the VI"
hlcle whUe startinti' to board. and to
eDntlnuf' using suctt ~Ists thrOu~,

out the boarding process.
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2. Include this analysis in the presentation to the Federal
Urban Mass Transit Authority.

1. Conduct an alternative analysis for the westside extension
of the subway system; and

Sincerely yours,

~~~
Chairman
TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
Santa Monica Area Chamber of Commerce

Mr. Jack R. Gilstrap
General Manager
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

The purpose of this letter is to provide comments on the proposed
l8-mile rapid transit starter line.

Santa Monica has underway a number of substantial office and retail
developments to serve all of Los Angeles as well as the westside area.
Perhaps the most prominent is Santa Monica Place, a fifty million dol
lar retail development on Third Street between Colorado and Broadway.

Dear Mr. Gilstrap:

Rapid transit public transportation from Los Angeles to Santa Monica
is absolutely essential in the near future and I trust that progress
will be made now to accomplish this.

Public transportation to these areas as well as to the beaches and
other recreational facilities used by all of Los Angeles is essential.

I request that the Southern California Rapid Transit District:

ArrUlDlx

Pur:.uant. 10 the planulnil: reqwremcnt& e:t
l~bhstu'd tor urbaluzcJ areu in title 23 klld
the UrlJOlIl Ma.s.s Trall.sparLation Act of 1964.
I.:i amended, the U"ba.n Mass Tra.nsporta·
tiou Administration (UMTA) and tnt!' Feder
al HI~h"..ay Admmi.strallon IPHWAI have
prfOviousl)' jointly bsul"d r~lulatiUD.:i (23
cnt Patl 4~0 ....d 4Y CFR Part 613) that re
quire Ihe urban trail.sportallon plannine
proct:.:ioS to include special effort.ii to plan
pu.blic JOIl.::ir.lt tram;port.ation facUities and
.ervlces tll"l can el/cclloely be utilized by
elderly ILIld handicllPllCd persolli. They
have also' is.sued " supplementary staLement
which provides advUiory Information on Lhe
Ilpedal efforts plaruliul: requ.rem~n~ (ap
pendIX 10 23 CJ-'lt Part 4~O, Subpart A. pub·
Ibhcu III this edition of th.: Jo'EDl:HAL RtNl!l.
TU). The Urban M~ Transportatlun Ad
minislraL!on ha.s .Lso b:.ut:d a relula.tton (48
CF'R 613.2U4) which rrQuiresapecial effort.;
an tht.' pru~nUU1UK ul projecLai. The purpo~

of ttu.s ~Lat~mf'nt is w provide advisory tn·
furm.Uun on that pro.:rarninllf resulation.

& • result of sp~cial ~fforLli in pla.all1inl,
proJl'l:L~ de.sl~ncd' to benefit elderly and
hiLudu:apped per.suns, includinc projecu. de
si"ncd sJ)ecific~Jly to .bt:nefit Wheelchair
~ers liud thuse with ~emiambulatorycapa.
blhllcs, should apPf:ar tn the annual ele
ment of transportation improvement pro
KrtUD:; submitted to UMTA alter September
30, 191... The I.rm "prolcc!>;" 1& melLlllto In·
clude SI~llIhQJlt features of lareer proj~cLs •
(c.I:., levd-chanl:t' mcdl.ni~lns on full-size
bu.:.c:t). a.... wdl M.::t spt:'cially desit'ned serY~ces

and ilUJ)ro\'crnenl.:i in the courd1n&tiun of ex·
isUB'; .services lU~d rr~ources. ·'Projecu," in
cluUt's paYllh."ut of current opera.me: co~t.s

of Jjfl:Vluu:.ly purcha.:tt..·d ,,·heeichair-accc.lioii
ble t"~ulpmcnt ltond incluucs payment of ex
p.:nsco'J; ~oc1atcd ",'ilia indIrect mdhods 01
pro'''ldlU~ aoervicc. such as aubaiidit:s to
redUCt.' laxi fIr.res for ",'heelebair uSt"rs or
trip coupons pro\ildt:d dln-ctly to wheelchair
waer.s.

Projl'c~~ luudcd by UMTA un~t.'r srcLlon
16(b)(:!) may b(.· hJcuuhedea.s dcrl\'m{ from
local ,s1'1'c,041 efforts to meet the nccds of
whcelch~lr U,5ef$ and semiambulatory per·

• AIIV ISUU Y IN"'OIl1llATl()~ ON THE VIlIIAN MASS
TkAHS"UIlTATJOH -AIUrUN1:iTIlATIO.,'S IU:.
QUUtl:a.!l;NTS ON IPMOChAMllfG FOR ELJ).QU.Y
AND IIAHD1CAl"IPa:D PUSOJUi UlfDU •• era
U3.204

t 513.%04 Addili.....1 crileri. r..r Urb..n
..... Tran_lMIrtatiun Adminililrator".
.,prooal. under 23 n'l( 4~U.32b.

The Urbaw Ma.:;s 'l'rall.sportaLion Ad·
mlnlstrato,. will grant l>rojecl appro·
vab pursu..nt to 23 CJo'H 4S0.320(a)(3)
enJy II:

(a) The' urban translJorLation -plan·
nlnl: procl:"" ell.'l.ibits s..Usf..cto')' slJe·
clal eltorts in planllillil public', mass
transportation lac,ilili..s anl! services
that can b&: utiliz.,d by elderly and
IwldlcapPed per~ns; ll.ud

(b) The annual ell:ment of the trans·
portaLlon improvement prOGram devel·
oped pursuanl to 23 ,cl-'R 450.118 and
lubmltted aILer Seplen,ber 30, 11176,
coutalus proj.,cts or, project elemenO;
dCli1&Ded to benefit elderly a!ld hllndi·

,,_ ,Chopt~r VI-Urbon Ma~, Tra",portotion Admin, §613,204
... ~~,,'.' . . .. . . .
-;:.', Uo% Addili'!n." cr;l~ri;' ror' Urb.n capped persons, ,J;peclftcally In~ludm~."! .iUI Triln.....oI..li.... Admini.lr.lor'., whe,'lchalr ,Wier~ al~d .th?5e with lie

. roo..l.under 23 enl 4~U.32U., mlamllulatory capabilities, a.~d
..,p '.,. . (c) After Seplember 30, 1971, realiOn·

Ca) Ttlls sectl11l1 establl~hes certam able prOllress has been demonstrated
addlLipnal cnte~la to be conSidered by In ilnplemenLinK previously prollramed
the Urban Mass. Transportation Ad· projec~.
1Illnistrator In hiS program ap,Prpval
pursuant \0 23 CJo'H 450.320la)(3) for
all projects proposed ror implementa·
tion with Federal assistance under sec·
lions 3 and 5 of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964, lOS amend·
tel (23 U.S.C. 1602 and 1604), in urban· ,
IUd areas having a populaLion of
200,000 or more.

(b) After March 30, 1!17(j, the Urb<lJl
MlloliS Transporlation Administrator
will irant program alJlJroval for pro·
Jecls under paracraph (a) of this seC'
lion onJy alter he has detennined
that:

(I) The transportation plan devel·
, OIled pursuanl to 23 CPR 450.116 con·

taJns a Tral<sporLation System Man·
&lement (TSM) elcm"nt; and

(II) The annual elem,'nt of the trans:
porlaLion improvement prOltrwn devel·
oped pursuant to 23 Cl-'n 4S0.118 con·
talns projec~ drawn from the TSM
elem.,nt. .

(c) After March 30, 1971, the Urban
NllSS Trallsportation Administrator
..Ill Krant prOllram l&lJpro\'al for pro·
Jects under parll.graph (a) 01 this seC·
Uon onJy lfoft.,r he has det"rminfd that
reasonable prollre"" has b&:en den.oll
,trated In ImplemelltinK previow.IY
prollfamed projects.

r
r · ~
I
I
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THE PROPOSED RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT STARTER LINE
AND THE ~CHO LA BREA FOSSIL DEPOSITS .. -

Introduction LE TTER No. 45

They do contain marine invertebrate fossils which are not of tremencous

importance but which would be useful in some scientific studies. All

known major foss·il vertebrate deposits occur between the surface and

Rancho La Brea constitutes a unique resource of Southern California

and the earth. Not only is it the richest an~ most famous fossil

vertebrate deposit in the world, but it also contains one of the

best records of Ice-Age fossil plants, insects and other for~s of

life. Even prehistoric Indians left their record in the asphalt.

~ost of the known fossil sites of Rancho La Brea are contained

withi~ the 23 acre Hancock Park. This land was donated to the

County of Los Angeles in 1916 by the owner, G. Allen Hancock, as

a scientific and educational park. Hancock Park DecaDe a National

Scientific LandGlar:k in 1964. In 1977 the George C. Page Huseum

was opened to display and study the rich pre-history of Rancho La

Brea. The area around Hancock Park is the most sensitive part of

Los Angeles in regard to potential impact upon paleontologic re50urc~s.

Distribution of the Fossil Deposits

The individual fossil deposits are of rather limited horizontal extent,

typically less than t"enty feet in diameter.' However. they can range

from one to almost thirty feet in thickness. Within anyone deposit,

the fossils are tremendously concentrated. up to 50X of the total volume

of sediment. Occasional specimens may be p.ncountered between deposits.

The only way to accurately predict where a fossil deposit might be found

is. to actually dig into it but it is possible to make a few generalizations

about the distribution of fossil deposits. All vertebrate fossils occur

between the surface and a depth of about fifty-five feet. Below this

depth, the sediments are marine and do not contain Rancho La Srea fossils.

XIII-55

a depth of about 35 feet. Between depths of about 35 feet 'to 55 feet,

fossils seem to be relatively uncommon' but the potential for major

deposits still exists.

Horizontally, most known fossil deposits have been clustered along a

line running diagonally through Hanc~ck Park from just east of the

intersection of Ogden Drive and Sixth Street through the intersection

of Curson Avenue and Wilshi=e Boulevard. However, isolated fossil

deposits are known from as far away as three miles north of Hancock

Park. Along Lhe Wilshire Corridor, we know of fossil deposits directly

b~nEath the intersection of Curson Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard,

from the excavation for the California Federal Building at Hauser

and Wilshire, and under the parking lot for ,he Prudential Building

(just north of Wilshire Boulevard and east of Curson Avenue). The

greatest potential for finding R~ncho La Brea fossil deposits along the

Wilshire Corridor exists between Ogden Drive on the west and La Brea

Avenue on the east. However, they could be found as far west as La

Cienega Boulevard and as far east as Highland Avenue.

Potential Impact

The proposed construction m~thod, of tunneling at depths greater than

60 feet below the surface, is the test possible method with regard to

minimizing impact upon the Rancho La Brea fossil deposits. Since

these fossil deposits do not occur below 55 feet in depth, tunneling

will have no iQpact upon them. The marine invertebrate fossils occu;ring



below 55 feet are fairly widespread and the destruction of them by

tunneling is not significant.

Station construction, however, could seriously impact important

paleontologic resources. Excavations for thr7e of the proposed

stations: Fairfax Avenue, La Brea Avenue, and Hauser Boulevard

could run into La Brea fossil deposits. Any estimates of the

probability of encountering one or more fossil deposits must, of

necessity, be little more than educated guesses. I would estimate

such probabilities as follows: Fairfax, five percent or less;

La Brea, ten percent or less; Hauser, ninety-five percent or more.

It is al~~st certain that an excavation bet~een the surface and

a depth of 35 feet near the intersection of Hauser and Wilshire will

en.:ounter at least one important fossil deposit. Natur,!lly, the

probabilities are dependent on the size of the excavation.

Reco:mnendations

The following recommendations apply only to excavation work conducted

at depths of above 55 feet along the especially sensitive area of the

Wilshire Corridor between Highland Avenue and La Cienega Boulevard.

1. As noted in Appendix II. J., Part 3, of the Draft Report as

supplied to me, a full time vertebrate paleontologist should

monitor all excavation activity.

- ..-

v
3. During detailed planning phases, knowledgeable vertebrate

paleontologists and geologists should be consulted in order

to minimize adverse impac~s upon paleontologic resources and

to minimize construction delays which could occur should

important paleontologic resources be enc9untered.

Finally, I would make one overall general recommendation for all

excavation activities associated with any mass transit program.

There is still much to be learned about the geologic structure

a~d de,elop~ent of the Los P~gel~s area. Excavations are the only

so~rce for geo10gists and paleontologists to gain certain invaluable

cata which will not only solve academic problems but also practical

ones such as soils engine~ring and earthquake ha~ards. Accordingly,

local ~useu~ and university scientists should be permitted and

encouraged to study and sample all excavation sites provided, of

course, that their activities do not conflict with construction work.

If properly planned and executed, the proposed excavations could

result in a positive rather than a negative impact upon paleontologic

resources. We stand to learn more about the geology and paleontology

of this area than would be otherwise possible.

Respectfully submitted

2. Prior to said excavation activity, arrangements should be made

for the salvage and preservation of paleontologic materials

which might be encountered.
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William A. Akersten, Ph.D.
Curator of Rancho La Brea
George C.Page Museum
5801 Wilshire Boulevard
Les Angeles, California 90036
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849 South Broadway SUIte 1225 Los Angeles. California 90014. Telephone 213/623 CITY

LETTER No. 46

Following a review of the information presented, we have
identified three major areas of concern.

The organization of the entire document is confusing and
obscure, with no cross-referencing to other sections'-----__ _ J

A complete analysis and evaluation must include.
• Description of the resource.
• Current status of the resource.
• Probable effects of the project on the resource.
• Alternatives to avoid adverse impacts.
• Alternatives to mitigate adverse impacts.

The Draft EIS for the Los Angeles Downtown People Mover
Project utilizes this recommended approach, and it is
based on a comprehensive survey along the proposed route.

To conclude. In light of the above described inadequacies
and omissions, the Los Angeles Conservancy jUdges that
the report is unacceptable in its current form.

In order to create an adequate environmental impact
document which will allow intelligent evaluation of
the project alternatives, the following must be done.

p. 2

and volumes and no consistent pagination. Illustrations
relating to cultural-historic resources are lacking.

2. Description and Analysis

The information on cultural-historic resources and the
listing of impacts are superficial at best. In the
Appendix, there is no qualitative or quantitative
analysis of the various impacts identified, specifically.

• visual. impact of station and above-ground facilities
on historic-cultural resources, urban design elements and
contexts.

• noise/vibration. short- and long-term effects.
• physical. seismic safety (particularly in relation

to unreinforced masonry buildings), demolition (partial
or total), facade alteration, street widening, new
construction within existing buildings.

The cultural resources dimension is not adequately
integrated in other relevant sections of the report.
specifically, in the Summar¥ (E. Comparative Evaluation
of Impacts and Alternatives), Environmental Impacts
(IV.), and Aesthetics (V.F.).

3. Evaluation and Recommendation

The report contains no evaluation or recommendation
regard1ng the effects of the project on CUltural/historic
resources.

849 South Broadway. SUlle 1225. Los Angeres:Cahlornla 90014. Telephone ?13/623 CITYXIII-57
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August 10, 1979

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit ~strict

425 S. Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

TO, SCRTD Board of ~rectors .5ee- Resf~".s:~n~ @\l"
SUBJECT.-Draft of "Alternatives, Analysis, and
Environmental Impact Statement/Report on Transit
System Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional
Core."

The Los Angeles Conservancy has received and is responding
to the above-named document. The Los Angeles Conservancy
is a broadly-based citizens' organization dedicated to
the protection and enhancement of the historic built
environment of the greater Los Angeles area. As such,
we will be directing our comments primarily towards
Section VII and Appendix II-J of the Draft.

1. Methodology
The cultural-historic resources identified are compiled
from previously existing resource lists and therefore
do not represent a comprehensive li~ng. The
bibliography and listing of source information
shows cle~ly that there has been no primary or
field research tailored to the proposed project.

The designation of secondary sources is occasionally
confusing, specifically, the so-called "CRA Downtown
Walking Tour." We have been unable to identify such
a publication or source.

There has been no attempt to identify urban design
features in the project area that might be impacted
by the proposed project, inclUding specific landscaping,
elements, existing street lighting and other street
furniture, and specific urban design contexts. Furthermore,
these sections of the report contain no discussion or
reference to city rehabilitation projects and other
planned improvements that may impact cultural-historic re
sources.
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RECEIVE:=' I
August 6, 1979

Mr. Peter Broy
Senior City Planner
Rapid Transit Department
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013
Metropolitan Clearinghouse

Draft Alternatives Analysis/EIS/EIRon Transit Improvement Alternatives
SCAG File Number LA-1D608-ED

~~~'
AllOCIATIOn OF GOVERnmEnTI ....

600 louth Commonwealth Avenue. lulte 1000 • Lo" Angele". CoUrornio • 90005 • 213'j~18~5"-iiiI0.0.0 ...=LETTER No. 47

DATE:

TO:

Thank you for submitting the environmental document for the referenced
project for SCAG review. In accordance with procedures developed to
comply with the clearinghouse guidelines for the review of voluntarily
submitted environmental impact reports, we have disseminated information
regarding the document to cities, counties and some special agencies
which may be affected by, or interested in the project or the results
of the environmental assessment. No comments were received in response
to this areawide notification.

Additionally, the environmental document has been reviewed by SCAG staff
to determine the relationship of your project and possible environmental
impacts resulting from it to adopted regional policies. plans or programs.
Staff-to-staff advisory comments generated through this environmental
review process are listed below and are transmitted for your consideration.

The SCAG staff review found that:
1. The improvements of the Regional Core comprise a major element of

the Transit Development Program which constitutes the long-range
transit improvement plan for Los Angeles County.

2. The draft Alternatives Ana1ysis/EIS/EIR provides a complete and
accurate identification and evaluation of a wide range of transit
development actions. The results of the analysis and environmental
evaluation provide a comprehensive and substantive basis for se
lecting a final alternative for transit improvements. Results of
this work provided a technical basis for identifying Alternative II
as the recommended project in the Regional Transportation Plan (as
amended) .

FRCJo1:

SUBJECT:

Ri chard Smith
Mayor Thomas Bradley
City Council •
County Board of Superv2sors
state Office of Historic Preservation
Advisory Council for Historic Preservation
Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Board

CCI

We look foryard to your reply.

1 A comprehensive site-by-site survey of the
impa~t areas for the proposed project by a qualified
professional team approved by the state Office
of Historic Preservation.

2. A comprehensive analysis of probable effe:ts on
historic-cultural resources by the proposed proJect.

3. Recommendations of alternatives to avoid or
mitigate adverse impacts on cultural resources and
sites.

Sincerely, J
0i7~~t(1/~,,-e~~(#)
Barbara Thornburg L:J
President

-~~_ .. -~-"-'

PoSI Ollice Bo, 908. Los Angeles. Cal,lo'n1a 90053
XIII-58
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3. No comments have been received in response to the inclusion of
this project on the Bi-Weekly Clearinyhouse Listing.

. "
• ~ r I

LK:cd August 7, 1979

WHEREAS, an urgent need exists to improve public transit within
Los Angeles County; and

WHEREAS, we have witnessed a presentation and participated in a
discussion of the Executive Summary of the Alternatives Analysisl
Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report on
Transit' Improvement Alternatives in t,he Los Angeles Regional
Core; and

WHEREAS, the implementation of a rapid transit system in Los
Angeles will create a multi-modal, comprehensive transportation
network contributing to energy conservation, air-pollution abate
ment, and individual and community-wide cost savings; and

WHEREAS, such a project would create thousands of jobs and be of
great economic benefit to the entire County of Los Angeles; and

WHEREAS, a strong majority of the electrorate of Los Angeles County
voted in June of 1974, to permit the use of up to 25% of local gas
tax funds for rapid transit construction; and

WHEREAS, further delays in the engineering and construction of a
rapid transit starter line will result in further increased costs
due to inflation; and

WHEREAS, the Metropolitan Los Angeles Section of IEEE believe
Alternative #2 would be best for the Regional Core of Los Angeles.

NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Metropolitan Los Angeles
Section of IEEE strongly recommends and encourages the Board of
Directors of the Southern California Rapid Transit District to
adopt Alternative #2, and by copies of this resolution also
strongly recommend and encourage the Los Angeles City Council,
the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, and the Los Angeles
County Transportation Commission to strongly endorse and support
that action.

XIII-59 Chairman



WHEREAS, an urgent need exists to improve public transit within
Los Angeles County; and

WHEREAi, we have witnessed a presentation and participated in a
discussion of the Executive Summary of the Alternatives Analysis/
Environmental Impact Statement/Env.ironmental Impact Report on
Transit Improvement Alternatives in the Los Angeles Regional Core;
and

WHEREAS, the implementation of a rapid transit system in Los Angeles
will create a multi-modal, comprehensive transportation network
contributing to energy conservation, air-pollution abatement, and
individual and community-wid~ cost savings; and

WHEREAS, such a project would create thousands of jobs and be of
great economic benefit to the entire County of Los Angeles; and

I

WHEREAS, a strong majority of the electrorate of Los Angeles County
voted in June of 1974, to permit the use of up to 25% of local 9as
tax funds for rapid transit construction; and

WHEREAS, further delays in the engineering and construction of a
rapid transit starter line will result in further increased costs
due to inflation; and

WHEREAS, the Los Angeles Chapter of the Power Engineering Society
of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers believe
Alternative #2 would be best for the Regional Core of Los Angeles.

NOW, THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Los Angeles Chapter of the
Power Engineering Society of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers strongly recommends and encourages the Board of Directors
of the Southern California Rapid Transit District to adopt Alter
native #2, and by copies of this resolution also strongly recommen~

and encourage the Los Angeles City Council, the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors, and the Los Angeles County Transportation
Commission to strongly endorse and support that action.

HlnlalzatioD of these lapacts ..y be a relocation of this station.
It appears that a statton at the corner of Sel_ aad Cahu8IIga
would have less lapact on historic resource.. lOur EIR should
focu. on the long term impact of joint deve10plent on Hollywood's
historic resources.

>.

-

I .. pleased to provide you thh lnfol'lllltion.

Inclosed are d.scriptlons of additional sites of architectural and/or
bhtorical significance at the Las Pa1.&8 • Se1.. Intersection.

The joint developlent of thia corner will have a negative lapact on
nUlllerous historic resources. The long tem lapact on the Cro..roads
of the World and Orauun's Egyptian Theatre _y very well be their
de.truction. Additionally, large rel1dentlal structures adjacent to
thll corner will be dhrupted.

LETTER No. 50

Dear HI:. Br.."

ct10LLYWOOD CRfVITftLllflTIOn (OMI1ITTff Inc.

August 8, 1979

R~~
Denver Hiller
Hollywood HiStoric Survey Coordinator

6253 "OLLYWOOD aLVD. SUITf 1019 tlOLLYWOOD. (tlLlfORnlft 9002a . (213) 464 31a4

.~ Peter Broy
Rapid Transit District
425 So. Main St.
Los Angeles, C&. 90013
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Boll,.ooc1 .pti.t Church

'!'be Boll,.oocl .ptl.t Church. at the corner of La. ral•• aM Sel••

18 a tvo-.tory Cla••ical Greek a.n..l Church. '!'be lara- front pedi...ted

portico 18 supported by .-otb Corilltblaa 001,..... A _11 round viallow

18 located ill the .idelle of the pedl8eDt. Beblad the portico I. the· .ble

of the atructure which ia alao pedl8eDted. 'foppi... the atructure 18 a

tower aad a eroaa. Claaaleal detaUiIll ClaD be He ia tile door. &ad

viadow.. '!'be .tracture i. wood••tacco. &ad COGerete.

Hollywood Newsstand

On the west side of Las Palmas, at the Gold Cup is an
outdoor newsstand. This is an early type of newsstand that
dominated cities before the advent of the auto.Such stands
are now a rarity. They hark back to the days when streets
were pedestrian oriented.

XIII-61

1601 Laa Pal.a

1601 Korth Laa Pal... 18 a tvo-atory wood aDd atucco bouae on the

northweat corner of La. Pal... and Sel.. StyUatically, it 18 an

international at,le building with linlts to the early Bauhaua, specifically

the Vienneae architecta Wagner and Looa. 'l'be front facade is vertically

tripartite aDd s,..trical. '!'be central portion of thia atreet facade is

projected fully forward. '!'be two aidea atep back to fora three planea.

'!'bis atepping back ia aeen in aectiona on both side facadea. '!'beae

aide facadea are alao a,.etrical; therefore, the rear facade becOIIIes

a 'lariant of the front. It 18 basically a a,.etrical building using a

luropean architectonic ayat_. '!'be wood doorway haa in its thin vertical

el_eata a ,eoaetric rather than botanical reference and alao alludea

to early Vienneae aodern architecture, related to Art lfouveau.

'!'be atrongly ..,haaiaed flat roof with ita thin overhang, the fOrMl

plac_eat of the windowa, and ita white and ar.... tria color are taportant.

'!'be visible alterationa are Spaniah iron window aratea on the firat

floor, the parking lot aroaDdtbe building. the block wall aronnel the

aite and brick atepa.

'l'bh building 18 very aupportive to the eurronndin, area by: <l> ita

outat&ndin, deaign, (2) ita aiting aa a fr_atanding building. not juat

a decorative facade (unusUal fo1" Bollywooci), ·and (J) ita repreaentation

of an architectural atyle unuaual in .\aerica at thia earl, date (eira 1925>.

'l'be bouse is nov an inatitutiOn called the Dolphin Houae and 18 in

aood condition but DeedS a lot of co_etic work.



1618 La. Pal...

1618 R. Lal Pal_I. the lJHS Building. 18 a tvo-ltory rehear..l ltuc1io

office buUdiq of .tucco OD the ea.t lide of 1.aa Pal,,1 between Hollywood

Boulevard and Sel_.

StyU.t1c:ally. th18 buildinl il Art Decco-Hodernl on the facade of the

uaual plain _rehoul..type building. 'lb. facade haa a thickne•• to it that

vorb very veil with the regular f_atration. A aquat Itepped pyramid i.

OD the flat roof to the left over the entrance. A flag pole lit. dramatically

OD top. Very good g80lUtrie de.ign peDe1l are incorporated into the facade

over the windOWI &Dd door. TranlOlU are over the windows. and blue tile

il below the first Itory wiDdow••

Of illpOrtance are the large graphic letters announc:1Dg the __ "UKS

Building" OD the facade.

AI veil a. the ObvtOUI Deeco-HoderDe It'111 of the facade there 18 an

intereltiDS 800rilh feel due to the adobe-like thiemell of the _Ill. its

Mortb African browa color. aDd it. el_n b_"., Une••

A very COIIpIltible bailding that II In excellent coudlt1OD•. It ha. had no

villble alteretioDI.

",. , "

.'.: "''''~fl' ,~~,-, ..~..
,i, 1 I ••,..

-"i.,'~',.
'. l' _.

Michael J. Riley
President

Jerry L, Vercrule
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Kerl H, Ullmen
Secretary'Treasurer

George G, Hell
Recording Secretary

John S, Lyons
Trustee

Alex Meheres
Trustee

Delmer E. Sel8lka
Trustee

Paul BlincD
Coordinator.....,
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LETTER No. 51

August 3, 1979

Mr. Marvin L. Holen, President
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Dear Mr. Holen:

The Joint Council of Teamsters No. 42 has reviewed
the S.C.R.T.D. Alternatives Analysis with respect
to the proposed Regional Core Starter Line and
strongly supports the basic project as defined
by Alternative II.

We believe that rapid transit is absolutely
essential to the future of Greater Los Angeles.
Alternative II will conveniently connect the
Central Business District with the San Fernando
Valley and in addition, will provide access to
the major Wilshire employment centers along with
access to the museum and cultural complex of the
Fairfax District. Also, of course, it will make
access easy to the entertainment and restaurant
areas of Hollywood and West Hollywood.

Sincerely,

~~:i~4-/
Joint Council of Tea~:~o. 42

MJR:ey



TB:sc

mu N. SYCAMORE AVENUE. HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 900211 • 1174-0114"

cc: Hollywood Chamber of COIIIIle~c.

-

JP/dp

Sincerely yours,

~~Joe Pasternak

LETTER No-. 53
July 27. 1979

Dear Sir:

The Masquen Club and 1 are very IIJch in favor
of Alternate 13, the route we feel will best
serve the HollYWOod community.

Hollywood hal been our home for 1IIOre than fifty
years and we hope to carry on our traditions
for many 1IIOre years to come.

Mr. Marvin Holen. President
California Rapid Transit District
4259 S. Main St.
tos Angeles, Ca. 90013
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COMMITT'E&.

FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND
COMMERCE

GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION

Tom Bane
"aaiataut

t'peuker pro wemporr

July 19, 1979

~5s£mblu

aIali£nrnia 1fi£Bi5Iatur£

Dear Marv:

Marvin Holen, Chairman
Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California

Please include in the transcript my support for developing
a rapid transit starter line servicing the Wilshire Corridor and
North Hollywood, which is in the San Fernando Valley.

It would be my hope that successful rapid transit service
made available by this starter line would result in obtaining
approval from the voters for a tax to thoroughly complete the
system.

The energy shortage, as well as smog created by our jammed
freeways, really demand developing an efficient rapid transit
system.

STATE CAPITOL
ROOM 3132

SACRAMENTO 8S81.
PHONE; <816> ••5·3134

~"
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ANGELES
AREA,INC.
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LETTER No. 54
RealtorsTED H. SMITH AND SON

.INCI .,,,

JULY 30, 1979

MR. MARVIN HOLEN, PRESIDENT
RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT
450 S. MAIN ST.
Los ANGELES, CA 90013

DEAR MR •. HOLEN:

OUR OFFICES BELONG TO THE HOLLYWOOD CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
AND ARE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE HOLLYWOOD REVITILIZATION
PROJECT.

IN THE R.T.D.'s PLAN FOR A RAIL-TYPE, UNDERGROUND RAPID
TRANSIT SYSTEM, DIFFERENT ROUTES HAVE BEEN PROPOSED. AFTER
ALL ELSE, THERE DEFINITELY WILL BE A WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LINE
RUNNING FROM DOWNTOWN TO THE OCEAN.

HOWEVER, ALTERNATE ROUTES ARE ALSO I N THE PLANS. THE
HOLLYWOOD AREA NEEDS SUCH A ROUTE. I URGE YOU STRONGLY
TO ALLOW ALTERNATE ROUTE #3 TO RECEIVE INITIAL FUNDING
AND SUPPORT.

A DOWNTOWN ROUTE, THROUGH HOLLYWOOD AND INTO THE SAN FER
NANDO VALLEY WOULD BENEFIT NOT ONLY A RAPIDLY EXPANDING
REHABILITATION PROGRAM IN HOLLYWOOD, BUT ALSO THE TREMEN
DOUS COMMUTING POPULATION OF THE VALLEY.

THANk You FOR YOUR CONSiDERATION.

~;1)11-
SG:MS
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HONORARY PRESIDENT
Mayor Thomas l. Bradley

PRESIDENT
Jerold l. Miles
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Vivian Osborn
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Anne Polim
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George Rosenstein

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Frank W. Clift III

July 30, 1979

Marvin Holen
President
Board of Di rectors
So. Calif. Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
los Angeles, California 90013

Dear Mr. Holen:

On behalf of USO-los Angeles Area, I would like to take
this opportunity to IIIke you aware of our support for
Alternative Three in the upcoming discussions regarding
transportation corridors.

Alternative Three would undoubtedly be the MOst beneficial
route for USO constituents and we feel that it is the MOst
positive route for the community in general as well.

Alternative Three not only passes LA City College, Children·s
Hospital, Kaiser, Orthopedic, Ind nUllerous shopping areas
in the Hollywood lrel, but it also assists the very young
and the very old in our cOlllllUnity in MOving from area to
Irea with else.

There are IIIny crucial locations in the Hollywood area and
Alternative Three would serve most of them.

Me therefore strongly recOlllllend your support ef Route
Alternative Three and thank you in advance for your support
in this Matter.

Sincerely,

USa-lOS ANGELES AREA

!Jj.~~~
Assistant Directorl

Director of Public Relations

MlR:rt\

cc: Hollywood Chamber

YOUR UNITED WAY DOLLARS HELP SUPPORT uso

~'6J

A UNITEOWAY
AGf.NCY



Citizens Bicycle Advisory Committee

CITY OF.LOS ANGELES

July 31, 1979

Marvin Holen, President
Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 S. Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Dear Mr. Holen,

LETTER No. 56
•

13TH OISTRICT

CITY HALL

Los ANGELES. 90012
485·3353

August 6, 1979

Peggy Stevenson
Councilwoman. City of Los Angeles

CHAIRWOMAN
POLICE. FIRE ANt)

CIVIL DEFENSE COMMITTEE

VICE CHAIRWOMAN

RECREATION AND PARKS COMIrll:ITTEE

MEMBER
PUBLIC HEA.LTH, WELFARE

AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

MEMBER
RULES COMMITTEE-

LETTER No. 57

This letter is in response to your request for public opinion
on the Alternatives Analysis and Environmental Impact Statement/
Report on Transit System Improvements in the Los Angeles
Regional Core, May 18, 1979.

At its meeting of JUly 9, 1979, the City of Los Angeles Bicycle
Advisory Committee voted to recommend that any plans for
improvements in the public transportation system include
special provisions to accomodate and encourage the use of (j)
the facilities by bicyclists. Specifically, we are aware that 7
the BART trains in the Bay Area allow bicycles to be taken
onto the cars and that bicycle lockers are provided at the
various stations. This is an example of the type of
accomodations that are necessary to encourage the use of this
energy conserving means of transportation.

We would like to invite you to contact this and other bicycle
organizations during the design of such bicycle accomodations.

Thank you for your consideration of this recommendation.

Yours truly,

~8~
ALEX BAUM
Chairman
Bicycle Advisory Committee
9055 Woodman Avenue
Arleta, California 91331
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Mr. Marvin L. Holen, President
Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Dear Mr. Holen:

This is to inform you that I favor Alternative III - VermontI
Corridor of the Rail Transit Alternatives. I am joined in
this by a great number of my constituents.

Thank you for your favorable consideration.

Sincerely,

~~
13th District

cc: Mr. Michael Sims, Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
Mr. Marshall Caskey, Revitalize Hollywood Committee

(j)
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LETTER No. 58

.,

The following are rq eamnents on the Draft Alternatives Analysis/ErIviromnental
Impact Statement/Beport on Transit System Improvements in the Los Angeles
Regional Core. As a long t1me resident of Los Angeles and a registered
professional ~er, I em particularly interested in solutions to our
transportation problems.

A review of the contents of this report leads to the conclusion that
Alter:aative II provides the highest level of benetits and is the most logical
choice of the eleYen alternatives, including the "do-nothing" alternative.
The back-up material supportiJlg nmnerical comparisons appears to be thorough.
If' auyt.hi1:Ig is to be faulted, certain assumpticr..B seem to be conservative so
as to show the bus alter:aatives to their best advantage. However, vith rail
assigned the task or long-haul, buses are employed in their best use, local
and feeder service.

Supporting the selection of Alternative II are data that demons'tra:te it vill
prcduce the highest total boardiIlgs on regional lines, the least total~
auto trips and vehicle miles 'traveled, and the highest reduction in parking
spaces needed in the central business district. Farther, the projected
operating cost per puaenger mile is lowest for Alternative II, and although
small, the greatest reduction in atmospheric pollutants vill be realized.
J:rq decrease in uae ot internal-eambustion-engine road vehicles vill be a
positive factor in reducing emissions.

ConcerniJIg~ ridership fif:ures, I would question the velidit,' of as8UllliDg
that Alternative VI will handle as JIIIUl;T riders as Alternative I. Although
traveling on e%CJ:msive busway', buses would operate at slower speeds than rail @
vehicles, would 1nhere%1~ have reduced capabilities due to manual operati~, Lf
and vould be subject to problems arisi::g !rem the close headw:ys required to ,2.7
match the capacit,' or rail cars. Also, the assmnption is doubtf.'ul that
Alternative VI would divert as JJ:arJY motorists frotl. their autos as
Alternative I. NT personal observations 1%ldicate that rail transportaticn
possesses ch8racterist1cs which are mare attractive than buses to potential
riders who are DOt public transit depeaient.

l!gares in the report show that the ammal operating su.b81dy required will
be lowest for Alternative II among the rail alternatives and considerably
less than Deeded tar the bus alternatives, incluc1ing the Itdo-nothing"choice.
In tact a quick calculation reveals that cc:mpered to doing "DOthing, savings

Mr. Richard Sm1th, CQI!IIIIWlit,' PllUlDer
Office of Planning Aseistance (UPI·I-12)
Urban Mus Transportation Administration
400 7th Street, S.W.
WaslW2gton, D.C. 20590

Dear Mr. Smith:

August 6, 1979

RECEIVED

AU G ti 1~79
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in ammal operatiJ:lg subs~ at the 1990 rate w1ll pq for the en~ local
share ot mplementation 1'tmii.ng in less than ten :rears.

other cOlllparisons point up the advantages of rail over bus. Travel time
betveen North~od and the central business district would be 20 mimrtes
less by rail than bus. From North lIoll;YVOod to Miracle 1111e rail would save
35 Ildnutes cml1" existing services. Traction energy per passenger mile is
least tar rail rapid treD8it caupared to bus and auto. Buses rely on
petroleum tuel wbi.1:e rail transit utilizes electric energ:r which can be
generated tram satIr'ces other than petroleum. Local share dollars are more
~ available to complete the total DecessB17 fImdiDg for rail than the
all-bus alternatives.

Adverse env1romnental impacts of rail transit are relatively minor. Those
o~ an archeological or visual nat1Jre and DOue, vibration, 8lld displacement
of structures can be largely mitigat.ed by deep t'lmnel boring. Even on an
overhead structure, train D01se can be almost negligible. Standing in a
BARr aerial station parking lot about 200 feet from the track, I was lmaWIIre
of a train startiIlg to move until I happened to glance upward.

Teact and tables refer to su-ear trUIls. As s;ys1;em patronage grows and
dtlring periods of exceptionally heav travel, this is liJcely to become
inadequate. During initial cons'truction provision should be made for the
fUture extension of station platforma to accomodate eight- or ten-ear trains.

The rail alternatives place the~ station at Las Palmas IIlX1 Selma. Ir;;)
Moving it easterly to a more central location in the lJo1J7wood retail 0
business area would .provide greater convenience to transit patrons. .

A statement is made that the estimated power requirements for this pro;!ect
are an Itimignificant It part or the total load growth forecast for Los Angeles.
Arq load such as this has some signiricance, btrt substitution of the word
"inconsiderable It would place the statement in better perspective. A rail@7
transit system demand ot 41.5 megawatts is roughly equivalent to the load of b
a large eommercial boil d1 ng complex such as the Atlantic-Richfield Plaza on
South Flower between 5th and 6th Streets. Although f'utlnoe generating
facilities to supply' load growth beyond. the mid 1980' s are not firm at the
present time, it would seem reasonable that a rail transit system which
reduces overall transI:lort&tion enerf3 use should be given priorit,' in the
distribation of avallable electric power.



.' GE~EVA A CLYMER. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

-
LE TTER No. 59

The Los Angele. area rtmlca third 8ZIlO!lg the twelve IIIOst deD8l7 populated regions
in the United States. It is the~ area of: the twelve that does Dot have
either an operatag rail transit &y'8tem or one 'lJZld.er construction. This
should be a clear iXldication that We are heeded f:or serious trouble,
pertieular~ in view of: the prospect of: diminishing petroleum supplieS. It
is imperative that we proceed as rap~ as possible to construct the U1lshire
rail line as ELement IV of the Begiotl8l Transit DevelopDeDt Program.

Sincereq,

TAN~

cc: Board of D1rectors /
Southern Calitornia Rapid 'l'rsnait DistriC't
425 South NaiJ:l Street
Los .AJ:2geles, CA 9OOl3

t. A.Nelson
2563 Dearborn Drive
JroJJ.ywod, CA 90068
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THE HOSPITAL OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN
A" .• FFlLlATEO HOSPITAL OF THE I'NIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORJIOIA

616 South Wilmer Street, Los Angeles, California 90017 • (213) 488-8181

August 7, 1979

Board of Dirtctors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles. California 90013

Gentlemen:

The Hospital of the Good Samaritan would like to express its support
for the construction of a high speed rail/bus rapid transit system
in the Los Angeles Regional Core.

The Hospital of the Good Samaritan is a 4ll-bed acute care referral
hospital located near Wilshire Boulevard on South Witmer Street. It
is dedicated to providing innovative, highly technical medical ~are

including many specialized services not available at all local hospitals.
Because of this, we serve patients from allover the Los Angeles Basin
in addition to providing care for the surrounding community. In order
to meet the health care needs of our population, health care services
must be not only available but easily accessible •. An efficient public
transportation system like the proposed rail/bus system could increase
the accessibility of our institution to our patient population. In
addition, many of the Hospital staff commute from other areas of Los
Angeles. In this era of rising gas prices and increasing air pollution,
alternate means of efficient public transportation would be beneficial
to our employees and the well-being of the community. We feel that
the present alternative to the private automobile is not adequate to
meet the needs of either our patients or our staff.

We agree with the study's conclusion that a version of the high speed
underground railway with a feeder bus system is the most desirable
solution in terms of efficiency, long-range operating costs, and envi
ronmental impact. It is hoped, however, that construction of this
system as proposed is viewed as a starter line and will be extended
throughout the Los Angeles area in the near future.

The choice of the Los Angeles Regional Core as the starting point for I
a rail/bus system is supported by the Hospital in view of the high @
employment and residential population density and the lack of freeway ~I
access in this area. However, the Hospital recommends that an addi-
tional station be constructed in the vicinity of Wilshire Boulevard

RECEIVED
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THE HOSPITAL OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN' 616 South Witmer Street, Los Angeles, California 90017

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid

Transit District
Page Two
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and South Witmer Street or Lucas Avenue. Under the proposed alterna
tives the closest station to the Hospital would be at Wilshire Boulevard
and Alvarado Street. For elderly or ill patients, the distance would
be too great to walk and would require an additional bus transfer. A
medical office building is presently being constructed on the corner
of Wilshire and Witmer. This could substantially increase the flow
of people and patients in this a":ea. By providing a rail station in
the vicinity of the Hospital, we would be increasing necessary acces
sibility to health care services.

The Hospital of the Good Samaritan feels that it is time to take action
on improving the Los Angeles Rapid Transit system. We support a rail!
bus system as proposed in Alternatives 2 and 3. It is hoped that due
consideration will be given to the recommendation of an additional sta
tion in the vicinity of the Hospital as we feel that accessible public
transportation is a vital component in health care delivery.

Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Geneva A. Clymer
Executive Director

GAC:mt
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Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit
425 S. ~1ain St.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90013

Re: The proposed route of the new mass transit system

Dear Gentlemen:

I strongly support the adoption of Route 3 over the proposed
Route 2 for the mass transit routing.

It is apparent that Route 3 is a compromise in an effort to
serve is many areas with one route as possible. It is neither
fish nor foul. It does not adequately support either of the
areas. If the ultimate mass transit system is expected to
be viable, then it would be desirable to have each leg
optimized to provide the best service to the respective areas.
It is generally understood that the next phase would provide
service from downtown through the Wilshire corridor out to the
Century City area and beyond. This route would provide better
service to the Wilshire area than would be provided by the
compromised Route 2.

It makes little difference which major route is deveoped first.
as long as both are ultimately developed.

To have a viable mass transit system. areas of high population
density should be served. Route 2 would not serve the high
density areas of Hollywood as well as the Route 3. It is
important to select routes that will result in the strongest
possible mass transit system when the system is ultimately fully

3360 8artIam Boulevard . HoIywood • California 90068 • (213) 851-6666
REALTORS AND DEVELOPERS SINCE 1953

CD
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-2- August 7, 1979 News FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Steve Lantz
(213) 553-4062

Chairman Warren Martin. of Tosco. Inc.

WESTSIDE RAPID TRANSIT LINK URGED BY
CENTURY CITY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

developed. It would be indeed unfortunate .if the performance
of the final system was compromised by selecting an initial
route based on political considerations and the desire to be
the first selected, as opposed to the final result.

I trust that your careful consideration will result in the
strongest possible mass transit system for los Angeles.

~ .~
f§Ic.~

BlC:ls

CC: Mr. Mike Simms

RECEIVED

AUG ~ 1979

SCRTD.SECRETAR'fJ
SCRTD Board of Directors has been urged by Century City

Chamber of Commerce to consider linking Beverly Hills. Century

City and Westwood/UCLA. according to the Chamber's Transit

The Chamber is leading an effort to convince SCRm to

extend its starter line to serve the Westside. As one of

eleven alternatives. SCRTD has proposed. as Alternative II.

an lS-mile starter line rail subway system that would connect

downtown to Wilshire and Fairfax. then tunnel under Hollywood

to North Hollywood in the San Fernando Valley.

According to Martin. "The Chamber Board supports this

Alternative since it 'comes closest to the Westside. but we are

strongly urging RTD to extend the subway under Beverly Hills

and Century City to Westwood/UCLA.#
AUC 91979

XIII-69

"We feel SCRTD will find that the Wilshire line better m~..lil~~ ~!.
;,,11""("4

the following seven RTD evaluation criteria: cost. community and

regional planning objectives. community and political support.

patronage projections~ usability as a segment if no further rail

transit is constructed. speed of construction and fundability."
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CENTURY CITY
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS· PlAZA LEVEL - LOS ANGELES. CAUFORNIA 9005/- (213) 553·4062

'.'

SCRTD is accepting public letters and comments on its

proposals until August 12. For additional information contact

the SCRTD Board of Directors, 425 S. Main Street, Los Angeles,

California 90012, or call Warren Martin, at 552-7154.

8/6/79
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Century City Chamber of Commerce
Position Paper

Rail Transit System
Adopted August 1, 1979

The time for a rapid-transit subway system in
Los Angeles is now: In the face of a long-term
energy shortage, transportation habits and patterns
must change. These changes will not be made easily
or quickly, but they are inevitable.

We can allow events to shape our lives and
react to each energy interruption, or we can shape
events with planning and commit ourselves to a long
term alternative for Los Angeles. The choice is ours:
but we must commit~, not next month or next year.

In the spirit of consensus and unified action
Century City Chamber of Commerce supports Alternative
II which was proposed by RrD and unanimously endorsed
by the Los Angeles City Council.

With this alternative Century City can be linked
to the closest subway terminal at Fairfax and Wilshire
by express bus. Over 5,000 daily commuters could use
the subway/express bus system from the San Fernando
Valley and Downtown.

While we support Alternative II among the eleven
RTD proposals, we strongly urge an immediate alternative
analysis of a Westside extension of the subway system,
which would serve Century City, Beverly Hills and UCLA/
Westwood. This alternative, which has always been
projected to carry the most patrons, was not even
analyzed or proposed by SCRrD. We hereby request that:

1) An alternative analysis be immediately
prepared by the RTD for the Westside extension.

2) This analysis be included in the presentation
to the Federal Urban Mass Transit Authority. __

h:'!.~-' '7'" "~n

AUi~... D 1979



Century City Chamber of Commerce
Position Paper - Rail Transit System
Adopted - August 1, 1979
Page Two

We feel SCRTD will find the Westside extension is justified,
based on the following seven SCRTD evaluation criteria:

1) Cost,
2) community and regional planning objectives,
3) Community and political support,
4) Patronage projections,
5) Useability as a segment if no further rail transit

is constructed,
6) Speed of construction, and
7) Fundability•

Church of the Blessed Sacrament
6657 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOllYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028· (213) 462-6311

The Board of Directors
District's Rapid Transit Department
425 Southern Main Street
Los Angeles CA 90013

Gentlemen:

•
LETTER No. 62

August 3, 1979

We must meet the challenges of energy, transportation and
public confidence. Adequate and timely solutions require action
now.

We support the starter line. We urge the inclusion of a
Westside extension. We advocate a unified approach. If the
Westside extension cannot be achieved in Phase I, we support
Alternative II and urge that the Westside extension become
Phase II.

WM:SHL:eg

COMMUNITY LIFE
COMMITTEE MEMBEjlS

VI SWANSON

RUTH O'O:ONNOR

EDITH ABRAHAMS

JULIE PARR

GEORGE ANDERSON

LEONARD REEGS

GEORGE ABRAHAMS

REV. EUGENE A. TONER, S.J.

Our committee for COl1lJllunity life in Hollywood has I
examined your suggested plans for a Rapid Transi t System (f)
from central Los Angeles to North Hollywood.

We will whole-heartedly support plan number III in whatever way
that may be possible. Many reasons suggest this action. Namely, ARC has
allocated seven million dollars for expansion. Major expansion
plans are scheduled by KTTV, KTLA and TAV. A new one thousand room
hotel is projected for the Vine Street area. Besides these,revitalizing
expansion plans are scheduled by Columbia Pictures and Paramount.
Added to these, three new shopping centers, such as Ghiradelli Square,
in San Francisco, are now planned for the Hollywood Vine Street
neighborhood. Also there is a plan for a seventeen story expansion
for Holiday Inn. For the near future large expansions are on schedule
for Children's Hospital. for Kaiser Hospital and for the Mental Hospital.
At least two theatres have expansion plans namely Pantages and, I think,
Aquarius. Not least our Chamber of Commerce has extensive plans in depth
for reVitalizing Hollywood.

All these improvements will bring crowds of people to Hollywood. Their
needs for gasoline could be counteracted by your plan number III going
through Hollywood.

Basically, we prefer the Rapid Transit to travel either Vine or Vermont
Streets to Highland and there turn north through the Pass·. This seems
shorter and would be less expensive. Less expansive projects but real and
vi tal are planned by the YMCA and for the property of Rancho Market.

Need for Rapid Transit in this area is the need of our immediate tomorrows.
Foresight now may prevent difficult traffic problems at the times and places
where they are and will be most needed. .

Sincerely

/furl? V"~""'>?--RE eEl V E 0
'}(uth O'Connor

Secretary flU G b 19iJ

SCRTD. SECRETAR'(,

XIIl-71 HELP TO RESTORE SECURITY, SAFETY AND GROWTH TO HOllYWOOD
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LETTER No. 64

Jl39 South B_1v Drloe, BeoerlV HtlU, em/f. 90212
211~I:l6 • 212-2464

SILVERMAN, KATZ, FRAM 8 CO.
CERTIF"IEO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

AL.BERT B. SILVERMAN, C.P. A.

HAROLD L. KATZ, C. P. A.

ARNOLD I. F'RAM, C. P. A.

ALAN B. KIMMEL, C. P. A.

HOWARD D. LEITNER, C. P. A.

LEONARD ZANDER, C. P. A.

-
LETTER No. 63

CENTURY CITy NORTH BUll0lNG

10100 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD

SUITE 1060

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90067
TELEPHONE (213) 879-2811

August 6, 1979

OffICDS:

GOlDOH GRfOND
',..ident

(H....LES IOlLA
'"tVice-h__i.,"

flED HAYMAN
s.-d Vice·h.~t

JACIC HU",-

August 8, 1979

Board of Directors
SCRTD
425 So. Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid
Transit District

425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Re: Proposed Subway Line Along
Wilshire Boulevard

JOHN f. GliCK
ta.cuti.. Vice·~t

DOIO'HY CHILICOV-
DlIICTOIS:

WAI'EN ACKElMAN

MAlVIN IECK

$AMIS "AUH$CHWEIGEI

ClAUDE DICKIH50N

GEORGE .ENIMOIf

DOllS fiELDS

I'INICE HUTTEI

"UCE MEYEI

KIN HOliAN

'ATlICIA J. 'HEAMS

'055 J. IflTZ

IINJAMIN f. SAH'OID

IOIE" IIllElMAN

DAVID SMITH

SOlON C. IOTI..S

W. HOW.ID STURGEON

NEUON YOUNG

Gentlemen:

Your Alternative II proposal is certainly a step in the right
direction. However, it doesn't extend far enough.

Before presenting this proposal to the FUMTA next year we urge
you to:

a. Make an analysis for the so-called Westside extension to
include Beverly Hills, Century City and Westwood.

b. Include this analysis in the presentation to the FUMTA.

We have been under the impression that past studies have shown
that the Westside corridor would carry the most patrons:

If correct, why not concentrate your efforts along this corridor?
Yes, the costs will be higher to complete, but if they are delayed
until the year 2000 the costs will be triple at least:

If I am not correct in my statement about patronage of the Westside
corridor, please send me your current statistics.

Gentlemen:

I am writing in support of the proposed subway starter line running I
from the downtown area via Wilshire Boulevard to Fairfax and north ~
to North Hollywood. While I support this line on an unqualified ~
basis, I would urge you to immediately undertake an alternative
analysis of extending the Wilshire subway to the west through Beverly
Hills and Century City to UCLA/Westwood.

One need only take a look at the ridership on the Wilshire bus in
connection with the massive employment centers that are located in
the above three communities, to realize the magnitude of the popula
tion which could'be served by this extension.

While it is only an assumption on my part, it would appear that the
three communities would probably constitute the singularly largest
population pocket (residential, employment and student) in the
entire Los Angeles region.

While I would not anticipate the extension being tacked on to the
starter line, now is the time to begin to plan that extension.

By tying an extension into the starter line, you would be connecting
West Los Angeles not only with the downtown area but with the Hollywood
and Valley areas.

I would also point out that there are no alternatives for the West
Los Angeles area in that none of its streets are designed to carry
the kind of traffic load which it is currently carrying, without
even giving consideration to the increase in traffic which is going
to take place.

Sincerely yours,

..#·~d·
John F. Glick
Executive Vice President

JFG:ak

R£C£IV£D

AUG ~ I~f~

~.~~
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SQRll). SECRETAR'(,

CJ!ery ruly yours, __ ... ..

,- ~..
I {}~L)'. _.

Harold L. Katz ...
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Mr. Richard Smith
Page two

The Hollywood entertainment district is severely undercounted and in
some cases. major trip generators are not included in the study sample.
The Pantages and Aquarius Theatres. with 3600 seats averaging over
90% of capacity for their performances are not included. Together.
they hold the potential for 1.25 million transit trips a year but
remain omitted from the study. •

W~ also believe that a large percentage of tourists. a 3.000,000 person
f~gure. has been all but omitted from the calculations. as have large
percentages of the other 57.000 entertainment seats in Hollywood with
the exception of the Hollywood Bowl.

August 10. 1979

Richard Smith
Urban Mass Transit Agency
400 7th Street. S~W.
Washington. D~C.

Dear Mr. Smith:

The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce would like to formally respond
to the draft alternatives analysis for Rapid Transit prepared by
t~e Southe~n California Rapid Transit District and the Los Angeles
C~ty Plann~ng Department. We would appreciate having our comments
presented and responded to in the final Environmental Impact Report/
Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) document.

We wish to point out several areas in which we believe the draft
Report/Statement is technically deficient.

We believe that ridership potential was undercounted for Alternative #3.
particularly in the Sunset/Vermont hospital complex. the Los Angeles
City ~ollegc/Braille In5titute Educational complex at Melrose and
Vermont. and for the entertainment zone along Hollywood and Sunset
Boulevards.

Specifically. it is our understanding the daily attendance at the
three major hospitals near Sunset/Vermont alone. was 18.000. while
the report states that the area generates only 9.000 trips per day.
Other businesses in the area surely can only widen the gap between
the true count and the reports suspects statistic.

The same undercount pattern can be seen at Los Angeles City College
where 70% of students already use public transit according to the
president's office. The Braille Institute is almost totally dependent
on public transit.

6324 SiJnset Boulevard. Holiywood California 98028. ,2 1 :'" .:,:-;.. ~ .'" XIII-73

It is also disturbing to us that no aC~Oul1t was taken ~y thE: -ceport
of the development activity currently taking place in Hollywood along
the Alternative #3 Route.

A 950-room hotel employing 1700 individuals. a 450-room hotel expansion
employing hundreds more. a regional shopping center for which land
has been assembled employing at least 2.000 and accommodating hundreds
of thousands of shoppers. are all being built along Alternative #3
and all are missing from the report. both as transit trip generators
and as joint development opportunities.

On the other hand. the study does not. in our opinion. properly discount
the employee transit trips of Prudential Corporation which is moving
its employment base to Westlake Village in the next few years.

Nor has the study included the fact that Broadway will close its
department store Wilshire and Fairfax prior to the planned completion
of the line.

We strongly believe that the technical omissions and deficiencies
mentioned above render the underpinnings of this report at suspect at
best. We believe that until these and other factors of the data
base are restudied. any decisions drawn from them cannot be trusted
as a firm course for the federal government to follow in funding this
project's development.

The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce supports the development of
Alternative #3 as do virtually all of our community's home owners
associations. education and religious institutions. major employers
and other interest groups. We all believe that the line is $200 million
dollars cheaper to build than Alternative #2. will serve more people
more of whom are transit dependent. in a shorter time throughout all'
hours of the day. rather than simply during traditional commuting times.

We suggest. however. that several meaningful alternatives to both lines
remain to be thoroughly examined.



Mr. Richard Smith
Page three

... Post Office Box 589
Los Angeles. Calif. 90053
August 11, 1979 ••• •

LETTER No. 66

RECEIVED.

;.: 0.i i;1 1979

SCRTD. SECRET~Dear MrHolen.

Is there any reason any and every person living 60 miles from down
town Los Angeles should not be able to arrive at this downtown
area within 45 to 60 minutes making use of a transit system like
the one proposed that would run under Wilshire Boulevard. high
speed (isolated from autvmobile traffic) street car lines as feeder
lines for the main transit lines and bus lines making use of streets?
And is there any reason such a transit system could not be a money
maker even with fares being kept to a very low figure? The state
ments expressed in this letter up to this point and at this time
is just a dream. IS,there any reason can not become a reality at a
later time? Of course there isn't! This is because the R T D star~
ter line from the Union Depot and continuing under Wisshire Boule-
vard is a step in the right direction! ~ ;;;

Mr. Marvin L. Holen. Director and President
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main street
Los Angeles. California 90013

Other alternatives that have been suggested, include utilizing either
Western or Vine Street as a northern tangent instead of Vermont.

Finally, ~s a comment on Alternative #2 alone, we wish to reiterate
our position that should a transit stop be located in the Hollywood
core, it should be placed in the Cahuenga and Hollywood or Sunset
Boulevard area rather than in the Selma/Las Palmas ciL',ad that the
report recommends. The latter intersection is a backwater of the
core area studded with small scale residential development, churches
and shops which would be adversely impacted by numerous transit
patrons. Conversely, the former area is in the midst of new growth
on a scale that will accommodate a major transit station.

A line which included all of Alternative #3 with a portion running
from Vermont west to Fairfax along Wilshire, would serve all major
areas of Alternative #2 and #3 with higher patronage than either
line individually, and at the same length and cost as the development
of Alternative #2 alone.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the EIR/EIS and strongly
urge your careful consideration of our comments.

Sincerely,

~......S...-----
Michael Sims

EX~i~e D1Q-re;to~

~'l~ t"M/-(dcv--
Sheldon David w
Director, Economic Development

MS/SD:dd

cc: Councilwoman Peggy Stevenson
Suzanne Flinton, Revitalize Hollywood Committee
Marvin Holen, Southern California Rapid Transit District

XIII-74

To help the statements expressed in the paragraph above become a
reality I deCided at this time to make the following sug~estions:

(1) construct a roadbed and rail system that will permit a top speed
of 150 miLes per hour. (2) have the trains desigmed to be able to
travel at 100 miles per hour. (3) build this transit system so auto
matic operatin of this transit system can be added to it rather
than alterations having to be made to make use of automatic opera
tion at a later time. (4) design the station stops so if at later
times it is found practical to use high speed feeder street car ..... .:.. __ ~~
lines additions only rather than alternations. (5) do some plan
ning now for a parallel bore under the proposed R T D rail starter
line to accomodate a high speed street car line to serve as a par
allel feeder line to stop at each one of the stations. I think it
would be economically practical later on for the proposed R T D
rail transit system to make stops spaced out 5 to 10 miles apart so
considerable time could be saved in using tnis transit system as
use of high speed street CaBS would (I suggest make use of all stops.
and (6) In order to make the proposed R T D rail starter line a
reality that might otherwise be planned that both day and evening
construction operations take place because Los Angeles so badly
needs this transit system.

Why are both Supervisor Baxter Ward and Mayor Tom Bradly at odds
with one another regarding a transit system for Los Angeles. This
great city needs both transit system ideas! I am a great admirer of
both Mayor Bradly and Supervisor Ward and so look forward very much
to the day both of these persons can agree with one another result
ing in Los Angeles being served by Baxter Ward's idea and the R T D
rail transit idea both being operated and owned by R T D.

In closing I say get statted with the R T D rail starter line!

Yours very truly.
Fred Valentine t

7-~..u~
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LETTER No. 67

Ian Fernando
Chamber of Commerce

~~ 502 Southg. Brand
Boulevard

~
~_san~~~:~~~

• 91340
(.~3) 361-1184

I -

(

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID THANSIT DISTRICTc~25 SOUTH MAIN ST
LOS ANGELES tA 9001S

August 9, 1979

Mr. Marvin Halen, President
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

LETTER No. 68

(

(

THIS IS A CONFIR~ATION COpy OF A PREVIOUSLY PHONE-D~LIVERED T~LE~HAM

I WOULD LI~E TO EXPRESS AS UCLA'S CAMPUS AND COMMUNITY PLANNING
OFFICER OUR SUPPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE TWO AND STRON~LY SU~GEST'i.EV~N
URGE ••• THAT AN ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS FOR THE wESTERN ~XTENSION
ALTERNATIVE BE PREPARED BY RTQ FOR PREStNTATION TO THE FEDERAL URBAN
MASS TRANSIT AUTHORITY.

GEORGE A VAJNA PHD OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR UNIVEHSITY OF CALIFORNIA
ROOM 2107
LOS ANGELES CA 90024

15.54 EST

MGHCOMP MGH

Dear Mr. Halen:

The San Fernando Chamber of Commerce has received infor
mation on the Rapid Transit starter Line for Los Angeles
pursuant to making a decision to support or appeal the
plan.

One of the conditions ·that would have to be met if we were
to take an affirmative stand, is an assurance that Alterna
tive Plan #2 be adopted and with it, a firm committment
that the line extend to the Valley.

If Alternative Plan #2 were adopted, would the R.T.D. be I@)
obligated to complete the entire project? If finances were ~~
depleted before the project was completed is there the pos-
sibility that the Valley would not be included, or left out?

For the San Fernando Chamber to support the Starter Line we
would have to be assured it will serve the Valley. Any
information you could supply to answer these questions would
certainly be appreciated, and would assist us in making a
recommendation.

(

<.

('

RECEIVED

AUG 13 1979

SCRTD. SECRETA~

RECEiVFf'

AUG 13 \979
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Viki Rudolph
Executive Vice President

VR:fp
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SCRTD. SECRETAR'f.

"Th. City With a Tradition"



Serving the membership in Westwood. West Los Angeles, Bel Air, Brentwood, Century City. Rancho Park

WESTERN LOSANGELES REGIONALCHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SCRTD
Page 2

We strongly support the starter line and urge you to
take every step necessary to insure that the Westside
extension becomes a reality.

Sinc~ely,

~
" ...~
.'! . J

, ~<.. v-p'A-.
DaRI PYE, CCE
President

DP/ch

RECEiVED -P,U G1 J1 19"79 LETTER No. 69

Due Date
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August 10, 1979

Southern California
Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, Ca 90013

Gentlemen:

On behalf of the members, and as President of the Western
Los Angeles Regional Chamber of Commerce, I would like to
take the time to urge you to consider an immediate alternative
analysis of a Westside extension of the subway system, which
would serve Century City, Beverly Hills and UCLA/Westwood.

This alternative, which has always been projected to carry
the most patrons, was not even analyzed or proposed by SCRTD.
As a results we hereby request that:

1) An alternative analysis be
immediately prepared by the RTD
for the Westside extension.

2) This analysis be included in
the presentation to the Federal
Urban Masss Transit Authority.

We feel SCRTD will find the Westside extension is justified,
based on the following seven SCRTD evaluation criteria:

1) Cost;
2) Community and regional planning objectives;
3) Community and political support;
4) Patronage projections;
5) Useability as a segment if no further rail

transit is constructed;
6) Speed of construction; and
7) Fundability.

~
I£J
ACCREDITED_..-

10880 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024 • (213) 475-4574 cu•••• D' .a..... co
II' , .. , u.'TlDIU'1I
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LOS ANGELES CITY COUEGE, llS5 NOaTH ValiOKT AnJluE, Los AIIC&LIS, CAuroalll4 90029 (213) ~91.1. Ext. 80S (213) 661-8733 LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE, llS5 NORTH ValiOKT AnJluE, Los AII-.Is, I:.uDoItllU 90029 (213) ~1.1, Ext. 305 (213) 661-3733

August 10, 1979 August 10, 1979

Board of Directors of the
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

RE: PROPOSED NORTH VERMONT RTD ROUTE

Board of Directors of the
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

R£: PROPOSED NORTH VERMONT RTD ROUTE

Dear Sir:

Sincerely,

Best wishes and thank you for giving consideration to those factors
that will affect 20,000 students at Los Angeles City College.

RECEIVED

,-~J G16 1979

SCRTD. SECRETAR'l

Dear Sir:

cc: Mr. Sheldon Davidow
Director, Economic Development
6324 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, CA 90028

I am writing you in my capacity as an elected student representative· '(j)
for the Los Angeles City College Associated Students. The purpose
of this letter is to encourage you to give favorable consideration to
the North Vermont Avenue RTD proposal, designated as Alternative III.

The completion of this proposed route will enhance the educational and
employment opportunities of the clientele in this immediate, as well as
expanded adjacent areas. Access to the college and adjacent areas is
important, not only to the students but residents as well. Implementation
of this plan will also go a long way toward relieving the gas and parking
problems associated with private transportation to and from Los Angeles
City College.

Thank you very much for your expressed concern with respect to the welfare
of Los Angeles City College, the students, and our community.

Sincerely,

/~/;.·~iJu-dJ
Geraldine Brooks
ASB Treasurer

RECEIVED

p\UG 16 '919
1JCI(n). &ECftETA~

Elizabeth Bell
Councilperson
Administrative Procedures

cc: Mr. Sheldon Davidow
Director, Economic Development
6324 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, CA 90028

A more reliable and faster public transportation system of this
nature will benefit the students in the accomplishment of their
educational as well as their personal and social objectives. For
example, the proposed Alternative III will provide greater flexibility
and access for students to destinations of employment from college~

Also, this plan will allow some students who presently drive to the
college t9 utilize public transportation. This plan will help relieve
the parking problems and also relieve the problems created by the
gasoline shortage.

The implementation of the North Vermont Alternative III will be
extremely important to a large number of students of Los Angeles
City College, who must rely on public transportation.
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855 North Vermont Avenue / Los Angeles, Ca. 90029/ Telephone (213) 663-9141

Mr. Marvin L. Holen
Director and President
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Los Angeles City College-LETTER No. 72cflSOCIATED 8lUDENTS
--_.._--_ __ _ -._ ~ _ _.._.•....•__._.._.- _ - _-_._-

Dear Mr. Holen:

Board of Directors of the
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

RE: PROPOSED NORTH VERMONT RTD ROUTE

Dear Sir:

As President of the Los Angeles City College Associated Students, I
I am writing you to encourage adoption of Alternative III for the (j)
proposed RTD route. As you are aware, limited and inadequate public I
transportation work an extreme hardship on students. The proposed
Alternative III route would provide greater accessibility for
students to the college and to places of employment in the mid-
Wilshire, Hollywood, and Downtown areas.

On behalf of the Los Angeles City College Student Body, I am taking
this opportunity to thank you for the consideration of this
recommendation.

Sincerely,
-:/-, . 1) ~.
~".~T\'/~~

Leslie R. Spates
Associated Student President

cc: Mr. Sheldon Davidow
Director, Economic Development
6324 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, CA 90028

I'm asked by the President to put the administration of this college ,
on record with the Associated Students and the Academic Senate in (f)
support of the proposed rail starter line designated Alternative III. I
In supporting Alternative III the college joins with our neighbors,
Hollywood Presbytarian, Kaiser, and Children's Hospital and the
Braill Institute, whose clientele, like ours, are heavy users of
the RTD and have been for many years.

This has always been a "street car college." With an enrollment of
20,000 students, it has never had more than a thousand parking spaces.
This is some indication of the dependence of our students on public
transit.

We are aware of the studies showing heavy patronage along the Wilshire
portion of Alternative II. However, we look to future effect rather
than past usage. We believe Alternative III would do more than serve
the needs of our own and neighboring institutions. We believe it would
help to revitalize the whole Hollywood area. Furthermore, we believe
it would provide the direct fast service to and from the Valley that a
truly regional system should envision. In due course there should be
other such direct lines--to West Los Angeles, East Los Angeles, and so
on. There would be no lack of patronage along any of these lines.

!lcerelY,

C-c!'*
Dean
Student Services

JNC/l
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cc: Dr. Stelle Feuers, President
cc: Mr. Sheldon Davidow

Director, Economic Development
6324 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, CA 90028
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EDMUND G. UOWN JR., Go..,no.

z~•LETTER No. 75
-

Mr. Marvin Holen, President
Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid

Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

August 9, 1979

Dear Mr. Holen:

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF DIRECTOR
1120 N STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNI~ 95814

(916) 445-2201

" STATE OF CALIFORNIA-BUSINESS AND TRANSPORTATION AGENCY

LETTER No. 74

JULY 11,1979

MR. L.E. COLLIER
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT
425 SOUTH MAIN STREET
Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90013

ABRAHAM 8.IOLSKY
_SlDENT

DEAR Lou:

'MY APOLOGIES FOR NOT BEING ABLE TO ATTEND THE
MEETING LAST NIGHT. HOWEVER, UNEXPECTED BUSINESS
PROBLEMS KEPT ME IN A MEETING UNTIL PAST THE
HEARING TIME AND SO I COULDN'T MAKE IT.

I WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT THAT THE PLAN, ALTERNATE II,
HAS MY FULL SUPPORT AND IF I CAN HELP AT ANY TIME
IN THE FUTURE, PLEASE LET ME KNOW.

We offer the following comments on your District's draft EIS/
EIR for the proposed Wilshire Transit System.

We believe that Alternative II should be adopted as the preferred
alternative for proceeding to preliminary engineering for the
following reasons:

Provides the greatest benefits to the regional core area
through improved transit efficiency, high-projected usage
and lowest net operating costs.

This alternative can be developed with the least short-term
disruptions and minimal environmental impact.

KINDEST

ASB:PO

Provides the appropriate level of transportation improvement
to a major corridor which is not served by any existing or
planned freeway.

Will be fully consistent with the Governor's Urban Strategy
for California by providing new ·transportation service
through public transportation facilities.

The attached technical comments are designed to assist you in
further strengthening your investigation of appropriate transit
improvements for the Los Angeles regional core.

Sincerely,

Il~rj~
ADRIANA GIANTURCO
Director of Transportation .

Attachment
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1. General

Without added highway capacity in the Route 2 Corridor, traffic
conditions during the commute periods continue to deteriorate
along Santa Monica Boulevard as growth continues in the City
of Beverly Hills, Century City and West Los Angeles.

We favor an alternate which will not only serve the LACBD-Wilshire
Fairfax-Hollywood-North Hollywood areas but can be adopted
to serve Beverly Hills, Century City and West Los Angeles.

A. Patronage Forecasts

Patronage forecast differences for the various alternatives
(Page III-I) do not appear to have been significant enough to
determine differences between the alternatives tested. The
assumptions made for the patronage projections tend to be mis
leading. Rail alternatives are shown to have higher patronag~

than bus alternatives, which leads one to believe that the ra1l
alternatives have created a higher mode split. However, in
reality, all alternatives modeled produ~ed essentia~l¥ ~e
same mode split or transit demand. It 1S thr~u~h l1m1t1ng
the bus ridership (based on assumed bus capac1t1es) that a
patronage difference is created. This, in effect, assu~s the
unmet needs will remain as a latent transit demand. Th1s
assumption mayor may not be valid; the point is that the
differences indicated in patronage projections are more a
function of capacity related difference rather than a mode
selection difference.

Therefore, the only value gained appears to be a demonstration
that the person trip mode split (in 1990) is high enough to
support implementation of the various alternatives. In <;mY
event, the capacity restrained patronage values are carr1ed
through the entire analysis. This point needs more
clarification.

The analysis indicates that if Alternative II is ~m~lemented,
100,000 daily auto trips would be saved., The va11d1ty of
this estimate needs further explanation 1n the DEIS. If a
similar constrained auto trip were assumed (such as in the
transit mode) a majority of those 100,000 auto trips would be
classified as an unmet latent demand rather than a reduction
of trips.

B. Traffic

I.

Caltrans DEIS Review - Alternatives
Analysis and Environmental Impact Report on Transit

System Improvements in the L.A. Regional Core

TRANSPORTATION
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, I

Conceptually, this can be accomplished by providing a high
occupancy vehicle (HOV) link between Southern California
Rapid Transit District's (SCRTD) proposed transit facility and
the proposed freeway transit on the San Diego Freeway by using
the Southern Pacific Railroad (SPRR) right-of-way along Santa
Monica Boulevard. The SPRR has removed the tracks along that
segment between La Cienega Boulevard and Doheny Drive.

We think it is important to strive toward a system that provides
a high level of connectivity between modes and trip destinations,
as well as commercial services. Facilitating the interface of
various modes should be of prime importance in station design
as this will greatly enhance ridership. A fine example of
this design concept is the suburban and urban stations of
the Toronto Transit System.

2. Methodology (page III-26)

The vehicle occupancy cited is for work-related trips. Fore
casts are for an average weekday which implies work- and nonwork
related trips. The nonwork vehicle occupancy assumptions should
also be indicated. The description of the Los Angeles Regional
Transit System (LARTS) model process is quite detailed. However,
we question the use of the phrase "realistic projections"
because the nature of assumptions about future conditions are
not always based upon events that are assurable at the time of
the forecast. We believe the projections are more sensitive
to the socioeconomic assumptions rather than to the specific
computer software program.

3. Parking·

Alternatives I through VI indicate that 50 percent of the
parking demand will be accommodated by providing parking
structures at selected stations. The effectiveness of providing
large parking structures (1,000-2,000 spaces) to accommodate
this long-term parking is questionable. These facilities will
have a significant impact on project cost and community impacts.
Also, since these facilities will only accommodate four percent
of the total demand, it would appear that the overall parking
policy should be re-evaluated. Alternatives based on a sub
sidy for improved feeder service may prove more cost effective
towards long-term productivity.

4. Implementation Schedule

The implementation schedule for Alternatives I through VI does
not appear reasonable. A ten-year implementation schedule
beginning in Fiscal Year 1981 would appear to be more
realistically within organizational design, funding capability,
and constructive industry capacity. The 1980's could con
ceivably see the simultaneous construction of I-lOS Freeway
Transitway, the Downtown People Mover, the Harbor Freeway
Transitway, and substantial Central City development. The
FEIS!EIR for the Los Angeles Regional Core Transit System
Improvements should discuss the impacts based on this potential
as related to labor supply, financial feasibility, material
supply, energy required for construction of major transportation
projects in Los Angeles county.



..
5. Related Transportation Planning Concerns

a) El Monte Busway Extension B. Financing

As indicated in the OEIS (pages 11-13, 21, 22) rail alternatives
I through V depict an alignment and station location within
the corridor envisioned for the El Monte Busway extension.
Although it has been noted that these alignments and station
locations are conceptual at this stage, the following comments
are offered for consideration.

Through recent interagency discussions, it is our understanding
that the busway corridor is no longer a preferred location for
the rail alignments. This is due primarily to the projects
having the same implementation schedule, and the impracticality
of assuming util.zation of the busway extension (for rail)
without converting the entire El Monte Corridor.

The Department does not have estimates for Proposition 5 funding
beyond the five-year STIP period. The latest estimate of total
available Proposition 5 funds in Los Angeles County for the
five-year period from 1979-80 to 1983-84 Fiscal Years is
$112,085,000, and part of this will be used for the Downtown
People Mover.

It does not appear that Proposition 5 funds as currently
programmed will be sufficient to provide the local share to
match Federal funds. The financing section should explore alterna
tive sources of funding the local share.

III. ENVIRONMENTAL

We concur with the analysis presented in the OEIS that the Rail/
Bus Alternatives I-V with bored tunneling will reduce the severity
of environmental impacts. Our comments with respect to this
section of the DEIS are as follows: .

A. Air Quality

The DEIS/EIR indicates that no matter which alternative is chosen,
there will be no significant beneficial impact on air quality,
either regionally or locally. We do not believe this conclusion
is fully supported with respect to the air quality evaluation
or references contained in the DEIS/EIR. Some particular con
cerns are as follows:

"Pollutants to be measured" - There is no
discussion in this section of pollutants which
was or will be measured by the SCRTD. The dis
cussion focuses on sources of emissions. The
last sentence of this discussion should be
documented, rather than assumed.

3.

2.

1. "If headways for bus/rail are reduced, it could
have beneficial results by reducing auto trips" 
the absolute capacity of a facility is meaning
less. It is the actual or predicted usage that
is the primary concern.

The time frame in various tables and figures
appears to be inconsistent. It appears that
SCRTD is uncertain which year or years are
favored for the project completion.

Although extensive engineering and design remains to be
completed, it is our jUdgement that future studies should
focus on location that assumes Union Station as a major inter
modal facility. Provisions for convenient intermodal transfers
between intercity rail, busway extension and people mover should
be the key criterion in developing the station location and
design.

b) Provisions for Accommodating Bicycles

A. Capital and Operating Costs

Overall capital and operating cost estimates of the alter
natives appear reasonable but optimistic. This reservation
is particularly noted on tunneling, parking, engineering, and
management capital cost estimates. Rail operating costs appear
to have been estimated lower than the majority of existing
systems in the United States, which also makes their reasonable
ness questionable.

The OEIS does not indicate what specific provisions can and
will be provided for accommodating bicycles. Cal trans suggests
provisions for providing bicycle storage and transfer capa
bilities on mass transit vehicles and at transit stations be
considered and addressed in the FEIS.

II. FINANCING

4. "Air quality in vicinity of stations" - This
analysis is too generalized. For example: "The
facility will he carefully designed to minimize
congestion and maximize dispersion". What spe.,..
cific design characteristics are being considered?
What is the relationship between the parking struc
ture and emissions at a street intersection? will
all traffic on the street divert to the parking
structure?
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Sincerely,

//..k.U~~~~
Mr~-~hand1er Harris
President

cc: Councilwoman Peggy Stevenson
William Hertz, President, Chamber of Commerce
Helene Cohen, Hollywood Human Service Project
Councilwoman Pat Russell
Mayor Tom Bradley
Marshall A. Caskey, Chairman,

Revitalize Hollywood Advisory Committee

As President and on behalf of the Board of Directors
of Assistance League of Southern California, I wish to
have our wishes on record regarding the selection of
the rapid transit system location for Los Angeles.

The League favors Alternative III (Vermont AlignmentjC1:)
as the best alignment and to include an easterly ~
Hollywood Station. ~

The League was founded in the area at our present
location in 1919. We have grown to a membership of
approximately 2,000 and provide ten vital services to
the community. Assistance Lea~ue of Southern California
is a non-~rofit, private organ1zation with tremendous
interest 1n Hollywood and its revitalization.

Thank you for your attention to our stated preference
on this matter.

Mr. Marvin L. Holen, President
Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 So. Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90013

Dear Mr. Holen:

•
LETTER No. 76
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SCRTD. SECRET~
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MRS. 1l0BEIlT L. HEMMINGS
VICE.PAIIIOINT

MilS. ROBERT L. HICKS
VICE. PRESIDENT

MilS. HANCOCK BANNING

MilS. JOHN TIIEANOII

MRS. HAROLD C. RAMSER

MRS. THEODORE A. FOUCH

MRS. J. ROY HOFFMAN

MRS. WILFRED G. LANE

MRS. GLEN H. MITCHEL

MilS. WILLIAM 1l0WLAND MOORE

MRS. ALBERT M. NIBLO

MRS. M. PHILIP DAVIS

MRS. MAX G. KOLLINER

MilS. CHANDLER HARRIS
~IJIIE'IDIHT

MRS. G. G. BAUMEN
VICE·PRESIDENT

MRS. LEO POLLAKOFF
VICE-PRESIDINT

MRS. JAMES II. UHLER
VICE·~"IDIENT

MRS. WILLIAM J. REA
RECORDING SECRIT.ItV

MRS. DONALD D. ARNETT
CO.UtE.PONDING I.CRETAllty

MilS. IlOBERT G. GIIAW
TIIEAIIURIR

MRS. HAIIIlY P. MYNATT
VICE-PREIIDENT

MRS. 1I0BERT K. OSTENGAARD
VICt-PREIIDENT

MEN'. ADVISOItY COMMITTEE

PAST ..ftE.IDINTI:

MR. EDWARD WILLIAM CARTER

MR. ROBERT B. COLEMAN. JR.

MR. Z. WAYNE GRIFFIN

MR. DAVID B. HEYLER

MR. VOLNEY F. MORIN

Mil. FilED NASON

MR. NEIL PETREE

MR. RONALD C. ROESCHLAUB

MR. CARL A. STUTSMAN. JR.

MR. JOHN VAUGHN
Mil. EDWARD K. ZUCKERMAN

£JI: O""CIO

"'''s. CHANDLER HARAfS
MRS. IRA S. BRANDER

MilS. MAX G. KOLLINER

D. Disposal of Material

B. Employment/Economic Impacts, p. VI-29

This section is extensive and appears to cover the subject
matter satisfactorily.

There appears to be no extraordinary provisions or considerations
for the handling of tunnel muck. The disposal of 2.5 million
yards of tunnel "muck (deep bore tunnel alternatives) in a
highly urbanized area could prove environmentally difficult
as well as significantly costly.

There is insufficient treatment of relocation impacts and
mitigation measures. For example, the document considers
displacement of "structures" and is silent as to displacement
of people.

The FEIS should include a thorough discussion of relocation
impacts and mitigation measures, including the number of
individuals and families to be relocated, and a description
of the relocation assistance available.

A. Relocation, Section V-c

5. Correction to Figure IV-7 (and others) - the
Federal Standard for oxidant is 0.12 ppm.

B. Noise

C. Energy

Our staff will be available at your convenience to discuss
these comments in detail.

IV. SOCIAL/ECONOMIC IMPACTS

The noise section is generally satisfactory. This section
uses Ldn as a noise descriptor. The Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) may require conversion to Leq noise
descriptor for comparison with the Design Noise Levels in
FHPM 773.

It is concluded that the construction of the project would
result in appreciable savings in welfare and unemployment
insurance payments. Was any study done of the skills to be
utilized that are now on welfare or unemployed?

The construction of this project may coincide with a number of
other large-scale projects in the area (Downtown People
Mover, I-IDS Freeway-Transitway, and substantial Central City
Development). This may result in shortage of skilled labor
rather than an "appreciable" reduction in general unemployment.
As with the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) project, it is
possible that this could actually further drive inflation.
A discussion of this, in relation to current economic trends
(recession with inflation), might be appropriate.

; ,
" ..
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Having been a very frequen~ user of the public transporta~ion facilities
in Southern California for the past forty years, I have given long and
much consideration to the problems of the RTD riders and to possible
forms of rapid transit for this area.

As a result, I should like to vehemently voice my complete and unequivo
cal opposition to a subway system as a means of providing rapid transit
in Southern California.

Here are my rea.ODS I ,

1. Outlandish cost of building and furnishing a subway system. It should
be apparent to anyone. whether an engineer or not, that digging and
building an underground system would cost much, much more than pro
viding an overhead rail system. After the tunnels are bored, either
a concrete wall or a tile wall, or maybe both, would have to be in
stalled. These walls would not have to be built for an overhead
rail system.

2. More passenger stations and rest room facilities would have to be pro
vided for a subway system than for an overhead rail system. It should
be obvious to anyone that a subway system would require the installa
tion of passenger stations and rest r~ facilities both above ground
and down in the subway areas and only surface facilities would have
to be provided for an overhead rail system. The subway facilities
would be far more expensive to build and more expensive to maintain.

3. Huge expense and waste of electrical energy in a subway system. What
is even much more tmportant in these days of an energy crisis is the
fact that millions and maybe billions of electrical kilowatts would
be wasted in keeplH a subway system lighted, either properly or tm
properly, 24 hours every day, whereas. an overhead rail system would
not require daylight time lighting. thus saving a huge amount of elect
ric energy and expen5e.

4. An overhead rail system would afford natural and proper venti~ation.
It goes without saying that an overhead rail system would eas1ly pro
vide natural and better ventilation than an underground subway system.
Therefore, an overhead rail system would be much more pleasant to use.
There stmply is no substitute for above-ground air-movement. Have you
ever walked through the underground tunnel under and across North High
land Avenue in Hollywood near Odin Street to the Hol~ood Bowl, even
on a cool evening11 It is only a short distance, probably 75 yards, yet
it always contains a sickening. foul odor that is completely repulsivel
And 1 1m sure it is ventilated from both ends 24 hours each day.

5. Great possibility of extensive graffiti on subway walls & e9uipme~t.
It does not take an engineer to know that much more space for uns1ght
ly graffiti would be provided by subway walls than would be afforded
by metal supports, station facilities, etc. necessary for an overhead
rail system. Such subway walls would require a great deal more clean
ing, painting, and repairing and many more employees to do the work.

Regarding the proposed subway system, letter from William G. Thompson

2.

6. Subways objectionable to many citizens. Many public transportation
users, especially women, would be completely averse to going down in
to a subway, especially if it is fram 50 to 150 feet underground, to
get to wherever they may want to go. The very thought of going down
into the abysmal depths of such a subway is obnoxious to many, many
people.

7. Possible high crime rate in a subway system. A recent TV documentary
about the crtme occurring in the New York City subways showed that an
average of 160 serious crimes take place there every week. Of course,
the physical and geographical make-up of New York City is quite dif
ferent from that of Los Angeles and Southern California; but a satis
factory rapid transit system for Southern California would have to
cover the entire area. probably including Orange County, San Bernar
dino County, Ventura County, and perhaps extend into others', in order
to properly serve the transportation needs of the people, and this
area contains a population of around 10 million people--and thet is
nqt far short of the number of people served by the New York City
subways. Therefore, the incidence of crime in the tunnels could
approach that of the five bouroughs of New York City.

8. The proposed subway system would be built at a depth too far below
the street levels. One recent newspaper story concerning the RTDI S
proposed subway system said that the two tunnels would be sunk to a
depth of from SO to 150 feet below the surface of the earth. This is>
ridiculous I I This would mean that each station would be built so
that both a descent and a rise to such depths would be located at
each one, as that would be necessary in order to lower people to and
to bring them up from such depths. An overhead rail system would no't
havil to be built more than 15 or 20 feet above the surface of the
ground and would thus require much less equipment and building ex
pense.

9. Possible objection to the appearance of an overhead rail system.
Some people and some businessmen may object to a possible "unsightli
ness" of an overhead rail system. If such an objection is entertain
ed, this could be overcome by placing the overhead lines and stations
over the alleyways and freeways in the various Southern California
cities, thus removing them from the maiD thoroughfares and placing
them at a less visible location in each block. There are very few
buildings in any of the cities of Southern California over five or
six stories high--and even fewer of them are located near alleyways
or freeways or centers of bloclts. This writer has talked with a
number of men and women who have seen and ridden the overhead" rail
lines of Western Europe, espicially in Hamburg, Germany, and all of
them said that the rail lin.s were not unsightly or objectionalbe.
If coloring of the facilities is a problem, perhaps they could be
painted with a gold-colored paint, bearing out the motif of "The
Golden State of california."

10. Convincin the nublic that subwa s are safer from earth uskes than
overhea rail lines. It may be true that subways are safer than over
head lines during earthquakes--but how are you going to convince the
greater part of the public that this is true?1 Nobody relishes the
thought of being buried alive from an earth~ke--and i~ will take a
great amount of convincing to show the average person that such is
true.

" .
LETTER No. 77
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Dear Sirlsl

Mr. Marvin L. Holen, Presiden~

Sou~hern California Rapid Transit Dis~rict

Los Angeles, California
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.' Regarding the proposed subway system; letter fram William G. Thompson

3.

Yes, I very strongly oppose the building of a subway system to move
people underground and to subject people who are forced to use public
transportation to many more human errors in the building than would be
incurred in the building of an overhead rail system. And I also know
people who likewise object but who do not either have the time to write
you their objections or who feel it would be useless for them to do so.

So I therefore implore you, you who have the authority and the final
say, DO NOT BUILD ANOTHf;R SUBWAY MONSTROSITY in Southern California and
00 NOT WAST:E ANY MORE OF TH:E TAXPAYERS I MONlY on such ridiculous endeav
orsll An overhead system would be far less expensive, much more sensible,
far more attractive, and mu~ less dangerous to human life~l

Sincerely yours,

IJI~~,~
William G. Thompson
1516 North Hobart ale - Apt. 205
Los Angeles,.CA 90027
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oeut down into !be tumlel -diug to tbe report.
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THE HOLMtlY·WESTWOOO PROPERTY OWNERS ASSN INC. 10497 Wilshire Blvd., Room 305 I los Angeles, Ca, 90024 Phone 474·8158

TRACT NO. 7260 ASSOCIATION, INC.
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA •

LE TTER No. 79

AU G1 ,1 1979

LETTER No. 78

August 10, 1979

Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, Calif., 90013

AUG 14 197~J

August 1), 1979

aoard of Directors
Southern CalU'oraia Rapid Transit District
US S. Main Street
l.o8 agelea. C& 90013

Dear Sirsl

TREASURER

LUDWIG SEPMEYER
1862 COMSTOCK AVE.
LOS ANGELES. CALlF.lIOO25

VICE-PRESIDENT

B. LAURENCE ROGERS
2030 FOX HILLS DR.
LDS ANGELES. CALIF. lIOO25

PRESIDENT

DR. JOHN H. FRENCH
10311 LOUISIANA AVE.
LDS ANGELES, CALIF. lIOO25

SECRETARY

E.L. GARRISON
1B51l BENECIA AVE.
LDS ANGELES, CALlF.1OO2!i

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EMMA ADLER
JOHN CHAMBERS
LARRY DRESSLER
FRED FISHEL
JOHN H. FRENCH
E.L. GARRISON
RICHARD HARMETZ
KURT HERRMANN
IRVING HIRSCHFIELD
B. LAURENCE ROGERS
SIMON SCHNITZER
LUDWIG SEPMEYER
EDWARD WAHL
MONTY WALLER
RUSSELL WALTON

OUr bOlll801mer a••ociation is 1IIImec:tiately to tbe west
or Century City. between Santa Monica and Pico Blvds.

Ve wish to indicate our strong support tor tbe
Alternative II proposed subway .tarter line along the
Wilshire Corridor.

Ve are in the hope that it will eventually be
extended to Century City. Westwood, and D.C.L.A.

Pleas8 indicate to us al\1 support we can give to
insure that thi. project will be approved by the
appropriate agencies. We are willing to appear in
perSOll. it Mees.ary, to insure that thi. _cb needed
rapid traD8it project get under way a. soon a. possible.

Sincereq yours.

J&11-'-
President

Gentlemen:

The Holmby-Westwood Property Owner's Association strongly supports the proposed
18 mile subway starter line which is currently under consideration. We understand
the plan involves construction of a $2 billon subway to link downtown to mid-Wilshire
and to Universal City in the San Fernando Valley. We further understand that this
construction will be handled with no new taxes. We also urge consideration of
Alternative 11 route of the Rail Rapid Transit/Bus System which would extend this
route to Century City. We hope that the required study for the extension of the
starter line to the Beverly Hills-Century City area will be included in your request
for funds from the federal Urban Mass Transit Agency and the state of California.

With the increased canyonization of Wilshire Blvd. by hi-density apartments,
condominiums and office buildings this type of mass transit must be implemented to
handle the projected increase in surfact street traffic.

Your favorable consideration of this request will be very much appreciated.

Sincerely,

~t!!;a.21"C·~ J

~.
Robert E. Fleming

4

REF/ms
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OFFICERS:
Donna Venick. Pre•.
Jam•• Ark.tov, V.P.
Robert FI.mine. V.P.
Emest friedman, V.P.
Fleur Levin., Secretary
Harold Katz, Treasur.r
MrS. Mary Siskel.

Recordi", Secretary

DIRECTORS:
James Adler
James Athtov
E",erett Ascher
Stanley Breitb.rd
Sidney Brody
Richard Braude

Dan Cathcart
Leslie Cohen
Cha,le. DoI.in.r
Barbara Federman
Gr••ory Fischer
Robert FI.min.

Denise Frankfort
Ronald Freeman
Emest Friedman
Edea, Guess. Jr.
Robert 'nldami
Sat Iannucci

David In••lls
Robert Jacoba
Jerry Jan••,
Linda Jan••,
David Kassoy
Harold Katz

Hilan F. Ke••y
Judy Komaiko
Fleur Levine
Leonard Levin'
Jerrold Loma.
Nlncy McClelland

Le. Marshall
Ki Suh Park
Fred Peters
Joel Silverman
Gear•• Smith
David Stem

larry Teplin
Do"nl Vanick
Sue Wolf
Miry Lou Z•••r
Barbar. Zoll.
Marshall Zoll.
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..••• ' /2130 WEST NINTH STREET
, P.O. aox 20630

Los Angeles CoUnly FEDERATION of LABOR, AFI,CIO LOS ANGELES. CALIfORNIA 90006
Telephone, 12131 3al·5611

,nLLlAlIl R. ROBERTSOS
EXECUTIVE

SECRETARY·TREASURER

August 10, 1979

R~C~IVED

iWG 13 IS(~

SCRTD. SECRETARY

(I Automobile Club of Southern California
HlADQUARTlRS nOI SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET lOS ANGHES CAlifORNIA ;C007
MAILING p 80X 2890 TlRMINAL ANNEx, LOS ANGELES CALifORNIA 90051

•
LETTER No. 81

August 10, 1979

Mr. Marvin L. Holen, President
Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
425 South Main Street
Los Angeles, California 90013

Dear Mr. Holen:

I would like to add to my remarks made at the public hearing
held on July II, 1979.

Not only do we endorse the Regional Core Starting Line but
after careful review, we specifically recommend the adoption
of Alternative II.

This Alternative provides the highest level of service on the
most efficient basis to the largest part of our community.
It gives access to the Cultural Centers of the Fairfax District
as well as the entertainment areas of West Hollywood and
Hollywood. It also gives access to the heavy employment
centers of the Central Business District, Mid-Wilshire and
Miracle Mile. Alternative II additionally opens up a whole
new world of activity-shopping, cultural and entertainment 
for the heavy concentration of elderly persons resident
throughout the Fairfax Area.

Sincerely,

Mr. Richard Smith, community Planner
Office of Planning Assistance (UPM-12)
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
400 - 7th Street, S. W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Re: Los Angeles Regional Core
Transit Alternatives Study
and Environmental Impact
Report

Dear Mr. Smith:

In response to your notice, please regard the attached
letter dated August 10, addressed to the Southern California
Rapid Transit District, as our response to your agency
as well.

Sincerely,

Itllvf£'~~
David D. Grayson

DOG: jkm
Attachment

WRR:ev/gee
opeiu//30
afl-cio, c1c

WILLIAM R. ROBERTSON
Executive Secretary-Treasurer

xm-86



• Automobile Club of Southern California
HlADQUARlERS 16D1 SOUIH FIGUlROA STR[[T LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA 90007
MAILING POBOX 1890 lERMINAL ANNEx, lOS ANGELlS CALIFORNIA 90GI!

Marvin Holen, President
August 10, 1979
Page Two

At this juncture in our region's history, it is imperative that rational,
far-sighted transportation plans be developed and implemented to assure
community-wide economic progress and freedom of movement. There are too
many important demands on our transportation dollars to commit them to
projects which do not improve transportation options for the greatest
number of people.

At best, rail transit in the Wilshire Corridor will provide very limited
benefit in terms of energy conservation, air quality or congestion
relief -- e.g., your Study estimates it will reduce motor vehicle travel
in the Corridor by only 3~ percent and insignifica~t~y ~n the regio~.
In terms of energy conservation, even the most opt1m1st1c Study est1
mates show only about a two day savings of trans~ortation energy i~ the
Corridor over the course of one year. These est1mates do not cons1der

We appreciate this opportunity to comme~t on the Los Angeles Regiona~

Core Transit Alternatives Study and Env1ronmental Impact Report. Wh1le
we believe this document was carefully prepared and researched, our
concern is much more fundamental. We believe the Study does not address
the right problem~ it deals with only a portion of the total problem.
We urge you to evaluate the total needs of the region and to give .
highest priority to those improvements which provide the most serV1ce
to the region, with the dollars available, based on the cost per person
served.

The Automobile Club of Southern California supports public transit im
provements. However, we believe public transit must be appropriate
to public demand and must be technologi:ally, economi:ally and.soc~ally

feasible. The region's Four Part Trans1t Plan, of wh1ch the W1lsh1re
Corridor Study is an element, conceptually satisfied these criteria.
Yet, the Club is seriously concerned that the region may give priority
to the Plan's least beneficial and perhaps most expensive element.
Our review of your Study indicates, if evaluated on the basis of c~st.

per person served, the Wilshire rail li~e would fall low.on ~he pr1~r1ty

list because it will serve too few and 1S too costly to Just1fy act10n
now.

DDG: jkm

the ongoing technological advances in alternate fuels and auto design
which will help our region achieve substantial fuel savings in the
coming years. Yet rail could consume $1.5 billion in construction
costs and will require continued public subsidy even if the speculated
patronage levels are achieved.

Los Angeles has better options for investing its transportation dollars.
Specifically, the Four Part Transit Plan calls for substantial improve
ments in bus transit. This includes upgrading the bus fleet, improving
schedules and routes, and implementing innovative operations, including
contra-flow lanes and express buses. Another Plan element calls for
'bus on freeway' operations with convenient stations for rider access.
Caltrans' study of 'bus on freeway' indicates it would serve more than
500,000 people daily at less cost than the rail line -- which would
serve only about half as many people.

Bus transportation improvements could benefit citizens throughout the
region, not just within a single corridor. Our region has a vast
network of roads and highways already in place. Except for some essen
tial gap closures and improvement projects, the road and highway net
works are a "ready facility" for public transit. And they are a paid
for facility -- supported by the motorists and taxpayers of this region.

We encourage you to give renewed emphasis to improved bus transit for
this region. If the goal is truly to improve transit service for the
entire region, then our dollars must be invested where they will do
the most good for the most people. The investment of motorist/taxpayer
dollars should yield more benefits to the citizens of this region than
is demonstrated by the rail alternatives suggested in the Study.

Before the Los Angeles region becomes committed to building and sub
sidizing this major rail project, we urge you to re-examine your basic
premises and to re-examine the potential of developing a responsive
bus transportation network that will better serve the needs of the public
throughout the region.

RECEIVED

/IU(iI3197<)

SCRTD.SECRETA~

,,,. August 10, 1979

Mr. Marvin Holen, President
Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid Transit District
4:;5 South Main Street ~

Los Angeles, CA 90013 St!f2.. I!isrll~ # ®
Dear Mr. Holen:

XIII-8?



It appears that rapid transit Alternatives VIII. X, and XI would
have the least adverse impact on crime and traffic violations.
However, this Department would support any of the eleven alternatives
which were found to best serve the transportation needs of the
citizens of los Angeles while providing adequate police protection.

Determining an adequate level of police protection, however. is a
much more complex task. As communicated to your staff in mid-1978,
the los Angeles Police Department projects that 195 additional police
officers would be required to provide adequate policing for the
proposed reqional core improvements. That projection is based upon
an estimate of the number of officers required to provide adequate
"on-site" protection in addition to the following necessary collateral
duties:

In Chicaqo. for example. regular officers of the Chicago Police
Department provide substantial support services to the mass
transit unit by performing the duties listed above. We are
concerned that the SCRTD projected need of 45 peace officers may
not have included consideration of certain essential support
activities.

In our present condition of extremely limited resources, officers
regularly deployed by the los Angeles Police Department c~nnot
accept the imposition of any additional demands. Our proJected
requirement of 195 additional officers suggests that without that
increase, this Department cannot provide the kind of support that
is currently given to the transit police in cities such as Chica~o.

Vf)retrU~l~~;O~~
%k,{?' /10/ <~1-!;

DARYl F. GATES
Chief of Police

Mr. Marvin l. Holen
Page two
1.1

Impact
rovements

P. O. Box 30158
Los Angeles, Colif.90030
Telephone:

(213)· 485-3202
Ref #: 1 • 1

RECEIVED

fiJI' i. B 1::J/9

SCRrO. SECRETARY.

5~ R~eeJf$e. # @

TOM BRADLEY
Mayor

LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT ••...- _
LETTER No. 82

Mr. Marvin l. Holen
President. Board of Directors
Southern California Rapid

Transit District
425 South Mai~ Street
los Angeles. CA 90013

Dear Mr. Hol en:

July 11. 1979

DARYL F. GATES
Chief of Police

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

Transporting prisoners;
Booking suspects;
Investigating crimes;
Filing charges;
Providing security for parking facilities and
pedestrian walkways;

Investigating traffic accidents; and
Directing traffic.

Those factors, in addition to regular days off. vacations. and time
lost due to sickness and injury, must be built into any projected
requirements for rapid transit system security. Failure to do so
places the burden of fulfilling those tasks onto the City's
regular force.

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
XIII-S8



Richard Smith, Community Planner
Office of Planning Assistance (UPM-12)
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
400 7th Street, Southwest
Washington D.C. 20590

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES

LESLIE KOlTAl
Ch.ncellor

August 6, 1979

I
·I~.. LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGES

:. 617 West Seventh Street
. i los Angeles. California 90017

• • (213) 628-7788 TWX 910-321-4267

LETTER No. 83

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE

~1r. W. W. Shannon DATE: July 27, 1979
4,

RObcr~r Bacon

CO~I~IE:'iTS ON TRANSIT SYSTE~1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATB-IENT

SUBJECT: TRANSIT SYST]M ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT REVIEW
LOS ANGELES REGIONAL CORE

Dear Mr. Smith:

I have received a copy of your Alternatives Analysis/Environmental Impact Statement
Report on Transit System Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional Core. Each
college in our District was notified about the document, and I am enclosing the
only response to the Report.

The District anticipates minimal impact on student enrollment or traffic patterns
as a result of any of the transit system alternatives. Thank you for circulating
the document to us.

Sincerely,

f<~~~4/~~,_:y:':r& ~ I ~.~~ 4< V

W. W. Shannon
Facilities Planner
District Facilities Planning

WWS/GP/sas

Ene.

cc: W. Daily
B. Sillers

lAST lOS ANCRfS CQI.I.fGI_1OS o\NCIlH CITY COUfGI _lOS "~IUSHAIIIOI CQU.(Q" -lOS ANCIlH MI55ION COllICE-lOS 4NGfUS NeCI COUICf
lOS 4NQUS SOUTHWISI COI.1IGf -lOS 4NQUS nADf·llCttNlC41 COUIGl-1OS ANQlfS VAun COllfa- WEST lOS A.NCfI.K COlUCI XIII-89

Our copy of the Alternatives Analysis has been examined and we
anticipate a minimal impact o~ student traffic and enrollment
as a result of the adoption of anyone of the proposals for a
transit system corridor.

Thank you for bringing this to our attention and allowing us
to comment on it.

RVB:em

Form No. 1030.18



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION IX

215 Fremont Street
San Francisco. Ca. 94105

-
LETTER No. 84

Project #D-UMT-K54002-CA

Richard Smith
Community Planner
Office of Planning Assistance, UPM-12
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
400 - 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Dear Mr. Smith:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has received and
reviewed the draft environmental impact statement (DEIS)
titled TRANSIT SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS IN THE LOS ANGELES
REGIONAL CORE.

The EPA's comments on the DEIS have been classified as
Category LO-2. Definitions of the categories are provided
on the enclosure. The classification and the date of the
EPA's comments will be pUblished in the Federal Register in
accordance with our responsibility to inform the public of
our views on proposed Federal actions under Section 309 of
the Clean Air Act. Our procedure is to categorize our
comments on both the environmental consequences of the
proposed action and the adequacy of the environmental
s ta tement.

The EPA appreciates the opportunity to comment on this draft
environmental impact statement and requests three copies of
the final environmental impact statement when available.

If you have any questions regarding our comments, please
contact Betty Jankus, EIS Coordinator, at (415)556-6695.

Sincerely yours,

11\ fk! ~.((:/::::tJ
U~Regional Administrator

Enclosure

XIII-90

Air Comments

1. (DEIS Section IV.D.2.d, page IV-23)
CALINE 2 is an infinite source dispersion model and is
not, by itself, appropriate for analyzing urban street
systems where mobile source emission rates are not
continuous. The excess emissions produced by vehicles
during acceleration, deceleration and idling mode must
be included in the Carbon Monoxide (CO) analysis where
interruptions in traffic flow occur. The EPA strongly
suggests the use of Guidelines For Air Quality r1aintenance
Planning and Analysis Volume 9 (Revised): Evaluating
Indirect Sources, (EPA-450/4-78-00l, September 1978) in
performing the CO analysis. In determining CO levels,
it is important that the presence of the "street canyon"
effects be checked using the procedures given in
Appendix C of this document.

2. (DEIS Section IV.D.2.d, page IV-23)
It is not evident that the locations where CO levels
are determined (i.e., 50, 100 and 150 feet from the
parking garage) are appropriate receptor sites. The
EPA suggests receptor sites for CO analysis be deter
mined by using guidance given in the document referenced
above.

3. (DEIS Section III.E.1.d, page 1II-28)
The Draft EIS states, "Although the bus priority @
Facilities in Alternatives VI-IX would reduce vehicle ~~
trips and vehicle miles in the Regional Core, they
would have significant negative impacts on local access
and circulation." The Final EIS should address the
impact of these negative traffic conditions on local
CO levels. The EPA recommends the use of procedures
given in the document referenced above.

4. Appendix II D referred to on page 1II-26 and 1II-28 , ®
should be identified and summarized, if appropriate, ~~
in the Final EIS.

Noise Comment

. (DEIS Section IV.E.2.c, page III-26)
The Draft EIS states that, "In residential areas, noise from
aerial guideway (bus or rail - Alternatives 1-VI), can be
lowered by 10 dBA using sound barrier walls." However,
Figure IV.18 does not reflect the 10 dBA difference indicated
above. The Final EIS should resolve this inconsistency.
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Reply to
Ann. of:

Director, Office of Environment and SafetyFrom:

~ -DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Alternatives Analysis and.Draft Environmentamemorandu·m
Subject: Impact.Statement: TransIt System Improve-

ments in the Los Angeles Regional Core

Environmental Impact of the Action

LO--Lack of Objections

EIS CATEGORY CODES

It· ._ .
SPEED
LIMIT

55

LETTER No. 85
Richard Smith, Community Planner (UPM-12)
Urban Mass Transportation Administration

As the draft statement emphasizes, the Los Angeles transit improvements
project is in an early conceptual phase. Therefore, a broad and somewhat
abstract analysis of environmental impacts at this point is to some extent
unavoidable. However, the final EIS must examine the environmental effects
of the selected alternative in greater detail. The following points in partiCUlar
merit careful consideration.

5a.R~~~
This office has reviewed the subject draft EIS/alternatives analysis. The following
comments are offered for your consideration in preparing the final EIS.

Section 4(f) Impacts

A prerequisite to any use of parklands or historic sites for the construction
or operation of a transportation system is a finding of no feasible and prudent
alternative. Consequently, the final EIS must reflect an effort to avoid such
uses whenever it is feasible and prUdent, and to mitigate any inevitable adverse
effects by all possible means.

Selection of any of the proposed rail alignments would appear to entail adverse
impacts upon parkland areas within the regional core. Our review has raised
the following specific concerns in this regard:

I) The impacts of the selected alternative upon Pershing Square should
be detailed in the final EIS, together with commitments to measures
to mitigate any adverse effects at this site. Figure vn.5 of the
draft EIS suggests that the rail alignments would traverse the southeast
corner of the Square, yet this impact is not given explicit consideration
in the draft statement.

2) The final EIS should discuss the impacts of the selected alternative
upon MacArthur Park, together with commitments to mitigation
measures. The draft statement asserts (on page VDI-2) that this
park would sustain "significant adverse impacts" if a rail alternative
is implemented, yet what these impacts are, or how they might
be mitigated, is not covered in Chapter VD's discussion of impacts
upon parklands. .

To:

XIII-91

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not contain suffi
cient information to assess fUlly the environmental impact of the pro
posed project or action. However, from the information submitted, the
Agency is able to make a preliminary determination of the impact on
the environment. EPA has requested that the originator provide the
information that was not included in the draft statement.

Category l--Adequate

If a draft impact statement is assigned a Category 3, no rating will be
made of the project or action, since a basis does not generally exist on
which to aake such a determination.

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not adequately assess
the environmental impact of the proposed project or action, or that the
statement inadequately analyzes reasonably available alternatives. The
Agency has requested more information and analysis concerning the poten
tial environmental hazards and has asked that substantial revision be
made to the impact statement.

Category 3--Inadequate

The draft impact statement adequately sets forth the environmental
impact of the proposed project or action as well as alternatives rea
sonably available to the project or action.

category 2--Insufficient Information

Adequacy of the Impact Statement

EU--Environmentally Unsatisfactory

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactory because of its
potentially harmful effect on the environment. Furthermore, the Agency
believes that the potential safeguards which might be utilized may not
adequately protect the environment from hazards arising from this action.
The Agency recommends that alternatives to the action be analyzed further
(including the possibility of no action at all).

EPA has reservations concerninq the environmental effects of certain
aspects of the proposed action. EPA believes that further study of
suggested alternatives or modifications is required and has asked the
originating Federal agency to reassess these aspects.

ER--Environmental Reservations

EPA has no objection to the proposed action as described in the draft
impact statement, or suggests only minor changes in the proposed action.



3)

4)

5)

The final EIS should contain a firm commitment to measures which
would mitigate adverse effects upon Barnsdall Park if Alternative III
is selected. The draft discusses the possibility of rerouting around
this park so as to maintain the integrity of the parkland.

The impacts upon Hancock Park should be discussed in detail if
Alternative D is selected. The consideration of these impacts is
tentative and cursory in the draft.

Impacts of the selected alternative upon any historic sites which
might be affected should also be considered in detail in tte final
EIS. The statement should reflect appropriate consultation with
the State Historic Preservation Officer.

2

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on this draft ~tatement.

We look forward to reviewing the final EIS, including comments received on
the draft.

3

Impacts Upon the Santa Monica Mountains

The impacts upon the ecological system of the Santa Monica Mountains should
be detailed, and appropriate mitigation measures adopted if Alternatives I,
D, III, or VI are selected. The draft statement asserts (on page IV-12) that
"in no case would a transit line result in~ disruption to existing vegetation
and wildlife /m the Santa Monica Mountains/ because, in every instance, it
would be necessary to tunnel /Ihrough the mountainy" (emphasis added). This
assertion overlooks two realities: (I) that tunnel construction by the cut-and
cover method would probably cause substantial-and perhaps irreparable
disruption to this ecological community; and (2) that the construction of
Alternative VI, the aerial busway, would probably not be by tunnel through
the Cahuenga Pass. Consequently, the environmental impacts of this alternative
would be very different from those of a tunneling alternative. Whichever
alternative is selected, impacts upon the mountain area deserve much
more serious consideration than the draft gives to them.

Displacement of Families

The analysis of anticipated displacements should be not only in terms of
residential/commercial structures (as is done in the draft), but also in terms
of the number of persons and families that would be displaced by the implementation
of Alternatives I-VI. The analysis should include a demographic profile of
the displacee (showing racial and income Characteristics), as well as any
other factors which might require special relocation assistance.

In addition, our examination of the draft EIS raised a question as to the accuracy
of the assertion on page 1V-34 that Alternative VI would displace "approximately 80"
structures. This appears to be erroneous, in view of the fact that an
aerial guideway construction of Alternative I, which follows an alignment identical
to Alternative VI, is anticipated to displace approximately 684 structures.
Presumably, Alternative VI will cause an equal amount of dislocation.

XIII-92



Dear Mr. Smith:

Mr. Richard Smith
Office of Planning Assistance - UPM-12
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
400 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

LETTER No. 86

August 5, 1979

Board of Directors of the
Southren California Rapid Transit District

425 South Main Street
Los Angeles CA 90013

Gentlemen:

You have asked for comments from concerned citizens
on our preference between the various rail, rapid transit,
bus alternative plans now being considered to link the
down-town Los Angeles business district to North Hollywood.

As a Hollywood citizen I strongly recommend PLAN III,
which traverses Vermont Street to Sunset Blvd., and then
would serve the heart of Hollywood itself before going on
to terminate in the Valley.

,.

~•EDMUND G, BROWN JR.
GOYIERNOIt

August 27, 1979

~tnte of <!.1nIifnruin
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE

OFFICE OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH
1400 TENTH STREET

SAcRAMENTO 115814

(916) 322-2318

LETTER No. 87

RECEIVED

SEP 14 197~

scr~TD
OFFie'· 0:'

MGR. R!,~~'!,~~,::j

'This is the recommendation of the Community Life
Committee of Blessed Sacrament Church, in Hollywood, ~o

which I belong.

This determination is made for the following reasons:
PLAN III will directly benefit Immaculate Heart College,
Los Angeles City College, and the cluster of hospitals at
Vermont Street and Sunset Blvd., which are now expanding
their services.

I believe PLAN III will best serve the many employees
of the basic entertainment industry of our town, now under
going an upsurge of redevelopment.

Sincerely,

Signed:

(zip)

(744 of these letters were either hand delivered to SCRTD
on August 13, 1979 by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
or received in the mail)

XIII-93

We're pleased to comment on the Alternatives Analysis/EIS/EIR on Transit
System Improvements in the Los Angeles Regional Core. It's a well-organized
informative report.

We feel the Los Angeles region should select a rail transit project for its
regional core. The technical data on freeway, surface street and bus capacity,
population and employment density, and corridor travel point to a need for
rail transit. Common sense about parking, smog, energy use by autos, and
encouragement of compact development also point toward a rail transit line.

There are also financial reasons for preferring a rail line. After Proposition
13, it will be more difficult to pay the large, continuing operating deficits
of bus transit than to find grants to build a rail line that can operate at
a much smaller deficit. We feel UMTA would--and should--be willing to provide
a major grant to help build this first piece of a rail system in Los Angeles,
since it has helped pay for rail starter lines in Miami, Baltimore, Atlanta,
and Buffalo where the justification and needs are not as great.

This first rail line should be built all the way to North Hollywood. The short
line along Wilshire Boulevard--Alternative V--serves mostly as a distribution
system for office/job centersl it doesn't reach Hollywood, where the rail line
is intended to help revitalize an older, declining area. The medium line to
Hollywood--Alternative IV--doesn't cross the mountains, which are a major
auto bottleneck. A transit line should bypass a bottleneck, not begin at the
wrong end of it.

We don't have a specific recommendation on the alternate routes to North
Hollywood: via Fairfax, via LaBrea, or via Vermont. This first rail line will
probably be followed by others in later years, possibly west toward Beverly
Hills/Century CityjWestwood or northeast toward Pasadena/Glendale. We feel
the decision on routing for this first line should consider the travel that
will need to be served.on a future, larger system, in addition to the travel
that will use this first line alone and the impacts this line will have.
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We feel a tunneled subway would be preferred, to preserve existing urban
communities with the fewest impacts. We also feel stations should be designed
so that additional track can be run through in the future without tearing out
the station and completely rebuilding it. Los Angeles is a large, spread-out
area, and a rail. transit system may want to include skip-stop express lines
twenty or more years from now, which is much sooner than the end of this
construction's useful life.

Finally, we have some comments of caution. The BART system in San Francisco
was bui'. t without a coordinated land use and zoning plan around many of its
stations. Los Angeles should avoid that situation. The City of Los Angeles
should be required to plan and zone for intense, high density land uses
around stations, starting as soon as station locations are chosen, before
construction begins.

We're concerned about costs. Escalation rates are assumed to be 10\, and
inflation 8\. Recent experience suggests these may be too low. That means
the rail line will cost more to build and operate. We urge UMTA to fund a
full 80\ share of this first line, and th~ State to contribute as much as
it legally has available. Local government should be required to show some
available source(s) to cover whatever costs may be left. The region worked
hard to agree on this starter line; we expect that, if one line can go into
operation, the Los Angeles area will continue with further local money to
expand that into a regional syst~.

We're also concerned about lead times for permits. In particular, historical
preservation clearance has taken long times. If construction must be delayed,
costs will go up. We urge that actions to obtain the permits and clearances
needed be started as soon as possible.

We thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposal, and we want to
remain involved as the process moves toward a completed project.

Sincerely,

(t'~1f
Acting Director

CCI Richard Gallagher

.'
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A. Limitations of My Conce~n

1. There are only two main issues of the Los Angeles ~RT quagnire
in which I am interested. Concentrating on too many ~ssues can
easily mire one in the bog. The two particular issues are the
most crucial ones, though, I believe. First is the nee6 to be~in."

We must make every effort to coalesce and comoromise ... and bring
an MRT system into being, soon. The questions which must be
faced--to at last get construction started--are mainly political
and financial.

Second is the actual route which will be chosen. The social and
econonic impact of a route cannot be understated. Some routes
are far less costly than others; some routes allow for much more
rapid construction, with less disruption. The choice of a route
will affect our city's development for all time.

2. In dealing with these two major issues, ~ am sidestepping
other issues--such as the choice of modes, which certainly is
significant and certainly is a subject of controversy. As far
as these other issues are concerned, though, I believe we can be
relatively confident in the results and reco~~endation~ Which
will emerge from the current RTD Corridor Study. ~

B. Background--the Interrelations
of the Wilshire Plan and MRT

1. The basis of Los Angeles MRT planning seems to almost always
have been a "conventional wisdom" about the obvious inclusion of
a high-speed rail route (at one time a monorail nowadays a
subway) along Wilshire Boulevard. The seemingly unquestioned
rationale has been:

--Wilshire is our traditional, glamorous "ma.in street."

--The present (bus) transit system has always produced its
highest patronage revenues in the "Wilshire Corridor."

2. Provision of transportation facilities, especially fixed
equipment facilities, spurs development. This is a tested tenet
of transportation planning literature. Evidence is right here
in our own city--its shape and development were determined by
rail lines and the routes of the Pacific Electric. The 1970
"Centers" concept of the City Planning Department is merely
recognition of the existing commercial and residential centers
of Los Angeles, and almost all of them developed on the 1920's
PE routes. All informed sources agree that major "development"
will occur surrounding the station sites of any modern Los Angeles
Rapid Lines.

:...



3. The Dresent character of the "Wilshire Co:':'i:ic::-" frolL the
border with Santa Monica east to downtown (the C3J) consists of:

4. The Wilshire Plan. Chief among the continuing. major objec
tives which form this district plan~ is the goal " ... to
promote the continued role of the 'Wilshire Center' and the
'Miracle Mile' as major regional 'Centers.' providing sites for
large office buildings ... " .

Today, there is a "Wilshire Center" which has developed and is
continuing to develop high density office buildings, both north
and south of Wilshire Boulevard, from Western--and more heavily,
from Vermont--to the east (to the CBD). This ce~ter is being
interlaced with more and more high density apartments~to serve
employees of many of these buildings, presumably).

Today. the "Miracle Mile has not developed as a major regional
center. Rather. there are a few high office buildings spaced
out only on Wilshire Boulevar~ The rest of this part'of our
city, north and south of Wilshire Bo~levard from Beverly Hills
to Western Avenue. is primarily a residential area from very
low density single family homes to duplexes and low to medium
density apartments. A dense, high-rise "Miracle Mile Regional
Center" could be promoted. no doubt, but it is not a part of the
Los Angeles environment today. ---

The planners recognize that to " •.• facilitate rapid transit
service ... most of the additional population should be concentrated
in proximity to the Centers," where the stations would be.
Looked at the other way. we can say that where the stations
are located is where the development will be.

a.
* b.

c.

d.
* e.

f.

g.

h.

* 1.

* j.

* k.

Veterans Administration (open space).
Westwood (med-high density commercial and residential).
Residential (low density with some medium and high
density on Wilshire).
Golf Course (open space).
Beverly Hills--west (to Beverly Dr. Increasingly high
density commercial n. of Wilshire).
Beverly Hills--east (Beverly Dr. to Robertson. Low
med. res. plus med. commercial on Wilshire).
Miracle Mile. plus (low-med. res., med. co~~ercial on
Wilshire) .
"Park Mile" -to Wilton (low density res., Wilshire frontage
mostly undeveloped).
Wilshire Center t(med-high commercial & residential.

-to- generally increasing both densities,
Westlake with a substitution of com~ercial for

- to.., residential as you' near the CBD).
CBD

:..
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5. This is the connecting linkafe ... here we see ~ow a Los Angeles
Rapid Line is inter::-elated with the Wilshire Pla~. As we have
seen. the "Miracle r·Ule" is~ a cente::-; it is only :::lanned :'0
become one ~n the wake of construction of a rapid transit station
there. Now look at the asterisked districts in section 3. above.

. These areas on Wilshire Boulevard--Westwood, Beverly Hills (west)
and "Wilshire Center" to Downtown--are actual centers and certainiy
will continue to be. ---

With the "Miracle Mile" removed. though. there is a gaping break
in any "line" drawn from Westwood to the CBD along Wilshire,
as can be seen in the map below.

Question--can we "connect the points" in a better manner than along
Wilshire Boulevard?

6. In the beginning of this essay, I stated my two criteria
for what I think is "better." The first issue--"the need to begin"
--stressed the criterion of making a choice which will achieve
political coalescence and allow us to start construction.

The second criterion is to minimize the impact of both the new
.system and the disruption during the years of construction.

These two criteria--"achievability" "(speed in actually getting
started) and "impact" (displacement and disruption, damage to .
aesthetics, area over-development) are "best" whenever there is
more of the former and less of the latter. Using these criteria.
look first at a rapid line on Wilshire and then at an alternative.

:..



WILSHIRE LINE

Alternatives I or II

July 5, 1979 July 5, i979

THE WESTSIDE LINE

which includes Alternative III

POSITIVE
ASPECTS

NEGATIVE
ASPECTS

"ACHIEVABILITY"/SPEED

-Garners political support
of property owners around
station sites.

-Garners opposition from
citizens opposed to in
creased Wilshire/Mir. Mile
density.
-Garners opposition from
intra-regional core bus
patrons whose service
necessarily will be re
duced as Wilshire trains
replace.
-As the two most lengthy
routes under Wilshire,
Alternatives I and II
will be the costliest and
slowest possible to com
plete.
-As the costliest alterna
tive(s), will garner op
position from penurious
citizens. . .

"IMPACT"

-Connects west to CBD.
-Gives construction jobs.
-Benefits property owners
around station sites.
-As subway under Wilshire,
will not require much con
demnation of homes.

-Reduces low density residen
tial opportunities by spur
ring development.
-As the ~ost lengthy subway
routes, the maximum construc
tion disruption will be
caused.
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POSITIVE
IMPACTS

NEGATIVE
ASPECTS

"ACHIEVABILITY"/SPEED

-Garners support from citi
zens opposed to increased
density and congestion.
-Garners support from prop
erty owners around new
station sites.
-As the shortest alterna
tive, is the quickest to
build and begin operating.
(also has the possibility
of elevated sections ...
even Quicker to construct.)
-As a ·clear departure from
the more costlyalterna
tives, it garners the sup
port of the penurious who
will applaud "economy in
government."
-Garners support from intra
regional core bus patrons
whose service will not be
so drastically impacted.

-Garners opposition from
Wilshire property owners
who now won't benefit.

"IlIjPACT"

--Provides the better,
ultimate connection of
the west to the CBD (and
to the Valley & Hollywood,
and vice-versa ).
-Gives construction jobs.
-Benefits property owners
around the new station sites.
-Since it utilize,mostly
subway, or available rights
of-way, will require little
condemnation of homes.
-Causes less construction
disruption because it is
less under-Wilshire subway.
-Fosters needed redevelop
ment in an area (Holly-
wood) both in need and also
already basically commer
cial or medium-high dens~ty.

(Hollywood's "axis" is east
west; only Alt. III serves
this axis.)
-Allows more economical
mix of transit modes, using
buses in the short-haul
Mid-Wilshire (north and south
of the Boulevard) to CBD
"sub-corridor."
-Has fewer unfavorable
aesthetic impacts because
it follows the precedents
of the routes of Old, es
tablished transit lines.

-Does not benefit the same
property owners (the ones
around certain Wilshire sta
tion sites).
-The ultimate connection to
the west might use (and
therefore need) subsurface
rights-of-ways under homes.



RECEIVED

;. Because of the interrelationship of MRT and comnunity develop
ment, and based on a comparison of the criteria on the preceding
two pages, Alternative III seems highly nreferable to either of
the Alternative I or II Wilshire Subways. It is the al~erna~ive in :CD
the best interests of the city's taxpayers, the city's potential . 1
.~ransit patrons, and all the residents and transit patrons in
the Miracle Mile and Mid-Wilshire sections of the Regional Core.
Decision-makers should do their utmost to work for the construction
of the preferable transit alternative ... rather than the conventional
"Wilshire Line."
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There is a preferred, ultimate mass rapid transit route that is
better than a "Wilshire Line" and that brings sounder development
to the city in general and to the Wilshire, Fairfax, and Hollywood
districts in particular. That alternative is Alternative III.

------------------ ---
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Ms. Marlee T. Coughlan
CKT Associates
Public Participation Consultants
21050 Waveview Drive
Topanga, California 90290

Dear ~.s. Coughlan:

OCT :! 1979
SCRTD

OFFICE OF
MGR. RAPID TRAtISIT DEPT.
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I very much appreicated rece1v1ng your recent letter on the
proposed Rapid Transit Starter Line in the Wilshire Corridor in
Los Angeles. From my review of this project, I am impressed with
the service to the communi ty . this would provide, its potential
contribution to revitalizing downtown Los Angeles, and its effect
on surface traffic.

It is my hope a full consensus, which was apparently evident
in the public hearings, can be developed on a particular route.
Additionally, the proposal is fiscally attractive as it would not
require any additional taxes.

Should this proposed mass transit line be formally adopted by
Los Angeles, I stand ready to join with other civic leaders in
supporting' all necessary grant requests from U~~A.

I trust this letter is helpful, and look forward to staying
in touch. With good wishes, I am,

Sincerely;

~'.rtw;r---
HENRY A. WAXMAN
Member of Congress

HAW:bwo
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E. RESPONSES TO SUBSTANTIVE COrmENTS

In order to respond efficiently and in a consistent manner to all of

the individual oral and written comments received, it was necessary
to group several such comments into common points of concern. These

conunon points of concern are defined as "substantive" comments, and

for each such comment there is also a corresponding substantive

response.

What follows is a "comment-response package" which consists of a series

of concise statements that constitute these substantive comments. Be

low each such comment is a set of references which consists of one or

more written or oral individual comments that apply to the substantive
one. The individual written comments are referenced by their index

number (See Section "D"), and the oral comments are referenced by ses

sion and transcript page number (See Section "e").

The comment responses follow:
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1. Comment

A further comparison of the Vermont, La Brea and Fairfax
alternatives was requested. It is thought by some persons
that the Vermont Alternative (III) is the best one to select.

References

Letters 5, 6, 7, 55, 57, 60, 62, 65, 70, 71, 72, 73, 76, 88

Response

Introduction

Widespread support for a rail/bus alternative was given at
the recent public hearings on the Regional Core Transit
Alternatives. There was, however, some disagreement as
to which rail alternative should be selected. This
discussion presents supplemental data on the alternative
rail alignments to aid in reaching a conclusion on the matter.

It should be emphasized that in determing the Preferred
Alternative, project costs, patronage, population/employment
density, operating efficiency, environmental impacts, funding,
and a host of other issues were studied.

Centers

In its land use policy, the City of Los Angeles has identi
fied' throughout the city, a number of centers which are to be
developed as the focal points of concentrated urban activity.
Further, it has been recognized by the city that direct and
effective mass transit access to these centers is essential
to their complete development.

A more detailed discussion of the City's land use policy can
be found in Chapter V of the Final Alternatives Analysis/
Environmental Impact statement/Environmental Impact Report
(AA/EIS/EIR). The matrix shown on the next page identifies
the adopted City centers which are directly served by each rail
alternative. The major centers are divided into significant
and distinct sub-centers. For Example, the Miracle Mile Center
is divided between La Brea and Fairfax, both major focal
points of activity. See Figure 1 for a map of the centers
identified.



7. Miracle Mile (Fairfax)
8. East Hollywood
9. Hollywood (Vine)

10. Hollywood (La Brea)
11. Universal City
12. North Hollywood

1. North Central Los Angeles
2. Central Los Angeles
3. Westlake
4. Wilshire (Vermont)
5. Wilshire (Western)
6. Miracle Mile (La Brea)

FIGURE 1
Centers Rail Alternatives Served AOOITED CITY CENTERS

I II III IV V
IN THE REGIONAL CORE

Civic Center x x x x x

Central CBD x x x x x

Westlake x x x x x

Wilshire (Vermont) x x x x x

Wilshire (Western) x x x x

Miracle Mile (La Brea) x x x x •Miracle Mile (Fairfax)

CENTERS

x x

East Hollywood x

Hollywood (Vine) x

Hollywood (La Brea) x x x

Universal City x x x

North Hollywood x x x

Number of Centers Served 9 10 8 7 7

Examination of this matrix reveals not just those centers served but also
those which are not served. Alternative I does not serve the western end
of the Miracle Mile and provides only limited service to Hollywood. Alterna
tive II provides limited service to Hollywood. Alternative III, though it
provides better service in Hollywood, does not serve Wilshire Cm ter or the
Miracle Mile. Alternative IV does not serve the San Fernando Valley nor
the western end of the Miracle Mile, and provides limited service to Holly
wood..Alternative V does not serve the San Fernando Valley nor Hollywood.
Thus, It becomes clear that the selection of any particular alternative will
necessarily require trade-offs among centers and communities served.

SOURCE: Concept Los Angeles, Adopted by Los Angeles
City Council in 1974.
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Centers of Interest

The Regional Core is filled with many centers of interest; be they
public, recreational or entertainment facilities. While the majority
of these centers are listed in either the Final AA/EIS/EIR or its
Appendices, some of the more notable facilities' and their relation
ship to the various rail alternatives merit more discussion.

A major concentration of medical facilities exists in East Hollywood.
Among these are the Hollywood Presbyterian Medical Center,
Children's Hospital, Kaiser Hospital and the Braille Institute. Alternative
ill is the only rail alternative which directly serves these facilities.

Another major medical complex in the Regional Core exists at
Cedars Sinai which is just west of Fairfax.

A list of all the medical centers in the regional core was compiled.
There are 24. Alternative II would serve 21 of these directly or
with one transfer and not more than a 10 minute bus ride. Alterna
tives III and I would serve 17 and 16 of these centers, respectively.

The route of Alternative III, through Hollywood, would best serve
the many movie houses and theatres along Hollywood Boulevard.

There is a heavy concentration of cultural, tourist and entertainment
facilities at the western end of the Miracle Mile. The Los Angeles
County Art Museum, Page Museum, and Farmers Market can only
be directly served by Alternatives II and V. Alternative II additionally
serves CBS Television City and the Farmers Market.

The Hollywood Bowl, Universal City Studios and Universal Amphitheatre
are regional entertainment centers. Alternatives I, II and III serve
these facilities. Alternative IV only serves the Hollywood Bowl.

Demographics

Population and employment densities were calculated for the La Brea,
Fairfax and Vermont rail corridors (A lternatives I, II and III, respec
tively). Densities were obtained for two mile bands around each
alignment from Vermont and Wilshire to'the Hollywood Bowl (See
Figure 2). The census tract blocked out is not included in any of the
3 alignments.

1978 population was summed by census tracts using, "Population,
Housing and Acreage, " a Los Angeles City Planning Department docu
ment dated October, 1978. The most current employment data was
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obtained from the County's 1973 Industrial, Commercial Employ
ment Estimate file. Based on these data the following corridor
densities were computed.

Rail Corridor Demographic Comparison

Fbpulation Employment
Alternative Density Density

Alternative I (La Brea) 11,500/sq. mi. 12, OOO/sq. mi.

Alternative II (Fairfax) 11,500 11,500

Alternative III (Vermont) 12,000 12,500

The computer model used in determining the patronage used a
methodology which analyzed each traffic analysis zone in the
LARTS region to determine if any persons from that zone would
use the 18 mile rail system. There were no arbitrary bound
aries or cut off lines. Station Influence Areas were devised to
show where the patrons would come from and how they would
arrive (i.e., by auto, walk, bus, etc.).

The following data was excerpted from the Demographic Appendix,
II.K.

1976 Fbpulation and Employment in Station Influence
Areas Between the Vermont/Wilshire & Las Palmas/
Selma Stations, Inclusive

Alt. I AIt. II AIt. III

Fbpulation 490,583 494,592 325,498

Fbpulation Density 11,254 10,282 9,156

Employment 353,360 344,120 242,290

Employment Density 8,106 7,154 6,815

It can be seen that the influence areas for the stations in
Alternatives I and II extend over more area and serve
significantly more residents and employment than do those in
Alternative III.
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Transit Dependency

The measures of transit dependency most frequently cited are
income levels, young and old age, physical handicap and lack
of auto availability. Data for the census tracts within walk-
ing distance of the three alternatives in the Wilshire/Hollywood
area is shown in the following table. This table indicates that
the Vermont alignment shows the lowest income level, while
the Fairfax alignment shows the highest number of persons
under 16, over 65, handicapped and auto less households.

Measures of Transit Dependency

La Brea (A It. I) Fairfax (A It. II) Vermont (A It. III)

Average median 11,272 10,951 8,334
Family Income

Persons under 10,826 13,158 10,579
16 years old

Persons over 21,564 32,034 17,168
65 years old

Handicapped 420 563 480
Persons

Autol ess 18,377 23,714 22,593
Households

Source: 1970 Census. From the Los Angeles County Trans
portation Commission Route Selection Report, Dated
November 14, 1979.



Current Bus Ridership

Current bus ridership data for lines which operate over streets
which follow the various rail alignments were collected as another
measure of corridor comparison. Average weekday, all-day, two
way link volumes for the identified street segments are listed below
in descending order.

Average Weekday, All-Day, Two-Way
Link Volumes

Street Limits Link Volume Range No. Bus Lines

Wilshire Vermont- Fairfax 18,000 - 20,500 3

Vermont Wilshire-Sunset 10,000 - 18,000 4

Hollywood Hillhurst-La Brea 12,000 - 16,500 6

Fairfax Wilshire-Sunset 9,000 - 10,000 3

La Brea Wilshire-Sunset 3,000 - 3,500 1

This table shows that Wilshire Boulevard has substantially higher
link volumes than do the other streets. Vermont, Hollywood and
Fairfax are quite high while La Brea is not so heavily traveled.

Another measure of transit activity along these corridors are on
and off movements (boardings and alightings). It is difficult to make
a relative comparison of this activity as each street has many stops
and the on and off activity may range from as few as ten to as many
as five thousand. However, to provide some measure of distinction,
average on and off movements were collected at only the major inter
sections. (The limits for the street segments were the same as those
described in the Link Volume Table, above.) Again. the data is shown
in descending order.

Average Daily On and Off Movements
at Major Intersections

Summary and Decision

Alternatives I,ll and ill serve the highest number of Los Angeles
City Centers, with Alternative II (Fairfax) directly serving the
most -- ten. The Vermont corridor (Alternative III) has slightly
stronger demographic support within one mile of each side of
that line; but Alternatives I and II are significantly stronger when
their larger station influence areas are considered. Wilshire
Boulevard (Alternatives I and II) is clearly more significant in
terms of current transit (bus) activity, and service to transit
dependent groups (i. e. under 16, over 65, handicapped, and
autoless households). Alternative III serves more low income groups.

Based on the factors considered herein, and many other issues
which are discussed in this Final AA/EIS/Effi, the SCRTD Board
adopted Alternative II as its "Preferred Alternative". For more
details see "Rationale for Selection of Alternative II as the
Preferred Alternative", in Chapter ll, Section D of this Report.

The Los Angeles County Transportation Commission has also pre
pared a Report entitled "Regional Core Rapid Transit Route
Selection Report" dated November 14, 1979, which compares the
three alternatives discussed here, and recommends the selection
of Alternative II. Copies of this report are available from the
Commission's office.

Wilshire
Hollywood
Fairfax
Vermont
La Brea

2,700
2.000
1,500
1,300

500

Again. Wilshire shows a very high level of on-off movements, while
La Brea shows the much lower level. Hollywood, Fairfax and Ver
mont all experience substantial transit on-off activity.
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2. Comment

The Hollywood Revitalization Committee and the Hollywood Chamber
of Commerce and others have suggested that the station proposed
in Hollywood along Alternatives I and II in the vicinity of Las Palmas
Avenue and Selma Avenue be relocated to Cahuenga Boulevard and
Hollywood Boulevard. The Los Angeles City Council asked that
equal consideration be given to those locations.

Reference

Letters No.5, 7, 9., 50, 58, 76-1 and Oral Testimony: Mr. Sheldon
Davidow, Session C, p. ;U.

Response #2

1. Backgroond

The Hollywood commercial district is approximately 3 miles long,
extending on both Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards from Vermont
Avenue on the east to La Brea Avenue on the west. At the Vermont
end there is a very large medical complex. Most of the movie
television-music industry in Hollywood is located in the westerly
portion of this commercial strip. There are legitimate theatre and
cinema concentrations in the vicinity of both Vine Street and Highland
Avenue. A Broadway Department Store is located at Vine Street and
small retail establishments are fairly evenly distri buted along the
line.

The Los Angeles City Council adopted the Centers Concept for Los
Angeles in 1974. It features three centers. One is the hospital complex
at Vermont Avenue; the second is the east Hollywood commercial core
centered on Vine Street; and the third is centered on Highland Avenue.
This concept indicates a rapid transit line from the south under
La Brea Avenue with a transit station in the Highland Avenue Center
(Vicinity of Highland and Hollywood Boulevard). This concept also
features an auxilliary east-west transit line along Hollywood Boule
vard connecting these three centers, and extending both east and west
from Hollywood.

Hollywood, as a whole, has experienced a general decline in its com
mercial and residential character over the past twenty to thirty years.
Approximately two years ago the City of Los Angeles officially desig
nated the Hollywood Revitalization Committee, working in close
coordination with the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce to begin
efforts to improve Hollywood as a place in which to live and work.
Several federally funded housing and commercial projects have been
initiated to assist in this effort.
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2. (continued)

2. Impacts

A. Length of Line

To move the station from Las Palmas to Cahuenga would re
quire an additional 2,900 feet of tunnel and track.

B. Station Location

The northerly end of the station structure would be located just
north of the north side of Hollywood Blvd. and would extend
south for approximately 500 feet.

C. Cost

To construct the additional 2,900 feet of tunnel and track, the
escalated capital cost would be approximately $25 million.

D. Travel Time

The additional travel time added by the additional length of
tunnel would be approximately 30 seconds.

E. Patronage

Since Las Palmas and Cahuenga are less than a half mile apart,
no reliable patronage difference can be estimated. However, one
might infer from the fact that there is considerably greater bus
boardings and alightings and somewhat g~eater density of population
surrounding the Las Palmas location that the ridership at Cahuenga
might be somewhat less than at Las Palmas.

As mentioned by the Hollywood Chamber, it should be noted that a
large portion (about 60 percent) of the arrivals at the Hollywood
station would be from the east and west of the station via feeder
buses, and therefore it would appear inconsequential to these
passengers whether the station were located at Las Palmas or at
Cahuenga.

F. Cultural-Historical

The Hollywood Revitalization Committee staff have recently
completed a review of buildings in most of the Hollywood Core
Area. There are a number of significant or potentially significant
buildings along Hollywood Blvd.· and on side streets. They conclude
the least impact on these structures would be caused by a station

2. (continued)

located at Cahuenga Blvd. centered on Selma Avenue midway
between Hollywood Bowl and Sunset Blvd. There are buildings
of significance along Hollywood Blvd. both at Cahuenga and
Las Palmas.

G. Joint Development

It is the intent of the Hollywood Revitalization Committee to
encourage more development and redevelopment in the east
Hollywood commercial core centered on Vine Street in the
vicinity of Cahuenga. These include one new hotel complex
announced to be constructed within two blocks of Cahuenga
Boulevard, and plans for a regional shopping center for which
land has been assembled. The Committee feels that the present
level of development in tie Highland Avenue area is sufficient
for the foreseeable future and there is more need and oppor
tunity in the Cahuenga-Vine vicinity.

There are significant amounts of land in the Cahuenga vicinity
with surface parking and low rise buildings and thus joint
development opportunities should be considered as good. The
area in the vicinity of LasPalmas and Selma (which area would
be redeveloped as a result of a transit station there) is the
principal'problem"area in Hollywood. Thus joint development
opportunities should be considered good in either location.

It must be kept in mind that Hollywood is essentially a strip
type commercial area along Hollywood Blvd. and Sunset Blvd.
There are no substantial concentrations of buildings or activities
in anyone particular location in the several mile long strip
type core.

H. Traffic Circulation

The current daily traffic volumes were developed in a study by
Associated Parking Consultants and made available in a draft
report dated July 9, 1979

Street Direction 24 Hr. Volume
Hollywood Blvd. E-W 30,000-34,000

Sunset Blvd. E-W 46,000
Highland Ave. N-S 47,000-52,000

(Near Hollywood Blvd.)
Las Palmas Is a narrow discontinuous local

(2 blocks E. of Highland)· street and thus no estimates are
available.
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Vine Street N-S
Cahuenga Blvd. (3 blocks N-S

W. of Vine near Hollywood Blvd. )

19,000-28,000
16,000-18,000



2. (continued) 2. (continued)

The reason an Urban Design Consultant proposed the station on
Las Palmas easterly of Highland Avenue was to avoid the
already overcongested intersection of Highland and Hollywood
Blvd. The local street system is discontinuous in this immediate
area and appropriate changes could be made at the time of
construction of the station to provide for traffic circulation
and access. Station locations shown in the Draft Report are
not exact and during preliminary engineering various conditions
could cause minor shifts.

Wilcox Avenue and Vine Street are two nearby north-south
arterials which could be used as alternatives to avoid any
traffic slow up due to a station at Cahuenga. A station at Las
Palmas would not adversely effect traffic on Highland.

I. Employment Characteristics

Again the linear nature of Hollywood, with the excellent feeder
bus service along both Hollywood and Sunset Boulevards make
such a micro-residential evaluation almost meaningless. A
majority of persons living in the Hollywood community who
would use the rapid transit system can be expected to use the
feeder bus system to get to the station, irrespective of its
location.

It should be noted that as far as the Hollywood Community Plan
is concerned, it does not recommend a particular station stop
but both proposed stations are in the "Regional Center" which
the plan designates for both high density commercial and
residential development. The Cahuenga Station is closer to
both the federally financed Neighborhood Strategy Area and the
HOME Program Housing rehabilitation projects in Hollywood,
both located south of Sunset Boulevard.

Block level employment estimates are not available and thus no
careful study can be made of which station might serve more
employees. However some general comments are appropriate.

Both stations are located within census tract 1907 which had
(according to the 1973 ICE l....ile) 7,397 employees. rthe Cahuenga
station would be about 1/2 mile east of the Las Palmas station.
In reviewing the census tracts to the east and west of this
tract we find that they have very similar numbers of employees,
about 3, 000 on either side. Keeping in mind that Hollywood is
essentially a 3 mile long strip commercial area it becomes even
more apparent that there are no especially large concentrations
of employment in this corridor.

K. Bus Patronage

Current Bus Ridership Information

Five different bus lines operate along Hollywood Blvd. between
Highland and Cahuenga (RTD lines 81, 85, 89, 91 and 436).
For these five bus lines there are, at Hollywood and Highland,
8,100 all-day on and off movements, while at Hollywood and
Cahuenga, there are only 1,800.

It should be noted, however, that there is considerable more
on-off activity at Hollywood and Vine which is two blocks west
of Cahuenga. At that location the daily on and off movement
is 6, 500 - higher than Cahuenga, but still lower than Highland.

J. Residential Characteristics

Although the Hollywood/Cahuenga location does not show a noticeable
advantage over the Las Palmas/Selma location in terms of the
quantitative factors considered, the SCRTD Board of Directors has
determined that there are other considerations which outweigh this
numerical comparison. Specifically, it was felt that the revital
ization of Hollywood would be better effectuated by relocation of
the Hollywood/Las Palmas station to the Hollywood/Cahuenga location.

Summary and Decision

14,377

CT 1901

CT 1902
CT 1907

In examining the same census tracts for residential character
istics as the employment data it is evident that the Hollywood
Las Palmas station would serve directly a somewhat greater
number of residents, 18%.

Hollywood Hollywood
Las Palmas Cahuenga

4,752 CT 1902 6,792

6,792 CT 1903.02 396
2,833 CT 1906 2,210

CT 1907 2,833
12,231
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3: Comment

The letter from the 1.. A. - City Council suggests deletion of the
rapid transit station at the Hollywood Bowl.

Reference

Letter #9, 40, 41

Response

Alternatives I, II and III travel via different routes from the Los
Angeles Central Business District to North Hollywood. Each align
ment passes through the Santa Monica Mountains via Cahuenga Pass
and a rapid transit station has been shown in this Final Report in the
vicinity of the Hollywood Bowl. The main function of such a station
would be to provide access to that cultural, entertainment facility
which is only active about 50 evenings per year.

The hilly, local geography, which surrounds the Bowl, forms a barrier
between the San Fernando Valley and the Los Angeles Basin, and it is
a low density, high income, residential area.

The population density adjacent to the station is quite low, only 2,300 per
sons per square mile and employment is only 480 employees per square
mile. Because of the hilly terrain and the very low population and
employment density, there is no bus service in the area except for
trips running through the Cahuenga Pass on the Hollywood Freeway. The
patronage projections indicate a very low station volume at this location.
The 24-hour, average weekday station volume for the Hollvwood Bowl was
forecast to be approximately 5, 000 persons. This volume is well below the
range of 15 to 67 thousand that is projected for other stations along the route.

Two arguments advanced in support of a station at the Hollywood Bowl
are: (1) that it could be used as a park-and-ride station and (2) that
it would provide improved service to the Hollywood Bowl, itself.

While the existence of 3,600 parking spaces at the Bowl would ordi-
narily make the site an attractive candidate for a park-and-ride station,
the mode split analysis shows a demand for no more than 200 spaces.
Park-and-ride trips originating from the Valley would logically and
preferably be intercepted at the Universal City and North Hollywood
Stations.

There is no doubt that a station at the Hollywood Bowl would improve
access to that entertainment facility. The real question is whether or
not the improved service, just for this facility, can justify its capital
and operating cost.
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3. (Cont'd)

The Hollywood Bowl is an 18,000 seat, open air. musical amphi
theatre -- the summer home of the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra. The season runs from July through September,
operating four nights weekly with approximately 45 to 50 total per-

. formances. The average nightly attendance is approximately 10,000.
of which about 2,000 or 20% now arrive aboard SCRTD and other
private buses. While the Starter Line could be expected to prOVide
transportation for many of these people and some additional auto
travelers as well, Hollywood Bowl patrons come from all over Los
Angeles County.

Under contract with the Philharmonic, special SCRTD bus service
is provided (about 30 round trips) from locations in Hollywood,
Westwood, Universal City, Pasadena, Torrance, Carson, Westchester,
Northridge and Long Beach. SCRTD is reimbursed the full cost of
this service by the Philharmonic, net of fare revenues.

The total estimated, capital cost of a Hollywood Bowl Station could
be in excess of $30 million in escalated dollars.

Decision

In view of its providing transit service to a major county cultural,
entertainment facility, the SCRTD Board agreed to retain this station,
as a special purpose facility, to be operated during Hollywood Bowl
events.



4. Comment
6. Comment

5.

Many proposals were made to extend the rail rapid transit system
outside the original regional core study area. .

Reference

Letters 12, 33, 42, 44, 61, 63, 64, 67, 69, 78, 79
Oral Testimony: Mr. steven Morris, Session A, p. 42; Dr. A.
Falick, Session A, p. 38; M. Winegar, Session B, p. 35;
Mr. Pompa, Session E, p. 57.

Response

Greatest need for fixed guideway rapid transit service has repeat
edly been found (by numerous previous reports made for Los
Angeles) to be in the Regional Core Area within which the U. S.
Secretary of Transportation, in December 1976, authorized the
District to study possible alternative solutions.

We well realize that some extensions are needed, but a start
must be made and available funding should first be used for the
initial segment. Extensions will follow as demand is generated
and funding becomes available. The ability to extend will, without
any doubt, be provided for in the design of the initial line.

Comment

Cut in half the amount of time it takes for construction from six
years to three years.

Reference

Letters 34, 40, 41, 42 ,
Oral Testimony: Dr. Falick, Session A, p. 34 and Session F,
p. 38 and Dave Waters, Session F. p.53.

Response

The existing environmental impact laws and other institutional
requirements will not allow acceleration of construction. If all .
these requirements were relaxed, we could accelerate construction
by about 2 years (i. e., from mid '88 to mid '86). Session F-12,
p.40).
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It is proposed that the downtown section of the Rail Starter Line
consist of a loop subway, instead of the present alignment via Broad
way and 7th Streets. It is also suggested that the eastern leg of
this loop be on Spring Street, the western leg on Flower Street,
the southern leg on 7th Street and the northern leg on 1st or 2nd
Street.

Reference

Letter No. 40, 41
Dr. Falick, Session A, p.36 and Session F., p.38; Mr. Dave
Waters, Session A, p. 53; and Mr. Stan Hart, Session F, p.28.

Response

1. This use of a loop would mean the initiation of a new line to serve
South Central Los Angeles and while we are aware of the impor
tance of such a line - it would mean starting an entirely new
project for which we do not have authorization nor funding.

2. Assuming a double track subway, with a Y-connection at 1st and
Spring, as shown in proposed plan in Figure 2, and an over
under tunnel and station arrangement at 7th and Flower (as shown
in Figure I), the loop involves, in effect, operating two lines on
the same track. The minimum practical headway for operating
rail systems is two minutes. So a loop configuration would mean
the closest headway on each line beyond the loop would be 4
minutes. If three lines used the loop that would increase to 6
minutes on each line beyond the loop. This is not satisfactory as,
due to passenger volume, we must be able to operate all the way
out Wilshire on a 2 minute minimum headway in the future.

3. The Y- junctions would involve train margins at grade and any
delay on one branch could adversely effect the other line.

4. A loop would duplicate, to some extent, the proposed DPM.
However, if it should not be implemented, then a further analysis
of the best location for the South Central/Eagle Rock Line (i. e.,
alongside the Wilshire Line on Broadway, or on Flower and
1st Streets) should be made.

5. Loop service would reduce the need for transferring, but at the
expense of capacity which means longer minimum headways on
the lines involved in the loop.

6. For through passengers, the time to go around the loop may
exceed the time it would take to get off and transfer to a
s epara18 line.



6. (continued)

Spring Street Alignment for Loop Subway vs. the Broadway Alignment

The Spring Street leg has some advantages from the joint develop
ment aspect. However, there are certain other advantages to
locating the line on Broadway. These are discussed as follows:

6. (continued)

(4) There are many more persons who use the bus lines on
Broadway as indicated in the link volume study at 5th and
Broadway and 5th and Spring. Spring Street has a contra
flow bus lane on it.

Re: Spring Street Alignment

(1) There are more potential joint development opportunities
along Spring Street between First Street and Seventh Street
than along Broadway.

a. There are more parcels of land used for surface
parking than on Broadway.

Volumes of Bus
Passengers passing 5th
Street on RTD Bus Lines
in one day.

Conclusion

Broadway

27,706

Spring Street

14,195

b. There are more vacant or substantially vacant office
buildings along Spring Street in this vicinity than on
Broadway.

(2) The Community Redevelopment Agency has been developing a
plan for the revitalization of Spring Street, but no definite
plans have yet been announced. Spring Street appears to need
more ~ssistance than Broadway since many financial and bank
ing offices have moved to the west side of downtown, leaving
a lot of vacant buildings.

(3) A station between 5th and 6th on Spring Street would provide
good access to Broadway through the Arcade Building.

Re: Broadway Alignment

(1) There is substantially more active commercial activity along
Broadway.

(2) There is substantial "loft" space along Broadway. There is
very little along Spring Street. These lofts could be used for
secondary activities, and may offer some joint development
potential, but not of the level as the office space along Spring
Street, according to the Community Redevelopment Agency.

(3) There was a recent proposal developed by the Los Angeles
City Engineer to create a "bus mall" along Broadway between
Second Street and Ninth Street. The idea has been dropped
for the present time. It may be revived at some time in the
future. No such proposal has been made for Spring Street as
it is a one way street paired with Main Street. Should it be
revived, it would present an excellent transportation interface.
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7.

This assessment indicates that the alignment along Broadway would
best serve both the transit needs of the area and the development
potential along Spring Street.

Comment

A suggestion was made that the Rapid Transit System accomodate
bicycles.

Reference

Letter 56, Oral Testimony by Glen Bailey, Session A, P. 54

Response

This is a design detail that will be evaluated during preliminary
engineering.



8. Comment

Several suggestions were made to insure full accessibility of
the rapid transit system to the handicapped.

Reference

Letter No. 20, 43
Oral testimony, Dennis Cannon, Session A, P. 60

Response

A statement to this effect, has been included on page 11-13,
Chapter II of the Report. To the extent possible and in
accordance with Federal Law, Preliminary Engineering will
assure full system accessibility for the handicapped.

10. Comment

Many persons suggested that the feeder bus service should be
well organized and adequate to do the job necessary.

Reference

Oral Testimony: Mr. Ken Gregory, Session F, p. 20;
Mr. Glen Bailey, Session A, p. 54.

Response

This matter has been discussed at length in several sections
of this Final Report. Our bus operation cost estimates for each
alternative are based on the cost of re-routed bus lines to
serve the stations. The feeder bus service plans will be
further refined during preliminary engineering.

9. Comment

Since the property in the vicinity of the proposed transit stations
will increase because of this system, have those property owners
contribute towards paying for the system.

Reference

Oral Testimony: Mr. Art Schneider, Session B, P. 59; Mr. Ken
Gregory, Session F, p. 20.

Response

This Final Report explored Joint Development/Value Capture
possibilities at considerable length. (See Chapter VI). .
In this regard every effort will be made to develop some revenue
to assist in defraying some of the system cost. This matter will
be considered in Preliminary Engineering during the finalization of
the construction financing.
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11. Comment

Is this system safe from earthquake damage?

References

Mr. Greg Roberts, Session B, p.48; Ms. Phyllis Roberts, Session
B, p.57; Mr. David B. Leary, Session D, p.68.

Response

This matter has been discussed at length in the report and in Appendix
II.A., Part 3. It is the conclusion of the District's special consultants,
Lindvall, Richter and Associates, that one is safer in deep tunnels than
in structures on or above the ground surfaces.



12. Comment

How is East Los Angeles served by the Starter Line?

Reference

Ms. Toni Rini, Session E, p.39

Response

East Los Angeles, at present, has excellent bus service into the
CBD and this will permit residents of East Los Angeles to board
the rapid transit line and have much improved access to jobs and
shops and public attractions along the Wilshire Corridor, Hollywood
and North Hollywood. .

13. Comments

Use a Personal Rapid Transit System (PRT) instead of conven
tional rail.

Reference

Mr. Michael Clements, Session F, p. 46

Response

In the 1973-74 report recommending a 145 mile rapid transit
network, we retained a consultant to review all transit tech
nology. PRT and all other known system proposals, were
given a great deal of attention. The conclusion was that
other than the type of rail rapid transit that has been proven
in New York, Chicago, Ihiladelphia, Toronto, and most other
major cities of the world, no other system has yet passed
the test of time -- they are all "experimental" and a period
of 10 years or so would be required to construct and adequately
test any of them under heavy passenger load conditions. There
fore, the mode to use for immediate implementation is a regular,
large car, rail rapid transit.
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14. Comment

Provide for easy distribution throughout the CBD by Pedways,
Moving Sidewalks, etc.

Reference

Mr. Ken Gregory, Session F, p. 21

Response

With the exception of Bunker Hill area, most major job centers in .
the CBD are within 1/4 miles (1320' or 2 long blocks) of one of
the 3 stations proposed in the CBD. The City's proposed Downtown
People Mover will provide additional, and even shorter access up
and down the westerly side of the CBD. If the DPM does not
become a reality, a line to serve South Central Los Angeles ~ould
be brought up by the Convention Center along Flower Street With
stations at 7th and 2nd, thence east on 1st Street to Civic Center
and Union Station.

15. Comment

The City of San Fernando does not favor any rapid transit project
that uses gas tax revenues that are allocated to cities.

Reference:

Letter No. 22

Response

We are not asking for any of the gas tax funds which go to cities.
But, over 60% of voters in the entire county in June, 1974, voted
to authorize the use of up to 25% of this area's gas tax funds for
rapid transit. We are asking only for the allocation of the state's
share of these funds - - not the shares which are allocated to the
County nor to the cities in the County.



16. Comment

Since some Flood Control projects are in the vicinity of the pro
posed rail line; a careful environmental impact study should be
made.

Reference

Letter No. 10

Response

During preparation of the Alternatives Analysis and Environmental
Impact Statement Report, evaluation of the impacts of the pro
posed project on all existing public utilities, including the storm
drain system, and the cost of maintaining existing utility systems
was a matter of important consideration. The City of Los Angeles
Engineering Department reviewed all major underground utilities
and prepared 139 reproducible maps covering the alternative
alignments. These maps identify the existing utilities and show
their recorded locations in plan and elevation. These are in the
files of the District's Rapid Transit Department.

Information on utilities was used in preparing cost estimates for
the alternative alignments and the various configurations and methods
of construction which were evaluated. Documentation of the cost
estimates for utilities is found in the capital cost estimates of the
report and most significantly in the special study on a Cut-and
Cover cost estimate for Alternative - Route II, prepared by
Jacobs Associates, dated April 1979, and available at the SCRTD
offices.

Special reference to storm water run-off and storm drains is made
under Appendix II. G. - Utility Systems, Storm Water Run-Off,
Appendix III, Part B. 11 - Utilities, as part of discussion of station
design, and the Report, pages IV-32, IV-33, and VIII-I, discussion
of cut-and-cover construction.

A11 of the above referenced work has been done as part of the
Alternatives Analysis and Environment Impact Statement/Report
and no unusually serious or difficult problems have been foum.

Upon the initiation of preliminary engineering on the preferred
alternative II, all possible conflicts with storm drains and other
public utility systems will be analyzed in detail. Where conflicts
do occur, problems will be resolved directly and in cooperation
with the utility involved. It is recognized that costs incurred in
resolVing such conflicts will be an integral part of the project cost.
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17. Comment

Use buses for transportation wherever possible because they offer
greater flexibilities in accomodating daily fluctuations of rider
ship.

Reference

Letter No. 20

Response

Daily fluctuations in ridership are best accommodated by rail
systems, not buses, because with rail, additional ridership is
accommodated simply by adding cars to trains, without adding
any operators. With buses, not only are additional vehicles
required, but additional operators also. In addition to the
obtaining and training of bus operators, it is significant to note
that operating labor accounts for 80% of transit operating costs.

18. Comment

Use buses wherever possible because they are not major targets
of vandalism as subways are.

Reference

Letter 20

Response

Experience has shown that the new subway systems are not faced
with high incident rates of vandalism because of adequate lighting and
security measures. Actually, we find, based on our own exper
ience, as well as that of other transit properties who operate both
buses and rail rapid transit, that subway stations are perceived
to be safer than the streets. A poorly lighted lonely bus stop is
more likely to attract unlawful activity than a well designed and
lighted station, which the station attendant can monitor by T. V.
cameras. Buses are most certainly subject to vandalism as we
know from experience.



19. Comment

Use buses wherever possible because they offer greater flexibility
in serving population distribution changes.

Reference

Letter 20

Response

Rail rapid transit is most efficient in high volume corridors 
which is where it is proposed. But to be most effective it must
operate in concert with a good feeder bus system. A rail
system tends to reduce urban sprawl and make the reart of
the region more attractive. It is very costly to operate bus
service in the outlying areas because of low patronage.

20. Comment

21. Comment

Continue the EI Monte Busway on Interstate 10 to the end of
the Santa Monica Freeway

Reference

Letter 20

Response

There is no exclusive right of way for buses on the santa Monica
Freeway. Such a proposal would not be able to serve many
passengers whose destinations are on Wilshire, not on the santa
Monica Freeway.

Use improved buses in the regional core to accommodate the
crowds. Other cities are doing this.

Reference

Letter 20

Response

Our buses in the Regional Core - especially those paralleling
Wilshire are already carrying "crush loads" and people are
being passed by fully loaded buses. Bus lines on Wilshire,
Olympic and Third are carrying more riders than the entire
BART rail system - but their capacity has about been reached
and the annual operating cost is much higher with All-Bus
service than it will be with a combination of trunkline Rapid
Transit and Feeder Buses. District staff members have inspected
high capacity buses and equipment in Germany and the District
has bought and is trying some of these type of buses.
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22. Comment

Buses should have the right of way· on streets so that cars
would not have priority.

Reference

Letter 20

Response

The District and the City are planning to try such a system on
Ventura Boulevard, where buses will pre-empt traffic signals.
A successful implementation of this system would enable its
application in other SCRTD service areas.



23. Comment

The Executive Sum!Ilary should have delineated the boundaries
of the Regional Core.

Reference

Letter 20

Response

The Executive Summary's purpose was to briefly present the
results of the Alternatives Analysis; the details are in the Final
Report and its four volumes of Appendices.

24. Comment

25. Comment

The patronage on the "status quo" Alternative is low. More
people than that use the buses.

Reference

Letter 20

Response

The patronage estimates for the Null Alternative (XI) were based
on the actual ridership counts on the SCRTD Bus System. This
data is maintained and up-dated by the Service Analysis Depart
ment of SCRTD. Details on patronage analysis are prOVided in
Chapter III and Appendix I of this report.

It is questionable to assume that buses can carry as many people as
subways. (See Alternative I and VI. They have the same patronage.)

Reference

Letter 20, 58

Response

Equal ridership was arbitrarily assigned to Alternative VI in
order to obtain and compare operating costs between a bus
(Alt. VI) and a rail system (Alt. I), on an equal basis. The
capital cost for Alternative VI was high and the operating
costs for Alt. VI are greater than for Alt. I.
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26. Comment

Ridership projections were low. This makes the bus alternatives
look more uneconomic than they should be.

Reference

Letter No. 20

Response

The more buses that are operated, the greater the subsidy required.
Bus fares currently pay about 43% of the bus operating cost. It will
be far more costly to continue with an All-Bus system.

\



27. Comment

Trains are less energy efficient than buses, particularly when high
transmission losses are considered.

Reference

Letter No. 20

Responses

Electric trains require propulsion power only when moving. Bus
engines idle when the bus is standing. Transmission losses would
not offset the increased efficiency of electric motors over com
bustion e.ngines, particularly as applied per passenger mile.

29. Comment

Improvements in bus design will reduce the energy needed and
pollution caused by future buses.

Reference

Letter 20

Response

The bus procurement future does not indicate that any design
improvements can be expected that would materially reduce diesel
consumption and air pollution in the future.

28. Comment

Electric power causes pollution at the source of its generation
and causes as much pollution as buses do.

Reference

Letter 20

Response

Electric power is not limited to petroleum or coal products, and
can be generated using hydro, solar or nuclear sources. A sub
stantial amount of local power comes from hydro plants now. It
should also be kept in mind that electric power plants are located
well outside the CBD, where pollution is most concentrated.
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30. Comment

It is hard to believe that it is really safer to be in a tunnel in an
earthquake then traveling in a reserved bus lane on streets and
freeways.

Reference

Letter No. 20

Response

We do not know of any instance of a tunnel collapsing as the result
of an earthquake; but quakes have resulted in the collapse of many
above ground structures. When the Sylmar earthquake struck, men
working in the Sylmar tunnel discovered that, at the end of their
shift, the tunnel, including machinery, had shifted several feet.
They were not even aware the quake had taken place.



31. Comment

The Executive Director of the Hospital of the Good Samaritan
suggests t1-tat an additional station be constructed at Wilshire
Boulevard and South Witmer Avenue or Lucas Avenue.

Reference

Letter No. 59

Response

Station locations were selected to coincide with major cross streets,
so as to·provide adequate feeder bus interface. This would not be
possible at both Witmer or Lucas Avenues, since neither of them
are major cross streets.

AIso, there are some engineering and alignment problems associated
with this suggestion. Specifically, it appears impractical to bend the
alignment to fit the station at Witmer, (as it enters or leaves the CBD
on 7th Street) without ending up with reverse curves, which would
restrict the operating speed.

AIthough it would require a bus transfer for most passengers to get
off either at Flower or Alvarado Street to reach the Good Samaritan
Hospital, it is a short ride and adequate local bus service along
Wilshire will continue to be provided. Witmer Avenue is approximately
3,000 feet from either the Alvarado or the 7th/Flower stations.
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32. Comment

Why is there no station at Crenshaw Boulevard and Wilshire
Boulevard?

Reference

Letter No. 29

Response

A station at Wilshire/Crenshaw would provide accessibility to the
areas served by Crenshaw Boulevard, south of Wilshire. This
area has a high transit dependent minority population. Bus line
85 serving this area carries about 27,000 daily boardings, one of
the heavier lines in the SCRTD bus system.

A station here would be within the Wilshire "Park Mile" area,
identified by the City of Los Angeles for low density development
and the community may request that the station be planned in such
a way as not to encourage surrounding development.

Decision

Based on the above considerations, the SCRTD Board decided to add
a station at Crenshaw/Wilshire.



33. Comment

A proposal has been made to eliminate the proposed station at
Hauser Boulevard.

Reference

Letter No.9, 40

Response

Archaeological/Paleontological

The report prepared by Mr. Clay A. Singer of the Archaeological
Resource Management Corp. identified the La Brea fossil deposits
as perhaps the most important area of significance for archaeol
ogists and historians. Mr. Raymond L. Bernor, Vertebrate
Paleontologist also identified the Rancho La Brea as one of Los
Angeles'most valuable prehistorical monuments. He also con
cludes that stations along Wilshire Boulevard may disturb part
of the La Brea deposit. Furthermore the maximum depth of the
La Brea fossil horizon is around 55 feet.

Assuming that no station were constructed at Hauser, it would
seem that using the gravity assist (dip) profile, that the rail tunnel
under Wilshire Boulevard could be substantially below the 55 foot
depth at this location and thus no damage to archaeological and
paleontological artifacts would be expected. Dr. William A. Akersten,
Curator of the Rancho La Brea George C. Page Museum, indicates
the same conclusions in his letter of August 13, 1979. (See Letter No. 45).

Patronage

There are no specific patronage estimates for the Wilshire/Hauser
station. The Wilshire-La Brea station was estimated to have 18,000
24 hour entering and exiting station volumes. The Wilshire Fairfax
station is slated for 41,000. It is expected that if a station were
located at Hauser both Fairfax and La Brea volumes would be re
duced somewhat. It is not reasonable to expect a material net gain by
the addition of this station. There are no bus lines that travel along
Hauser Boulevard in a North-South direction. Hauser is about 3000
feet from Fairfax and 2280 feet from La Brea. Hauser is thus for
the average person about a 10 minute walk from the station at
La Brea.
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33. (continued)

Hauser Boulevard is designated by the City as a collector street.
To the north it winds through the Park La Brea development and
to the south it is interrupted at San Vicente Boulevard. The
Park La Brea complex would be served by stations at La Brea,
Fairfax and Beverly Boulevard.

Office Space - Commercial Space

There are two rmjor office buildings located at Wilshire-Hauser
corner. They are the California Federal Savings and Loan Assoc
iation building on the south side of Wilshire and the former
Prudential Insurance headquarters building on the north side.
There is a small to medium sized office building directly across
Wilshire Boulevard from the California Federal Building.

There is a major concentration of large office buildings just westerly
of Fairfax between Fairfax and San Vicente Boulevards. There

.are also two major department stores at Fairfax Avenue.

Cost

The cost of a station at Hauser could be in the $20 million range
if no particular problems were encountered.

Decision

Tl;le SCRTD Board aJJncluded that a station ~t WUshire and Hauser
should be eliminated, primarily because of the significant adverse
environmental impacts, from the archeological standpoint, associ
ated with this station.



34. Comment

Dr. William A. Akersten, Ph. D., Curator of Rancho La Brea
George C. Page Museum, noted that there would be ninety-five
or more percent chance of encountering one or more fossil
deposits at the Hauser Station. He suggested that given adequate
geological and paleontological expert time to excavate and remove
these finds, the impact would not necessarily be negative. It may,
in fact, be positive.

Reference

Letter No. 45

Response

The station proposed at Hauser Boulevard has been eliminated by
the SCRTD Board. As a result, the route in this vicinity would be
below the 55 foot depth level and avoid the destruction or archilo
gical resources.

35. Comment

Why not have a north-south leg on Western Avenue instead of
Vermont, Fairfax or La Brea?

Reference

Mr. Jim McDermott, Session F, p. 25; Mr. J. P. Spencer,
Session F, p. 90

Response

A Vermont Avenue alignment would be better than a line on
Western Avenue for the following reasons:

1. The major drawback of Western is that it would miss the
Los Angeles City College and the Hospital/Medical
Complex served by Vermont.

2. Although both Vermont and Western have high population
and employment densities, as does the entire regional
core area, Vermont is higher than Western, as shown
in the follOWing table.

Population and Employment Densities Within 1 Mile on
either Side of Vermont & Western Avenues

Vermont

Western

Pop. /Sq. Mile

18,460

16,796

Employment/Sq. Mile

11,116

10,314

3. Bus ridership is good on both Vermont Line 95 (29, 840
daily passengers) and Western Line 84 (27,526 daily
passengers). However "screen line" volumes, shown in
table below (the number of people passing a certain point)
which are an indication of the length of a trip, are much
higher on Vermont than on Western, thus showing that
people travel longer distances on Vermont than they do
on Western.

All-Day, Two-Way, SCreen Line Volumes
along Vermont and Western
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At Wilshire
At Melrose
At Fountain

Vermont

17,253
15,012
10,291

Western

7,531
7,068
5,365



36. Comment

Upgraded North-South Feeder Bus Access to Rapid Transit Stations
was suggested.

Reference

Mr. Steve Morris, Session A, p.42

Response

It is the intent of SCRTD to provide adequate and appropriate
Feeder Bus Service to the rapid transit stations. Many of
SCRTD's heaviest lines operate in the north-south direction in
the Regional Core. These lines would naturally act as feeder
buses to the Start Line on Wilshire Boulevard. Included among
this group would be Line 41 on Alvarado, Lines 95 and 353 on
Vermont, Line 96 on Normandie, Line 84 on Western, Line 85
on La Brea, and Line 89 and 877 on Fairfax.

In addition to this service which operates with headways (inter
vals) ranging between five and ten minutes, upgraded, shortline
service running approximately two miles north and south of the
stations would be provided to accommodate projected feeder bus
access trips. In these areas immediate to the stations, the
effective headways would be reduced to a two to five minute range,
thereby providing twice as much or more service as exists now,
which would be excellent feeder bus service.
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37. Comment

T\e South Coast Air Quality Management District indicated in their
letter of review that the analysis shows that the project will have a
beneficial impact on air quality but had three specific requests with
regard to the report.

Reference

Letter ~. 31

Response

1. A statement as to the extent of project emissions created during
the construction phase of anyone of the rail systems was
requested.

This analysis cannot be completed at this time because many
details of construction will be developed during preliminary
and final design engineering.

2. Emissions caused due to the generation of electricity for the
rail system should be calculated.

No new electrical generating facilities will be necessary just to
accommodate the electrical needs of even the longest proposed
rail line - Alternative II. As stated on page IV-29, the rail
system will require an estimated 41. 5 megawatts in an average
day. This represents only 1. 1% of the City of Los Angeles'
1977 peak load. It is important to keep in mind that even when
the peak load of electrical demand occurs (usually on a hot
summer day) only about half the City total electrical generating
capacity is in use.

3. The mitigation measures prOVided for bus stations and construc
tion phase (rail system) should be mentioned.

As in the reply to the first segment, the detailed data necessary
to adequately determine the mitigation measures requested will
become available during preliminary and final engineering. Addi
tional EIR/EIS analysis of stations, addressing these issues, will
be made at that time.



38. Comment

Extend the line to Westwood and Century City

Reference

Letter No. 33

Response

An extension of the rail line from Wilshire to Century City and UCLA
Westwood is a sound suggestion. We are aware of the considerable
ridership demand, the commercial and residential activity and the
UCLA travel needs.

A line into the San Fernando Valley was selected as the "initial
segment" by policy making representatives of state and local agencies
in September, 1976, and this was approved for detailed analysis by
the U.S. Secretary of Transportation in December, 1976. However,
there IS little doubt that extensions in many directions will be
requested once the initial segment is assured.
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39. Comment

Has A-C electrification been considered to minimize costs?

Reference

Oral Testimony: Bryan Allen, Session F, p. 99

Response

Yes, it has been considered, but is not appropriate for metropolitan
rapid transit systems, because:

1. A-C systems usually are applied to intercity train applications
where low trolley currents can be achieved by using high
voltage distribution.

2. Conversion equipment necessary to operate traction motors
must be carried on board the cars, increasing their weight
and thus requiring more energy for propulsion with A-C
distribution.

3. An A-C system that would supply the heavy motor current
directly without conversion would introduce greater line losses
(which means excessive power consumption), because of high
impedance caused by self inductance. This would not be the
case with high voltage, low current A-C systems.

4. World-wide experience of transit properties has proven D-C
to be most appropriate for rapid transit applications.



40. Comment

The cultural-historic survey of resources is not complete. A much
more detailed and comprehensive site by site survey is recommended.
Some sites affected by a Las Palmas/Selma station location are listed.

Reference

Letter No.7, 46, 50

Response

Such a detailed study will be completed during preliminary engineer
ing. The State Office of Historic Preservation had approved the
methodology and scope of the study included in this report. Both the
State and the U.S. Department of Interior were very satisfied with
the results of the present study.

The station in Hollywood has been re-Iocated to the intersection of
Hollywood and Cahuenga Boulevards. (See comment #2). That site
will be further examined during the additional cultural/historic work
in the preliminary engineering stage. The four sites mentioned in
letter #50, have been noted and will be reviewed. However, most
likely, they will not be impacted due to the relocation of the station.
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41. Comment

Dr. Rokowof the L.A. County Medical Association would like to
make certain that the selected rail project will provide adequate
service to medical centers from the main line. Which alternative
best provides the above service?

Reference

Oral Testimony: Dr. Rokaw, Session E, p. 49

Response

Within the Regional Core Area there are 24 major rredical facilities
that are either directly on a proposed rail transit line or within a
4 block walk, or within a short bus ride after a transfer from the
rapid transit.

Taking into consideration the number of medical centers that would
have th~ best accessibility from a rail line, Alternative II, serving
21 medical centers, appears to be preferable over Alternative III

. (17 facilities) and Alternative I (16 facilities). For more detailed
discussion see comment #1.



42. Comment

The regional office of the Environmental Protection Agency suggests
that a "street canyon" model be used to determine the carbon mono
xide air quality impacts on the North Hollywood station instead of the
CALINE 2 model which was used.

Reference

Letter No. 84

Response

In response to item #1, some background is prOVided as follows:

The air quality CO analysis portion of the chapter was prepared in
July 1978. The referenced publication which prOVides the methodology
was not published until September 1978.

The EPA informally suggested using the "street canyons" model instead
of the CALINE 2 model in August 1978. The State of California Air
Resources Board, Modeling Section was contacted at that time for advice
on this matter. At that time, given the scope and limited level of detail
of this AA/EIR/EIS, ARB felt it would not be appropriate to use the
"street canyons" model. They felt the CALINE 2 model was quite
adequate to prOVide an appropriate analysis of CO. This rressage was
conveyed to EPA. The EPA representative accepted this decision
prOVided it was explained clearly in the report what model was being
used as well as what assumptions were being made, which was done.

42. continued

It is important to note (also in response to items #2 and #3) that as
detailed preliminary engineering work proceeds, concomitant
EIS/EIR's will be prepared. With the availability of necessary
reliable data at that time, the street canyons model, as well as
CALINE 2 model, can be used to analyze air quality impacts to the
level of detail then justified and possible.

43. Comment

The EPA suggested that Appendix ll. D. Traffic Data be summarized
in the Final EIS.

Reference

Letter No. 84

Response

Chapter Ill. Transportation Impacts, is a summary of the detailed
traffic data provided inAppendix II. D. -

44. Comment

The EPA notes that in Section IV. E. 2. c, p. IV-26 that sound barrier walls
can reduce noise by 10 dba is not reflected in Figure IV. 18.

An air quality planner at SCAG was contacted in August 1978 to discuss
the same issue. It was felt, since so few reliable details could be
developed during Alternatives Analysis, regarding the size of the various
parking structures, their locations and the locations of their entrances
and exits and the nature of the surrounding development, it would not
be worthwhile to even attempt to make such an analysis at this stage.
The overall air quality impacts of the 18.6 mile rail line were therefore
calculated as part of the SCAG-AQMP effort.

It is also noted that in August 1979 both the SCAG planner and the ARB
modeling staff were contacted regarding the latest EPA request. The
ARB staff indicated the "street canyons" model would not likely produce
quite as severe, worst case impact as the CA LINE 2 model using the
same assumptions. Since the North Hollywood area does not have very
tall buildings and since the CALINE 2 model analysis included in the
Final AA/EIS/EIR produced as much a reasonable worst case impact
as one could expect, its use was considered appropriate at this time.
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Reference

Letter No. 84

Response

This error in
levels.

the Figure has been changed to reflect the correct sound



45. Comment

The Office of the Secretary of Transportation noted that since the
project was in an alternatives analysis stage. some conceptually
abstract analysis was unavoidable. It was suggested, however.
that detailed analysis should be done during Final EIS stage.

Reference

Letter No. 85

Response

Additional detailed environmental analysis will be conducted during
Preliminary Engineering on the Preferred Alternative, to supple
ment the data already developed. Specific responses to items
are as follows:

Item 1. The letter states that there would be adverse impacts
on Pershing Square Park.

Figure VII. 5 of the Draft AA/EIS/EIR was in error in
stating that the alignment would cross the southeast
corner of the park and has been revised accordingly.
The proposed rail alignments in the CBD would be
on 7th Street and Broadway, which are two blocks
south and one block east of PershingSquare, respec
tively, and would, therefore, not impact this park.

Item 2. The letter states that according to the Draft Report.
on Page VIII-2, MacArthur Park would sustain
"significant adverse impacts if a rail alternative is
implemented".

Alternative II is proposed as a subway and would not
have adverse impacts on MlcArthur Park. The
examination of an aerial alternative shows that signi
ficant adverse impacts could be expected. These are
discussed in general terms on page VII-12. As
stated on page VIII-2. the m::>st likely mitigation mea
sure for an aerial alignment is to re-route the aerial
structure around these parks so as to avoid these
impacts. However, such an aerial alignment is not
proposed for implementation.

Item 3. WIth respect to the adverse impacts to Barnsdall Park.
in the case of an aerial system, the re-routing of the
structure around the park would be reqUired to mitigate
the problem. Since the project is proposed for con-
struction in SUbway, this impact will be avoided.
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Item 4. With respect to Hancock Park, a subway system would cause
no significant adverse im.Jacts. An aerial system would, in
general possibly use park land for access points, create
slightly higher noise levels, create some parking congestion
and visual blight. A subway might cause som~ minor am:mnt
of parking congestion here.

To mitigate this impact and the archeological adverse impacts,
the Hauser Boulevard station has been eliminated which re
moves any possibility of causing parking congesti~n at the park.

Item 5. According to the letter, impact upon historic sites of the
selected alternative should be examined il detail in the Final
AA/EIS.

Since the details of station and route location and thus their
detailed impacts will not be determined until we are able to
do preliminary engineering, it is not practical to go into
that detail in the Final AA/EIS/EIR. We anticipate separate
public enVironmental hearings and documentation on most, if not all
of the stations. The S~te Historic Preservation Officer is aware '
of this situation and has reviewed the present draft and
considers it to be adequate for the present level of study.

Item 5. Tile claim is made that there may, in fact, be an adverse
impact due to cut-and-cover subway construction through the
Santa M)nica M)untains.

As nKmtioned in the report there is no practical way to
accomplish cut-and-cover tunneling. Since cut-and-cover
construction through the Santa M)untains would be impractical
the tops are several hundred feet over a subway line. There
fore there would be no adverse imlJacts on the santa Monica
M)untains as a result of a subway.

Item 7. Another claim is made that the inlpacts of an aerial busway
through the Santa Monica MJuntains should be studied milch
more seriously.

Since an aerial busway through the Santa Monica MJuntains
would have to follow the Hollywood Freeway through Cahuenga
Pass, its environmental im.Jacts would be the same as those
discussed in the report. Such an aerial busway over the
pass would have four big "humps" in it where it would have to
go up and over existing bridges crossing the freeway. It
would be an odd structure - like an elongated cam~l, be n1'lch
In)re expensive than the usual aerial guideway. and would be
ml)re excessive for buses - they now are forced to slow way
down in going over the hill on the freewav. Thus it is not .
appropria te to further study this option. .



Item 8. The suggestion is made to revise the relocation section and
identify the number of persons and families as well as a
demographic. profile showing the income and racial characteristics
of each displacee.

It would be premature to make such a detailed investigation,
family by family, of the residents to be displaced, until it is
known with more certainty which residential and commercial
structures, if any, would be affected. Such information will be
developed for each station location and yard area during pre
liminary engineering.

Item 9. The error on page IV-34 with regard to the relocation caused
by Alternative VI was noted. It should be the same as
Alternative I or 684 structures. This correction has been
made.
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46. Comment

Vehement opposition to subways was conveyed, since aerial rail
systems are cheaper and better.

Reference

Letter No. 77

Response

A specific item by item response to concerns in this letter is as
follows:

Item 1. As shown in Fig. VI.5 of the Draft Report, Alternative II
on aerial structure would cost an estimated $927 million
in 1977 dollars, or about $193 million less than a subway.
The environmental impacts and relocation costs for homes
and businesses displaced shown in Fig. V.20 would, how
ever, be much higher for the aerial system (630 for aerial
vs '0' for subway plus 90 for yards, and shops, common
to both). The total costs would therefore not be "much more
for subways" as you state. --

Although the construction method endorsed is a subway,
further engineering studies will be conducted to determine
the reasonableness of the preferred method. Other methods
i.e. cut and cover and aerial are not completely eliminated.

Item 2. More passenger stations and rest room facilities would have
to be prOVided for a subway system than for an overhead
rai I system.

The only rest room facilities planned for subway stations
would be for transit personnel and public emergency situ
ations where access would be prOVided on request to the
station attendant. The same would apply to aerial stations.
The same number of stations would be prOVided in either
case. These costs were taken into account in the construc
tion cost estimates.

Item 3. Huge expense and waste of electrical energy in a subway
system.

An analysis of the aUxiliary power requirements for lighting
subway tunnels and stations, that would not be reqUired for
an aerial system, indicates that the lighting power for the
latter would be about half of the former.
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This translates to between 2 to 4 percent of the annual
operating cost. However, the use of a rolling grade
between subway stations could much more than offset
the savings in lighting energy by use of an aerial guide
way due to reduction in energy needed to accelerate the
trains and in reduction of air conditioning load due to
reduced braking heat.

Item 4. The subway system will be designed and built with proper
and adequate venti lation at stations and as required along
the route. Subway stations can be properly ventilated and
pleasant to use. Examples can be found in the Washington
Metro, San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal, Atlanta, etc.

Item 5. The problem of graffitti on rail systems depends on the
attitude of the public and design of the facili ties. Examples
of such Graffitti free stations are in San Franci sco, Toronto
and Washington, D.C. where the people take pride in their
system.

Item 6. Regarding the statement that subways are obj ectionabIe to
many citizens, especially women, subways are used
extensively by many citizens, including women. Again,
nicely designed stations such as those in Washington D.C.
are a good example.

Item 7. Crime is not confined to transit systems. It can take place
on aerial as well as subway stations. However, in consi
deration of this problem, the stations wi11 be designed to
be as "open" as possible and wi11 be installed with closed
circuit television cameras to enable monitoring all "corners"
by the attendant at each station. Security officers to patrol
the system will also be provided, and practical steps will be
taken to insure a safe and secure environment for all users
of the transi t svstem.

Item H. The subway stations will generally be located at depths of
SO ft. to 60 ft. - as in other cities. TIll' "ffravitv profile"
rolling grades, will go deeper between stations. It doesn't
cost appreci ably more to tunnel at 200 ft. than at SO ft., but
are reflected in the cost csti mates.

Item 9. If the rail system were built away from the main thorough
fares, in alley ways and freeways, to reduce the nepltive
ewironlllental impacts, as suggested, it would not rrovide
convenient access. Transi t li nes should be located to be
as convenient as rossiblc for the grl'atest number of people.
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Item 10. SCRTD's seismic consultants, Lindvahl, Richter and Co.
(Dr. Richter devc!ored the Richter scale for measuring
earthquake intensity) have indicated that there has never
been a known case of a tunnel collapse in an earthquake,
and that men, working in the Sylmar tunnel in the earth
quake that centered in that region, were unaware of the
quake when it occurred. They went on to say that one
would be much safer in a subway than on or above the
ground in the event of a major quake.



47. Comment

Will there be adequate ventilation in subways?

Reference

Mr. Greg Roberts, Session B, p.48

Response

The subways and trains operating therein will be properly venti
lated at all times. Environmental design is an integral part of
subway system design, which will be done in accordance with
established principles as found in the "Subway Environmental
Design Handbook," a publication of the U. S. Department of Trans
portation. In addition to the ventilation systems which are installed
in trains, stations, and subway tubes, natural ventilation is pro
vided by the "piston action" of the trains operating in the subways
whenever a train is moved. Trains in subways are protected from
the sun and extremes of temperature experienced in vehicles operat
ing above ground. Conditions in subway stations and trains will be
comparable with those you expected in a modern office building.

48. Comment

Upgrade Fairfax Avenue from a secondary highway to a major
highway.

Reference

49. Comment

What is the difference between cut and cover and machine bore
tunneling?

Reference

Pat Gibbs, Session F, p.93

Response

Constructing tunnels using the cut and cover method is much like
a giant pipe laying job. A trench is dug to the appropriate depth,
usually 40 - 60 feet, the concrete tunnel is then built in place at
the bottom of the trench, and then the trench is backfilled and the
street and utility services are restored. In this construction, the
tunnel is usually rectangular in shape because of the ease of form
ing rectangular concrete structures.

Machine bored tunnels are drilled using huge horizontal drilling
machines. The efficiency with which they work, or the cost of
drilling is not so much a function of the depth at which they operate
as it is a function of the kind of materials being drilled. In using
these machines, economy of construction suggests that tunnels be
placed in stable bedrock formations well below the surface so that
there will be little or no disturbance of buildings, streets, and city
services. The actual depth of machine bored tunnels will be estab
lished as part of the preliminary engineering design work, and may
vary from as little as 60 feet near stations to as much as 200 feet.

Mr. Lou Korn, Session D, p.65

Response

Subway stations will be placed beneath any street without regard
to street classification. The width of a conventional subway station
is about 60 feet. Access from the surface to the station below street
level is usually provided by means of stairs, escalators, and eleva
tors. These are usually installed on property adjoining the street
near the center or the ends of the station. Since Fairfax Avenue has
a width that varies from 70 feet to 114 feet, there would be no problem
in fi.nding ample space within the street for the installation of subway
stations no matter where they may be located along Fairfax Avenue.
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50. Comment

What about the little stream that runs along Highland Avenue and
comes out at the Sutro Headquarters?

Reference

Pat Gibbs, Session F, p.93

Response

The little stream near Highland Avenue will be preserved regard
less of the tunneling method used. If cut-and-cover methods were
used, the stream would be carried over the trench in pipes until
the street and the stream are restored to the condition prevailing
before construction. With bored tunnels, no disturbance of surface
features is anticipated.



51. Comment

The U. S. Department of the Interior had several comments. They
are listed below.

Item 1. School lands which are open without restriction to the
public for recreation uses may be subject to 4(f) if
local officials consider they are to be a significant
recreation resource for the community.

Item 2. An inconsistency is noted between Figure IV-22 and
Figure IV.21 in the matter of relocation impacts.

52. Comment

The City of Los Angeles lJcpartment of Transportation had several
comments. They are listed below on an item by item basis.

Reference

Letter No. 37

Responses

Item 3. The term "north-westerly" on page IV-8 (para.2, line 12),
should be changed to "northeasterly".

Item 4. Figure IV-5, Geological Map should be redrafted and
clarified in several respects.

Reference

Letter No. 38

Response

Ite~ 1. There are no school lands in the Regional Core which are
open without restriction to the public for recreation
use. Further study of this matter will be undertaken
as Preliminary Engineering is completed.

Item 2. To correct this mistake the "M" in Figure IV.-22 under
the Cut & Cover Displacement column has been replaced
with an "H".

Item 3. This correction has been made.

Item 4. Additional work in this regard will be done during
Preliminary Engineering which will require much more
detailed geological examination. Re-drafting of the
map at this time would not be productive.
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Item I.

Item 2.

lrem 3.

Item 4.

Is 24-hour operation warranted?

Provision of 24-hour operation is a policy question which
will be decided during further stages of project development.
Service on a 24-hour basis was assumed in the report for
the purpose of estimating the worst case operating costs and
because SCRTO presently operates several lines on a 24-hour
basis, including Line 83 on Wilshire Boulevard.

The City's letter notes an apparent inconsistency between
information provided in Figure 1. 10 and information pro
vided on page. S-lO of the Summary.

Figure 1. 10 in this Final Report includes the area in each
community plan (except as noted). The information in the
Summary on page S-IO is taken from Figure V.5 which cal
culates employment for the area (residents and proposed
AIternati ves I, IV and V.

Pigure 1. 10 showed the population and job densities by
community, in the 55 square mile regional core. Figure
V. 5, provided a more focused look at the individual corri
dors and compared them to similar corridors in other cities,

Is Altcrnati ve VI on guideway or on preferential lanes through
the CBO?

As noted on page 1I-29 of the Report, Alternative VI would
consist of an exclusive grade-seperated busway along the
same alignment, including the CBD, as Alternative 1.

Should articulated buses be assumed for service on Freewavs?
If not, this would impact total bus requirements.

SCRTO docs not recommend using its present fleet of ani
culated buses on freeways because of the tendency for the
trai ler section to weave at higher speeds.



52. (continued) 52. (continued)

However, it is believed that future orders of articulated
buses would not have these problems and therefore it is
appropriate to assume that they could be used either on
freeways or exclusive busways.

Station ridership estimates excerpted from Figure III-8
of the report for the above reinfirmed stations are shown
below.

Item 5. Patronage estimates for the Hollywood Freeway appear to
be low, since it is the most direct route from the San
Fernando Valley to the LA CBD.

STATION PATRONS
Alt. I Alt. II

(La Brea) (Fairfax)

The City of Los Angeles has recently experienced brownouts.
Concern is expressed for adequacy of electrical generating
capacity.

Residential density within walking distance of the two stations,
one at Fairfax and Santa Monica and the other at La Brea and
Santa Monica is higher at Fairfax that at La Brea.

Travel time comparisons in Figure III-lO of the Report are
misleading because they do not make an equal comparison of
origin-destinations. These comparisons should be based on
a CBD destination at the Civic Center.

Chapter III of this Final Report explains how estimates shown
in Figure III-lO were derived, and states the assumptions that
were made. CBD were selected on the basis of which points
would best represent the focal point of CBD trip destinations.
5th, 6th and Broadway were considered most representative.

14,000
22,000

22,000
21,000

In terms of impact on the travel time estimates, had the
Civic Center destination been used, it would add 1 minute
(including station dwell time) to rail trips now ending at
5th and Broadway. AIso, while reducing the travel time for
bus trips from the Valley somewhat, the Civic Center desti
nation would increase the travel time for the trips from
Wilshire. Penalties were allocated to transfers - i.e. 1/2
headway, to allow for equal comparisons.

However, it is important to realize that total patronage is
dependent upon Walk, Feeder Bus, Kiss & Ride and Park &
Ride trips. Of these walk trips usually comprise approx
imately 20% of the total trips. (For a more specific break
down of access trips, see the Mode Split Analysis in Appendix
II). Therefore patronage estimates are not always consist
with density within walking distance.

Santa Monica
Beverly

Item 10.

Item 7,8,9.

Since the patronage model makes a mode selection prima
rily on the basis of travel time savings and not distance
(many other factors are considered, which can be reviewed
in the patronage discussion in Appendix 1), the Hollywood
Freeway ridership drops to 5,000 daily trips when a more
efficient system is provided, to link the Valley to Wilshire
and LA CBD destinations.

Even though the Freeway is a more direct route, Figure
III-10 on page III-13 of the Report shows that a trip from
Lankershim and Chandler in the Valley to 5th and Broad
way in the LA CBD, can be made approximately 20 minutes
faster by rail than by bus on the Hollywood Freeway. This
is because while the rail system operates at a higher aver
age speed in subway, the bus system has to operate during
peak period congestion on the Freeway and on LA CBD
streets.

It should be noted that the Hollywood Freeway ridership is
projected to increase about 75%, from 14,600 trips to
25,400 trips, if rail service were not provided.

It is also pointed out that with construction of the rail line,
most bus service in the Valley which now goes through the
Cahuenga Pass, will terminate at the North Hollywood and
Universal City Rapid Transit Station. This also would result
in the reduction of bus trips on the Hollywood Freeway.
Additionally, all transit trips from the Valley are not bound
for LA CBD destinations, a large portion being destined for
mid- Wilshire, West Los Angeles and Hollywood areas, which
would further reduce the bus trips on the Hollywood Freeway.
Train service from the Valley would initially run every 3.5
minutes.

Item 6. Since Fairfax has a higher population density within walking
distance than LaBrea, the City feels that Beverly and Santa
Monica Stations should have higher ridership on Fairfax
rather than on LaBrea.
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52. (continued)

The June 1979 "brownouts" were implemented through the
reduction of non-essential loads largely on a voluntary
basis. Total transit starter line demands of 42 megawatts
will be slightly less than the ARCO Towers (about 50 mega
watts) or the General Motors Panorama City plant (also about
50 megawatts). However, it should be noted that those two
loads are concentrated at single locations. The transit
propulsion loads would be spread over a wide area and consist
of approximately 9 substations, each supplied from two
separate DWP lines. Therefore, 9 substations would likely
be supplied from 18 points on the DWP system, and the average
maximum load on each of those 18 points would be 2.34
megawatts. In off-peak periods, the loads would be signifi
cantly reduced.

As with diesel fuel for buses, it is highly probable that power
for public transit would be assigned a priority in the event
of an energy cut-back. Negotiations would take place with the
DWP in Final Design -- and later, operations.

Item 11. The City of Los Angeles' letter suggests that the 5.0 ppm of
CO (carbon monoxide) is too low in view of 1977 readings of
28 ppm in Burbank.

This estimate was not a product of the CALINE model but
rather an estimate by staff based upon a review of limited
information on ambient air gravity. Consultation with Mr.
Mike A. Nazemi of the South Coast Air Quality Management
District on August 7, 1979 revealed more appropriate
"reasonable worst case" estimates of 1990 ambient readings
in the North Hollywood area were obtained. The changes
that would result have been made in the tables in Chapter IV
on page IV-23 and IV-24. (Though the tables change, no
other changes would result in that chapter.) It should be
noted that air quality impacts will be analysed in detail
during Preliminary Engineering, when adequate data will
become available.

Item 12. The City identified several concerns for examination during
preliminary engineering. These are listed in paragraph
1-9 and in items 11-1,2,4 thru 8 of their letter.

We are aware of these concerns identified by the City, and
will examine them during preliminary engineering.

Item 13. The issue raised in the City's letter in paragraph 11-3 is
answered in comment number 53.
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53. Comment

The City of Los Angeles proposed that on Alternative II, the
station shown for the intersection of Beverly Boulevard and
Fairfax Avenue be moved to the south so as to be located
between Beverly Boulevard and Third Streets.

Reference

Letters No. 9 and 37

Response

At present the Beverly/Fairfax station is almost midway between
Wilshire Boulevard and Santa Monica Boulevard. Specifically,
center to center, the distance is 5,500 feet to Santa Monica and
4,750 to Wilshire.

It appears that such a shift would result in too sharp a curve,
starting from the west end of the Fairfax/Wilshire Station and
coming around and back into Fairfax Avenue.

Further, much better bus access would be prOVided if the station
served Beverly Boulevard since Third Street dead ends at San
Vicente while Beverly Boulevard extends all the way to Santa
Monica Boulevard. We would, however, have the north end of the
station just north of Beverly and the south end would then be
about 400' south of Beverly Boulevard.



54. Comment

The City of Los Angeles suggested relocation of the Universal
City Station, east of the Hollywood Freeway.

Reference

Letter No. 9

Response

With relation to the Holl~~ood Freeway, a westerly instead of
an easterly location for the Universal City Station is favored
for the following reasons:

1. A major Park &Ride facility will be provided at this
station for which the area between Vineland, Ventura
Blvd. and the Freeway provides the most promising site.
On the east side of the Freeway, between it and Lankershim,
there is a park which would be impossible to consider for
a parking structure. There is also an historical monument
and considerable commercial development. It would appear
that there is not enough room for a transit station and a
large parking structure.

2. A west side station location provides excellent auto and
bus service access to the station. Mo~t of the arrivals
at this station have northerly and westerly origins, par
ticularly trips via the Ventura Freeway and Ventura Blvd.
The great majority of incoming passengers at this station
will be arriving by auto and bus. Therefore, it is im
portant to consider the convenient access of these auto
and bus passengers, which would be far better served by a
station west of the Freeway.

3. From the traffic point of view, it should be noted that
Lankershim Blvd., from Ventura Blvd. up to the river; is
already heavily congested in peak hours. A station in this
area, with the additional associated traffic it would
generate, would severely compound the already existing
congestion. Also, there is not adequate room to make
good bus connections here, thereby causing further incon
venience for passengers to and from buses.

4. If it were possible to build the parking structure and bus
stalls on the west side, and locate the station east of
the freeway with a pedestrian ramp connection between them,
such an arrangement would involve excessive transfer walking
time for the Park and Ride and Bus Access trips, which could
discourage use of this station.
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5. An easterly station location would better serve the
Universal Studios and its destinations. However, these
trips could still be well served by building a pedestrian
connection across the freeway. Universal Studios could
serve its tour patrons by a shuttle bus system via
Lankershim, Ventura Blvd. and Vineland, or the proprietors
may even consider some form of people mover connection.

6. The Urban Design Consultants examined the Universal City
Station question from the development potential point of
view and recommended a station west of the freeway. Their
detailed discussion is contained in Appendix III, Section
II.B.3 of the AA/EIS/EIR Report.



Letter No. 16

55. Comment

The U. S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Adminis
tration, had several comments. Responses are listed below on an
item by item basis.

Reference

We recognize that the removal of spoil material from
excavations and tunneling, may be a very costly and
sensitive issue unless the problems are recognized and
detailed plans are made for handling it prior to the
start of construction. Traditionally, such material
removed from tunnels has been considered to be waste
and responsibility for disposal is normally delegated
completely to the contractor. Unless the owner has
made prior plans at bidding time, contractors without
access to convenient disposal areas must hypothesize as
to where they will dump this material, how the work will
be done, what the regulation and difficulties may be
and finally what it will cost.

Recent studies of the properties of spoil generated from
urban transit tunnel operations indicate that the material
has great potential for reuse in the transit project or
in other civil works projects. The soil and rock mater
ials excavated from the tunnel may be used for many
purposes, including compacted fill for support of struc
tures, backfill materials, aggregate for roadway base
course construction or as fill for sanitary landfill and
site grading operations. In addition, in special situ
ations the spoil may possess properties which make it
suitable for specialized uses such as the manufacture of
cement, clay products or brick. The whole idea is that
tunnel spoil is a useful by-product and not always just
a disposal problem.

The key to its utilization is thorough planning in advance
of bidding and construction. The District is committed
to a spoil utilization program, plans for which will be
developed along with other project design concepts during
the preliminary and final design phases.

Technical assessment of the types and quantities of soil
and rock materials requires knowledge of the soil profile
along the route, an understanding of the mining process
to be used and how the process affects properties of the
tunnel spoil. This information will be developed during
preliminary engineering and disposal plan will be modified
as necessary during construction.

Item 7.

The section heading has been changed to specify transit
travel times.

Item 4.

Item 3.

Response

Item 1. Figure 1-14 shows the existing (1977) street discontinu
ities in the Regional Core. Future planned street
improvements were listed in detail in Appendix II, in
cluding those at Fountain Avenue, Normandie Avenue and
Olympic. While we were aware of the potential elimina
tion of these discontinuities, it was determined that
these differences would not materially affect the analysis.

Item 2. The base year selected for the study was 1977, the year
providing the most current information at commencement
of the study. We are aware that information such as
the El Monte ridership has changed during the study and
have attempted to keep abreast of these changes to the
extent that they could affect the analysis. Current

. El Monte ridership data, which is available in several
SCRTD publications, reflects minor changes that are
inconsequential to the ranking or evaluation of the
alternatives studied.

Because of the desire to provide at least one traffic
lane in each direction if exclusive bus lanes were pro
vided and because of the limited right-of-way available,
minimum standards for street lane widths and passenger
loading platforms were assumed. Had one of the All-Bus
Alternatives been selected, a detailed investigation
would have been undertaken to determine typical roadway
sections throughout the corridor; desirable standards
would have been applied wherever possible.

Item 5.

Item 6.

Station cost estimates reflect the cost of all elements,
including access and traffic measures. However, a detail
ed breakdown of the costs and the source of funds, cannot
be determined at this stage of project development.

The discussion on earthquake damage certainly favors a
subsurface system rather than an aerial system. We do
not view the discussion to be biased, but rather an
accurate representation of past experience and the eval
uation of a number of geologic and seismic experts.

Item 8.

Implementation of the disposal plan will be done under
supervision of the District staff with aid from an
advisory committee representative of affected agencies
or interests, as has been done in Baltimore and Boston.
The matter of hauling in City streets will be considered
in detail at that time.

The freeway transition and street construction costs
identified in Figure VI.2 are for improvements other than
those associated with station access and traffic measures
which are included in the station and station parking costs.

Detailed cost data and sources of funding will be avail
able at a later stage in project development.
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Item 9. A note has been added to Figure VI.32 indicating that
the capital costs for the RTDP do not include funds for
the Century Freeway, 1-105.

Item 10. The Santa Monica National Recreation Area will be listed
in Figure VII.5 as suggested.

Item 11. The response to comment 7 addresses the potential long
term impact of the disposal of excess material.
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56. Comment

The State of California Department of Transportation (Ca1Trans)
had several comments. They are addressed on an item by item basis.

Item 1. Patronage differences are not significant enough to
differentiate between the alternatives, and differences
between bus and rail boardings are based on limiting
bus capacities.

Item 2. Additional explanation is required to justify saving
100,000 auto trips by implementing Alternative II.

Item 3. Bus/Car Pool lanes on the SP Row in Santa Monica Boule
vard for extension of service to West LA, Beverly Hills,
and Century City are suggested.

Item 4. Further explanation of auto occupancy assumptions is
requested. The words "realistic assumptions" used in
the Patronage appendix is not suitable.

Item 5 Policy of providing parking at stations is questionable.

Item 6. Is the implementation schedule reasonable?

Item 7. Provision for convenient Intermoda1 Transfer should be
the key criterion in developing the (transit) station
location and design.

Item 8. The Rapid Transit system should have provisions for
accommodation of bicycles.

Item 9. Capital costs seem optimistic, particularly for tunneling,
parking, engineering and management.

Item 10. "Rail Operating Costs seem to have been estimated lower
than the majority of other U. S. systems, which makes
their use questionable."

Item 11. The currently programmed Prop. 5 funds will not be
sufficient for financing this project.

Item 12. No matter which alternative is chosen, there will be no
significant beneficial impact on air quality, either
regionally or locally."

Item 13. Statement on Page IV-14, paragraph 3, about increasing
the passenger carrying capacity and thus further reducing
auto trips is meaningless.

Item 14. There seems to be an inconsistency in target dates used
within several Tables and Figures in the Air Quality
Chapter.



Item 15. Pollutants should be measured rather than assumed.

Item 16. Air Quality analysis in the vicinity of Stations is
too generalized.

Item 17. Figure IV-7 should be corrected to reflect the new
Federal standard.

It€m 18. No extraordinary provision for the disposal of tunnel
muck has been made.

Item 19. The analysis focused on displacement of "structures"
and not "people", and thus it violates federal EIS
guidelines and is insufficient.

Item 20. Employment/economic impact of this construction project
may be optimistic.

Reference

Letter No. 75

Response

Item 1 Considering patronage in the Regional Core, the average
daily linked trips for the eleven alternatives shown
in Fig. III-I, (referred to by CalTrans) range from
403,000 for the Null (Alt. XI) to 642,000 for Alt. II.
This is a significant difference of 59%.

Only the ridership within the regional core (the area
directly impacted by the alternatives tested) was examined.
Estimates were taken directly from the LARTS/CALTRANS
model projections and used throughout the report.

Capacity constraints (which are applied directly by the
model for the highway network) were applied to several
transit lines so as to limit expansion in service to a
feasible level. See patronage appendix for detailed
explanation.

With regard to the comment that differences between the
bus and rail express boardines were based on limiting
bus capacities, it is pointed out that the model projections
show that a rail line on exclusive guideway attracts a
much higher ridership than a bus line on surface streets.

This is primarily a function of transit speeds. These
speeds average 35 - 40 mph for the rail lines including
station stops and about 10 - 12 mph for buses on surface
streets. An estimated speed of 18 - 20 mph average was
coded into the model for Alt. VII, which included express
buses operating in exclusive lanes.
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In practical terms, the traffic congestion and the un
availability of exclusive lanes in the LACBD might not
make it possible to actually achieve the 18 - 20 mph
speeds. Therefore, the estimated daily boardings of
56,000 in exclusive lanes for Alt. VIII (shown in Fig. 111-2
of the report), an approximate 500% increase over the
present daily express boardings of 10,000 (Alt. XI), may
already be an optimistic projection. This shows that
differences among bus and rail have not been created by
limiting bus ridership.

Item 2. The Department of Traffic assisted the study effort by
preparing detailed vehicular traffic estimates under the
ope~ating conditions of each of the transit alternatives.
These forecasts were made using a stepwise process as
follows:

1. The LARTS prepared vehicular forecasts (post-mode
split) for each alternative.

2. The LARTS zone system and highway network were
modified to represent a finer or more detailed
highway network.

3. The LARTS vehicular forecasts for each alternative
were desegregated to a finer zone system.

4. Vehicle trips were assigned to the detailed highway
network, using the Urban Transportation Planning
System (UTPS) programs jointly developed by the
Federal Highway Administration and the Urban Mass
Transportation Administration.

5. The highway assignments were then compared to the
transit share for each alternative and the ~equired

adjustments were made, based on level of transit
service, volume to capacity ratios, an assumed auto
occupancy of 1.2 person per vehicle, an average
daily auto speed in the study area of 20 mph, and
an average auto trip length of 7.1 miles. These
final assignments were done to represent a fully
constrained highway assignment with congestion
analysis.



The final constrained assignments for each alternative
were analyzed on a region-wide basis and on specific
study area basis (Regional Core Study Area). The re
sulting number of daily auto trips which would be made
in the Regional Core Study Area for each alternative are:

Comparing these values against the "null" since it is
assumed the "null" case is a reasonable value to use as
a benchmark or reference point for the "do nothing case,"
it can be seen that the refined model produced values of
vehicle trips saved for each alternative which are:

The greatest number of trips saved is under Alternative II,
which would be 100,000 auto trips daily.

Item 3. Detailed Study of Extensions outside of the Regional Core
area, either rail or bus/carpool lanes, was not authorized
in this phase.

Funding will be requested to examine this issue, including
the conduct of an Alternatives Analysis, during subsequent
phases of transit development in Los Angeles.

Alternative

I
II

III
IV

V
VI

VII
VIII

XI
X

XI

Alternative

I
II

III
IV

V
VI

VII
VIII

IX
X

XI

Daily Auto Trips
Made in the Regional

Core in 1990

2,764,600
2,753,200
2,769,500
2,790,800
2,798,300
2,764,600
2,842,000
2,844,500
2,844,200
2,844,700
2,853,200

Daily Savings in Auto
Vehicle Trips in Regional

Core in 1990

88,600
100,000
83,700
62,400
54,900
88,600
11,200
8,700
9,000
8,500
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For several years SCRTD has been planning on the use of
the railroad median in Santa Monica Boulevard for Rapid
Transit as noted by the listing by SCRTD of the desir
ability of acquisition of said right-of-way and several
other sections for Rapid Transit.

Item 4. The L. A. City Transportation Department used an auto
occupancy rate of 1.2 persons per auto for all auto trips
diverted to transit.

The current auto occupancy rate for work trips is 1.1
persons per auto and 1.4 for all trips including non
work trips. This was used for the LARTS/SCAG region in
the patronage projections and explained in the Patronage
appendix.

Normally, work trips account for about 45% of all auto
trips. However, this percentage is quite different for
auto diverted transit trips. The current experience on
the El Monte Busway has shown that more than 90% of all
auto arrivals at the stations Park and Ride lot occur
within the morning rush commute period. Hence, nearly
all of the auto trips diverted to transit consist of
work related commute trips.

Therefore, the City's use of 1.2 as the factor to convert
auto person trips to auto vehicle trips appears reasonable
and conservative.

Regarding the choice of words in the Patronage Appendix,
the use of "realistic projections" is considered approp
riate in that the projections are "realistic" when
viewed as consistent with current state-of-the-art.

Item 5. The heavy use of the parking lot at the El Monte Busway
and at Rapid Transit District Park and Ride stations
throughout the county indicates the need for and the
desirability of providing such facilities at Rapid
Transit stations.

Most successful Transit Systems include both a good feeder
bus service and adequate Park and Ride facilities. These
parking needs of the transit system users, not only
encourage higher use of the transit facilities, but also
divert auto trips from the highway system during the
traffic congestion period since most of these trips are
work trips diverted during the rush hour commute period.

With regard to the use of feeder buses as a more cost
effective alternative, an adequate network of feeder buses
will be provided to serve all rapid transit stations.
Even the best feeder bus system, however, does not elim
inate the demand for Park and Ride trips. Therefore,
both a good feeder bus system and adequate Park and Ride
facilities are considered essential to the attractiveness
of a rail facility.



1977$ 1979$*

Alt. I $2.11 2.46
Alt. II 2.01 2.34
Alt. III 2.22 2.59
Alt. IV 2.68 3.13 Item 13.
Alt. V 3.36 3.92

,~ '77 escalated at 8%

Item 6. It is to everyone's advantage to design and construct
the rapid transit starter line as rapidly as possible
to minimize the effect of inflation. Our reasonably
optimistic schedule calls for three years of Preliminary
Engineering and Design and about 5 to 6 years of
construction.

Item 7. A joint task force of interested agencies including
SCRTD is wo~king with CalTrans to develop the best
coordinated plans for the Union Station intermodal
transfer facility. This coordination will continue during
further project development phases.

Item 8. Bicycle racks and provisions for carrying bicycles on
board the Transit vehicles will be examined for feasi
bility and safety considerations during the design phase
of the project. We made bicycle storage provisions five
years ago at our El Monte Busway station and are not
unaware of the desirability of this feature.

Item 9. Capital cost estimates were based on actual costs at
other similar transit properties and the experience of
senior staff members. It was not, of course, intended
that the costs indicated be used as a firm estimate of
individual project expenditures, but rather as a compar
ative yardstick to aid in the evaluation of the various
basic alternatives.

Item 10. The best common indicator of transit systems operating
costs is the cost per car mile. This figure takes into
account all the variables between systems, such as the
length of lines, number of cars required, maintenance
and operating labor costs and fixed overhead. It also
indicates to a significant degree the efficiency of the
operating philosophies governing each system, the size
of train crews, station personnel, and the like.

The -District's estimates are based on one man train crews
as in Washington, D.C., Atlanta, and Patco, and one
attendant per station. Estimated costs per car mile in
1977 dollars for the five rail alternatives are:
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In determining the 1990 operating costs used in the
Draft AA Report, we escalated our '77 costs upward at
8/0 compounded. Our estimated costs reflect the fixed
overhead and administrative costs that would occur in
addition to existing RTD general costs.

The 1979 costs per car mile for other rail properties
are as follows:

Existing Systems

BART $3.26
CTA 3.15 2-3 man crews
GCRTA 2.62 1-2 man crews
NYCTA 2.87 2 man crews
PATCD 2.54
SEPTA 1.60
TTC 1.40

Proposed Systems - Projected Costs

Baltimore - For 8 miles 2.34
For 24 miles 1. 76
For 23 miles 1. 75
For 25 miles 1.69

Based on the above, we find the estimated operating costs
for our proposed starter line appear to be realistic.

Item 11. Federal funds are anticipated for 80% of the project cost.

In 1974, Los Angeles County authorized the use of.up to
25% of Prop. 5 money for fixed guideway construct~on.

AB 1429 authorizes banking of this money, and provides
$300 Million, which covers 15% of the total cost.

The remaining 5% of the cost, $100 Million in local fund~,
has been set aside by the Los Angeles County Transportat~on

Commission for the Starter Rail Core project.

Item 12. The text of the AA/EIR/EIS states on Page IV-14:

"Analysis indicates that none of these transit alternatives
would be particularly significant at the regional level in
attempting to reach the Federal and State standards ..How
ever on a localized level, such as in the LACBD and ~n

the Regional Core, there could be significant improvements."

The emphasis and entire evaluation of air quality impacts,
are based on the predicted usage. However, the rail
system can carry many more persons than the initial pre
dicted usage. If more persons use the system due to
factors such as energy shortages, further reduction in
auto trips in the regional core could be expected.



Item 14. Many air quality programs developed by SCAG were
targeted for 1987 instead of 1990. The reason for
this was that the present federal law required com
pliance with Air Quality standards by 1987 and thus Air
Quality projections were targeted for that year.

Item 15. Data on pollutants was developed by both SCAG and
SCAQMD for the 18.6 mile rapid transit line. Their
research specified the VMT saved as well as the
quantities of pollutants saved as a result of this
project.

Item 16. This is a very generalized section because the kinds of
details necessary will be developed during further work
in Preliminary Engineering.

Item 17. This standard was changed on a national level during
report preparation and has been made in the Final Report.

Item 18. See our response number 55 to FHWA's letter.

Item 19. This Alternatives Analysis/Environmental Impact Report/
Statement was prepared under Urban Mass Transportation
Administration directives and guidelines and there is
no requirement at this time for an analysis to focus
on the number of individuals and families rather than
structures affected.

However, during Preliminary Engineering, as specific
sites are studied and selected for stations, shops,
yards and parking facilities, specific displacements
and relocation assistance for persons affected will be
discussed.

Item 20. See item Number 6 of this letter.
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57. Comment

The Los Angeles Police Department commented on the estimated
police services manpower requirements.

Reference

Letter No. 82

Response

The Los Angeles Police Department comments were addressed
in the Draft Report where the District and LAPD assessments
of police service requirements were outlined, and the details
of each agency plan were included in the Appendices. (See
Appendix II.)

We agree with the Police Department ~t adequate police
protection must be provided for the rail system.

During subsequent phases of project development, we will work
closely with the Los Angeles Police Department and other police
agencies to develop an acceptable plan.



58. Comment

The rail bus alternatives are the least beneficial and most expensive
elements of a 4-part Regional Transit Plan, of which the Regional
Core Rapid Transit project is one part. Rail rapid transit is not
currently justifiable.

Reference

Letter No. 81

Response

The results of the two year evaluation of the Rail/Bus and All/Bus
Alternatives, contained in this report show that the Rail/Bus Alterna
tives are the most beneficial, cost-effective and environmentally
superior.

Alternative II, the Board preferred alternative is an 18-mile starter
line and is proposed for the region with the most dense population and
employment and most in need of transit improvements. This project
conforms to the City's and the region's goals and objectives and pro
vides the most accessibility. (For detailed discussion of the merits
of Alternative II, see "Rational for Selection" in Chapter II of this
report. )

An extensive expansion of the regional bus system instead of implemen
tation of the starter line project is suggested in this comment.

58. continued

funds specifically for the starter Line Project. These will provide
three-fourths of the 20% local share of the total cost. The LAC TC
has"allocated $100 million which provides the remaining 5%.

It was felt that on the basis of cost per passenger (Fig. VI-20) this
project would be low on the priority list, and thlit it serves too few
and is too costly to justify. When compared in terms of both the
annualized, capital plus operating cost per passenger mile (as shown
in the second part of the same Figure), which is a more accurate
measure of efficiency, the rail/bus alternatives are at par with the
all-bus alternatives. This shows that the greater operating efficiency
of rail rapid transit offsets its higher capital cost.

Energy and air quality improvements are minor, as observed.
However, and 18-mile rapid transit line cannot be expected to pro
vide significant improvements in the entire Los Angeles region.
The reduction in VMT is considered small.

The reduction of 3-1/2% of the automobile trips and the replacement
of the buses on the surface streets by a rapid transit subway system
will provide significant congestion relief in the project corridor.

The current SCRTD Bus System operating subsidy is $125 million
annually. To give an idea of just the operating costs involved in such
an expansion, if the Bus System were doubled, it would require an
annual subsidy of well over $250 million. Such an operating subsidy
alone (not including the cost of buying the additional approximately
2000 buses) would pay for today's cost to build the starter line in
about six years.

In the Regional Core, the Chapter III and VI comparisons of the Rail
Alternatives with Bus Only Alternatives, as applied to capital costs,
operating costs and efficiency measures, indicate that the Rail/Bus
Alternatives carry approximately 25% more ridership, would result
in an operating deficit less than the Bus Alternatives and would also
provide higher economic and joint development benefits. (See
"Rationale for Selection of Preferred Alternative" in Chapter II. )

It should be noted that in 1974 over 60% (a clear majority) of the
entire Los Angeles County voters authorized the use of up to 25% of
this area's gasoline taxes to be used for the construction of rail rapid
transit. Recently passed AB 1429 allocates $300 million of these
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59. Comment

It was suggested that Olympic Boulevard or Venice Boulevard
be used to travel east-west rather than Wilshire Boulevard.

Reference

Oral Testimony - Ms. Ione Buie, Session A, p. 68

Response

Wilshire Boulevard has the employment density necessary to
support a rail system. Neither Olympic or Venice Boulevards
have anywhere near the comparable employment densities.



60. Comment

The Miracle Mile is not a Center today. Thus it is more prudent
to turn north at Wilshire Boulevard and Vermont Avenue rather
than to extend from the Wilshire Center to the Miracle Mile
Center.

Reference

Letter No. 88

Response

The City Planning Department considers the Miracle Mile to be
one of the major centers in Los Angeles today. It is offically
recognized in the Centers Concept adopted by the Mayor and
Council in 1974.

A review of 1973 employment statistics, indicates that there
are approximately 31.000 employees in the Miracle Mile Center.
In the Wilshire Center there are approximately 77,000, in
Hollywood about 50,000, in North Hollywood 25,000 and in
Westwood 29,000.

In addition to the office space and commercial establishments
in the Miracle Mile, two of the County's most important
museums are located in Hancock Park. Thousands of visitors
to both of these institutions would use a rapid transit system
on a regular basis.

Also, the Miracle Mile has a significant concentration of
small and medium size shops, as well as three major department
stores on Wilshire Boulevard. These factors indicate that the
Miracle Mile is a major center in Los Angeles today.

The decision to select one alternative instead of another.
however, is based upon many factors. not just the number of
employees within centers. The rationale for selecting Altern
ative II is provided in Chapter II. Additional discussion is
also contained in Comment Response No.1.
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61. Comment

Several concerns were expressed regarding the Regional Core
Rapid Transit Project, as follows:

Item 1. Land use and zoning around stations should be co
ordinated. BART did not do well in this regard.

Item 2. "Local government" should identify sources of income
to offset any unexpected inflation.

Item 3. Lead time for permits such as historical preservation
clearance may not be adequate.

Reference

Letter 87

Response

Item 1. SCRTD .had involved the City Planning Department of
Los Angeles in the Alternatives Analysis study. Rapid
Transit's relationship to Community Plans was examined
early in a report dated October, 1977. More importantly,
it is the intent of SCRTD to work closely with the City
of Los Angeles during Preliminary Engineering
an these and other issues.

Item 2. The State legislature has recently enacted AB 1429
which provides approximately $300 million dollars,
three-fourths of the 20% local share of the capital
cost of the system. In addition the Los Angeles
County Transportation Commission has voted to commit
to this project $100 million of the "spillover" funds,
allocated to this area by AB 620, approved on June 28,
1979. This will complete the 20% local share.

Item 3. Considerable early involvement has already occurred
with SHPO. As indicated in previous written agree
ments with representatives of the State Office of
Historic Preservation, more detailed historic-cultural
facility studies will be completed during Preliminary
Engineering. During this two year period there will
be adequate lead time to process any necessary permit.



62. Comment

The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce feels the patronage analysis
either undercounts or excludes the ridership generators along
the route of Alternative III.

Reference

Letter No.5, 65

Response

The Hollywood Chamber of Commerce's concern was investigated
last December in response to their letter of November 14, 1978.
A detailed explanation was sent to them on January 4, 1979
(copies attached).

In our letter of January 4, 1979 clarifying patronage projections
for Alternative III, we outlined reasons why we felt that these
projections did include all travel gener~ted in Hollywo?d, in
including the entertainment and tourist travel, the med~cal/
hospital complex, and the Los Angeles City College trips.
Similarly, we also explained that the projections for the other
alternatives such as Alternative I and II included the travel
generated by the Farmers Market, businesses along the Wilshire
Miracle Mile, CBS Television City, the Page Museum and the Los
Angeles County Museum. Since Alternatives I and II both have
a station in Hollywood, they also provide access to the enter
tainment and tourist attractions in Hollywood in the Highland
Avenue area, including eight theaters and the Roosevelt Hotel
and the new Holiday Inn Hotel.

Based upon an examination of all relevant factors, the SCRTD
Board has selected Alternative II as the Preferred Alternative.
For a detailed discussion of the rationale for this selection
see Chapter II of this report.

The Los Angeles Transportation Commission has also examined
the issues raised by the Hollywood Chamber of Commerce, and
had conducted a detailed study comparing Alternatives I, II,
and III. They have concluded that Alternative II is the best
alternative. Their report entitled "Regional Core Rapid
Transit Route Selection Report" dated November 14, 1979 can be
obtained for review from the Commission offices.

Following are SCRTD's specific responses to the specific
comments in the Chamber's letter of August 10, 1979.

1.· The LARTS data was originally compiled in 1967 but was
revised and updated as recently as 1976. Since the travel
data in the regional core included trips along the route
of Alternative III as well as those along the route of
the other alternatives, the ridership potential was
developed in the same manner for all alternatives.
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2. The 9,000 trips per day represents the estimated total
(in and out) passenger volume at the Vermont/Sunset
rapid transit station, not the total trips generated
in this area. All trips in this area would include
travel on the bus system as well as the trips made by
automobile. Transit travel in the regional core today
represents about 12% of all regional core auto and
transit trips. A canvass of the several hospitals in the
area indicates a total daily employee and visitor
population of 15,000. This would mean 30,000 daily
trips to and from this area. The 9,000 on and off
passenger volume at that station represents about 30%
of all of the hospital trips - over twice as many as the
normal transit percentage! The hospital complex attracts
patients and staff from all parts of Los Angeles and by
no means would all of them use the rail system. There£ore,
the 9,000 volume at this station appears to be reasonable 
if not a little excessive as it does not include the
many trips that are, and would still be, made by bus.

3. The Los Angeles City College does have a more than usual
usage of public transit. A recent survey taken by Dr.
Ben Gould of the LACC Admininstration shows that of the
full-time students, 38% use buses and over 50% use their
cars or carpool. Students number about 20,000 and there
are about 500 faculty members. However, only approxi
mately two-thirds are full-time, day students, while the
.rest are mostly part-time students attending evening
classes. All full-time students do not attend classes
daily - most are three days a week.

We also understand from the school, that a large portion
of the student population comes from the area along
Vermont, south of Wilshire. If there were a transit line
up Vermont, those students, using buses for this trip,
would not save appreciable travel time over the bus
mode by transferring for the short trip from Vermont/
Wilshire to the college. The current bus ridership at
the Los Angeles City College in terms of the daily on-off
movements at the bus stop shows 2,041 "on's" and 2,223
"off's" for a total of about 4,300.

The average total daily trips to and from the College
would be (20,000 x 1/2 + 500) x 2 = 21,000. Our estimate
of 7,000 on and off movements at a transit station there
is 33% of total trips - almost three times the normal
mode split - (not considering the appreciable number of
trips that would still be made on buses). Therefore, the
7,000 is a more than reasonable number in ths instance,
too. A letter from the City College to illITA states, "The
District anticipates minimal impact on student enrollment
or traffic patterns as a result of any of the transit
system alternatives. Thank you for circulating the
document to us."



4. In response to their comment that the entertainment travel is
severelyundercounted, both Alternatives I and II provide a station
at Las Palmas/Selma while Alternative III includes a station at
Hollywood/Vine. All of these alternatives serve entertainment
trips. While Alternative III serves the trips better in the vicinity
of Vine and Cahuenga, Alternative I and II serve better the consid
erable entertainment trips in the Las Palmas and Highland/Holly
wood vicinity.

The computer was not programmed to consider the trips to and
from the entertainment center near Highland Avenue for Alterna
tive I and II and neglect those around Vine Street in Alternative
III!

Alternative III is projected to carry 71 million annual rail passen
gers a1}d serve a total rail/bus annual ridership of 191 million.
The 1.25 million trips attracted by the Pantages (according to the
Chamber of Commerce) represent less than 2% of this alternative's
projected ridership, therefore, although entertainment trips are
included, their inclusion or exclusion in the total travel estimates
is not enough to make any appreciable difference in the analysis.

5. The same response made for Item 4 above applies to their concern
on tourist trips in Hollywood.

6. In response to their comment on development activity, see our
response on the Las Palmas/Selma vs. Cahuenga Boulevard Station
location issue in our response No.2.

7. While it is true that Alternative III would better serve the new hotel
development with a station at Hollywood and Vine, Alternative I and
II would serve better the existing hotels in the vicinity of Highland 
The Roosevelt Hotel and the new Holiday Inn.

8. Although Prudential Insurance Company has announced plans to move
their operations from their Wilshire Boulevard building to suburban
Westlake Village, the building they will vacate has already been
purchased and continued use will be made of the structure as an
office building. The new owners expect to have the building com
pletely leased upon Prudential's departure. With the current
shortage of office space there is no reason to expect this major
office building to be vacant.
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9. The Broadway has a department store at Wilshire/Hauser. A much
larger May Company department store exists at Wilshire/Fairfax.
The Broadway's management has considered the possibility of
vacating their building on Hauser when they open a new store in the
new shopping complex in the La Cienega/Beverly vicinity, about a
mile west of the Beverly Station on the Fairfax alignment. Not only
will this new shopping center attract considerable additional trips
to Alternative II, the store space that may be vacated on Wilshire/
Hauser may also provide considerable travel, because this space is
considered "prime" and several real estate developers have already
shown interest in this property and have proposed plans ranging
from another retail store to a 30-story office building.

10. In response to their comment on technical deficiencies in the
report, we refer to the answers given herein.

11. In resprnse to the Chamber's support of Alternative III, see attached·
discussion, Item #1, between the Vermont, La Brea and Fairfax
alignments, in our responses to the public hearing comments.

12. They suggest construction of AIternative III, but with the con
tinuance of the line on Wilshire out to Fairfax - which would
result in a "Y" junction, and:

a. A total length of line of 20 miles - 2 miles longer than
Alternative II, resulting in our increase in capital cost
of about $125 million in 1977 dollars ($223M in escalated
dollars).

b. The ability to operate at minimum headways of only 4
minutes on Wilshire west of Vermont and only 4 minutes
minimum headways out through Hollywood and into the
Valley. It is essential that we be able to run trains on
2 minute headways on both lines in the future as patron
age builds up. If there is a "Y" junction at Vermont
that would not be possible - for if trains run at 2-minute
intervals east of Vermont, the headways on each branch
to the west must be 4 minutes. And there is not the
justification to run a line on down Vermont because the
major destination from South Central Los Angeles is the
CBO and a line up Vermont would force a transfer of the
majority of riders to get to the CBO.



63.

c. In the future, a line from the San Fernando Valley down
through the west side to LA X and on down Hawthorne
Boulevard to Pacific Coast Highway (serving LAX and South
Bay commuters) is essential. And the portion of the
Starter Line northerly of Wilshire can become a part of
that future line. This will result in a future cross (over/
under) track arrangem~nton Wilshire so that both lines
will be able to operate independently at 2-minute headways.
Experience of other properties has shown the advantages
of completely separate line operation. If a line is located
on Vermont down to Wilshire, it would also force a future
duplicate parallel line on the west side. Any future line
rUlliling the length of Hollywood should go on into the CBD
via Sunset and serve the Silverlake and Echo Park communities,
and go across the CB D on First Street and out into East Los
Angeles via Whittier Boulevard.

Comment

The State Historic Preservation Officer expressed support for the
efforts made to date in regard to 4(f) 106 issues. However, they
expressed concern that their office be fully involved as prelimi
nary and final engineering plans are prepared and that adequate
studies be conducted.

Reference

Letter No. 90

Response

SCRTD management and staff are fully aware of the federal and
state regulations in this area, and wi II perform the tasks necessary
to meet these requirements during additional environmental work.
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64. Corrrrnent

Combine Alternatives III and V.

Reference

Letter No. 65

Response

A combination of Alternative III and Alternative V would create
a permanent "Y" junction on the rapid transit system at Vermont
and Wilshire. This would mean that with two-minute headways
on the portion of the line east of Vermont, the branches north
on Vermont and west on Wilshire could not operate at less than
four-minute headways. This would severely restrict the
capacity of an ultimate Wilshire line which will require two
minute service.

With 6-car trains carrying 165 per car or approximately 1000
per train, the peak period capacity at 4-minute headways is
l5,000/hr. in one direction (our 1990 estimated peak demand
load in one direction is approximately 14,000). At two-minute
headways, we would have· the capacity for 30,000 per hour. This
wll enable a passenger growth of 100% in future years. (Both
London and Toronto Transit people have advised us that if and
when any line load approaches 30,000 per hour, it is time for
a parallel line in order to better serve the corrrrnunity.

Suppose we were to use 8-car trains; 8-car trains at 165 per
car will carry l320/train, and at 4-minute headways, the capacity
would be about 20,000 per hour. That could not be increased if
there was a permanent "Y" at Wilshire and Vermont. This would
permit a passenger growth of only 33-1/3% -- a serious
restriction in the future.

Further, the cost of stations for 6-car trains would be signifi
cantly less than for 8-car trains -- the larger the station and
the larger the length of platform, the greater the cost -- at
least 10 - 15% more.

The future South-Central Line should go through the CBD, serving
the Occidental/Garment area, the Broadway shopping area and
the Civic Center complex - where most of the destinations are.
If Alternative III were to be extended south on Vermont from
Wilshire, it would force the majority of people coming up
Vermont to transfer at Wilshire to go east to the CBD.

It is, therefore, concluded that operational problems, capacity
limitations and accessibility factors make a combination of
Alternatives III and V totally undesirable.



65. Conunents

If finances are- depleted before the project (Alternative II)
is completed, would the Valley be left out?

Reference

Letter No. 68

Response

UMTA has built into its grants prov~s~on for adjustment of
funding if the rate of inflation varies. Therefore, it is
only for cost overruns that finances would be depleted. In
this event, cost reduction measures would be uniformly adopted.
There is no reason to assume that the Valley would be left out
in order to complete other portions of the System. In fact,
because their funding would be intended for the entire project,
UMTA would strongly resist any attempt to by-pass a segment
for which funds were conunitted.

66. Conunent

Low-cost parking should be provided at rapid transit stations
and at central transfer points, to offer additional incentives
to conunuters.

Reference

Letter No. 20

Response

Transit parking will be provided at the two stations in the
San Fernando Valley, and at other stations along the transit
line: depending upon availability of space and the projected
park~ng demand. SCRTD presently provides parking facilities
to. serve bus patrons at several major origin and transfer
po~nts.
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67. Conunent

In the Report Summary the word "insignificant" used to
describe the power load growth forecast for Los Angeles
resulting from the Starter Line, should be changed to
"inconsiderable".

Reference

Letter No. 58

Response

This change is a good suggestion and has been made in the
report.



F. INDIVIDUAL AND AGENCY STATEMENTS OF ALTERNATIVE PREFERENCE Individuals and Agencies Statements of Alternative Preference
Listed by Alternativf Preference

In terms of an t\lternative preference. the written and oral comments

recieved were both general and specific. The g~~~~§! comments pri

marily reduced themselves to a question of "rail" or "no rail" options.

Relative to the oral testimony. 28 persons supported rail transit

development in general. while only four persons were against it. Rela

tive to the written comments, 19 persons supported rail transit develop

ment in general, while only one person was against it.

The specific comments were significant in that Alternative II (the

SCRTD Board Preferred Alternative) was overwhelmingly favored over all

other alternatives, with 80 oral and 37 written "votes" in favor of it.

The second most favored option was Alternative III, with 10 oral and

15 written supporters. Next in line was Alternative I with only one

oral and one written comment in its favor. The remaining rail alterna

tives (IV and V) did not receive any support (except that Alternative

V was favored by one group as an option in case Alternative II received

inadequate funding). Finally, the All-Bus Alternatives received abso

lutely no support from any of the oral testifiers, while in terms of

written support, only one group supported the All-Bus Alternatives_

IVhat follows is a detailed listing of written and oral comments by pre

ference.
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A. ORAL TESTIMONY

Alternative I

1. J. T. Spencer

Alternative II

1. Mayor Tom Bradley
2. Citizens for Rail California - George Falcon - 400· members
3. Coalition for Rapid Transit - Abe Falick
4. Attorney Byron Cook
5. Congressman Barry Goldwater, Jr.
6. Los Angeles Urban League - John Mack
7. Dr. Alice Thurston - President of Los Angeles Valley College
8. MeA/Universal - Larry Spungin
9. North Hollywood Chamber - Richard Luehrs

10. Councilwoman Joy Picus
11. Councilwoma.n Pat Russell - L. A. City Council
12. Valley Wide Streets, Highway & Transportation Committee -

Roger Stanard
13. West L. A. County Resource Conservation District - Glenn Bailey
14. James B. McKenna - AM-CAL Realty, Inc.
15. Kurt Colicchio - Student
16. Patrick Moser - L. A. County Democratic Central Committee
17. Dorothy DOW~ling

18. David Downing - L. A. City & County Area Agency on Aging Committee
19. Richard Cowsill - L. A. Valley College Student Body President-

26,000 students
20. Bill Steward - Mayor's San Fernando Valley Advisory Committee
21. Guy M~Creary

22. Phyllis Roberts - President, North Holly Chamber of Commerce
23. North Hollywood Project Area Committee - Bruce Miller
24. United Chambers of San Fernando Valley - Frank Pine -

Representing 24 Chambers of Commerce
25. Sheldon Walter
26. Dwight Winegar - Student
27. Winnetka Chamber of Com'l1erce - Gordon Clint
28. Barry Ader
29. Lazear Israel
30. L. A. County M'.lseum of Arts - Mrs. Daniel Frost - 100,000 people



Public Hearing Comments - Oral Testimony Public Hearing Comments - Oral Testimony

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
5!.
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

59.
60.
6!.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

L. A. County Transportation Commission Chairman - Edmund Russ
Bo Young - Representing L. A. City Councilwoman Peggy Stevenson
American Institute of Architects - Richard Thompson
American Association of University Women - Evelyn Ghormley
California Federal savings & Loan - Jim Butler
Carthay Circle Homeowners Association - Louis Korn
Century City Chamber of Commerce - Warren Martin
Ecology Center of Southern California - Nancy Pearlman
Future of Los Angeles - JOM Touchet
Bob Geoghegan - Representing Supervisor Edmund Edelman
Jewish Legal Services - sandra Spitzer
May Company Department Stores - Phil Schmidt
National Council of Jewish Women - Karen Labinger - 4000
Al Nyberg - UCLA
West Hollywood Advisory Council - Elliot Harmer
West Hollywood Citizens Advisory Committee - Bud Siegal
West Hollywood Citizens Advisory Sub-Committee - Girard Spencer
Air Resources Board - Lawrence S. Caretto
Bullock's Department Stores - Frank Rice
Don Muclunore - California Federal savings & Loan
Carpenter's Union - Tom Benson - 3000
Countwide Citizen's Planning Council, Transportation Committee -
M~da Rosado

Coast Federal Savings - David Blaney
Computer Learning Center - Lloyd DesMarais
Craft & Folk Art Museum - Patrick Ela
East Los Angeles Area Aging Advisory Council - Joe Vazuez
East Los Angeles Interagency Coalition - Tomas Pompa
Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce - Jim Gordon -

2800 member firms
L. A. County Federation of Labor, AFL/CIO - Bill Robertson
Los Angeles Grand Jury - Marvey Chapman
L. A. County Medical Association - Dr. Stanley Rokaw
Park La Brea Associates - Glen Bennett - 14, 000 people
SCAG - Councilman Robert Farrell
Fred Terrell - Representing L. A. City Council President - JOM Ferraro
Whittier Boulevard Merchants' Association - Dl.vid Gonzales
Wilshire Chamber of Commerce - JOM McKay
Wilshire Temple - Rabbi Wolf - 7000 members
Richard Workman
American Lung Association - Honora Wilson
American Planning Association - Ken Gregory - 900 members
American Society of Civil Engineers - Jack Hallen
California Department of Transportation - Robert Datel
L. A. City Planning Department - Arch D. Crouch
L. A. County Planning Department - Norm Murdoch
Los Angeles NAACP - Dave Waters
Jim McDermott, Representing Assemblyman Michael Roos
Sierra Club - stan Hart
Sutro Company - Evelyn Kieffer
Rex Links - Wilshire Chamber of Commerce XI
Los Angeles County League of Women Voters - Gloria Schmidt 11-144

Alternative III

1. Do It Now Foundation (Hospitals) - Joyce &1yder
2. Hollywood Chamber of Commerce - Sheldon Davidow
3. Hollywood ReVitalization Committee - Bob DiPietro
4. Bill Sisson
5. Children's Hospital - Warren Thorpe
6. Jim Gagnon
7. L. A. City College Chancellor's Committee on Transportation 

Dr. James Cox
8. L. A. City College Student Council - Elizabeth Bell - 20,000 members
9. Michael Rosen

10. JOM Welbourne

Alternative IV

None

Alternative V

League of Women Voters (In case of inadequate funding for A }t. m.
All-Bus Alternatives

None

Support Concept of Immediate Rail Transit Development

1. Ben Bogartz
2. California Retired Teacher's Association - Reba Roebuck
3. Dennis Cannon
4. Fair Housing Council, San Fernando Valley - Charlotte saldick
5. Beverly Garland - Honorary Mayor of North Hollywood
6. North Hollywood Project Area Committee - Leo Potucek
7. Bryan Allen
8. J. Crawford
9. North Hollywood Redevelopment Committee - Leon Opseth

10. Rick Rofman
11. Fred Valentine
12. Hollywood Bowl - Tim Creedon
13. L. A. Philharmonic & Music Center - Sherrill Corwin, Director
14. Peter Stoner
15. West Hollywood Chamber - L. J. Durphy
16. California Association of Physically Handicapped - Gale Williams,

President - 300,000 members.
17. Retail Clerks Union - Rod Diamond - 26,000 members



Public Hearing Comments - Oral Testimony

Alternative

Alternative II

B. WRITTEN COMMENTS

1. James B. Rives

Dorothy Beffman
Congressman Anthony Beilenson
KNBC
L. A. City Council
Alden Nash
North Hollywood Project Area Committee
Valley Wide Committee on Streets, Highways & Transportation
Sheldon Walter
Larry Wartel
Donald & Roberta Whitney
Trinity Community Presbyterian Church
Taft High School Com'llunity Advisory Council
Wilshire Chamber of Com'llerce
L. A. City Board of Transportation Com'llissioners
Building Industries Association of Southern California, Inc.
Arturo Stephens
United Chambers of Commerce of the San Fernando Valley, Inc.
Alice E. McLaury
SCAG Metropolitan Clearing House
Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers
Power Engineering Society
Joint Council of Teamsters No. 42
T. A. Nelson - Professional Engineer
Century City Chamber of COm:11erCe
Silverman, Katz, Fram & Company
Beverly Hills Chamber of Commerce
Office of the Chancellor - UCLA
San Fernando Chamber of Commerce
Santa Monica Area Chamber of Commerce
Tishman Construction Corporation
California Department of Transportation
L. A. County Federation of Labor
Tract No. 7260 Homeowners Association, Inc.
Holmby-Westwood Property Owners Association, Inc.
Jewish Legal Services
Coalition for Rapid Transit
Los Angeles Branch NAACP

1.
2.
3.

*4.
5.

*6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

*24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

*31.
32.
33.
34.

*35.
*36.
*37.

Other

Against Proposed Transit Improvements

18. Aames Bureau of Employment - Earnest Weber
19. ARCO - Thornton Bradshaw/John Gendron
20. East L. A.· Senior Citizen's Committee - Toni Rini
21. Japanese American Citizen's League - John Saito - 9000 members
22. Greater Los Angeles Council on Deafness - Marge Klugman
23. Los Angeles Mayor's Office for Handicapped - Lou Nau
24. Mrs. A. Mellon
25. Marge Webb
26. Ted Mauritzen
27. National Fight Back Organization - James Seal
28. Joseph Rocco

1. Norris Dabbs
2. 1L's. O. Hicks
3. David Learn
4. Theodore Zier

1. Joseph Dunn - Student
2. San Fernando Valley Sierra Club - lone Buie
3. Robert Richmond
4. Greg Roberts
5. Art Schneider
6. Nancy Burns - Representing State Senator David Roberti
7. Rose Heller
8. Eugene Henning
9. Hollywood Coordinating Council - Leonard Reeg

10. Oscar Singer
11. Howard Watts
12. Ethel Blackwell
13. Earnest L. Crawford
14. Ecology Legislative Action - Michael Clements
15. Pat Gibbs
16. Studio City Chamber of Commerce - Peggy Schade
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Public Hearing Comments - Written

Alternative III

1. Hollywood Arts Council
2. Hollywood Coordinating Council

*3. Hollywood Revitalization Committee, Inc.
4. Masquers Club
5. Ted H. Smith and Son Realtors
6. USO- Los Angeles Area

*7. Councilwoman Peggy Stevenson
8. Ramsey-Schilling Company
9. Church of the Blessed Sacrament

*10. Associated Students - Los Angeles City College - Elizabeth Bell
11. Associated Students - Los Angeles City College - Geraldine Brooks

*12. Los Angeles City College - James Cox
13. Assistance League of Southern California

*14. Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
15. Associated Students - Los Angeles City College - Leslie Spates

Sample - Form Letter (744 Received)

Alternatives IV and V

None

All-Bus Alternatives

1. David Grayson - Automobile Club of Southern California

Support Concept of Immediate Rail Transit Development

1. Assemblyman Howard L. Berman
2. Beneficial Standard Properties, Inc.
3. National Society of Professional Engineers
4. City of San Fernando - City Council
5. Mental Health Association
6. Edgar D. Cahn
7. L. A. City Board of Building & Safety Commissioners
8. John Pignataro
9. Central City Association

10. Assemblyman Tom Bane
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Public Hearing Comments - Written

11. Citizens Bicycle Advisory Committee
12. Hospital of the Good Samaritan
13. Fred Valentine
14. Western Los Angeles Regional Chamber of Commerce
15. Los Angeles Police Department

*16. California Retired Teacher's Association
17. Westside Community for Independent Living, Inc.
18. Hollywood Revitalization Committee, Inc. - August 8, 1979
19. George C. Page Museum

Not Applicable for Identifying Preference

1. L. A. County Flood Control District
2. UMTA
3. Office of Planning and Research (State Clearing House)
4. South Coast Air Quality Management District
5. L. A. City Department of Transportation
6. U. S. Department of the Interior
7. U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
8. U. S. Department of Transportation - FHWA Region Nine
9. U. S. DOT - Office of Environment and Safety

10. The Los Angeles Conservancy
11. Office of the Chancellor - Los Angeles Community Colleges

Against All Proposed Transit Improvements

1. William G. Thompson

*Duplicates Oral Testimony
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND CREDITS

This Final Alternatives Analysis/Environmental Impact Statement/
Environmental Impact Report (AA/EIS/EIR), evaluating transit improve
ment alternatives in the Los Angeles Regional Core, is the joint
effort of the staffs of the Southern California Rapid Transit District
(SCRTD) and the Urban Mass Transporation Administration (UMTA) of the

United States Department of Transportation. Its preparation has been
under the immediate direction of the SCRTD Rapid Transit Department
and the UMTA Office of Planning Assistance. Funding for the study
effort has been 80 percent FederaL from UMTA Section 9 grants; 18
percent State, from California Department of Transportation (CalTrans)
Proposition 5 fixed guideway funds; and the balance supplied by the
Southern California Rapid Transit District.

Under a contract with the SCRTD, the City of Los Angeles Planning and
Traffic Departments and Engineering Bureau have been involved in the
project from its beginning, providing staff assistance in their re
spective disciplines. Two other governmental entities which have
played important parts are the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG), which is responsible for general regional trans
portation planning and administration of Federal grant monies in the

Los Angeles region; and the Los Angeles County Transportation
Commission (LACTC), which has the responsibility for approv-
ing the use of Federal and State funding for transportation
projects in Los Angeles County.

Major technical assistance in patronage forecasting was provided by
the LARTS branch of CalTrans, and in other engineering and environmental
fields by six private consulting firms. Additional technical help
eame from various other private firms and public agencies.

Figure A-l at the end of this section depicts the project management
organization and identifies those in each area of responsibility, all
of whom have performed individually, and as a team, so as to bring
about a product of the highest professional standards.



There has been continuous outside agency review of the project work by
the Interagency Technical Committee (ITC), which is composed of the
technical representatives from all concerned Federal, State and local
transportation agencies. This committee reports to a policy
group called the Inter-Agency Coordinating Committee (IACC). The
membership of both of these committees is shown below:

Interagency Coordinating Committee (IACC)

City of Los Angeles
Mayor Tom Bradley
Deputy Mayor Ray Remy

Chairperson, City Council Transportation Committee
Councilwoman Pat Russell
Councilman John Ferraro

California Department of Transporation (CalTrans)
District Director - Robert Datel
Chief, Div. of Transportation Planning - W.E. Schaefer

Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD)
President, Board of Directors - Marvin Holen/Byron Cook
Chairman, Rapid Transit Committee - Gerald Leonard/

Thomas Neusom

Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA)
Regional Director - Dee Jacobs

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Division Administrator - O.L. Homme

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)

Executive Director: Mark Pisano

Los Angeles County Transporation Commission (LACTC)
Executive Director: Jerome Premo
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Interagency Technical Committee

Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD)
Gallagher, Taylor

Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA)
Townsend, Perdon

California Department of Transporation (CalTrans)
Baxter, Sanchez

Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
Ackermann, Wells

Urban Mass Transporation Administration (UMTA)
Eurman, Kennedy

Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Gallardo

Los Angeles County Transporation Commission (LACTC)
Premo·, Richmond

City of Los Angeles Departments of - Planning, Public Works and
Transporation (Engineering Bureau), and Traffic

Hamilton, Sizemore, Rowe

County of Los Angeles, Regional Planning and Road Departments
Murdock, Royce

A number of civic and community organizations and Los Angeles City
and County Boards and Commissions have provided input and feedback as
the project advanced. Of great value has been the cooperation of the
Los Angeles City Council members and their staffs. A complete
documentation of the public participation effort is given in Chapter XII.
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REGIONAL CORE TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
PROJECT ORGANIZATION CHART

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Urban Mass Transportation Administration

Office of Planning Assistance
Washinton, D.C. and San Francisco Staffs

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Richard Gallagher . _

Manager & Chief Engineer
Rapid Transit Department

Wash., D.C.
Joel Ettinger
Richard Smith
Samuel Zimmerman

S.F.
Stuart Eurman
Mike Kennedy

SECRETARIAL

E. Gillilan
R. Manus

CONTRACT

I-------+--------l ADMINISTRATION

R. Sechler

I I I
PLANNING, PATRONAGE

PROJECTION, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

N. Tahir
R. Farley

SUBSYSTEMS ENGINEERING

D. Gardner

I

FACILITIES ENGINEERING

N. Richards
C. Proctor
D. King
B. MacLean

-
COMMUNITY INTERFACE

M. Chapman
L. Collier

REPORT ARTWORK

Isao Kikuchi Design

PUBLIC HEARINGS

CKT Associates
·L. Collier

COMMUNITY MEETINGS

r-- Los Angeles City
Planning Dept.

PUBLICITY

- SCRTD Marketing and
Communications Dept.

I

i.......,
SPECIAL STUDIES

_ Wilson-Ihrig & Associates
r-- Archaeological Resources

Management Corp.

SUBSURFACE UTILITIES
- Los Angeles City Engineer

MAPPING,
PLAN and PROFILE

_ Kaiser Engineers/Daniel,
Mann, Johnson and

_ Mendenhall
American Aerial Surveys

Kennard, Delahousie
and Gault

Skidmore, Owings
and Merrill

Wallace, McHarg,
Roberts & Todd

Urban Development
Group

URBAN DESIGN and
JOINT DEVELOPMENT

Lindvall, Richter
and Associa tes

A. A. Mathews, Inc.
Underground Technology

Development Corp.
Woodward-Clyde

Consultants

GEOTECHNICAL STUDIES

TRANSIT OPERATIONS

Port Authority Transit
Corporation of Pa. & N.J.ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

PATRONAGE PROJECTION

'--- Los Angeles Regional
Transportation Study (Larts)

BUS SYSTEMS
PLANNING AND COSTING

Los Angeles City
Wilbur Smith & Associates f--. Planning Dept.

SCRTD Surface Planning Dept. - Los Angeles City
SCRTD Operations Dept. Traffic Dept.

De Leuw, Cather and
Company

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
f-

De Leuw, Cather and Company
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